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Abstract 
 
This thesis examines the evidence for early medieval mills in England and 
considers their place in the physical and social landscape of the period.  The 
evidence for these mills is sparse, with only nine sites from the early medieval 
period having been excavated in England to date, with all these sites being 
accidental finds.  The difficulties in locating and interpreting early medieval mill 
sites are examined, and it is concluded that their locations cannot be predicted 
in terms of topographical factors alone.  Excavation evidence suggests that 
mills of this period are more likely to be found on high-status sites and this 
theory is tested using an analysis of mills in a series of ‘nested’ study areas 
within the south-west Midlands to establish whether any relationship can be 
proposed between the number and value of early mills and the social status of 
the different categories of landholder.   
 
Firstly, the Domesday record of mills in the five counties of Gloucestershire, 
Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Somerset and Oxfordshire, in the south-west 
Midlands, is examined by class of landholder (royal, episcopal, monastic and 
lay) to determine the distribution, locations and values of mills by this date.  This 
shows that mills are still important on royal estates by the mid-11th century, 
although changing social and economic conditions mean that they are more 
widespread than they appear to have been during the early medieval period 
based on the archaeological evidence, and are no longer the preserve of 
landowners of high status.  Secondly, a number of major early medieval estate 
centres are identified in a second ‘nested’ study area of Gloucestershire, 
Worcestershire and Herefordshire and the record of mills on those manors at 
the time of Domesday analysed, to establish whether mills continue to be 
important on these centres at this date.   A sample of one of these early estate 
centres for each of the three counties is also considered, to determine whether 
mills at these centres were more numerous and valuable by the time of 
Domesday than on other manors in the three counties.  The analysis 
substantiates the archaeological evidence for the association between known 
early medieval mills and sites of high status, with mills appearing to be a 
common feature of these early estate centres.   By the time of Domesday, mills 
on the early estate centres also appear to have been generally more valuable 
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and more efficient than mills in the three counties as a whole, although those in 
the sample were no more valuable than other mills in similar favourable 
topographical locations. This supports the view that, by this date, mills were no 
longer solely a feature of high-status estates alone.  Finally, the location of 
watermills in the landscape is considered, in particular their relationship with 
parish boundaries, to establish whether the use of a parish boundary for a mill 
leat, or deviations in parish boundaries around mill sites, can provide a 
methodology for locating early medieval watermill sites.  Examples identified 
within this final ‘nested’ study area of four blocks of land within the counties of 
Gloucestershire, Worcestershire and Herefordshire are, however, fewer than 
anticipated, demonstrating the difficulties in finding mills of this period from 
evidence in the landscape today.  The thesis therefore concludes that mills can 
be considered to be a common feature of high-status sites in the early medieval 
period, with major early medieval estate centres (and early monastic sites), as 
well as royal centres at the time of Domesday, being locations where the 
presence of an early medieval watermill should be anticipated. 
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Conventions and Definitions 
 
Maps 
 
North is at the top of maps and plans unless otherwise indicated. 
 
Conventions  
 
A number of specific conventions for individual chapters are outlined at the 
beginning of those chapters.  General conventions are as follows: 
 
 The term ‘medieval’ is used, as defined by the Society for Medieval 
Archaeology, for the period between A.D. 410 and c.A.D. 1540.  
Within this, ‘early medieval’ is used for the period between A.D. 410 
and A.D. 1066, ‘high medieval’ for the period between A.D. 1066 and 
c.A.D. 1348 and ‘late medieval’ for the period between c.A.D. 1348 
and c.A.D. 1540.  
 
 ‘Post-Conquest’ is used for a narrower definition of the medieval 
period between A.D. 1066 and c.A.D. 1200. 
 
 ‘Post-medieval’ is used for the period between c.A.D. 1540 and the 
present day, as defined by the Society of Post-Medieval Archaeology. 
 
 The terms ‘Anglo-Saxon’ and ‘Saxon’ are used where reference is 
made to sources which employ these terms, for example where 
architecture is referred to in a source as being ‘Anglo-Saxon’, and are 
considered a cultural definition rather than one of an historic period. 
 
 Reference to mills throughout are to watermills, as windmills were not 
introduced in England until the late 12th century (Dyer 2002, 131). 
 
 References to charters are by their number in Sawyer’s Catalogue of 
Anglo-Saxon Charters (1968), for example S1347.  
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 References to translated charter bounds are. where available, by their 
number in LangScape (The Language of Landscape, Kings College 
2008), for example L1347.0.00. 
 
Renders in Domesday 
 
A number of renders in kind are listed in Domesday and are referred to in the 
text.  Not all can be accurately assessed but the following guidelines can be 
used.   
 
 A ‘stica’ or stick of eels is calculated at 25 eels to the stick (D.B. 
Herefs. 1:4 notes). 
 
 A ‘packload’ of corn or grain is the amount that a mule or horse can 
carry, calculated by Langdon (1986, 116) to be between 91-109 kgs. 
(200-240lbs).   
 
 A ‘sester’ is said by Morris (D.B. Worcs. 2:8 notes) to be a measure of 
uncertain and variable size and can be a dry or liquid measure.   For 
honey, it is reckoned to be 32oz. (0.91 kgs.).   
 
 ‘Dickers’ of iron, as at Gloucester (D.B. Gloucs. G) are suggested by 
Geddes (1991, 169) to be in units of ten and probably in the form of 
horseshoes.    
 
 A ‘measure’ of corn or (as at Marden in Herefordshire), of salt, is said 
by Morris (1983a, 1:7 notes) to be normally reckoned at eight bushels, 
a bushel being equal to 56lbs or 25.4 kgs. 
 
 A ‘bloom of iron’ or a ‘lump of iron’, both of which appear in the 
Domesday record for the five counties, are unknown amounts.  Morris 
(1983a, 1:7 notes and 17:1 notes) believes that these may not have 
been fixed measures.   
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Chapter One 
  
The Context for the Study:  
Watermills in Britain the Early Medieval Period 
 
The study of watermills has traditionally been dominated by the work of 
technological historians, with little attention being paid until recently to their role 
in society and the economy.  By 1988, Holt (1988, ix) commented that mills had 
still not received sufficient attention from historians, and that technological 
historians had tended to develop a separate discipline, emphasising the 
technical innovation that they believed had driven social change rather than 
considering mills as one element in a complex social context.    
 
Watermills are, in many parts of the country, still a familiar sight to us as a 
number have been restored to working order by enthusiasts, either as industrial 
mills or corn mills.  Many of these corn mills are run as working museums and 
attract tourists interested to see demonstrations of how flour is produced using 
water power.  Usually there is a ‘resident miller’, often with flour and local crafts 
for sale, along with the requisite tea room.  This creates a rather romantic idea 
of past times, when the job of the miller would in reality be hard, noisy, dusty 
and often dangerous.  These mills do, however, provide a valuable living record 
of the largely obsolete process in this country of corn milling using water power, 
and the knowledge and skills of the molinologists who restore them is invaluable 
in the understanding of the workings of mills and their experience is important in 
informing archaeological excavations of earlier mills.  These working mills are, 
however, in the minority and the majority of surviving mills have now had their 
mill houses converted to dwellings, perhaps preserving the mill wheel or mill 
pond as a novelty, or occasionally remain as ruined buildings, sometimes (but 
not always) picturesque (see Figure 1 below).   
 
Many mills which began their lives as corn mills were, during the high and late 
medieval periods, adapted to a variety of industrial uses such as cloth fulling, 
iron forging, tanning and paper making.  The use of watermills to grind grain 
began to decline in the late 18th century, with the advent of steam power, which 
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meant that all but the smallest were no longer profitable.  In addition, flour 
milling was revolutionised by the introduction of more efficient roller mills, using 
iron rollers instead of grinding stones, rendering water-powered mills obsolete 
for large-scale processing of grain.  Some watermills, mainly grinding corn and 
animal feed for small farms, were still operational in the mid-20th century and 
even beyond, within living memory, so allowing oral tradition to add to their 
story.   
 
 
Figure 1: The ruined watermill at Durbridge, Redmarley, Gloucestershire.  This mill operated as 
both a corn mill and an animal feed processing mill until 1947, when the River Leadon flooded 
and destroyed the dam and the sluice gates which controlled the water flow to the mill, 
damaging the machinery.  It was then used as a maltings, with two hop kilns being constructed 
adjacent to the building, and later as a cider mill.  Many corn mills were later converted to other 
uses and have a similar chequered history. 
 
Mills of the late and post-medieval periods have therefore received more 
attention than their early medieval counterparts, partly because of their visibility 
in the landscape but also because they are also more accessible in the written 
record.  They are of interest to historians because of their role in the social and 
economic history of the country, which can be understood with the advent of 
accounts, rentals and other documents from around the 12th century onwards.  
They are also studied by technological and industrial historians, who are 
concerned with the development of technology and of the processes for which 
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watermills were used, from the earliest times through to the Industrial 
Revolution and to their decline in the 19th centuries.  There is a further aspect to 
mills which Rahtz (1981, 1) pinpoints: ‘they also have a wide appeal both on 
account of their working parts, which have all the attraction of clockwork, 
Meccano and steam engines, and also aesthetically….’.   
 
Perhaps because of their relative obscurity in both the historical and 
archaeological record, little attention has been paid to early medieval watermills 
until recently.  Their locations, their social and economic role and their place in 
the landscape still remain largely unknown.  Only nine sites from the early 
medieval period have been excavated in England, with all these sites being 
accidental finds.  Unfortunately, we know little about what signs in the 
landscape might help locate early medieval mills, and whether they could be 
expected on any particular sites of the period.  There have been assumptions 
made by both historians and archaeologists, based on the limited 
archaeological evidence, that mills of this date are a feature of high-status sites, 
either royal or monastic.  Excavations at West Cotton in Northants. in the 1980s 
(Chapman 2010, 145) almost missed the sequence of early medieval mills on 
the site mainly because the excavators had not expected to find a mill on what 
was thought to be a low-status site.  Yet around the same time, Rahtz (1981, 5-
6) was continuing to highlight the need for further work to establish the place in 
society of mills such as that on the early medieval royal estate at Tamworth in 
Staffs., discovered a decade before.  If early mills were more widespread than 
current archaeological evidence indicates, then those so far discovered may 
not, because of the status of the lands on which they have been found, be 
typical of mills of the period.   The evidence to date does not provide answers to 
these questions. 
 
Documentary evidence does not provide many clues, with references to 
watermills in England only beginning in small numbers in charters of the 8th 
century, although becoming more frequently mentioned by the 9th century 
(Hooke 2007, 42-43).  Only by the time of Domesday Book in 1086 do 
watermills become common in the documentary record, although Domesday 
only tells us on whose land they were located and their value.  The sites of 
these mills, and whether they were horizontal or vertical, are not recorded and 
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the fact remains that, despite their numbers, not one Domesday mill has yet 
been located with certainty on the ground.  There has also been little 
quantitative analysis of these Domesday mills in terms of their values and their 
efficiency in relation to the amount of arable land they serviced, and of the 
ownership of the lands on which they are recorded.  Such information may 
prove useful in determining whether mills were in fact more common and 
valuable on high-status lands at that date, and whether those particular 
landholders appear to have invested more in mills on their lands during the 
period prior to the Norman Conquest. 
 
These excavated English sites, however, together with the greater body of 
excavation evidence from Ireland, are beginning to shed light on the 
construction, operation and locations of watermills of this period.  The difficulties 
encountered by excavators in recognising these early mills, discussed in more 
detail in this study, demonstrate that many which were excavated in both 
England and Ireland prior to the 1970s were not recognised as such.  There 
were few mills of the period with which to compare them and dating of them was 
frequently difficult until the advent of dendrochronology, or tree-ring dating, in 
the 1970s provided the opportunity to date timber structures, which are 
frequently preserved on waterlogged sites.  Excavation evidence has now 
pushed back the earliest date for early medieval watermills in Britain to the 7th 
century, with the earliest being the first mill at Wellington Quarry in 
Herefordshire (W.H.E.A.S. 2008), dated to A.D. 600-685, and with several other 
sites being dated to the 7th or early 8th century including Worgret in Dorset 
(Hinton 1992), Ebbsfleet in Kent (Andrews et al 2011), a second mill at 
Wellington Quarry (W.H.E.A.S. 2008) and possibly the mill at Old Windsor in 
Berkshire (Wilson and Hurst 1958) (although Schove (1979, 219-222) suggests 
it may be even earlier).  
 
Aims and Structure of the Thesis 
 
The primary aim of this thesis is to assess the significance of watermills in the 
landscape of the south-west Midlands of England in the early medieval period, 
giving a landscape perspective in a field largely dominated by studies of their 
technology and history.   It aims to test the assumption that mills of this period 
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were a phenomenon of high-status sites, and to look for evidence to support the 
view that they may have been more widespread than has previously been 
thought.  Given that these early mills are difficult to locate and to recognise, the 
study also aims to determine whether other methods can be employed to 
identify the sites of early watermills, by considering their location in the 
landscape.   
 
Within these aims there are four main objectives.    
 
 To review the published archaeological and documentary data for 
early medieval mills. 
 To present an analysis of the evidence from Domesday Book for mills 
within the study area, to establish whether this can shed new light on 
the distribution, locations and values of mills, considered by class of 
landholder, during the period leading up to its compilation. 
 To identify a number of major early medieval estate centres within the 
study area and to analyse the record of mills on those manors by the 
time of Domesday, to establish whether mills on these centres 
continue to be important at this date.  If so, this would support the 
archaeological evidence for early mills being a feature of high-status 
sites and indicate that these estate centres would be worth 
investigating in the search for mills of this period. 
 To examine in more detail the location of watermills in the landscape 
within the study area, in particular their relationship with parish 
boundaries, to establish whether this can provide a methodology for 
finding watermill sites of the early medieval period. 
 
The study area of the south-west Midlands comprises the pre-1974 counties of 
Gloucestershire, Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Somerset and Oxfordshire 
(Figure 2 below).  The selection of the area will enable a wide variety of regional 
landscapes, with their differing social and economic histories during the early 
medieval period, to be included, from the upland area of north-west 
Herefordshire, on the often shifting border with Wales, to the rich and fertile 
lands of Oxfordshire in the heart of England, dominated by the time of 
Domesday by large and wealthy royal manors.  This therefore covers a large 
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geographic area and, to enable a more detailed focus on specific regions within 
it, a series of ‘nested’ study areas will be taken (as in Rippon 2006 and 2012), 
selected according to the level of detail required for the topic under 
consideration.  These will be used to focus on particular themes, from an 
analysis of the Domesday evidence for mills across the whole study area to the 
examination of the relationship of mills with parish boundaries in selected 
parishes within the area. 
 
 
Figure 2: Map of the historic (pre-1974) counties of England, with the boundaries of the study 
area marked in red. 
 
The Technology of Watermills 
 
Much of the technical terminology relating to watermills is largely outside the 
scope of this study, although some understanding of their operation is 
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necessary to place it into context.  Although the majority of the mainly post-
medieval watermills which remain today may bear little outward resemblance to 
their early medieval ancestors, the basic technology remains in essence the 
same.  The watermills of the early medieval period are all presumed to be corn-
grinding mills, as there is (to date) no evidence of their being used for any other 
purpose.  Their function was to use the power of water to turn a pair of mill 
stones, or grinding stones, placed one on top of the other, to grind grain which 
is normally poured though an opening in the upper stone either by hand or by 
using a hopper.  The grain is ground into meal, which can then be further 
refined into flour by sieving.   
 
All watermills require a head of water to turn the mill wheel, which can be 
created using different methods (summarised by Langdon 2004, 75-78).  The 
water supply is normally taken to the mill by a channel termed a mill leat, or mill 
race, with the tail race taking the water away from the wheel.  A simple leat 
system involves digging a channel and using natural gradients to take the water 
to the mill.  This often requires a weir, or low dam, to enable the supply to be 
controlled by forming a barrier across the river and increasing the head of water 
to the wheel.  Control of the water supply to the wheel is important, both to 
provide a continuous supply to operate the mill and also to prevent flooding and 
subsequent damage to the mill wheel and milling equipment.  Continuity of 
water supply, especially on smaller streams, can be provided by a mill pond, 
using a sluice gate to control the water, opening it to let the water into the leat to 
power the wheel and closing it to stop the water supply when it is not required.  
A variation of this is the tide mill, which involves collecting water from flood tides 
and holding it in a pond to release when the mill is in operation.  The complex 
technology for constructing tide mills was certainly available to early medieval 
mill-builders; the earliest excavated example of this period in Europe is in 
Ireland at Nendrum, Co. Down, where the first mill dates to A.D. 619 (McErlean 
and Crothers 2007), with the earliest in England being at Ebbsfleet in Kent, 
dated to between A.D. 691-692 (Hardy et al 2011).  
 
The two main types of watermill are horizontal-wheeled mills and vertical-
wheeled mills.   A horizontal mill consists of a vertical shaft with paddles fixed at 
the bottom.  Water is directed onto these paddles using a water chute, 
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sometimes known as a penstock or pentrough, causing them and the shaft to 
rotate and to turn the grinding stones fixed to the top of the shaft (Figure 3 
below).  The water can be supplied direct from a stream or leat, or by using a 
mill pond, which allows for greater control of the water supply to the wheel.   
 
 
Figure 3: Reconstruction of the horizontal mill at Cloontycarthy, Co. Cork, dated to c.A.D. 833 
(after Rynne 2009, Figure 1).  The chute or penstock directs the water onto the wheel, turning it 
on a vertical shaft which carries a pair of millstones on its top.  No gearing is therefore required.  
Grain is poured between the millstones using a hopper.   
 
Horizontal mills are seldom now to be seen in Britain, with the exception of a 
few preserved mills, generally known as ‘Norse’ mills, in the Northern and 
Western Isles of Scotland and in parts of Ireland.  These simple mills (as seen 
in Figure 4 below) could be no more than a paddle dipped into a stream.  There 
were, however, many other variations in their form in the early medieval period, 
including sophisticated structures exploiting a tidal water supply to provide a 
head of water that could be dammed into a pond, as at Nendrum (McErlean and 
Crothers 2007).  At the other end of the scale, surviving timbers discovered in 
excavations show that some horizontal mills were massive structures, including 
those at Ebbsfleet and at Kilbegly, Co. Roscommon (Jackman 2007), and there 
is also evidence that some horizontal mills drove two wheels, as at Ebbsfleet 
and Little Island, Co. Cork (Rynne 1989b).  
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Figure 4: A rather grainy photograph from 1902 of a small horizontal mill on Foula, Shetland 
(from Curwen 1944, Plate II), showing a simple stone mill with a turf roof, positioned directly 
over a stream which turns the paddles.   
 
 
Figure 5: Reconstruction of the 7
th
 century mill at Ebbsfleet in Kent, showing its timber 
construction with a thatched roof (from Andrews et al 2011, Plate 6.9).  This mill had two 
horizontal wheels, powered by a mill pond which made use of a previous Roman tidal 
backwater. 
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Some of these horizontal mills, such as the late 7th century mill at Ebbsfleet 
(Andrews et al 2011) (Figure 5 above), had wheelhouses above, generally 
simple timber or stone structures with either a thatched or tiled roof.   
 
Vertical mills, in contrast, use a horizontal shaft, with paddles set on a wheel 
which rotates vertically in the water, requiring gears to transfer the power from 
the horizontal shaft to a vertical rotating shaft in order to operate the millstones 
above.  Two main types of wheel are used in vertical mills.  An undershot wheel 
is turned from below, being raised slightly above the water and using the power 
of the moving water to turn the wheel (Figure 6 below). This type of wheel is 
particularly suitable where the watercourse is small or the gradient is fairly 
shallow.  A variation on the undershot wheel is the breastshot wheel, where the 
water is directed at the wheel at axle height.   
 
 
Figure 6: Reconstruction drawing of a vertical-wheeled mill at Little Island, Co.Cork, c.A.D.630 
(from Rynne 1992, p.22). 
 
An overshot wheel (Figure 7 below) is powered by water being directed onto the 
top of the wheel by a raised launder or channel.  Watts (2002, 55) points out 
that an overshot wheel is more efficient, using gravity as well as the velocity of 
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the water to turn the wheel.  As they do not rely on a flow of water alone, these 
wheels are often powered by a mill pond, although the fall of water required 
means there are less suitable sites available for this type of wheel.  The mill at 
Worgret in Dorset (Hinton 1992) is to date the only site discovered of the early 
medieval period in England which may have used an overshot wheel, although 
this is suggested from its low-lying location rather than by the archaeological 
evidence.   
 
 
Figure 7: Conjectural reconstruction of the working parts of a medieval overshot vertical mill 
(from Watts 2000, Page 19). 
 
It can be suggested from this brief summary of the different types of watermill 
that horizontal-wheeled mills may be better suited to a different location to 
vertical-wheeled mills.  Watts (pers. comm.) comments that most horizontal-
wheeled mills found have only short head-race channels and that the low 
angles of their pentroughs suggests that they operate from a relatively low head 
of water.  These mills, rather than relying on small, fast-flowing streams, instead 
required a constant water supply, which would maximise the period during the 
year during which the mill could be in use.  One of the issues which will be 
discussed in this study is whether there is evidence in the archaeological record 
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to support this view and whether any suggestions can as a result be made 
regarding the suitability of particular locations for early mills.   
 
 
Figure 8: Illustration of an overshot vertical mill, from the Luttrell Psalter of c.1340 (from Holt 
1988, Plate 3, taken from British Library Add. Ms.42130 fo.181).  The raised launder and the 
timber frame supporting the wheel can be seen, along with what are probably traps for eels and 
other fish in the mill pond.  
 
One of the earliest illustrations of a vertical mill is that found in the Luttrell 
Psalter of c.1340 (Figure 8 above).  This small mill uses an overshot vertical 
wheel supported on timber bearings and is powered using a mill pond.  The 
artist also shows what are probably fish or eel traps in the mill pond.   There are 
numerous records in Domesday Book of 1086 of mills which paid renders in 
eels and, although some of these eels may have been caught using fish traps in 
the river or in mill streams (Bond 1988b, 92), many would have been obtained 
from mill ponds.  Aston and Bond (1988, 419) comment that the construction 
and management techniques for fish ponds were the same as for mill ponds 
powering overshot wheels.   
 
The proportion of horizontal and vertical mills in the early medieval period 
cannot be determined with any certainty but the documentary evidence shows 
that the horizontal mill had gone out of use in England by the 13th century (Holt 
1988, 118).  The vertical mill is therefore the type which is most familiar to us 
today, although our view of them is largely determined by the post-medieval 
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mills which are still to be found.  Some of these are on a truly massive scale, 
adapted in many instances for industrial processes, although many of their 
medieval ancestors appear from archaeological evidence to be smaller and 
simpler in form.  The illustration in the Luttrell Psalter shows the type of small 
vertical-wheeled mill that would have been a familiar sight in England during the 
high medieval, and presumably also early medieval, period although the 
probability that horizontal mills may have continued to operate at the time of 
Domesday Book will also be examined. 
 
The Development of Mills in Britain up to the Early Medieval 
Period 
 
For centuries before the invention of watermills, querns had been used to grind 
grain by hand, and they continued to be used in domestic situations into the 
medieval and even the post-medieval period, grinding small amounts of grain 
for a household.  The simplest form of quern, the saddle quern, was the earliest 
in use, found in England from the prehistoric period.  This used a large lower 
stone, on which the grain was placed, together with a top rubbing stone, which 
was used to grind the grain.  It would have taken an individual several hours 
using a saddle quern to grind enough grain for a family for a day.  Rotary 
querns are more efficient, and these begin to be found in Britain during the Iron 
Age (Watts 2002, 27).  These consist of a pair of small millstones, the grain 
being poured through an opening in the upper stone, which is then rotated with 
a handle to grind the grain.  The amount of effort required to obtain even a small 
amount of flour by this method still made this impractical for all except individual 
households, although examples of rotary querns have been found from British 
early medieval monastic sites at Whitby in North Yorkshire and at Whithorn in 
Dumfries and Galloway (Bond 2004, 310), where perhaps the community was 
not large enough to justify the expense of constructing a watermill.  
Documentary evidence (Langdon 2004, 39-40) shows that they remained in 
common household use in Britain up to the end of the late medieval period.   
 
It is not known when animal-powered rotary mills began to appear in Britain but 
a few examples have been found from the Roman period, such as that from the 
early Roman fort at Clyro in Powys (National Library of Wales Ref. GTJ31579).  
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They are likely also to have been in use in the early medieval period; 
excavations at the royal palace at Cheddar in Somerset (Rahtz 1979) revealed 
a mill stone identified as being from a mechanical mill (ibid, 234), along with 
what is thought to have been an animal-powered mill from a building in use in 
the 10th century, although Watts (2002, 75) believes that the interpretation of 
this feature is still not certain.  Such animal-powered mills, normally using 
horses or donkeys, continued to be recorded in England in documents of the 
late medieval period (Holt 1988, 166; Langdon 2004, 39) and may possibly 
account for some of the mills recorded in the Domesday Book.     
 
The earliest watermills are believed to have appeared in Byzantium and 
Alexandria in around the 3rd century B.C. (Lewis 1997; Lucas 2006a), the 
technology spreading to the Roman Empire by the 2nd century A.D. (Watts 
2002, 47).  These were vertical-wheeled watermills, with the horizontal-wheeled 
mill seeming to appear later, the earliest to date having been found in Tunisia, 
dating to the late 3rd and early 4th centuries A.D. (Lucas 2006a, 37-38).  The 
significance of the development of mechanised milling, making use of water 
power, cannot be over-estimated.  Wilson (2002, 12) calculates that the output 
of an overshot watermill with one pair of stones is approximately equal to that of 
five or more donkey mills.   
 
Watermills were not a new phenomenon in the early medieval period in 
England, as eight Roman watermills have to date been discovered here, dating 
between the 2nd and 4th centuries A.D. (Spain 2002; Lucas 2006a, 46; Howard 
2011, 39).  The history of their development in England has not, however, been 
one of steady progress and increase, and the absence of evidence for mills 
between the late 4th century and the late 6th century is notable, as is the uneven 
spread of dates for excavated sites.  The sample of excavated early medieval 
mills in England is still small but it continues to increase, with all but two of 
these nine mills being excavated in the last thirty years.   
 
In Ireland, documentary references to watermills begin at a slightly earlier date 
than in England, with references in law tracts, annals and saints’ lives appearing 
from the 7th century A.D.  Excavated examples are also much more numerous 
in Ireland, where over 150 sites of the period have now been discovered and 
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dated.  The earliest excavated to date is at Killoteran, Co. Waterford, with two 
phases dated to A.D. 410-650 and A.D. 340-600 (Murphy 2004), the period 
which in England has yet to provide evidence of watermills.  Lucas (2006a, 78-
81) points out that Roman rule did not reach Ireland, and proposes that the lack 
of central authority here encouraged the building of watermills, with small 
farmers each having a share in a mill.  There is evidence to support this theory 
in early Irish law tracts such as the Coibnes Uisci Thairidne (Kinship of 
Conducted Water), thought to date from the 8th century, which deals with the 
rights and responsibilities of mill owners and neighbouring landowners over 
whose land the water passes (Binchy 1955).  Binchy comments that ‘Several 
references in the tracts make it quite clear that the average freeman had no 
more than a “share in the mill” where his corn was ground’ (ibid, 58).  This share 
gave each of these freeholders whose land lay between the mill pond and the 
mill the right to use the mill for a certain specified period.   
 
This gap in the record of watermills in England during the post-Roman period 
may be due to a decline in, or loss of, the technological capabilities for 
constructing mills following the end of Roman rule or, more probably, to the lack 
of need to process large quantities of grain during a return to a more 
subsistence level of agriculture for which animal-powered mills or hand mills 
may have been sufficient.  On higher-status lands, Lucas (2006a, 81) suggests 
that ‘The existence of female grinding slaves within the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms 
up until the ninth century may also have provided an institutionalised alternative 
to watermilling’.  These grinding slaves (grindende þeowade) are recorded at an 
early date in the laws of King Aethelbert of Kent, of c.A.D. 560-616 (Griffiths 
1995, 14).   Rahtz and Bullough (1977, 27) also propose that the disappearance 
of grinding slaves such as these is linked to the spread of watermills.   
 
The re-appearance of watermills in the archaeological evidence in England by 
around the mid-7th century A.D. also coincides with other changes in society 
and technology which become visible at this time.  Developments in the 
economy throughout Europe during what has become known as ‘the long eighth 
century’, from the late 7th to the early 9th century, have recently been discussed 
in some detail by Hanson and Wickham (2000).  Astill (1997, 193-224) and 
Rippon (2010) discuss the developments in England during this period, with 
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Rippon (ibid, 45) describing it as a ‘dynamic period of great change’.  Among 
these changes were those demonstrating the technological capability for 
executing major infrastructure projects.  At the same time that mills begin to be 
found again in the archaeological record, there is evidence for the building of 
fortifications and bridges.  Some of these projects may be linked to the frequent 
appearance in charters of the 8th and 9th century of the Trinoda Necessitas, the 
three common duties of bridge work, fortress work and military service, linked 
by a military purpose.  Although these do not appear in charters prior to this 
date, Stevenson (1914) comments that they are unlikely to be new obligations, 
given the essential nature of the work required, but they may have assumed a 
new importance as a result of Aethelbald of Mercia’s programme of bridge-
building in the 8th century (Brooks 1971, 77; Harrison 2004, 39).  Bridges 
certainly seem to have been linked to the construction of burhs in the 9th and 
early 10th centuries (Brooks 1971, 72; Dyer 2002, 55-56), both to make the river 
crossing secure for armies and to control traffic along the river.  Other major 
construction projects of this period include the building of causeways, including 
the late 7th to early 8th century A.D. timber-piled causeway joining Mersea Island 
to the mainland in Essex (Crummy et al, 1982).  Harrison (2004, 38) also points 
out that ‘The contemporary construction of Offa’s Dyke, a huge project, shows 
that 8th century English society was quite capable of major works of civil 
engineering, including a network of bridges and fortresses’.  The skills required 
for the building of bridges and causeways would have included surveying, 
management of watercourses and the ability to build in both timber and stone.  
Possibly these same craftsmen were also called upon to utilise their skills for 
the construction of watermills.  Of the well-preserved 7th century mill at 
Ebbsfleet in Kent, Goodburn (Hardy et al 2011, 346) comments ‘The specialist 
nature of the technology suggests an itinerant specialist millwright would have 
been responsible, directing a team of local treewrights’.  The existence of 
specialist millwrights at this early date would indicate that mills were already 
more common than suggested by the current archaeological evidence. 
 
Other discoveries also suggest a resurgence in the economy and a growing 
population, including the rise of trading centres and the development of a 
monetary economy.   Water management schemes on a large scale dating from 
the 8th and 9th centuries can also be found (Rippon 2011, 41-42), including land 
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reclamation schemes and the canalisation of rivers.  Murphy (2009, 47) found 
that fish traps again become more important from around the 7th century 
onwards, becoming abundant in the following two centuries.  There is evidence 
of them for the first time in this period in rivers such as the Trent, where traps of 
8th and 9th century date were discovered (Losco-Bradley and Salisbury 1988).  
Rippon (2010) links developments such as these to the emergence of 
‘increasingly stable and powerful kingdoms and monastic institutions, and a 
growing economy that was both stimulated by and sufficient to support 
increasing numbers of non-agriculturally productive people’.  Astill (1997, 198) 
also finds increased evidence in the archaeological record for agricultural 
surpluses in this period.  It is therefore likely that this developing economy and 
relative stability of land tenure, accompanied by the development of major early 
medieval estate centres, also encouraged investment in watermills.  It may, of 
course, equally be that watermills of the 4th to 6th centuries A.D. have simply yet 
to be discovered in England.   
 
The Structure of the Study 
 
Each chapter consists of a separate theme and therefore sources and methods 
will vary and are discussed at the outset of each chapter.   
 
In Chapter Two, the relevant literature for watermills of the early medieval 
period will be reviewed.  This will include consideration of the work of 
technological and social historians, along with reports of key archaeological 
investigations in both England and Ireland, before discussing work specific to 
the three counties of Gloucestershire, Worcestershire and Herefordshire, where 
the majority of the case studies in later chapters are located.  This will enable 
existing approaches to the study of early medieval mills to be evaluated and will 
provide a context for the study.  
 
Chapter Three will consider the documentary evidence for early medieval 
watermills in England, from pre-Conquest charters to Domesday Book of 1086.  
As the first relatively comprehensive record of watermills in England, Domesday 
Book is a valuable source although the information it provides for mills is limited 
and needs careful interpretation.  Some of the issues encountered in the use of 
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the Domesday evidence will be discussed, along with possible reasons for the 
gaps in the record, including whether there is any evidence for communal mills 
at this date which may not have been recorded as they were not demesne 
assets.   
 
The archaeological evidence for early mill sites in England will be summarised 
in Chapter Four, together with a discussion of the evidence this provides for the 
difficulties in locating, interpreting and dating these sites.  Consideration will be 
given to the greater body of archaeological evidence from Ireland, which is 
useful for comparison purposes, and to excavations of high and late medieval 
mills, to determine whether early mills are likely to be found on the sites of these 
later mills.  The locations in the landscape of watermills of this period will also 
be evaluated, to ascertain whether any preference for particular geographical 
locations can suggested as a means of identifying such sites.   
 
The evidence from Domesday Book for early medieval mills will be examined in 
greater detail in Chapter Five, using the first of the ‘nested’ study areas of the 
five counties of Gloucestershire, Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Somerset and 
Oxfordshire.  The record of the ownership and value of these mills, presented in 
full in table form in Appendices One to Five, will be summarised and analysed in 
this chapter, to ascertain whether the evidence indicates that the majority of 
mills, and those of the greatest value, are to be found on land belonging to 
particular classes of landholder at this date.  The results will be used to test the 
archaeological evidence which suggests that early medieval mills appear to be 
more likely to be located on royal or monastic estates and, if this appears to be 
the case, to consider the possible reasons for this.  The results of this analysis 
will determine whether land ownership by the time of Domesday can provide an 
indication of where early mills should be sought.    
 
This theme is continued in Chapter Six, where the role of major early medieval 
estate centres in the development of mills will be examined in the second of the 
‘nested’ study areas, comprising the three counties of Gloucestershire, 
Worcestershire and Herefordshire, along with the record of mills on these lands 
by the time of Domesday.  The evidence for possible major early medieval 
estate centres in these three counties will be presented in Appendices Six to 
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Eight and summarised in table form in this chapter.  The identification of these 
possible centres will enable a sample of one of these major early estate centres 
for each of the three counties, the third ‘nested’ study area, to be considered in 
greater detail in Chapter Seven, with the purpose of determining whether there 
were a higher proportion of mills, and mills of greater value, at these centres 
than on other manors in the three counties by the time of Domesday.  This will 
again determine whether the archaeological evidence for the association 
between known early medieval mills and sites of high status can be 
substantiated.   
 
In Chapter Eight, a fourth ‘nested’ study area will be taken within the counties of 
Gloucestershire, Worcestershire and Herefordshire, comprising four blocks of 
land in total: two in the Cotswolds of Gloucestershire, one in Worcestershire 
and one in Herefordshire.  Within these areas, the location of mills in the 
landscape will be examined, particularly their relationship with parish 
boundaries, to determine whether this can provide any dating evidence for mill 
sites.  It will be proposed that where parish boundaries follow mill leats, or 
where they respect the sites of mills, these arrangements are likely to predate 
the laying down of the boundaries and so provide an early date for these sites.   
Those sites in these three counties which can be proposed to have had an 
effect on the course of the parish boundary in their vicinity will be discussed in 
this chapter, with the evidence from these case studies being used to determine 
whether this technique may be useful in identifying early mill sites.  Those sites 
which were initially identified as of interest, but where the evidence after more 
detailed study is considered inconclusive, will be detailed in Appendices Nine to 
Twelve.  The analysis of those sites detailed in these appendices will also 
highlight some of the issues to be encountered in trying to identify early 
medieval mill sites from the evidence remaining in the landscape today. 
 
In the concluding chapter, Chapter Nine, the evidence will be brought together 
and the findings discussed, along with suggestions for further work which may 
help us to understand the significance of early medieval watermills in England. 
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Chapter Two 
 
A Review of Literature Relating to  
Early Medieval Watermills in England 
 
The focus in this review of literature relating to watermills is on the early 
medieval period, as later periods are largely outside the scope of the study.  A 
thematic approach has been adopted, considering the differing approaches to 
the study of watermills in England, with the inclusion of relevant evidence 
available from Ireland and Scotland. 
 
The Development of Milling Technology 
 
Technological historians have traditionally seen the development of milling 
technology as one of steady progress from simple to more complex and efficient 
forms.  Curwen (1944) provided an early view of the development of the 
watermill, proposing that both horizontal- and vertical-wheeled mills appeared in 
the Mediterranean in the 1st century B.C.  His theory was that the horizontal mill 
appeared first, as generally being the simplest mechanism, and that it was 
common in Ireland from the 7th century, with no evidence of vertical mills there 
until the post-medieval period, when he suggested they were probably 
introduced from England (ibid, 140).  He thought that there was no evidence for 
horizontal mills in England (ibid, 138), which would have been the case in the 
1940s.  This view of the development of milling technology from the simple 
horizontal wheel to the more advanced vertical wheel had been proposed by 
Bennett and Elton (1899, 79-86) and Hodgen (1939), and was also supported 
by a number of later influential technological historians including Mumford 
(1934, 113-114) and White (1962, 80-81).  By 2006, Lucas (2006a, 48) 
concluded that traditional ideas regarding the development of milling technology 
needed to be revised, with the evidence showing that the horizontal-wheeled 
watermill in fact first appeared some three centuries after the vertical-wheeled 
watermill, in the late 3rd or early 4th century A.D., although its earliest forms 
were, somewhat paradoxically, the more complex of the two.  He comments 
(ibid, 28) that this ‘places a serious question mark over the commonly made 
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assumption that technological development usually proceeds from the simple to 
the complex’.   
 
More recent evidence from excavations in both England and Ireland has also 
shown that horizontal mills here are not necessarily of an earlier date than 
vertical mills.  In Ireland, Baillie (1982) reported that, with the advent of a secure 
Belfast tree-ring chronology in the 1970s, dendrochronology has enabled many 
mill sites to be closely dated and their development better understood.   By 
1989, Rynne (1989b, 21-23) noted that 130 mill sites had been discovered in 
Ireland and around 48 of these dated by dendrochronology to between A.D. 619 
and the early 14th century, the majority being horizontal-wheeled, and numbers 
have increased since.  Rynne also considered the evidence for horizontal- and 
vertical-wheeled mills in Ireland (ibid) and concluded that previous suggestions 
for the introduction of the vertical wheel there as late as the 12th century could 
no longer be supported.  In 1979 two tidal mills were discovered at Little Island, 
Co. Cork, with Rynne (ibid, 26) interpreting one of the mills as horizontal and 
one vertical, with both being dated to c. A.D. 630.  The majority of the mills in 
the complex at Raystown, Co. Meath were horizontal (Seaver 2005) but also 
included an undershot vertical mill of late 7th to early 8th century date, which was 
superceded by a horizontal wheel.  The early dates of the mills at Little Island, 
and of the large and sophisticated early 7th century horizontal tide mill recently 
discovered at Nendrum, Co. Down (McErlean and Crothers 2007), have also 
caused ideas regarding the origins of tide mills to be revised; these had 
previously been assumed by historians to be later in date, the first definite 
documentary reference being to one at Wapping in England as late as A.D. 
1233 (Syson 1965, 92).    
 
Similar evidence is also beginning to emerge from England.  The first discovery 
of a mill of the early medieval period on the mainland of Britain was only made 
in the 1950s, at Old Windsor in Berkshire (Wilson and Hurst 1958) but no report 
or plans have ever been published of this excavation and its significance 
appears to have gone virtually unrecognised at the time.  Here the first mill, 
originally dated by dendrochronology to the late 7th century (Rahtz and Meeson 
1992, 156) (although timber from this has been proposed by Schove (1979, 
156) to be some 150 years earlier in date) was powered by three large vertical 
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wheels, later replaced by a horizontal wheel (Wilson and Hurst 1958, 185).  In 
the 1970s the significant excavation at Tamworth in Staffordshire of two 9th 
century horizontal mills (Rahtz and Meeson 1992) was the subject of a detailed 
report and series of plans.  Here, the first mill fell into disuse soon after 
construction and the second was dated by dendrochronology to the A.D. 850s.  
More recently, in 2000 and 2002, two vertical mills were discovered in 
excavations at Wellington Quarry in Herefordshire (W.H.E.A.S. 2008), the first 
of which was dated by dendrochronology to A.D. 600–685.  These vertical mills 
were therefore both, like the vertical-wheeled mill at Old Windsor, earlier in date 
than the horizontal wheels at Tamworth.   
 
Holt (1990, 53-54) believes that the type of mill was a matter of choice and that 
the cheaper and simpler horizontal wheel was preferred by peasant 
communities, whereas the vertical wheel was necessary where a greater and 
more reliable output was required and where powerful lords could afford the 
investment required to build and maintain these.  Bennett and Elton (1899, 19-
20) had already expressed this view from their research into contemporary 
horizontal mills in the Northern and Western Isles of Scotland, where crofters 
did not see the necessity for a more efficient mill when the small, horizontal mill 
met their needs.  Holt (ibid, 119) suggests that some of the smaller, less 
valuable mills recorded at Domesday may therefore have been horizontal, an 
idea supported by Rahtz (1981, 7).  Curwen (1944), however, makes the 
assumption that all Domesday mills were vertical, and Lucas (2006a, 77), 
believes that few mills in England would have been horizontal by 1086, except 
perhaps in marginal areas.  Others have suggested that the ‘winter mills’ 
recorded, which could only operate when the water supply permitted, were also 
horizontal (Syson 1965, 76; see also Watts 2002, 83).  None of these theories 
can, however, be proved.  Rynne (1998, 96-99) points out that examples are 
now coming to light in Ireland of horizontal mills of 12th and 13th century date, 
including at Clonlonan, Co. Westmeath and Corcannon, Co. Wexford, although 
there is as yet no evidence for them at this late date in England.  The present 
evidence from written sources such as building accounts and illustrations 
indicates that all mills in England were vertical-wheeled by the 13th century 
(Rahtz 1981, 7; Holt 1990, 54).   
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The Role of the Monasteries in the Development of Milling 
Technology 
 
The role of monasteries in the development of milling technology in Europe in 
the early medieval period has long been debated.  Bloch (1967) was a key 
proponent of the view that monasteries were the main technological innovators 
at this time, re-introducing the technology for vertical mills into Europe following 
the end of Roman rule.  This view was also espoused by Mumford (1934, 107-
118) and White (1978, 217-253), who proposed that monasteries were at the 
forefront of milling technology, developing mills as labour-saving devices and 
adopting innovative uses for waterpower such as for fulling and iron working.   
 
Lucas (2006b, 92) comments that this view of the impact of monasteries on the 
development of milling technology has long been accepted by technological and 
social historians with little critical examination.  His analysis of the holdings of 
30 English religious houses at Domesday (Lucas 2006a, 163-164) suggests 
that, in England, monasteries were more likely to have acquired mills with land 
granted to them than to have constructed them themselves, meaning that they 
were therefore less innovators than fortunate recipients of existing technology.  
He concludes (ibid, 165) that ‘While it is therefore evident that in France, Italy, 
England and Ireland the arrival of the watermill predates Christian monastic 
activity, the extent to which the monasteries contributed to the introduction or 
re-introduction of vertical watermills to each region remains undetermined.  The 
indications are nevertheless strong that the monks were neither the only social 
group nor the main social group responsible for building watermills during the 
ﬁrst half of the Middle Ages’.  Whilst Rynne (2009, 92-93) does not dispute this, 
he points to the discovery in Ireland of the sophisticated 7th century tidal mill on 
the monastic site at Nendrum as evidence of the considerable planning and 
construction skills involved, commenting ‘So there was, it now appears, even at 
this very early stage in the evolution of monastic landscapes in Ireland, a 
greater emphasis on the organisation, control and management of water-
powered resources than was previously believed to have been the case’. 
 
Although White (1962, 83-84) proposes a ‘medieval power revolution’ in 
Europe, there is little evidence for the development of water power during the 
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early medieval period in England for uses other than grinding grain.  Reynolds 
(1983, 69-75) finds mills being put to industrial uses in Europe by the 10th 
century (although the examples he gives, such as tanning mills and oil mills in 
12th century France, are all later in date) and he hints at similar developments in 
England by the mid-11th century, proposing only that most Domesday mills 
‘probably ground grain’.  Holt (1988, 149) believes that this gives a misleading 
impression, as he finds no evidence for mills other than corn mills in England at 
this date.  Pelham (1955, 2) proposes that the first fulling mills in England, 
belonging to the Knights Templar, do not appear until 1185.  There are 
references in Domesday to mills paying renders of iron, such as at Lexworthy in 
Somerset (D.B. Som. 17:3, 21:75-76), which Reynolds (1983, 86) suggests 
imply that water-powered hammers were in use.  According to Geddes (1991), 
however, it is not until the 13th century that mills were used to drive bellows and 
hammers on the Continent, and she cites the first evidence in England at the 
14th century forge site at Chingley in Kent (Crossley 1975), where excavation 
revealed that water-powered hammers and bellows appear to have been used.   
 
The excavation of the medieval mills on the monastic site at Bordesley Abbey 
(Astill 1993), however, where the first mill is dated to the late 12th century, 
provides evidence for the use of mills for metal working which predates the 
earliest in the documentary record by about 175 years.  This mill was used for 
metal working, with the water powering trip hammers and bellows, producing a 
range of items not only for the monastic granges but also for the wider market.  
This led Astill (ibid, 303-304) to comment on the difficulties of determining the 
function of medieval mills, due to the lack of evidence normally available from 
excavations, and he suggests that some mills of this date interpreted as corn 
mills may have been used for other industrial processes.  He also proposes an 
alternative view of the role of monasteries in the development of this 
technology, commenting (ibid, 302) that the documentary material and 
archaeological evidence ‘would encourage us to think that the industrial mills 
were essentially a monastic introduction to this country in the later twelfth 
century.  It is perhaps sufficient evidence to suggest an alternative 
interpretation: that, by Domesday, the technology for all forms of industrial mill 
existed in England, but that the economic, social, or cultural conditions 
necessary for the widespread adoption of such an innovation did not exist until 
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the later twelfth century, when the monastic foundations had the necessary 
resources and need for such machines’.  
 
The Role of Early Medieval Mills in Society 
 
The role of early medieval mills in society and in the economy has been 
neglected until recent years.  As Holt (1990, 53) points out ‘Medieval 
mechanisation can only be properly understood when it is related to the broader 
social and economic realities of its own time’.  Early models such as Bloch’s 
(1967) saw mills as one element in the feudal system, emphasising the 
seignurial control of mills and suit of mill (the obligation of tenants to grind their 
corn at the lord’s mill), a monopoly of milling by the lord which he believes was 
introduced into England by the Normans.  He considered monasteries to be at 
the forefront of imposing this control over the tenants on their land, and 
proposed that the re-introduction by them of the vertical mill was key in this 
process, supplanting the smaller, horizontal mills previously used by the 
peasants with a larger, more efficient mill under their control.   Even in 1981, 
Rahtz (1981, 2) commented that ‘The powered mill, having been an invention to 
save the labour of men, became an instrument of taxation and oppression’.  
Feudal control of resources such as mills is also considered by Harfield (1986), 
who emphasises the importance of their contribution towards maintaining the 
lord’s domination supports the theory of mills as instruments of feudal 
oppression (ibid, 7).   
 
Holt (1988) provides one of the most comprehensive studies of the social 
history of medieval mills, considering the rise and decline of their fortunes and 
also examining in detail the relationship which subsisted between lords and 
peasants, and the impact of this on the peasant community.  He challenges 
Bloch’s model, questioning the extent of the control which the lord typically had 
over the mill in the early medieval and medieval periods, proposing that ‘For 
many people in early medieval England the local mill was not directly under the 
control of the local lord but was instead part of a customary villein holding, or 
was even held in free tenure’.  He cites the numerous independent mills 
recorded in the Hundred Rolls of the 1290s (ibid, 20), which were not under the 
direct control of any manor and also provides evidence that, as early as the 12th 
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century, many lords preferred a regular income from rents to the costs of repairs 
to mills (ibid, 68).  Lucas (2006a, 165-176) agrees with this view, commenting 
(ibid, 188-189) that mills without seignurial status were more common in 
England than Bloch proposed.  Langdon’s study (2004) of the role of mills in the 
economy of England mainly concentrates on the high and late medieval 
periods, although both he (ibid, 73) and Holt (1988, 118-120) agree that 
seignurial control was the key to the rise of the vertical mill; its greater efficiency 
would be required to enable the lord of the manor to maximise the profit from 
his investment by enforcing the use of the mill by those under his control.   
 
It is clear that complicated social and economic factors surrounded the benefits 
and costs of mill construction and ownership, more complex than the simple 
and universal system of seignurial control that Bloch proposed.  Holt (1988) 
examines documentary evidence to show that medieval mills required 
considerable investment but could also provide high returns both in milling 
monopolies and in rents, where economic conditions were favourable.  He 
comments that factors including population decline, high wages and low grain 
prices after the mid-14th century, however, made manorial control of mills 
unprofitable (ibid, 159-166).  Locally, this decline is also traced on the estates of 
the Bishopric of Worcester by Dyer (1980), with evidence by the 14th and 15th 
centuries of the decay of capital assets, such as mills, on the demesnes and 
also of the increasing tendency for such assets to be leased out as the 
economy changed and rents became a more profitable option than direct 
ownership with its associated costs.  Langdon (2004, 296-305) also concludes 
that the technology of waterpower was not exploited during the medieval period 
as fully as might have been expected, possibly due to a reluctance by lords to 
invest beyond what was required for current needs.   
 
Study of the Domesday Record of Mills  
 
As the first relatively comprehensive record of mills in England, there has been 
surprisingly little detailed analysis of Domesday mills until comparatively 
recently.  Some study of them has been undertaken by historians, most notably 
by Maitland (1897) and Darby (1977) and, for the study area within the south-
west Midlands, by Darby and Terrett (1954), Darby and Campbell (1962) and 
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Darby and Welldon-Finn (1967).  The focus in these analyses is mainly on the 
numbers and distribution of mills, although little comment is offered on the 
results.  Since the exact locations of Domesday mills are not recorded, only the 
manor to which they belonged, there are difficulties with attempting anything 
other than a general analysis in this regard.  Hodgen (1939) adopts a largely 
geographical explanation for the distribution of mills, plotting their (supposed) 
locations on river systems and suggesting that clusters of mills at Domesday 
could be found on the smaller river courses, where water power was restricted.  
She notes the uneven distribution of mills across the country at Domesday, as 
do Maitland (1897) and Darby (1977).  Hodgen (ibid) suggests that this 
indicated that milling technology spread from the Continent across England 
from east to west, a view supported by Lennard (1959, 280), who thought that 
the few mills found in Cornwall and Devon at Domesday may reflect the fact 
that the technology was only just beginning to reach these areas.  Holt (1988, 
107-108) finds no evidence to support this view, believing that the Domesday 
record may not be complete and that not all mills may be listed (see also Bond 
1973, 39).   
 
Several writers express doubts about the exercise, frequently undertaken, of 
trying to relate later mill sites to those of Domesday mills, particularly as only 
the ownership of mills is recorded rather than their locations.  Holt (1988, 108) 
comments ‘But whilst comparing the details from the Domesday survey with 
details taken from manorial documentation is worthwhile, it is a most hazardous 
exercise, full of snags and delusions ready to perplex and deceive the unwary’.  
Taylor (1983) and Jones (1987) are amongst those who point out the lack of 
correlation between the Domesday manor and the modern parish, village or 
town.  Taylor (ibid, 125-126) emphasises that Domesday does not record 
villages but lists landholdings which do not necessarily equate with later 
villages.  Jones (ibid, 184) has reconsidered the Domesday evidence for 
settlement and concludes that many manors must have contained more than 
one vill, also commenting that Domesday is ‘a record of territorial units and only 
indirectly a record of settlement’.  Darby (1977, 272) points out that fractions of 
mills frequently appear in Domesday, presenting a further problem when the 
other fractions are not always listed.  The record of ‘two mills’ in Domesday (and 
in later records) is also the subject of debate, as to whether it refers to two sets 
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of grinding stones under one roof or to two mills in separate buildings.  Tann 
(1967a, 253) has argued that multiple mills were generally two sets of 
machinery powered by a single wheel, although the majority of later historians 
and archaeologists (for example Holt 1988, 131-132; Astill 1993, 294; Lewis 
1997, 177) believe that the phrase generally referred to two separate mills, 
normally one on each bank of the watercourse with two wheels side by side but 
possibly under one roof.  
 
The interpretation of the Domesday record is therefore not without problems, 
even for the limited information it provides.  Despite this, a number of studies 
make claims for a mill to be on the site of a Domesday mill, without putting 
forward any sound evidence for this including, for the study area, Berkeley 
(1934), Beacham (2005) and Brian (1996).  The Victoria County History 
volumes (and also many Historic Environment Records) are also frequently 
misleading in this respect.  Such claims need therefore to be treated with 
caution. 
 
Sources for the Study of Watermills in the South-West Midlands 
 
The Victoria County History Volumes  
 
For local studies of mills the main sources for the compilation of medieval and 
post-medieval records are the Victoria County History volumes, with variable 
coverage in different counties.  Four volumes have been completed for 
Worcestershire (1902, 1908, 1913, 1924) and ten for Gloucestershire (from 
1907 to 2010), with a further Gloucestershire volume in preparation.  There 
have yet to be any volumes completed for Herefordshire beyond the first 
volume of 1908, which contains little information on the historical period, 
although further volumes are proposed and two dealing with the history of the 
borough of Ledbury have recently been published (Pinches 2009 and 2010).   
Ten volumes have been published for Somerset (from 1906 to 2010), with a 
further two in production, and Oxfordshire has to date 17 volumes in total (from 
1907 to 2012), with an 18th in production. 
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The Victoria County History volumes also vary in quality and detail, particularly 
those of earlier date, with the majority containing only brief references to mills, 
although detailed references for all sources are given.  The records provided, 
however, are for the parish rather than for specific mill sites and there is seldom 
any attempt to relate mills detailed in historical documents to sites on the 
ground, or to trace the history of any particular mill.  Details of the sources, 
especially for the medieval period, show the difficulty of attempting such a task, 
as the majority of documents of this date do not name or securely locate the 
mills.  The volumes also show that from the medieval period onwards many 
mills frequently changed their names, often being named after the landholder or 
tenant, further complicating the process of tracing their documented history.  
The result is often no more than a list of isolated references which are in most 
instances of little value in tracing the history of individual mills and 
consequently, according to Bond (1973, 3), rendering the Histories inadequate 
for the detailed study of mills. 
 
Work by Local and Industrial Historians  
 
Some of the earliest studies of mills were undertaken by antiquarians and local 
historians, with the intention of recording and mapping mill sites in a particular 
area.  Many such reports are to be found in the journals of local historical and 
archaeological societies.  As examples of this work, the concentration here is on 
the three counties of Gloucestershire, Worcestershire and Herefordshire, where 
the more detailed of the ‘nested’ study areas have been selected. 
 
For Gloucestershire, Davies has produced a total of 29 articles from 1936 to 
1970 recording post-medieval mills on the majority of rivers and streams in the 
county, although the accuracy of recording is variable and little mention made of 
their earlier history.  Usher (1994) records the mills of the parish of Blockley in 
Gloucestershire (formerly in Worcestershire), providing greater historical detail 
and references to medieval as well as post-medieval sources.  Mills and Riemer 
(1989) and Beacham (2005) have produced more general volumes on the mills 
of Gloucestershire, although both of these deal almost exclusively with the post-
medieval period and the records in both cases are incomplete and often 
inaccurate and therefore of little use for the serious study of mills in the county.   
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In Herefordshire, Coates and Tucker (1983) have recorded some 40 mills on 
the River Wye and its tributaries and Brian (1996) recorded the mills on the 
River Lugg.  Bromyard and District Local History Society (McCullough 1972) 
has undertaken a survey, including photographs, of mills in the county, with the 
concentration being on standing buildings and machinery but with little historical 
research.  Few other detailed surveys have been carried out in the county, 
although references to mills can be found in local studies including Hillaby and 
Hillaby (2006) for Leominster and Williams (1987) for Bromyard.  The post-
medieval mills of Herefordshire, shown on Isaac Taylor’s Map of 1754 and on 
the First Edition Ordnance Survey Maps of the 1880s, are listed in 
Herefordshire County Council’s Historic Herefordshire On-Line (undated, 1-7), 
together with a general description of the location and a note on the type of 
process carried out, although no further details are provided and it is not clear at 
what date these processes were in operation.   
 
In Worcestershire, an early record of mills by Mrs Berkeley (1934) is no more 
than a gazetteer.  Pagett’s (1993) comparative study of mills on the Wannerton 
and Belne Brooks in north Worcestershire does provide some useful plans from 
field visits and consideration of charter evidence for some sites back to the 13th 
and 14th centuries.  As part of a number of surveys and plans of archaeological 
sites in Worcestershire in the 1960s and 1970s, Aston carried out a number of 
surveys of mill sites in the county (reports and plans held at W.H.E.A.S.).  Little 
other detailed recording has been carried out in the county to date.   
 
There are many studies of mills that were adapted to industrial processes and 
performed specific functions, mostly of post-medieval date.  Although the 
earliest date for a paper-mill site in England is thought to be 1490, at Sele Mill 
near Hereford (Shorter 1971, 15), the majority of Shorter’s study of paper milling 
in England deals with the 17th century and later.  Jack (1981, 70) appears to 
offer earlier records for the fulling mills of Wales and the Marches before 1547, 
indicating that 206 such mills were in existence before the reign of Henry VIII, 
but fails to provide more than brief details of early references to substantiate 
this.  Tann’s (1967b) work on woollen mills in Gloucestershire contains a wealth 
of detail on the post-medieval period, but with only a few earlier documentary 
references being provided and none before the 16th century.  She does, 
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however, provide useful grid references, which are perhaps surprisingly absent 
from much local recording.  
 
The majority of these studies, although of interest to the local historian, do not 
provide an accurate and complete picture of mill sites and are seldom able to 
say anything useful about the origins of milling on a particular site.  Records 
used rarely reach further back than the post-medieval period, mainly because of 
the lack of documentary sources for earlier periods.  In addition, the sites are 
seldom precisely identified with Ordnance Survey grid references and there is 
rarely any fieldwork undertaken to identify standing remains and earthworks or 
to make plans or surveys, or to consider their locations.  Mills are therefore 
seen as features in isolation from their landscape. Such studies can 
nevertheless provide a valuable record, particularly since many mills have over 
the last century fallen into disuse or been demolished, leaving little or no trace.  
They also contain a recurrent theme of the short life of many mills, even into the 
post-medieval period, with mills often moving sites or quickly being abandoned 
or falling into disrepair, making it difficult to state with any degree of certainty 
that a documentary reference to a mill can be securely linked to a site now 
visible on the ground. 
 
Studies of Watermills in the Landscape 
Recent years have seen the rise of landscape surveys carried out with the aim 
of identifying conservation priorities and strategies.  In Herefordshire, 
Herefordshire Archaeology’s Arrow Valley Project (Ray 2003), takes a 
multidisciplinary approach to the study of the Arrow Valley using aerial 
photography, map evidence, and landscape and farm surveys, as well as an 
existing survey of mills along the River Arrow, to explore the historical 
development of the landscape.  All forms of water management in the valley are 
examined, as there are numerous water meadows and drainage channels as 
well as mill leats and ponds.  The study demonstrates the importance of the 
River Arrow and its mills in the past and provides information to enable priorities 
for conservation and heritage management to be determined, with the 
involvement of local farmers and landowners.  Funding from sources such as 
the Aggregates Levy Sustainability Fund has also enabled area-wide projects to 
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be undertaken and excavation reports to be published.  The Lower Lugg 
Archaeology and Aggregates Project (Bapty 2009), which took place further 
south in Herefordshire from 2006-2009, arose from the development of large-
scale quarrying for gravel in the area and aimed ‘to improve understanding, 
management, protection and promotion of the visible and buried remains of past 
human settlement within the Lower Lugg Valley’.  The early medieval mills at 
Wellington Quarry, discussed in Chapter Four (W.H.E.A.S. 2008), were 
discovered as part of this project, which also found evidence of activity and 
settlement here dating back to the prehistoric period.  Such studies of 
landscapes rather than individual sites have the potential to allow mills to be 
seen in context and their importance in the landscape and in society to be 
considered. 
Work on deserted village sites is also proving of importance in locating early mill 
sites and their water-management arrangements, which have the potential to be 
preserved relatively undisturbed, including the important excavations at 
Wharram Percy in Yorkshire from 1972-1983 (Beresford and Hurst 1990; Treen 
and Atkins 2005), discussed in more detail in Chapter Four.  The excavations of 
the early mill site, known from documentary evidence, took place as part of the 
project to investigate the deserted medieval village.  Excavations at the 
deserted village at West Cotton in Northants. in the 1980s (Chapman 2010) 
also revealed a sequence of early medieval watermills preserved under 
alluvium deposits (discussed in Chapter Four).     
 
Other approaches to landscape studies are beginning to enable the elements 
that make up a landscape, including mills, to be better seen in their context.  
These offer the possibility of new insights into the dating of early mill sites by 
examining their place in the landscape over time.  In Essex, Rodwell and 
Rodwell (1986) use a multidisciplinary approach to a study of the Rivenhall 
area, including examining the Domesday survey and using topographical and 
cartographic evidence to reconstruct the 11th century landscape.  They consider 
three main factors - manor houses, churches and mills - to be fixed points 
established at a pre-Conquest date, and emphasise the relative permanence of 
mill sites in the landscape.  They suggest (ibid, 175) that ‘Since the total number 
of medieval mills and sites recorded in the area does not materially exceed the 
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Domesday number, it is likely that most of the known sites have been in 
existence since at least the 11th century’.  A similar approach is adopted by 
Sheppard (1979) in her study of the manor of Marden in Herefordshire, using 
the theory that certain features have been retained in the landscape since 
Roman times and thereby enabling the evolution of the manor to be 
reconstructed.  Such theories, if proven, could offer the means of identifying the 
sites of Domesday mills but reconstructions of this type are of limited value 
without evidence to support the models.  Hardy et al (2011, 346), considering 
the 7th century mill at Ebbsfleet in Kent, also see mills as the earliest static 
industrial sites, indicating the beginnings of post-Roman settlement centres.  
They propose (ibid) that ‘A mill was tied to a precise site by virtue of the 
geography of the site.  Its construction represented a substantial investment, 
implying confidence in a stable future’.  The evidence from excavations to date, 
discussed in Chapter Four, does not, however, appear to support these views of 
the stability of medieval mill sites, even over relatively short periods of time. 
 
The Relationship of Mills with Parish Boundaries 
 
Despite the amount of work that has been undertaken on mills, there has been 
little consideration of the relationship between mills and parish boundaries and 
the potential of this to provide early dates for mill sites.  Watts (2002, 84) is one 
of the few writers to comment on the fact that parish boundaries can be found to 
have been diverted to take in mills, citing Pickering in North Yorkshire and 
Castle Rising in Norfolk as examples.  Williams’ survey at Norton Hawkfield and 
Norton Malreward mills in Somerset (Iles 1982, 55) suggests that the parish 
boundaries were laid down around the mills in such a way as to provide each 
mill with a catchment area in its parish, which could be indicative of an early 
date for both mill sites.  Beresford and St Joseph (1977, 63), detail two air 
photographs where a parish boundary appears to have been affected by the 
siting of a watermill. At Castle Rising in Norfolk they note that the parish 
boundary makes a short diversion to take in a path and the mill leat, which are 
across the boundary in another parish.  At Ditchford in Gloucestershire, they 
speculate that the site of the mill caused the deviation in the county boundary 
with Warwickshire.   
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In North Worcestershire, Pagett (1993) notes and makes plans of several mills 
where ponds or leats are crossed by boundaries or where they are on opposite 
sides of boundaries from the mill itself; he comments that rivers and streams 
frequently formed parish boundaries and that such instances appear to have 
reflected land ownership arrangements. On monastic lands, Bond (2004, 316) 
comments that this use of watercourses for manorial boundaries meant that 
agreements between landowners were frequently required to allow water 
management works to take place, such as that in 1227 when Salley Abbey in 
Lancashire was allowed to construct a mill pond on neighbouring land.    
 
Summary 
 
It can be seen from this review of some of the literature relating to watermills 
that the majority of work to date has concentrated on the technology and history 
of milling. The archaeological investigation of early medieval mills has only 
come to the fore in recent years, as have issues surrounding their location and 
interpretation, and particularly their role in the society and economy of the 
period.  As early as 1981 Rahtz (1981, 5) was considering whether the mills of 
the early medieval period that had been discovered by that date, such as 
Tamworth, Old Windsor and Wellington (all discussed in Chapter Four), were 
typical of those in ordinary rural settlements or whether they were high-status 
mills belonging to royal estates and therefore untypical in form.  He suggests 
that if the latter were the case, this might explain the lack of archaeological 
evidence for mills of the early medieval and medieval period; smaller, lower-
status mills would presumably have been less substantial and perhaps shorter-
lived and therefore more difficult to trace in the archaeological record.  The 
increasing body of archaeological evidence, considered in Chapter Four, has 
not as yet resolved this, and other approaches to determining the locations and 
social status of early medieval mills may need to be considered. 
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Chapter Three 
 
The Documentary Evidence  
 
Few contemporary documents exist for the early medieval period in England 
and references in these to mills are seldom sufficient to tell us about the form of 
these mills or their exact location.  There is, however, information to be gleaned 
from them about numbers of mills, their ownership and the investment in them 
and, as a consequence, their importance in the economy. 
  
Pre-Conquest Charters and Other Documents 
 
Surviving pre-Conquest charters occasionally make reference to a mill, the 
earliest being at Chart in Kent in a charter of King Aethelbert II (S25) dated to 
A.D. 762, whereby the minster of Saints Peter and Paul in Canterbury ceded 
the half-use of a mill to the royal vill at Wye, Kent, in return for pasture rights in 
the Weald for its tenant at Chart.  Lucas (2006a, 75) notes that around 50 mills 
are referred to in charters from the 8th century onwards.  At Tadmarton in 
Oxfordshire (S584), for example, one of the boundary points of the charter is at 
‘Eadweard’s mill’.  References in charter boundaries are, however, more 
commonly to features such as a ‘mill dyke’, as at Condicote in Bredon, 
Gloucestershire (S1347) in A.D. 984, or a ‘mill way’, as at Notgrove and Aston 
Blank, also in Gloucestershire (S99) in A.D. 743, which indicate a mill site but 
do not necessarily locate it.  Even where mills themselves are mentioned in the 
boundary clauses, it is often no easy task to trace these boundaries on the 
ground today.  Charters occasionally refer to ‘the old mill’, such as that of A.D. 
963 at Heortforde (Harford) in Gloucestershire (S1304), where the boundary 
clause runs at one point ‘to the river at the old mill’, showing that this mill was 
already well-established by that date.  The charter evidence therefore does not 
date particular mills (although it provides a date by which they were in 
existence), but it can occasionally locate their sites if a boundary clause can be 
securely traced on the ground today.  It also shows that mills were already 
common in the landscape in England by at least the 8th century, with Hooke 
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(2007, 42-43) commenting that they become increasingly so on royal and 
monastic estates by the 9th and 10th centuries.   
 
Monastic records, so prolific for many establishments by the high and late 
medieval periods, are less numerous in the early medieval period, although 
some monastic chronicles contain references to watermills and can occasionally 
provide clues to their sites.  Bond (1979) details one of the earliest major 
monastic water-engineering schemes, recorded in a chronicle of Abingdon 
Abbey in Oxfordshire, of c.A.D. 960.  This describes how Abbot Aethelwold 
diverted part of the Thames to make a mill leat for his new mill and a tail race 
which rejoined the river near St Helen’s Church.  The details in this account are 
sufficient to identify this site with the present Abbey Mill, with earthworks 
preserving the course of the mill leat and tail race, both approximately 1km. 
long.  These documents reveal this to be a major water-engineering scheme, 
demonstrating evidence for significant investment in mills on the Abbey estate 
(and providing rare evidence of an early medieval mill on the site of a later mill).  
In Winchester in Hampshire, Biddle (1976, 283-285) uses monastic records 
from as early as the late 9th century to show that the street pattern of the town 
was already established at that date and that the Brooks system, a 
sophisticated arrangement of leats to power the mills within the walled town, 
was probably laid out at the same time, so enabling the earliest mills on the 
leats to be dated.  Lewis’s study of the mills of Meaux Abbey in Yorkshire 
(1996) is based on documents dating back to the 12th century, detailing the 
working of and repairs to the mills over time, and enabling him to consider the 
landscape context of the mills together with the reasons for their rise and 
decline.  Documents enabled the origins of two of the mills, the Foredyke Mill 
and the Abbey Mill, to be traced to at least the 11th century, with the Ashdyke 
Mills dating from the mid-12th century (ibid, 167-171).   
 
Records such as these begin to indicate the level of investment that 
monasteries were willing to make in watermills and therefore their importance to 
the community, as well as the skills available for these projects.  A monastery, 
like a royal manor, would have needed the means to process grain for a large 
household.  The Rule of St Benedict drawn up in c.A.D. 530 made clear the 
importance of the water supply for monastic estates even at this early date.  
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Chapter 66 of the Rule (Verheyen 1949) states that the necessary requirements 
should be situated so that the monks can gain access to them without going 
outside the monastery, specifically including water and also ‘the mill’, implying 
that a mill of some type was considered a standard feature of the monastery.  
The early 9th century plan of the Carolingian monastery of St Gall in modern-day 
Switzerland (Figure 9 below), showing an ideal monastery, included two mills.  
Horn (1975) was of the view that, because of their size, the mills depicted at St 
Gall were water-powered and that ‘This would mean that water-powered 
machinery of this type at the time the plan was made was considered to be 
standard equipment of an exemplary Carolingian monastery’ (ibid, 222-223).  
He suggests that the plan depicts two vertical wheels under one roof, which he 
believed would be necessary for a large monastery to process the amount of 
grain required for the community.   
 
 
Figure 9: Hypothetical plan of an early 9
th
 century monastery, St Gall, Switzerland (from Aston 
2000, 65).  The mills can be seen at bottom centre of the plan. 
 
Chapter 39 of the Rule of St Benedict (Verheyen 1949) specified that each 
monk should have a pound of bread a day and in A.D. 822, Abbot Adalhard of 
the Benedictine monastery at Corbie in France recorded that the bakeries of his 
monastery needed to produce 450 one-pound loaves per day to feed the 
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community, requiring fifteen mills, each working with six wheels (Horn 1975, 
248-249).  Records such as this demonstrate that at this early date many 
monasteries on the continent, and presumably also in England, were controlling 
large estates with considerable resources and required the latest technology to 
grind considerable quantities of grain for the community.  
 
Mills in the Domesday Record 
 
By the time of Domesday Book in 1086, England appears to be a landscape full 
of mills.  It is difficult to be precise about the exact number of mills recorded, as 
some would have been pairs of mills under one roof, some are recorded in 
entries that include more than one place, and some fractions of mills are 
recorded which cannot always be combined (Darby 1977, 270-275).  Rahtz 
(1981, 7) estimates that there may have been as many as 6,000 mills recorded, 
although not one Domesday mill site has as yet been located with certainty 
since, as discussed in Chapter Two, the locations of the mills are not recorded.  
Domesday Book also does not tell us whether the mills recorded were 
horizontal or vertical (or, indeed, animal-powered).  Its purpose was only to 
record the ownership and value of mills, and any other details were therefore 
not included.   
 
In the Domesday Geography series of volumes (1954-1977), Darby and his 
colleagues provide distribution maps of Domesday mills for each county.  
Assumptions can be made that a recorded mill was generally located on or 
close to a watercourse (although some were possibly spring-fed) but Domesday 
manors do not necessarily equate to later parishes or villages and, where there 
are several watercourses running through one parish, it cannot be assumed that 
one carried mills rather than another, or that their courses have not changed 
since that date.  Darby (1977, 271) provides a map of the distribution of places 
with mills in 1086 (Figure 10 below), although he does not indicate the numbers 
of mills recorded in these places and so it is of limited value when trying to gain 
a picture of the actual numbers and locations of mills.  Hodgen (1939) plots 
Domesday mills and river systems (Figure 11 below). Although this gives a 
better impression of the distribution of mills, the exact location of any particular 
mill is conjecture.  The sheer number of mills recorded in Domesday, however, 
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means that it is surprising that so few have been found in the archaeological 
record. 
 
 
Figure 10: The distribution of places with mills in 1086, by Domesday counties (from Darby 
(1977, Figure 93) 
 
If a picture of mill numbers, values and ownership in the period before 1086 is 
sought, then details of the mills recorded in Domesday at 1066 need also to be 
considered.  Unfortunately, in the majority of cases, there is no way of knowing 
whether particular mills were built between 1066 and 1086, or whether their 
value increased or decreased during this period.  Occasionally the record tells 
where mills had been added, such as at Cheltenham in Gloucestershire, where 
the king’s reeve had added three mills (D.B. Gloucs., 1:1), although their value 
is not given.  At Leominster in Herefordshire, the value of eight mills had risen 
from 73s and 30 sticks of eels in 1066, to 108s and 100 sticks of eels by 1086 
(D.B. Herefs., 1:10a).    
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Figure 11: Sketch map of Domesday watermills and river systems (from Hodgen 1939, Figure 1) 
 
The variation in the Domesday records across England is also considerable.  
Darby (1977, 275-276) calculates that over England as a whole at Domesday, 
there were 25 mills to every 1,000 households.  In Cornwall, however, this ratio 
was only one per 1,000, with a similar picture of only seven per 1,000 in Devon.  
Grain was certainly grown in Cornwall, with approximately 1,200 plough teams 
being recorded, but Darby (ibid, 294) calculates that there were just five mills 
here per 1,000 plough teams; this was a very low ratio, as the average across 
the country was 75 mills per 1,000 plough teams.  He comments (ibid, 101-120) 
on the differences in the returns for the various circuits in Domesday Book, 
resulting in inconsistencies in recording, and some resources are known to be 
under-recorded.  Salcombe in Devon has no salt-pan recorded, despite its 
place-name and charter evidence (ibid, 265-266), and salt-pans along the 
Essex coast are only recorded for the three northern hundreds, with none being 
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recorded for the three southern hundreds, where they might be expected.  He 
also believes the record for fisheries to be ‘clearly incomplete’ (ibid, 283); none 
is recorded for Leicestershire, Wiltshire, Cornwall or Rutland.  The Domesday 
record for mills in Cornwall and Devon might be similarly defective, although 
they were part of the same south-west circuit as counties such as Somerset, 
where numerous mills are recorded.  There were therefore almost certainly 
gaps in the record, and these may in some circuits include mills, although there 
is no way of knowing how common and widespread these omissions were.   
 
If the record is largely correct, another explanation must be sought.  Investment 
in a watermill would only be justified if there was a need to process a 
considerable quantity of grain and, in some sparsely-populated areas such as 
Cornwall and Devon, most grinding may still have been carried out using hand 
mills or animal-powered mills.  There is also the possibility that the process of 
manorialisation, in the sense of a growing control of lords over their demesne 
assets, was slow to develop in some parts of the country, particularly in the 
remote south-west where the population was low and settlements scattered.  It 
is generally assumed that all the mills recorded in Domesday Book belonged to 
the lord of the manor and either operated as a demesne mill or were held in 
customary or even free tenure.  The nature and extent of feudalism in England 
by the mid-11th century, including the seignurial monopoly of milling, has been 
(and still is) much debated.  Bloch’s view (1967, 156) was that the concept of 
manorial rights was brought to England by the Normans.  Holt (1988, 36) 
believes that, like other valuable assets, the control of mills by landholders was 
already in place in the late Saxon period.  The concept of obligations and 
burdens was certainly not a Norman invention; the obligations of the various 
ranks of tenants to provide services and rent in kind to their lord were specified 
in the pre-Conquest period in the Rectitudines Singularum Personarum, 
probably of early 11th century date (Harvey 1993).  Charter evidence for 
monopolies of mills in England, however, and the examples frequently quoted of 
court cases enforcing suit of mill (the obligation to use the lord’s mill to grind 
grain), all date from the 12th century onwards, and there is no information in 
Domesday about the obligations (if any) attached to mills at that date.   
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There is also some evidence that manorial control over mills was not as 
complete as might be thought by the 11th century.  Although most Domesday 
mills were indeed manorial assets, with the lord receiving the rent or other 
renders, it may be that some, as Lucas proposes (2006a, 77), had been built by 
lesser landowners or perhaps by peasants, but had been taken over by the new 
landlords by 1086.  It may therefore be expected that there would be some 
evidence for communally- or individually-held ‘village’ mills in England in the 
early medieval period.  Herring and Hooke (1993, 73) refer to a charter of A.D. 
1049 (S1019) recording a grant from King Edward of land in Cornwall, at Trerice 
in St Dennis parish, which provides an example of such a communally-owned 
mill.  Following the boundary clause, the charter states ‘and the enclosures and 
the barley land and the mill and the out-leap are common’.  No mills are 
recorded for Trerice at Domesday, which is perhaps not surprising since there 
was a recorded population of only seven, including four slaves, and just one 
and a half plough teams.  Using Moore’s (1997, 332) calculation of 4.75 
individuals per household (including male slaves, who may also be heads of 
households, plus an additional ten for average households of lords where they 
may reasonably be thought to be resident), a total population for Trerice in 1086 
can be estimated at 44 individuals at most.  Mills such as that recorded here in 
1049 might, however, have continued in operation at Domesday but not be 
recorded because they were still not demesne assets, raising the possibility that 
other communally- or individually-owned mills also went unrecorded.  Herring 
and Hooke (ibid) believe that this could account for the low numbers of mills in 
Cornwall and Devon at Domesday, and Watts (2012, 206-207) suggests that 
this may also be the situation in some other northern and western parts of the 
country where recorded mill numbers were low.  
 
Dyer (2002, 37-38) finds evidence for heavier burdens in the pre-Conquest 
period in some regions than in others, particularly in western areas such as 
Gloucestershire, Worcestershire and Somerset, with areas in the north and east 
having larger groups of free peasants.  Kent is one area where he comments 
(ibid) that some peasants appear to have been more independent than others 
elsewhere in the period before the Conquest.  There is an example in the 
Domesday record at Leeds in Kent (D.B. Kent, 5:67) of what appear to be 
communally- or individually-owned mills, where there is a reference to ‘the mills 
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of the villeins’; five mills are recorded here, although no value was attached to 
them, presumably because they were not part of the assets of the demesne.  
Twenty eight villeins and seven bordars, with seven plough teams, are recorded 
on the manor and these five mills were therefore presumably small and perhaps 
a series of horizontal mills owned by these villeins.  They do not appear to have 
owed any dues on these mills to the lord of the manor, the Bishop of Bayeux; he 
does not appear to have objected to their being in use, and neither did he have 
a mill of his own on the manor.   
 
Further evidence of communal mills at the time of Domesday may arise from 
the record of mills which had no value.  Some would have been unrented or out 
of use, such as Aston Ingham in Herefordshire (D.B. Herefs., 21:3), which paid 
nothing.  Others were said to grind for the hall, such as at Raddington in 
Somerset (D.B. Som., 22:13).  Morris (ibid, 310) discusses the discrepancies in 
Somerset between Domesday Book and the Exeter Domesday, one of the 
surviving circuit returns, noting that ‘a mill without dues’ in Domesday Book is 
recorded in the Exeter Domesday as ‘a mill which grinds its (or his) corn’.  Holt 
(1988, 121-122) suggests it is possible that such mills may, instead of working 
for the hall, be co-operative ventures constructed by peasants.  In Langhedana 
in Suffolk (D.B. Suffolk, 29:10), a free man named Wulfbolt held a very small 
manor of 24 acres and had a fourth part of a mill in every third year.  This 
arrangement appears to be very similar to that recorded in the Coibnes Uisci 
Thairidne (Kinship of Conducted Water) from 8th century Ireland (Binchy 1955), 
discussed in Chapter Two, which gave each freeholder whose land lay between 
the mill pond and the mill the right to use that mill for a specified period.  
Maitland (1897, 144) also comments of Domesday mills that ‘Sometimes the 
ownership of a mill is divided into so many shares that we are tempted to think 
that this mill has been erected at the cost of the vill’.  This may have been the 
case at Fetcham in Surrey, for example (D.B. Surrey, 5:22), where a sixth part 
of a mill and the third part of another mill were recorded.    
 
The majority of Domesday mills, however, as manorial assets, paid renders in 
money but occasionally in kind, most commonly in corn or eels.  Monetary 
renders for mills varied considerably.  At Elmley Lovett in Worcestershire, Ralph 
of Tosny had three mills at 109s 4d (D.B. Worcs., 2:1) while, at the other end of 
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the scale, mills with renders of only a few pence can be found, such as the mill 
at Butcombe, Somerset, which was worth only 7d (D.B. Som., 5:31).  These 
differences indicate that some mills were more efficient than others and 
therefore presumably larger.  They may have been on wealthier or more 
extensive estates or on those with greater arable capacity, or on larger 
watercourses.  Holt (1988, 119) suggests that the smaller mills, and those of 
lower value, may have been on smaller streams and so were more likely to 
have been horizontal.  Lucas (2006a, 39) concurs with this view, pointing out 
that horizontal mills would have been cheaper and easier to construct and need 
less maintenance than larger, vertical mills and were perhaps on smaller or less 
wealthy estates.   
 
The evidence considered above for communal mills indicates that it is also 
possible that the origins of at least some of the mills of low value in Domesday 
were in mills constructed by peasants, and that other such mills went 
unrecorded.  Lucas (2006a, 41) proposes that small, horizontal mills remained 
popular where ‘mill ownership was not exclusively a privilege of lordship’, and 
where members of a lower social stratum were permitted to operate their own 
mills.  Watts (2012, 206), in reconsidering the evidence for the early mill at 
Wharram Percy in North Yorkshire (discussed in Chapter Four), suggests that 
this would have been a small, horizontal mill, perhaps a communal mill, which 
existed before the Conquest and before it was replaced by a larger manorial 
mill, probably on a different site.  A similar gradual change from communally- or 
individually-owned mills to manorial mills around the time of the Conquest may 
also be reflected in the low mill numbers at Domesday noted for areas such as 
Cornwall, Devon and Yorkshire.  These mills have more in common with the 
small horizontal mills surviving in areas such as the Western and Northern Isles 
of Scotland until as recently the late 19th century.  Here, Goudie (1886) provided 
a valuable record of these mills just at the point when they were being 
superceded by more modern and efficient technology.  These horizontal mills, 
frequently a series of small, individually-owned mills constructed in sequence 
along a stream, were beginning to be replaced by this time by larger vertical 
wheels built by landlords.  Many antiquarian accounts of Shetland, Orkney and 
mainland Scotland in the 18th and 19th centuries make reference to small, 
horizontal mills such as these, often noting multiple mills on one stream, each 
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mill belonging to one household.  In 1814, Sir Walter Scott estimated that there 
were around 500 of these small horizontal mills in Shetland alone at this date 
(ibid, 261) and eight mills were recorded in 1831 on one brook in Uig, Lewis 
(ibid, 28).  Evidence from excavations England and Ireland, however, has 
revealed that horizontal mills could also be large, sophisticated structures, such 
as those on the royal estates at Old Windsor in Berkshire (Wilson and Hurst 
1958) and Tamworth in Staffs. (Rahtz and Meeson 1992).  It is this growing 
body of archaeological evidence that will now be considered, to ascertain what 
evidence this can provide for the form and siting of early medieval mills. 
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Chapter Four 
 
The Archaeological Evidence 
 
Early Medieval Watermills in England 
 
Few watermills of the early medieval period have been excavated in England to 
date, with only nine sites being dated between the 7th and 11th centuries.  A 
brief outline of the location of these sites, the nature of the remains and the 
circumstances of their discovery will be given here.  These will be considered in 
approximate date order of publication (although the excavation at West Cotton 
took place in the 1980s it was not published in full until 2010), as the results of 
earlier excavations have proved useful in informing interpretations of later sites.  
 
Old Windsor, Berkshire 
 
Little information is available on the excavation of the mills at Kingsbury, Old 
Windsor in the 1950s, as no excavation report has been published and no plans 
are available.  The excavation took place in advance of the development of 
Kingsbury as a housing estate and the main features were outlined in a brief 
report by Wilson and Hurst (1958, 183-185).  This details the discovery of a 
large watermill of late 7th century date, situated on the floodplain of the River 
Thames, with three vertical wheels working in parallel and with a long leat, 
some 1.2km. in length, over 6m. wide at the bottom and 3.6m. deep, which had 
been dug across the neck of a loop in the River Thames.  Re-examination of the 
dendrochronology by Schove (1979, 219-222) has, however, suggested that the 
date for the timber tested should be some 150 years earlier, in the late 5th 
century, although this does not necessarily provide a similarly early date for the 
mill itself.  The mill and an associated building appear to have been destroyed 
by fire in the late 9th or early 10th century, possibly connected with Viking raids 
at this time.  Successive narrow channels were then cut into the leat to power a 
horizontal wheel, which operated until the early 11th century.   
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The mill site was close to the royal palace at Kingsbury, which appears to have 
been in use from around the 7th century up to the late 11th century.  Pollen 
analysis indicated that the surrounding land was being cleared for grain crops at 
this time, with Wilson and Hurst (ibid, 185) concluding it was ‘surely being 
transformed into an estate on manorial lines’ and so requiring increased grain 
production and milling capacity.  It is therefore not clear why a smaller 
horizontal mill would have been a sufficient replacement in the late 9th or early 
10th century, when the palace was still in use, and why that mill was then 
abandoned in the early 11th century, as the decline in importance of Old 
Windsor and the rise of New Windsor in its place does not seem to have 
occurred until a slightly later date.  It may be that the mill had become too 
inefficient for the needs of the estate, or had perhaps silted up and become 
unusable, and replaced by one on another site. 
 
Tamworth, Staffordshire 
 
The two horizontal mills at Tamworth were discovered in the 1970s as part of 
excavations prior to the development of Bolebridge Street in the town (Rahtz 
and Meeson 1992). The mill site is several hundred metres from the present 
course of the River Anker (Figure 12 below), but the course of this river in the 
early medieval period would have taken it much closer to the site, with a leat 
from the river feeding a mill pond.  The remains of the first mill were not easily 
identifiable, with fragmentary timbers no longer in situ.  This mill was probably 
built in the early to mid-9th century but was destroyed after a relatively short life, 
possibly becoming inoperable as a result of erosion of the leat reducing the 
water velocity.  It was replaced soon after by the second mill (Figure 13 below), 
the remains of which were more substantial and included timbers of the 
wheelhouse, timber revetments of the leat and over 200 millstone fragments.  
Dendrochronology provided a construction date of around A.D. 855, with the 
mill being destroyed by fire before the mid to late 11th century, when the area 
was re-occupied for other functions (ibid, 31-33), providing graphic evidence of 
the vulnerability of early mills to destruction by fire, both as a result of their 
timber construction and the operation of milling itself, creating sparks from the 
grinding wheels.   
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Figure 12: Anglo-Saxon Tamworth, with the mill site shown at the centre of the plan (from Rahtz 
and Meeson 1992, Figure 2). 
 
Many fragments of the building and machinery associated with the second mill 
were preserved, including substantial timbers that enabled its dating, with 
sufficient evidence for a reconstruction of the mill and its machinery and a 
detailed discussion of its operation, proving invaluable for comparison with later 
discoveries.  Of their location Rahtz and Meeson (ibid, 145) comment that the 
mills were ‘presumably sited at the optimum point where a) there would be the 
maximum fall from a leat taken off the river, and b) where the outfall was near 
enough to the lower course of the river for convenience: but still above any level 
which might be subject to flooding’.  This balance between providing sufficient 
power to the mill and easy access has been noted on other sites (as discussed 
below). 
 
Tamworth is believed to have been the site of a royal palace by the late 7th 
century but, although it was a burh by the 10th century, it appears to have been 
no more than a rural or perhaps proto-urban settlement associated with the 
palace at the time the mill was in operation.  Rahtz (1981, 1-5) believes that 
further evidence regarding the context of the site and the role played by the 
settlement at Tamworth would be needed in order to be sure whether the mill 
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belonged to the palace and ground grain solely for the royal household, or 
whether it was part of the developing settlement itself. 
 
 
Figure 13: The restored plan of the wheelhouse and mill pool of the second mill at Tamworth 
(from Rahtz and Meeson 1992, Figure 80). 
 
Wharram Percy, Yorkshire 
 
During the excavation of the deserted village at Wharram Percy in the 1970s 
and 1980s a medieval dam with wattles and stakes was discovered, located on 
a spring-fed pond near the church (Beresford and Hurst 1990; Treen and Atkins 
2005) and revealing evidence of a small watermill, probably established in the 
9th or early 10th century (Figures 14 and 15 below).  According to Watts (pers. 
comm.) the only surviving evidence for this was two post pads, a post pit and a 
possible bank bearing point for a timber.  This suggests it was a small watermill 
with a single pair of stones, housed in a small structure (Watts 2005, 222-225), 
the scant remains making interpretation of the mill difficult.   
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Figure 14:  Plan of the watercourses and mill sites at Wharram Percy (from Treen and Atkins 
2005, Figure 5).  The Phase 1 mill site is marked ‘A’ at bottom centre of the plan. 
 
Treen and Atkins (2005, 9-13) comment that the small size of the mill dam and 
the constant flow of water from the stream indicate that ‘the regulation of the 
pressure onto the wheel was a more important consideration than the creation 
of a large reservoir for the summer months’.  The evidence was not sufficient to 
identify whether the wheel was horizontal or vertical, although Watts (2012, 
206-207) now believes that it could have been horizontal, albeit on a smaller 
scale than examples such as at Tamworth (above) and Ebbsfleet (below), 
particularly when considering its location on a dam rather than being fed by a 
leat.   
 
At Domesday, there were two manors at Wharram Percy; one was royal land, 
assessed at eight carucates (D.B. Yorks., 1E54) (a carucate being 
approximately equivalent to a hide), and the second was held by Ketilbert from 
the king, at one carucate (ibid, 29E21).  No mills are recorded on either manor.  
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Beresford and Hurst (1990, 82-84) identify Wharram Percy as a high-status site 
during the 7th and 8th centuries, when a major new settlement site was laid out, 
with evidence for metalworking, imported pottery and possibly a small family 
monastic site.  Although no evidence was found in the excavations for an early 
medieval church, part of an 8th century cross-head was found there in 1990 
(Lang 2001, 25 & 39).  Wharram Percy retained its high status by the mid-11th 
century as royal land. 
 
 
Figure 15: Plan of the village of Wharram Percy (from Treen and Atkins 2005, Figure 2), with the 
mill site at bottom centre of the plan, to the right of the pond. 
 
Barking Abbey, Essex 
 
Prior to the development of an old factory on the site of the medieval precincts 
of Barking Abbey, excavations in 1985 to 1986 revealed evidence for early 
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medieval settlement and industry along with part of a mill leat (Figure 16 below).  
This leat was dated by dendrochronology to c.A.D. 705 (MacGowan 1996), with 
subsequent repairs in the late 9th century, and was interpreted as being part of a 
horizontal mill, with planks appearing to direct the flow of water to the wheel 
(Figure 17 below).  The limits of the excavation unfortunately did not permit 
excavation of the mill itself.   
 
 
Figure 16: Plan showing excavations at Barking Abbey in 1985 and 1990 (from MacGowan 
1996, p. 174).  The early medieval remains are shown in red, with the mill site at top left of the 
top plan, just outside the limits of the excavation area.  
 
MacGowan comments that, despite its location within both the medieval abbey 
precincts and the lands granted to the early medieval monastery, there is as yet 
no clear evidence that the mill was part of this early monastery, although it was 
certainly in close proximity.  The site appears to have been abandoned in the 
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mid-9th century and, although the abbey was said to have been destroyed in 
Viking raids of around this date, no evidence of destruction was found in either 
the mill or furnace areas. 
 
 
Figure 17: The excavated mill leat at Barking Abbey (from McGowan 1996, p. 177).  The upright 
timbers at the top of the picture were presumed to mark the site of the mill itself. 
 
Barking Abbey was said to have been founded in A.D. 666, when a grant of 40 
cassati was made to Eorcenwald, later Bishop of London, by King Suidfrid 
(possibly Suebred, son of King Sebbi of Wessex) (Hart 1971, 9).   This charter 
is lost, but in a later charter (S1171) of A.D. 685 x 693, thought to be genuine, 
Hodilredus (Aethelred of Mercia) confirms to Abbess Aethelburh 40 hides for 
her minster at Barking.  Bede records that Eorcenwald built two monasteries, 
one for himself and one at Barking for his sister Ethelburga (Sherley-Price 1990, 
216).  This would appear therefore to be the grant of a royal estate intact and 
the royal connections of Eorcenwald and his sister denote this as a high-status 
site.  The lands were certainly added to during the late 7th century; a charter of 
A.D. 677 for 687 or 688 (S1246), thought to be of later date but based on 
authentic early charters, records grants and privileges by Eorcenwald to the 
Abbey over a large area of close to 300 hides.   
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Barking Abbey was therefore of considerable importance and abbesses of 
Barking continued to be appointed by the king up to the early 13th century (Page 
and Round 1907, 115).  Wade (1997, 49) reports on other excavations in the 
vicinity, revealing industrial activity which suggests there was a wealthy estate 
centre here in the early medieval period.  By the time of Domesday, the manor 
of Barking was still held by St Mary’s and was assessed at 30 hides, comprising 
lands at Barking, Ilford and Dagenham, with two mills on the manor (D.B. 
Essex, 9:7). This was an extensive, high-status manor and the 74 plough teams 
recorded indicate a large area of arable land, with a mill presumably having 
been a requisite for the Abbey from an early date.   
 
Worgret, Dorset 
 
 
Figure 18: Plan of excavated areas and geophysical survey on the River Frome at Worgret.  
The mill structure is marked at ‘5’, in the centre of the plan (from Maynard 1988, Figure 2). 
 
The timber structure at Worgret (Figure 18 above) was discovered in 1988 in a 
watching brief during the excavation of pipe trenches (Watts 2002, 81).  
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Remains consisted of a frame of three oak timbers, with an infill of iron slag and 
furnace lining (Figure 19 below), with the interpretation of the structure as a 
watermill being only one of the initial suggestions.  In re-examining the 
evidence, Hinton (1992, 258-259) suggests that the remains are of a vertical 
overshot watermill, fed by a raised launder which has not survived.  A revised 
date of the late 7th to early 8th century for the structure has been provided by 
dendrochronology, somewhat later than the original 5th to 6th century dates 
provided by an initial sample for radiocarbon dating.   
 
 
Figure 19: Detail of the wooden structure at Worgret (from Maynard 1988, Figure 4). 
 
If Hinton is correct in his supposition regarding the form of the mill, this would be 
the earliest date for an overshot wheel of the early medieval period that has 
been found in England.  Its location in a flat valley means that an overshot 
wheel would be necessary to obtain the required fall of water, although 
subsequent water-meadow creation has altered the valley and so river levels at 
the time are unclear, and there is no archaeological proof for the overshot wheel 
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theory.  A suggestion has also been made that the watermill was used for iron 
production (ibid); although the evidence indicates that this was taking place 
nearby, it cannot be proved that the mill itself was being put to this use. 
 
There was a minster church at Wareham in the early medieval period (Hall 
2000, 13-15) and, since Worgret belonged to Wareham parish in the medieval 
period, it is likely that it was part of the early minster’s parochia, and Hinton 
(1992, 259) suggests that Wareham may also have been part of a royal estate 
by at least the 9th century.  This would therefore be a further example of an 
early mill on a site of high status.     
 
Corbridge, Northumberland 
 
The mill at Corbridge was discovered in 1995, during evaluation of two sites on 
the River Tyne near Corbridge to assess the threat from erosion (Snape 2003).  
One of the sites was the southern abutment of the Roman bridge and the 
second was a structure originally thought to be a medieval quay (Figure 20 
below).  Three stone platforms were located on the river bed, along with a stone 
wheel-house floor, all constructed using stone from the disused nearby Roman 
bridge (English Heritage 1996) (Figure 21 below).  A timber chute was also 
found, no longer in situ, for directing the water onto what was interpreted as a 
horizontal wheel, following comparison with evidence from the Tamworth 
structure.  Snape (ibid) believes that the number of platforms also point to the 
possibility of this being a multiple mill although both Watts and Rynne (Watts 
pers. comm.) believe that the evidence points to a vertical rather than a 
horizontal wheel. 
 
Although the mill stood on the bank of the Tyne, it was fed from a smaller 
stream rather than from the river.  There was evidence for a timber-revetted 
millpond, which may lie underneath the present river bank, indicating that the 
Tyne has moved its course since construction, when the mill would have been 
further from the river.  The present ground surface has also been lowered 
considerably since this period, due to erosion.  Radiocarbon testing provided a 
date between the 8th and 10th centuries, although evidence for modification and 
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repair suggests that the mill was still in use around the end of the 10th century 
(Snape 2003, 62-63). 
 
 
Figure 20: The area of the 1995 survey at Corbridge, showing the position of the mill on a 
submerged stony shelf to the west of the junction of the Cor Burn and the River Tyne.  The line 
of the Roman bridge is shown along with the presumed course of the river in the Roman period 
(from Snape 2003, Figure 2). 
 
The status of Corbridge in the early medieval period is unclear, and it is 
suggested (English Heritage 1996) that the presence of a mill there may 
indicate that it was a major regional centre.  The church of St Andrew in 
Corbridge was initially constructed of stone from the Roman settlement at 
nearby Corstopitum.  Taylor and Taylor (1965, 172-176) note the Anglo-Saxon 
fabric remaining in the nave wall and west tower, and they believe that the 
proximity of the church to Wilfred’s abbey at Hexham and the early nature of the 
church may indicate a foundation as early as the 7th century.  Symeon refers in 
the late 8th century to the church here as a monasterium, where he places the 
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consecration of Ealdwulf as Bishop of Mayo in A.D. 786 (ibid).  The presence of 
an early minster church would indicate that Corbridge was an important 
settlement in the early medieval period, although there is as yet no evidence 
that the mill was part of any monastic site. 
 
 
Figure 21: Plan showing the results of excavation and survey of the horizontal mill at Corbridge 
in 1995.  Timbers no longer in-situ are shown by dashed outline.  Surviving paving is marked 7, 
8 and 9 (from Snape 2003, Figure 8).  Watts (2002, 77) comments that the line of stakes at the 
top left indicates the probable course of the leat. 
 
Wellington Quarry, Herefordshire 
 
Two early medieval mills were discovered on the Wellington Brook at Wellington 
Quarry in Herefordshire, close to the River Lugg, during rescue work from 1986 
to 1996 in advance of quarrying (Figure 22 below).  Activity from the Neolithic 
period onwards was found in the vicinity, together with evidence of many former 
watercourses (Bapty 2009; W.H.E.A.S. 2008).  Much of the gravel on the 
floodplain of the Lugg has now been covered by up to three metres of alluvium 
which has built up over the last 10,000 years (Her. Arch. 2008, 3-8), leading to a 
mistaken assumption that no significant archaeological remains would be 
located in the area. 
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Figure 22: Plan of the archaeological sites at Wellington Quarry (from Her. Arch. 2008, p. 6).   
The first mill to be discovered is lower right of the plan, and the second mill at bottom right.  
Lidar (Light Detection and Ranging) was used as part of the investigation here, revealing old 
river channels, and the proximity of these mill sites to the major palaeochannel (mauve on the 
map) can be seen. 
 
The first mill was on the north side of the Wellington Brook and consisted of a 
large timber frame in a pit dug into the gravel near a former channel of the 
brook.  This frame consisted of three large oak timbers and part of a planked 
floor (Figure 23 below); Watts (2002, 81) points out the similarities of this with 
the Worgret structure (above).  A large broken millstone was found underneath 
one corner of the frame, confirming the structure as a watermill, interpreted as 
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vertical-wheeled and with dendrochronology providing a date in the late 7th or 
early 8th century (W.H.E.A.S. 2008). 
 
 
Figure 23:  The first mill at Wellington Quarry under excavation, showing the large timber frame 
(from Her. Arch. 2008, p. 27).  Its similarity to the structure at Worgret (above) can be seen. 
 
A second structure was later discovered downstream on the south side of the 
Wellington Brook, and was unusual in having a stone building platform which, 
together with the large wooden posts found, led to its initial interpretation as a 
bridge (Figure 24 below).  Further structures upstream were thought to relate to 
a dam and decayed hurdles were found, either part of the lining of the water 
channel to the mill or a fish weir.  The stone platform has since been interpreted 
as carrying a mill house for what is thought to have been a vertical-wheeled mill.  
Radiocarbon samples provided a date for the mill of the first half of the 8th 
century, possibly contemporary with the first site (W.H.E.A.S. 2008).  This 
second site is said to have been ‘associated with significant bank-side 
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management sections, and also with what is probably best identified as the 
remains of a fish-trap’ (Bapty 2009, 197).  Fish traps were also found at the site 
of the early 12th century mill at Castle Donnington in Nottinghamshire, on the 
floodplain of the River Trent (Clay and Salisbury 1990).  Here, two phases of 
timber structures were found, with the initial phase consisting of two rows of 
posts and a wattle partition thought to have originally been a fish weir that had 
silted up.   
 
 
Figure 24: Remains of the second mill at Wellington Quarry.  The former stream channel is in 
the foreground, with timber revetments, and the stone platform at the rear was thought to have 
supported the timber-framed wheelhouse (from Her. Arch. 2008, p. 30). 
 
Wellington was in this period part of the important Mercian royal estate at 
Marden, centred on adjacent Sutton, located just across the River Lugg (Ray 
and Horverd 2000) and it is probable that these mills belonged to the royal 
estate.  Although the recently published volume on the early investigations at 
the quarry (Jackson and Miller 2011) does not include an account of the mills, 
the authors comment on the high-status Roman settlement discovered nearby 
(ibid, 159), together with evidence for the continuation of agricultural activity 
through from the Roman to the early medieval period.  This raises the question 
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as to whether a similar continuity of land use may be sought in the vicinity of 
other early medieval mills. 
 
Ebbsfleet Valley, Kent 
 
The mill in the Ebbsfleet Valley in Kent, dated to A.D. 691 to 692 (Kent H.E.R. 
Site No. TQ 67 SW 298) was found during excavations in 2002 in Northfleet in 
advance of the construction of the Channel Tunnel Rail Link (Welch 2007; 
Andrews et al 2011).  Hardy et al (2011, 307-337) describe the mill, adjacent to 
the site of Northfleet Roman Villa, as an unexpected find, buried in waterlogged 
river deposits which ensured remarkable preservation of the mill structure.  The 
site would have been situated on the alluvial clays of the River Ebbsfleet, within 
its tidal reach, and so it is thought that this was a tide mill, powered from a mill 
pond formed from a naturally-flooding backwater where a wharf had been 
constructed in the Roman period (ibid) (Figure 25 below).  The mill’s location 
may also have been the reason for its relatively short working life, as it is 
thought to have been abandoned and demolished after only a short period, 
possibly due to a decrease in the tidal range at the site and resultant silting, 
which would have rendered the mill inoperable (ibid 330-333).   
 
 
Figure 25: Schematic view of the mill and pond at Ebbsfleet, looking south-east (from Andrews 
et al 2011, Figure 6:13 
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In addition to the undercroft (Figure 26 below) two large, well-preserved timber 
chutes were discovered, which would have directed water onto a pair of 
horizontal wheels, along with a pentrough (the earliest in situ in England to 
date) and two partial oak wheel paddles.  Wattle revetments or fish traps were 
also found, providing a further example (as at Wellington above) of a watermill 
being found in close association with fish traps of similar date.   
 
 
Figure 26: Ebbsfleet Mill under excavation, showing the massive size of the timbers revealed 
(from Kent H.E.R. Site No TQ 67 SW 298, www.extranet7.kent.gov.uk/ExploringKentsPast). 
 
The first reference in England to a tide mill is in a charter of A.D. 949 (S546), 
where King Eadred granted land in Kent to the monastery of Reculver, which 
makes reference in the boundary clause to ‘mill-creek’s mouth’ (mylen fleotes 
muðan).  This tide mill at Ebbsfleet is the earliest found in England to date and 
200 years earlier than this first charter reference.   Hardy et al (2011, 326-346) 
note the sophisticated design and construction of the mill, with some of the 
techniques appearing to have been unique for the period. 
 
At Domesday, the manor of Northfleet was in the possession of the Archbishop 
of Canterbury (D.B. Kent, 2:9) as it had been since at least A.D. 798.  In a 
charter of this date (S1258), believed to be authentic, Aethelheard, Archbishop 
of Canterbury, granted Abbess Cynethryth (widow of King Offa of Mercia) of 
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Cookham in Berkshire the minsters at Cookham and at Pectanege, in exchange 
for lands at Fleet (Northfleet), Teynham and ‘the source of the Cray’.  A church 
was recorded on the manor in 1086, and Taylor and Taylor (1965, 463) record 
late Anglo-Saxon remains in the present large church at Northfleet.  There was 
a mill at 10s on the manor at Domesday, along with a fishery, perhaps also on 
the Ebbsfleet River.   Hardy et al (2011, 346) comment that the life of the mill 
appears to coincide with a short period of stability in Kent under King Wihtred, 
who came to power in A.D. 691, and who developed a close alliance with the 
Church.  They suggest that it was part of an estate centred on the later manor 
of Northfleet, possibly of some status, although it is not clear whether the mill 
would have belonged to the king or to the Church. 
 
West Cotton, Raunds, Northamptonshire 
 
 
Figure 27: Plan of West Cotton, showing the settlement of A.D. 950-1100, with the mill at top 
centre (from Chapman 2010, Figure 4:1). 
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During excavations at West Cotton in the 1980s (Chapman 2010), the mills 
were only found by chance as part of a wider rescue excavation of Furnells 
Manor prior to development of the land.  Despite its location in a river valley and 
beside a stream, the excavators of the deserted early medieval settlement had 
not anticipated finding a watermill, partly because the hall of this period 
discovered nearby was of relatively low status and a manorial mill was therefore 
considered unlikely on the site (Figure 27 above).  In the pre-Conquest period, 
West Cotton was thought to be part of the estate centred on Higham Ferrers 
(ibid, 21) and the -cote or ‘cottage’ element of the place-name of the two 
manors at Cotton in 1086 suggests secondary settlements of low status origin.   
 
 
Figure 28: The first phase mill at West Cotton, looking upstream (from Watts 2002, Plate 12, 
from a photograph provided by A. Chapman).  The planks have been placed to show the 
position of the timber trough in which an undershot vertical wheel would have been located.  
Watts also comments that remains of wattles can be seen in the foreground, used to reduce 
‘scour’ in the tail race. 
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The first mill, of 10th century date (Figure 28 above) had an undershot wheel 
powered by a long leat from a mill pond, identified as vertical as a result of the 
narrow and shallow channel of the wheelpit, based on comparisons with sites 
such as Morett in Ireland (Rynne 1989a) and Bordesley Abbey in 
Worcestershire (Astill 1993).  It was demolished at the end of the 10th century 
and a new mill constructed in the early 11th century which, although poorly 
preserved, was thought by the excavators to have contained a horizontal wheel, 
through comparison with the remains of the third phase mill of mid-11th century 
date.  This was interpreted as horizontal, although its timbers had been almost 
completely removed and this interpretation rested on comparison with other 
sites such as Tamworth.  Chapman suggests that this third phase mill could 
possibly be the mill mentioned in Domesday and worth 12d.  If this is correct, it 
would provide the first evidence in England of a horizontal mill being 
constructed as late as the mid-11th century, raising again the question of 
whether some of the other lower-valued mills at Domesday may have been 
horizontal.  It would also provide a further example of horizontal wheels 
replacing vertical wheels at the same site, as at Old Windsor.  Both Watts and 
Rynne, however, believe that there is no evidence for a horizontal mill on this 
site (Watts pers. comm.), interpreting the sill beam located for this third phase 
mill as being for a vertical wheel emplacement and the post-pits as also being 
for a vertical wheel, based on comparisons with Roman vertical-wheeled sites 
such as Ickham in Kent (Figure 29 below).   
 
In the mid-12th century a devastating flood destroyed the mill, carrying down silt 
from the valley slopes and depositing it across the floor of the valley.  This 
caused the mill to be inoperable, and it was abandoned by around 1150.  The 
remains were buried under alluvium deposits caused by this flooding, and were 
not detected by geophysics.  In addition, any earthworks had been concealed 
underneath a 12th century flood-protection bank. The excavators note that trial 
trenching would have been unlikely to detect the fragmentary remains, most of 
which had been removed after the site was abandoned.  They also comment 
that the remains would have been unlikely to have been interpreted as a 
watermill without earlier examples, such as Tamworth (and the Roman mill at 
Ickham), being available for comparison.   
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Figure 29: Reconstruction of the large vertical Roman mill at Ickham, Kent, excavated in the 
1970s (from Bennett et al, 2010, Figure 22, drawn by R. Spain).  The waterlogged conditions on 
the site, on the Little Stour River, ensured good preservation of the remains, which have been 
useful in the interpretation of the early medieval mills at West Cotton.  
 
Evidence from ‘Norse’ Mills in Scotland 
 
In 1886, Goudie (257-258) commented of the surviving horizontal mills in the 
Shetland Islands ‘At present the mill, small as it is, is a marked, indeed an 
indispensable, feature in every scene of Shetland life.  Near every homestead, 
on almost every rill capable, with winter rains, of turning its tiny axle, the mill 
stands, either alone or as one of a series, corresponding as the case may be to 
the extent and requirements of the more or less sparsely peopled district 
around.  To remove these mills would indeed be to rupture the whole present 
economy of existence to many of their owners’.  He also noted (ibid, 266) ‘The 
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mill in Shetland is always placed in the most convenient spot, in or near a 
township, for obtaining a good water supply.  As a rule, ordinary running 
streams can be depended on for this purpose only when there is an abundant 
rainfall.  Whenever possible, therefore, a burn proceeding from a loch, or from a 
pond formed by a rude embankment, is preferred for steadiness of supply.  
From the nature of this case, the mills work only in winter’. 
 
 
Figure 30: The small horizontal mill at South Voe, Shetland (from Watts 2000, p. 14).  The 
remains of a second mill can be seen in the background (top left).   
 
These appear to have been smaller mills than the majority of excavated Irish 
horizontal examples (Figure 30 above) and relied on a fast-flowing seasonal 
flow of water rather than a constant supply.  Comparisons can perhaps be 
made with ‘winter mills’ in England recorded in Domesday, which only operated 
in winter when there was sufficient water to power them.  Although few remain 
today, sequences of these small mills would have been a common sight along 
many streams in Northern Scotland and in the Northern and Western Isles as 
late as the 19th century. 
 
The Evidence from Ireland 
 
It is useful to consider the evidence gained from more numerous mill sites of 
this period which have been located in Ireland, to compare with the small 
English sample.  Few of these Irish sites have been properly excavated, 
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however, with some being discovered as early as the 18th and 19th centuries, 
when the fragmentary remains and finds went largely unrecognised and could 
seldom be dated before the advent of dendrochronology in the 1970s.   It is only 
in recent years that professional excavations have taken place of a number of 
Irish mills, providing useful information for comparison with sites in England.   
 
 
Figure 31: Summary plan of the site at Nendrum, Co. Down (from Lucas 2009, Figure 7, after 
McErlean and Crothers 2007).  The close proximity of the mill to the monastery can be seen, as 
can the scale of the mill dam and ponds. 
 
A number of these mill sites were found during drainage work or, more recently, 
during the extensive European Union-funded road-building schemes in Ireland 
over the past 20 years.  Open-area excavations along the routes of new roads 
and bypasses have revealed hundreds of sites and finds from all periods, with a 
mass of new archaeological information now available as a result, all of which 
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have been reported in the National Roads Authority’s bulletin Seanda and in a 
series of monographs, adding valuable information to the body of literature on 
early mills in Ireland.  One of the most notable recent discoveries, reported by 
Seaver (2005), is the large mill complex at Raystown, Co. Meath, which was 
uncovered during work for the N2 road realignment scheme.  Here, eight mills in 
total were revealed, dating from the 7th to 11th centuries, providing evidence of 
large-scale and sophisticated mill complexes at an early date, involving skilled 
construction, millwrighting and water-management techniques.   
 
The Irish tidal mill at Nendrum, Co. Down (Figure 31 above) was discovered in 
1999 and McErlean and Crothers (2007, 124-127) comment that the skills 
evident in the building of the dam provide evidence of expertise in water 
management in Ireland as early as the 7th century.  The earliest phase of this 
large and sophisticated horizontal tidal mill was dated to A.D. 619, with the mill 
being rebuilt twice over the following 200 years.  Considerable expertise in mill 
building was evident even at this early date, particularly in creating a strong and 
effective dam to withstand the tidal forces.  Of this and other early tidal mills in 
Ireland, Rynne (2009, 91) notes that ‘considerable skill, effort and resources 
were involved in siting these mills in the most demanding of locations’. 
 
The evidence from Ireland also begins to indicate whether a preference for a 
certain type of location can be suggested for early watermill sites.  Rynne 
(2009) provides a useful summary of mill sites in Ireland, noting that the majority 
of horizontal-wheeled sites were not located on high ground but at fairly low 
levels, typically between 30.5m. and 70m. above sea level.  As in England at 
sites such as Wharram Percy (Treen and Atkins 2005), there are examples in 
Ireland (Rynne 1990) of the use of springs to provide a water supply to the mill, 
including at Kilbegly, Co. Roscommon and Ballygarriff, Co. Mayo.  Accessibility 
appears to have been an important factor, perhaps not surprisingly, and most 
sites were chosen where a water supply could be obtained from a higher level, 
whilst being at a low enough level to be easily accessed.  On known Irish sites a 
break in slope on a hillside was also frequently used, which would slow the 
water flow and allow a dam and mill pond to be built (Rynne 2009, 88).  This 
corresponds with evidence from England at Tamworth (above), where Rahtz 
and Meeson (1992, 145) found that the mills were constructed at the point 
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where the maximum fall of water from the leat could be obtained whilst still 
being close enough to the river for convenience.    
 
Most of the Irish sites were also not situated on major rivers but near their 
feeder streams, to allow for greater control of the water flow to the site.  In 
contrast, at some sites in England the floodplains of larger rivers were chosen 
for mill sites, with these consequently being at low levels.  At Old Windsor, 
where the triple vertical undershot wheels were superceded by a horizontal 
wheel, the site was situated on the floodplain of the River Thames (Wilson and 
Hurst 1958) and the mills at West Cotton, Northamptonshire, possibly all 
vertical, were located in the river valley, powered by long leats from a pond 
(Chapman 2010).  A similar picture is apparent at the site of the vertical Roman 
mills at Ickham in Kent (Bennett et al, 2010), which were located on the valley 
floor of the Little Stour river, with only a slight fall of water from the river used to 
power the mills.  It would appear from the evidence to date, therefore, that it is 
not easy to predict the sites of early medieval watermills from their geographical 
location alone. 
 
The evidence from Ireland also indicates that similar sites were, in the main, 
considered suitable for both horizontal- and vertical-wheeled mills, and multi-
period sites have frequently revealed a sequence of horizontal and vertical 
wheels on the same site.  There are few examples of vertical Irish wheels of 
early medieval date, but Rynne (2009, 90) comments that those at Morett, Co. 
Laois and Ardcloyne, Co. Cork used similar sites to those with horizontal wheels 
and that use was also commonly being made of the same water-management 
systems for sequences of horizontal and undershot vertical wheels, with leats 
and wheel channels being adapted as required.  Examples from multi-period 
sites such as Raystown (Seaver 2005) confirm this.  Here, although the majority 
of the mills were horizontal-wheeled, the fourth phase of the southern mill, 
dated to the late 7th or early 8th century, is thought to have had an undershot 
vertical wheel which was superceded by a horizontal wheel, as at the site at Old 
Windsor in England (Wilson and Hurst 1958).   
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The Archaeological Evidence for Early Mills on the Sites of 
Later Mills 
 
The early medieval mills excavated to date in England were all discovered 
because the sites were abandoned and not developed in later periods.  What is 
not clear is the extent to which other early medieval mills are buried beneath the 
sites of later mills, or whether they were more frequently abandoned and new 
mills constructed elsewhere.  Bond (1973, 39) comments that there has been 
little field survey or excavation of medieval mills and that further work of this 
nature needs to be undertaken.  Few medieval mill buildings have been 
preserved, with excavations showing some of the difficulties in finding evidence 
of them on sites that have remained in use.  One of the few surviving mill 
buildings with evidence stretching back into the medieval period is the abbey 
mill at Abbotsbury in Dorset (Graham 1986), where excavation revealed that 
most of the building dates to the 14th century, with some stone bearings and 
fragments of millstones from that date being found.  Documentary evidence 
suggests that it replaced an earlier 11th century mill although no archaeological 
evidence for this phase was discovered.   
 
A small number of mill sites of the high and late medieval periods have been 
excavated to date, one of best–preserved being at Batsford in East Sussex 
(Figure 32 below), where excavations on the site of a 16th century blast furnace 
in the 1970s during the construction of a fish farm (Bedwin 1980), found 
evidence of a mill below the ground level.  A substantial timber framework was 
discovered along with a wheel pit which is thought to have housed an overshot 
vertical wheel.  Although no dating evidence could be obtained from the 
timbers, pottery remains suggest a 14th century date.  The site was abandoned, 
the good preservation of timber remains indicating that it became waterlogged 
soon after it fell into disuse.  One of the few abandoned sites where a high 
medieval phase has been found is at Bordesley Abbey in Worcestershire (Astill 
1993).  Here a vertical watermill was constructed by the Abbey in the 12th 
century but was destroyed by fire after only a short period, although the site 
continued to be redeveloped, with extensive 14th century reconstruction, until it 
went out of use in the late 14th or early 15th century.  
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Figure 32: The well-preserved timber frame of the wheelpit at Batsford Mill (from Watts 2002, 
Plate 15, from a photograph provided by O. Bedwin). 
 
Few excavations of post-medieval watermills have revealed phases earlier in 
date than the late medieval period.  The iron-working site at Chingley in Kent 
was found to have a late medieval phase beneath the post-medieval remains 
(Crossley 1975).  Here, work on a dam to flood the Bewl Valley revealed a forge 
site which had been abandoned in the early 18th century but which had two 
earlier periods, in the 16th and 14th centuries.  At Gomeldon Mill on the River 
Bourne in Wiltshire (Musty 1968), excavators had hoped to find evidence of a 
mill thought to be on the site at Domesday, but the only structures found dated 
to the 16th and 17th centuries, with the paved surface underneath appearing to 
be the undisturbed natural layer.  Dotton Mill in Devon, excavated in 2007, 
remained in use until recent times (Wessex Archaeology 2007).  A mill at Dotton 
was mentioned in Domesday but, although evidence of numerous phases of 
reconstruction of the mill and its water management features were found going 
back to the 17th century, ‘No traces of medieval structures or features 
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associated with the mill mentioned at Domesday could be identified, perhaps 
due to the extent of the rebuilding and repair of the mill, and the extent of the 
landscaping which had occurred along the line of the leat’ (ibid, 15-16).  
Graham et al (2005) report on excavations at the Town Mill, Lyme Regis in 
Dorset which, despite charter evidence for a 14th century mill at the site, 
provided limited evidence for structures older than the present post-medieval 
building, with the exception of an early watercourse filled in during the 16th 
century.  At Abbey Mill, Reading, Slade (1971, 75-77) reports that, although a 
12th century pottery layer was found and the later mill machinery remained in 
situ, there was no evidence of the earlier mill, which appears to have burned 
down sometime in the 13th century.  Also in Reading, excavations took place in 
1998 at two abandoned mill sites, St Giles Mill and Minster Mill.  St Giles Mill 
produced evidence of late 13th to early 14th century timbers, although timbers 
from Minster Mill were all of post-medieval date (Watts 2002, 86-87).  Watts 
(ibid, 87), comments ‘What seems to be clear from the Reading excavations is 
that subsequent rebuildings had removed most of the evidence of the earlier 
medieval mills’.   
 
Evidence of early medieval mills has therefore yet to be found in excavations of 
later mill sites.  Even leats and water channels, which might be expected to 
provide evidence of re-cutting back to an early date, seem to fail to do so.  The 
archaeological evidence from both England and Ireland, however, shows that 
constant changes were needed to water-management arrangements to 
accommodate changes in the watercourse that supplied the mills and to 
improve the flow of water to the mills.   At West Cotton, for example, Chapman 
(2010) notes that the leats were continually being re-cut and the mill sites 
themselves relocated.  Rynne (1989b, 88) refers to evidence for at least three 
phases of millpond construction at Kilbegly, Co. Roscommon.  At Raystown, 
Co. Meath, the leats were re-cut several times over the period during which the 
site was in use, in attempts to maximise efficiency (I.N.R.A. Archaeological 
Database 2003, Raystown Site 21), and the tide mills at Nendrum had at least 
three phases of use (McErlean and Crothers 2007).   As new technology came 
along, larger mills required more extensive water-management arrangements 
which would obliterate evidence of earlier schemes. 
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Investigations of medieval mills do, however, reveal that they were constantly 
being refurbished, or destroyed and re-built, with the result that evidence for 
earlier structures has frequently been swept away.  This constant refurbishment 
was required either because of damage to the mill machinery or to take 
advantage of new developments in technology to improve efficiency.  In addition 
many horizontal mills in particular have been noted to have had little in the way 
of superstructure and even small vertical mills, such as that depicted in a 
reconstruction of the second mill at Wellington, Herefordshire (W.H.E.A.S. 
2008) (Figure 33 below) would leave little trace once abandoned or re-
developed.   
 
 
Figure 33: Reconstruction of the second mill found at Wellington Quarry in Herefordshire (from 
W.H.E.A.S. 2008, Page 19).  The simple timber and thatched wheelhouse left no evidence, with 
the exception of the stone platform, and the wheel turning directly in the stream would be 
similarly unlikely to leave any trace, particularly if valuable timbers were removed for re-use. 
 
Some early medieval mills, however, such as those at Old Windsor and 
Ebbsfleet (above) were clearly more substantial structures.  At these sites, large 
timbers or stones would have been valuable resources and likely to be subject 
to removal and re-use elsewhere, as demonstrated at the site of the large tide 
mill at Greenwich Wharf in London (Davis 2009).  Here, the massive timbers 
were dated by dendrochronology to A.D. 1194 but appear to have been re-
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used.  If they had been brought from another site, little evidence would have 
remained there following their removal.  Where early mills were abandoned due 
to problems with the water supply or due to silting and flooding, it is possible 
that these were the unsuccessful sites, with new mills built on another site.  
Those mills which did not suffer from these problems may have been the sites 
which survived and continued to be re-built and re-modelled, their multiple 
layers of later construction destroying any early medieval remains.   
 
Locating and Interpreting Early Mill Sites 
 
The evidence to date therefore shows there has been little success in locating 
evidence of early medieval mills below the sites of later mills.  The best chance 
of finding them would appear to be on sites which have been abandoned, 
although this presents its own problems due to the lack of evidence indicating 
their existence, whether through earthworks, abandoned leats and ponds, 
geophysical evidence or even physical remains on excavation.  As a result, it is 
no surprise that all the excavated watermills of the early medieval period in 
England have been found by accident, either as part of a wider excavation 
programme, where the location of a mill was not part of the original project plan, 
or during watching briefs and rescue excavations prior to development or gravel 
extraction.  A similar picture applies to the majority of known Irish sites of the 
period; a small number of sites in Ireland, such as the island site at High Island, 
Co. Galway (Rynne 2000), have been preserved due to lack of disturbance, but 
the majority have been discovered in similar, accidental circumstances.  It is 
clear that the sites of early medieval watermills are not easy to predict or to 
locate. 
 
Some of the reasons for this difficulty can be identified from the experience of 
the West Cotton excavation (Chapman 2010) (above).  This site is of particular 
interest as the report details that the discovery of a watermill was not 
anticipated during the excavation, mainly because this was not considered to be 
a high-status site.  This was despite its proximity to a watercourse and the fact 
that a straightened channel ran from this watercourse to what was found to be 
the mill pond.  Had the mills not been close to the settlement, the excavators 
believe that the difficulties in locating the site would have been compounded, 
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since ‘limited trial trenching might not be sufficient to determine the difference 
between a leat system and natural stream channels and, unless extremely 
fortunate, would be unlikely to determine the actual location of the mill’ (ibid, 
146).  The constant re-building and re-modelling of mills and their water-
management systems, noted above, adds to the complications of interpretation.  
Chapman (ibid) also comments ‘Mill systems are extensive and given any 
significant duration of use, with multiple re-cutting of leats and the relocation of 
the mills themselves, they will not be easily understood’. 
 
The site at West Cotton, like many others of the early medieval period including 
Wellington and Ebbsfleet (and also the Roman site at Ickham and the high 
medieval site at Greenwich Wharf), was buried beneath deep deposits of 
alluvium, leaving no visible earthworks.  Geophysics has to date been shown to 
be of limited use in locating such sites, although improvements in techniques 
may see this change in the future.  An added complicating factor is that many 
rivers and streams, as at West Cotton, Tamworth and Corbridge, have changed 
their courses over time, leaving no clues as to possible early mill sites along 
their original route.  Repeated flooding on some of the wide, flat floodplains of 
major rivers, such as the Lugg and Arrow in Herefordshire, has also buried 
evidence of any earlier river channels under gravel and alluvium.   
 
It is also clear that the interpretation of many early mill sites is not an easy task.  
It would seem at first sight that it should be relatively simple to distinguish 
between horizontal- and vertical-wheeled mills in the archaeological record.  
Remains are often ephemeral, however, with only fragments of timber 
structures remaining, such as parts of wooden frames and upright posts, 
frequently no longer in situ.  According to Rahtz and Meeson (1992, 152-156), 
the identification of remains as belonging to horizontal- or vertical-wheeled mills 
was originally generally based on evidence either of gearing, believed to be 
found only with vertical wheels, or of spoon-shaped paddles, which have been 
considered to be evidence of a horizontal mill.  They comment, however, that 
there have been two instances discovered of horizontal wheels with a gear and 
also that spoon-shaped paddles have been found abroad in vertical wheels.  
Rynne (1989b, 24) also notes that, although horizontal mills are normally laid on 
horizontal beams, that at Little Island, Co. Cork was fixed into the ground with 
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oak piles and was therefore a more substantial construction, such as would be 
expected for a vertical mill.   
 
The majority of the English sites have been excavated in the last thirty years 
(with the exception of Old Windsor in the 1950s) and details from recent 
excavation reports demonstrate that there may have been many other such 
sites in the past that have gone unrecognised, where excavators had no 
experience of identifying early mills and no examples with which to make 
comparisons.  As excavations of watermill sites increase and improve, 
identification can be made easier by comparison with earlier-known sites, 
particularly the greater body of evidence from Ireland.  The mill in Ireland at 
Morett, Co. Laois, dated to A.D. 770, was found in 1952 during drainage work 
and was initially thought to be horizontal-wheeled (Lucas 1953), although 
comparison with the horizontal mill at Mashanaglass, Co. Cork has now 
enabled Rynne (1992, 22-24) to conclude that the Morett mill was in fact 
vertical.   By the time of the excavations at Tamworth in the 1970s, a number of 
features from earlier examples in Ireland, such as the timber chute from 
Knocknagranshy, Co. Limerick and the wheels from Moycraig, Co. Antrim and 
Mashanaglass, were available for comparison to aid in the identification of the 
wheels here as horizontal (Rahtz and Meeson 1992, 150-151).  It can be 
questioned whether the millwrighting traditions in Ireland at this period differed 
from those in England and whether, therefore, such comparisons are useful.  
Several other excavators of sites in England have, however, been able to 
compare their findings with those in Ireland and to use those better-preserved 
sites to inform their interpretations.  The first-phase vertical mill at West Cotton 
in England was identified through comparisons with earlier excavations such as 
at Morett and Bordesley Abbey, despite the fact that these were some seven 
centuries apart and located in Ireland and England respectively (Chapman 
2010, 131-133).  Even the sites of smaller mills, such as the first mill at 
Wellington Quarry (W.H.E.A.S. 2008), have enabled earlier sites, in this case 
that at Worgret (Hinton 1992), to be re-interpreted.  Despite this, many sites 
remain difficult to interpret.  For example, the identification of the poorly-
preserved second and third phase mills at West Cotton (above) as horizontal-
wheeled has now come into question and Watts (2005) has recently 
reconsidered the evidence for the early mill at Wharram Percy, now believing 
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that this may have been horizontal-wheeled.  These on-going debates highlight 
the difficulties in understanding such slight remains.   
 
The Social Context of Early Medieval Mills 
 
In considering the evidence available by 1981, Rahtz (1981, 5) raised the 
possibility that large and sophisticated mills such as Tamworth and Old Windsor 
were not typical of the mills of the period but were unusual because of their 
association with royal estates.  Rahtz and Bullough believe (1977, 27) that 
‘Once the technology of the mill was known, it was likely to be adopted more 
rapidly on royal estates than on others, if only because of the need to have 
unrestricted access to suitable watercourses and because of the materials and 
labouring skills required’.  Excavation evidence in England to date does appear 
to show an association between known mills of the early medieval period and 
sites of high status.  Four sites can be linked to early royal estates, those at 
Tamworth, Old Windsor, Wellington Quarry and Worgret, with that at Corbridge 
being a further possibility.  Three other mills were also linked to high-status 
estates, with possible links to the Church.  The mill at Barking Abbey was 
probably associated the early medieval monastery, whilst at Ebbsfleet it is not 
clear whether the mill was linked to a royal or a Church estate.  The mill at 
Wharram Percy was also associated with a high-status site (Beresford and 
Hurst 1990, 82-84) and possibly with a small family monastery.  Only the mills 
at West Cotton appear on present evidence to be connected with a settlement 
of lower status.    
 
The sample of excavated early medieval watermills in England is not sufficiently 
large at present to be able to propose with certainty that only royal or monastic 
estates of this period would have had watermills of similar size and capacity to 
those at Tamworth and Old Windsor, and more evidence would be required to 
determine whether these mills were typical of the period in England.  It is 
therefore the social context of the lands on which early medieval mill sites were 
found in the south-west Midlands of England by the time of Domesday which 
will be considered in further detail in the following chapters, to determine 
whether this can offer some means of locating potential sites for early medieval 
mills. 
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Chapter Five 
 
The Ownership and Values of Domesday Mills in the 
South-West Midlands   
 
The earliest relatively comprehensive record of the general location, ownership 
and value of mills in England is to be found in Domesday Book.  Although this 
information is sparse and is a record of only a moment in time at 1086, with little 
indication of the situation even twenty years earlier at 1066, many of these mills 
would certainly have been in existence in the pre-Conquest period.  This 
chapter will therefore consider the ownership and values of Domesday mills in 
the first of the ‘nested’ study areas, consisting of the five counties of 
Gloucestershire, Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Somerset and Oxfordshire.  If 
the evidence indicates that the majority of mills, and those of the greatest value, 
are to be found on land belonging to a particular class of landholder at this date, 
this may provide some means of suggesting potential locations for early 
medieval mills.   
 
It is perhaps surprising that little detailed analysis of mills in the Domesday 
record has as yet been carried out.  Darby’s contribution has already been 
noted and his Domesday England (1977) contains a number of summary maps, 
including that of the number of mills per 1,000 plough teams across the country, 
by Domesday county (Figure 34 below).  It can be seen that he calculates the 
average for England at 75 mills per 1,000 plough teams, but with wide 
variations across the country.  In the south-west Midlands, the averages for 
Gloucestershire (67), Herefordshire (41) and Worcestershire (57) are all below 
average, with that for the adjacent counties further south and east, including 
Somerset (97) and Oxfordshire (79), being above average.  Darby offers little 
comment on these distributions and it is difficult to draw many conclusions from 
the results without more detailed investigation.  
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Figure 34: Mills per 1,000 plough teams in 1086, by Domesday counties (based on Darby 1977, 
Figure 95). The five counties of the study area are denoted by their initials. 
 
Methodology 
 
In order to study the Domesday mills in the five counties in more detail, the 
number and values of mills at Domesday were analysed, by the class of 
landholder.  Manors were divided into those held by the king, and those of 
episcopal, monastic and lay tenants-in-chief.  There are difficulties in 
differentiating between monastic and episcopal lands in some instances, 
particularly where the status of churches may have changed over time.  Sims-
Williams (1990, 169-170) comments that, particularly during the 9th century, 
bishops frequently took over monastic lands from failing monasteries and these 
lands therefore became episcopal.  This had already taken place at the Church 
of St Mary at Worcester in A.D. 847, where the lands became divided between 
those which continued to support the monks and those which now became the 
Bishop’s lands.  In these cases the manors have, as far as the evidence allows, 
been classed according to the ownership at Domesday, although it is 
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recognised that earlier ownership may have affected the wealth and resources 
of such manors. 
 
The number of plough teams, rather than hidages, has been used as an 
indication of the size of the arable land on the manor.  Much has been written 
on the definition of a Domesday hide (for example, Round 1895; Maitland 1897; 
Hamshere 1987; Ryan 2011) but Faith’s (1997, 91) definition of a hide during 
this period not as a measurement of land area but as ‘the essential unit in 
assessing, administering and financing service to the king’ would appear to be 
the most useful.  The assessment of hidages in Domesday is not always 
accurate as they are seldom given for ancient royal demesne, and there are 
some manors which have a low recorded hidage but a high number of plough 
teams.  Jones (1987, 200) suggests that plough lands may be a better indicator 
of the amount of arable land, believing them to be ‘an attempt, in part 
successful, to record the actual amount of arable land held by all sorts and 
conditions of men’.  According to Roffe (2002) plough lands are ‘a measure of 
the capacity of the hidated land to pay the geld assessed upon it’, although 
Higham (1990) agrees that they were simply the units by which arable land was 
measured in Domesday.  Unfortunately plough lands are, however, not 
recorded for Gloucestershire, Worcestershire and Herefordshire and the record 
of plough teams is therefore the best measure for the purposes of comparison, 
since these are recorded in Domesday for each of the five counties. 
 
It should be borne in mind that high numbers of plough teams may not always 
indicate a large area of arable land.  It is possible that areas of sparse and 
dispersed settlement could have had a higher density of plough teams, with 
small groups each having a team, whereas areas of open fields could have 
been more efficiently ploughed in common with fewer teams (Higham 1990, 33-
44).  There is no information in Domesday regarding the type of field systems 
which might shed light on this, but there does appear to be a correlation 
between the density of plough teams and the areas of more favourable soils 
(Darby 1977, 127-8), including land on the borders of Worcestershire, 
Warwickshire, Gloucestershire and Oxfordshire (Figure 35 below), although 
some of the clay soils of the Cotswolds also appear to have been under heavy 
cultivation. 
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Figure 35: The distribution of plough teams in 1086 (from Darby 1977, Figure 42).   
 
Numbers of mills alone cannot give a true picture of capacity, due to the wide 
variety in mill values recorded, and the average mill value per ten plough teams 
has therefore also been calculated, to provide a better indication of the milling 
capacity of the mills for the amount of arable land under cultivation.  A greater 
mill value per ten plough teams would suggest that the mills were generally 
larger and therefore presumably more efficient.  It can be proposed that the 
larger mills were those where the landholder had invested more in mills, 
although this would have also been influenced by a number of factors including 
the amount of arable land, the agricultural productivity of the land and the 
availability and size of watercourses able to support a mill. 
 
The majority of Darby’s figures (1977) for mills differ slightly from those used in 
this study.  He estimates that, for Gloucestershire (ibid, 361), there were a total 
of 258 mills but Taylor (1889, 106), for example, calculated the number at 251 
mills.  Neither is there any greater agreement among scholars on the total 
number of plough teams.  For Gloucestershire, Darby (1954, 15) calculates that 
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there were 3,834.5 plough teams, but comments that Maitland’s calculations in 
1897 were 3,768 and Taylor’s in 1889 were 3,909.  The differences in the 
various calculations are mainly due to two factors: the interpretation of the 
Domesday text, and the variation in the manors included for each county.  
Some scholars’ calculations are for the modern county and some for the 
Domesday county, and some include manors which may have belonged to a 
particular county at Domesday but were not geographically located in it and so 
were recorded in a different folio.  In addition, where mills and plough teams 
were said in Domesday to have been added since 1066, it is not clear whether 
they were included in the totals, and this is open to interpretation.  The difficulty 
of fractions of mills, already noted in Chapter Three, adds a further 
complication.  Urban centres are also generally poorly recorded in Domesday.  
Darby (1977, 289-320) comments that the information regarding towns is ‘as 
unsystematic as it is incomplete’ (ibid, 289).  There is no account at all of 
London, for example (ibid, 302), although it was by 1086 the largest borough in 
England, and there is no reference to the trade at Bristol, Gloucester or Exeter 
(ibid, 299) which is known from other sources.  This affects the record for 
plough teams and mills for the majority of the boroughs in the study area. 
 
All figures are taken from the Phillimore editions of Domesday Book and are for 
the Domesday counties, with holdings belonging to a county in 1086 but 
geographically located in another county and entered elsewhere in the survey 
not being included.  Those mills which have no value entered for them are 
excluded for the calculations of values, as are mills which paid renders in kind 
alone.  Where mills paid renders in kind in addition to their monetary value, only 
the monetary value is included; since these renders are all (with one exception 
only) in eels, it is assumed that this generally bears no relation to the value of 
the mill itself.  Those mills which paid nothing, or were said to grind only for the 
hall, are calculated as having a value less than five shillings.  Where clusters of 
mills are valued together, each mill has been assumed to have an equal 
individual value and the total value has been divided by the number of mills.  
Where mills and plough teams are said to have been added since 1066, it has 
been assumed that these are additional to the totals already recorded.  The 
methodology, and the full results of the analysis, can be found in Appendices 
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One to Five.  In view of the amount of data presented, summary tables and 
analysis of the figures are given below. 
 
Mill Numbers and Densities in the Five Counties at Domesday 
 
Domesday Mills in Gloucestershire 
 
There were a total of 266 mills in Gloucestershire in 1086, and Darby (1977, 
274) calculates that there were 39 mills per 1,000 men, considerably more than 
the national average of 25 mills per 1,000 men.  In terms of the geographical 
distribution of mills, Darby’s analysis for Gloucestershire (1954, 40-51) shows 
that the highest number of mills, and the most valuable ones, were in the 
Cotswolds area and the Vale of Gloucester, where he notes that the densities of 
plough teams and population were also greatest.  This might be expected, as 
some of these manors in the fertile river valleys were the largest and the richest, 
and were often retained in demesne by the king or by the Church.  At the large 
royal manor of Fairford in the Cotswolds, for example, in the valley of the River 
Coln, there were 36 plough teams and 3 mills at 32s 6d (D.B. Gloucs., 1:50-52), 
indicating a large area of arable land growing considerable quantities of grain 
and, with a population of around 313 individuals, the manor was relatively 
densely settled.    
 
On closer examination, however (see Appendix One), the distribution of mills in 
relation to the number of plough teams is not always so easily explained.  For 
example, Harold, son of Earl Ralph, had 17 plough teams and 6 mills at 52s 
(probably on the River Isborne) on his manor at Sudeley in the Cotswolds, with 
a population of approximately 157 individuals (ibid, 61:1).  This number of 
plough teams could hardly provide enough grain for 6 mills, and this number of 
mills is unlikely to have been required by a relatively small population.  In 
contrast, the royal manor of Dymock in north-west Gloucestershire had 47 
plough teams and a population of approximately 323 individuals, but no record 
of mills (ibid, 1:53), despite a favourable location on the River Leadon.  This 
may be due to under-recording but it may indicate that some mills ground grain 
grown on other manors belonging to the same landholder, presumably in 
relative geographical proximity to each other, to concentrate resources.   
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Table 1 - Mills and Plough teams on Gloucestershire Domesday Manors 
   
 KING’S 
LAND 
 
EPISCOPAL 
LAND 
MONASTIC 
LAND 
LAND OF 
LAY 
TENANTS-
IN CHIEF 
TOTALS 
Total no. of mills 69 13.5 59.5 124 
 
266 
Total mill nos. as 
% of Gloucs. 
mills 
25.94% 5.08% 22.37% 46.62% 
 
100% 
Total value of 
mills* 
£22 7s 5d £3 5s 2d £17 18s 7d £43 1s 2d 
 
£86 12s 4d 
Total mill values 
as % of Gloucs. 
mills* 
25.83% 3.76% 20.70% 49.71% 100% 
Average mill 
value* 
7s 1d 4s 10d 
 
6s 0½d 
 
7s 1d 
 
6s 8½d  
Plough teams 1229 322 948 1522 
 
4021 
Plough teams as 
% of Gloucs. 
Plough teams 
 
30.56% 
 
8.01% 
 
23.58% 
 
37.85% 
 
100% 
Av. no. plough 
teams per mill 
17.81 23.85 15.85 12.27 15.12 
Av. no. mills per 
10 plough teams 
0.56 0.42 
 
0.63 0.81 0.66 
Av. mill value per 
10 plough 
teams** 
3s 11d 2s 0½d 
 
3s 10d 5s 8d 4s 5d 
 
 
*Excludes those mills not valued (7) or paying renders only in kind (1)   
** Excludes those mills not valued or paying renders only in kind (8 in total) and the plough 
teams recorded on those manors (84.06 in total) 
 
 KING’S LAND EPISCOPAL 
LAND 
 
MONASTIC 
LAND 
LAND OF LAY 
TENANTS-IN 
CHIEF 
 
MILL VALUE: 
 
No. 
of 
Mills 
% of 
King’s 
Total 
No. 
of 
Mills 
% of 
Episc. 
Total 
No. 
of 
Mills 
% of 
Mon. 
Total 
No. 
of 
Mills 
% of Lay  
Total 
Under 5s 19 27.54% 5.5 40.74% 20 33.61% 30 24.19% 
 
5s but less than 
10s 
26 37.68% 7 51.85% 25.5 
 
42.86% 51 41.13% 
 
10s but less than 
20s 
17 24.64% 1 7.41% 14 23.53% 41 33.06% 
 
20s and over 1 1.45% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 
 
No value given 6 8.70% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 1 0.81% 
 
Renders only  in 
kind** 
0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 1 0.81% 
 
Totals 
 
69 100% 13.5 100% 59.5 100% 124 100% 
 
**not included in totals 
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Some clusters of mills in Gloucestershire were not particularly valuable.  The 
king had 8 mills on his outlying manors of Berkeley, not individually valuable but 
together worth 57s 6d, (DB Gloucs., 1:15), and 3 at Fairford worth 32s 6d (ibid, 
1:50).  Clusters of monastic mills, such as the 8 mills of the Nuns Church of 
Caen at Minchinhampton, worth only 45s (ibid, 23:2), were not as valuable.  Of 
important lay landholders Harold, son of Earl Ralph (the nephew of King 
Edward), had 6 mills at Sudeley worth 52s (ibid, 61:1). 
  
Table 1 (above) shows that almost half of Gloucestershire mills, along with 38% 
of plough teams, were on the land of lay tenants-in-chief.  The other 50% of 
mills, together with the remaining two thirds of plough teams, were divided 
almost equally between the king and the Church, with only around 5% of these 
Church mills on episcopal land.  Lay tenants-in-chief therefore appear to have 
had more mills on their arable land than other classes of landholder, including 
the king.  The total value of mills held by lay tenants-in-chief, at over £43, was 
almost twice that of the king and the Church, with that of episcopal landholders 
at only just over £3.  These lay tenants-in-chief also had the most mills per ten 
plough teams, and mills of greatest average value per ten plough teams at 5s 
8d, nearly double that of both the king and of monastic landholders at 3s 11d 
and 3s 10d respectively, with episcopal landholders lowest at 2s 0½d. 
 
There were few valuable mills in Gloucestershire as a whole, with only 1 valued 
at over 20s, which belonged to the king.  Lay tenants-in-chief had a greater 
proportion of valuable mills than other landholders, with 33% of their mills 
valued at over 10s, compared with 25% of the king’s mills.  The majority of 
episcopal mills were of low value; 41% were valued at less than 5s.  The 
average mill value for lay tenants-in-chief was the same as that on the king’s 
land, at 7s 1d, with episcopal mills the least valuable at 4s 10d.  No value is 
given for 6 of the king’s 69 mills, which may distort the figures; five of these mills 
had been added since 1066, and the sixth was at the important large royal 
manor of Bitton.  
 
In Gloucestershire, therefore, lay tenants-in-chief not only had mills of the 
greatest total value and an average value equal to that of the king, but there 
was also a significantly greater milling capacity per plough team on their land 
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than of that of the king or the Church.  It is interesting to note that most of the 
lay tenants-in-chief also retained their manors in demesne on 164 of the total 
230 manors, although there is little discernible difference in the pattern of 
numbers and values of mills on demesne and sub-tenanted manors throughout 
the county. 
   
Domesday Mills in Worcestershire 
 
There were a total of 114.5 mills recorded in Worcestershire in 1086 and, at 30 
mills per 1000 men (Darby 1977, 274), the county had above the national 
average of 25 mills per 1000 men but less than the figure for Gloucestershire of 
39 mills.  The Church dominated land ownership in Worcestershire, with the 
king holding few manors although those that he had, such as Kidderminster and 
Bromsgrove, were very large.  The Church of Worcester was the largest 
landholder in the county, said to have the triple hundred of Oswaldslow, and 
other large monastic landholders were the Abbey of St Peter at Westminster, 
the Abbey of St Mary at Evesham and the Abbey of St Mary at Pershore.  There 
were also, as a consequence of this dominance of the king and the Church, 
fewer lay tenants-in-chief in Worcestershire than in Gloucestershire.  
 
As in Gloucestershire, there were a number of clusters of mills although the 
majority were not particularly valuable.  The king’s 3 mills on his large manor of 
Bromsgrove were worth a modest 13s 4d (D.B. Worcs., 1:1) and the Church of 
Worcester had 12 mills at Blockley (now in Gloucestershire), valued at 52s less 
3d (ibid, 2:38).  Among lay tenants-in-chief, Ralph of Tosny had 3 of the most 
valuable mills at Elmley Lovett valued at 109s 4d (ibid, 15:13).  The majority of 
the mills in Worcestershire, and those of greatest value, were in the fertile south 
of the county in the valleys of the Rivers Avon and Severn, where much of the 
land was held by the Church.  As in Gloucestershire, however, the location and 
the apparent requirement for grinding grain does not always compare directly 
with the number and value of mills (see Appendix Two).  For example, the 
Bishop of Worcester’s large manor at Kempsey had 18 plough teams and a 
population of approximately 223 (ibid., 2:2) but no mill is recorded, despite its 
location on the River Severn.  
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Table 2 - Mills and Plough teams on Worcestershire Domesday Manors 
   
 KING’S 
LAND 
EPISCOPAL 
LAND 
MONASTIC 
LAND 
LAND OF 
LAY 
TENANTS-
IN CHIEF 
TOTALS 
Total no. of mills 6 32 44.5 32 
 
114.5 
Total mill nos. as 
% of Worcs. mills 
5.24% 27.95% 38.86% 27.95% 
 
100% 
Total value of 
mills* 
£1 17s 7d £9 13s 7d £16 15s 0d £16 15s 7d 
 
£45 1s 9d 
Total mill values 
as % of Worcs. 
mills 
4.18% 21.47% 37.15% 37.21% 100% 
Average mill 
value* 
6s 3d 6s 5½d 
 
7s 10½d 
 
13s 5d 
 
8s 8½d 
Total plough 
teams 
146 492.5 785 531.5 
 
1955 
Plough teams as 
% of Worcs. 
plough teams 
7.47% 25.19% 40.15% 27.19% 100% 
Av. no. plough 
Teams per mill 
24.33 15.39 17.64 16.61 17.07 
Av. no. mills per 
10 plough teams 
0.41 0.65 
 
0.57 0.60 
 
0.59 
Av. mill value per 
10 plough 
teams** 
2s 7d 4s 4d 
 
4s 5d 7s 3d 4s 10½d 
 
*Excludes those mills not valued (1) or paying renders only in kind (10) 
** Excludes those mills not valued or paying renders only in kind (11 in total) and the plough 
teams recorded on those manors (111 in total) 
 
 KING’S LAND EPISCOPAL 
LAND 
MONASTIC 
LAND 
LAND OF LAY 
TENANTS-IN 
CHIEF 
 
MILL VALUE: 
No. 
of 
Mills 
% of 
King’s 
Total 
No. 
of 
Mills 
% of 
Episc. 
Total 
No. 
of 
Mills 
% of 
Mon. 
Total 
No. 
of 
Mills 
% of 
Lay 
Total 
Under 5s 0 0.00% 17 53.13% 13 29.21% 5 15.63% 
 
5s but less than 
10s 
6 100% 6 18.75% 12 26.97% 6 18.75% 
 
10s but less than 
20s 
0 0.00% 7 21.88% 15.5 34.83% 9 28.12% 
 
20s and over 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 2 4.49% 5 15.63% 
 
No value given 0 0.00% 1 3.13% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 
 
Renders only  in 
kind 
0 0.00% 1 3.13% 2 4.49% 7 21.88% 
 
Totals 
 
6 100% 32 100% 44.5 100% 32 100% 
Renders in kind 
in addition** 
0 - 0 - 3.5 - 
 
0 - 
 
 
**not included in totals 
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The dominance of the Church as landholders in Worcestershire can be seen 
from the summary figures in Table 2 (above).  It had 65% of all plough teams 
and around 60% of all mills in the county, with these mills having a total value of 
over half those of the whole county.  Lay tenants-in-chief had just over 27% of 
mills and plough teams, with the king having a very small percentage at around 
5% of all mills and only around 7% of all plough teams.  The number of 
episcopal and lay mills were the same, at 32, but the mills of lay tenants-in-chief 
were worth almost twice those of episcopal landholders, and the average value 
of their mills was also significantly greater than those of episcopal landholders 
and of the king, at £16 15s 7d compared with £9 13s 7d and £1 17s 7d 
respectively.  In contrast to Gloucestershire, monastic landholders had mills in 
total as valuable as those of lay tenants-in-chief and significantly more valuable 
than episcopal mills or those of the king.  There were few individually valuable 
mills, with just seven valued at 20s or over, 5 on the land of lay tenants-in-chief 
and 2 on monastic land.  The king’s 6 mills were all of moderate value, at 
between 5s and 10s but, as in Gloucestershire, episcopal mills were generally 
low in value, with over half valued at less than 5s.   
 
Although episcopal landholders had the most mills per ten plough teams, the 
mills of highest average value were those of lay tenants-in-chief, at 13s 5d, and 
they also had the mills of the most value per ten plough teams, at 7s 3d, with 
those of the king less than half of this at 2s 7d.  Monastic mills, although in total 
equally valuable as those of lay tenants-in-chief, were less efficient, with an 
average mill value per ten plough teams of 4s 5d.  This suggests a considerably 
greater milling capacity per plough team on the land of lay tenants-in-chief than 
on other land in Worcestershire, a similar picture to that in Gloucestershire.  
Although the Church was therefore the largest landholder, its mills were not on 
average as efficient as those of lay tenants-on-chief. 
 
Domesday Mills in Herefordshire 
 
A total of 107.5 mills were recorded for Herefordshire in 1086 (Table 3 below), 
with Atkin (1954, 98) calculating that mills were recorded for 86 of the 312 
settlements.  The average number of mills per 1,000 men was 27 (Darby 1977, 
265), only slightly above the average for England of 25 mills but considerably 
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less than that for Gloucestershire at 39 per 1000 men.  The data in Appendix 
Three shows that many of the manors in Herefordshire, 75 in total, were held by 
the king himself, including the large manor of Leominster and its members, and 
many were in the fertile river valleys of the Lugg and Arrow where he appears to 
have retained some of the largest and most valuable manors for himself.  The 
canons of Hereford Cathedral were the next largest landowners in the county, 
having their share of lowland river-based manors.  The records of episcopal 
land in the county are grouped together in Domesday, the record comprising 
several churches which are only occasionally mentioned separately.  There 
were only two monasteries in the county in 1086: that at Leominster and that of 
St Guthlac in Hereford, and monastic orders in other counties held few manors 
here.  The total of monastic lands is therefore small and only three mills were 
recorded on these manors; this excludes the extensive estate at Leominster, 
which had come into royal hands by the mid-11th century.  Those manors that 
were in the hands of lay tenants-in-chief were mainly held by powerful Norman 
lords such as Roger of Lacy and Ralph of Tosny, who were key in King 
William’s strategy for keeping the Welsh border region under control.  
 
Many of the holdings in Herefordshire in 1086 were small and many of those on 
the border with Wales were described as waste, both at and before 1086, 
reflecting both their geographical location and the unsettled conditions of the 
time (Figure 36 below).  Atkin (1954, 78) calculates that plough teams in the 
more settled and fertile east of the county averaged 5 per square mile (2.6 sq. 
km.) whereas the average in the west was only 1 per square mile.  In the north-
west, where the soils on the high ground were also poorer, the average was 
less than half a plough team per square mile.  This was also presumably one of 
the factors in mill distribution.  Many landholders had few plough teams and few 
or no mills on their manors.  Of the 20 monastic manors in the county, 7 had no 
plough teams recorded.  Among lay tenants-on-chief, Hugh ‘Donkey’ had 20 
manors, many on the border with Wales, 6 without plough teams and only 4 
with mills, all of which were valued below 7s (D.B. Herefs., 29).  There were 
some manors not described as waste but for which there was no population, 
such as Almeley (ibid, 6:8) where there was land for 8 ploughs but none were 
recorded, and the men of another village were said to work there.  Political and 
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social factors therefore also played a part in the location and value of mills in 
Herefordshire.   
 
 
Figure 36: Domesday waste on the Welsh border at 1066 as an indicator of previous Welsh 
raids (from Hill 1981, Fig. 134).  High ground is stippled.   This map shows clearly the amount of 
waste in Herefordshire on the border with Wales at this date.   
 
On some Herefordshire manors, however, the same discrepancy between 
plough teams, population and mills can be seen as in Gloucestershire and 
Worcestershire.  At the large royal manor of Marden, for example, on the River 
Lugg, there was only 1 mill recorded, at 20s and 25 sticks of eels (ibid, 1:4), 
even though there were 31 plough teams and a population of approximately 233 
individuals.  This may therefore be an omission, or mills on the king’s other 
manors in the area may have ground the grain grown here. 
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Table 3 – Mills and Plough teams on Herefordshire Domesday Manors 
   
 KING’S 
LAND 
EPISCOPAL 
LAND 
MONASTIC 
LAND 
LAND OF 
LAY 
TENANTS-
IN CHIEF 
TOTALS 
Total no. of mills 36 26.5 3 42 
 
107.5 
Total mill nos. as 
% of Herefs. 
mills 
33.49% 24.65% 2.79% 39.07% 
 
100% 
Total value of 
mills* 
£15 11s 5d £7 12s 10d 14s 6d £15 2s 10d 
 
£39 1s 7d 
Total mill values 
as % of Herefs. 
mills 
39.84% 19.55% 1.86% 38.75% 100% 
Average mill 
value* 
8s 8d 6s 9½d  
 
4s 10d 
 
7s 9d 
 
7s 9½d 
Total plough 
teams 
825 709.5 60 989.5 
 
2584 
Plough teams as 
% of Herefs. 
plough teams 
31.93% 27.46% 2.32% 38.29% 100% 
Av. no. plough 
teams per mill 
22.92 26.77 20 23.56 24.04 
Av. no. mills per 
10 plough teams 
0.44 0.37 
 
0.50 0.42 0.42 
Av. mill value per 
10 plough 
teams* 
3s 10d 2s 4½d 
 
2s 5d 3s 2d 3s 2½d 
 
*Excludes those mills not valued (4) or paying renders only in kind (3) 
** Excludes those mills not valued or paying renders only in kind (7 in total) and the plough 
teams recorded on those manors (110.5 in total) 
 
  KING’S LAND EPISCOPAL 
LAND 
MONASTIC 
LAND 
LAND OF LAY 
TENANTS-IN 
CHIEF 
 
MILL VALUE: 
No. 
of  
Mills 
% of 
King’s 
Total 
No. 
of 
Mils 
% of 
Episc. 
Total 
No. 
of 
Mills 
% of 
Mon. 
Total 
No. of 
Mills 
% of Lay 
Total 
Under 5s 9 25.00% 13 49.06% 2 66.67% 15 35.71% 
 
5s but less than 
10s 
10 27.78% 4 15.09% 1 33.33% 11 26.19% 
 
10s but less 
than 20s 
16 44.44% 3.5 13.21% 0 0.00% 8 19.05% 
 
20s and over 1 2.78% 2 7.55% 0 0.00% 5 11.90% 
 
No value given 0 0.00% 4 15.09% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 
 
Renders only in 
kind 
0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 3 7.14% 
 
Totals 36 100% 26.5 100% 3 100% 42 100% 
 
Renders in kind 
in addition**  
11  - 0 - 0 - 
 
5 - 
 
 
** not included in totals 
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Table 3 (above) shows that the Church held a smaller proportion of mills and 
plough teams in Herefordshire than in Gloucestershire and Worcestershire.  
The king and lay tenants-in-chief each had over one third of the mills, with a 
similar distribution of plough teams.  The majority of the remaining mills and 
plough teams were on episcopal land, with only a small percentage on monastic 
land.  In contrast to Gloucestershire and Worcestershire, the mills of the king 
were slightly higher in total value than those of lay tenants-in-chief, at £15 11s 
5d, and the total value of the Church’s mills were only around half this.  Average 
mill value was also greatest for the king, at 8s 8d, with Church mills the least 
valuable and, of these, monastic mills being worth on average just 4s 10d.   
 
There were, however, a number of valuable mills in Herefordshire in the more 
fertile and settled areas, with 8 mills in total valued at over 20s, 5 of which were 
on the land of lay tenants-in-chief.  The king had several valuable mills himself, 
with almost half his mills valued at over 10s, compared with 30% of mills of lay 
tenants-on-chief and 20% of episcopal mills.  Nearly half of all episcopal mills 
were again valued at less than 5s, as in Gloucestershire and Worcestershire, 
and the three monastic mills were all valued at less than 10s.   
 
In contrast to Gloucestershire and Worcestershire, the king had mills of the 
greatest value per ten plough teams at an average of 3s 10d, with episcopal 
landholders the least at 2s 4½d and monastic landholders at 2s 5d.  This 
suggests that, in Herefordshire, there was a greater milling capacity per plough 
team on the king’s land than on other land.  Church mills were therefore not 
only of least average value but the least efficient in the county. 
 
Domesday Mills in Somerset 
 
In Somerset, there were a total of 377.5 mills at 1086, and mills are recorded on 
250 of the 612 settlements (Darby and Welldon Finn 1967, 132) and it was 
particularly rich in mills at the time of Domesday; the average number of mills 
per 1,000 men was 34, well above the average for England of 25 (Darby 1977, 
294) and the highest of the five counties in the study area.   
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Table 4 – Mills and Plough teams on Somerset Domesday Manors 
 
 KING’S 
LAND 
EPISCOPAL 
LAND 
MONASTIC 
LAND 
LAND OF 
LAY 
TENANTS-
IN CHIEF 
TOTALS 
Total no. of 
mills 
57 91.5 45.5 183.5 
 
377.5 
Total mill nos. 
as % of Som. 
mills 
15.10% 
 
24.24% 
 
12.05% 
 
48.61% 
 
100% 
Total value of 
mills* 
£21 13s 2d £35 17s 2½d £12 16s 7d £54 1s 7d 
 
£124 8s 6½d 
Total mill 
values as % of 
Som. mills 
17.41% 28.82% 10.31% 43.46% 100% 
Average mill 
value* 
7s 7d 7s 10d 
 
5s 7½d 
 
6s 0½d 
 
6s 8d 
Total plough 
teams 
788 975.5 585.5 1583 
 
3932 
Plough teams 
as % of Som. 
plough teams 
 
20.04% 
 
24.81% 
 
 
14.89% 
 
40.26% 
 
100% 
Av. no. plough 
teams per mill 
13.82 10.66 12.87 8.63 10.42 
Av. no. mills 
per 10 plough 
teams 
0.72 0.94 
 
 
0.78 1.16 0.96 
Av. mill value 
per 10 plough 
teams** 
5s 5½d 7s 4d 
 
4s 5d 6s 11d 6s 4d 
 
*excludes those mills not valued (0) or paying renders only in kind (4) 
** Excludes those mills not valued or paying renders only in kind (4 in total) and the plough 
teams recorded on those manors (6.5 in total) 
 
 KING’S LAND EPISCOPAL 
LAND 
MONASTIC 
LAND 
LAND OF LAY 
TENANTS-IN 
CHIEF 
 
MILL VALUE: 
No. 
of 
Mills 
% of 
King’s 
Total 
No. 
of 
Mills 
% of 
Episc. 
Total 
No. 
of 
Mills 
% of 
Mon. 
Total 
No. 
of 
Mills 
% of 
Lay 
Total 
Under 5s 18 31.58% 36 39.34% 20 43.96% 86 46.87% 
 
5s but less than 
10s 
16 28.07% 32.5 35.52% 19.5 42.86% 49 26.70% 
 
10s but less than 
20s 
22 38.60% 17 18.58% 5 10.99% 38 20.71% 
 
20s and over 1 1.75% 6 6.56% 1 2.20% 6.5 3.54% 
 
No value given 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 
 
Renders only  in 
kind 
0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 4 2.18% 
 
Totals 
 
57 100% 91.5 100% 45.5 100% 183.5 100% 
Renders in kind 
in addition*  
0 - 0 - 0 - 
 
0 - 
 
 
** not included in totals 
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The king had 39 manors in demesne in Somerset, including some of the most 
valuable at Bath, Milborne Port, Somerton and Cheddar (D.B. Som., 1), and a 
total of 57 mills.  A number of these mills were in clusters, such as the 6 mills at 
each of Keynsham, Milborne Port and Bruton (ibid, 1), but were not particularly 
valuable; the 6 mills at Bruton, for example, paid only 20s in total (ibid, 1:9).   
 
Episcopal landholdings were dominated by the Bishop of Coutances and the 
Bishop of Wells, with some of the most valuable mills being on their land.  It can 
be seen from the data in Appendix Four that many tenants-in-chief had few or 
no mills on any of their manors;  Roger of Courseulles, for example, had only 17 
mills on his 97 manors (ibid, 21).  This was probably because the majority of 
these manors were assessed at between ½ virgate to 1 hide, with only 1 or ½ 
plough team, and populations of somewhere between 5 and 30 individuals.  
With such small manors, few would have needed a dedicated mill.   
 
Table 4 (above) shows that lay tenants-in-chief held the greatest proportion of 
mills in the county, with nearly half of the total on their land, along with just over 
40% of plough teams in the county.  This was compared to 24% of all mills on 
episcopal land, just over 15% on the king’s land and 12% on monastic land, all 
of whom had therefore a slightly higher percentage of plough teams than mills.   
 
The greatest average mill value, however, was not on the land of lay tenants-in-
chief, as was the case in Gloucestershire and Worcestershire; the average mill 
value on their land was 6s 0½d, whereas on the king’s land and on episcopal 
land it was 7s 7d and 7s 10d respectively.  As in Herefordshire, monastic mills 
had the least average mill value, but only slightly less than those of lay tenants-
in-chief, at 5s 7½d. In contrast to Gloucestershire, Worcestershire and 
Herefordshire there were a number of mills in Somerset valued at 20s or over, 
at 14.5 in total.   Of these, 6.5 were on the land of lay tenants-in-chief and 6 on 
episcopal land.  Lay tenants-in-chief again had a high number of more valuable 
mills, with 44.5 (24%) valued at over 10s, but the king had a greater percentage 
of his mills in this range, with over 40% of his total mills valued at over 10s.  
Although lay tenants-in-chief had the most mills in terms of numbers, 47% of 
these were valued at less than 5s, presumably reflecting the fact that many of 
their manors were very small.  Episcopal landholders, however, had the 
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greatest average value of mills per ten plough teams at 7s 4d, higher than that 
for lay tenants-in-chief at 6s 11d and considerably more than those of the king 
and of monastic landholders.  This suggests that, in Somerset, there was a 
greater milling capacity per plough team on episcopal land than on other land.  
Again, contrary to expectations, monastic estates in Somerset do not appear to 
have seen a great investment in mills relative to other landowners, their average 
mill value per ten plough teams being only 4s 5d.   
 
Domesday Mills in Oxfordshire 
 
There were 194 mills in total in Oxfordshire in 1086 (Table 5 below) and Darby 
(1977, 265) calculated that the number of mills per 1,000 men was 30, above 
the average for England of 25 mills.  As in the other four counties Jope and 
Terrett (1962, 227) found that Domesday mills in Oxfordshire were closely 
associated with the principal rivers, including the valleys of the Thames, 
Cherwell, Windrush, Evenlode and their tributaries.  There were, however, 
some manors which might be expected from their size and location to have 
watermills but which had none.  The Bishop of Bayeux’s large manor of 16 
hides at Great Tew (D.B. Oxfds., 7:4), for example, had no mills recorded, 
although the River Dorn runs through it and it had 22 plough teams and a 
population of approximately 200 individuals.  The Bishop did, however, have a 
significant milling capacity on his other manors in the county, with 19 mills on 
his 19 manors (ibid, 6), many in clusters and all individually worth over 5s 
(assuming each mill in a cluster was of equal value).   
 
The data in Appendix Five shows that, as in Worcestershire, the king had few 
manors in Oxfordshire but that some of the largest groups of mills were on his 
great royal manors, including 6 at 55s at Shipton-under-Wychwood and 6 at 
Bloxham and Adderbury at 56s 4d (ibid, 1).  Of Church land, monasteries held 
only a few manors, just 17 in total, with a much greater number of episcopal 
manors at 98 in total, the majority of these being held by the Bishops of Bayeux 
and Lincoln.  Among the Bishop of Lincoln’s large manors were Dorchester, 
with 42 plough teams and 5 mills worth 58s (ibid, 6:1) and Banbury, with 40 
plough teams and 3 mills worth 45s (ibid, 6:4).  As in the other four counties, 
some of the major lay tenants-in-chief also had valuable mills on their lands.  
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Miles Crispin, although he had few mills on his 34 manors, had 5 mills worth 
60s at Chalgrove (ibid, 35:6).  Of all the five counties, only Oxfordshire had no 
mills for which no value was recorded or where only renders in kind were paid. 
 
It can be seen from Table 5 (below) that lay tenants-in-chief dominated in terms 
of the number of plough teams on their land and the total value of the mills they 
held, in both cases at over half the total for the county.  This is a similar picture 
to that seen in Gloucestershire and Somerset, although the percentage in 
Oxfordshire was greater than in any of the other four counties.  Around 27% of 
mills and 30% of plough teams in the county were on episcopal land, with just 
5.7% of mills and 5.3% of plough teams on monastic land.  Only 13.4% of mills 
and 8.7% of plough teams were on the king’s land, although the average mill 
value was the greatest for the king, at 11s 2½d, with episcopal mills at 10s 11d, 
those of lay tenants-in-chief at 10s 3d, and with monastic landholders again 
having the least average mill value at 7s 7d.   
 
A significant amount of mills in Oxfordshire were of relatively high value, with 
half of all mills valued at over 10s.  Lay tenants-in-chief had a high proportion of 
more valuable mills, with 34% of their mills valued between 10s and 20s, and 
19% valued at over 20s.  A number of episcopal mills were also valuable, with 
60% of these worth 10s or over, but the monastic mills were generally low in 
value, with 55% valued at under 5s.  The king’s mills, which were all in clusters, 
all had an individual value of at least 5s or over, assuming each was of equal 
value.  The king, however, had the greatest average number of mills per ten 
plough teams and also the greatest average value of mills per ten plough-
teams, at 13s 8d.  The average value of mills per ten plough teams for 
episcopal and lay tenants-in-chief was around half that of the king, with those 
on monastic lands again of least value at 6s 4d.  Even though the king had a 
small proportion of the total mills in Oxfordshire in terms of numbers and total 
value, there was therefore a significantly greater milling capacity on his land 
than on other land in the county, a similar picture to that in Herefordshire.    
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Table 5 – Mills and Plough teams on Oxfordshire Domesday Manors 
   
 KING’S 
LAND 
 
EPISCOPAL 
LAND 
MONASTIC 
LAND 
LAND OF 
LAY 
TENANTS-
IN-CHIEF  
TOTALS 
Total no. of 
mills 
26 51.5 11 105.5 
 
194 
Total mill nos. 
as % of Oxfds. 
mills 
13.40% 26.55% 5.67% 54.38% 100% 
Total value of 
mills* 
£14 11s 7d £28 1s 10d £4  3s  2½d £53 19s 9½d 
 
£100 16s 5d 
Total mill 
values as % of 
Oxfds. mills 
14.46% 27.86% 4.12% 53.55% 100% 
Average mill 
value* 
11s 2½d 10s 11d 
 
7s 7d 
 
10s 3d 
 
10s 4½d 
Total plough 
teams 
213.5 743 130.5 1378 
 
2465 
Plough teams 
as % of Oxfds. 
plough 
teams 
 
8.66% 
 
30.14% 
 
 
5.29% 
 
 
55.90% 
 
 
100% 
Av. no. plough 
teams per mill 
8.21 14.43 11.86 13.06 12.71 
Av. no. mills 
per 10 plough 
teams 
1.22 0.69 
 
0.84 0.77 0.79 
Av. mill value 
per 10 plough 
teams* 
13s 8d 7s 6d 
 
6s 4d 7s 11d 8s 2½d 
 
  KING’S LAND EPISCOPAL 
LAND 
MONASTIC 
LAND 
LAND OF LAY 
TENANTS-IN 
CHIEF 
 
MILL VALUE: 
No. 
of 
Mills 
% of 
King’s
Total 
No. 
of 
Mills 
% of 
Episc. 
Total 
No. 
of 
Mills 
% of 
Mon. 
Total 
No. 
of 
Mills 
% of Lay 
Total 
Under 5s 0 0.00% 8.5 16.50% 6 54.55% 26.5 25.12% 
 
5s but less than 
10s 
18 69.23% 12 23.30% 2 18.18% 23 
 
 
21.80% 
 
10s but less than 
20s 
4 15.38% 27 52.45% 3 27.27% 36 34.12% 
 
20s and over 4 15.38% 4 7.77% 0 0.00% 20 18.96% 
 
No value given 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 
 
Renders only  in 
kind 
0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 
 
Totals 
 
26 100% 51.5 100% 11 100% 105.5 100% 
Renders in kind 
in addition* 
0 - 9 - 1 - 
 
1 - 
 
 
* no mills not valued or paying renders only in kind 
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Discussion 
 
This analysis shows that, perhaps surprisingly, the king did not have the highest 
proportion of mills in any of the five counties in 1086.  It was on the land of lay 
tenants-in-chief that the greatest number of mills could be found, with the 
exception only of Worcestershire, where the greatest number were on monastic 
land. The king did have mills of the highest average value in Oxfordshire and 
Herefordshire and in Gloucestershire his mills were of equal average value with 
those of lay tenants-in-chief.  In Worcestershire it was lay tenants-in-chief 
whose mills were of the highest average value.  Although episcopal mills were 
not generally the most valuable or efficient, in Somerset they were of highest 
average value at just 3d more than those of the king. 
 
In all of the counties except Oxfordshire and Herefordshire, the king had a 
smaller proportion of mills in relation to the amount of arable land measured by 
the number of plough teams on his land.  Lay tenants-in-chief, however, had a 
higher proportion of mills to plough teams in all counties except Oxfordshire.  
Calculating this terms of the highest average mill value per ten plough teams, 
the king had the most efficient mills in Oxfordshire, at 13s 8d per ten plough 
teams, where his mills appear to have been significantly more efficient than 
those of other landholders.  They were also the most efficient in Herefordshire, 
although only slightly more so than those of lay tenants-in-chief.  In 
Gloucestershire and Worcestershire, lay tenants-in-chief had the most efficient 
mills, with those of episcopal landholders being the most efficient in Somerset.  
In none of the counties were monastic mills of highest average value or the 
most efficient in terms of average value per ten plough teams.   
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Table 6 – Summary of the Ownership of Mills and Plough Teams 
on Domesday Manors in the Five Counties 
 
 
 
KING’S 
LAND 
 
EPISCOPAL 
LAND 
MONASTIC 
LAND 
LAND OF 
LAY 
TENANTS-
IN CHIEF  
TOTALS 
Total no. of mills 194 215 163.5 487 1059.5 
Total mill nos. as 
% of all mills 
18.31% 20.29% 15.43% 45.97% 100% 
Total value of 
mills* 
£76 1s 0d £84 10s 7d £52 8s 0d £183 1s 0d £396 0s 7d 
Total mill values 
as % of all mills 
19.20% 21.34% 13.23% 46.22% 100% 
Average mill 
value* 
8s 1d 8s 1d 6s 6d 7s 9½d 7s 8½d 
Total no. of 
plough teams 
3201.5 3242.5 2509 6004 14957 
Plough teams as 
% of all plough 
teams 
21.40% 21.68% 16.77% 40.14% 100% 
Av. no. plough 
teams per mill 
16.50 15.08 15.35 12.33 14.12 
Av. no. mills per 
10 plough teams 
0.61 0.66 0.65 0.81 0.71 
Av. mill value per 
10 plough teams* 
4s 10d 5s 5d 4s 3d  6s 3d 5s 5d 
 
*Excludes those mills not valued or paying renders only in kind (30 in total). 
** Excludes those mills not valued or paying renders only in kind (30 in total) and the plough 
teams recorded on those manors (333.4 in total). 
 
  KING’S LAND EPISCOPAL 
LAND 
MONASTIC 
LAND 
LAND OF LAY 
TENANTS-IN 
CHIEF 
 
MILL VALUE: 
No. 
of 
Mills 
% of 
King’s
Total 
No. 
of 
Mills 
% of 
Episc. 
Total 
No. 
of 
Mills 
% of 
Mon. 
Total 
No. of 
Mills* 
% of 
Lay 
Total 
Under 5s 46 23.71% 80 37.21% 61 36.92% 162.5 33.37% 
 
5s but less than 
10s 
76 39.18% 61.5 28.60% 60 37.61% 140 28.75% 
 
10s but less 
than 20s 
59 30.41% 55.5 25.81% 37.5 21.41% 132 27.10% 
 
20s and over 7 3.61% 12 5.58% 3 1.83% 36.5 7.49% 
 
No value given 6 3.09% 5 2.33% 0 0.00% 1 0.21% 
 
Renders only  
in kind 
0 0.00% 1 0.47% 2 1.22% 15 3.08% 
 
Totals 
 
194 100% 215 100% 163.5 100% 487 100% 
Renders in kind 
in addition** 
11 - 9 - 5.5 - 
 
6 - 
 
 
**not included in totals 
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When the summary for the five counties is considered (Table 6 above) it can be 
seen that the king’s mills and episcopal mills had the highest overall average 
values at 8s 1d, slightly higher than those of lay tenants-in-chief at 7s 9½d.  
Analysis of the numbers of mills and plough teams, however, shows that the 
king’s mills, although valuable, were not on average the most efficient across 
the five counties.  The Church as a whole held 36% of all mills, with a slightly 
higher proportion of all plough teams at 38%.  Lay tenants-in-chief held 46% of 
all mills and 40% of all plough teams, but the king held a smaller proportion of 
mills to plough teams, at 18% of all mills to 21% of all plough teams.  Lay 
tenants-in-chief therefore had a higher proportion of mills per ten plough teams, 
as a measure of arable land, at 0.81 compared with 0.61-0.66 for other 
landholders.  This, together with the relatively high average value of their mills, 
means that they had the most efficient mills in terms of average mill value per 
ten plough teams, at 6s 3d, followed by episcopal landholders at 5s 5d.    
 
Perhaps surprisingly, the overall figures show that monastic mills were fewer, 
on average less valuable, and generally less efficient than those of other 
landholders.  Few of their mills in these five counties in 1086 were worth 10s or 
more, just 23% of their total mills, compared with around 34% of both episcopal 
mills and those of lay landholders, and with the king having the most mills worth 
over 10s, at 37% of his total.   
 
The evidence from Domesday for these five counties therefore gives us fewer 
clues than we would hope for about the most likely location for mills in the pre-
Conquest period in terms of the status of the landholders, and would appear to 
be unlikely to predict possible sites for mills in the pre-Conquest period.  
Although the majority of early medieval mill sites excavated in England to date 
have been on royal or monastic estates, the evidence from this study of 
Domesday mills indicates that monastic estates do not appear to have 
continued this early investment in mills by this date.   
 
The favourable geographical location of many of the king’s manors has already 
been discussed and the value of his mills largely reflects the nature of his 
landholdings in these five counties, particularly in Oxfordshire, where some of 
his manors were very large.  It is notable that all he retained in demesne all the 
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mills on his manors in Oxfordshire and 97% of mills on his manors in Somerset, 
the counties where his mills were among the most efficient and most valuable.  
Here, he appears to have reserved some of the best land for his own use and 
presumably invested in the mills on this land.  The evidence does therefore 
suggest that mills continued to be an important feature on many royal estates 
up to the time of Domesday, although they were now also a common (and 
frequently valuable) feature of many lay and episcopal estates.  Royal mills 
appear to have continued to attract investment and, although this investment 
was not universal, more of the king’s mills were of high value than those of 
other landholders, and he also had the most efficient mills in two of the 
counties, Herefordshire and Oxfordshire.  
 
To conclude, the key issues that have emerged from this chapter are that the 
most efficient mills in the five counties were held not by the king but by lay 
tenants-in-chief, with monastic mills being overall fewest, least valuable and 
least efficient of all landholders.  Possible reasons for this apparent decline in 
investment by monasteries in their mills will be considered in Chapter Nine.  
Mills held by episcopal landholders were, however, along with those of the king, 
of highest average value.  Many new Norman lords, both lay and episcopal, 
were granted large and valuable estates by King William, and were able to 
invest in making these profitable, both in terms of adopting new and more 
efficient farming practices and also in making use of the latest milling 
technology.  The analysis of the data in Appendices One to Five shows that 
many episcopal landholders also let their manors to sub-tenants, which perhaps 
provided them with a better return than direct management, whereas the 
majority of monastic manors and their mills were retained in demesne, perhaps 
to make maximum use of their more limited capacity for the needs of the 
community.  Possible reasons for this difference in land-management 
preferences will be explored further in Chapter Nine.  Although the king’s mills 
were not overall the most efficient, their high average value does, however, 
suggest a continuing investment in royal mills during this period, particularly on 
some of the large royal manors on the most fertile agricultural land. 
 
The peripatetic nature of the early royal household several centuries earlier 
required royal estates on its route to provide for its upkeep, which would have 
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necessitated large amounts of grain to be ground for bread and ale.  Mills on 
these estates, such as those at Old Windsor and Tamworth (discussed in 
Chapter Four), would have required a considerable investment in construction 
and maintenance and were clearly intended, by their size and relative 
sophistication, to grind grain for a large household.  A mill would therefore have 
been a necessary element of a royal estate and it can be presumed that these 
were likely to have been located at, or close to, the estate centres.  If it is 
possible to identify these major early medieval estates and their centres, this 
might therefore provide a number of potential locations for early mill sites.   
 
To examine this further, a sample of possible major early medieval estate 
centres in the second of the ‘nested’ study areas will be considered, consisting 
of Gloucestershire, Worcestershire and Herefordshire, to allow for these to be 
studied in greater detail.  A third ‘nested’ study area will then concentrate on a 
sample of three of these centres, one in each county, in greater depth, with the 
aim of identifying the extent of their estates and of suggesting the possible 
location of early mill sites within them.  
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Chapter Six 
 
Possible Major Early Medieval Estate Centres in 
Gloucestershire, Worcestershire and Herefordshire 
 
It has been proposed by a number of writers (for example, Bassett 1989; Faith 
1997; Rippon 2008 and 2012) that the large, early folk territories of 7th century 
England were, by around the 8th century, breaking down into smaller units, 
which Dyer (2002) terms ‘great estates’.  Some of these early folk territories 
have been identified in the south-west Midlands, including the Magonsaete of 
what is now Herefordshire and South Shropshire (Pretty 1989; Sims-Williams 
1990) and the Husmaere and Weogoran of north Worcestershire (Hooke 1985), 
although Hooke (ibid) comments that these territories are more difficult to 
identify in the area that later becomes Gloucestershire.  The subsequent 
estates comprised a group of settlements centred on, and dependent on, a 
royal vill and often encompassing a territory which provided a variety of 
resources such as arable land, pasture and woodland.  Some writers, including 
Hooke (1996, 82) and Rippon (2012) emphasise the interdependence of the 
units within these estates, following Glanville Jones’ multiple estate model 
(1979), evidence being provided by indications of dependence in place-names 
and in the specialisation of functions of the units, discussed below. 
 
Further later sub-divisions of these estates, through the practice of granting out 
of land by the king or the Church, resulted in the creation of numerous smaller 
manorial units which can eventually be seen in the Domesday record.  Rippon 
(2008, 14) points out that not all the estates received by the church fragmented 
at this time but that some survived intact into the 11th century, resulting in the 
large holdings of a number of churches seen in Domesday.  Worcestershire in 
particular has several examples of large Church holdings, with the Church of St 
Mary at Worcester holding the triple hundred of Oswaldslow, the Church of St 
Peter at Westminster holding 200 hides and the Church of St Mary at Evesham 
holding 65 hides there (D.B. Worcs.).  The map provided by Hamshere (1987, 
67) (Figure 37 below) of ecclesiastical estates in Gloucestershire, 
Worcestershire and Warwickshire, shows that many of these Church holdings 
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were scattered across Worcestershire and Gloucestershire in particular.  This 
pattern of landholding in some instances reflects the fact that their estates were 
not necessarily made up of one large, original grant of land but were added to 
over time by grants of other, smaller holdings.  Hamshere (ibid, 166-168) 
comments that their holdings had their centres in some of the prime agricultural 
land in the river valleys, but also contained valuable sheep pastures in the 
Cotswolds, and other resources such as woodland, often at some distance.   
 
 
Figure 37: Ecclesiastical estates in the West Midlands in 1086 (from Hamshere 1987, Figure 3).  
The Church of Worcester’s territories, in particular, can be seen to be widely dispersed across 
the three counties of Warwickshire, Worcestershire and Gloucestershire. 
 
These major early medieval estates also had a continuing effect on the 
organisation of the administration system prior to the Conquest.  They formed 
the basis of many hundreds (Hooke 1982, 233), the unit of local administration 
and justice, for which purpose a number of parishes were grouped together, 
sometimes in a discrete block but occasionally with scattered parishes which 
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often reflected the detached parts of early estates.  Of the head manors for 
these hundreds, Hooke (ibid) comments ‘Particularly in the case of royal 
manors, some of these may indicate the survival of a royal vill with part of its 
dependent territory and may include either the core estates of the territory or its 
associated outland’. 
 
These estates may also have influenced the hidage system, discussed in 
Chapter Five, that was to be of importance in the Domesday record.  In 
considering the early estate at Cropthorne in Worcestershire, Hooke (1985, 
220) proposes that ‘The hidage system may have developed out of a type of 
administrative organisation which involved the render of tribute at a royal vill 
and fifty-hide units like that associated with Cropthorne are likely to be of 
considerable antiquity’.   
 
Methodology 
 
A second ‘nested’ study area was taken within the south-west Midlands, 
comprising the counties of Gloucestershire, Worcestershire and Herefordshire, 
with the purpose of identifying a number of possible centres of these major early 
medieval estates and therefore where a mill might be expected to be located.  
Blair (2005, 275–285) believes that there were no stable royal estate centres in 
the 7th and 8th centuries, arguing instead that royal estates were temporary 
centres for the itinerant court and that minsters were the central places.  Rippon 
(2012, 153) disagrees, pointing out that in some regions at least there were 
secular central places in this period which formed a focal point for local 
administration.  It is these major early medieval estate centres, which will be 
termed ‘early estate centres’ for ease of reference, which have been sought for 
this study area.  A sample of the centres was then taken for more detailed 
study, with the aim of identifying whether any of the mill sites at these centres 
could be proposed to be of early medieval date. 
 
A number of studies of early medieval territorial arrangements have been 
carried out elsewhere, including lands in Shropshire and Essex (Bassett 1989), 
Muchelney in south Somerset (Aston 2008) and the county of Somerset 
(Rippon 2008 and 2012), and the methods and criteria established in these 
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have been adapted for the present study.   Little comprehensive analysis has 
yet taken place in the counties of Gloucestershire, Worcestershire and 
Herefordshire, although there are some studies of individual estates such as 
that of Withington in Gloucestershire (Finberg 1955), the Evesham Abbey 
estates in the Vale of Evesham, Worcestershire (Cox 1975), Kidderminster and 
Fladbury in Worcestershire (Hooke 1982), Wican in Worcestershire (Hooke 
1985), Deerhurst in Gloucestershire (Hooke 1990a), Hanbury in Worcestershire 
(Dyer 1991) and Bibury in Gloucestershire (Dyer 2007).  These will be used, 
along with other secondary sources including the Victoria County History 
volumes, the Phillimore editions of Domesday Book, charter evidence from 
Sawyer (1968) and charter boundaries in translation from LangScape 
(http://www.langscape.org.uk).  For ease of mapping, manors are included 
within their post-medieval rather than their Domesday hundreds. 
 
Criteria for Identifying Possible Early Estate Centres 
 
Documented Royal Manors 
Royal manors include those in royal ownership in 1086 or before 1066, or 
where there are references in charters or other early medieval documents to a 
villa regia.  Some early charters of 7th and early 8th century date also indicate 
that a royal estate was being granted complete (Hooke 1985, 54-55).  Sawyer 
(1983) also identifies pre-Conquest royal tuns known from documentary 
evidence of royal residences and places of royal assemblies and witans.  A 
reference in Domesday to a manor which has never paid tax, and for which no 
hidage is known, also indicates ancient royal demesne which was never hidated 
(Rippon 2012, 153).   
 
Payment of a Night’s Revenue/Farm 
 
A night’s revenue or farm as recorded in Domesday Book was the payment due 
from royal lands in kind or cash, which was theoretically sufficient to supply the 
king’s household for a 24 hour period (Sawyer 1983, 280-281; Faith 1997, 38-
41).  Where this payment was of a food render or feorm, the food was 
consumed as the court travelled round the country or transported to where it 
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was required.  Most of these payments in kind were commuted to monetary 
payments after the Conquest (Sawyer ibid), although a number still remained in 
Gloucestershire in 1086.  If royal land was granted to the Church, the right to 
the feorm would pass to it (Dyer 2002, 27-29), resulting in the food renders 
seen on some Church lands in Domesday such as at Westbury-on-Severn in 
Gloucestershire (discussed in Appendix Six).  Stafford (1980, 501) suggests 
that, outside the West Saxon area, remnants of the full provisions of the royal 
court were declining by the 10th and 11th centuries but that they survived in the 
renders in kind seen on many royal manors by 1066 and are therefore an 
indication of the status of such manors as ancient royal demesne. 
 
Large Domesday Manors 
 
Large manors at Domesday are considered to be those listed at twenty hides or 
more, or those for which there is evidence that they contain other unnamed 
settlements.  The number of plough teams can (with some caution) be used as 
a guide to the size of the manor and can indicate where the hidage appears to 
be under-recorded, suggesting ancient royal demesne.  Maitland’s calculations 
(1897, 400-401) show that the average number of plough teams per hide for 
Gloucestershire was 1.58, for Worcestershire 1.59 and for Herefordshire 1.87, 
all these being considerably higher than his proposed average ratios for the 
country as a whole of around 1 plough team to a hide.  This average, however, 
includes wide variations across the country and it can only be suggested that 
the average ratio in the three counties was something in the region of 1.5 
plough teams to a hide.   
 
Hundredal Centres 
 
In Wessex, those manors at the centre of Domesday hundreds were often royal 
manors (Rippon 2012, 154), their function as administrative centres reflecting 
their importance at an earlier date, and Sawyer (1983, 282-283) comments on 
the wider occurrence of this arrangement, with the royal vill often functioning as 
a local centre for the hundred.  In some areas, particularly in Gloucestershire, 
Hooke (1985, 99) comments that hundreds frequently bear the names of their 
chief manors, especially where these are royal vills or major minster estates. 
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Evidence for an Early Minster Church  
 
The territories of some of these early estates also appear to have been 
coterminous with the large early minster parochiae that began to take shape in 
around the 8th century (Bond 1988a; Hall 2000; Blair 2005; Bassett 2007), with 
minsters frequently being founded at or close to the focal points and therefore 
often on royal estates.  In considering the locations of early minsters in Dorset, 
Hall (ibid, 40 and 79) found that most were situated at the centre of royal or 
episcopal estates, with the majority being founded at the centre of large royal 
estates.  With regard to the West Midlands, however, Blair (ibid, 308) also 
comments of parochiae here that ‘There is a significant, but variable and by no 
means exact, correlation between mother-parishes and hundreds’.  Hooke 
(1982, 232) found that, in the West Midlands, the boundaries of rural deaneries 
may also preserve the territory of an early estate, such as Kidderminster Rural 
Deanery, where the early centre of Kidderminster itself is at the centre of the 
deanery.   
 
Evidence for early minsters includes: 
 Documentary evidence before A.D. 950 for a minster church (Hall 2000, 
4) in texts, charters or other documents.   
 Evidence from Domesday which may indicate a minster church.  Blair 
(1985, 106) includes references to groups of clerici, presbyteri or 
canonici, where these can be assumed to be resident, endowments of at 
least one hide, separate valuations of churches and surveys of their 
assets, along with miscellaneous marks of status such as named 
dedications and exemptions from geld.   
 The site of royal burials. 
 A large parish (over 3,000 acres or 1,214 ha.) as suggested by Hall 
(2000, 5).  Where tithe maps are available, acreages are listed in Kain 
and Oliver (1995).  Where these are not available, parish acreages are 
frequently noted in the Victoria County History volumes. 
 References in the late medieval period to dependent chapels (often, but 
not always, recorded in Youngs 1980 and 1991), or other evidence of 
dependency including the retention of burial rights by a minster church, 
or payment of dues such as church-scot. 
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 Sims-Williams (1990, 92) proposes that a -byrig place-name with a 
feminine personal name, such as Fladbury and Bibury (both discussed in 
Chapter Seven), may refer to an early monastic site.   
 Early medieval architectural remains in the church (generally, but again 
not always, as listed in Taylor and Taylor 1965), indicating an early 
foundation.   
 Transeptal and cruciform churches dating from before the 1130s, 
regardless of size, which may imply communities of more than one priest 
(Blair 1985, 137). 
 
Place-Name Evidence 
 
The evidence for early estate centres in place-names comprising the elements 
of a river-name + -ton, found in some south-western counties such as Somerset 
(Rippon 2006, 127), does not generally appear to apply in the counties of 
Gloucestershire, Worcestershire and Herefordshire.  Gelling (1978, 125) 
proposes that topographical place-names were regularly used for the main 
settlement in large conglomerate estates in some areas, particularly where -ton 
names are uncommon, and names of this type are also thought by Hooke 
(1990a) to be common to early estate centres in this region.  Such place-names 
include Deerhurst in Gloucestershire, from deor hyrst, meaning ‘wooded hill 
frequented by deer’ (Gelling and Cole 2000, 234-235) and Bredon in 
Worcestershire, from British bre and Anglo-Saxon dun, both meaning ‘hill’ 
(Hooke 1985, 35-36).   
 
Other place-name evidence indicating where land may have been part of an 
early estate includes where place-names share a common element such as, in 
Gloucestershire, Shipton Solers and Shipton Oliffe, and those suggesting 
subsidiary settlements, such as Norton (the northern settlement) and Charlton, 
or ‘the farmstead of the ceorls’, identified by Smith (1970, 89) as ‘land on the 
outskirts of an estate taken in for cultivation, fenced and allocated to peasants’.  
Evidence of specialisation of function, for example sheep-keeping units at 
places named Shepton or Shipton (Hooke 1985, 235) and barley production at 
those named Berwick or Barton (Hooke 1996, 82) may also indicate those units 
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which were originally part of a larger estate.  Such place-names can help with 
the reconstruction of the estate and its centre. 
 
Possible Major Early Medieval Estate Centres in 
Gloucestershire, Worcestershire and Herefordshire 
 
Using the above criteria, a number of possible major early medieval estate 
centres in the three counties were identified and the evidence for these is 
discussed in detail in Appendices Six to Eight.  One example, at Berkeley in 
Gloucestershire, is detailed below to illustrate the research methods.  A 
summary of the results is detailed in Tables 7 to 9.  The criteria used in these 
tables have not been weighted in any way except that where the evidence is not 
conclusive but the criteria are considered to be probably fulfilled, ‘P’ has been 
entered under the relevant heading in the table.  It is tempting to regard every 
royal manor at Domesday as an early estate centre, but in some parts of the 
three counties these royal manors were so numerous and so small that this may 
not be the case.  For example, in Herefordshire the king had in the region of 90 
manors in 1086, of which 9 in Archenfield were said to be waste and totalled 
only 19 hides (D.B. Herefs., 1:63) and at least a further 17 manors close to the 
Welsh border were each assessed at just 2 hides or less (ibid, 1).  This is in 
contrast to some parts of the south-west of England, such as Somerset and 
Dorset, and also Oxfordshire, where royal manors are generally larger in size.  
The status of a royal manor at Domesday has therefore not been assumed 
automatically to equate to an early estate centre in this region.   
 
Evidence of early mills, as recorded in charters, Domesday or other sources, as 
detailed in Appendices Six to Eight, has also been included in the discussion.  
Mills recorded on the head manor at Domesday are included in the tables, 
except where the details for the head manor and its sub-manors are recorded 
together, such as at Leominster in Herefordshire.  The names of places 
included in the tables and in the appendices for each county are listed in 
alphabetical order.  Only those places which fulfil at least four of the six criteria 
are considered to have been possible early estate centres and have been 
included on the maps in Figures 38, 39 and 40.   
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A Possible Early Major Medieval Estate Centre at Berkeley, 
Gloucestershire  
 
Berkeley, in the Severn Vale, was held by the king in 1086 and the Domesday 
entry (D.B. Gloucs., 1:15) reads as follows: 
 
‘King Edward had 5 hides in Berchelai.  In lordship 5 ploughs; 20 villagers 
and 5 smallholders with 11 ploughs; 9 slaves.  2 mills at 12s.  10 riding 
men who have 7 hides and 7 ploughs.  A market in which 17 men live and 
pay dues to the revenue. 
 
These outliers belong to Berkeley: in Hill 4 hides; in Alkington 4 hides; in 
Hinton 4 hides; in Cam 6 hides and another 11 hides; in Gossington 4 
hides; in Dursley 3 hides; in Coaley 4 hides; in Uley 2 hides; in Nympsfield 
3 hides; in Wotton 15 hides and ½ virgate; in Symonds Hall ½ hide; in 
Kingscote 4½ hides; in Beverstone 10 hides; in Ozleworth ½ hide; in 
Almondsbury 2 hides; in Horfield 8 hides; in Kingsweston 7 hides and 1 
virgate; in Eberton 5 hides; in Cromhall 2 hides; in Arlingham 9 hides; in 
Ashleworth 3 hides.  All these said members belong to Berkeley.   In total 
there were in them before 1066 49½ ploughs in lordship; 242 villagers and 
142 smallholders with 126 ploughs.  127 slaves.  19 free men, riding men, 
who have 48 ploughs with their men.  22 freedmen and 15 female slaves.  
8 mills at 57s 6d.’  
 
The 23 plough teams in demesne at Berkeley itself show that the hidage here 
was under-recorded at five hides, an example of royal land not being subject to 
hidage and indicating ancient royal demesne.  The total number of hides 
recorded for Berkeley’s manors was just over 123, with 246½ plough teams, 
suggesting a further under-recording of hidage elsewhere on the manor.  Other 
lands, totalling a further 26 hides, were also part of Berkeley, including 
Cromhall, Slimbridge, Clingre, Hurst, Newington, Sharpness and probably 
Hinton and Hinworthy (ibid 1:16-29), giving a total recorded hidage for 
Berkeley’s lands at Domesday of approximately 149 hides.   
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Although there is no mention of it in the record, Berkeley was an important port 
sited on the Little Avon river, which runs into the River Severn and which was 
tidal and therefore navigable for some distance.  It was the head manor of 
Berkeley Hundred in 1086 and there was a market here by that date, in which 
seventeen men lived and paid dues to the revenue (ibid, 1:15).  There had also 
been a short-lived mint here in the reign of Edward the Confessor, with three 
pennies of this date being found, although it appears to have begun and ceased 
striking coins in his reign (Dolley 1961, 80-89).  Berkeley continued to be a royal 
centre into the high medieval period and King Henry I spent Easter here in 1121 
(Garmonsway 1953, 250).   
 
The earliest written reference to the minster at Berkeley was in A.D. 778, when 
the Abbot of Berkeley was recorded as being appointed Bishop of Worcester, 
with a later Abbot, Aethelhun, also becoming Bishop in A.D. 915 (Heighway 
1987, 110-111).  In A.D. 883 Aethelred, ealdorman of Mercia, with the consent 
of King Alfred and the Mercian witan, granted privileges to Berkeley Abbey in 
exchange for twelve hides at Stoke Bishop and 30 gold mancuses (S218), a 
mancus being worth 30 silver pennies (Graham-Campbell and Williams 2007, 
58).  Of the privileges obtained in this charter, Hooke (1985, 91) comments that 
the Abbey was relieved of the considerable food-rent for which they were still 
liable, a type of render common to early minster estates.  There is no further 
record of the minster at Berkeley until Domesday, when a reference to the 
Abbey there is made under the entry for nearby Woodchester (D.B. Gloucs., 
1:63), suggesting that it had been destroyed in the time of Earl Harold’s mother, 
Gytha, although the exact date and circumstances of its demise are not known.  
Bernard the Priest had held five hides in Berkeley before 1086, the land being 
identified by Morris (D.B. Gloucs., notes 1:18) as being at Hinton and 
Hinworthy, both place-names deriving from O.E. hiwan or religious community, 
and he suggests that Bernard may have been the last chaplain at Berkeley.   
 
Little evidence of the early church remains.  Stones with Saxon carvings have 
been found here, next to the site of Berkeley Castle, including an 8th century 
hood-moulding (Heighway 1987, 112), although there is no reference to the 
church in Taylor and Taylor’s Anglo-Saxon Architecture volumes (1965).  Later 
in the medieval period, there were chapels to Berkeley at Beadstone, Ham and 
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Stone, Alkington, Hamfallow and Hinton (Youngs 1980, 164) and Berkeley’s 
parish in 1838 was still very large, at 15,740 acres (6,370 ha.) (Kain and Oliver 
1995, 198).  Excavations by the University of Bristol from 2005 (Prior 2006) 
have located sections of the minster’s boundary ditch, containing late Saxon 
pottery and part of a millstone of similar date (Roe 2006), along with 10th 
century coins.  The millstone appears to have been a stray find (Stuart Prior 
pers. comm.), although excavations are continuing. 
 
Berkeley is situated on a rise in what would have been a marshy area in the 
early medieval period.  Its place-name is first recorded in A.D. 804 as Berclinga, 
referring to the ‘men of Berkeley’, said by Smith (1964b, 213) to refer to the 
monks there, but by A.D. 824 it is recorded as Berclea, a topographical name 
meaning ‘woodland clearing by birch trees’ (ibid).  Hooke (1985, 35) comments 
that ‘lea’ place-names are often of early date (c.A.D. 400-700) although it is 
difficult to date place-names with this element without other evidence.  The 
earlier form of the place-name would, however, be a further indication of the 
minster at Berkeley by the 9th century. 
 
As well as the two mills recorded at Berkeley itself in 1086, there were also 
eight mills were recorded on its outliers, worth 57s 6d (D.B. Gloucs., 1:15), 
although their locations are not specified.  There was also a mill on the two 
hides at Slimbridge, Clingre and Newington, valued at 5s (ibid, 1:17).  It is 
interesting to speculate whether any of these mills was tidal, particularly the two 
at Berkeley which were presumably sited on the tidal Little Avon river, although 
there is to date no evidence to prove this. 
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Table 7 
 
Possible Major Early Medieval Estate Centres in Gloucestershire 
 
7a - Those which fulfil at least four of the six criteria 
 
Place Evidence 
for royal 
centre 
 
Paying night’s 
revenue or 
renders in kind 
in/before 1066 
Large 
Domesday 
manor 
Hundredal 
centre 
Evidence for 
early 
minster 
church 
Place-
name 
evidence 
 Mills on manor 1086 Plough 
teams 1086 
Awre x x P x P P  1 at 30d 15 
Berkeley x x x x x   2 at 12s 23 
Bibury*   x x x x  2 at 17s 23 
Bishops Cleeve x  x x x x  1 at 12d 44 
Bitton* x x x x x x  1 - no value given 50 
Cheltenham* x x x x x P  2 at 11s 8d, 2 no value 24 
Cirencester x x P x x x  3 at 30s 17 
Deerhurst x x x x x x  - 13 
Fairford* x  x x   x  3 at 32s 6d 39 
Gloucester x x x x x x  - - 
Guiting** x  x x  x  2 at 14s, 3 at 24s 32.5 
Newent x  x x x P  1 at 20d, 2 at 6s 8d 23 
Pucklechurch* x  x x P P  2 at 100d 24 
Slaughter*** x x  x P x  2 at 1 mark of silver, 1 
at 12s 
17 
Tetbury* x  x x x x  1 at 15d 22 
Tidenham* x x x x x x  1 at 40d 3 
Westbury-on-
Severn 
x x x x x x  - 33 
Westbury-on-Trym x x x x x x  - 10 
Winchcombe x  x x x x  3 - no values given - 
Withington* x  x x x P  1 at 5s, 3 at 13s 4d 58 
TOTALS        39 470.5 
P - criteria probably fulfilled          * Record includes sub-manors   ** Guiting Power and Temple Guiting       *** Upper and Lower Slaughter 
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Table 7 
 
Possible Major Early Medieval Estate Centres in Gloucestershire (cont’d) 
 
7b – Those which fulfil less than four of the six criteria (not mapped) 
 
Place 
 
Evidence 
for royal 
centre 
 
Paying night’s 
revenue or 
renders in kind 
in/before 1066 
Large 
Domesday 
manor 
Hundredal 
centre 
Evidence for 
early 
minster  
church 
Place-
name 
evidence 
 Mills on manor 1086 Plough 
teams 1086 
Barrington** x  P x P   2 at 5s each, 1 at 10s, 
1 at 40d 
26 
Barton Regis x  x     2 at 27s 42 
Bisley*   x x x   5 at 16s 34 
Blockley* P  x  x   12 at 52s 58 
Dymock x  x  P   - 47 
Hawkesbury   P x x P  3 at 19s 2d 20 
Kempsford x x x     4 at 40s 24 
Lydney x  P x    1 at 40d 7 
Northleach*   x x P P  2 at 7s 4d 34 
Tewkesbury x  x P    2 at 20s 12 
Thornbury x  x  P P  2 at 6s 4d, 1 at 8d 28 
TOTALS        38 332 
P – criteria probably fulfilled                    *Record includes sub-manors                    ** 4 manors at Barrington in total 
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Figure 38: Possible major early medieval estate centres in Gloucestershire 
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Table 8 
 
Possible Major Early Medieval Estate Centres in Worcestershire 
 
8a - Those which fulfil at least four of the six criteria  
 
Place Evidence 
for royal 
centre 
 
Paying night’s 
revenue or 
renders in kind 
in/before 1066 
Large 
Domesday 
Manor 
Hundredal 
Centre 
Evidence 
for early 
minster 
church 
Place-
name 
evidence 
 Mills on manor 1086 Plough teams 
1086 
Bredon P x x  x x  1 at 6s 8d 23 
Bromsgrove* X  x x x   3 at 13s 4d 79 
Cropthorne* X  x x x   1 at 10s 17 
Evesham X  x x x x  1 at 30s 7 
Feckenham  X  x x P   1 at 2s 25.5 
Fladbury* X  x  x x  1 at 10s 28 
Halesowen X  x  x x  - 51.5 
Hanbury X  x  x x  - 27 
Kidderminster* X  x x x x  2 at 16s and 1 at 5 ora 25.5 
Martley X x x x  P  1 at 8s 53 
Pershore X  x x x x  1 at 4s, 0.5 at 10s & 20 
sticks of eels, 3 at 50s 
32 
Ripple* X  x  x x  1 no value given 42 
Tredington* X  x  x x  3 at 32s 6d 34 
Wick Episcopi** X  x     2 at 12s 28 
Worcester X  x P x x  - - 
Wychbold*** X  x P x x  5 at £4 8s 19 
TOTALS        27.5 491.5 
P – criteria probably fulfilled          * Record includes sub-manors       ** Identified by Hooke (1985)     *** With Dodderhill and Droitwich 
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Table 8 (cont’d) 
 
Possible Major Early Medieval Estate Centres in Worcestershire 
 
8b – Those which fulfil less than four of the six criteria (not mapped) 
 
Place Evidence 
for royal 
centre 
 
Paying night’s 
revenue or 
renders in kind 
in/before 1066 
Large 
Domesday 
manor 
Hundredal 
Centre 
Evidence 
for early 
minster 
church 
Place-
name 
evidence 
 Mills on manor 1086 Plough teams 
1086 
Alvechurch* P    P P  - 16 
Beckford* x  x  x   - 38 
Broadway P  x     - 25 
Clent x   x P x  - 11 
Droitwich x  P     - - 
Hartlebury* P  x     2 at 4s and 10 packloads 
of corn 
25 
Kempsey P  x  x P  - 18 
Longdon P  x  P x  1 at 2s 9 
Northwick*   x   P  3 at 50s 55 
TOTALS        6 197 
P – criteria probably fulfilled  * Record includes sub-manors
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Figure 39: Possible major early medieval estate centres in Worcestershire 
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Table 9 
 
Possible Major Early Medieval Estate Centres in Herefordshire 
 
9a - Those which fulfil at least four of the six criteria 
 
Place Evidence 
for royal 
centre 
 
Paying night’s 
revenue or 
renders in 
kind in/before 
1066 
Large 
Domesday 
manor 
Hundredal 
centre 
Evidence for 
early minster 
church 
Place-name 
evidence 
 Mills on manor 1086 Plough teams 
1086 
Bromyard*   x x x P  1 at 10s 75.5 
Cleeve* x x x   x  2 at 6s 28 
Eardisland x x x x P x  2 at 25s 19 
Hereford x  x x x x  - - 
Kingsland x  x x P x  2 at 26s 4d & 500 eels 22 
Ledbury* x  x x x x  1 at 32d, 1 at 2s 37 
Leintwardine x   x P x  1 at 6s 8d & 6 sticks  
of eels 
14 
Leominster* x x x x x x  8 at 108s & 100 sticks  
of eels 
230 
Linton* x x x x x x  1 at 8d 24 
Marden x  x x x x  1 at 20s & 25 sticks of 
eels 
31 
Much Marcle x x x P P x  1 paying nothing except 
sustenance for its keeper 
49 
Yarkhill** x  x x x P  1 at 100d 9 
TOTALS        22 538.5 
P – criteria probably fulfilled                                          * Record includes sub-manors  ** with Stoke Edith 
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Table 9 (cont’d) 
 
Possible Major Early Medieval Estate Centres in Herefordshire 
 
9b – Those which fulfil less than four of the six criteria (not mapped) 
 
 
Place Evidence 
for royal 
centre 
 
Paying night’s 
revenue/ 
renders in 
kind in/before 
1066 
Large 
Domesday 
manor 
Hundredal 
centre 
Evidence for 
early minster 
church 
Place-name 
evidence 
 Mills on manor 1086 Plough teams 
1086 
Acton 
Beauchamp 
P    x P  - 10 
Burghill x  x   x  1 at 20s & 25 sticks  
of eels 
29 
Fownhope*   x  x x  1 at 5s 29 
Lugwardine x   x  x  1 at 10s; 2 at 15s;  
1 at 7s 
15 
Lyde P     x  - 15 
Woolhope   x  x P  - 41 
TOTALS        6 139 
P – criteria probably fulfilled                                 * Record includes sub-manors 
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Figure 40: Possible major early medieval estate centres in Herefordshire. 
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Discussion 
 
It can be seen from Figures 38, 39 and 40 that the distribution of possible early 
estate centres across the region, using the selected criteria, is uneven, with 20 
possible major early medieval estate centres being identified in Gloucestershire 
and 16 in Worcestershire, but rather fewer in Herefordshire at just twelve.   It 
may be that the selected criteria, similar to those which have been employed in 
other parts of the country (particularly in the south-west of England), may not be 
sufficient to identify all potential centres here. 
 
There are particular difficulties in identifying early estate centres in 
Herefordshire (Figure 40 above) on its western border with Wales, where British 
territorial arrangements persisted after the Conquest.  The majority of manors in 
Archenfield or Ergyng, in the south-west of the county, are not recorded in 
Domesday and, although it had become part of Herefordshire before 1066, 
Darby (1977, 327) comments that it retained its Welsh character and was not 
assessed in hides.  Ewias, in the west of the county, remained largely in Welsh 
hands in 1086.  In addition, some Herefordshire hundreds only appear in 
records for the first time in Domesday (Perry 2002, 93) and may not have been 
created until the shire was formed in 1020.  Morris (D.B. Herefs. Note 7) also 
comments of Herefordshire that ‘Hundred boundaries, since they do not often 
conform with the later limits, are in most cases uncertain’.  The structure of the 
early British church also appears to have differed from that of the early Anglo-
Saxon church.  British clas churches are only visible from later sources and 
Davies (1982, 184) proposes that they do not appear to have had the same role 
in the community as early English minsters, with no evidence of their ministering 
to the people before the 11th century.  Pryce (1992, 41-63) has also examined 
the evidence for pastoral care in early medieval Wales and concludes that, 
although there is certainly evidence that pastoral care was provided, the 
structure of this provision is difficult to discern.  With regard to seeking early 
minsters in Herefordshire, Blair (2001, 5) therefore sounds a note of caution, 
suggesting that fewer existed in the county due to the survival of the more 
decentralised Welsh religious system.  The use of the same criteria to identify 
early estate centres in this part of Herefordshire may not therefore be valid and, 
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for this reason, the districts of Ergyng and Ewias have not been included in this 
study.   
 
A number of more general difficulties have also been encountered in attempting 
to identify the centres of early estates in this region.  Unlike in areas such as 
Somerset and Dorset, there were few large royal manors by the time of 
Domesday.  Land ownership was fragmented, partly due to the dominance of 
the Church in Worcestershire and Gloucestershire in particular.  Many Church 
holdings across Worcestershire and Gloucestershire were scattered (as shown 
in Figure 37 above).  As a result hundreds, as they appear in Domesday, are 
also often fragmented and frequently of late date, and may not therefore reflect 
earlier territorial arrangements.   
 
In addition, there are early estate centres which have been proposed by others 
from documentary or boundary evidence but which do not fulfil the selected 
criteria.  For example at Wick Episcopi in Worcestershire (detailed in Appendix 
Seven), the early estate identified by Hooke (1985, 108-110) appears to have 
been a royal estate granted intact (Figure 41 below). 
 
 
Figure 41: The Wican estate in Worcestershire (from Hooke 1985, Figure 28) 
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There is, however, no evidence that there was a minster on the Wican estate or 
that Wick Episcopi formed a hundredal centre, and its place-name does not 
appear to indicate an early centre, and it therefore only fulfils two of the criteria 
selected here for identifying an early estate centre.  The boundaries of the 
estate as granted in a charter of the 8th century (S142), however, from King Offa 
to Bishop Milred (thought to be genuine) denote a coherent block of land of 
around 30 hides to the west of Worcester, for which the charter bounds survive 
(LangScape L142.1.00 and 142.2.00), and the argument for its being an early 
estate centre is persuasive and it has therefore been included as such.  In 
1086, there were 2 mills at Wick Episcopi worth 12s, 1 on its lands at 
Laugherne worth 5s and 1 at Cotheridge also worth 5s (D.B. Worcs., 2:6-7), and 
its location in the valley of the River Severn would provide a favourable location 
for an early medieval mill. 
 
Identification of early estates in the three counties from surviving evidence for 
their centres alone has therefore proved problematic.  Existing studies of early 
medieval estates in this region are generally of those which were in the hands 
of the Church by 1086 and have largely been pieced together with charter 
evidence, where this is available.  On reflection, the results of this study of 
possible early estate centres suggest that this approach may in future offer a 
better way forward for this region, rather than beginning with the centres and 
expanding out to consider their territories.  Brookes (2010, 65-66) also cautions 
against assuming conformity in territorial arrangements across the country, and 
the estate patterns seen in areas such as Somerset may therefore not have 
been found across the entire south-west Midlands.   
 
The key conclusions from this study are therefore that the selected criteria may 
perhaps not be sufficient to identify all early estate centres in this study area.  
Their distribution across the three counties is uneven, with the continuing Welsh 
influence in Herefordshire in particular appearing to affect the viability of the 
criteria here.  This is due in part to the late development of hundreds and also to 
the lack of evidence for a comparable role for Welsh clas churches with that of 
English minsters.  In addition, identifying early estates from their centres alone 
has been less successful that had been anticipated and more detailed 
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consideration of their wider territories may on reflection offer a more accurate 
picture. 
 
For the reasons discussed, it has not been possible to identify all early estate 
centres in the region and to take the preferred approach of selecting a block of 
adjacent estates for study.  Instead, one major early medieval estate centre 
from each of the three counties has been selected for more detailed study, and 
for the identification of potential early mill sites within them.   
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Chapter Seven 
 
An Analysis of Mill Sites within  
Major Early Medieval Estate Centres in Gloucestershire, 
Worcestershire and Herefordshire 
 
In the third ‘nested’ study area a sample of early estate centres in the three 
counties, as outlined in Chapter Six, is considered in more detail in this chapter, 
with these centres being selected from those where a mill was recorded on the 
head manor at Domesday. The evidence for these three centres has already 
been considered (see Appendices Six to Eight and Tables 7 to 9) but is 
included and expanded upon here, along with evidence for the territories 
associated with them and for possible early mill sites on the estates.   
 
Methodology 
 
In addition to the criteria already selected to identify early estate centres, further 
evidence for the extent of their territories can be provided by considering parish 
boundaries.  For the majority of parishes these are shown on the Tithe Maps of 
the 1840s (as detailed in Kain and Oliver 2001), which are the earliest relatively 
comprehensive record available.  Early boundaries frequently follow natural 
features or lines in the landscape such as rivers and Roman roads and are 
termed by Hall (2000, 35), when tracing the boundaries of parochiae in Dorset, 
as ‘primary boundaries’, while less regular boundaries which follow existing 
features in the landscape such as field edges may be later in date (Rippon 2006 
and 2012).  This is illustrated in Figure 42 below, which shows the boundaries 
around Misterton in Somerset.  Detached parts of parishes are also indicative of 
earlier territorial relationships, where a larger estate has been divided.  
Surviving early charters can provide evidence of estates being granted 
complete (Hooke 1995, 53-55), although these estates are beginning to 
fragment by the time that charters become more common in the 9th century.  
Some charters do, however, also have boundary clauses attached, which can 
enable the extent and boundaries of the estates to be traced in the landscape. 
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Figure 42: Boundaries around Misterton in Somerset (from Rippon 2012, Figure 8:5). The long, 
sinuous boundaries of the east and south of the parish can be clearly seen, in contrast to the 
zig-zag boundary of its western section.  The winding north-eastern section follows a stream. 
 
One early estate centre from each of the three counties has been selected for 
more detailed study, and for the identification of potential early mill sites within 
it.  These are at Bibury in Gloucestershire, Cropthorne in Worcestershire and 
Marden in Herefordshire. 
 
Bibury, Gloucestershire 
 
The ‘Bibury Charter’ of A.D. 718 x 745 (S1254) records the lease by Wilfred, 
Bishop of the Hwicce, of five cassati by the River Cunuglae (Coln) at 
Beaganbyrig to Leppa and his daughter Beage, with reversion to the see of 
Worcester.  This charter, generally agreed to be authentic, refers to a large land 
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unit of fifteen hides, as Leppa was granted one third of the total.  In a later 
charter of A.D. 855 (S206) Burgred, King of Mercia, granted to the Bishop of 
Worcester and his familia privileges for lands including 10 hides at Ablington 
and 6 hides at Barnsley, along with 8 hides at Poulton and 5 hides at Eisey, 
both now in Wiltshire, suggesting earlier detached territories here which may 
not have been included in the 8th century charter.    
 
In 1086, the manor of Bibury (including Ablington) was a large estate in Bibury 
Hundred, still held by the Church of St Mary at Worcester and recorded as 
follows in Domesday (D.B. Gloucs., 3:4): 
 
‘The Church held Becheberie itself.  21 hides.  In lordship 4 ploughs; 19 
villagers and 2 smallholders with 11 ploughs.  3 riding men who have 4 
hides and 4 ploughs; a priest who has 3 hides and, with his men, 4 
ploughs.  11 slaves, male and female; 2 mills at 17s; meadow, 10 acres. 
 
Also of this manor’s land Durand holds from the Bishop a manor of 3 hides 
and 1 virgate in Barnsley, and Eudo 7 virgates there also, as a manor.  In 
them are 5 ploughs in lordship; 12 villagers with 6 ploughs.  12 slaves.  
Value of the whole manor before 1066 £18; now the same.  Bishop 
Wulfstan holds it and pays tax.’ 
 
Bibury manor included unnamed lands at Ablington, Eycot and the later rectory 
manor of Bibury and Aldsworth (ibid, notes).  Two further manors in Aldsworth, 
at 11 hides, were held by the Abbey of St Peter at Gloucester (ibid, 10:5) and 2 
hides at Wall were held by Alfward, son of Reinbald (the Priest) (ibid, 78:11).  At 
Arlington, also in Bibury Hundred, there was a royal manor of 5 hides (ibid, 
1:58), with two mills valued at 10s.  The total hidage for Bibury Hundred at 
Domesday was therefore 44 hides.  If Poulton and Eisey are included, the 
hidage is closer to 50 hides, a land-unit which it has already been noted may be 
an ancient unit of administration, based on a royal vill. 
 
The land granted in the ‘Bibury Charter’ is not specified as being connected to 
the founding of a minster, although Dyer (2007, 63) believes that it was.  There 
is evidence of a minster church at Bibury by A.D. 899, when a priest was 
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granted land for a chapel at Ablington by the Bishop of Worcester (S1279) and 
required to pay church-scot and soul-scot to Bibury.  The priest recorded at 
Bibury in 1086, with a large holding of three hides (D.B. Gloucs., 3: 4), indicates 
that there was still an important church here at that time.  Other dependent 
chapels are recorded in 1151 at Winson, Aldsworth and Barnsley (Herbert 
1981, 38).  Winson was part of neighbouring Bradley Hundred in 1086, and was 
a five hide manor held by Ansfrid of Cormeilles (D.B. Gloucs., 68; 7) with a mill 
at 7s 6d.  Its later links, however, were with Bibury and it became part of 
Brightwells Barrow Hundred when Bibury Hundred was incorporated into it in 
1221.  There were also dependent churches at Ablington and Arlington in the 
post-medieval period; in the 1540s land in Ablington was given for a lamp in the 
church and in the 18th century, churchwardens were allotted lands in Ablington 
and Arlington (Herbert 1981, 38).  The church of St Mary at Bibury retains large 
sections of a substantial building of 10th or 11th century date, including part of 
the original wall of the Anglo-Saxon nave recorded by Taylor and Taylor (1965, 
63-66).  Heighway (1987, 113) describes its ‘external pilaster strips, double-
splayed circular windows and a stone crucifixion or Rood over the chancel’ and 
notes that there are four Anglo-Saxon grave slabs at the site.  Bibury’s parish 
remained large in the 20th century at 6,414 acres (2,596 ha.) (Herbert 1981, 21).  
The evidence therefore points to an early and important minster church here. 
 
It is the Beage of the 8th century charter who appears to have given her name 
to Bibury, from Beaga’s byrig (Smith 1964a, 22), the -byrig element with a 
feminine personal name being proposed by Sims-Williams (1990, 92) and Blair 
(1992, 234-235) to denote an early minster.  This charter refers to the River 
Coln as Cunuglae, the name which Dyer (2007) gives to the early river-based 
estate of which he identifies Bibury as the centre and which may also have 
been the earlier British name for Bibury before its association with Beage, a 
proposal supported by Gelling (1978, 182-183).  This naming after a major river 
would indicate an important early settlement centre here; other evidence for 
this includes the proximity of the Iron Age fort at Rawbarrow, to the west of 
Bibury itself, and a Roman villa just south of the village and close to the river 
(R.C.H.M.E. 1976, 13-14), with Bibury church and Court standing close to the 
villa site.  In his study of the adjacent lands at Withington, Finberg (1955) 
proposes continuity in land management there from the Roman to the early 
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medieval period, with the land unit at Withington which was granted to Dunne 
for the founding of a monastery in a charter of A.D. 674 x 704 (lost, but detailed 
in Finberg 1955, 6) being an existing functioning estate.  Dyer (2007, 64) 
suggests similar continuity at Bibury, stating ‘A plausible hypothesis would 
regard the early medieval estate centre at Bibury as succeeding the Roman 
villa, and there could have been continuous use of territorial boundaries, which 
were marked by prehistoric barrows on the hills’.  The extent of the estate as 
proposed by Dyer can be seen in Figure 43 below. 
 
 
Figure 43: The extent of the estate of Coln, c.A.D. 700, as proposed by Dyer (2007, Figure 2), 
with later parish boundaries.   
 
Areas of secondary settlement on the estate are indicated by place-name 
evidence.  The place-name of Winson (Winestune in 1086, or Wine’s 
farmstead) (Smith 1964a, 185-186) indicates an area of secondary settlement.  
Ablington (Eadbaldingtun in A.D. 855) and Arlington (Aluredintone in 1086) are 
both examples of -ing + -ton place-names, prefixed with personal names, 
indicating the fragmentation of a larger estate, with lands being leased out to 
individuals (Eadbald and Aelfred), as noted by Dyer (2007, 64) and Rippon 
(2012, 157).  This fragmentation of the Bibury estate can also be traced in 
charters, with land being leased by the Bishop of Worcester to laymen and 
clergymen at Barnsley (Bearmodeslea or Bearmod’s clearing) (Smith 1964a, 
185) in around A.D. 800 (S1262), and at Ablington in A.D. 899 (S1279), and in 
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the place-name of Aldsworth (Ald’s enclosure), the -worth element generally 
appearing in wooded areas of secondary development (Hooke 1985, 47).   
 
The Cunuglae estate may have originally been even larger, including Coln 
Rogers and Coln St Dennis to the west and Coln St Aldwyn to the east (Figure 
44 below).  Coln Rogers was a ten-hide manor belonging to the king in 1086 
(D.B. Gloucs., 1:22) and, although not named in Domesday, it was named 
Culne by the early 12th century (Smith 1964a, 165).  In 1086, Coln St Dennis 
was also known as Colne and, with Calcot, was a five-hide manor which was 
part of the large estate of the Abbey of St Denis at Paris, in Deerhurst Hundred 
(D.B. Gloucs., 20:1).  Grundy’s (1935, 40-44) analysis of the bounds of the 
Bibury Charter (S1254) led him to locate the lands granted to Beage in 
Ablington, but Mansell (2010, 147-160) has reviewed Grundy’s interpretation 
and proposes instead that these bounds show the grant to represent the major 
part of the later parish of Coln St Dennis.  If he is correct, this would provide 
further evidence that land here was part of the early Cunuglae estate, with the 
five cassati of the charter identifiable as the five hides of the manor of Coln St 
Dennis at Domesday.  This would, however, locate the site of the early minster 
further north and west of the estate centre at Bibury, which does not seem to fit 
with other place-name evidence.  The charter bounds are very general 
(LangScape L1254.0.00), with only six points being included. Some of Grundy’s 
interpretations of boundary clauses have certainly been found wanting by later 
scholars such as Finberg and Hooke, but it may be similarly advisable not to 
place too much reliance on Mansell’s interpretation.   
 
In the late 8th century Coln St Aldwyn was known as Enneglan, when a lost 
charter records that Ealdred, Under-King of the Hwicce, granted an estate here 
to the Abbey of St Peter at Gloucester (Finberg 1961, 40), who still held it in 
1086 (D.B. Gloucs., 10:4).  The root of this place-name is not clear but it may be 
a mis-spelling of Cunuglae (Finberg ibid), supported by the fact that by A.D. 962 
it was known as Cungle (Smith 1964a, 29) and, in 1086, as Culne (D.B. 
Gloucs., 10:4).  Its later links are with the parish of Eastleach Turville in 
Brightwells Barrow Hundred to its east, but this place-name suggests earlier 
links with Coln Rogers and Coln St Dennis, and with the Cunuglae estate.   
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Figure 44: The proposed extent of the Coln estate, showing parish boundaries in the Bibury area before 1850 (adapted from Kain and Oliver 2001.  Quenington does 
not appear on boundary evidence to have been part of the estate, and the boundaries of Williamstrip are clearly later in date.  Their boundaries are marked here for 
illustrative purposes.
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It can be seen from Figure 44 (above) that the external boundaries of the 
proposed estate generally follow strong topographical features.  The western 
boundaries of Coln St Dennis and Coln Rogers follow the straight route of the 
Fosse Way.  Parish boundaries do not always make use of Roman roads but in 
Wessex, Bonney (1972) found evidence that parish boundaries appeared to 
follow the Roman road to Bath for much of its course.  The Fosse Way formed 
the boundary of a number of parishes in the Cotswolds, from Bourton-on-the-
Water in the north-east to Cirencester in the south-west.  Another ancient 
routeway, the Salt Way from Hailes to Ablington, formed the northern boundary 
of Coln St Dennis, deviating eastwards for a short stretch to run up to a long 
barrow on the high ground at Calcot Peak.  The southern boundary of Coln 
Rogers runs along a deep, narrow valley, the route of a winter brook called 
Winterwell, which continues south-east to form the southern boundary of 
Barnsley.  The remaining southern boundary follows long field boundaries before 
running along the Roman road of Akeman Street for a short stretch and along 
the River Coln at the southern edge of Bibury.  In the northern part of the estate, 
the western boundary of Aldsworth follows the River Leach up to a long barrow 
at Lodge Park, then along sinuous field boundaries across the high ground 
before dropping down southwards to re-join the River Leach.   
 
The boundaries of this eastern section are unclear but it is suggested that 
Quenington and Williamstrip Park were not part of this early estate.  Williamstrip 
was a detached part of Coln St Aldwyn before 1955 (Herbert 1981, 50), but the 
documentary and boundary evidence suggests earlier links elsewhere.  In 1086, 
a manor at Williamstrip was called Hatherop (D.B. Gloucs., 39:14), indicating 
links to a second manor (and later parish) of Hatherop to its south-east (-throp or 
‘outlying farmstead’ denoting a secondary outlying settlement).  It is proposed 
that the eastern boundary followed that of Coln St Aldwyn, running along straight 
field edges and open land to join the Aldsworth boundary at the bottom of a 
valley, following this eastwards before turning south along a long straight field 
edge and looping east again, along the River Leach, with the Leach and Coln 
forming the southern boundary.  The River Coln itself cuts through the estate, 
forming the boundary between many of the parishes, with their north-west/south-
east boundaries following long, straight routes cutting through the landscape and 
marking a later division of the land into regular-shaped parcels, each with a 
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section of the river-valley and the higher ground.  Other internal boundaries are 
more irregular and those between Coln St Aldwyn and Williamstrip in particular 
have the appearance of later divisions.   
 
The early Cunuglae estate comprised a coherent territory, including land both in 
the Coln valley and on the higher ground to the north and south, particularly 
valuable for sheep grazing.  Dyer (2007, 64) comments ‘Like many river-based 
estates, its boundaries ran along the watersheds which separate the Coln valley 
from the Windrush valley to the north, and from the Thames valley to the south’ . 
Estates such as this, with a ‘concave’ shape stretching from the river valleys up 
to the higher ground, appear to have had an early origin as part of a larger folk 
territory.  In Somerset, Rippon (2012, 164) notes ‘There is little evidence what 
the earlier folk territories were called but as they usually have river valleys at 
their heart and boundaries that followed watersheds…in this study they are 
named after these major river systems’.  The early Cunuglae estate, based on 
the River Coln, can be proposed to have been part of a similar earlier folk 
territory. 
 
Mills on the Early Coln Estate 
 
Mills recorded in Domesday on the lands that formed the early Coln estate were 
as follows: 
 
Bibury   2 mills at 17s (one of these possibly at Ablington)  
Arlington    2 mills at 20s 
Winson   1 mill at 7s 6d 
Coln Rogers    2 mills at 20s 
Coln St Aldwyns    2 mills at 25s 
Coln St Dennis   Part of Deerhurst lands, and mill locations on these 
lands are not specified 
Barnsley   No mill 
Aldsworth    No mill 
 
The higher ground at Barnsley and Aldsworth would have been less suitable for 
mills than land in the Coln valley.  In addition, the upper reaches of the River 
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Leach, which form the western boundary of Aldsworth and the northern boundary 
of Ablington and Bibury, run through a narrow, deep valley, less favourable for 
mills than the wide valley of the Coln, and there is no evidence of mills along its 
course here.  The mills recorded in 1086 were therefore likely to have been on 
the River Coln.  Assuming that where two mills are recorded these were of equal 
value, the mills at Bibury were not more valuable than those elsewhere on the 
estate.  Those at Arlington and Coln Rogers, upstream, were slightly more 
valuable, but that at Winson, also upstream, was less valuable.  Those at Coln St 
Aldwyns, downstream of Bibury, were the most valuable.   
 
At Domesday, mills in the Cotswolds as a whole were among some of the most 
numerous and valuable in Gloucestershire.  Darby (1954, 41-42) does not 
calculate the density of mills per square mile, but comments that the greatest 
density of mills in Gloucestershire was along the eastern river-valleys of the 
Cotswolds, the most valuable being on the rivers of the Leach and Coln, with a 
total of 22 mills being recorded in 1086.  As may be expected, some of the most 
valuable mills here were on royal manors such as at Fairford, which had three 
mills at 32s 6d (D.B. Gloucs., 1; 50), although some were on the lands of lay 
lords; Henry of Ferrers had three mills at 30s at Lechlade (ibid 59; 1) and at 
Kempsford, held by Arnulf of Hesdin, there were four mills at 40s 40d (ibid, 60; 
1).  Those on the early estate based on Bibury were therefore not more valuable 
than others in the area by 1086. 
 
There are several references to mills in the Bibury area in the high and late 
medieval periods, including 1 at Ablington in the 12th century, 1 at Winson in 
1221, 1 at Bibury in the late 13th century and 1 at Arlington in the 14th century 
and (Herbert 1981, 35).  Several mill buildings still stand, including at Arlington 
(later a woollen mill and then a museum), Winson and Bibury (Figure 45 below).  
The mills at Arlington and Bibury are closest to the centre of the early estate, the 
part which was retained by the Church of Worcester at Domesday.  The present 
mill at Arlington, on the River Coln, is just upstream from Bibury village and 
appears almost continuously in records from 1638 to the time it ceased milling in 
1913 (Herbert 1981, 35).  Bibury Mill is also on the Coln, just downstream from 
the former manor house at Bibury Court and close to the Roman villa site in a 
loop of the river.  This may have been the site of a mill on the Bibury estate 
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mentioned in 1608 and 1760 and disused by 1934 (ibid).  It is not possible to 
prove continuity of milling on either of these sites, although it is likely that any 
early mill for the estate would have been in the vicinity of one of them.   
 
 
Figure 45: Reduced extract from the O.S. 1st Ed. 6” map (Gloucs. Sheet XLIV SW), showing the 
sites of the 19
th
 century mills at Winson, Ablington, Arlington and Bibury. 
 
Bibury Mill is of particular interest, due to its proximity to the Roman villa site 
discovered in 1880, although no report or plan was produced of its excavation.  A 
culvert found on the villa site in 1984 (Bishop 1984, 43-44) was not thought to 
have any connection with the mill but rather to be a drain, possibly of Romano-
British date.  A watching brief and limited excavation in 1986 in advance of 
building close to the site (Bishop and Bishop 1987, 42-46) found no evidence 
relating to a mill (Figure 46 below).  Bibury Mill building, dating from the 18th or 
19th centuries, is still standing but disused (Figure 47 below) and with its 
machinery no longer in situ.  The weir, leat and tail-race can still be seen, but 
much of the area to the west has been altered for the grounds of Bibury Court, 
now a hotel.  Earthworks remaining in the field across the river (just visible on the 
photograph in Figure 48 below), to the north-west of the mill, could be the 
remains of earlier water-management systems.  The origins of the mill here have 
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therefore yet to be determined but the site would repay more detailed 
investigation, given the proximity of some other early medieval mills to Roman 
villa sites such as at Wellington in Herefordshire and Ebbsfleet in Kent. 
 
 
Figure 46: The site of the Roman villa at Bibury, along with the new house and excavation in 
1986 (from Bishop and Bishop 1987, 43).  The close proximity of Bibury Mill (centre left) to the 
Roman villa, marked here as ‘Area of Ancient Monument Listing’, can be seen on this plan. 
 
 
Figure 47: The rear of the present mill at Bibury in 2012, with the leat and weir in the foreground 
(photograph by the author). 
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Figure 48: Earthworks just north of Bibury Mill, in 2012.   It is possible than these linear banks 
and ditches relate to earlier water-management systems for the mill, just across the River Coln 
(photograph by the author) 
 
Cropthorne, Worcestershire 
In a charter dated A.D. 780 (S118) Offa, King of Mercia, was said to have 
granted 50 hides at Cropthorne and its dependents at Netherton, Elmley Castle, 
Charlton, Hampton and Bengeworth to the Church of Worcester.  The 
authenticity of this charter is doubtful and it may have been of 11th century date 
(Sims-Williams 1990, 163), perhaps forged during a dispute with Evesham 
Abbey over lands at Hampton and Bengeworth, although the 50-hide unit 
centred on Cropthorne may indicate an early estate.  In this charter, Cropthorne 
was said to be a regalem vicum or royal centre (Hooke 1990b, 30).   
By 1086, the Church of Worcester held Cropthorne with Netherton (D.B. Worcs., 
2:72) and the entry reads as follows: 
‘The Church itself holds Cropetorn with Neotheretun.  50 hides.  Of these, 
14 hides are in lordship; 5 ploughs there; A priest who has ½ hide with 1 
plough; 18 villagers and 12 smallholders with 11 ploughs.  10 male and 4 
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female slaves.  A mill at 10s.  20 sticks of eels; meadow, 20 acres; 
woodland, 3 furlongs in all.  5 hides are waste.  The value was £7, now £6.’ 
The manor contained 11 hides at Charlton and Elmley Castle, held by Robert the 
Bursar (ibid, 2:73), and 5 hides at Hampton and 4 at Bengeworth, both held by 
the Abbot of Evesham (ibid, 2:74-75), who was in dispute with the Bishop of 
Worcester about these lands, as noted above.  The early 50-hide hundred of 
Cuthburgelawe was centred on Cropthorne (Hooke 1985, 88), before the 
creation of the Church of Worcester’s Oswaldslow Hundred in the 10th century. 
The date of the first church at Cropthorne is not known and the earliest parts of 
the present church date from the early 12th century, but the nave is long and 
narrow and possibly Saxon in origin (Brooks and Pevsner 2007, 248).  Taylor 
and Taylor (1965) do not record any Anglo-Saxon fabric here but a 9th century 
cross-head has been found on the site, showing a ‘dragonesque creature’ 
(Hooke 1998, 34).  The presence of a priest with half a hide of land at Domesday 
(D.B. Gloucs., 2:72) suggests a church here at that date and there were by the 
13th century chapels at Charlton and Netherton (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 
327).  The parish by the early 20th century remained large, at 3,137 acres (1,269 
ha.) (ibid, 322-323).  The evidence therefore points towards an early minster 
church at Cropthorne. 
Cropthorne’s rather unusual place-name means ‘Croppa’s Thorn’ (Hooke 1998, 
23), a topographical place-name first recorded in A.D. 780 (Mawer and Stenton 
1927, 119-120).  Place-name evidence indicates dependent settlements at 
Netherton (the lower settlement) and Charlton (the settlement of the ceorls).  
Bengeworth was ‘Beonna’s enclosure’ (Hooke 1998, 56) and Hampton ‘the high 
farmstead or estate’ (ibid, 57), both signifying areas of secondary settlement.  
Elmley denotes an area of woodland resource on the slopes of Bredon Hill, with 
the ‘castle’ element being a Norman addition when the castle was built here after 
the Conquest. 
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Figure 49: The proposed extent of the Cropthorne estate, showing parish boundaries before 1850 (adapted from Kain and Oliver 2001). 
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Figure 49 (above) shows the proposed early Cropthorne estate, surrounding the 
town of Evesham on its west, south and east, with the estates of Pershore 
Abbey to the west and those of Fladbury and Evesham across the Avon to the 
north.  The estate comprised a block of lands in the fertile Avon valley, with 
access to woodland and other resources on the high ground at Elmley Castle.  
The external boundaries generally follow strong features in the landscape.  The 
River Avon forms the northern boundary of the estate round Cropthorne, 
Charlton, Hampton and Bengeworth, in contrast to the Cunuglae estate at 
Bibury which was centred on the river valley.  The original larger territory from 
which the Cropthorne estate was created may therefore have extended across 
the Avon to the north, to the later estate of Fladbury.  The eastern boundary of 
Elmley Castle follows a sinuous line, using field boundaries and lanes, with a 
slight deviation around Court Farm in Bricklehampton which may be of later 
date.  The southern and eastern boundaries of the estate also follow long, 
sinuous field boundaries, with the exception of short sections along the River 
Isborne and along roads in the north-east of Bengeworth.   
 
In contrast, the vertical internal boundaries between Cropthorne, Charlton, 
Hampton and Bengeworth show the later division of the estate into separate 
land units (as at Bibury), each retaining an area of valuable land in the Avon 
valley.  The zig-zag boundaries between Netherton and Elmley Castle, on the 
higher ground to the south-west, show that they were originally one land unit, 
with its southern boundary defined by the northern ridge of Bredon Hill.   
 
Mills on the Early Cropthorne Estate 
 
Mills at Cropthorne in 1086 were as follows: 
 
Cropthorne with Netherton  1 mill at 10s.   20 sticks of eels. 
Hampton      2 mills at 20s 
Bengeworth     No mill 
Charlton     No mill 
Elmley Castle     No mill 
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The mills at Hampton and Cropthorne were presumably on the River Avon, on 
the northern boundary.  Those at Hampton, each as valuable as that at 
Cropthorne, have not survived and were lost in the suburbs of Evesham.  There 
was a mill at Hampton in 1540 belonging to the Church of Evesham and said to 
be ruinous, with an enquiry recommending that the lord pay for repairs to it 
(Bond 1973, 172-173).  The Avon also forms the northern boundary of Charlton 
and Bengeworth and could presumably have supported mills here too, but the 
first record of a mill at Bengeworth is a fulling mill in 1535, worth £6 (Bond ibid, 
40) and there is no record of a mill at Charlton.  In 1298, there was also a 
watermill at Elmley Castle (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 342) and there were 
two mills recorded here in the early 20th century.  
 
 
Figure 50: Map based on an enlarged extract from the O.S. 2
nd
 Ed. 25” map (Worcs. Sheet XLII 
10), showing Cropthorne Mill towards the top right, close to the settlement centre at Fladbury, 
across the Avon, with Fladbury Mill just to its south. 
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Cropthorne Mill is of most interest, as the closest to the early estate centre.  A 
mill was mentioned here again in 1240, paying 35s and 30 sticks of eels yearly 
(Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 322-329), also presumably on the Avon.  Two mills 
were recorded again in 1261 and a mill was mentioned in the late 16th century 
(ibid), although again the exact locations of these are not clear.  The O.S. 2nd 
Ed. 25” map (Worcs. Sheet XL11 10) shows the now-disused Cropthorne Mill, 
close to Fladbury village and to Fladbury Mill (Figure 50 above), although the 
settlement centre at Cropthorne is to the south, some distance from Cropthorne 
Mill.  The parish boundary between Cropthorne and Fladbury can be seen 
running along the right-hand bank of the River Avon past Cropthorne Mill before 
following the Avon between the mills and continuing south along the river.  This 
may be a deliberate deviation of the boundary to include the mill in Cropthorne 
parish (and also to include Fladbury Mill in Fladbury parish, discussed in further 
detail in Appendix Seven).   
 
 
Figure 51: Cropthorne Mill and weir in 2008.  A wide, shallow sloping weir can be seen, taking 
the water off back to the river, with a short leat continuing past the mill and running to Fladbury 
Mill (photograph by the author). 
 
The River Avon at Cropthorne and Fladbury Mills is very wide and has been 
considerably altered to power the mills.  Cropthorne Mill (Figure 51 above) is 
the first along the river, a large building of late 18th or early 19th century date 
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(W.H.E.R. WSM 04555), now converted to a private dwelling.  The boundary 
deviation around the site suggests that it may be early in date but the many 
alterations to the river in the vicinity, together with the later development of the 
mill, make it unlikely that the origins of the mill can now be discovered.  Its 
proximity to the settlement at Fladbury, however, may support the suggestion 
that there were earlier links between the two estates. 
 
Cropthorne lies in the southern part of the Plain of Worcester, an area of low-
lying land in the valleys of the Avon and Severn, where the gravels and loams 
provide good quality soils for a traditionally high proportion of arable cultivation.  
Mills in the Avon valley in Worcestershire at Domesday were more numerous 
and valuable than those on the higher ground in the north of the county 
(Monkhouse 1954, 270).  Mills were recorded in 1086 at four other possible 
early estate centres in this part of the Avon valley.  Fladbury, adjoining 
Cropthorne on the north side of the Avon, had 1 mill at 10s and 20 sticks of eels 
(D.B. Worcs., 2:15).  There was 1 mill at Bredon at 6s 8d (ibid, 2:22), 1 at 30s at 
Evesham (ibid, 10:1) and, at Pershore, there were 3 mills at 50s (ibid, 8:1) and 
1 at 4s (ibid, 9:1a).  Those mills recorded on outlying manors in the Avon valley 
were, however, only slightly fewer and less valuable in 1086; for example, there 
was 1 at Eckington at 10s (ibid, 8:7) and 1 at Offenham at 12s 6d (ibid, 10:5).  
The lack of mills on some of the sub-manors of Cropthorne, such as 
Bengeworth and Charlton, may have been a result of their status as outliers.  As 
on the Cunuglae estate in Gloucestershire, mills in 1086 at Cropthorne and on 
the other possible early estate centres in this part of Worcestershire do not 
therefore appear to have been significantly more valuable by the time of 
Domesday than those on other manors in the area.   
  
Marden, Herefordshire 
 
There was a royal estate at Marden in the early medieval period, with Sutton at 
its centre, and Offa, King of Mercia, is said to have had a royal palace here in 
the 8th century (Blair 2001, 8-9), the site of which has not as yet been securely 
located.  It was at one time thought to be in the area of the major hillfort of 
Sutton Walls but, more recently, believed to be close to the river near Freen’s 
Court in adjacent Sutton St Michael (H.H.E.R. 10000 & 10414).  Here, aerial 
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photography in 1990 showed two large halls, and excavation revealed two 
large, non-domestic buildings, thought to be of the 10th or early 11th centuries 
and believed to be part of a major administrative centre of this period (Ray and 
Horverd 2000; Bapty 2009).  Two field-names of Heneage, or ‘old enclosure’, 
close to the site, are shown on the Tithe Map of 1843 (H.R.L. Sheet 32), with an 
earlier form of Hendre Aghes or ‘old homestead enclosure’ recorded in 1247, 
possibly indicating an important early medieval site (O’Donnell 1996, 446-447).  
The estate would have been extensive and included land in Marden, Wellington 
and Sutton (Sheppard 1979, 30-32; Bapty 2009, 192), and Bapty (ibid, 195) 
proposes that the area can be regarded as ‘a Mercian royal complex in the mid-
Saxon period’. 
 
King Edward held Marden before the Conquest and, in 1086, it was still a royal 
manor, in Thornlaw Hundred, recorded as follows (D.B. Herefs., 1:4):   
 
‘Maurdine.  King Edward held it.  There were many hides, but only 2 of 
them pay tax.  This land is divided between many (people).  The King has 
3 ploughs in lordship; 25 villagers, 5 smallholders, 2 ploughmen, 4 slaves 
and 4 freedmen; between them they have 21 ploughs.  A mill at 20s and 
25 sticks of eels; woodland which pays 20s.  A fishery without dues; from 
the salt-houses in Droitwich, 9 packloads of salt or 9d; further, 8 servants 
of the King have 7 ploughs. 
 
William son of Norman holds 3 hides, less 1 virgate, of this manor.  
Norman Pigman holds ½ hide of this manor.  Earl William put 1 virgate 
outside this manor and gave it to a burgess of Hereford.  Ansketel holds 40 
acres, both open land and meadow, which King Edward’s reeve leased to 
a relative of his.  3 riding men held William son of Norman’s land; they 
could not be separated from this manor.  9s comes from the produce of 
this manor’s land.  Before 1066 it paid £9 of blanched pence; now it is 
assessed at £16.’ 
 
The fact that there were many hides (the total unknown) but only two of them 
paid tax identifies Marden as ancient royal demesne.  The 31 plough teams on 
the manor, located in the fertile Lugg valley, indicates a large area of arable 
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land, on comparison with the hidage and plough teams of adjacent valley 
manors.  The record of Herefordshire Customs in Domesday also shows that 
every dwelling within the city walls of Hereford was required to reap at Marden 
for three days in August (ibid, C3), a customary due indicating the continuing 
important status of the manor and the extent of its arable land.   
 
Although there is no documentary evidence for a minster at Marden, Ray (2001, 
128-132) believes that the number of known early minsters (pre-A.D. 850) in 
Herefordshire is too few for its size (only Leominster, Acton Beauchamp and 
Bromyard are known) and proposes a number of additional sites, including 
Marden.  No priest is recorded on the Domesday manor but an ecclesiastical 
hand-bell found in a pond close to Marden church in the 19th century (ibid) 
suggests an early minster there.  In addition, a cemetery has been discovered 
nearby, on a ridge overlooking the Lugg valley, which may be of early medieval 
date and which could be a dependent cemetery for the mother church at 
Marden, similar to the cemetery recorded by Blair (Crawford et al 1989) at 
Chimney, near Bampton in Oxfordshire.  Marden retained a large parish in 
1842, at 4,048 acres (1,638 ha.) (Kain and Oliver 1995, 215), with chapels at 
Amberley and Wisteston during the medieval period (Youngs 1991, 132).    
 
The place-name of Marden (Magana in c.A.D. 675) means ‘enclosed settlement 
in the district called Maund’, one of the early districts of Herefordshire 
(Coplestone-Crow 2009, 159) which Pretty (1989, 177) suggests may have 
been the centre of the Magonsaete kingdom.  The possible Celtic origins of the 
Maund place-name have been discussed extensively by Gelling (1978, 101-
105) and may derive from British magnis, meaning ‘the rocks’.  This naming of 
Marden from an ancient district indicates that this was an important early 
settlement centre.  Maund place-names can be traced in much of the 
Domesday hundred of Thornlaw, including in Marden, Sutton, Bodenham, 
Preston Wynne and Withington (Coplestone-Crow also cites Rosemaund in 
Felton, although in 1086 Rosemaund was in fact part of Bodenham).  He also 
links Withington to the Maund region (ibid, 231), as a grant of five hides in 
Magene was said in the Testament of St Mildburg to have been made by 
Mildburg’s father Merewalh, ruler of the Magonsaete in the 7th century, to Much 
Wenlock Priory (Finberg 1961, 197-216; Pretty 1989, 176-177), land which 
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Coplestone-Crow identifies as Nunnington Court in Withington, later re-founded 
as a nunnery under Hereford cathedral.  He calculates (ibid, 231) that the estate 
totalled around 50 hides and proposes its origin as ‘a half-hundred based on a 
Welsh fifty-trefi multiple estate or commote, based on Sutton Walls hillfort’.  It is 
not clear how he arrives at this hidage, since the combined hidage of these 
manors at Domesday was greater than he proposes, and he ignores the early 
links between Marden and Wellington.  The Maund place-name evidence is, 
however, suggestive of early links in this area, with the centre of the estate at 
Marden.  Subsidiary settlements were at Sutton (the southern settlement) and 
Preston (the settlement of the priests), with others indicated by the ‘personal 
name +-ing +-ton’ place-names of Withington (Widingtune in 1086) and 
Wellington (Weolintun in 1086).  Bodenham, or ‘Boda’s land in a river-bend’ 
(ibid, 44), also denotes an area of secondary settlement.   
 
By 1086, other manors on the lands of the early estate included 2 manors at 
Sutton held by Nigel the Doctor, a total of 3 hides, with a further 1 hide at Sutton 
held by Hugh ‘Donkey’ (D.B. Herefs., 29:5).  All three manors had been held by 
one Saxon landholder, Leofled, before 1066 and Morris (ibid, 7:3-4 notes) 
believes that these holdings extended beyond the present parish into Marden; 
in the early 13th century Hugh Fresne held 2 hides in Sutton and Magene (or 
Maund), with Sutton Frene lying in Marden.  Hugh ‘Donkey’ also held 2 manors 
at Wellington, 1 assessed at 5 hides (ibid, 29:11) and 1 at ½ hide (ibid, 29:14).  
The 1 hide manor at Amberley, now in Marden, was held in 1086 by Ansfrid of 
Cormeilles (ibid, 21; 5).  Four hides at Preston Wynne were held by the Church 
of Hereford (ibid, 2:1) and Felton, assessed at 3 hides, was held by St Guthlac’s 
Priory in Hereford (ibid, 4:6).  There were several manors in what is today 
Bodenham.  Roger of Lacy held 1 manor of 1½ hides here (ibid, 10:9); Osbern 
son of Richard held a second manor at 1½ hides (ibid, 24:9), and 1 manor at 
Bowley in Bodenham of 1 hide free from tax was held by Nigel the Doctor (ibid, 
7:2).  There were also 4 manors in Maund, 1 of which was at Rosemaund (ibid, 
10:8) and 1 at Maund Bryan (ibid, 14:2), both now in Bodenham, although the 
remaining 2 manors cannot be securely identified.  Eight hides at Withington 
were held by the Church of Hereford (ibid, 2:17), 2 hides of which were held by 
the nuns of Hereford and were presumably those at Nunnington Court.  Two 1 
hide manors at Thinghill (Tingehalle in Domesday Book, presumably an ancient 
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meeting place), are also now in Withington; 1 was held by St Guthlac’s Priory 
(ibid, 4:4) and 1 by Nigel the Doctor (ibid, 7:6).  The considerable fragmentation 
of the estate by 1086 can therefore be clearly seen. 
 
Marden was a river-based estate (as at Bibury) in the valley of the River Lugg, 
and extending north and west to higher ground and east to the flatter lands 
around Felton and Preston Wynne.  The boundaries in the areas of high ground 
do not for the most part follow watersheds except for short stretches, 
particularly across Dinmore Hill; in many instances they cut across the 
watersheds, climbing up to the highest point and dropping down again.  Of the 
external boundaries of the territory, Figure 52 (below) shows that the Lugg 
forms the western boundary of Sutton.  Withington’s western boundary follows a 
sinuous course along long field boundaries and the Withington Brook, deviating 
slightly around Thinghill Court in its north-eastern corner where it runs across 
open land and more recent field edges, perhaps to accommodate the enclosed 
fields in the area of the Court.  The southern boundaries of Preston Wynne and 
Felton follow the Preston Brook, before turning north to run along the road and 
curving field boundaries along the eastern edge of Bodenham.  Bodenham’s 
northern and western boundaries follow the Butford Brook and Humber Brook 
and then run south along field boundaries over Dinmore Hill and along a short 
section of the River Lugg.  Wellington’s boundaries run west along the high 
ridge on the boundary with Hope-under-Dinmore, south along the edge of 
Burghope Wood and along the top of Wellington Wood on Dinmore Hill, and 
then along field boundaries, footpaths and the side of the ridge to join Marden at 
the Lugg.  These are therefore strong external boundaries.  
 
In contrast, the internal boundaries clearly show the complicated territorial 
arrangements indicated in Domesday, particularly between Marden and Sutton, 
with numerous small detached parcels of land providing evidence of earlier 
links.  Preston Wynne and Sutton are linked by a small detached part of Preston 
Wynne in Sutton.  Links between Marden and Bodenham are indicated by their 
very fragmented boundary and by the small detached parcels of Bodenham’s 
land in both Marden and Sutton, and there was also a small detached part of 
Felton in Bodenham.   
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Figure 52: The proposed extent of the Marden estate, showing parish boundaries before 1850 (adapted from Kain and Oliver 2001).  
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There is also a link between Marden and land in Dinmore, to the north-west, 
and the boundary may perhaps have run further north here, although this is 
more likely to be a later link resulting from the ownership of land and a mill in 
the Marden area in the 14th century by the Knights Hospitaller of Dinmore, 
possibly at Wisteston on the Lugg (H.H.E.R. 23300).    
 
Marden and Sutton are overlooked by the major Iron Age hillfort of Sutton Walls 
and Bapty (2009, 192) comments ‘It remains plausible that the area of Marden, 
Sutton and a re-used Sutton Walls did have a particular administrative and royal 
significance in the later Early Medieval Period’.  This appears to be a further 
example in Herefordshire, as at Linton, Ledbury and Leintwardine (all discussed 
in Appendix Eight), and at Bibury in Gloucestershire (above) and Hanbury in 
Worcestershire (discussed in Appendix Seven) of a centre at this date which 
was located close to an earlier site of importance, a factor which may be 
relevant in locating early estate centres in this region.  
 
Mills on the Early Marden Estate 
 
Mills at Marden and its sub-manors in 1086 were as follows: 
 
Marden   A mill at 20s and 25 sticks of eels 
Sutton  1 mill at 8s and 8 sticks of eels, 1 mill at 10s and 7 sticks of 
eels 
Wellington   2 mills at 13s  
Bodenham   A mill at 16s and 30 sticks of eels 
Withington   A mill at 2s 
Preston Wynne  No mill 
Felton   No mill 
 
The majority of the mills rendering eels in Herefordshire in Domesday were on 
manors in the vicinity of major rivers, and such renders for some of the above 
mills may indicate that they were located on the River Lugg, a fast-flowing river 
running south from Leominster, with rich and fertile land along its wide flood 
plain.  The Lower Lugg and its tributaries were important for watermills and 
fishing, which remained a valuable part of the economy of the area in the 
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medieval period, although evidence for specific sites of this period has to date 
remained elusive (Bapty 2009, 133).  By the 13th and 14th centuries, there was 
significant arable cultivation in the area, particularly on the higher ground, 
whereas the low-lying land, more susceptible to flooding, was mainly pasture 
and meadow (ibid, 100).  The hay meadows beside the river were the largest in 
the county, providing food for the oxen that ploughed the arable land (Brian 
1996, 45-46).  Brian (ibid) calculates that of about 80 mills recorded for the 
whole county in 1086, nearly one third were in the Lugg Valley, with an average 
value of 15s 4d, compared with the average in the county for non-Lugg Valley 
mills of only 6s 7d.  As at Bibury in Gloucestershire and Cropthorne in 
Worcestershire, the mills close to the estate centre at Marden, Sutton and 
Wellington, although valuable, were therefore not significantly more so than 
others in this area, although the value of that at Marden itself was above the 
average.  Away from the estate centre the mill at Bodenham, also probably on 
the Lugg, was nearly as valuable as that at Marden.  The lack of mills at 
Preston Wynne and Felton may be explained by their location to the east of the 
Lugg Valley on higher land with few watercourses.   
 
There are no later records of mills in Sutton after 1086 and, apart from a cider 
mill, no mills are shown here in the H.H.E.R., the Tithe Map (H.R.L. Sheet 32) 
or the O.S. 1st Ed. 6” map (Herefs. Sheet XXVI SE).  There are six ‘mill’ field-
names in the present parish, with two ‘Mill Meadow’ fields to the south of Sutton 
St Nicholas village, where Sheppard (1979, 27) suggests that the Domesday 
mill in Sutton was located, although there does not appear to be any evidence 
to support this proposal  There is greater evidence for mills at Marden and 
Wellington and these will therefore be considered in more detail. 
 
Mills at Marden 
 
The site of King’s Mills, on the River Lugg at Marden, is believed by Sheppard 
(ibid, 27) to have been that of the Domesday mill at Marden.  The site (Figure 
53 below) is on the wide, flat floodplain of the Lugg, adjacent to what were in 
the past part of the common Lammas Meadows (Bapty 2009, 132).   In 1086, 
the mill recorded on the manor at Marden paid 20s and 25 sticks of eels, along 
with a fishery.   
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Figure 53: Map based on an enlarged extract of the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” map (Herefs. Sheet XXVI 
SE).   The site of King’s Mills is marked towards the bottom left of the map, on the River Lugg 
and just north of Moreton Bridge. 
 
There are further records of a mill in Marden from 1216 (Duncumb 1812, 123) 
with a mill on the manor being recorded again in 1348, and by 1583 the list of 
lands in Marden included two water mills (ibid, 124-126).  The location or name 
of any of these mills is not recorded.   There is no mention of the mills in a 
survey of the manor of Marden in 1649 (H.R.O. CB30/4) but in 1656, there is a 
record of ‘three mills called Kings Mills’ being mortgaged by the owner of the 
Sutton Freen estate (Brian 1996, 65), the first mention of these mills by name.  
A number of mills on the Lugg were detailed in Daniel Dennell’s survey of 1696 
for the promoters of the Wye and Lugg Navigation Acts, who aimed to buy up 
mills along the Lower Wye and Lugg and remove their weirs to make them 
navigable (ibid).  Dennell’s report of King’s Mills in 1696 was as follows: ‘A little 
way above the bridge are the mills called Kings Mills.  Here are three mills, they 
belong to Mr Symonds, vintner in London, let with the land now at £40 per 
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annum repaired by the landlord.  The land we value at £10 per annum and the 
mills at £30.  Here is no weir but floodgates.’ (ibid, 64).   
 
 
Figure 54: Plan drawn by Brian (1996, Figure 7) of the site of King’s Mills, Marden, after the 
Coningsbury Map of c.1720.  She thought that the weir shown on the map had been built after 
the mill went out of use, possibly so that there could be a lock at the site.   
 
The mills probably went out of use by the early 18th century, as there is no 
mention of them in the records of the manor when it was bought by Lord 
Coningsbury in around 1720 (ibid, 65), although their site was shown on the 
associated ‘Coningsbury Map’ (Figure 54 above).  The name of King’s Mills 
suggests a royal mill and its location at the centre of the early estate is also 
suggestive, but excavation would be necessary to provide any evidence of a 
mill here prior to the 17th century.  
 
Mills at Wellington 
 
In 1086, two mills worth 13s were recorded on one of Hugh ‘Donkey’s’ manors 
at Wellington (D.B. Herefs., 29:14), where the River Lugg forms its eastern 
boundary with Marden.  A later mill on the Lugg was recorded at the Dissolution 
as belonging to the Knights Hospitaller of Jerusalem based at nearby Dinmore 
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(H.H.E.R. 23301), possibly Frier’s Mill in the north of the parish.  The earliest 
documentary reference to this mill was in 1338, when two watermills were 
referred to in a rental of 1505 of the Knights Hospitaller (Brian 1996, 68-69).  
Wellington Corn Mill is shown to the west of the village on the O.S. 1st Ed. 6” 
map of 1890 (Herefs. Sheet XXVI SE), and may perhaps be the site of the 
second mill belonging to the Knights Hospitaller, said to be on the Shotbrook 
(H.H.E.R. 9311) or Wellington Brook, whose origins are unclear.  None of these 
mills can at present be dated to earlier than the late medieval period. 
 
At Wellington Quarry, just to the west of the Lugg and close to the settlement 
centre at Marden, the sites of two early medieval watermills were recently 
discovered, both powered by the smaller Wellington Brook (Figure 55 below).  
These mills, discussed in more detail in Chapter Four, dated to the late 7th or 
early 8th century, contemporary with the royal palace in Sutton.  Their location 
also demonstrates that early mills were not necessarily located on main rivers 
(in this case the Lugg) but often on their side-streams.  It is not possible to say 
whether these mills were on the sites of the two Domesday mills in Wellington, 
or whether the Domesday mills were two mills under one roof or on different 
sites.  In addition, the area around the mills has been subjected to sand and 
gravel extraction over many years and has been much altered and disturbed.   It 
is possible, however, that these early medieval mills may have been those 
associated with the early royal estate.  W.H.E.A.S. (2008, 5) comment that mills 
of this date are very rare in England and that mills of this type ‘represent a high 
level of technical sophistication and have generally only been found at royal 
estate centres….Wellington appears to be no exception to this pattern since it 
lies immediately adjacent to the Mercian royal estate centre in the adjacent 
parish of Sutton St Michael, which borders the quarry’.  
 
The presence of a mill on an early medieval royal estate might be expected, but 
these mills were not located at the estate centre but on subsidiary lands at 
Wellington, showing that the exact location of such a mill cannot necessarily be 
predicted.  It may therefore be necessary to look wider than the immediate 
estate centre for evidence of early watermills, even where possible sites in the 
centre itself can be identified.  It is also a reminder that, as discussed in Chapter 
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Five, the Domesday evidence, even where it is complete, is only a moment in 
time, with earlier sites being lost even by 1086.   
 
 
Figure 55: Map based on an enlarged extract from the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” map (Herefs. Sheet XXVI 
SE).  The sites of the two excavated early medieval mills in Wellington are marked, to the west 
of Marden village. 
 
Mills on Major Early Medieval Estate Centres in the Three 
Counties by the Time of Domesday – a Comparison 
 
The evidence from the sample of these three early estate centres suggests that 
mills on these centres were not more valuable by 1086 than other mills in the 
vicinity in similarly favourable locations.  To examine the wider situation in the 
three counties, mills on all the identified early estate centres by the time of 
Domesday were compared with those on other manors in these counties. 
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In Gloucestershire, Worcestershire and Herefordshire, Darby (1977) estimated 
that the distribution of mills in 1086 was as follows: 
 
Gloucestershire: At least 125 (34%) of the 367 places had a mill.   
Worcestershire: At least 70 (27%) of the 260 places had a mill.   
Herefordshire: At least 71 (23%) of the 309 places had a mill.   
 
Of the total of 48 identified early estate centres in this study, 40 (83%) have at 
least one mill recorded in 1086.  Although Darby’s figures are only a rough 
guide, as numbers and values of mills are not taken into account, this does 
suggest that there were a higher proportion of mills at this sample of major early 
medieval estate centres than on other manors in the three counties.  In order to 
compare information on mills and plough teams on the identified early estate 
centres with that on other manors in the three counties at the time of 
Domesday, tables were drawn up as for Chapter Five (Tables 10, 11 and 12 
below).  Only the mills on estate centres have been included, except where the 
centres and their sub-manors are not recorded separately in Domesday and 
where the numbers of mills and plough teams cannot be extracted for the head 
manor only.   
 
Gloucestershire 
 
In Gloucestershire, there was at least one mill on sixteen of the twenty identified 
early estate centres, 80% of the total, compared with 34% of places in the 
county as a whole (see above) and there was an average of 1.95 mills per 
centre.  No mills are recorded for Gloucester, which is likely to be an omission; 
none of the ‘urban’ centres in the three counties has records for either mills or 
plough teams at Domesday except Winchcombe, where three mills with no 
value given were recorded.   
 
The average value for mills on early estate centres in 1086 (Table 10 below) 
was slightly less than in Gloucestershire as a whole, at 6s 4d compared with 6s 
8½d.  This is affected by the high percentage of mills on early estate centres 
with no value given: 6 mills or 15.38% of the total.   
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Table 10 - Mills and Plough Teams on Early Estate Centres 
 in Gloucestershire in 1086 
 
 EARLY ESTATE CENTRES  
 
GLOUCS. TOTALS   
Total no. of mills 39 
 
266 
Total mill nos. as % of all 
Gloucs. mills 
14.66% 100% 
Total value of mills* £10 9s 7d 
 
£86 12s 4d 
Total mill values as % of all 
Gloucs. mills 
12.10% 100% 
Average mill value* 6s 4d 
 
6s 8½d 
Total no. of plough teams 470.5 4021 
Plough teams as % of all 
Gloucs. plough teams 
11.70% 100% 
Av. no. plough teams per mill 
 
12.06 15.12 
Av. no. mills per 10 plough 
teams 
0.83 0.66 
Av. mill value per 10 plough 
teams** 
5s 1½d 4s 5d 
 
*Excludes those mills not valued in Domesday or paying renders only in kind (6 on early estate 
centres, 8 in Gloucestershire as a whole).  Records of mills and plough teams for the estate 
centres only have been used, except where these are not recorded separately in Domesday. 
 
** Excludes those mills not valued or paying renders only in kind (6 on early estate centres, 8 in 
Gloucestershire as a whole) and the plough teams recorded on those manors (62 on early 
estate centres, 84.06 in Gloucestershire as a whole). 
 
Mills were not recorded for Gloucester.  Plough teams were not recorded for Gloucester and 
Winchcombe.  Figures for Guiting include both Guiting Power and Temple Guiting 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MILLVALUE: 
NO. OF MILLS 
ON EARLY 
ESTATE 
CENTRES 
% OF TOTAL 
OF EARLY 
ESTATE 
CENTRE MILLS 
NO. OF MILLS 
IN GLOUCS. 
NO. OF GLOUCS. 
MILLS AS % OF 
COUNTY TOTAL 
Under 5s 12 
 
30.77% 
 
74.5 28.01% 
5s but less than 
10s 
14 
 
35.90% 109.5 41.17% 
10s but less than 
20s 
7 
 
17.95% 73 27.44% 
20s and over 0 0.00% 1 0.38% 
No value given 6 
 
15.38% 7 2.63% 
Renders only  in 
kind 
0 0.00% 1 0.38% 
Totals 
 
39 100% 266 100% 
Renders in kind in 
addition** 
0 - 0 - 
 
**not included in totals 
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The average number of mills per ten plough teams on the early estate centres 
was, however, higher than in the county as a whole, at 0.83 compared with 
0.66, and the average mill value per ten plough teams greater at 5s 1½d 
compared with 4s 5d for the whole county.  As for Gloucestershire as a whole, 
the majority of the mills on early estate centres were valued between 5s and 
10s, with remaining values also having a similar distribution to that of the 
county.  Mills on major early medieval estate centres in Gloucestershire, 
although not on average more valuable than those on other manors by 1086, 
appear to have been more numerous and more efficient than those on other 
manors by 1086.  
 
Worcestershire   
 
In Worcestershire, thirteen of the sixteen identified early estate centres had at 
least one mill in 1086, 81% of the total, compared with 27% of places in the 
county as a whole.  Worcester had none recorded and, as for Gloucester and 
Hereford, this is likely to have been an omission.  The total of 27.5 mills gives 
an average of 1.7 mills per centre, slightly less than for Gloucestershire.  In 
contrast to Gloucestershire the average value of mills on early estate centres in 
Worcestershire was considerably higher than that for the county, at 11s 4d 
compared with 8s 8½d (Table 11 below).  The average value of mills per ten 
plough teams at 6s 8d was also higher than that of the county at 4s 10½d.  Mills 
on early estate centres in Worcestershire therefore appear to have been more 
numerous and on average more valuable and more efficient than those in the 
county as a whole in 1086. 
 
The majority of mills on the early estate centres were valued between 10s and 
20s, a higher proportion than for the county as a whole.  Many of these centres, 
such as Cropthorne, Evesham, Fladbury and Pershore, were in the Avon valley, 
where it has been noted that mills generally were more valuable than in the 
northern part of Worcestershire.  Plough teams on these sixteen early estate 
centres totalled 25% of those for the whole county, reflecting the size of some of 
the manors and the productivity of the arable land on them. 
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 Table 11 - Mills and Plough Teams on Early Estate Centres  
in Worcestershire in 1086 
 
 EARLY ESTATE CENTRES  
 
WORCS. TOTALS  
Total no. of mills 27.5 
 
114.5 
Total mill nos. as % of all 
Worcs. mills 
24.02% 100% 
 
Total value of mills* £15 0s 8d 
 
£45 1s 9d 
Total mill values as % of all 
Worcs. mills 
33.36% 100% 
Average mill value* 11s 4d 
 
8s 8½d 
 
Total no. of plough teams 491.5 1955 
Plough teams as % of all 
Worcs. plough teams 
25.14% 100% 
Av. no. plough teams per 
mill 
17.87 17.07 
Av. no. mills per 10 plough 
teams 
0.56 0.59 
Av. mill value per 10 plough 
teams** 
6s 8d 4s 10½d 
 
*Excludes those mills not valued or paying renders only in kind (1 on early estate centres, 11 in 
Worcestershire as a whole).  Records of mills and plough teams for the estate centres only 
have been used, except where these are not recorded separately in Domesday. 
 
** Excludes those mills not valued or paying renders only in kind (1 on early estate centres, 11 
in Worcestershire as a whole) and the plough teams recorded on those manors (42 on early 
estate centres, 111 in Worcestershire as a whole). 
 
Mills and plough teams were not recorded for Worcester.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
MILL VALUE: 
NO. OF MILLS 
ON EARLY 
ESTATE 
CENTRES 
% OF TOTAL 
EARLY ESTATE 
CENTRE MILLS 
NO. OF MILLS  
IN WORCS. 
NO. OF WORCS. 
MILLS AS % OF 
COUNTY TOTAL 
Under 5s 5 
 
18.18% 
 
35 30.57% 
5s but less than 
10s 
7 
 
25.45% 30 26.20.% 
10s but less than 
20s 
13.5 
 
49.09% 31.5 27.51% 
20s and over 1 3.64% 7 6.11% 
No value given 1 
 
3.64% 1 0.87% 
Renders only  in 
kind 
0 0.00% 10 8.73% 
Totals 
 
27.5 100% 114.5 100% 
Renders in kind in 
addition*** 
0 - 3.5 - 
***not included in totals 
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Herefordshire  
 
In Herefordshire in 1086, eleven of the twelve identified early estate centres had 
at least one mill, a high percentage of 92%, compared with just 23% for the 
county as a whole.  The total mills were 22, an average of 1.8 mills per centre, 
slightly higher than for both Gloucestershire and Worcestershire.  Only Hereford 
did not have a mill recorded and this was again likely to have been an omission.  
The totals for Leominster and its lands of eight mills at 108s, along with 230 
plough teams, are not recorded separately and, since these would not all have 
been in Leominster itself, this will affect the figures.   
 
The average value for mills on early estate centres in Herefordshire in 1086 was 
considerably higher than in the county as a whole, at 9s 9½d compared with 7s 
9½d (Table 12 below), similar to the situation in Worcestershire.  The average 
mill value per ten plough teams on the early estate centres in Herefordshire was 
also higher than in the county as a whole, at 4s 0d compared with 3s 2½d.  The 
majority of the mills on the early estate centres in Herefordshire were valued 
between 10s and 20s, almost half of all those recorded in Herefordshire in this 
range, with fewer worth less than 10s than in the rest of the county.  As in 
Gloucestershire and Worcestershire, mills on early estate centres in 
Herefordshire were therefore more numerous than mills on other manors by 
1086, and they were also more valuable and more efficient than in 
Herefordshire as a whole.   
 
The majority of the estate centres were on the best agricultural land in the 
valleys of the Lugg and Arrow rivers and contained nearly one quarter of all 
plough teams in the county, a significantly greater proportion than in 
Gloucestershire and Worcestershire.  A greater arable production would require 
a greater milling capacity and, as discussed for Worcestershire, mills would be 
expected to be of greater value here. 
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Table 12 - Mills and Plough Teams on Early Estate Centres 
 in Herefordshire in 1086 
 
 EARLY ESTATE CENTRES  
 
HEREFS. TOTALS  
Total no. of mills 22 
 
107.5 
Total mill nos. as % of all 
Herefs. mills 
20.47% 100% 
Total value of mills* £10 15s 7d 
 
£39 1s 7d 
Total mill values as % of all 
Herefs. mills 
27.59% 100% 
Average mill value* 9s 9½d 
 
7s 9½d 
Total no. of plough teams 538.5 2584 
Plough teams as % of all 
plough teams 
20.84% 100% 
Av. no. plough teams per 
mill* 
24.48 24.04 
Av. no. mills per 10 plough 
teams* 
0.41 0.42 
Av. mill value per 10 plough 
teams** 
4s 0d 3s 2½d 
 
* Excludes those mills not valued or paying renders only in kind (0 on early estate centres, 7 
for Herefordshire as a whole).  Records of mills and plough teams for the estate centres only 
have been used, except where these are not recorded separately in Domesday.  Mills and 
plough teams are not recorded for Hereford.  The locations of Leominster’s 8 mills are not 
given and the total included would presumably not all have been on the head manor. 
 
** Excludes those mills not valued or paying renders only in kind (0 on early estate centres, 7 in 
Herefordshire as a whole) and the plough teams recorded on those manors (0 on early estate 
centres, 110.5 in Herefordshire as a whole). 
 
 
 
MILL VALUE: 
NO. OF MILLS ON 
EARLY ESTATE 
CENTRES  
% OF TOTAL 
EARLY ESTATE 
CENTRE MILLS  
NO. OF MILLS 
IN HEREFS.  
NO. OF HEREFS. 
MILLS AS % OF 
COUNTY TOTAL  
Under 5s 6 
 
27.27% 
 
39 36.28% 
5s but less 
than 10s 
2 
 
9.09% 26 24.19% 
10s but less 
than 20s 
13 
 
59.09% 27.5 25.58% 
20s and over 1 4.55% 8 7.44% 
No value given 0 
 
0.00% 4 3.72% 
Renders only  
in kind 
0 0.00% 3 2.79% 
Totals 
 
22 100% 107.5 100% 
Renders in 
kind in 
addition*** 
12 - 16 - 
 
***not included in totals 
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Table 13 - Mills and Plough Teams on Early Estate Centres in 
Gloucestershire, Worcestershire and Herefordshire in 1086 
 
 EARLY ESTATE 
CENTRES  
ALL MANORS  
Total no. of mills 89 488 
 
Total mill nos. on early estate 
centres as % of all mills in the 
three counties 
18.24% 
 
100% 
Total value of mills* £36 6s 1d  
 
£170 15s 7d 
Total mill values on early 
estate centres as % of all mills 
in the three counties* 
21.26% 100% 
Average mill value* 
 
8s 10d 7s 4½d 
Total no. of plough teams 1500.5 
 
8560 
Plough teams on early estate 
centres as % of all plough 
teams in the three counties 
17.53% 100% 
Av. no. plough teams per mill 16.86 17.54 
Av. no. mills per 10 plough 
teams 
0.59 0.57 
Av. mill value per 10 plough 
teams** 
5s 2½d 4s 1½d 
 
*Excludes those mills not valued in Domesday or paying renders only in kind (7 in total on early 
estate centres, 26 in the three counties as a whole).  Records of mills and plough teams for the 
estate centres only have been used, except where these are not recorded separately in the 
Domesday text. 
 
** Excludes those mills not valued or paying renders only in kind (7 on early estate centres, 26 
in the three counties as a whole) and the plough teams recorded on those manors (104 on early 
estate centres, 305.56 in the three counties as a whole). 
 
 
 
 
MILL VALUE: 
NO. OF MILLS 
ON EARLY 
ESTATE 
CENTRES  
NO. OF MILLS 
AS % OF 
TOTAL EARLY 
ESTATE 
CENTRE MILLS  
NO. OF ALL 
MILLS IN THE 
THREE 
COUNTIES  
NO. OF MILLS ON 
IN THE THREE 
COUNTIES AS % 
OF TOTAL  
Under 5s 23 
 
25.84% 
 
148.5 30.43% 
5s but less than 10s 23 
 
25.84% 165.5 33.91% 
10s but less than 20s 34 
 
38.2% 132 27.05% 
20s and over 2 2.25% 16 3.28% 
No value given 7 
 
7.87% 12 2.46% 
Renders only  in kind 0 0.00% 14 2.87% 
Totals 
 
89 100% 488 100% 
Renders in kind in 
addition** 
12 - 19.5 - 
 
**not included in totals 
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Discussion 
 
The figures for the three counties combined (Table 13 above) show that the 
average value for mills on these early estate centres in 1086 was 8s 10d, higher 
than that of 7s 4½d for the three counties as a whole.  The average number of 
mills per ten plough teams at 0.59 was also slightly above the average for the 
three counties of 0.57, and the average mill value per ten plough teams was 
also higher, at 5s 2½d compared with 4s 1½d.  This suggests a greater than 
average milling capacity on these manors by 1086.   
 
It has already been noted that the majority of the early estate centres were on 
the most fertile land in the river valleys, where mills at Domesday were 
generally were more numerous and valuable.  Any greater numbers or value of 
mills on these centres would therefore result not only from the status of these 
manors but also to their more favourable topographical location and a 
presumably greater resultant agricultural productivity. It must also be 
emphasised that this sample of possible early estate centres and their mills is 
very small and that more extensive analysis would be required from other 
counties in order to test the validity of the statistics over a wider area and to 
provide any more definite conclusions.  In addition, seven of the twelve mills 
with no value given for the three counties in Domesday were on these early 
estate centres, and this will affect the results as these mills have been excluded 
from calculations of values. 
 
With these limitations in mind, the key conclusions from this evidence are that 
early estate centres in this part of the south-west Midlands still had, by the time 
of Domesday, a greater proportion of mills, and on average mills of a higher 
value and efficiency, than other manors.  Although, as discussed in Chapter 
Five, the king continued to retain many manors on the best agricultural land for 
his own use, many of these had also by the mid-11th century been granted out 
to episcopal or lay landholders.  It may be therefore that the location of the land 
was the determining factor in the value and efficiency of mills by this date rather 
than the social status of the landholder.   
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The results do, however, suggest that the king continued to have a need for 
mills to grind grain for the royal household, and also that he had the resources 
to invest in these mills.  This confirms the archaeological evidence to date, 
discussed in Chapter Four, for the association between known sites of early 
medieval mills and sites of high status.  Whilst the origins of the mills discussed 
in this chapter, other than those excavated at Wellington (W.H.E.A.S. 2008), 
can be suggested, there is no way of determining an early date for them without 
excavation. It does, however, indicate that mill sites should be anticipated on or 
close to early estate centres, and that this should be borne in mind in field work 
and excavation in the vicinity of these centres.   
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Chapter Eight 
 
Examining the Relationship of Early Mill Sites with 
Parish Boundaries: Case Studies in Gloucestershire, 
Herefordshire and Worcestershire 
 
Existing work on the relationship of watermill sites with parish boundaries was 
briefly discussed in Chapter Two, where it was suggested that deviations in 
parish boundaries around the sites of mills, or parish boundaries which follow 
mill leats, might be indicative of an early mill site if those boundaries can be 
shown to be early in date.  To examine this theory in more detail, a fourth 
‘nested’ study area was taken within the three counties of Gloucestershire, 
Worcestershire and Herefordshire (Figure 56 below).  In view of the size of this 
area and of the number of watermills contained within it, four blocks of parishes 
were selected for study: two in the Cotswolds of Gloucestershire, one in 
Worcestershire and one in Herefordshire.   
 
Winchester (1990) emphasises the antiquity of many parish boundaries, 
commenting that these are, in many cases ‘among the most durable legacies 
from Anglo-Saxon England’ (ibid, 3).  The majority of parish boundaries were 
laid down between the 10th and 12th centuries (Winchester 1990, 10; Blair 2005, 
506-510), although Bond (1988a, 130) emphasises that this lengthy process 
was not entirely complete in some areas until the middle of the 13th century.  
The distinction between the ecclesiastical parish, often called the ancient 
parish, and the civil parish is frequently confusing.  Civil parishes, introduced in 
the Local Government Act of 1889, are the first tier in the local government 
system, and the relationship between these and the ecclesiastical parish varies 
across the country.  In the Midlands and in the south of England, the two are 
frequently the same unit, with the exception of urban areas, where new 
administrative units have been necessary to reflect the growth of the towns and 
their suburbs.   
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Figure 56: Map of England, showing Gloucestershire, Worcestershire and Herefordshire. 
 
Numerous studies have demonstrated this durability of parish boundaries, with 
little change visible up to the 19th century; examples include Blair in Surrey 
(1991), Richardson in Leicestershire (1996) and Hooke in the West Midlands 
(1998).  This stability was largely determined by the rights of the church to take 
tithes from the parish, with each church being unwilling to relinquish any tithes 
to another parish.  As Taylor (1983, 148) summarises, these churches as a 
result required fixed boundaries to their lands and he comments ‘The power of 
the medieval church, once established, tended to make the boundaries of these 
parishes even more important’.  This relative stability of parish boundaries 
means that, for this study area, the parish boundaries as shown on the First 
Edition Ordnance Survey maps of the 1880s largely reflect those of the ancient 
parish. 
 
Criteria for Selection 
 
The criteria for selection of the study areas were as follows: 
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 The topography and geology of the area should be suitable for watermills 
and there should be a good provision of watercourses.  This led to the 
exclusion of areas consisting solely of high ground with few 
watercourses, such as in the north of Worcestershire and the far north 
and west of Herefordshire, and land exclusively on the flat floodplains of 
major rivers such as the Severn and Avon. 
 The area should ideally have remained basically agricultural and not 
have been subject to any major industrial development.  This excluded 
larger urban areas such as Gloucester, Cirencester, Worcester and 
Hereford and also those areas such as the Stroud Valleys in 
Gloucestershire, where many industrial mills were in operation in the 
post-medieval period.  
 There should, where possible, be current coverage of the area by the 
Victoria County History volumes.   
 Surviving charters (with boundaries) would be an advantage. 
 Tithe, enclosure or estate maps should also be available where possible. 
 
Methodology 
 
The initial study areas of Stretford Hundred in Herefordshire, Slaughter Hundred 
in Gloucestershire, and Oswaldslow and Pershore Hundreds in Worcestershire, 
consisted of groups of between ten and twenty parishes (adjacent where 
possible) in post-medieval hundreds.  In these areas, a relatively 
comprehensive study was made of mills in the documentary record before 
turning to the Ordnance Survey First Edition maps to identify which of those mill 
sites was shown on the map and was on or close to a parish boundary.  This 
resulted in a considerable amount of documentary research that generally 
proved of limited value in locating mill sites of interest.  For the final study, 
therefore, also in the Cotswolds, a larger study area comprising the post-
medieval hundreds of Rapsgate, Bradley and Brightwells Barrow was selected, 
and a modified methodology adopted.  This concentrated initially on identifying 
any deviations in parish boundaries on the Ordnance Survey First Edition map 
and, where these occurred near the site of a mill, researching these sites in 
more detail.  The aim of this was to target background research more 
effectively. 
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Sites of interest were then studied on the Ordnance Survey Twenty Five maps, 
where available, for greater detail.  Any surviving pre-Conquest charters with 
boundary clauses were considered, along with any records of more recent 
boundary changes, to establish whether the parish boundaries had altered 
significantly in the intervening period.  The earliest surviving maps of parish and 
tithing boundaries, which in the majority of instances are those on the tithe or 
enclosure maps of the 19th century, were examined along with any early estate 
maps, and these boundaries compared with those on the Ordnance Survey 
First Edition maps.  The pattern of boundaries was also considered, as with 
early estate centres (Chapter Seven), to identify where boundaries may be 
considered as being potentially early in date.  For those sites of interest, the 
relevant volumes of the Victoria County History were examined where available, 
along with the record of watermills and other relevant information from 
Domesday Book.  Additional secondary sources used included any existing 
historical and archaeological studies, together with any surveys of watermills.  
This was followed by site visits and recording where any of the above indicated 
that there may be a close relationship between a watermill site, or possible site, 
and a parish boundary.   
 
The potential of Lidar (light detection and ranging) for modelling the terrain and 
revealing palaeochannels and earlier watercourses is beginning to be 
recognised.  Within the study area, this technique has to date mainly been used 
for archaeological survey in wooded areas, although the Environment Agency 
also uses Lidar data to produce terrain maps which enable them to assess flood 
risks (English Heritage 2010), and these can be used in archaeological survey.  
Some Lidar surveys have been carried out in the three counties but are not 
readily accessible from the Environment Agency.  Those available in the grey 
literature for Gloucestershire are mainly in woodland areas, such as the Lidar 
survey of the Forest of Dean (Gloucestershire County Council Archaeology 
Service 2012), with the only survey of river valleys being in the Lower Severn 
Valley in Gloucestershire and Worcestershire (Jackson 2011), outside the 
selected study areas.  No other data is available in the Worcestershire study 
area.  In Herefordshire, Lidar surveys in the Lower Lugg Archaeology and 
Aggregates Resource Assessment (Bapty 2009) did not extend beyond the 
area of Wellington Quarry and it was not considered a suitable technique for 
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use in the Lower Lugg Valley, where the terrain has remained relatively stable 
and the surface details were not sufficiently clear for it to be useful. 
 
Overview of the Results of the Studies 
 
Although some 50 sites were initially identified as being of possible interest 
across the four study areas, only 24 were selected for further study and just four 
can on further investigation be proposed to have had an effect on the course of 
the parish boundary in their vicinity and are discussed below.  Of the remaining 
sites, the evidence after more detailed study was considered inconclusive and 
the evidence for these sites is outlined in Appendices Nine to Twelve.  The 
discussion in these appendices serves to illustrate the methodology more fully, 
and also demonstrates some of the difficulties encountered in interpreting the 
evidence for these sites today.     
 
Stretford Hundred, Herefordshire 
 
Few sites of interest were identified in the Herefordshire study area of Stretford 
Hundred, in the north-west of the county (Figure 57 below), with fourteen initially 
being considered but with just six being studied in more detail and only three 
remaining of interest, although for none of these was there conclusive evidence 
that the parish boundary had been influenced by the mill site.  The site at 
Staunton-on-Arrow/Pembridge (discussed in Appendix Nine) could, through 
early charter evidence, be considered to have had a possible effect on the 
parish boundary, but even this evidence was suggestive rather than conclusive.  
The study was therefore extended south to a group of adjacent parishes in the 
Lower Lugg Valley, where only one site of interest was identified, at Marden 
(discussed in Appendix Nine and in more detail in Chapter Eight), although 
there was on further study little evidence that this had influenced the parish 
boundary.   
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Figure 57: The location of Stretford Hundred in Herefordshire, with the area of the Lower Lugg 
Valley to its south-east.   
 
There are a number of factors that may have contributed to this lack of 
evidence, including the political and social history of this region, particularly in 
Stretford Hundred on the border with Wales, where the boundaries appear to 
have been constantly shifting and where Welsh raids throughout the medieval 
period created instability.  The soils of this part of the county are also generally 
poorer and settlement here has historically been more scattered, with these 
being the most thinly settled areas of the county at Domesday (Atkin 1954, 107; 
Thirsk 1967, 107).  In addition the wide, flat floodplains of the major rivers of the 
Arrow and Lugg, in the central plain, made them liable to changes in their 
natural courses over time, resulting in difficulties in tracing their earlier courses 
with certainty.  These flat valleys and the tendency of the rivers to flood may 
also have made them less suitable for watermills, both in terms of providing a 
good fall of water to power a mill and also for controlling water flow to the mill 
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and preventing the site from flooding.  For example, the owner of the small mill 
at Twyford in Eardisland, on the River Arrow, let the mill fall into disuse in the 
mid-20th century because of its unreliability (Homes 1974, 272); the Arrow here 
flooded in the winter but there was not enough water to power the mill 
satisfactorily in the summer.  Elaborate water-management systems for creating 
flood meadows have also changed the landscape in some areas, such as at 
Pembridge (discussed in Appendix Nine).  Not least, a lack of documentation for 
Herefordshire (both in primary source material and in secondary sources, 
particularly the Victoria County History) also created difficulties in researching 
this area.  
 
Slaughter Hundred, Gloucestershire 
 
 
Figure 58: The location of Slaughter Hundred in Gloucestershire. 
 
The first study in Gloucestershire took place in Slaughter Hundred in the 
Cotswolds (Figure 58 above), where most parishes contain land both on the 
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high limestone plateaux and in the river valleys.  Here narrow, steep-sided 
valleys generally confine the rivers in their courses, providing less opportunity 
for them to change course than in the Arrow and Lugg valleys.  The topography 
in this area was therefore considered likely to have provided for relative stability 
in mill sites, together with potentially greater controllability of water supply and 
less damage to mills through flooding.  It was considered that these factors may 
have resulted in fewer mills going out of use or moving site than those on the 
floodplains of major rivers.   
 
The thin, light soils on the Cotswold plateaux were historically less suitable for 
arable cultivation than the heavier soils in the river valleys.  Despite this, Darby 
(1954, 22-23) comments that the Cotswolds as a whole were fairly intensively 
cultivated at Domesday with densities of plough teams, at three to five per 
square mile, being amongst the highest in Gloucestershire.  Jones (1994, 12-
13) calculates that up to two thirds of the land here was arable at Domesday.  
By the late medieval period, a mixed economy based on sheep and corn was 
predominant (Sims-Williams 1990, 377), the sheep being pastured on common 
land on the higher ground and cultivation mainly taking place on the valley 
slopes.   
 
Fifteen sites in Slaughter Hundred on or close to parish boundaries were 
considered, with eight sites of interest being identified; only two of these, 
however, at Donnington and Windrush, can be proposed to have had an effect 
on parish boundaries.  The site of Lower Harford Mill is also of interest due to 
charter evidence which may offer an explanation for a deviation in the parish 
boundary (discussed in Appendix Ten) but where the mill site cannot on present 
evidence be securely located.   
 
Oswaldslow and Pershore Hundreds, Worcestershire 
 
Post-medieval hundreds in Worcestershire are generally fragmented, as a result 
of the dominance of the Church in land ownership (as discussed in Chapters 
Five and Six).  A block of parishes was therefore selected comprising parishes 
in Oswaldslow Hundred and Pershore Hundred, and including Kington, in 
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Halfshire Hundred, as a detached parish within the selected area (Figure 59 
below). 
 
The aim was to consider a different physical landscape from that of Slaughter 
Hundred, including land around the major rivers of the Severn and Avon with 
their wide, flat floodplains, although there are also areas of higher ground and 
smaller brooks.  The area lies mainly within the Plain of Worcester, where the 
land slopes from over 122m. in the north-east to less than 30.5m. above sea 
level in the south-west (Monkhouse 1954, 270).  It contains a considerable 
amount of low-lying land in the river valleys, where gravels and loams provide 
good quality soils for a traditionally higher proportion of arable cultivation than in 
Slaughter Hundred, as well as some pasture.  The higher ground tends towards 
less well-drained clay soils and is better suited to pasture or woodland.   
 
 
Figure 59: The location of the Worcestershire Study Area, comprising parishes in part of 
Oswaldslow Hundred and Pershore Hundred, with Kington in Halfshire Hundred.  Feckenham, 
in Halfshire Hundred, to the north of Inkberrow, is outside the study area but is included as the 
mill at Beanhall in Inkberrow is on the boundary of these two parishes.   
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A total of seven sites remained of interest after more detailed study but it is on 
the lesser watercourses of the Bow Brook and the Brandon Brook that the only 
two sites which could be considered to have influenced parish boundaries were 
located, at Churchill Mill, east of Worcester and at Beanhall Mill in Inkberrow in 
the east on the county.  Appendix Eleven contains details of the remaining five 
sites considered. 
 
Rapsgate, Bradley and Brightwells Barrow Hundreds, 
Gloucestershire 
 
 
Figure 60: The location of Rapsgate, Bradley and Brightwells Barrow Hundreds in 
Gloucestershire.  Harnhill parish is to the south-west of Brightwells Barrow Hundred. 
 
In view of the number of potential sites in Slaughter Hundred in Gloucestershire, 
the second Gloucestershire study area was also selected in the Cotswolds, with 
similar areas of high ground, steep-sided valleys and a number of major rivers 
and lesser watercourses.  Three post-medieval hundreds of Rapsgate, Bradley 
and Brightwells Barrow were selected, adjoining the area of the first study in 
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Slaughter Hundred to its south-west (Figure 60 above). The modified 
methodology meant that only sites close to parish boundaries were considered 
for study at the outset.  Disappointingly, out of only eight sites of possible 
interest and four considered worthy of more detailed study, none was 
considered conclusive.  The study was extended to the south to include Harnhill 
parish in Crowthorne and Minety Hundred, to consider a site of interest here, 
but again this proved inconclusive.  Details of these sites are contained in 
Appendix Twelve. 
 
Sites of Interest in Gloucestershire  
 
Donnington Mill, SP172276, and Old Mill, Upper Swell, 
SP173275, in Slaughter Hundred 
 
 
Figure 61: The location of Donnington and Upper Swell in the eastern Cotswolds of 
Gloucestershire. 
 
No mill is recorded on Donnington manor in 1086 (D.B. Gloucs., EvE 25), when 
a small manor of 5½ virgates was recorded here, part of the Church of St Mary 
at Evesham's estate at Bourton-on-the-Water and thought to be in Salmonsbury 
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Hundred, along with Bourton itself.  By 1291 a Donnington Mill was recorded 
(Elrington 1965, 156), possibly one of the 2 mills belonging to neighbouring 
Broadwell manor which included Donnington until 1542, and the history of this 
mill appears to be traceable up to the present date.  It has been owned by 
Arkells Brewery since 1865 (ibid) and the site has been much altered during its 
later history, so that any traces of earlier mills cannot now be seen.   
 
The mill pond is still in situ and the O.S. 1st Ed. 6” map (Gloucs. Sheet XXII NW) 
marks it as a corn mill (Figure 62 below), at that time still operated by water 
power from the millpond.  The north-western section of the parish of Donnington 
is very horizontally elongated, running to the west of Donnington Mill to take in a 
long, narrow stretch of land enclosing the mill, with the southern edge running 
very close to the site.  There is also a tongue of land belonging to Upper Swell 
which projects into Donnington close to the mill site, to enclose a section of the 
River Dikler to the south and a mill site in Upper Swell.   
 
 
Figure 62: Map of the area around Donnington Mill, based on an enlarged extract from the O.S. 
1
st
 Ed. 6” map Gloucs. Sheet XXII NW.   Donnington Mill is situated in the north-west of the 
parish, with the Old Mill in Upper Swell to its south-east.   
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Upper Swell was in Witley Hundred in 1086 and 3 hides here were also held by 
the Church of St Mary at Evesham, with 3 mills on the manor valued at 20s 
(D.B. Gloucs., 12:5).  The O.S. 1st Ed. 6” map (Gloucs. Sheet XXII NW) marks 
the Old Mill at Upper Swell, on the River Dikler, just inside the north-eastern 
corner of the parish (Figure 62 above); this building still stands although it is 
now converted to a private house.   
 
No tithe or enclosure map is available for Donnington at Gloucestershire 
Archives, but enlarged detail of the above 6” map shows more clearly that the 
boundary runs south of the site of Donnington Mill, cutting across the river using 
field edges and open ground, enclosing the Old Mill in Upper Swell parish 
(Figure 63 below).  The River Dikler rises from underground to the east of 
Donnington Mill and has been artificially ponded on its emergence to power the 
mill.   
 
 
Figure 63: Enlarged detail of the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” map (Gloucs. Sheet XXII NW), showing the 
boundaries around the sites of Donnington Mill and Swell Old Mill.   
 
The Old Mill in Upper Swell appears to be powered directly by the river 
downstream of Donnington Mill, although an estate map for Upper Swell of 
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c.1840 (Gloucs. Archives K0390869) suggests that the river had been widened 
just upstream of Old Mill to form a small pond (Figure 64 below).  The O.S. 2nd 
Ed. 25” map of 1902 (Gloucs. Sheet XXII 9) marks the site as Old Mill Cottages, 
and it would appear that the mill was no longer in operation at that date, which 
might account for the lack of clarity over the water-management arrangements. 
 
 
Figure 64: Map of Upper Swell in c.1842 (Gloucs. Archives K0390869 redrawn by G. Gwatkin, 
1997) 
 
Four hides at Dunnestreatum (Donnington) were given to the Abbey of St Mary 
at Evesham by Offa, King of Mercia, in a charter dated A.D. 779 (S115), which 
may be of later date (LangScape L115.0.00 notes).  The bounds of the charter 
can still be traced (ibid) and appear to have remained largely unchanged, with 
Hooke (1985, 69-71) commenting on the complex turns of the boundary, 
following the furrows and headlands of fields systems and preserved in the 
landscape today, indicating that this irregular boundary pattern is of an early 
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date.   A later charter is also recorded by Finberg (1961, 71-76) when, in A.D. 
1055, King Edward was said to have granted three cassati at Swelle (Upper 
Swell) to the Abbey of St Mary at Evesham (S1026).  This charter may be later 
in date, probably 12th century, but the bounds (LangScape L1026.0.00) follow 
the same landmarks as the earlier charter along the boundary of Upper Swell 
with Donnington.   
 
Donnington parish is mainly situated on high ground and Grundy (1935, 107) 
believes that its narrow shape is accounted for by the need to include an area of 
meadow land.  This area, however, is not meadow land but is high, open 
ground, rising steeply from the river and mill pond and mainly suitable for 
grazing.  Neither Donnington nor Upper Swell is served by any other 
watercourse and presumably the River Dikler was a valuable resource to which 
they both needed access.  The boundaries around the two mills suggest that 
they may have been so laid down in order to provide access to a suitable water 
source for each mill, as is proposed for Norton Hawkfield and Norton Malreward 
mills in Somerset (Iles 1982, 55), with each parish having a narrow projection of 
land into the other (Figure 65 below).   
 
 
Figure 65: Norton Hawkfield and Norton Malreward mill sites, Somerset (from Iles 1982, 55).  
The parish boundaries are highlighted in red. 
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The pattern of the boundaries between Donnington and Upper Swell as 
described in the pre-Conquest charters, and as visible today, suggests that 
lands in Donnington and Upper Swell were once part of a single estate and that 
the boundary was laid down when the estate was divided.  Although both 
charters may be of later date, this division of lands appears to date to at least 
before the 12th century and allows an early date for both mill sites to be 
proposed. 
 
Windrush Mill, Windrush, Slaughter Hundred, SP192136 
 
 
Figure 66: The location of Windrush in Slaughter Hundred in Gloucestershire. 
 
There were four manors in Windrush in 1086, then in Barrington Hundred; this 
was merged with Salmonsbury Hundred in the 13th century to form Slaughter 
Hundred (Elrington 1965, 1).  One manor belonged to the Church of St Mary at 
Evesham and had 1½ mills at 12s 6d; 2 belonged to Roger of Lacy and had 1 
mill at 5s on one manor and 1 mill at 3s on the other; the fourth small manor 
was held by Ketel from the king (D.B. Gloucs., 11: 14; 39: 15-16; 78: 1-2.  78:1 
is a duplicate entry of 11:14).  Windrush Mill is situated outside the village to its 
north-west and on the River Windrush, which forms the northern boundary of 
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the parish with Great Barrington (Figure 66 above).  Elrington (ibid, 182) 
suggests that the present mill was the one referred to in 1618 as Windrush Mill, 
then a tuck mill and still in use in 1882 but disused by 1931 and converted to a 
farmhouse by 1939.   
 
 
Figure 67: Map based on an enlarged extract from the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” map (Gloucs. Sheet 
XXXVII SW), showing Windrush Mill (marked Corn Mill).   The narrow, straight channel forming 
the parish boundary with Great Barrington can be seen running east of the mill leat.  
 
The present mill building, now a private dwelling, is of mid-17th century date 
(Verey and Brooks 1999, 737) and is approached down a steeply-sloping track.  
Here, the river is fast-flowing and has carved out a wide, flat floodplain, with the 
mill building itself being on the rising ground to the south of the river.  The mill 
works have been removed, although the mill leat, sluices, weirs and tail race 
can still be seen.  Figures 67 (above) and 68 (below) show that the leat runs off 
the river along the higher ground, above the level of the river, providing a good 
fall of water at the mill.  It follows a wide, straight course towards the mill, with a 
sluice allowing excess water to run off before it reaches the mill.  The parish 
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boundary deviates from the river upstream of the mill leat to run in a narrow, 
straight channel which has been diverted by a sluice and is now a narrow but 
deep stream flanked by trees and a hedge, rejoining the river past the mill 
where the tail race exits to a pool.   
 
 
Figure 68: The leat at Windrush Mill (foreground) with the tree line to its rear marking the 
boundary channel (photograph by the author). 
 
A 1998 National Monuments Record close-up aerial photograph (SP1913/3 
N.M.R. 18211/02, 11.11.1998) clearly shows the channel that carries the parish 
boundary (Figure 69 below), cutting vertically across the field, with the leat 
running off the natural river course.  The pool downstream of the tail race is 
largely hidden under the trees but can be seen exiting to the river towards the 
bottom right of the photograph. 
 
There are several possible explanations for the parish boundary making use of 
this channel.  A number of streams run down the hill slopes above the mill from 
its west to join the river at the sluice, the largest of which has been diverted into 
a culvert at the site of the sluice, to run under the river and out at the other side 
to join the boundary channel, which could therefore have been dug as a 
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drainage channel.  Alternatively, it may have been an old course or arm of the 
river, which has been cut into a straight line to speed the water away from the 
present mill leat.  The natural river course, however, appears to run off further 
upstream from the present leat in a very meandering path, suggesting that this 
boundary channel is entirely man-made.   
 
 
Figure 69: Annotated 1998 Aerial Photograph of Windrush Mill (English Heritage N.M.R. Air 
Photograph Library No. SP1913/3 N.M.R. 18211/02).   
 
It is also possible that, running as it does along the lowest part of the valley, this 
channel was a leat for an earlier mill at a lower level.  Whatever the explanation, 
the fact that the parish boundary diverts from the main river course to run along 
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this artificial channel, which is clearly associated with the mill, argues for an 
early date for its construction (or alteration) and therefore for an early site for 
Windrush Mill. 
 
Sites in Worcestershire 
 
Beanhall Mill, Inkberrow, Oswaldslow Hundred, SP005601 
 
 
Figure 70: The locations of Inkberrow and Feckenham in Worcestershire, in the east of the county. 
 
Beanhall Mill is on the Brandon Brook in the north-western corner of Inkberrow 
on its boundary with Feckenham, where the Brandon Brook joins the Bow 
Brook.  At the time of Domesday, Inkberrow consisted of two manors; 5 hides in 
Oswaldslow Hundred were held by the Bishop of Hereford of the manor of 
Fladbury, with a further 15½ hides in Esch Hundred also held by the Bishop, 
these having previously been held by Earl Harold and restored to the Bishop by 
King William (D.B. Worcs., 2:16 and 3:3).  Although no mills are mentioned on 
either manor at Domesday, there were by the 14th century records of two water 
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corn mills in Inkberrow (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 426), although it is not 
clear where they were located.  W.H.E.R. records Beanhall Mill as being in 
operation in 1591 and still in operation in 1913 (W.H.E.R. WSM00082).   
 
Inkberrow is thought to be the site of an early monastery, referred to in a charter 
of A.D. 693 (S53), considered authentic, whereby Oshere, King of the Hwicce, 
made a grant of fifteen hides at Penintanham to Abbess Cuthswith for the 
foundation of a minster; Sims-Williams (1990, 144-145) and Hooke (1990b, 21) 
identify this on place-name evidence as Inkberrow.  The location of an early 
nunnery would also suggest that there could be an early mill site here, perhaps 
comparable with that which may have belonged to Barking Abbey (Chapter 
Four), although the original of the charter is lost and the location of this early 
foundation has not yet been discovered.    
 
Feckenham has been suggested as a possible major early medieval estate 
centre (Appendix Eight) and in 1086 it was a large royal manor and the 
administrative centre for the extensive Royal Forest of Feckenham, containing a 
mill valued at 2s and with mention of a miller on the manor (D.B. Herefs., 1:40).  
A mill in Feckenham appears again in records of the 16th and mid-17th centuries 
(Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 116).  A charter of A.D. 836 (S190) refers to the 
grant of privileges by Wiglaf, King of Mercia, to the minster at Hanbury in return 
for the surrender to him of lands including land at Felda or Beansetum (Hooke 
1990b, 17), which Dyer (1991, 20) believes may have been Beanhall in 
Feckenham.  Unfortunately, no boundary clause survives for this charter and no 
other charters with boundary clauses survive for this part of Inkberrow or 
Feckenham.  There was also an early monastic site at Hanbury itself; in a 
charter of A.D. 657-674, recorded in the 17th century but now lost (Finberg 
1961, 86), King Wulfhere of Mercia was said to have granted 50 hides at 
Heanburg or Hanbury to Abbot Colman, a record which Dyer (1991, 19) 
believes to be genuine, although Hooke (1985, 111) suggests the grant may be 
too early in date to be certain of this.  Colman’s name suggests an Irish abbot, 
with Sims-Williams (1990, 96) commenting that the site on high ground at 
Hanbury is a typical site for an early Irish monastery.  No watermill has been 
located in Hanbury itself or appears there in records and any mill was 
presumably elsewhere on the estate. 
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The site of Beanhall Mill is at the confluence of the Brandon Brook, flowing from 
the east, and the Bow Brook, flowing from the north, making use of both 
watercourses (Figure 71 below).  A new, straight channel was made to the north 
of the Brandon Brook, to take the water directly to the mill leat, and the parish 
boundary follows the old course of the brook across the open land.  The 
boundary then runs along the mill leat and a short distance along the tail race 
before turning southwards across the eastern edge of the present mill house 
and running south across open ground and field edges, then making a sharp 
eastern turn, again across open ground.   
 
 
Figure 71: The location of Beanhall Mill, based on an enlarged extract from the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” 
map (Worcs. Sheets XXX NW & XXXI SW).  The mill is on the boundary of Feckenham (to the 
north) with Inkberrow (to the south).   
 
The leat clearly runs along the new channel of the brook, since it is embanked 
on its northern side, and the original course of the brook continues to run to the 
north.  Enlarged detail of the O.S. 1st Ed. 6” map (Worcs. Sheets XXX NW & 
XXXI SW) (Figure 72 below) shows that the parish boundary at the mill site runs 
very close to the mill, with the mill building in fact being in Inkberrow and the 
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present mill house, presumably a new build since the boundaries were laid 
down, being located in Feckenham.  This would account for the mill originally 
being included in Inkberrow but now, as only the house is in use, being in 
Feckenham. 
 
 
Figure 72: Map based on an enlarged extract from the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” map (Worcs. Sheets XXX 
NW & XXXI SW).  The parish boundary of Feckenham with Inkberrow can be seen running 
across the open ground to the east of the mill, following the old course of the Brandon Brook.   
 
A map of 1591 (copied in 1744 by John Doharty) shows Beanhall Mill in 
Feckenham (W.R.O. WR3262), and the Feckenham South Tithe Map of 1840 
(W.R.O. 5283 BA 1572/284x760/284) (Figure 73 below) appears to show the 
mill site on the southern boundary with Inkberrow (although the boundaries are 
not very clearly drawn here) marked ‘Little Mow and ½ mill’.  Although half-mills 
were relatively common at Domesday, this is a rather unusual arrangement at 
such a late date, and it is not clear to whom the other half of the mill belonged.   
 
The 1817 Enclosure Plan for Inkberrow (W.R.O. BA307 r143/51/1) contains no 
reference to the mill in the parish, although four fields in the vicinity contain 
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‘Astwood’ as part of their names, the name of the mill in the 16th century (Hunt 
and Jackson 1978, 59).  Documentary records of the 19th century, however, still 
indicate shared mill ownership, with William Hunt owning half a mill here in 
Inkberrow at that time (ibid, 60-61), the other half being in Feckenham parish.  
By the 14th century the estate at Astwood, in the vicinity of the mill, was held 
partly of the manor of Inkberrow and partly of the manor of Feckenham (Page 
and Willis-Bund 1913, 112).  It is possible therefore that the shared ownership 
of the mill and land by the two parishes originates from at least this date. 
 
 
Figure 73: Map based on an enlarged extract of the 1840 Tithe Map for Feckenham (W.R.O. 
5283 BA 1572/284x760/284, redrawn by D. Guyatt, 1999).  
 
The site of Beanhall Mill is at the end of a long trackway running south from 
Feckenham village across the low ground, which is very boggy in places.  
Several footpaths run in the vicinity of the mill and there is a bridge across the 
river close to the site.  The mill building survives, now used as a barn, with the 
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mill house standing some distance away to the west on the higher ground.  The 
dried-up tail race can be seen running to the river from the mill building, and the 
wheel housing survives on the side wall along with a semi-circular mark in the 
stone wall where the waterwheel turned and ran a groove there, its position 
suggesting that the wheel was undershot (Figure 74 below).  The leat here can 
no longer be seen, as it has been filled in.   
 
 
Figure 74: The old mill building at Beanhall Mill in 2008.  The mill wheel was clearly located on 
the side of this building, although the groove worn by its turning is just visible running from 
bottom left in an arc towards the middle of the window opening.   The building is of stone and 
brick, probably 18
th
 or 19
th
 century in date (photograph by the author). 
 
Just beyond the mill, where the Brandon Brook runs into the new straight 
channel, the stones can still be seen for the weir and sluice marked on the O.S. 
2nd Ed. 25” map (Worcs. Sheet XXX 6), although both have now gone and the 
river is rather silted up.  A slight bank and depression can still be seen where 
the old winding course of the Brandon Brook ran across what is now scrubby 
grassland.  Aerial photographs have not provided any further clarification of the 
relationship of the parish boundary to the mill, as only vertical photographs are 
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available and the majority are either of poor resolution or from too great a height 
for detail to be seen clearly. 
 
Documentary evidence for the shared mill arrangement appears to date from at 
least the 14th century, but the irregular shape of the parish boundary around the 
mill, with a neck of Inkberrow projecting into Feckenham, and the use of the leat 
for the parish boundary, probably predates this arrangement and could relate to 
the original division of the estate, which may also be the origin of the shared 
lands at Astwood and of the mill itself.  The Hanbury minster estate began to 
break up in the 9th century (Dyer 1991, 21), with the A.D. 836 charter indicating 
the separation of lands, including Beanhall, from the centre at Hanbury.  
Feckenham and one manor at Inkberrow were in Esch Hundred at Domesday 
(see Figure 75 below), a small hundred in the north-east of Worcestershire on 
the borders of Warwickshire, with the Church of Worcester’s manor at 
Inkberrow being in Oswaldslow Hundred.   
 
 
Figure 75: Esch Hundred in 1086 (adapted from D.B. Herefs.).  The manor of Feckenham in 
Esch Hundred is marked ‘5’ and those of Inkberrow in both Esch and in Oswaldslow to its south 
as ‘8’. 
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The early estate of which Feckenham has been proposed as the centre may 
have been preserved as Esch Hundred; at 1086 this also contained Hanbury, 
still in the hands of the Church of Worcester (although Hooke (1982, 232) 
proposes that Hanbury was the minster for the Wychbold estate to the north-
east) and also detached lands at Crowle, also mentioned in the A.D. 836 
charter.  Feckenham later became part of Halfshire Hundred, created from the 
lands of various holders sometime around the 13th century, and Inkberrow was 
placed wholly in Oswaldslow Hundred at the same date (Page and Willis-Bund 
1913, 1-2).   
 
The leat which feeds Beanhall Mill may have been making use of the original 
course of the Bow Brook, which was then diverted into a new course to run to 
the north, or may have been a second channel of the brook at this point.  
Whichever is the case, the use of this mill leat for the parish boundary between 
Inkberrow and Feckenham suggests an early date for the mill site. 
 
Churchill Mill, Oswaldslow Hundred, SO928539 
 
 
Figure 76: The location of Churchill in Worcestershire, to the east of Worcester. 
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Churchill Mill is on the Bow Brook in the north-western corner of Churchill 
parish, to the east of Worcester (Figure 76 above).  The Bow Brook forms 
Churchill’s eastern boundary, as it did at the time that King Edgar is said to 
have granted a significant estate to the Abbey at Pershore in a charter of A.D. 
972 (S786), the authenticity of which is debated but which is believed by many 
to be genuine (S786 notes).  The bounds of this charter (not yet available on 
LangScape but traced by Hooke, 1990b, 186) show the eastern boundary of 
Churchill with Upton Snodsbury following the river, at this time known as the 
Hymel Brook, up to the southern boundary of Broughton Hackett with Churchill 
at SO928541.  This boundary remains largely unchanged although it is not clear 
whether it deviated from the river at the mill in the way that it now does, as the 
bounds are only very generally described.   
 
 
Figure 77: Churchill Mill (centre), shown on an enlarged extract from the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” map 
(Worcs. Sheet XXX1V NE).  The long, narrow projection of the boundary of Churchill with Upton 
Snodsbury (right) and Broughton Hackett (top left) can be seen north-east of the mill. 
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At the time of Domesday, Churchill was in Oswaldslow Hundred and was part of 
the large manor of Northwick in Claines held by the Bishop of Worcester (D.B. 
Worcs., 2:59), with a mill valued at 4s.  There are also records of two watermills 
under one roof in Churchill from the mid-13th century to the end of the 16th 
century (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 299).  The present mill building stands on 
the Bow Brook and the mill is now disused but the mill building, renovated as a 
dwelling, is said by Brooks and Pevsner (2007, 208) to date from around 1620, 
and it is thought that its large size saved it from demolition when the majority of 
Worcestershire’s watermills were rebuilt.   
 
 
Figure 78: Churchill Mill seen from below in 2008, showing the raised bank carrying the mill leat, 
running from right to left, behind the mill house (photograph by the author). 
 
The mill was powered by a long leat running along the high ground to the north-
west of the brook, with a two-arched tail race taking the water away back to the 
river (Figures 77 and 78 above).  About 1km. upstream from the mill, there are 
two weirs side by side, taking water off the mill leat, with steep falls of about 
4.5m.  Both weirs discharge into a small pool, which empties back into the 
brook.  The old river bed of the Bow Brook can be seen below the weirs, now 
just a ditch in places.  The Bow Brook then runs towards the mill, parallel to the 
leat but at a lower level, and is joined by the tail race just downstream of the 
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mill.  The leat is also fed by another stream joining it beyond the weirs, coming 
in from the west, which also carries a stretch of the parish boundary.   
 
 
Figure 79: Extract from the O.S. 2nd Ed. 25” map (Worcs. Sheet XXX1V 7), showing the 
boundaries around Churchill Mill.  
 
The O.S. 2nd Ed. 25” map of 1904 (Worcs. Sheet XXXIV 7) shows the 
boundaries around the mill in more detail (Figure 79 above).  Three parish 
boundaries meet at this corner: Churchill to the south, Upton Snodsbury to the 
east and Broughton Hackett to the north-west.  The boundary of Broughton 
Hackett with Upton Snodsbury runs south down the Bow Brook as far as the 
weirs and then crosses the brook at this point and rejoins it in the valley bottom 
(Figure 80 below).  The boundary with Broughton Hackett diverges at the weirs 
to run down the mill leat towards the mill, turning off west before the mill along 
the feeder channel, ignoring the Bow Brook at this point.   
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The leat runs along a high, man-made bank behind the mill, some 4.5m. higher 
in level than the brook.  The small channel feeding the leat from the west along 
the high ground would, if allowed to take its natural course, take the obvious 
route downhill to discharge into the Bow Brook; instead, this has been diverted 
to run into the leat and add to the water supply to the mill. 
 
 
Figure 80: The wide, shallow weir upstream of Churchill Mill in 2008, viewed from the leat above 
(photograph by the author). 
 
The routes of these boundaries indicate that the leat, weir and feeder channel 
were in place when the boundary was laid down.  The long neck of land 
enclosed ensures that the mill site and the control of its water supply are 
contained within Churchill parish, providing a good fall of water to the mill.  This 
would have been necessary if these arrangements were of early date, as the 
adjacent manors of Broughton Hackett and Upton Snodsbury were not in the 
Bishop of Worcester’s hands in 1086.  They had belonged to the Abbey of St 
Mary at Pershore before they were granted with other lands by Edward the 
Confessor to the Abbey of Peter’s at Westminster, remaining in the Abbey’s 
lordship until the Dissolution. 
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Aerial photographs do not shed any further light on the situation as vertical 
photographs of the 1940s are of rather poor quality and, by the time of the 
1980s Ordnance Survey photographic series, trees and other vegetation have 
grown up so that the brook and leat in the area are obscured.  There are, 
however, no features visible that offer an explanation as to why the parish 
boundary should leave the natural river course at this point.   The present wide, 
straight leat and the two weirs are probably of a late or post-medieval date and 
are major feats of engineering.  If this is the site of the two watermills under one 
roof recorded in the 13th century the present system of embanked leat and weirs 
could, however, have been in place at least from this period, if not earlier.  
Archaeological evidence (Chapter Four) has shown that engineering work on 
this scale at mill sites in the early medieval period is not uncommon.  The 
engineering expertise was certainly available at this time and it would have 
been a viable project for a valuable mill site in the ownership of a wealthy 
church.  The basis of the system appears to have been in place before the 
parish boundary and this would therefore indicate an early date for the site. 
 
Discussion 
 
The hypothesis was that deviations in parish boundaries around the sites of 
mills, or parish boundaries which follow mill leats, might indicate an early mill 
site.  Although this has been rigorously tested across the four selected study 
areas, few sites of interest have been identified.  A number of important rivers 
and other minor watercourses run through these areas, and many are followed 
by parish boundaries.  Hooke (1985, 58), writing of early medieval estate 
boundaries, refers to Owen’s study of ancient Welsh laws (1841, 77), 
commenting ‘In the West Midlands region major rivers almost always served as 
boundaries and …. this represents an ancient tradition, for in the early Welsh 
Laws a major river was regarded as one of the “stays” of a boundary, a “stay” 
denoting a limiting feature’.  The results of the pilot study, however, 
demonstrate that deviations in parish boundaries in the vicinity of watermills 
cannot always be satisfactorily explained.  The majority of sites studied do not 
on closer examination appear to have influenced parish boundaries and those 
of interest cannot be proved with certainty to be of early date without further 
examination (and probably excavation) in the field.  There are number of factors 
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that may contribute to this.  Some of these relating to the topography or the 
social history of particular areas have already been considered earlier in this 
chapter, but there are also several general factors to consider. 
 
Archaeological evidence has shown that early mills were constantly being re-
developed and improved and that mill sites frequently moved, even short 
distances, often leaving little evidence.  Mill leats were also continually re-cut 
and re-routed, making earlier leats difficult to detect.  In addition, it cannot be 
assumed that the mill sites shown on the Ordnance Survey 1st Ed. maps have 
remained in continuous use since the medieval period and it is possible that any 
earlier sites have moved or that the mills have been re-built a short distance 
away.  Neither have rivers and streams remained constant, with many finding 
new courses for themselves over time following repeated flooding, and with 
many artificial channels being dug for drainage.  Where rivers had multiple 
channels, as at Great Barrington in Gloucestershire (Appendix Ten), these were 
in many cases filled in to leave only one major channel, to provide a better flow 
of water to a mill.  In the valley of the River Arrow in north Herefordshire, the 
majority of sites of interest were on this river but it has changed its course many 
times over the centuries (White 2003b) and a number of the deviations in parish 
boundaries which make use of them are as a result of these changes. 
 
Evidence from several of the sites, such as Fossbridge Mill (Appendix Twelve), 
also demonstrates the difficulty of tracing relatively minor changes to parish 
boundaries in the late and post-medieval periods, for reasons unrelated to the 
siting of the mill.  One of the most convincing sites would appear to be that at 
Donnington in Gloucestershire, where the parish boundary does not make use 
of the mill leat, but where a diversion in the boundary (away from the river) 
respects the mill sites, in this case of Donnington and Upper Swell, ensuring 
that the mills are situated in their respective parishes.  It is possible that 
boundary deviations of this nature may be easier to detect than where the 
boundaries make use of mill leats.   
 
The key issue to emerge from this study is therefore that changes in the 
landscape since the early medieval period mean that the relationship of mill 
sites with parish boundaries cannot always be determined with certainty.  
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Changes to watercourses, along with the continuous re-development of mills 
and their water channels, have frequently obliterated earlier arrangements.   In 
addition, early boundaries have often been subject to changes that cannot 
always be satisfactorily traced.   Notwithstanding these factors, the conclusion 
is that it could be of value to examine in more detail those mill sites where a 
deviation of a parish boundary can be seen, or where mill leats follow parish 
boundaries.  It is, however, a frequently lengthy exercise which appears to offer 
only a slim chance of proving a mill site to be of early date without excavation. 
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Chapter Nine 
 
Discussion and Conclusions 
 
Documentary evidence, mainly in the form of charters, shows that watermills 
were increasingly common in England by the 8th century, and the numerous 
references to them in Domesday indicates that they were clearly significant and 
established features in the landscape by the mid-11th century.  Despite this, few 
early medieval mills have to date been found in the archaeological record in 
England.  Although slight, this excavation evidence is, however, beginning to 
show that large and sophisticated mills were being constructed here as early as 
the 7th century, although little is known of these early medieval mills and of their 
forms and locations, and the social status of those on whose lands they were 
situated.  This study has attempted to identify both the occurrence and 
significance of watermills in the early medieval landscape of England, through 
consideration of the evidence to date for the country as a whole and through 
testing a number of hypotheses in a series of ‘nested’ study areas in the south-
west Midlands.   
 
Locating and Recognising Early Medieval Mills 
 
It is difficult to generalise about what early medieval mills looked like.  In 
Chapter Four, some of the issues regarding the location and interpretation of 
remains were considered, along with the wide variation in the form of excavated 
mills.  Excavations have demonstrated that there are numerous difficulties to be 
encountered in locating these sites, as they are often buried under deep layers 
of alluvium and silt, as at Wellington Quarry (W.H.E.A.S. 2008) and Ebbsfleet 
(Andrews et al 2011).  The evidence has also shown that changes in river 
courses, as at Tamworth (Rahtz and Meeson 1992) and Corbridge (Snape 
2003), frequently add to these problems.  Some of the excavated sites, such as 
Old Windsor (Wilson and Hurst 1958) and Ebbsfleet, were clearly substantial 
structures although mills on a smaller scale are now beginning to be recognised 
from much more fragmentary evidence, as at West Cotton (Chapman 2010) and 
Wellington Quarry.  It appears therefore that there was a wide variation in the 
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size and type of mills in this period although there is not at present a sufficient 
body of evidence to qualify this.  If early medieval mills were relatively 
widespread then it may be that those larger structures found on high-status 
sites such as Old WIndsor are not typical of mills in this period.  Mills on lower-
status sites, if these were less substantial, would have left much less evidence 
and the archaeological record will therefore tend to be skewed away from 
recognising them.   
 
Small horizontal mills, such as the post-medieval mills of Shetland described by 
Goudie in the late 19th century (Chapters Three and Four) have, in some areas, 
survived until quite recently and can provide us with an idea of the size and 
form of a simple horizontal mill, although they do not appear to compare closely 
with the English sites of the early medieval period and it is possible that they 
reflect a different milling tradition.  These small and simple mills, positioned over 
a stream with little in the way of superstructure, would leave scant 
archaeological evidence and it may be that any comparative sites in England 
(including many of those recorded in Domesday) have long since disappeared 
as a result of greater technological development, in contrast to the larger and 
more robust structures, such as at Old Windsor and Ebbsfleet, where remains 
have often survived.   
 
Some of the difficulties encountered in identifying early mills, even on careful 
and methodical excavation, have also been discussed in Chapter Four.  The 
increasing body of archaeological evidence is beginning to make this task 
easier, although it is possible that some sites are still going unrecognised both 
through the lack of recognisable remains and also the infrequency with which 
excavators are likely to encounter watermills of this period.   All known early 
medieval mill sites in England at the time of writing have been found by 
accident, and on sites that have been abandoned.  The limited excavation 
evidence to date on the sites of mills of the later and post-medieval periods 
shows that locating early medieval mills on these sites is meeting with little 
success.  It may be that any evidence has been destroyed in the re-building and 
refurbishment which were a common feature of these mills.  It may also be that 
there have been too many assumptions made about the continuity of milling 
sites from the early medieval period through to later periods.  Few mills of the 
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high and late medieval periods have, however, been extensively excavated as 
yet, as noted by Bond (1973, 39), and the reason for this lack of evidence for 
early medieval mills on the sites of later mills cannot at present be determined. 
 
Locating and identifying early medieval watermills therefore remains a difficult 
exercise.  Spain (2002, 58) accurately summarises some of the problems 
encountered in locating them, commenting ‘It is ironic that the natural force that 
watermills harness for man, is the instrument of their preservation or 
destruction.  Watermills, probably more than any other building in the early 
landscape, suffer most from the forces of nature.  Even bridges, although 
subject to the same forces, have the singular advantage of their position usually 
being known to the archaeologist.  Ancient roads do not move, rivers do.  What 
other type of abandoned building within a valley could be obliterated by the 
downstream migration of incipient meanders or other manifestations of river 
flow and regime?’.  The starting point for this study was therefore to consider 
whether it is possible to predict or suggest the locations of these mill sites, 
either in terms of their location in the landscape or the social status of the 
landholder on whose land they were to be found.  
 
The Locations of Early Watermill Sites in the Landscape 
 
It is clear from the evidence available from both England and Ireland that the 
choice of site for an early medieval mill was not a matter of chance.  Rahtz and 
Meeson (1992, 145) and Rynne (2009, 93-94) emphasise that the choice of 
sites must have been made by those with experience in surveying and 
engineering, and with a knowledge of the local topography and seasonal 
variations in water flow.  Rynne (ibid, 86) comments ‘Regulating the fall of the 
artificial channel from the natural watercourse to the mill could never have been 
a haphazard affair, even over short distances’ and ‘The requisite survey 
knowledge for establishing relative levels for watercourses – a Roman legacy – 
would have been commonplace in early medieval Europe, not only for water-
powered mills but also for the construction and maintenance of irrigation 
networks’.  In Ireland, where greater evidence for early medieval mills is 
available, the skills of the millwright are evident from an early date.  Rynne 
(1998, 87-93) believes that they were skilled craftsmen who saw through the 
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project from start to finish, from surveying and laying out the site, to designing 
and engineering the systems to power the mill, such as the ingenious 
arrangement of feeder ponds and leats at the monastic island site at High 
Island, Co. Galway (Rynne et al 1996; Rynne 2000), probably of 9th century 
date (Figure 81 below).  Here, the natural topography was used to create a 
feeder pond and dam at a higher level, along with a mill pond at a lower level, 
providing water to a horizontal wheel.  The construction of the first tidal mill at 
Nendrum, Co. Down in the 7th century (McErlean and Crothers 2007) (Figure 31 
above) demonstrates that considerable expertise in mill building was evident 
even at this early date, harnessing the power of tides and creating a strong and 
effective dam to withstand the tidal forces.   
 
 
Figure 81: A 1m. contour plan with side section of the horizontal mill landscape on High Island, 
County Galway (from Rynne 2000, Figure 142b), showing the feeder pond and dam at high 
level, providing water to the mill pond below, close to the monastery (the mill is marked at 
bottom left of the plan).  The site for the monastery appears to have been chosen for its 
suitability for a mill, this therefore being one of the most important factors in its location. 
 
 
Not all early medieval mills were located on high ground and required fast-
flowing streams to power them.  The archaeological evidence from both 
England and Ireland indicates that many early mill sites were in fact located at 
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relatively low levels.  The sites for both undershot vertical wheels and horizontal 
wheels appear where possible to have been chosen for a constant and 
manageable water supply, provided by a system of dams, ponds, springs and 
long leats, rather than a fast-flowing but possibly less reliable supply.  The low-
lying location of many mills, often on valley floors, meant that they were prone 
to silting, erosion and flooding, and the eventual abandonment of a number of 
the sites was attributable to these factors.  It is not clear why mills continued to 
be built and re-built on these low-lying sites, with all the attendant problems.  In 
some cases, river channels which were originally suitable changed course and 
silted up over the time the mill was in use.  The archaeological evidence, 
particularly at multi-phase sites, shows that water-management systems 
needed constant attention and modification, both to try and adapt to changes in 
the watercourse that supplied the mill and also to try and prolong its working life 
when silting and flooding reduced its efficiency.  At some sites, there may have 
been no choice over the location, and efforts would have been made to keep 
the mill working as long as possible, re-cutting leats and tail races or moving the 
mill slightly upstream, before it became inoperable and the site would have to 
be abandoned.   
 
Such observations suggest that it might therefore be possible to propose 
whether certain topographical locations may have been particularly suitable for 
early medieval watermill sites.  This in itself, however, is not very helpful as a 
technique for locating such sites without further evidence.  The builders of early 
medieval mills seem to have been particularly inventive in terms of the 
technology they were capable of employing where necessary to site mills in 
even the most difficult of locations.  This, together with the variety of forms of 
these mills, enabled almost all types of water-power to be harnessed, from 
small, fast-flowing streams to springs and to large rivers in broad, flat valleys, 
making use of leats, mill ponds and even large tidal ponds to control the flow of 
water.  Their presence can therefore be anticipated in locations that might 
appear unlikely at first sight and which might be considered unsuitable for more 
modern mills.   Other factors may have been more important in determining 
their sites, which may have been chosen for reasons unconnected with those 
most favourable for a mill, such as the proximity of the mill to a high-status site, 
whose locational factors may have been very different to those of a mill.   
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The Social Status of Early Medieval Mills 
 
If seeking probable topographical locations for early mills is not a particularly 
useful exercise, it was considered that there may be some value in looking at 
the social status of early medieval estates to ascertain whether mills could be 
anticipated on certain sites.  Because of the lack of documentary evidence for 
mills before Domesday and the scarcity of excavated sites, we still do not know 
whether mills of this period were common across the country or whether they 
were largely confined to high-status sites, either royal or monastic, where the 
majority of excavated examples have been found to date.  This raises the 
questions both of whether they were a common feature of high-status sites, and 
so likely to be found there, and also whether they are less likely to be found on 
lower-status sites.  An answer to these questions might suggest the most likely 
locations to seek early medieval mills and to be aware of the likelihood of their 
presence in wider surveys and excavations.   
 
To date, little quantitative study has been carried out to investigate this.  A 
series of ‘nested’ study areas was therefore selected in the south-west 
Midlands, and the evidence for early mills within this area was considered to 
establish whether any relationship could be proposed between the number and 
value of early mills and the social status of the landholder.  Firstly, the 
Domesday record within the five counties of Gloucestershire, Herefordshire, 
Worcestershire, Somerset and Oxfordshire was analysed to ascertain whether 
mills on the lands of different categories of landholder appeared to vary in their 
numbers, value and efficiency, and whether any conclusions could be reached 
as to the situation in the early medieval period.  Secondly, a number of major 
early medieval estate centres were identified within a second ‘nested’ study 
area, in the three counties of Gloucestershire, Herefordshire and 
Worcestershire, to consider whether mills on these centres by the time of 
Domesday were more numerous and more valuable than other mills of this 
period.  One major early medieval estate centre for each of these three counties 
was also subjected to a more detailed study of the estate associated with that 
centre and the record of mills to be found there at the time of Domesday. 
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The Value of the Domesday Record 
 
It was anticipated that the analysis of mills in the five counties at Domesday 
(Chapter Five) would shed some light on whether the majority of mills, and 
those of the greatest value and efficiency, were to be found on royal manors at 
this date.  As a measure of this efficiency, the average mill value per ten plough 
teams was calculated, to provide an indication of the milling capacity of the mills 
for the amount of arable land under cultivation.  If this were to be the case, this 
might suggest that these would be the most likely locations to search for their 
early medieval predecessors.  It was therefore unexpected to find that overall in 
the five counties, the king held only 21% of all plough teams and only 18% of all 
mills.  His mills did have amongst the highest average value of the four main 
classes of landholder (royal, ecclesiastical, monastic and lay), but they were not 
the most efficient in terms of their average value per ten plough teams, at 4s 
10d.  It was the lay tenants-in-chief who dominated both in terms of numbers of 
mills and plough teams, holding almost half the total in both cases, and in the 
efficiency of their mills, at an average value of 6s 3d per ten plough teams.   
 
The analysis of the mills belonging to the Church produced some surprises.  
Although the Church as a whole held around one third of all mills, monastic mills 
were fewer, less valuable and generally less efficient than those of all other 
landholders, at an average value per ten plough teams of just 4s 3d.  Episcopal 
mills, however, were on average more efficient than those of the king, with an 
average value per ten plough teams of 5s 5d.  The size of many early 
monasteries, together with their stability and resources, would certainly have 
resulted in a requirement for a considerable and reliable availability of 
provisions, similar to that of early royal estates.  This would have required the 
latest milling technology to grind sufficient grain for their needs, and the 
archaeological evidence for early medieval mills discussed in Chapter Four, 
particularly from the greater number of excavated sites in Ireland, would appear 
to bear this out.  The evidence for these five counties, however, suggests that, 
by the time of Domesday, monasteries may no longer have been investing in 
mills to the same extent.  In 2003, Lucas carried out a survey (unpublished, but 
summarised in Lucas 2006a, 177-183) of the mills held by 230 religious houses 
in England.  Although the Benedictines may have held as many as 2,000 
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watermills at Domesday, he argues that they are more likely to have acquired 
these mills as part of lands granted to them than to have built them themselves.  
It could indicate that, by this date, they were instead making use of the pre-
existing investment and technological expertise of others.   
 
According to Bond (2004, 28), many early monastic communities had ceased to 
exist by c.A.D. 850, either as a result of Viking raids or through ‘complacency 
and apathy’.  Blair (2005, 306) questions the effects of the Viking raids on the 
Church, particularly in the west of England, finding little evidence for the 
wholesale destruction of monastic life here that has been suggested, although 
other factors were also at work.  He points out (ibid, 341-346) that, although by 
the 10th century some important minsters were being reformed and re-endowed 
as communities of regular Benedictine monks, the general trend by this period 
was for minsters to become secular communities of priests, and numbers in 
monasteries were therefore reduced by the mid-11th century.  In addition, royal 
land grants to monasteries had virtually dried up, except for areas of more 
marginal land (Holdsworth 1995, 44-45).  Bond (2004, 354-355) also believes 
that many large monasteries in the pre-Conquest period appear to have been 
complacent about their land management, feeling no need to exploit their land 
more efficiently, in contrast to the situation in after the Conquest when a more 
favourable economic situation encouraged them to invest in new technology 
and farming practices, and income from monastic mills increased (ibid, 315).  
The low averages for efficiency of mills belonging to monastic landholders in 
these five counties at 1086 as seen in this study appears to support this view.   
 
In 1086, the majority of monastic manors in Gloucestershire, Worcestershire 
and Herefordshire were held in demesne rather than being let to sub-tenants, 
with just under a half being held in demesne in Somerset and Oxfordshire 
respectively.  The numbers of mills retained on monastic demesne manors in all 
the five counties remained significantly greater than those on their sub-tenanted 
manors: all their mills in Herefordshire were on demesne manors, as were 87% 
of their mills in Gloucestershire, 80% in Worcestershire and Oxfordshire and 
62% in Somerset.  In Ireland, where contemporary written sources are 
available, Rynne (2000, 205) has found no evidence that early medieval 
monastic communities milled grain except for their own use, and the situation 
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may have been the same in England if communities were small and self-
sufficient.  It is possible therefore that many monasteries in these five counties 
followed a deliberate policy of retaining those manors with mills for their own 
use, particularly where they held few manors, as in Herefordshire, and that, 
although the milling capacity of these mills was on average relatively low, it may 
have been sufficient for their needs without significant further investment.   
 
A different pattern of landholding emerges for episcopal landholders in the five 
counties.  The majority of episcopal manors in Worcestershire, Somerset and 
Oxfordshire, along with half of those in Gloucestershire, were let to sub-tenants; 
only in Herefordshire were the majority, at 70%, retained in demesne.  It was 
again only in Herefordshire that episcopal landholders (almost exclusively the 
Canons and Bishop of Hereford) also retained a significant majority of mills in 
demesne, with just 4 of their 26½ mills being on lands held by sub-tenants. The 
proportion of mills retained in Gloucestershire and Worcestershire was 
approximately half the total and in Somerset and Oxfordshire around 40% of the 
total.  In 1086 some of the wealthy and powerful bishops were supporters of 
King William, such as the bishops of Bayeux, Coutances and Lincoln, who were 
granted extensive estates after the Conquest, mainly in Somerset and 
Oxfordshire.  It is interesting to speculate whether some of these landholders, 
many of them the great lords of their day, considered that this arrangement 
provided them with a better return on their manors than direct management or 
whether they simply did not need large arable estates to support their 
households and the capital investment (including mills) that went with them.   
 
Both Holt (1987, 13) and Dyer (2002, 120-121) comment on the general 
tendency for great lords to lease lands to tenants by the 12th century before, 
later in the century, a downturn in the economy saw a decline in revenues and 
more estates being brought back into direct management under officials.  
Despite the great personal wealth of some bishops, there was also a decline in 
gifts to the episcopal Church in the centuries before Domesday, discussed by 
Giandrea (2007, 124-155), which may have discouraged investment in their 
estates and favoured the practice of leasing out lands on fixed rents to ensure a 
more reliable income.  Holdsworth (1995, 39), examining the wealth of 
bishoprics in the early medieval period, concluded that by 1086 ‘The leaders of 
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the church had wealth which put them on a level with the very wealthiest men of 
their day’, but felt that the question of whether their estates were more 
effectively exploited than those in lay hands could not be answered at present.  
Since their estates were normally passed on with little disruption, one would 
expect to see some evidence of this but Holdsworth believed that it would 
require detailed landscape analysis of their estates to prove whether this was in 
fact the case. 
 
Evaluation of the Domesday evidence therefore, although producing some 
interesting and unexpected results, does not appear to be very useful in 
predicting the situation with regard to mills at an earlier date.  With hindsight, 
this perhaps should not be a surprise.  The Domesday record is only a snapshot 
in time at the mid-11th century, and may not be reflective of the situation during 
the 7th to 9th centuries, when generous land grants had enabled many early 
monasteries to become wealthy and powerful landowners, and before the rise 
of a new lay, as well as episcopal, landed elite.  The immediate post-Conquest 
period, as recorded in Domesday, also brought about great tenurial change 
which tends to obscure the earlier situation.  Many Norman lords were granted 
large and valuable estates by King William, and were able to invest in making 
these profitable.  The growth of the power and wealth of these lay lords, partly 
visible in the shift away from minster churches to ‘local’ churches which began 
in the 10th and 11th centuries (Blair 1988 and 2005), would suggest that they 
would also look to invest in other assets on their estates, including mills, and to 
exploit their lands more efficiently.  Their dominance in terms of the efficiency of 
their mills at the time of Domesday provides few clues to any earlier situation, 
since there had been little stability in tenure on their land from the period before 
the Conquest, in contrast to some of those estates in royal and monastic hands.  
It may also be the case that, where these new and wealthy lords held a number 
of manors in demesne, they would seek to rationalise their milling capacity and 
invest in a small number of more efficient mills rather than continuing to 
maintain larger numbers of less efficient mills.  No clear pattern emerges, 
however, with regard to the proportion of lands retained in demesne by lay lords 
in 1086 and the proportion let to sub-tenants, and those manors retained in 
demesne do not in all cases have the most mills or the most valuable and 
efficient mills.  How much can be attributed to the investment of the largely new 
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Norman lay tenants-in-chief and how much to that of any previous landholders 
before the Conquest can therefore only be conjectured.   
 
Changing farming practices may also have impacted on the numbers and 
efficiency of mills in particular areas, and there has been little consideration of 
the effects of this on the geographical distribution of mills at Domesday, and of 
whether mill numbers and values were greater in those areas where open-field 
systems predominated.  It was suggested in Chapter Five that watermills in 
general, and larger mills in particular, would be necessary where larger areas of 
arable land were cultivated in co-operation, possibly producing greater amounts 
of grain, and where the lord exercised a greater degree of control over the 
management of the land.  In other areas, individual farmers growing lesser 
amounts of grain on smaller enclosed fields may not have had a requirement for 
a watermill, or may have co-operated in the use of a small mill such as the 
commonly-owned mills suggested by some of the entries in Domesday 
(considered in Chapter Three).  The ‘Norse’ mills of Scotland and Ireland may 
be more reflective of the type and size of mill which operated in these situations, 
should more than animal-powered mills be required.  Such a scenario could 
also account for the geographical distribution of mills at Domesday, including 
the low numbers recorded for the south-west of England, in Devon and 
Cornwall (discussed in Chapter Three).  Darby (1977) did not attempt an 
analysis of mill numbers at Domesday in this regard, and there is not sufficient 
evidence available to enable this to be carried out, but he did consider the 
relation of the mills to the recorded arable land which produced the grain (ibid, 
273-274), also using plough teams as a guide (Figure 34 above) but, as was the 
case for many of the manors in the five counties, he found that these figures do 
not always correlate.  Present evidence does not therefore allow us to be 
certain about the impact of farming practices or of the degree of central control, 
on mill numbers and distribution, but it is a further element to bear in mind. 
 
Although the results of this analysis were therefore less useful than anticipated 
in predicting where early medieval mills might be sited, they do suggest that 
mills continued to be important on royal estates by 1086.  There has already 
been discussion in Chapter Five of the overall high average value of royal mills 
in the Domesday record, in part reflecting the favourable geographical location 
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of many of the king’s landholdings in these five counties.  The practice of 
retaining in demesne some of the best agricultural land for the king’s use 
indicates the continuing importance of arable land on royal estates in the mid-
11th century, and the high value of many of the mills on these estates is 
evidence of continued investment in royal mills by this date.  It was concluded 
therefore that it would be useful to look on these royal lands for evidence of 
early mill sites, particularly where these manors can be identified as having 
been major estate centres during the early medieval period.   
 
The Importance of Major Early Medieval Estate Centres 
 
In Chapter Six a number of major early medieval estate centres were identified 
in the second ‘nested’ study area of the counties of Gloucestershire, 
Herefordshire and Worcestershire, with the intention of examining the incidence 
and value of mills on their associated estates.  It was noted that the use of the 
selected criteria to identify these early estate centres, although individually 
valid, may not on reflection have enabled all such centres in this region to be 
identified.   More detailed work to identify a complete picture of these centres 
would be of value, and such an exercise is largely outside the scope of this 
study.  It was possible, however, to identify a number of these early estate 
centres in the study area and to consider the evidence for mills on those centres 
by the time of Domesday.   
 
Analysis in Chapter Seven of the incidence and value of mills on all identified 
early estate centres in the three counties, however, showed that early estate 
centres in this part of the south-west Midlands as a whole still had a greater 
proportion of mills, and on average mills of a higher value and efficiency, than 
other manors in the three counties by the time of Domesday.  The reasons for 
this, however, are complex.  It has been proposed that the king had a 
requirement for grinding large amounts of grain for use on his estates during 
this period, due to the peripatetic nature of the early royal court.  In addition, he 
had the resources to invest in both the construction and maintenance of 
watermills, with the added benefit of relative stability of land tenure to make 
such investment worthwhile.  When the king began to grant out land in the early 
medieval period, he also appears to have retained much of the best land for 
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himself, including the most fertile land in the river valleys and the most 
productive arable land, resulting in the production of a greater amount of grain 
to be ground.  It was therefore perhaps not unexpected that, on those three 
early estate centres selected for more detailed study, the mills did not appear by 
the mid-11th century to be more numerous or valuable than those on other 
manors in similar favourable topographical locations in the area, on the fertile 
lands in the river valleys.   It may therefore be that, by the time of Domesday, 
the social status of the landholder was less important than the topographical 
location of the land and the extent of the arable in determining the value and 
efficiency of mills.  
 
It is recognised that the sample size of these early estate centres was very 
small and that further study would be required to ascertain whether such 
conclusions are valid over a wider area.  There was also discussion in Chapter 
Five of the difficulties in comparing figures for the early medieval period with 
those at Domesday, due to changes in estate structure and management, and 
to the social and tenurial change brought about by the Norman Conquest.  New 
land management practices and innovations in technology were by that date 
providing new ways for both lords and tenants to exploit their estates.  
Watermills, which may perhaps have been the preserve of the wealthy royal 
and monastic landowner in the 7th to 9th centuries, had become more 
widespread as landlords looked for increased profits on their estates.  New 
technology would have seen new mills built and old ones re-built, perhaps on 
different sites, to increase their efficiency.  The early estate centre would 
therefore, by the 11th century, have been a very different place to that of two or 
three centuries earlier, and its predominance in economic terms no longer 
assured.  Notwithstanding these factors, the results of the study still indicate 
that many of these early estate centres continued to be important by the time of 
Domesday and could therefore be a fruitful source for locating early mill sites, 
either on or close to these centres.    
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The Relationship of Mills with Parish Boundaries: The Potential 
for Identifying Early Mill Sites 
 
A further theme of the study concerned the physical location of watermills in the 
landscape in a fourth ‘nested’ study area in Gloucestershire, Herefordshire and 
Worcestershire, considering the possibility of identifying mills of an early date 
through their relationship with parish boundaries.  Since the majority of parish 
boundaries were laid down between the 10th and 12th centuries, the use of such 
a boundary as a mill leat, or deviations in parish boundaries where these have 
clearly been laid down in such a way as to respect either a mill site or the sites 
of two mills, might indicate a mill site predating the boundary, assuming this 
boundary can be shown to be early in date.   
 
 
Figure 82: Detail of the 1842 Tithe Map for Dotton in Devon (from Wessex Archaeology 2007, 
Figure 2, courtesy of the Clinton Devon Estates).  This shows the mill leat, which formed the 
parish boundary between Dotton and Otterton parishes at this date. 
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As noted in Chapter Two, there have been few examples identified of this 
relationship between mills and parish boundaries and no proof of an early date 
has as yet been discovered for any of these mill sites.  The only excavation of 
such a site to date is at Dotton Mill in Devon, recently excavated by Time Team 
(Wessex Archaeology 2007).  Here, it was noted that the parish boundary 
followed the mill leat (Figure 82 above), but the excavation did not reveal any 
evidence of an earlier leat prior to the post-medieval period and was not able to 
prove with certainty that this was the site of the Domesday mill, due to later re-
building and landscaping.  Although there are few examples to suggest that this 
use of mill leats for parish boundaries might be a relatively common feature, it 
was considered to be a useful premise and one worth testing in selected areas. 
 
The results of an extensive study of mill sites on or close to parish boundaries in 
this third ‘nested’ study area was, however, disappointing.  Of around 100 sites 
identified through early maps and through documentary sources, 36 sites on or 
close to parish boundaries were selected for more detailed study but only four 
of those were considered likely to have influenced the parish boundary and 
even these cannot be proved to be of early date without further examination 
(and probably excavation) in the field.  Although the expectation was that, 
realistically, only a small number of sites would be identified, it had been 
anticipated that this methodology would produce at least several examples in 
each county which could be proposed to be of early date.   
 
Some of the reasons for the results have been discussed at some length in 
Chapter Eight, including the tendency already noted for mills to have been re-
sited and re-developed over the many centuries since the early medieval 
period, and changes (either natural or man-made) to river courses.  Despite the 
relative stability of parish boundaries, it is difficult to trace minor changes to 
them with certainty prior to the production of accurate maps in the 19th century.  
Changes to the courses of mill leats in the constant maintenance required for 
mills can also be confusing; a river course carrying a parish boundary might be 
used for a mill leat and the course of the river itself altered instead, as may have 
been the case at Frog Mill in Shipton Solers, Gloucestershire (Appendix 
Twelve).  At Dotton Mill (Wessex Archaeology 2007, 3) the excavators comment 
that, despite extensive documentary research, it was not known when the leat 
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was created or whether any changes were made to it over time; the first 
reference to the mill in 1532 did not help locate its course on the ground.  This 
is a common feature of high and late medieval documents relating to mills, 
which seldom provide the kind of detail that would be useful in this regard.   
 
There were also, as far as the evidence to date allows us to propose, fewer 
mills in the early medieval period than at Domesday and those that were in 
existence may have been mainly located at important estate centres and so 
less likely to be situated on boundaries.  It is the break-up of these great 
estates, resulting in smaller land units, that we see by the time of Domesday 
and which is discussed in Chapter Six.  By this time, mills have become much 
more widely distributed on peripheral estates and are perhaps more likely to be 
situated on the more numerous boundaries that mark the subdivision or the 
extent of these estates.  In addition, the parish boundaries that we see today 
are frequently the result of many further changes over the intervening period.  
Without documentary evidence it is difficult to be sure that a boundary which 
today divides two parishes was in the same position in the post-medieval 
period, and even more difficult to make this assumption for periods back to the 
early medieval period.  It may also be that land ownership patterns were more 
important than the parish unit when dividing up the agricultural landscape.  This 
may explain those mill sites such as Stowell and Winson in Gloucestershire, 
discussed in more detail in Appendix Twelve, which appear to ignore the parish 
boundary because the land on either side was in the same ownership at the 
time they were built. 
 
Despite the outcome of this particular study it is still, however, considered that a 
close relationship of mills to parish boundaries such as that described may be a 
useful factor to consider for further investigation and excavation.  It should, 
however, also be borne in mind that the archaeological evidence to date 
suggests that few early medieval mill sites appear to be beneath the sites of 
later mills.  At Dotton Mill (Wessex Archaeology 2007) it was likely that there 
was a sequence of two late-Saxon mills, the second of which made use of the 
parish boundary, before it was abandoned and a new mill built on a different site 
(Aston pers. comm.).  It may be, therefore, that the majority of early medieval 
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sites have been similarly abandoned and evidence of their presence long since 
obliterated.   
 
Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Study 
 
Early medieval mills are therefore beginning to be better understood but 
predicting and understanding their locations continues to be difficult.  The 
archaeological evidence suggests that they do seem to be a common feature of 
high-status sites, but it cannot be presumed that they were not also common on 
sites of lower status.  Astill (1997, 195) has questioned what he terms ’the 
emphasis on seignurial stimulus to technological change’, which he feels may 
be driven by the bias towards high-status sites in the archaeological record.   
 
The sites of these early medieval mills cannot necessarily be predicted but this 
study aimed to identify locations, based on their place in the landscape or on 
the social status of their landholders, where they might be likely to be found.  
Although several elements of the study did not produce the anticipated results, 
there is still evidence to indicate that major early medieval estate centres and, 
to a slightly lesser extent, royal centres at the time of Domesday, are examples 
of such locations and that examination and excavation of sites on these centres 
should anticipate the possible presence of an early medieval watermill.   
 
The likelihood of finding mills on early monastic estates should also be 
considered.  Excavation (and documentary) evidence indicates that the majority 
of such sites would have contained a watermill during the early medieval period, 
even if the analysis of the Domesday evidence for the five counties suggests 
that the heyday of the monastic mill appears to have been waning by this time, 
before a revival in the high medieval period.  In Ireland, where considerably 
more mills of the early medieval period have been excavated, a number have 
been situated on or close to church or monastic sites, including Killoteran, Co. 
Waterford (Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd. 2004-2007), Kilbegly, Co. 
Roscommon (Jackman 2007), Nendrum, Co. Cork (McErlean and Crothers 
2007) and High Island, Co. Galway (Rynne 2000).  In Ireland, Rynne (ibid, 210-
211) proposes that ‘Monastic watermills must surely have been a common 
feature of Irish monastic sites by the end of the 8th century’, with the excavators 
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of the early medieval tide mills at Nendrum, Co. Down commenting ‘The 
inference from the Nendrum evidence is that the mill, like the enclave, should 
be seen as a characteristic component of an early Irish monastery’.  Rynne also 
believes (2009, 90-93) that, as a result, more mills should be expected to have 
been found in the archaeological record, although he comments that it is often 
difficult to prove an association between a monastic site and a mill which may 
be some distance away, with exceptions in Ireland at a few sites such as 
Nendrum and island sites such as High Island, Co. Galway and Inishmurray, 
Co. Sligo.   
 
Evidence shows that water was also a key factor in choosing a site for a 
monastery in England (Luckhurst 1964, 6), and Bond (2004, 84-85) comments 
that many sites were changed if there was not an adequate water supply.  A mill 
should therefore still be considered an essential part of an early medieval 
monastic site, in England as well as in Ireland.  Despite the evidence for a lack 
of continued investment in monastic mills by the time of Domesday, any 
fieldwork and excavation on such sites of early medieval date should at least 
anticipate the finding of a mill, even if it is not in close proximity to the monastic 
buildings themselves. 
 
The study of the relationship between mill sites and parish boundaries, in 
Chapter Eight, did suggest that examination of charter boundary clauses may 
be useful where these boundary points can be traced on the ground today and 
where there are references in these to mills and mill ponds.  The study of sites 
at Syreford Mill in Whittington and at Lower Hartford Mill, both in 
Gloucestershire (discussed in detail in Appendices Ten and Twelve), proved 
inconclusive.  Unfortunately the boundary clause in the vicinity of Syreford Mill 
cannot now be traced with any certainty.  At Lower Harford Mill, the site of the 
abandoned early medieval mill can be proposed but it is unlikely to be proved 
by excavation since the site is now beneath a Severn Trent Pumping Station.  
Further examination of such boundary clauses may, however, prove useful in 
identifying some early medieval mill sites, particularly where these were 
abandoned. 
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In terms of locating early medieval mill sites in the landscape today, there would 
certainly appear to be some potential in determining the earlier courses of rivers 
and streams, especially where these run through broad, flat-bottomed valleys 
which would give them room to move, and where the site of an early mill is 
anticipated.  This suggests that the use of Lidar (light detection and ranging), as 
discussed in Chapter Eight, would be of value.   English Heritage made use of 
the Environment Agency’s 2001 Lidar survey of the Witham Valley as part of 
their Witham Valley N.M.P. (National Mapping Programme) (Figure 83 below), 
finding that ‘The lidar data produced very clear images of the geomorphology of 
the project area, particularly highlighting palaeochannels and earlier river 
courses (ibid).  When processed the lidar data showed these so well that it was 
thought unnecessary to plot this data, but simply use the plots as background 
image’.   
 
 
Figure 83: Lidar image showing palaeochannels in the Witham Valley, Lincolnshire. Copyright 
English Heritage. (Source: Environment Agency March 2001).   
www.english-heritage.org.uk/professional/research/landscapes-and-areas/national-mapping-
programme/witham -valley-nmp/witham-valley-lidar)  
 
It has been noted that Lidar may not be a useful technique in all landscapes, 
such as that in the Lower Lugg Valley (Bapty 2009, 247-248), where it was 
concluded that ‘from a geomorphological point of view, the relative stability of 
the flood plain in the later Holocene has tended to erase and “flatten” surface 
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detail making remote prospection techniques such as use of Lidar and 
conventional topographic recording of limited effectiveness’.   Such data would 
in any event need to be informed by other sources of evidence.  Of their 
strategy at West Cotton, Chapman (2010, 146) comments ‘It may therefore be 
concluded that a similar broadly-based approach to the consideration of the 
morphology of the local tributary streams and their relationship to the main river 
channel, and to any adjacent settlement, would be a necessary prelude to 
selective trial trenching to explore the earlier history of the system’.  
 
Although we cannot be sure how many of the mills recorded in Domesday were 
early medieval in origin, the sheer number and value of mills at by this date 
suggests that early medieval mills may have been more ubiquitous than is at 
present indicated by the archaeological evidence.  Despite their ‘broadly-based 
approach’, the experience of the excavators at West Cotton (ibid) still led them 
to the less-than-optimistic view that, when searching for early medieval mill 
sites, ‘beyond analysis and good judgement, it is still likely that a generous slice 
of good luck would also be required’.  Whilst this remains largely true, evidence 
from this study suggests that a greater understanding of the potential sites for 
early medieval mills in terms of their location in the physical and social 
landscape of the time may lead to their existence being anticipated and 
excavation strategies developed accordingly. 
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  Appendix One   
     
 Gloucestershire Domesday - Land of the King 
     
Manor Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086 
Gloucester In hand None     
Chepstow In hand None 0 £12 
Caerleon In hand - 1 £7 10s 
3 dairy farms in Wales In hand - 14 100s 
Vills in Wales Various tenants - 25 Not given 
Caldicott Durand the sheriff 1 mill at 10s 15 £6 
Chepstow Roger of Lacy 2 mills at 10s, 1 at 36s 24 £12 10s 
Usk to Wye Thurstan son of Rolf 1 mill at 7s 17 £9 
Beyond Usk Thurstan son of Rolf 1 mill at 15s 4 54s 6d 
Beyond Usk + 7 vills in Wales Alfred of 'Spain' None 2 6 sesters honey, 6 pigs & 10s 
Cheltenham 
 
Reinbald 
 
2 mills at 11s 8d, 3 added – not 
valued 
24 
 
£20, 20 cows, 20 pigs, 16s 
for bread 
Kings Barton 
 
In hand 
 
1 mill at 4s, 2 mills added – not 
valued 
22 
 
£20, 20 cows, 20 pigs, 16s 
for bread 
Haresfield, Dn. Hath., Sandhst In hand None 13 £46 13s 4d for 5 manors 
Harescombe In hand None 2 £46 13s 4d for 5 manors 
Brookthorpe Roger of Ivry None 2 £46 13s 4d for 5 manors 
Near Gloucester William's cook None 2 Exempt 
Cirencester 
 
In hand 
 
3 mills at 30s 
 
17 
 
£20 5s, 20 cows, 20 pigs, 16s 
for bread 
Bitton, Wapley, Winterbourne In hand 1 mill not valued 50 1 night's revenue 
Lower Slaughter Sheriff 2 mills at 1 mark of silver* 13 £27 from manor & h'dred 
Westbury on Severn In hand None 33 1 night's revenue + £12 
Upper Clopton & Meon Sheriff 1 mill at 5s 9 £15 from this & 2 h'dreds 
Awre In hand 1 mill at 30d 15 0.5 night's revenue 
Purton In hand None 14 Out of the revenue 
Etloe Roger of Berkeley None With Purton Out of the revenue 
Bledisloe Wm son of Baderon None With Purton Out of the revenue 
Alveston In hand None 25 £12 by weight 
Berkeley In hand 2 mills at 12s 23 Berkeley manor £170  
Berkeley outliers In hand 8 mills at 57s 6d 231.5 In Berkeley 
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Manor Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086 
Slimbridge etc Roger of Berkeley 1 mill at 5s 32 £11 10s 
Land in Berkeley Roger of Berkeley None 8 60s 
Sharpness Roger of Berkeley None - Not given 
Marshfield In hand None 35 £47 
Barton Regis in Bristol Roger of Berkeley 2 mills at 27s 42 110 mks silver incl. Bristol 
Mangotsfield Roger of Berkeley None 3 In Barton Regis 
Coln Rogers In hand 2 mills at 20s 8 £6 
Hullasey In hand None 4 50s 
Tewkesbury In hand 2 mills at 20s 12 £10 
S'wick, Tred'ton etc in Tewks. In hand None 32 In Tewkesbury 
Land in Tewkesbury Gerard, Ralph, Bernard None 11 In Tewkesbury 
Oxenton In hand None 12 £8 
Stanway Church of Tewkesbury None 10 £7 
Taddington Church of Tewkesbury None 4 100s 
Lower Lemington Church of Tewkesbury None 6 40s 
Great Washbourne Church of Tewkesbury None 5 60s 
Fiddington Church of Tewkesbury None 2 10s 
Natton Church of Tewkesbury None 1 10s 
Stanley Pontlarge Church of Tewkesbury None 3 40s 
Hanley Castle Church of Tewkesbury 1 mill at 16d 2 £10 
Forthampton Church of Tewkesbury None 2 £8 
Shenington Church of Tewkesbury 1 mill at 3s 12 £8 
Clifford Chambers Church of Tewkesbury 1 mill at 12s 9 £6 
Ashton under Hill Gerard None 2 40s 
Kemerton  Gerard 3 mills at 15s 9 £6 
Boddington in Kemerton Gerard 1 mill at 8s 5 40s 
Wincot Reginald the chaplain None 0.5 40s 
Alderton, Dixton, Hentage Humphrey None 8 £6 
Twyning John the chamberlain None 4 35s 
Stoke Orchard Bernard None 1 40s 
Thornbury Humphrey 2 mills at 6s 4d, 1 added at 8d 25 £50 
Old Sodbury Humphrey 1mill at 5s, 1 added at 40d 9 £16 10s 
Fairford Humphrey 3 mills at 32s 6d 39 £13 
Dymock Earl William and Roger None 47 £21 
Nass In hand None 22 £11 
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Manor Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086 
Lydney In hand 1 mill at 40d 7 £7 
Tidenham In hand 1 mill at 40d 38 £25 blanched pence+I29 
Chedworth Sheriff 3 mills at 14s 2d 17 £40 with Arlington 
Arlington In hand 2 mills at 20s 10 £40 with Chedworth 
Beckford In hand None 38 No record 
Ashton under Hill Roger of Ivry None 10 £30 with Beckford 
Tockington In hand 1 mill added at 8d 26 £24 of white money  
Hempsted In hand None 9 60s 
Woodchester Edward of Salisbury None 0 £7 (fisheries only) 
Madgett In hand None 0 £4 (fisheries only) 
Down Ampney In hand None 14 £26 
Great Barrington Alfsi of Faringdon 1 mill at 5s 7 £7 
Great Barrington Godwin of Stanton 1 mill at 5s 5 60s 
Totals: 
   
69 mills 
 
1229 plough 
teams   
 
* One mark of silver calculated at 13s 4d   
       
Total value of mills:    £22 7s 5d     
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 6 in total)   
       
Average mill value:   7s 1d    
  
Average number of plough teams per mill:                                                                                         17.81 plough teams  
 
Average number of mills per 10 plough teams:                                                                                   0.56 mills   
       
Average mill value per 10 plough teams:                                                                                             0.55 mills x 7s 1d = 3s 11d   
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind – 6 in total, 
and plough teams, or a percentage of plough teams, on those manors – 78.4 in total)                            
 
Mills held as percentage of Gloucestershire mills:                                                                            25.94% 
   
Value of mills as percentage of Gloucestershire mills:                                                                     25.83%  
 
  Plough teams as percentage of Gloucestershire plough teams:         30.56% 
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Mills value: 
 
Mill numbers 
 
Percentage of total mills 
   
  
Under 5s 19 27.54%     
5s but less than 10s 26 37.68%     
10s but less than 20s 17 24.64%     
20s and over 1 1.45%     
No value given 6 8.70%     
Renders only in kind 0 0.00%     
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                Appendix One ont'd 
      
 Gloucestershire Domesday - Episcopal Land   
      
Manor 
 
Landholder 1086 
 
Held by 
 
Mills 
 
Plough teams 
 
Value of manor 
1086 
Churchdown Archbishop Thomas In hand None 32 £12 
Hucclecote Archbishop Thomas In hand 1 mill at 32d 13 £4 
Bishops Norton Archbishop Thomas Walkelin 1 mill at 32d 17 £4 
Oddington & Condicote Archbishop Thomas In hand None 16 £10 
Swindon (nr Cheltenham) Archbishop Thomas In hand None 9 £4 10s 
Shipton Solers Archbishop Thomas Gundulf None 1 8s 
Hampen Archbishop Thomas Ansger None 1 10s 
Northleach Archbishop Thomas In hand 2 mills at 7s 4d 34 £27 
Stowell in Northleach Archbishop Thomas In hand 1 mill at 40d 7 In Northleach 
Upper Coberley in Northleach Archbishop Thomas In hand None In Northleach 20s 
Farmington in Northleach Archbishop Thomas Walter son of Poyntz None 14 £14 
Compton Abdale Archbishop Thomas In hand 1 mill at 5s 13 £7 
Standish Archbishop Thomas In hand None 36 £12 
Widford Archbishop Thomas St Oswalds 1 mill at 10s 4 60s 
North Cerney Archbishop Thomas St Oswalds 1 mill at 7s 7 £4 
Lassington Archbishop Thomas Roger None 4 30s 
Prestbury & Winchcombe Bishop of Hereford In hand None 14 £16 total 
Sevenhampton Bishop of Hereford In hand None 20 In Prestbury 
Oldland Bishop Osbern of Exeter In hand None 3 20s 
Tyherington Bishop Osbern of Exeter In hand None 2 40s 
Acton Ilger Bishop of Coutances Ilger 0.5 mills at 16d 2.5 40s 
Hambrook Bishop of Coutances Oswulf None 4 60s 
Sturden Bishop of Coutances Gosmer None 1 16s 
Harry Stoke Bishop of Coutances Theobald None 2 20s 
Doynton Bishop of Coutances Robert 2 mills at 10s 10d 11 £8 
Wapley ' Rectory' Bishop of Coutances Aldred None 1 20s 
Lee Bishop of Coutances Robert None 3 20s 
(Gaunts) Earthcott Bishop of Coutances Robert None 2 40s 
Dodington Bishop of Coutances Roger None 2 30s 
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Manor 
 
Landholder 1086 
 
Held by 
 
Mills 
 
Plough teams 
 
Value of manor 
1086 
Aston Subedge Church of St Mary Lambeth In hand None 6.5 £4 
Circencester Rectory Glebe 
 
Church of St Mary 
Cirencester 
In hand 
 
None 
 
0 
 
40s 
 
Ampney St Mary Reinbald the Priest In hand 2 mills at 10s 8 100s 
Driffield Reinbald the Priest In hand 1 mill at 5s 9 £8 
Norcote Reinbald the Priest In hand None 3 40s 
Preston Reinbald the Priest In hand None 10 £8 
Rodmarton Bishop of Lisieux Hugh Maminot None 3 £3 
Lasborough Bishop of Lisieux Hugh Maminot  None 3 50s 
Little Sodbury Bishop of Lisieux Hugh Maminot None 4 £4 
Totals: 
     
13.5 mills 
 
322 plough 
teams   
      
Total value of mills:   £3 5s 2d   
(excludes those not valued 
or only paying renders in 
kind – 0 in total)      
Average mill value:   
 
4s 10d   
  
 
Average number of plough teams per mill:                                                                          23.85 plough      
   teams     
Average number of mills per 10 plough teams:                                                                    0.42 mills  
 
   
        
Average mill value per 10 plough teams:                                                                              2s 0½d     
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 0 in total,    
and plough teams, or a proportion of plough teams, on those manors - 0 in total)    
        
Mills held as percentage of Gloucestershire mills:                                                              5.08% 
     
Value of mills as percentage of Gloucestershire mills:                                                       3.76% 
     
Plough teams as percentage of Gloucestershire plough teams:                                        8.01% 
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Mills value:  
 
Mill numbers 
 
Percentage of total mills 
    
  
Under 5s 5.5 40.74%      
5s but less than 10s 7 51.85%      
10s but less than 20s 1 7.41%      
20s and over 0 0.00%      
No value given 0 0.00%      
Renders only in kind 0 0.00%      
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                Appendix One cont'd 
      
 Gloucestershire Domesday - Monastic Land   
      
Manor 
 
Landholder 1086 
 
Held by 
 
Mills 
 
Plough teams 
 
Value of manor 
1086 
Westbury on Trym Church of Worcester In hand None 10 £29 14s 6d 
Henbury, Redwick, Stoke, Yate 
 
Church of Worcester 
 
In hand 
 
1 mill at 20d 
 
53 
 
Included in 
Westbury 
Aust Church of Worcester Thurstan son of Rolf None 17 in 3 manors £9 for the 3 manors 
Compton Greenfield Church of Worcester Gilbert son of Thorold None 17 in 3 manors £9 for the 3 manors 
Itchington Church of Worcester Constantine None 17 in 3 manors £9 for the 3 manors 
Great Colesbourne Church of Worcester Roger 2 mills at 7s 6d 6 £4 
Eycot Church of Worcester In hand 1 mill at 64d 4 30s 
Bibury Church of Worcester In hand 2 mills at 17s 34 £18 
Withington Church of Worcester In hand None 9 £33 
Cassey Compton in With. Church of Worcester In hand 1 mill at 5s 2 In Withington 
Foxcote in With. 
 
Church of Worcester 
 
Morin 
 
3 mills at 13s 4d in 5 
manors 
44 in 7 manors 
 
In Withington 
 
Little Colesbourne & Hilcot in With. 
 
Church of Worcester 
 
Ansketel 
 
3 mills at 13s 4d in 5 
manors 
44 in 7 manors 
 
In Withington 
 
Itchington in With. 
 
Church of Worcester 
 
Robert 
 
3 mills at 13s 4d in 5 
manors 
44 in 7 manors 
 
In Withington 
 
Notgrove in With. 
 
Church of Worcester 
 
Azelin 
 
3 mills at 13s 4d in 5 
manors 
44 in 7 manors 
 
In Withington 
 
Aston Blank in With. 
 
Church of Worcester 
 
Drogo 
 
3 mills at 13s 4d in 5 
manors 
44 in 7 manors 
 
In Withington 
 
Bishops Cleeve Church of Worcester In hand None 23 £26 total 
Southam in B.C. Church of Worcester Durand 1 mill at 12d in 3 manors 21 in 3 manors In Bishops Cleeve 
Sapperton in B.C. Church of Worcester Ralph 1 mill at 12d in 3 manors 21 in 3 manors In Bishops Cleeve 
Gotherington in B.C. Church of Worcester Thurstan son of Rolf 1 mill at 12d in 3 manors 21 in 3 manors In Bishops Cleeve 
Stoke Orchard in B.C. Church of Worcester Bernard & Reginald None 0 In Bishops Cleeve 
Olveston Abbey of St Peter Bath In hand None 12 £4 
Cold Ashton Abbey of St Peter Bath In hand 1 mill at 50d 4 £4 
Pucklechurch Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury In hand 2 mills at 100d 24 £30 
Littleton on Severn Abbey of St Mary Malmesbury In hand None 10 100s 
Abbots Barton, Barnwood, Tuffley 
etc 
Abbey of St Peter Gloucester 
 
In hand 
 
1 mill at 5s 
 
54 
 
£24 
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Manor 
 
Landholder 1086 
 
Held by 
 
Mills 
 
Plough teams 
 
Value of manor 
1086 
Frocester Abbey of St Peter Gloucester In hand None 11 £8 
Boxwell Abbey of St Peter Gloucester In hand 1 mill at 5s 14 100s 
Coln St Aldwyns Abbey of St Peter Gloucester In hand 2 mills paid 25s 15 £8 
Aldsworth Abbey of St Peter Gloucester In hand None 18 £8 
Buckland Abbey of St Peter Gloucester In hand None 15 £9 
Hinton on the Green Abbey of St Peter Gloucester In hand None 18 £10 
Highnam Abbey of St Peter Gloucester In hand None 10 £4 
Preston Abbey of St Peter Gloucester In hand None 10 £4 
Upleadon Abbey of St Peter Gloucester In hand 1 mills at 4s 10 Scarcely 30s 
Churcham and Morton Abbey of St Peter Gloucester In hand None 8 40s 
Ampney St Peter Abbey of St Peter Gloucester In hand 1 mill at 5s 5 Scarcely 20s 
Duntisbourne Abbots Abbey of St Peter Gloucester In hand 1 mill at 2s 8 £4 
Burgesses in Gloucester Abbey of St Peter Gloucester In hand 1 mill at 12s 0 16 salmon and 50s 
Sherborne Abbey of St Mary Winchcombe In hand 4 mills at 40s 27 £14 
Bledington Abbey of St Mary Winchcombe In hand 1 mill at 5s 7 £3 
Twyning Abbey of St Mary Winchcombe In hand None 29 £7 
Frampton Abbey of St Mary Winchcombe In hand None 4 50s 
Alderton Abbey of St Mary Winchcombe A man at arms None 3 30s 
Naunton Abbey of St Mary Winchcombe 2 men at arms None 4 40s 
Stanton Abbey of St Mary Winchcombe In hand None 9 £3 
Charlton Abbots Abbey of St Mary Winchcombe In hand 1 mill at 20d 5 20s 
Snowshill Abbey of St Mary Winchcombe In hand None 9 100s 
Honeybourne Abbey of St Mary Winchcombe In hand None 10 £8 
Admington Abbey of St Mary Winchcombe In hand None 8 £3 
Hidcote Boyce Abbey of St Mary Winchcombe In hand None 1 40s 
Windrush Abbey of St Mary Winchcombe Alfsi of Faringdon 1.5 mills at 12s 6d 6 £8 
Maugersbury Abbey of St Mary Evesham In hand 1 mill at 8s 10 8s 
Adlestrop Abbey of St Mary Evesham In hand None 7 100s 
Bourton on the Water Abbey of St Mary Evesham In hand None 13.5 £12 
Broadwell Abbet of St Mary Evesham In hand None 18 £12 
Upper Swell Abbey of St Mary Evesham In hand 3 mills at 20s 7 £5 
Willersey & Wickhamford Abbey of St Mary Evesham In hand None 9 100s 
Weston Cantilupe Abbey of St Mary Evesham In hand None 4 40s 
Lark Stoke Abbey of St Mary Evesham A man at arms None 3 40s 
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Manor 
 
Landholder 1086 
 
Held by 
 
Mills 
 
Plough teams 
 
Value of manor 
1086 
Hidcote Bartrim Abbey of St Mary Evesham A man at arms None 2 20s 
Dumbleton Abbey of St Mary Abingdon In hand 1 mill at 6s 12 £9 
Cowley Abbey of St Mary Pershore In hand 1 mill at 50d 9 100s 
Hawkesbury Abbey of St Mary Pershore In hand 3 mills at 19s 2d 20 £10 
Long Marston Abbey of St Mary Coventry In hand None 15 100s 
Newent 
 
Abbey of St Mary Cormeilles 
 
In hand 
 
1 mill at 20d, 2 mills at 6s 
8d 
23 
 
100s 
 
Duntisbourne Leer Abbey of St Mary Lyre In hand None 1 20s 
Mickleton Abbey of St Mary Eynsham In hand None 15 £10 
Deerhurst Abbey of St Peter Westminster In hand None 13 £10 
Deerhurst outliers Abbey of St Peter Westminster In hand 4 mills at 20s 34 Whole manor £40 
17 further small outliers Abbey of St Peter Westminster Tenants None 18.5 In Deerhurst above 
8 villages in Deerhurst Abbey of St Denis Paris In hand 4 mills at 40s 54 Whole manor £30 
4 small outliers in Deerhurst Abbey of St Denis Paris In hand None 14 In Deerhurst above 
Roel Abbey of St Evroul In hand None 10 £10 
Pinbury Nuns Church of Caen In hand 1 mill at 40d 6 £4 
Minchinhampton Nuns Church of Caen In hand 8 mills at 45s 29 £28 
Horsley Abbey of Troarn In hand 1 mill at 50d 10 £14 
            
Totals: 
     
59.5 mills 
 
948 plough 
teams   
      
Total value of mills: (excludes 
those not valued or only paying 
renders in kind – 0 in total)   £17 18s 7d   
        
Average mill value:    6s 0½d     
(excludes any not valued or paying renders in kind - 0 in total)     
        
Average number of plough teams per mill:                                                                                      15.85 plough teams     
        
Average number of mills per 10 plough teams:                                                                                0.63 mills     
 
Average mill value per 10 plough teams:                                                                                          3s 10d 
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind – 0 in total), and 
plough teams, or a proportion of plough teams, on those manors – 0 in total)                               
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Mills held as percentage of Gloucestershire mills:                                                                          22.37% 
 
Value of mills as percentage of Gloucestershire mills:                                                                   20.70% 
     
Plough teams as percentage of Gloucestershire plough teams:                                                   23.58%     
        
        
Mills value: 
 
Mill numbers 
 
Percentage of total mills 
    
  
Under 5s 20 33.61%      
5s but less than 10s 25.5 42.86%      
10s but less than 20s 14 23.53%      
20s and over 0 0.00%      
No value given 0 0.00%      
Renders only in kind 0 0.00%      
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                   Appendix One cont'd    
      
 Gloucestershire Domesday - Land of Lay Tenants-in-Chief 
      
Manor Landholder 1086 Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086 
Meysey Hampton Earl Roger Thorold None 3.5 £3 
Bisley Earl Hugh Robert 5 mills at 16s 34 £20 
Westonbirt Earl Hugh In hand None 0 Not given 
Througham Earl Hugh In hand None 1 20s 
Edgeworth Earl Hugh In hand None 0 10s 
Chipping Campden Earl Hugh In hand 2 mills at 6s 2d 27 £20 
Two manors of 4 hides Earl Hugh In hand None 0 £8 
Longborough Count of Mortain In hand None 3 40s 
Stonehouse William of Eu In hand 2 mills at 17s 6d 22 £8 
Alverston William of Eu In hand None 3 30s 
Alverston William of Eu In hand None 2 10s 
Wyegate William of Eu In hand None 0 10s (fishery only) 
Woolaston William of Eu In hand 1 mill at 40d 5 20s 
Tidenham William of Eu In hand None 1 10s 
Duntisbourne William of Eu In hand 1 mill at 8s 8.5 £8 
Tarlton William of Eu Herbert None 1 20s 
Shipton Dovel William of Eu Hugh None 2 40s 
Culkerton William of Eu Herbert None 1 35s 
Badgeworth William of Eu In hand 1 mill at 12d 30 £13 
Lower Swell William of Eu In hand None 0 10s 
Circencester William son of Baderon Hugh None 2 70s 
Duntisbourne William son of Baderon In hand None 2.5 70s 
Siddington House William son of Baderon In hand None 1 24s 
Weston Dovel William son of Baderon In hand None 4 £3 
Tibberton William son of Baderon In hand None 11 100s 
Huntley William son of Baderon In hand None 4 30s 
Longhope William son of Baderon In hand 1 mill at 17d 14 100s 
Stears William son of Baderon In hand None 0 5s 
Newnham William son of Baderon In hand None 0 20s 
Little Lydney William son of Baderon In hand 1 mill at 5s 4 40s 
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Hewelsfield William son of Baderon In hand None 0 30s 
Wincot William the Chamberlain In hand None 4 £4 
Lower Hampen William the Chamberlain Geoffrey None 5 60s 
Pebworth William Goizenboded In hand None 1 £4 10s 
Ullington William Goizenboded In hand None 3 40s 
Lower Clopton William Goizenboded In hand None 12 100s 
Ebrington William Goizenboded In hand 2 mills at 15s 18 £7 
Caldicott William Goizenboded Ranulf None 3 40s 
Aylworth William Goizenboded In hand None 1 3s 
Farmcote William Goizenboded Geoffrey None 6 £3 
Guiting Power William Goizenboded In hand 2 mills at 14s 9 £6 
Castlett William Goizenboded In hand 1 mill at 5s 2 10s 
Taynton William Goizenboded In hand None 10 £3 
Little Barrington William Goizenboded Ralph 1 mill at 40d 1 40s 
Duni (Minsterworth) William Goizenboded In hand None 0 Not given 
Dumbleton William Goizenboded In hand None 0 12s 
Dyrham William son of Guy In hand 3 mills at 15s 3 £8 
Wotton William Breakwolf In hand None 2 60s 
Condicote William Breakwolf In hand None 1 3s 
Littleton  William Breakwolf In hand 1 mill at 4s 2 30s 
Moorcroft William son of Norman In hand None 1 10s 
English Bicknor William son of Norman In hand None 0.5 10s 
Mitcheldean William son of Norman In hand None 10.5 44s 
Little Taynton William son of Norman In hand None 1 20s 
Allaston William son of Norman In hand None 7 30s 
Leckhampton William Leofric In hand None 3 40s 
Hailes William Leofric In hand 1 mill at 10s 11 £8 
Whittington William Leofric In hand 1 mill at 10s 6 60s 
Shipton Oliffe William Leofric Geoffrey None 2 20s 
Lower Turkdean William Leofric Geoffrey None 1 10s 
Kempley Roger of Lacy In hand None 15 100s 
Oxenhall Roger of Lacy In hand None 7 40s 
Carswall Roger of Lacy Odo None 4 20s 
Icomb Roger of Lacy Ralph None 3 40s 
Wick Rissington Roger of Lacy Hugh 1 mill at 10s 9 £7 10s 
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Temple Guiting Roger of Lacy In hand 3 mills at 24s 23 £10 
Duntisbourne Abbots Roger of Lacy Gilbert    None 2.5 40s 
Painswick Roger of Lacy In hand 4 mills at 24s 53 £24 
Edgeworth Roger of Lacy In hand 1 mill at 30d 6 £6 
Madgett Roger of Lacy In hand None 1 20s 
Tidenham Roger of Lacy In hand None 1 20s 
Quenington Roger of Lacy In hand 2 mills at 20s 16 £10 
Eastleach Turville Roger of Lacy William   None 7 £6 
Hatherop Roger of Lacy William None 3 100s 
Windrush Roger of Lacy Ralph 1 mill at 5s 2 £4 
Windrush Roger of Lacy Hugh 1 mill at 3s 1 24s 
Stratton Roger of Lacy In hand 2 mill at 20s 12 £6 
Siddington Roger of Lacy Roger's mother 1 mill at 10s 10 £9 
Oakley Roger of Lacy Gerard from Roger None 4.5 £3 
Upper Slaughter Roger of Lacy Roger and his mother 1 mill at 12s 4 £6 
Wormington Roger of Lacy Walter son of Arcold 1 mill at 8s 4 £4 
Dorsington Roger of Beaumont Robert None 8 100s 
Hampnett Roger of Ivry In hand None 8 £6 
Tetbury Roger of Ivry In hand 1 mill at 15d 22 £50 with Tet. Upton 
Tetbury Upton Roger of Ivry In hand None 5 £50 with Tetbury 
Culkerton Roger of Ivry Ansketel None 2 30s 
Hazleton Roger of Ivry In hand 0.5 mills at 30d 7 £16 
Coberley Roger of Berkeley In hand None 7 £8 
Dodington Roger of Berkeley In hand None 5 £3 
Siston Roger of Berkeley In hand None 6 100s 
Wapley Ralph of Berkeley In hand None 1 20s 
Leonard Stanley Ralph of Berkeley In hand None 14 100s 
Tarlton Ralph Pagnell Ralph None 6 100s 
Charingworth Ralph of Tosny Roger None 9 £6 
Combe Baskerville Ralph of Tosny Roger None 10 £6 
Bromsberrow Ralph of Tosny In hand None 15 100s 
Harnhill Ralph of Tosny Roger None 0 Not given 
Lower Swell Ralph of Tosny Drogo 1 mill at 7s 6d 10 £7 
Ampney and South Cerney Ralph of Tosny Roger 1 mill at 5s 10 £6 
Great Rissington Robert of Tosny In hand 1 mill at 10s 13 £10 
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Horton Robert of Tosny In hand 1 mills at 6s 11 £7 
Sapperton & Frampton 
Mansell 
Robert of Tosny 
 
In hand 
 
2 mills at 6s 
 
17 
 
£16 
 
Childswickham Robert the Bursar In hand 2 mills at 10s 15 £16 
Little Rissington Robert d'Oilly In hand 2 mills at 20s 9 £8 
Upper Turkdean Robert d'Oilly In hand None 10 100s 
Naunton Osbern son of Richard Robert d'Oilly None 6.5 £3 
Tormarton Richard the Commissioner In hand None 18 £15 
Rockhampton King Osbern Giffard None 5 £6 
Stoke Gifford Osbern Giffard In hand None 12 £8 
Brimpsfield Osbern Giffard In hand 2 mills at 64d 15 £12 
Oldbury Osbern Giffard In hand None 1 10s 
Baunton Geoffrey Orlateile In hand None 3 40s 
Oakley Gilbert son of Thorold Oswulf None 2 30s 
Trewsbury Gilbert son of Thorold Osward None 1 15s 
North Cerney Gilbert son of Thorold In hand 1 mill at 8s 10 Whole manor £12 
Land in North Cerney Gilbert son of Thorold 4 men at arms 1 mill at 8s 7 In North Cerney above 
Rendcomb Gilbert son of Thorold In hand 1 mill at 8s 4 100s 
Rendcomb Gilbert son of Thorold Walter 1 mill at 5s 4 £6 
Aylworth Gilbert son of Thorold In hand None 4 40s 
Harford Gilbert son of Thorold In hand 1 mill at 5s 4 40s 
Minsterworth Durand the Sheriff In hand None 5 40s 
Ashbrook Durand the Sheriff Man at arms None 1 10s 
Duntisbourne Rouse Durand the Sheriff Ralph None 3 40s 
Culkerton Durand the Sheriff Roger of Ivry None 5 £4 
Didmarton Durand the Sheriff Ansketel None 4 40s 
Whaddon Durand the Sheriff In hand None 10 100s 
Sezincote Durand the Sheriff Walter None 2 60s 
Icomb Durand the Sheriff Walter None 3 40s 
Shipton Pelye Durand the Sheriff Ralph None 4 40s 
Sheriffs Haresfield Durand the Sheriff Ralph None 12 £6 
Moreton Valence Durand the Sheriff In hand None 4.5 40s 
Littleton Durand the Sheriff Ralph None 1 10s 
Condicote Durand the Sheriff Osbern None 0 20s 
Frampton on Severn Drogo son of Poyntz In hand 1 mill at 10s 9 100s 
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Eastleach Martin Drogo son of Poyntz In hand 1 mill at 10s 13 £10 
Eastleach Martin Walter son of Poyntz In hand 1 mill at 10s 12 £15 
Great Barrington Walter son of Roger In hand 1 mill at 10s 13 £8 
South Cerney Walter son of Roger In hand 3 mills at 30s 12 £12 
Sezincote Walter the Deacon In hand None 8 £3 
Bulley Walter the Gunner In hand None 6 40s 
Ruddle Walter the Gunner In hand None 3 10s 
Ruddle Walter the Gunner In hand 1 mill no value given 0 19s 
Frampton Cotterell Walter the Gunner In hand 2 mills at 5s 6 £3 
Lechlade Henry of Ferrers In hand 3 mills at 30s 20 £20 
Kempsford Arnulf of Hesdin In hand 4 mills at 40s 40d 24 £66 6s 8d 
Hatherop Arnulf of Hesdin In hand 1 mill at 15s 16 £12 
Ampney St Nicholas Arnulf of Hesdin In hand None 5 £6 
Oldbury on the Hill Arnulf of Hesdin In hand None 8 £10 
Badminton Arnulf of Hesdin In hand None 15 £10 
Acton Turville Arnulf of Hesdin In hand None 7 100s 
Hanham Arnulf of Hesdin Hunbald None 2 40s 
Sudeley Harold son of Earl Ralph In hand 6 mills at 52s 17 £40 with Toddington 
Toddington Harold son of Earl Ralph In hand 2 mills at 20s 11 £40 with Sudeley 
Pebworth Hugh of Grandmesnil In hand None 3 £4 for 3 manors 
Broad Marston Hugh of Grandmesnil In hand None 0 £4 for 3 manors 
Upper Quinton Hugh of Grandmesnil In hand None 5 £4 for 3 manors 
Lower Quinton Hugh of Grandmesnil Roger None 12 £6 
Weston Maudit Hugh of Grandmesnil In hand 1 mill at 10s 5 £6 
Willicote Hugh of Grandmesnil Hugh's clerk None 3 30s 
Brockworth Hugh Donkey In hand 1 mill at 2s 17 100s 
Shipton Chamfleurs Hugh Donkey In hand 1 mill at 10s 4 £3 
Salperton Hugh Donkey In hand None 10 £7 
Bagendon Hugh Donkey Gilbert 1 mill at 10s 6 £4 
Brawn Miles Crispin In hand None 3 30s 
Cherington Miles Crispin Geoffrey 1 mill at 30d 6.5 £4 
Alderley Miles Crispin In hand 1 mill at 10s 9 100s 
Sezincote Urso d'Abitot In hand None 1 10s 
Saintbury Hascoit Muscard In hand 1 mill at 6d 12 £10 
Sezincote Hascoit Muscard In hand None 1 10s 
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Eyford Hascoit Muscard In hand None 7 £4 
Aston Somerville Hascoit Muscard In hand 1 mill at 8s 7 £6 
Siddington Hascoit Muscard In hand None 8.5 £8 
Miserden Hascoit Muscard In hand None 12 £7 
Ampney Crucis Thurstan son of Rolf In hand None 11 £6 
Ampney Crucis Thurstan son of Rolf In hand None 2 40s 
Oakley Thurstan son of Rolf Gerwy None 4 50s 
Hillesley Thurstan son of Rolf Bernard 3 mills at 18s 4 60s 
Tortworth Thurstan son of Rolf In hand 3 mills at 15s 9 100s 
Kings Stanley Thurstan son of Rolf In hand 2 mills at 35s 12 100s 
Fretherne Thurstan son of Rolf In hand None 3 30s 
Winstone Ansfrid of Cormeilles In hand 1 mill at 20d 11 £7 
Weston sub Edge Ansfrid of Cormeilles In hand None 13 £7 
Burnt Norton Ansfrid of Cormeilles In hand None 8 £6 
Batsford Ansfrid of Cormeilles In hand None 9 £6 
Postlip Ansfrid of Cormeilles In hand 2 mills at 15s 4 £4 
Shipton Oliffe Ansfrid of Cormeilles In hand None 1 10s 
Winson Ansfrid of Cormeilles In hand 1 mill at 7s 6d 9 £7 
Duntisbourne 'Hotat' Ansfrid of Cormeilles In hand None 1 20s 
Great Colsbourne Ansfrid of Cormeilles In hand None 10.5 £7 10 with Gt. Coles. 
Great Colesbourne 
 
Ansfrid of Cormeilles 
 
1/2 in hand, 1/2 man at 
arms 
1 mill at 50d 
 
1.5 
 
£7 10s with Elkstone 
 
Syde Ansfrid of Cormeilles Thurstan None 3 40s 
Duntisbourne 'Hotat' Ansfrid of Cormeilles Bernard None 0 4s 
Pauntley, Hayes, Ketford, 
Kilcot 
Ansfrid of Cormeilles 
 
In hand 
 
1 mill at 7s 6d 
 
9 
 
£4 
 
Longborough Humphrey the Chamberlain In hand None 7 100s 
Ampney Crucis Humphrey the Chamberlain In hand 1 mill at 5s 2 25s 
Preston Humphrey the Chamberlain William None 2 30s 
Norcote Humphrey the Chamberlain William None 2.5 40s 
Siddington Humphrey the Chamberlain Ansketel 1 mill at 5s 1.5 40s 
Iron Acton Humphrey the Chamberlain In hand 1.5 mills at 64d 1.5 40s 
Wickwar Humphrey the Chamberlain In hand None 12 £12 
Ashbrook Humphrey the Chamberlain William None 0 2s 
Upton St Leonards Humphrey of Maidenhill In hand None 3 20s 
Sezincote Humphrey of Maidenhill In hand None 2 12d for meadows 
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Latton Humphrey Cook In hand None 1 15s 
Hawling Sigar of Choques In hand None 12 £8 
Hazleton Sigar of Choques In hand None 13 £7 
Yanworth Sigar of Choques In hand 1 mill at 40d 10 £6 
Shipton Moyne Matthew of Mortagne In hand 1 mill at 10s 6 £8 
Shipton Moyne Matthew of Mortagne Rumbald 1 mill at 12s 7 £8 
Shipton Moyne Matthew of Mortagne Rumbald None 1.5 14s 
Charfield Jocelyn the Breton In hand 1 mill at 10s 6 40s 
Clifton Roger son of Ralph In hand None 5 60s 
Clifton St Lawrence Roger son of Ralph In hand None 0 10s 
Temple Guiting Gerwy of Loges' Wife In hand None 1.5 20s 
Ampney Crucis Baldwin In hand None 1 10s 
Windrush Ketel, king's thane In hand None 1 20s 
Duntisbourne Ketel In hand None 1 15s 
Rodmarton Oswald, king's thane In hand None 1 10s 
Baunton 
 
Edric son of Ketel, king's 
thane 
In hand 
 
None 
 
3 
 
60s 
 
Elmore Edward, king's thane In hand None 3 30s 
Bickmarsh Edith In hand None 2 20s 
Naunton Cwenhild the nun In hand 1 mill at 5s 9 £5 
Leckhampton Brictric In hand None 4 30s 
Pinnock Alfwold In hand 1 mill at 30d 8 £4 
Aldsworth Alfward son of Reinbald In hand None 3 30s 
Longley Alfsi In hand None 11 60s 
Bitton Dunn In hand None 7 £3 
Woodchester Brictric In hand 1 mill at 10s 16 100s 
Wheatenhurst Brictric Harding 1 mill at 10s 6 30s 
Alkerton Edric son of Ketel In hand 1 mill at 10s 9 £3 
Rudford 
 
 
Madoc 
 
 
In hand 
 
 
1 mill which pays corn 
in so far as it can be 
sold 
5 
 
 
40s 
 
 
Totals: 
     
124 mills 
 
1522 plough 
teams   
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Total value of mills: (excludes those                                                                                            £43 1s 2d 
not valued or only paying renders in kind - 2 in total                                                                    
   .    
Average mill value:    7s 1d    
(excludes those not valued oronly paying renders in kind - 2 in total)   
       
Average number of plough teams per mill:                                                                                  12.27 plough teams    
       
Average number of mills per 10 plough teams:                                                                            0.81 mills    
       
Average mill value per 10 plough teams:    
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 2 in total,   
and plough teams, or a proportion of plough teams, on those manors - 5 in total)                 0.80 mills x 7s 1d = 5s 8d  
        
Mills held as percentage of Gloucestershire mills:                                                                      46.62% 
    
 
Value of mills as percentage of Gloucestershire mills:                                                               49.71% 
    
 
Plough teams as percentage of Gloucestershire plough teams:                                               37.85%    
        
        
Mills value:  
 
Mill numbers 
 
Percentage of total mills 
    
  
Under 5s 30 24.19%      
5s but less than 10s 51 41.13%      
10s but less than 20s 41 33.06%      
20s and over 0 0.00%      
No value given 1 0.81%      
Renders only in kind 1 0.81%      
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                    Appendix Two 
     
 Domesday Worcestershire - Land of the King 
      
Manor Held by Mills Plough teams Value  
Bromsgrove & 18 outliers In hand 3 mills at 13s 4d 79 Not given  
Suckley In hand None - £18 before 1066  
Grafton, Cooksey, W'gwick, 
Chadwick 
Urso the Sheriff 
 
None 
 
17 
 
100s 
 
 
Willingwick 
William son of 
Ansculf None 0.5 2s 
 
Kidderminster & 16 outliers In hand 
2 mills at 16s, 1 mill at 5 
ora* 25.5 £10 15s 
 
Droitwich In hand None - Brine pits & salt houses  
Tardebrigge 
 
In hand 
 
None 
 
13 
 
£11 of pence at 20d to the 
ora 
 
Clent In hand None 11 £4  
Totals 
   
6 mills 
 
146 plough 
teams   
 
      
* 1 Ora calculated at 20d to the ora      
      
Total value of mills:  (excludes those not valued or only paying                                          £1 17s 7d    
renders in kind – 0 in total)        
        
Average mill value:   6s 3d     
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 0 in total) 
   
Average number of plough teams per mill:                                                                             24.33 plough teams   
        
Average number of mills per10 plough teams:                                                                       0.41 mills    
        
Average mill value per 10 plough teams:    
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 0 in total,   
and plough teams, or a proportion of plough teams, on those manors - 0 in total)           2s 7d      
        
Mills held as percentage of Worcestershire mills:                                                                 5.24% 
    
Total value of mills as percentage of Worcestershire mills:                                                 4.18%    
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Plough teams as percentage of Worcestershire plough teams:                                           7.47% 
 
   
Mills value 
 
Mill numbers 
 
Percentage of total mills 
   
   
Under 5s 0 0.00%      
5s but less than 10s 6 100.00%      
10s but less than 20s 0 0.00%      
20s and over 0 0.00%      
No value or no value given 0 0.00%      
Renders only in kind 0 0.00%      
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Appendix Two cont'd 
      
  Domesday Worcestershire - Episcopal Land 
      
Manor Landholder 1086 Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086 
Bockleton Bishop of Hereford In hand None 12 £4 
Kyre Bishop of Hereford Urso the Sheriff None 1 10s 
Inkberrow Bishop of Hereford In hand None 17 £12 
Acton Beauchamp Bishop of Bayeux Urso None 10 £4 
Sheriff's Lench Bishop of Bayeux Urso None 4 42s 
Lutley Priests of Wolverhampton In hand None 4 15s 
Kempsey Bishop of Worcester In hand None 18 £8 + 5 hides waste 
Mucknell, Stoulton, 
Wolverton 
Bishop of Worcester 
 
Urso the Sheriff 
 
None 
 
7 
 
100s 
 
Wolverton Bishop of Worcester Roger of Lacy 1 mill at 40d 2 40s 
Whittington Bishop of Worcester Walter Ponther None 6 40s 
Wick Episcopi Bishop of Worcester In hand 2 mills at 12s 16 £8 
Holt Bishop of Worcester Urso the Sheriff None 12   
Little Witley Bishop of Worcester Urso the Sheriff None 2 10s 
Kenswick Bishop of Worcester Urso the Sheriff None 2 15s 
Clopton Bishop of Worcester Urso the Sheriff None 1 15s 
Laugherne Bishop of Worcester Urso the Sheriff None 1 7s 
Greenhill Bishop of Worcester Urso the Sheriff None 1 6s 
Laugherne Bishop of Worcester Robert the Bursar 1 mill at 5s 1 20s 
Cotheridge Bishop of Worcester Osbern son of Richard 1 mill at 5s 5 40s 
Fladbury 
 
Bishop of Worcester 
 
In hand 
 
1 mill at 10s; 20 sticks of 
eels* 
28 
 
£9 
 
Inkberrow Bishop of Worcester In hand None 4 30s 
Ab Lench Bishop of Worcester Urso the Sheriff None 8 £4 
Rous Lench Bishop of Worcester Urso the Sheriff 1 mill at 4s 9 £7 
Wyre Piddle, Moor & Hill Bishop of Worcester Robert the Bursar None 5 60s 
Bradley Green Bishop of Worcester Archdeacon Alric None 2.5 20s 
Bishampton Bishop of Worcester Roger of Lacy 1 mill at 12d 7 £10 
Bredon Bishop of Worcester In hand 1 mill at 6s 8d 23 £10 less 10s 
Teddington & Mitton Bishop of Worcester In hand None 14 £4 
Cutsdean Bishop of Worcester Archdeacon Alric None 5 30s 
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Redmarley d'Abitot Bishop of Worcester Urso the Sheriff 1 mill at 5s 8d 14 £8 less 10s 
Pendock Bishop of Worcester Urso the Sheriff None 2 26s 
Little Washbourne Bishop of Worcester Urso the Sheriff None 4 40s 
Westmancote Bishop of Worcester Urso the Sheriff None 4 60s 
Bredons Norton Bishop of Worcester Durand None 2 10s 
Bushley Bishop of Worcester King None - 40s 
Ripple and Upton on Severn Bishop of Worcester In hand 1 mill (no value given) 42 £10 
Croome Bishop of Worcester Ordric None 6 40s 
Croome Bishop of Worcester Siward None 5 40s 
Hill Croome Bishop of Worcester Roger of Lacy None 5 £4 
Holdfast Bishop of Worcester Urso the Sheriff None 2 20s 
Queenhill Bishop of Worcester King None - 40s 
Barley Bishop of Worcester King None - 15s 
Blockley Bishop of Worcester In hand 12 mills at 52s, less 3d 58 £20 
Ditchford Bishop of Worcester Richard None 2 30s 
Blockley Bishop of Worcester Ansgot None 1 15s 
Church Icomb Bishop of Worcester In hand None 4 Not given 
Daylesford Bishop of Worcester Stephen son of Fulcred None 7 £3 
Evenlode Bishop of Worcester Hereward 1 mill at 32d 5 £3 
Tredington & Tidmington Bishop of Worcester In hand 3 mills at 32s 6d 34 £12 10s 
Blackwell Bishop of Worcester In hand None 7 50s 
Longdon Bishop of Worcester Gilbert son of Thorold None 6 £3 
Northwick & Tibberton Bishop of Worcester In hand 3 mills at 50s 22 Not given 
Hindlip & Offerton Bishop of Worcester Urso the Sheriff None 4 20s 
Warndon & White Ladies 
Aston 
Bishop of Worcester 
 
Urso the Sheriff 
 
None 
 
2 
 
16s 
 
Cudley Bishop of Worcester Urso the Sheriff None 2 10s 
White Ladies Aston Bishop of Worcester Ordric None 7 40s 
Oddingley Bishop of Worcester Ordric None 2 Not given 
Huddington 
 
Bishop of Worcester 
 
Archdeacon Alric 
 
1 mill pays 3 packloads of 
corn 
4 
 
30s 
 
Whittington & Radley Bishop of Worcester Walter Ponther None 3 25s 
Churchill Bishop of Worcester Walter Ponther 1 mill at 4s 5 40s 
Bredicot Bishop of Worcester Walter Ponther None 1 20s 
Perry Bishop of Worcester Erlebald None 3 20s 
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Total value of mills: (excludes those not                                                                            £9 13s 7d    
valued or only paying renders in kind - 2 in total)    
       
Average mill value:    6s 5½d    
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 2 in total)   
       
Average number of plough teams per mill:                                                                        15.39 plough teams    
       
Average number of mills per 10 plough teams:                                                                 0.65 mills      
       
Average mill value per 10 plough teams:    
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 2 in total,                          0.67 mills x 6s 5½d = 4s 4d   
and plough teams, or a proportion of plough teams, on those manors - 46 in total)   
       
Mills held as percentage of Worcestershire mills:                                                            27.95% 
    
Total value of mills as percentage of Worcestershire mills:                                            21.47%  
    
Plough teams as percentage of Worcestershire plough teams:                                     25.19%   
 
   
 
   
 
Mills value:  
 
Mill numbers 
 
Percentage of total mills 
    
 
Under 5s 17 53.13%     
5s but less than 10s 6 18.75%     
10s but less than 20s 7 21.88%     
20s and over 0 0.00%     
No value or no value given 1 3.13%     
Renders only in kind 1 3.13%     
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        Appendix Two cont'd 
      
 Domesday Worcestershire - Monastic Land   
      
Manor Landholder 1086 Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086 
Overbury with Pendock St Mary's Church Worcester In hand None 15 £6 
Sedgeberrow St Mary's Church Worcester In hand 2 mills at 10s 9.5 £3 
Shipston on Stour St Mary's Church Worcester In hand 1 mill at 10s 8 50s 
Harvington with 
Wiburgestoke 
St Mary's Church Worcester 
 
In hand 
 
1 mill at 10s 
 
8 
 
50s 
 
Grimley St Mary's Church Worcester In hand 1 mill without dues 18 £3 
Knightwick St Mary's Church Worcester Robert the Bursar None 3 20s 
Hallow with Broadwas St Mary's Church Worcester In hand 2 mills at 10s 14 100s 
Eastbury St Mary's Church Worcester Walter of Burgh None 1 5s 
Himbleton and Spetchley St Mary's Church Worcester Roger of Lacy None 7.5 50s 
Lyppard St Mary's Church Worcester Hugh of Grandmesnil None 1 20s 
Cropthorne with Netherton St Mary's Church Worcester In hand 1 mill at 10s 17 £6.  5 hides waste 
Cropthorne with Netherton St Mary's Church Worcester Robert the Bursar None 16 £7 
Hampton St Mary's Church Worcester Abbot of Evesham None - Not given 
Bengeworth St Mary's Church Worcester Abbot of Evesham None - £4 10s two manors 
Bengeworth St Mary's Church Worcester Urso the Sheriff None 5.5 £4 10s two manors 
Cleeve Prior & At Lench St Mary's Church Worcester In hand 1 mill pays 1 sester of honey 8 £6.  2 hides, 1 v'gt waste 
Phepson St Mary's Church Worcester In hand None 4 10s 
Crowle St Mary's Church Worcester Roger of Lacy 1 mill at 2s 6 70s 
Hanbury St Mary's Church Worcester In hand None 26 £6.  2 hides waste 
Hanbury St Mary's Church Worcester Urso None - 5s 
Stoke Prior, Aston, 
Baddington 
St Mary's Church Worcester 
 
In hand 
 
2 mills which pay 7 ora* 
 
16 
 
100s 
 
Hartlebury St Mary's Church Worcester In hand 2 mills at 4s & 10 packloads corn 25 £13 10s 
Wolverley St Mary's Church Worcester In hand 1 mill at 6s 6.5 30s 
Alvechurch & 4 outliers St Mary's Church Worcester In hand None 16 100s 
Eardiston & Knighton on 
Teme 
St Mary's Church Worcester 
 
St Mary's 
 
1 mill at 10s 
 
23 
 
£8 
 
Droitwich Abbey of St Denis Paris In hand None - Not given 
Salwarpe Abbey of St Mary Coventry Urso the Sheriff None - 35s 
Tenbury Abbey of St Mary Cormeilles In hand None 1 5s 
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Droitwich Abbey of St Peter Gloucester In hand None - Not given 
Pershore Abbey of St Peter Westminster In hand 3 mills at 50s 15 £14 
Wick  Abbey of St Peter Westminster Urso & Gilbert None 14 £3 and 25s 
Pensham Abbey of St Peter Westminster In hand None 6 £3 
Birlingham Abbey of St Peter Westminster In hand None 6 50s 
Birlingham Abbey of St Peter Westminster Urso None 2 40s 
Bricklehampton Abbey of St Peter Westminster In hand None 6 20s 
Defford Abbey of St Peter Westminster In hand None 8 50s 
Eckington Abbey of St Peter Westminster In hand None 4 100s 
Eckington Abbey of St Peter Westminster Urso 1 mill at 10s 5 40s 
Eckington Abbey of St Peter Westminster Thurstan son of Rolf None 3 60s 
Besford. Abbey of St Peter Westminster William the priest None 1.5 20s 
Besford Abbey of St Peter Westminster Urso None 3 30s 
Longdon Abbey of St Peter Westminster In hand None 9 £9 
Longdon Abbey of St Peter Westminster In hand None - £11 11s 
Longdon Abbey of St Peter Westminster King 1 mill at 2s 17 Not given 
Londgon Abbey of St Peter Westminster Drogo son of Poyntz None 1 15s 
Longdon Abbey of St Peter Westminster Urso None 8 70s 
Longdon Abbey of St Peter Westminster William son of Baderon None 5 40s 
Longdon 
 
Abbey of St Peter Westminster 
 
Leofric from Roger of 
Lacy 
1 mill at 8s 
 
5 
 
20s 
 
Powick Abbey of St Peter Westminster In hand 1 mill which serves the hall 15 £20 
Powick Abbey of St Peter Westminster Urso None 7 £9 5s 
Powick Abbey of St Peter Westminster Gilbert son of Thorold 1 mill at 16d 3 43s 
Powick Abbey of St Peter Westminster Walter Ponther None 2.5 25s 
Powick Abbey of St Peter Westminster Arthur None 1 Not given 
Upton Snodsbury Abbey of St Peter Westminster In hand None 13 £7 10s 
Upton Snodsbury Abbey of St Peter Westminster Urso None 3 50s 
Martin Hussingtree Abbey of St Peter Westminster In hand None 7 30s 
Droitwich Abbey of St Peter Westminster In hand None - 100s & 12s 8d 
Dormston 
 
Abbey of St Peter Westminster 
 
William son of 
Corbucion 
None 
 
6.5 
 
£4 10s 
 
North Piddle Abbey of St Peter Westminster Urso None 5 60s 
Naunton Beauchamp Abbey of St Peter Westminster Urso None 6 £4 
Naunton Beauchamp Abbey of St Peter Westminster Herbrand from Urso None 2 40s 
Grafton Flyford Abbey of St Peter Westminster Urso None 1 30s 
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North Piddle Abbey of St Peter Westminster Urso None 3 60s 
Pirton Abbey of St Peter Westminster Walter Ponther None 4.5 50s 
Grafton Flyford Abbey of St Peter Westminster Walter Ponther None 8 70s 
Peopleton Abbey of St Peter Westminster In hand None 4 Not given 
Peopleton Abbey of St Peter Westminster Walter Ponther None 4 50s 
Peopleton Abbey of St Peter Westminster Urso None - 100d 
Comberton Abbey of St Peter Westminster Gilbert son of Thorold None 6 70s 
Outlier of Comberton Abbey of St Peter Westminster Gilbert son of Thorold 1 mill pays 30 packloads of corn 14 100s 
Broughton Hackett Abbey of St Peter Westminster Sheriff None 3 30s 
Severn Stoke Abbey of St Peter Westminster Alfred of Marlborough None 16 £10 
Nafford Abbey of St Peter Westminster Robert Parler None 0 5s 
Comberton Abbey of St Peter Westminster Urso None 2 20s 
Pershore & 7 outliers Abbey of St Mary Pershore In hand 1 mill at 4s 27 £12 with Wyre Piddle 
Wyre Piddle in Pershore Abbey of St Mary Pershore In hand 0.5 mills at 10s & 20 sticks of eels - In Pershore 
Pershore Abbey of St Mary Pershore Urso 1 mill at 10s 3 50s 
Drakes Broughton Abbey of St Mary Pershore Urso None - 10s 
Wadborough Abbey of St Mary Pershore Robert the Bursar None 2 40s 
Wadborough Abbey of St Mary Pershore Urso None - Not given 
Beoley & Yardley Abbey of St Mary Pershore In hand None 10 100s 
Alderminster Abbey of St Mary Pershore In hand 2 mills at 17s 6d 15 £9 
Broadway Abbey of St Mary Pershore In hand None 25 £14 10s 
Leigh Abbey of St Mary Pershore In hand 2 mills at 10s 9d 31 £16 
Leigh Abbey of St Mary Pershore Urso 1 mill at 4s 6 50s 
Bransford Abbey of St Mary Pershore Urso 1 mill at 20s 5 £4 
Mathon Abbey of St Mary Pershore In hand 1 mill at 30d 14 100s 
Mathon Abbey of St Mary Pershore Urso None 4 20s 
Evesham Abbey of St Mary Evesham In hand 1 mill at 30s 7 110s 
Lenchwick & Norton Abbey of St Mary Evesham In hand 2 mills at 22s 6d and 2000 eels 16 £7 
Oldberrow Abbey of St Mary Evesham In hand None - 5s 
Offenham, Littleton, 
Bretforton 
Abbey of St Mary Evesham 
 
In hand 
 
1 mill at 12s 6d 
 
14 
 
£I 16 10s 
 
Aldington Abbey of St Mary Evesham In hand 1 mill at 5s 3 40s 
Wickhamford & Bretforton Abbey of St Mary Evesham In hand 1 mill at 40d 14 £6 
Badsey Abbey of St Mary Evesham In hand None 10 £3 10s 
Littleton Abbey of St Mary Evesham In hand None 9 70s 
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Church Honeybourne Abbey of St Mary Evesham In hand None 8 £4 
Ombersley Abbey of St Mary Evesham In hand 2 mills at 8s 25 £16 
Hampton Abbey of St Mary Evesham In hand 2 mills at 20s 10 £6 
Bengeworth Abbey of St Mary Evesham In hand None 4 60s 
Abbots Morton Abbey of St Mary Evesham Ranulf None 5 30s 
Atch Lench Abbey of St Mary Evesham In hand None 2 15s 
Bevington Abbey of St Mary Evesham In hand None 1 10s 
Church Lench Abbey of St Mary Evesham In hand None 5 30s 
Totals: 
     
44.5 mills 
 
785 plough 
teams   
      
* 1 Ora calculated at 20d to the ora     
        
Total value of mills: (excludes those not                                                                             £16 15s 10d     
valued or only paying renders in kind - 2 in total)     
        
Average mill value:   7s 10½d     
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 2 in total)    
        
Average number of  plough teams per mill:                                                                         17.64 plogh teams     
        
Average number of mills per 10 plough teams:                                                                    0.57 mills           
        
Average mill value per 10 plough teams:                                                                              0.56 mills x 7s 10½d  = 4s 5d     
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 2 in total,                                
and plough teams, or a proportion of plough teams, on those manors - 22 in total)    
        
Mills held as percentage of Worcestershire mills:                                                               38.86% 
     
Total value of mills as percentage of Worcestershire mills:                                               37.15% 
     
Plough teams as percentage of Worcestershire plough teams:                                        40.15%    
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Mills value:  
 
Mill numbers 
 
Percentage of total mills 
    
  
Under 5s 13 29.21%      
5s but less than 10s 12 26.97%      
10s but less than 20s 15.5 34.83%      
20s and over 2 4.49%      
No value given 0 0.00%      
Renders only in kind 2 4.49%      
Renders in kind in addition to 
monetary value 
3.5 (not included in totals) 
 
- 
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               Appendix 2 cont'd 
      
 Domesday Worcestershire - Land of Lay Tenants-in-Chief  
       
Manor Landholder 1086 Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086  
Halesowen Earl Roger In hand None 51.5 £15  
Salwarpe Earl Roger Urso 1 mill at 10s 8 £6  
Worsley Ralph of Tosny In hand None 10 £4  
Lindon Ralph of Tosny In hand None 8 16s  
Halac Ralph of Tosny In hand None - 5s  
Dunclent Nigel the Doctor Urso None 1 10s  
Alton Ralph of Tosny In hand None 8 25s  
Rockmoor Ralph of Tosny In hand None 2 20s  
Bayton Ralph of Tosny Rayner 1 mill at 5s 15 £4  
Rockmoor Ralph of Tosny In hand None 1 2s  
Abberley Ralph of Tosny In hand None 19 £10 10s  
Astley Ralph of Tosny St Taurin's Church 2 mills at 10s 13.5 100s  
Astley Ralph of Tosny Urso 2 mills at 20s 10 30s  
Redmarley d'Abitot Ralph of Tosny In hand None 9 40s  
Shelsey Ralph of Tosny In hand None 10 50s  
Eastham & Bastwood Ralph of Tosny In hand 1 mill at 6s 8d 7 £4  
Elmey Lovett Ralph of Tosny Walter 3 mills pay 109s 4d 10 £16  
Sodington Ralph of Mortimer A man at arms None 1.5 10s  
Mamble Ralph of Mortimer In hand None 5 40s  
Broc Ralph of Mortimer In hand None 4 20s  
Conningswick Ralph of Mortimer In hand None 1 10s  
Morton Underhill Robert of Stafford Arnold None 6 £4  
Stockton on Teme Roger of Lacy In hand 1 mill at 20s 4 70s  
Stanford on Teme Roger of Lacy Hugh  None 1 30s  
Shell Roger of Lacy Herman None 1 15s  
Kington Roger of Lacy 2 men at arms None 4 50s  
Berrington Osbern son of Richard In hand 1 mill pays 22 packloads of corn 11 20s  
Tenbury Wells Osbern son of Richard In hand None 13 40s  
Clifton on Teme Osbern son of Richard Robert d'Oilly None 9 40s  
Kyre Osbern son of Richard In hand 1 mill pays 10 packloads of grain 9 40s  
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Stanford on Teme Osbern son of Richard In hand None 2 20s  
Shelsey Osbern son of Richard In hand None 3 30s  
Kyre Osbern son of Richard Herbert None 2 10s  
Homme Castle  Osbern son of Richard In hand 1 mill pays 16 packloads of corn 6 30s  
Lower Sapey Osbern son of Richard In hand 1 mill pays 6 packloads of corn 11 30s  
Carton Osbern son of Richard Odo None 3.5 5s  
Edvin Loach Osbern son of Richard In hand None 4 28s  
Wychbold Osbern son of Richard In hand 5 mills at £4 8s 19 £15  
Elmbridge Osbern son of Richard In hand None 10 50s  
Crowle Osbern son of Richard Urso None 2 40s  
Doddenham Gilbert son of Thorold In hand 1 mill at 12s 8 42s  
Redmarley d'Abitot Gilbert son of Thorold Ralph None 4 30s  
Hanley Gilbert son of Thorold Roger None 5 40s  
Hanley Gilbert son of Thorold Hugh None 5 50s  
Orleton Gilbert son of Thorold Hugh None 4 30s  
Hadzor Gilbert son of Thorold Walter None 4 45s  
Hollin Drogo son of Poyntz In hand None - 5s  
Stildon Drogo son of Poyntz In hand None - Waste  
Glasshampton Drogo son of Poyntz In hand 1 mill at 4s 8d 1.5 10s  
Martley Drogo son of Poyntz In hand None - Not given  
Droitwich 
 
Harold son of Earl 
Ralph 
In hand 
 
None 
 
- 
 
40s 
 
 
Selly Oak William son of Ansculf Wibert None 4.5 60s  
Northfield William son of Ansculf In hand None 14 100s  
Frankley William son of Ansculf Baldwin None 6 30s  
Willingwick William son of Ansculf Baldwin None 0.5 3s  
Selly Oak William son of Ansculf Robert None 3 15s  
Warley William son of Ansculf Alfhelm None 5.5 10s  
Churchill William son of Ansculf Walter None 1 8s  
Bell Hall William son of Ansculf Robert None 5 15s  
Hagley William son of Ansculf Roger None 6 50s  
Dudley William son of Ansculf In hand None 11 £3  
Old Swinford William son of Ansculf Acard 1 mill at 5s 8 £3  
Pedmore William son of Ansculf Acard None 6.5 50s  
Cradley William son of Ansculf Payne None 7 24s  
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Bellington William son of Ansculf In hand None - 4d - waste  
Witton 
 
William son of 
Corbucion 
In hand 
 
None 
 
3 
 
£3 
 
 
Chawson William Goizenboded William None 1 4s  
Cookhill Urso d'Abitot Erlebald None 1 50s  
Osmerley Urso d'Abitot Erlebald None 4 13s  
Cofton Hackett Urso d'Abitot Thorold & Walter 1 mill serves the hall of one of them 6 27s  
Bentley Urso d'Abitot William None 4 16s  
Woodcote Green Urso d'Abitot Erlebald None 1 5s  
Rushock Urso d'Abitot Hunwulf None 8 30s  
Stone Urso d'Abitot Erlebald 1 mill at 3 ora* 8 30s  
Doverdale Urso d'Abitot William 1 mill at 4s 6 40s  
Hatete Urso d'Abitot Gunfrid 1 mill at 2s 1 10s  
Hampton Lovett Urso d'Abitot Robert None 5 £3  
Horton Urso d'Abitot Robert None 2 18s  
Cooksey Green Urso d'Abitot Herbrand & William None 5 27s  
Bellbroughton Urso d'Abitot In hand None 8 £4 10s  
1 hide Urso d'Abitot Robert None - 3s  
Upton Warren Urso d'Abitot Erlebald 1 mill at 4s 7 50s  
Witton in Droitwich Urso d'Abitot Gunfrid None 1 15s  
Hampton Lovett Urso d'Abitot Robert 1 mill at 30s 3 50s  
Thickenappletree Hugh Donkey William None 5 30s  
Chaddesley Corbett & 8 outliers Edeva In hand 3 mills pay 12 packloads of corn 28 £12  
Totals: 
     
32 mills 
 
531.5 plough 
teams   
 
       
* 1 Ora calculated at 20d to the ora     
        
Total value of mills: (excludes those                                                                                 £16 15s 7d     
not valued or only paying renders in kind - 7 in total)     
        
Average mill value:    13s 5d     
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 7 in total)    
        
Average number of plough teams per mill:                                                                      16.61 plough teams     
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Average number of mills per 10 plough teams:                                                                 0.60 mills     
        
Average mill value per 10 plough teams:                                                                           0.54 mills x 13s 5d = 7s 3d     
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 7 in total,    
and plough teams, or a proportion of plough teams, on those manors - 65 in total)    
        
Mills held as percentage of Worcestershire mills:                                                             27.95% 
     
Total value of mills as percentage of Worcestershire mills:                                             37.21% 
    
Plough teams as percentage of Worcestershire plough teams:                                       27.91%    
   
 
   
  
Mills value: 
 
Mill numbers 
 
Percentage of total mills 
    
  
Under 5s 5 15.63%      
5s but less than 10s 6 18.75%      
10s but less than 20s 9 28.12%      
20s and over 5 15.63%      
No value given 0 0.00%      
Renders only in kind 7 21.88%      
Renders in kind in addition to 
monetary value 
0 
 
- 
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Appendix Three 
 
            Domesday Herefordshire - Land of the King  
      
Manor Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086  
Linton In hand 1 mill at 8d 15 £10 white pence  
Linton Ansfrid of Cormeilles None 9 In Linton  
Lugwardine In hand 1 mill at 10s 13 £10 white pence & 1 ounce gold  
Lugwardine St Mary's Cormeilles 2 mills at 15s 2 In Lugwardine  
Lugwardine Reeve 1 mill at 7s 0 60s  
Kingstone In hand None 7 50s blanched pence & 1 hawk  
Waplestone Reeve None 1 In Kingstone  
Marden In hand 1 mill at 20s and 25 sticks of eels* 31 £16  
Kingsland In hand 2 mills at 26s 4d and 500 eels 22 £13 3s  
Eardisland In hand 2 mills at 25s 19 £12 of blanched pence  
Much Marcle In hand 1 mill which pays nothing 47 £30  
Much Marcle Sheriff None 2 In Much Marcle  
Cleeve & Wilton In hand 2 mills at 6s 28 £9 10s blanched pence  
Stanford In hand 1 mill at 6s 6 100s white pence  
Leominster & 16 members 
 
In hand 
 
8 mills at 108s & 100 sticks of 
eels, less 10* 
230 
 
£60 but should be £120 
 
 
Edwyn Ralph etc Urso d'Abitot etc 2 mills at 24s 13 £12 11s  
In Leominster before 1066:          
  Hatfield Hugh Donkey None 9.5 100s   
  Wapley Osbern son of Richard None 6 20s  
  Butterley Urso d'Abetot None 3 40s  
  Fencote Abbess None 2 Not given  
  Hampton Wafre Roger of Lacy None 1 30s  
  Hampton Gilbert from Roger of Lacy None 6 40s  
  Sarnesfield Godmund from Roger of Lacy None 4 20s  
  Gattertop Walter from Roger of Lacy None 3 30s  
  Wigmore Ralph of Mortimer None 0 Not given  
  Brimfield Ralph of Mortimer None 1 7s 6d  
  Ford, Broadfield,     
Sarnsefield 
Drogo from Ralph of Tosny 
 
None 
 
3 
 
75s 
 
 
  Eaton Herbert from Ralph of Tosny None 6.5 60s  
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  Risbury Robert from William of Ecouis 1 mill at 4s 2 60s  
  Wharton Bernard from William of Ecouis None 2.5 20s  
  Newton Bernard from William of Ecouis None 0 Waste  
  Dilwyn Richard from William of Ecouis None 2 20s  
  Hatfield Ralph from William of Ecouis None 1 8s  
  Broadward William son of Norman 1 mill at 10s 3 30s  
  Hampton Stephen from Drogo son of Poyntz 1 mill at 40d 2 20s  
  Hamnish Walter from Drogo son of Poyntz None 2 20s 4d  
  Middleton on the hill Bernard from Durand the Sheriff None 1 10s  
  Dilwyn Ilbert None 6 40s  
  Luntley Ilbert None 3 30s  
  Alac Godwin from Gruffyd Boy None 1 10s  
 1/2 hide Alfward from Gruffyd Boy None 1 15s  
 Yarpole Leofwin Latimer None 1 3s  
Martley In hand 1 mill at 8s 53 £24 of pence + 12s in gifts  
Martley Ralph of Bernay None 2 Not given  
Feckenham In hand 1 mill at 2s 25.5 £18 of pence with Hollow Court  
Hollow Court In hand None 6 £18 of pence with Feckenham  
Hanley Castle In hand 1 mill at 2s 21.5 £50 in revenue & 25s in gifts - 6 manors  
Forthampton In hand None 9 In Hanley Castle  
Bushley In hand None 6 In Hanley Castle  
Pull Court In hand None 1 In Hanley Castle  
Queenhill In hand None 5.5 In Hanley Castle  
Eldersfield In hand 1 mill at 2s 14 In Hanley Castle  
Suckley In hand 1 mill at 6s; 1 mill at 6s* 29 In Hanley Castle  
Monmouth Castle William son of Baderon 3 mills at 20s 45 £30  
Garway Herman None 0 Not given  
Garway Gilbert son of Thorold None 4 4 sesters of honey & 16d  
A village in Archenfield Waerstan None 6 0.5 sesters of honey & 6d  
Kilpeck William son of Norman None 22 £4  
Baysham William son of Norman None 9 30s  
Kings Caple 
 
Walter from William son of 
Norman 
None 
 
5 
 
30s 
 
 
Pontrilas Alfred of Marlborough None 6.5 30s  
Ashe Ingen Alfred of Marlborough None 1.5 10s  
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Birch Roger of Lacy None 4 6 sesters of honey & 10s  
Penebedoc Novi from Roger of Lacy None 4 6 sesters of honey & 10s  
Howle Hill Godric Mapson None 13 18 sesters of honey  
Westwood Abbey of St Peter Gloucester None 8.5 £3  
Dewsall 
 
Wm and Ilbert from Ralph of 
Tosny 
None 
 
4 
 
30s 
 
 
Burlingjobb In hand None 0 Waste  
Old Radnor In hand None 0 Waste  
Whitney In hand None 0 Waste  
Mateurdin In hand None 0 Waste  
Eardisley In hand None 0 Waste  
Chickward etc In hand None 0 Waste  
Barton, Hergest etc In hand None 0 Waste  
Woonton In hand None 1.5 62d  
Rowden Grimketel None 1 10s  
Newarne In hand None 0 Waste  
Redbrook In hand None 0 Waste  
Staunton In hand None 0 Waste  
Yatton In hand None 0 30s  
Totals: 
   
36 mills 
 
825 plough 
teams   
 
      
* Possibly a duplicated entry but included in totals    
        
Total value of mills: (excludes those                                                                                                            £15 11s 5d    
not valued or only paying renders in kind - 0 in total)    
        
Average mill value    8s 8d     
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 0 in total)   
Average number of plough teams per mill                                                                                                  22.92 plough teams   
        
Average number of mills per 10 plough teams:                                                                                          0.44 mills    
        
Average mill value per 10 plough teams:    
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 0 in total,                                                   3s 10d   
and plough teams, or a proportion of plough teams, on those manors - 0 total)   
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Mills held as percentage of Herefordshire mills:                                                                                        33.49% 
    
Value of mills as percentage of Herefordshire mills:                                                                                 39.84%    
 
Plough teams as percentage of Herefordshire plough teams:                                                                 31.93%    
   
 
  
   
Mills value: 
 
Mill numbers 
 
Percentage of total mills 
   
   
Under 5s 9 25.00%      
5s but less than 10s 10 27.78%      
10s but less than 20s 16 44.44%      
20s and over 1 2.78%      
No value given 0 0.00%      
Renders only in kind 0 0.00%      
Renders in kind in addition 
to monetary value 
11 (not included in totals) 
 
- 
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             Appendix Three cont'd 
      
 Domesday Herefordshire - Episcopal Land   
      
Manor 1086 Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086 
Hereford Bishop of Hereford In hand None  0 50s 
Didley & Stane Bishop of Hereford In hand None  0 9 waste, 1 pays 40s 
Tedst'ne, Sawb'y, Yarsop, 
N'kes  
Bishop of Hereford 
 
In hand 
 
None  
 
0 
 
Not given 
 
Lulham Canons of Hereford In hand None 24 £10 
Preston on Wye Canons of Hereford In hand 1 mill at 2s 12.5 100s 
Tyberton Canons of Hereford In hand None 10 £3 
Eaton Bishop Canons of Hereford In hand 1 mill at 5s 9 £4 
Madley Canons of Hereford In hand None 5 100s with 4 hides below 
4 hides Canons of Hereford In hand None 3.5 In Madley 
Barton Canons of Hereford In hand None 2 £7 
Barton Canons of Hereford 4 men at arms None 18 In Barton 
Holme Lacy Canons of Hereford In hand None 22.5 £8 with Llanwarne 
Llanwarne Church  Canons of Hereford In hand None 3 In Holme Lacy 
Woolhope 
 
St Aethelbert's Church 
Hereford 
Roger of Lacy 
 
None 
 
41 
 
£16 
 
How Caple Canons of Hereford In hand 1 mill at 3s 11 60s 
Brockhampton Canons of Hereford In hand None 8 70s for English hides 
Preston Wynne Canons of Hereford In hand None 8.5 60s 
Withington Canons of Hereford In hand 1 mill at 2s 4 £6 5s 
Withington Canons of Hereford 3 clerks None 9 In Withington 
Withington Canons of Hereford Nuns of Hereford None 3.5 In Withington 
Ullingswick Canons of Hereford Bishop's man at arms None 9.5 100s.  3 hides are waste 
Donnington Canons of Hereford Bishop's Clerk None 8 25s 
Moreton Jefferies Canons of Hereford In hand None 5 100s 
Bishops Frome Canons of Hereford In hand 1 mill at 8s 24 £10 15s 
Bishops Frome 
 
Canons of Hereford 
 
Men at 
arms/chaplain/priest 
None 
 
10 
 
In Bishops Frome 
 
Bishops Frome Canons of Hereford Reeve 1 mill at 32d 0 In Bishops Frome 
Whippington Canons of Hereford In hand None 0 Waste 
Walford Canons of Hereford In hand None 6 £14 with Upton & Ross 
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Ross on Wye Canons of Hereford In hand 1 mill at 6s 8d 24 £14 with Ross & Walford 
Upton Bishop Canons of Hereford In hand None 30.5 £14 with Walford & Upton 
Ledbury Canons of Hereford In hand 1 mill at 32d 13 £8 
Ledbury Canons of Hereford Priest/men at arms None 18 In Ledbury 
Hazle in Ledbury Canons of Hereford In hand 1 mill at 2s 6 25s 
Eastnor Canons of Hereford In hand None 14 £4 
Eastnor Canons of Hereford Man at arms/mason None 4 In Eastnor 
Bagburrow Canons of Hereford In hand 1 mill at 32d 22 £8 less 5s 
Bagburrow Canons of Hereford In hand 1 mill at 16d 10 In Bagburrow 
Bosbury Canons of Hereford 2 men at arms 1 mill at 30d 25 £6 
Cradley Canons of Hereford In hand 1 mill at 32d 11 £10 
Cradley Canons of Hereford Priest/reeve/men at arms None 11 In Cradley 
Colwall in Cradley Canons of Hereford In hand 1 mill at 16d 13 60s 
Coddington Canons of Hereford In hand None 9 45s 
Hampton Bishop Canons of Hereford In hand 2.5 mills at 35s 12 100s 
Tupsley Canons of Hereford In hand 1 mill at 20s 5 45s 
Shelwick Canons of Hereford In hand 1 mill at 30s 5 100s 
Shelwick Canons of Hereford In hand None 5 35s 
Sugwas Canons of Hereford In hand None 1 23s 
Warham Canons of Hereford In hand None 4 30s 
Canon Pyon Canons of Hereford In hand None 17 £12 10s 
Canon Pyon Canons of Hereford 3 clerks 1 mill at 32d 12 In Canon Pyon 
Huntingdon 
 
Canons of Hereford 
 
In hand 
 
None 
 
8 
 
£4.  4 of the hides are 
waste 
Huntingdon Canons of Hereford 3 clerks None 3 In Huntingdon 
Holmer Canons of Hereford In hand None 4 10s 
Moreton on Lugg Canons of Hereford In hand 1 mill at 4s 5.5 £3 
Pipe Canons of Hereford 3 clerks None 1 5s 
Lyde Bishop of Hereford A man at arms None 5 40s 
Norton Canon Canons of Hereford In hand None 9.5 100s 
Bishopstone Canons of Hereford In hand None 7.5 £4 
Wormsley Bishop of Hereford A man at arms None 1 4s 
Bridge Sollers Bishop of Hereford A man at arms None 6 60s 
Bromyard Canons of Hereford A man at arms 1 mill at 10s 44  - 
Bromyard 
 
Canons of Hereford 
 
Men at 
arms/priests/reeve  
None 
 
31.5 
 
In Bromyard 
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Collington Canons of Hereford In hand None 5.5 30s 
Little Hereford 
 
Canons of Hereford 
 
In hand 
 
1 mill at 6s 8d.  4 mills, half of 
which rightly belong to it* 14 
£4.  3 of the 
 hides are waste 
Little Hereford Canons of Hereford Priest & rider None 3 In Little Hereford 
Winetone Canons of Hereford A rider None 1 5s 
Credenhill Canons of Hereford In hand None 1 20s 
The Moor Canons of Hereford In hand None 0 5s 
1 Welsh hide Canons of Hereford In hand None 8 40s 
4 hides Canons of Hereford 3 Clerks None 4 15s 
Around Hereford Bishop of Hereford In hand None 9.5 £4 
Around Hereford Bishop of Hereford 2 chaplains/man at arms None 6 67s 
Priors Frome St Peter's Church Hereford In hand None 3 30s 
Totals: 
     
26.5 mills 
 
709.5 plough 
teams   
      
* 5 mills here included in the calculation     
        
Total value of mills: (excludes those                                                                                         £7 12s 10d     
not valued or only paying renders in kind - 4 in total)     
        
Average mill value:   6s 9½d     
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 4 in total)    
        
Average number of plough teams per mill:                                                                              26.77 plough teams     
        
Average number of mills per 10 plough teams:                                                                       0.37 mills                
        
Average mill value per 10 plough teams:                                                                                 0.35 mills x 6s 9½d =       
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 4 total,                                     2s 4½d    
and plough teams, or a proportion of plough teams, on those manors - 65 total)   
         
Mills held as percentage of Herefordshire mills:                                                                     24.65% 
     
 
Value of mills as percentage of Herefordshire mills:                                                              19.55% 
     
 
Plough teams as percentage of Herefordshire plough teams:                                               27.46% 
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Mills value: 
 
Mill numbers 
 
Percentage of total mills 
    
   
Under 5s 13 49.06%       
5s but less than 10s 4 15.09%       
10s but less than 20s 3.5 13.21%       
20s and over 2  7.55%       
No value given 4 15.09%       
Renders only in kind 0 0.00%       
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           Appendix Three cont'd 
      
 Domesday Herefordshire - Monastic Land   
      
Manor Landholder 1086 Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086 
Kingstone Abbey of St Mary Cormeilles In hand None 0 Not given 
Much Marcle Abbey of St Mary Lyre In hand None 0 Not given 
Brampton Abbotts Abbey of St Peter Gloucester In hand 1 mill at 8s  9 £4 10s 
Lea Abbey of St Peter Gloucester In hand None 1 10s 
Brampton Abbotts Church of St Guthlac Hereford In hand None 0 5s but is waste 
Dormington Church of St Guthlac Hereford Walter None 1 10s 
Hinton Church of St Guthlac Hereford In hand 1 mill at 4s 3.5 25s 
Thinghill Church of St Guthlac Hereford In hand None 4 30s 
Felton Church of St Guthlac Hereford In hand None 4 40s 
Moccas Church of St Guthlac Hereford In hand None 4 30s 
Almeley Church of St Guthlac Hereford Roger of Lacy None 0 10s 
Middlewood Church of St Guthlac Hereford Drogo None 2 10s 
Whitney Church of St Guthlac Hereford Harold None 0 6s but is waste 
Hope under Dinmore Church of St Guthlac Hereford In hand None 3.5 30s 
Westelet Church of St Guthlac Hereford In hand None 0 Waste 
Bartrestree Church of St Guthlac Hereford In hand None 4 30s 
Outlier of Bartrestree Church of St Guthlac Hereford Nigel the Doctor None 4 40s 
Bowley Church of St Guthlac Hereford Nigel the Doctor None 2 20s 
Mathon Abbey of St Mary Pershore Two riders None 0 Not given 
Mathon Abbey of St Mary Pershore In hand 1 mill at 30d 14 100s 
Mathon Abbey of St Mary Pershore Urso None 4 20s 
Totals: 
    
3 mills 
 
60 plough 
teams   
      
Total value of mills: (excludes those                                                                                14s 6d     
not value or only paying renders in kind - 0 in total)     
        
Average mill value:    4s 10d     
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 0 in total)    
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Average number of plough teams per mill:                                                                      20 plough  
                                                                                                                                              teams 
         
Average number of mills per 10 plough teams:                                                               0.5 mills      
         
Average mill value per 10 plough teams:                                                                         2s 5d      
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 0 in total,     
and plough teams, or a proportion of plough teams, on those manors - 0 in total)     
         
Mills held as percentage of Herefordshire mills:                                                             2.79% 
     
 
Value of mills as percentage of Herefordshire mills:                                                      1.86% 
     
 
Plough teams as percentage of Herefordshire plough teams:                                      2.32%   
    
 
         
Mills value: 
 
Mill numbers 
 
Percentage of total mills 
    
   
Under 5s 2 66.67%       
5s but less than 10s 1 33.33%       
10s but less than 20s 0 0.00%       
20s and over 0 0.00%       
No value given 0 0.00%       
Renders only in kind 0 0.00%       
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               Appendix 3 cont'd 
      
 Domesday Herefordshire - Land of Lay Tenants-in-Chief 
      
Manor Landholder 1086 Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086 
Bowley Nigel the Doctor Ralph None 2 20s 
Sutton Nigel the Doctor In hand 1 mill at 8s & 8 sticks of eels 3 50s 
Sutton Nigel the Doctor In hand 1 mill at 10s and 7 sticks of eels 2 30s 
Maund Nigel the Doctor In hand None 5 30s 
Thinghill Nigel the Doctor Geoffrey None 2 20s 
Moccas Nigel the Doctor Ansfrid None 1 15s 
Little Cowarne Nigel the Doctor In hand None 4 40s 
Avenbury Nigel the Doctor In hand 1 mill which pays nothing 15 100s 
Clifford Castle Ralph of Tosny Gilbert the sheriff 1 mill pays 3 measures of corn 13 £8 5s 
Monkland Ralph of Tosny St Peter's of Castellion 1 mill pays 11s & 25 sticks of eels 9 £7 
Willersey & Winforton Ralph of Tosny In hand None 7 £7 
Willersey & Winforton Ralph of Tosny In hand None 1.5 12s 
Chadnor Ralph of Tosny In hand None 6 110s 
Monnington on Wye Ralph of Tosny Roger None 6 £4 
Dinedor Ralph of Tosny William & Ilbert 1 mill at 28d 14 £7 5s 
Westhide Ralph of Tosny In hand None 7 105s 
Ashperton Ralph of Tosny Brictwold the priest None 0.5 4s 
Stoke Edith Ralph of Tosny In hand 1 mill at 10s 9 £6 less 5s 
Wigmore Castle Ralph of Mortimer In hand None 2 £7 
Downton on the Rocks Ralph of Mortimer Odilard None 2.5 30s 
Burrington Ralph of Mortimer In hand None 6 40s 
Aston Ralph of Mortimer In hand None 5 30s 
Elton Ralph of Mortimer In hand None 5 20s 
Leinthall Ralph of Mortimer In hand None 7 40s 
Leinthall Ralph of Mortimer In hand 1 mill at 30s 10 100s 
Lye Ralph of Mortimer In hand None 1 5s 
Covenhope Ralph of Mortimer In hand None 3 10s 
Shobdon Ralph of Mortimer In hand None 12 £7 
Staunton on Arrow Ralph of Mortimer In hand None 6 40s 
Ledicot Ralph of Mortimer In hand None 1 10s 6d 
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Pilleth, Harpton, Mid'ton, 
W'ton 
Ralph of Mortimer 
 
In hand 
 
None  
 
0 
 
Waste 
 
Kinnersley Ralph of Mortimer Richard None 6 30s 
Birley Ralph of Mortimer Richard None 5 50s 
Birley Ralph of Mortimer Richard None 0.5 3s 
Wolferlow Ralph of Mortimer In hand None 1.5 10s 
Orleton Ralph of Mortimer In hand None 11 100s 
Ewyas Harold Roger of Lacy William & Osbern None 3 20s 
Longtown 
 
Roger of Lacy 
 
In hand 
 
None 
 
0 
 
15 sesters of honey  & 15 
pigs 
Clifford Castle Roger of Lacy In hand None 0 Waste 
Putley Roger of Lacy William None 4 20s 
Ocle Pychard Roger of Lacy In hand None 11 100s 
Ocle Pychard Roger of Lacy St Guthlac's Priory None 3 25s 
Maund Roger of Lacy Hugh None 1 15s 
Bodenham Roger of Lacy Herbert 1 mill at 16s and 30 sticks of eels 8 60s 
1 virgate in Thornlaw Roger of Lacy Herbert None 1 26d 
Marden Roger of Lacy Ingelrann None 4 60s 
Woonton Roger of Lacy Gerald None 1 4s 
Heath Roger of Lacy Gerald None 0 6s  
Pudleston Roger of Lacy Hugh None 4 40s 
1.5 hides Roger of Lacy Alwin None 1.5 10s 
Maund Roger of Lacy William None 2 25s 
Bacton& Wadetune Roger of Lacy William None 1 9s 
Elnodestune Roger of Lacy William None 2 10s 
Edwardestune Roger of Lacy Walter None 0 8s 
Bullinghope Roger of Lacy In hand Third part of 2 mills, is worth 14s 8d 3.5 50s 
Cobhall Roger of Lacy Gerald None 2 50s 
Mawfield Roger of Lacy Ingelrann None 2 46s 
Webton Roger of Lacy Berner None 1 15s 
Webton Roger of Lacy Gerald & Berner None 3 10s 
Stretton Roger of Lacy Robert 1 mill at 32d 5 10s 
Lyde Roger of Lacy Ralph None 3.5 25s 
Lyde Roger of Lacy Ralph None 2 60s 
Weston Beggard Roger of Lacy In hand 1 mill at 10s 11 100s 
Yarkhill Roger of Lacy In hand 1 mill at 100d 9 50s 
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Halmonds Frome Roger of Lacy In hand 1 mill at 7s 6d and 5 sticks of eels 10 60s 
Castle Frome Roger of Lacy In hand 1 mill at 10s 10 60s 
Munsley Roger of Lacy Ralph None 11 60s 
Little Marcle Roger of Lacy Odo 1 mill which pays corn 12.5 100s 
Canon Frome Roger of Lacy Gerard 1 mill at 10s 10d 9 73s 
Evesbatch Roger of Lacy Odo None 6 28s 
Monkhide Roger of Lacy Tesselin None 1 5s 
Tarrington Roger of Lacy Ansfrid None 1 6s 
Leadon Roger of Lacy St Peter's None 2 20s 
Leadon Roger of Lacy In hand None 0 Waste 
Lawton Roger of Lacy An Englishman None 2.5 20s 
Street Roger of Lacy William None 0 15s 
Ledicot Roger of Lacy Gilbert None 2 10s 
Hopleys Green Roger of Lacy Walter None 0 Not given 
Lyonshall Roger of Lacy Walter None 7 50s 
Mathon Roger of Lacy Odo None 1 10s 
Woonton Roger of Lacy In hand None 1.5 64d 
Eardisley Roger of Lacy Robert None 1 Not given 
Letton Roger of Lacy Tesselin 1 mill which pays nothing 2 30s 
Weobley Roger of Lacy In hand None 12.5 100s 
Fernhill Roger of Lacy In hand None 11 60s 
Kings Pyon Roger of Lacy In hand None 11 £4 
Birley Roger of Lacy Godmund None 3 40s 
Alton Roger of Lacy Osbern None 0 10s 
Swanstone Roger of Lacy Godmund None 2 15s 
Brobury Roger of Lacy Robert None 5 20s 
Staunton on Wye Roger of Lacy Leofric None 1.5 5s 
Mansell Gamage Roger of Lacy In hand None 13 £8 
Staunton on Wye Roger of Lacy William None 3 30s 
Yazor Roger of Lacy Robert None 5 60s 
Yarsop Roger of Lacy Robert None 1.5 15s 
Byford Roger of Lacy Walter 1 mill at 20s 3 100s 
Wormsley Roger of Lacy Leofric None 3 15s 
Wormsley Roger of Lacy In hand None 0 3s 
Stoke Lacy Roger of Lacy In hand 1 mill at 5s 9 £10 
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Collington Roger of Lacy Hugh None 1.5 20s 
Sawbury Hill Roger of Lacy Hugh None 0 Waste 
Wolferlow Roger of Lacy Hugh and Walter None 5 65s 
Bishops Frome Roger of Lacy Hugh 1 mill at 32d 2 15s 
Tedstone Roger of Lacy In hand None 4 20s 
Bredenbury Roger of Lacy In hand None 5 10s 
Butterley Roger of Lacy Alwin 1 mill at 16d 4 30s 
Marston Stannett Roger of Lacy Godmund None 1 5s 
Grendon Roger of Lacy William None 0 Nothing there 
Stanford Roger of Lacy Thurstan None 1 10s 
Cuple Roger of Lacy Edric None 2 12s 
Hanley  Roger of Lacy St Peter's None 1 8s 
Upton  Roger of Mussegros In hand None 3 22s 
Laysters Roger of Mussegros In hand None 0 Waste 
Yarpole Robert Gernon In hand None 3 20s 
Richards Castle 
 
Robert Gernon 
 
In hand 
 
1 mill pays 4 measures of corn and 
15 sticks of eels 
20 
 
£7 
 
Priors Frome Henry of Ferrers In hand None 4 £3 
Ewyas Harold castelry Henry of Ferrers Roger None 0 Not given 
Caerleon castelry William of Ecouis Thurstan None 4.5 40s 
Maund William of Ecouis In hand None 4 45s 
Broadward William of Ecouis In hand None 1.5 25s 
Newton William of Ecouis Bernard None 2 12s 
Croft William of Ecouis Bernard None 3 25s 
Poston William of Ecouis Ralph None 2 5s 
Rushock William of Ecouis In hand None 0 Waste 
Dilwyn William of Ecouis In hand None 8 75s 
1 hide in Dilwyn William of Ecouis In hand None 0 15s 
Yarsop William of Ecouis In hand None 2.5 20s 
Yarsop William of Ecouis In hand None 0 3s 
Marston Stannett William of Ecouis In hand None 1 6s 
Hope Mansell William son of Baderon Solomon None 3.5 40s 
Ruardean William son of Baderon Solomon None 3 30s 
Linton William son of Baderon In hand None 1 3s 
Much Marcle William son of Baderon In hand None 0 Not given 
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Bickerton William son of Baderon Geoffrey None 3 30s 
Stretton Grandison William son of Baderon In hand 2 mills at 6s 8d 9 £7 
Whitwick William son of Baderon In hand None 3 20s 
Ashperton William son of Baderon In hand None 7 110s 
Walsopthorne William son of Baderon Gerald None 2 25s 
Munsley William son of Baderon In hand None 1 15s 
Munsley William son of Norman In hand None 1 10s 
Hopton Sollers William son of Norman Richere None 4 30s 
Venns Green William son of Norman In hand None 4 30s 
The Vern William son of Norman In hand None 3 16s 
Alvington Thurstan son of Rolf In hand 1 mill at 40d 11 £4 
Little Marcle Thurstan son of Rolf Thurstan None 10 60s 
Upleadon Albert of Lorraine In hand 1 mill at 32d 34 £15 
Ewyas Harold castle Alfred of Marlborough In hand None 8 £10 
Ewyas Harold castle Alfred of Marlborough 5 men at arms None 3 In above 
Burghill Alfred of Marlborough In hand 1 mill at 20s and 25 sticks of eels 29 £15 
Burghill Alfred of Marlborough 2 men at arms None 2 In above 
Burghill Alfred of Marlborough Godric None 1 In above 
Brinsop Alfred of Marlborough Richard None 8 £6 
Monnington on Wye Alfred of Marlborough In hand None 3.5 30s 
Bredwardine Alfred of Marlborough In hand None 4 £3 
Pencombe Alfred of Marlborough His daughter 1 mill at 5s 23 £10 
Hill of Eaton Alfred of Marlborough In hand None 8 40s 
Pembridge Alfred of Marlborough In hand 1 mill at 10s 15 £10 10s 
Stretford Alfred of Marlborough Gilbert from Thurstan None 1.5 20s 
Much Cowarne Alfred of Marlborough Agnes his daughter None 34 £25 less 100s 
Thornbury Alfred of 'Spain' In hand None 6 £4 10s 
Thornbury Alfred of 'Spain' In hand None 1 2s 
Tarrington Ansfrid of Cormeilles In hand None 11 £6 
Pixley Ansfrid of Cormeilles In hand None 1 10s 
Aston Ingham Ansfrid of Cormeilles Godfrey 1 mill which pays nothing 9 100s 
Sollers Hope Ansfrid of Cormeilles Richard 1 mill at 5s 3 £4 
Amberley Ansfrid of Cormeilles Richard None 1 20s 
Bullinghope 
 
Ansfrid of Cormeilles 
 
In hand 
 
Third part of 2 mills which pays 14s 
8d 
3 
 
50s 
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Clehonger Ansfrid of Cormeilles In hand 1 mill at 5s 5.5 70s 
Ashperton Durand of Gloucester Ralph None 2 20s 
Pontshill Durand of Gloucester Bernard None 3 6s 
Weston under Penyard Durand of Gloucester Bernard None 1 4s 
Coldborough Durand of Gloucester Bernard None 1 64d 
Rochford Durand of Gloucester Widard None 4 30s 
Laysters Durand of Gloucester Bernard None 0 Waste 
Thruxton Durand of Gloucester Bernard None 3 40s 
Litley Durand of Gloucester Widard None 1 10s 
Rochford Drogo son of Poyntz In hand None 3 28s 
Dorstone Drogo son of Poyntz In hand None 0 Not given 
Burgstanestune Drogo son of Poyntz In hand None 0 Not given 
Mynyddbrydd Drogo son of Poyntz In hand 1 mill at 2s 7 100s 
Hanleys End Drogo son of Poyntz Aethelhelm None 3 12s 
Mathon Drogo son of Poyntz Aethelhelm None 1 10s 
Milton Osbern son of Richard In hand None 4 20s 
Byton Osbern son of Richard In hand None 2.5 20s 
Bradley, Titley etc Osbern son of Richard In hand None 0 Waste 
Lye Osbern son of Richard In hand None 0 5s 
Titley Osbern son of Richard In hand None 0 Waste 
Newton Osbern son of Richard In hand None 1 24s 
Staunton on Arrow Osbern son of Richard Drogo None 6 60s 
Bodenham Osbern son of Richard In hand None 11 48s 
Whyle Osbern son of Richard In hand None 1.5 8s 
Lyde Osbern son of Richard Roger of Lacy None 4 30s 
Ludford Osbern son of Richard In hand 1 mill at 6s 3 20s 
Rotherwas Gilbert son of Thorold In hand None 4 £3 
Bullinghope 
 
Gilbert son of Thorold 
 
In hand 
 
Third part of a mill which pays 14s 
8d* 
4 
 
50s 
 
Winnall Gilbert son of Thorold Picot None 2 30s 
The Bage Gilbert son of Thorold In hand None 2 Not given 
Middlewood Gilbert son of Thorold In hand None 0 Not given 
Harewood Gilbert son of Thorold In hand None 0 Nothing - waste 
Golden Valley Gilbert son of Thorold In hand None 0 Not given 
Chetestor Gilbert son of Thorold In hand 1 mill at 4s 6d 10 70s 
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Ailey Gilbert son of Thorold In hand None 0 5s 
Priors Frome Ilbert son of Thorold In hand None 2 30s 
Clehonger Ilbert son of Thorold In hand None 3 25s 
Marston Herman of Dreux In hand None 2 20s 
Pixley Humphrey of Bouville In hand None 2 8s 
Munsley Humphrey of Bouville In hand None 0 16s 
Kenchester Hugh Donkey In hand 1 mill at 2s 3 70s 
Fownhope Hugh Donkey In hand 1 mill at 5s 28 £16 
Fownhope Hugh Donkey A man at arms None 1 In Fownhope above 
Livers Ocle Hugh Donkey In hand None 2 20s 
Westhide Hugh Donkey In hand None 3 10s 
Sutton Hugh Donkey In hand None 4 30s 
Beltrou Hugh Donkey In hand None 0 Waste 
Wluetone Hugh Donkey In hand None 0 Waste 
Wilmastone Hugh Donkey In hand 1 mill at 3s 4.5 30s 
Almundstune Hugh Donkey In hand None 2.5 20s 
Alcamestune Hugh Donkey In hand None 0 3s 
Wellington Hugh Donkey In hand 2 mills at 13s 10 £7 
Credenhill Hugh Donkey In hand None 2 30s 
Stretton Hugh Donkey Vitalis None 1 10s 
Wellington Hugh Donkey Ralph None 1 10s 
Lincumbe Hugh Donkey In hand None 0 7s 
Bernaldeston Hugh Donkey In hand None 0 Wood and waste 
Eardisley Hugh Donkey In hand None 0 Waste 
Chickward Hugh Donkey In hand None 0 Waste 
Lege Hugh Donkey Leofgeat None 1 10s 
Strangford Hugh Donkey In hand None 2 Not given 
Wicton Urso of Abetot In hand None 0 3s 
Mateurdin 
 
Gruffydd of Maredudd 
 
In hand 
 
None 
 
0 
 
Waste & hedged 
enclosure 
Curdeslege Gruffydd of Maredudd In hand None 0 Waste 
Bunshill Gruffydd of Maredudd In hand None 1 10s 
Mansell Lacy Gruffydd of Maredudd In hand None 10 90s 
Mansell Lacy Gruffydd of Maredudd In hand None 1 10s 
Stoke Bliss Gruffydd of Maredudd In hand None 4 25s 
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Lye Gruffydd of Maredudd In hand None 2 15s 
Marston Stannett Rayner In hand None 1 4s 
Noakes Charbonnel In hand None 1.5 24s 
Yarsop 
 
Ralph the Chaplain's 
wife 
In hand 
 
None 
 
0 
 
12s 
 
Rowden 
 
Ralph the Chaplain's 
wife 
In hand 
 
None 
 
0 
 
2s 
 
Marden Stephen In hand None 1 10s 
Ashperton Madog In hand None 2 15s 
Laysters Edric In hand None 0 Waste 
0.5 hides Aelmer In hand None 0 10d 
Droitwich Roger of Lacy In hand None 0 Not given 
Totals: 
     
42 mills 
 
989.5 plough 
teams   
      
 
* Morris indicates that this at Bullinghope should read 'The third part of 2 mills', the remaining two thirds being at the other 
two manors in Bullinghope.   The total value of the 2 mills would therefore be 44s and it is 2 mills at 44s that have therefore 
been included in the total values. 
 
    
 
Total value of mills: (excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind                    £15 2s 10d 
- 3 in total)    
 
        
Average mill value:                  7s 9d     
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 3 in total)    
        
Average number of plough teams per mill:                                                                                  23.56 plough teams    
        
Average number of mills per 10 plough teams:                                                                           0.42 mills     
        
Average mill value per 10 plough teams:                                                                                     0.41 mills x 7s 9d = 
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind – 3 in total.                                   3s 2d                                 
 
and plough teams, or a proportion of plough teams, on those manors - 45.5 in total)  
        
Mills held as percentage of Herefordshire mills:                                                                         39.07% 
    
 
Value of mills as percentage of Herefordshire mills:                                                                  38.75% 
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Plough teams as percentage of Herefordshire plough teams:                                                  38.29% 
 
   
 
Mills value:  
 
Mill numbers 
 
Percentage of total mills 
    
  
Under 5s 15 35.71%      
5s but less than 10s 11 26.19%      
10s but less than 20s 8 19.05%      
20s and over 5 11.90%      
No value given 0 0.00%      
Renders only in kind 3 7.14%      
Renders in kind in addition to 
monetary value 
5 (not included in 
totals)      
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 Appendix Four 
     
 Domesday Somerset - Land of the King  
       
Manor Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086   
Somerton In hand None 45 No tax   
Langport in Somerton In hand None 0 £79 10s 7d   
3 lands added to Somerton In hand None 4 £7 15s   
Cheddar In hand None 20 No tax   
Axbridge in Cheddar In hand 2 mills at 12s 6d 0 £21  2½d   
Wedmore in Cheddar Robert of Auville None 0 15d   
North Petherton In hand 1 mill at 15d 26 £42 8s 4d   
South Petherton In hand 1 mill at 20s 28 £42 100d   
Over Stratton in S Petherton In hand None 0 60s   
Curry Rivel In hand None 13 £21 50d   
Willington, Cannington, 
Carhampton 
In hand 
 
2 mills which pay 5s 
 
49 
 
£100 116s 17½d 
 
  
In Willington In hand None 3 31s 8d   
Westowe in Willington In hand None 0 7s   
Bedminster In hand 1 mill which pays 5s 13 £21 2½d   
Frome In hand 3 mills which pay 25s 43 £53 5d   
Bruton In hand 6 mills which pay 20s 21 £53 5d   
Milborne Port 
 
In hand 
 
6 mills which pay 77s 6d 
 
69 
 
£80 in white silver less 9s 
5d 
  
Church in Milborne Port Reinbald None 1 30s   
Brompton Regis In hand 2 mills which pay 3s 23 £27 12s 1d of white silver   
In Brompton Regis Priest None 2 20s   
Preston in Brompton Regis Count of Mortain None 2 40s   
Dulverton In hand None 5.5 £11 10s of white silver   
Dulverton In hand None 4.5 64s 2d   
Old Cleeve In hand 2 mills which pay 54d 21 £23 of white silver   
Nettlecombe In hand None 9 £? 12s of white silver   
Capon In hand None 2 46s of white silver   
Langford Budville In hand 1 mill which pays 7s 6d 9 £4 12s   
Winsford In hand 1 mill which pays 6d 15 £10 10s white silver   
Winsford In hand None 0 20s   
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Creech St Michael In hand 1 mill which pays 8d 8 £9 4s of whtie silver   
North Curry In hand None 35 £23 of white silver   
Church in North Curry Bishop Maurice None 4 60s   
Crewkerne In hand 4 mills which pay 40s 25 £46 of white silver   
Easthams Count of Mortain None 0 50s   
Congresbury In hand 2 mills which pay 17s 6d 40 £28 15s of white silver   
Congresbury 3 thanes None 6.5 60s   
Church in Congresbury Bishop Maurice None 0 20s   
Queen Camel In hand 2 mills which pay 20s 15 £23 of white silver   
Coker In hand 1 mill which pays 5s 15 £19 12s of white silver   
Hardington Mandeville In hand None 10 £12 14s of white silver   
Henstridge In hand 1 mill which pays 30d 21 £23 of white silver   
Milverton In hand 1 mill which pays 7s 6d 10 £25   
Martock In hand 2 mills which pay 35s 31 £70   
Compton Durville Ansger Cook None 1 30S   
Keynsham In hand 6 mills which pay 60s 73 £108   
Belluton in Keynsham Count Eustace 1 mill which pays 15s 3.5 £4   
Stanton Drew Roger etc 1 mill which pays 10s 13.5 £4 125s   
Chewton Mendip In hand 5 mills which pay 30s 28 £50   
Church at Chewton Mendip Abbot of Jumierges None 2.5 40s   
Batheaston In hand 2 mills which pay 100d 6 With Bath   
Bath In hand None 0 £60 with Batheaston   
Corton Denham In hand None 4 £7   
Whitcomb In hand None 3 £4   
Pitney In hand None 1 10s   
Mudford Warmund None 5 £3   
Totals:   57 mills 788 plough teams     
       
Total value of mills: (excludes   £21 13s 2d    
those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 0 in total)    
        
Average mill value:   7s 7d     
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 0 in total) 
   
Average number of plough teams per mill:                                                                          13.82 plough teams    
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Average number of mills per 10 plough teams:                                                                  0.72 mills    
        
Average mill value per 10 plough teams:                                                                             5s 5½d    
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 0 in total,   
and plough teams, or a proportion of plough teams, on those manors - 0 in total)   
        
Mills held as percentage of Somerset mills:                                                                       15.10% 
    
Value of mills as percentage of Somerset mills:                                                                17.41% 
    
Plough teams as percentage of Somerset plough teams:                                                 20.04%    
        
        
Mills value: 
 
Mill numbers 
 
Percentage of total mills 
   
   
Under 5s 18 31.58%      
5s but less than 10s 16 28.07%      
10s but less than 20s 22 38.60%      
20s and over 1 1.75%      
No value given 0 0.00%      
Renders only in kind 0 0.00%      
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    Appendix Four cont'd 
      
        Domesday Somerset - Episcopal Land    
      
Manor Landholder 1086 Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086 
Taunton Bishop of Winchester In hand 3 mills which pay 100s less 60d 73 £154 13d 
In Taunton Bishop of Winchester Geoffrey etc 1 mill at 3s 20 £27 
In Taunton Bishop of Winchester Godwin etc 2 mills which pay 6s 8d 10.5 £8 3s 
In Taunton Bishop of Winchester Count of Mortain etc 2 mills which pay 14s 2d 5.5 £6 10s 
Lydeard & Leigh in Taunton Bishop of Winchester Wulfward & Alfward None 0 45s 
Pitminster Bishop of Winchester In hand 1 mill which pays 16d 16 £16 
Bleadon Bishop of Winchester In hand None 14 £15 
Land in Bleadon Bishop of Winchester Saewulf None 1 20s 
Rimpton Bishop of Winchester In hand None 5 £7 
Seaborough Bishop of Salisbury In hand 0.5 mill which  pays 10d 2 60s both 
Seaborough Bishop of Salisbury In hand 0.5 mill which  pays 10d 2 60s both 
Chilcompton Bishop of Salisbury Walter Tirrell 1 mill which pays 30d 4 60s 
Templecombe Bishop of Bayeux Samson the Chaplain None 5 £10 
Thorent in Temp'combe Bishop of Bayeux Samson the Chaplain None 0 13s 2d 
Dowlish Bishop of Coutances In hand None 1.5 24s 
Manor in Dowlish Bishop of Coutances William of Monceaux None 7 £6 10s 
Chaffcombe Bishop of Coutances Ralph Rufus None 2 20s 
Hiscombe Bishop of Coutances William of Monceaux None 4 50s 
Rodney Stoke Bishop of Coutances In hand 1 mill which pays 3s 6.5 £4 
Exton Bishop of Coutances Drogo None 9 £6 
Wilmersham Bishop of Coutances Drogo None 2 30s 
Culbone Bishop of Coutances Drogo None 1 15s 
Withycombe Bishop of Coutances Edmer None 10 £6 
East Harptree Bishop of Coutances Azelin 1 mill at 5s 5 40s 
Hutton Bishop of Coutances Azelin None 3 60s 
Elborough Bishop of Coutances Azelin None 3 40s 
Winterhead Bishop of Coutances Herlwin None 2 20s 
Ashcombe Bishop of Coutances Herlwin None 5 100s 
Clutton Bishop of Coutances William 1 mill which pays 30d 9 £6 
Timsbury Bishop of Coutances William 2 parts of a mill which pay 3s 2 50s 
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Timsbury Bishop of Coutances William Third part of a mill which pays 2s 2 30s 
Norton Malreward Bishop of Coutances Wulfeva 1 mill which pays 40d 4 60s 
Claverham Bishop of Coutances Fulcran None 3 30s 
Farmborough Bishop of Coutances William None 4 £4 
Farmborough Bishop of Coutances Nigel None 2 £4 
Clewer Bishop of Coutances Fulcran & Nigel None 2 15s 
Bishopsworth Bishop of Coutances Herlwin None 1 40s 
Bishopsworth Bishop of Coutances Azelin None 2 30s 
Weston in Gordano Bishop of Coutances Azelin None 6 £4 10s 
Saltford Bishop of Coutances Roger Whiting 1 mill which pays 12s 6d 7 £6 
Easton in Gordano Bishop of Coutances Roger son of Ralph 1 mill which pays 50d 9 £7 
Portishead Bishop of Coutances William of Monceaux 1 mill which pays 8s 7 70s 
Weston in Gordano Bishop of Coutances William of Monceaux None 4 60s 
Clapton in Gordano Bishop of Coutances Herlwin None 5 70s 
Havyatt Bishop of Coutances Brungar the Englishman None 1 20s 
Kenn Bishop of Coutances In hand None 0 5s 
Backwell Bishop of Coutances Fulcran & Nigel 1 mill which pays 4s 14 £8 
Butcombe Bishop of Coutances Fulcran 1 mill which pays 20d 6 £4 
Barrow Gurney Bishop of Coutances Nigel of Gournai 1 mill which pays 5s 14 £10 
Portbury Bishop of Coutances In hand 2 mills which pay 6s 18 £15 
Long Ashton Bishop of Coutances In hand 1 mill which pays 40d 9 £10 
Long Ashton Bishop of Coutances Roger the Bursar None 7 £7 
Long Ashton Bishop of Coutances Guy the priest None 4 100s 
Long Ashton Bishop of Coutances Priest None 0 - 
Freshford Bishop of Coutances Roger Whiting 0.5 mill which pays 5s 3 60s 
Langridge Bishop of Coutances Azelin 1 mill which pays 40d 5 60s 
Bathwick Bishop of Coutances In hand 1 mill which pays 35s 3 £7 
Woolley in Bathwick Bishop of Coutances In hand 2 mills which pay 2s 3 60s 
Swainswick Bishop of Coutances Nigel of Gournai None 0 20s 
Compton Dando Bishop of Coutances In hand 2 mills which pay 25s 7 £10 
Wraxall Bishop of Coutances In hand 2 mills which pays 12s 6d 26 £15 
Wraxall Bishop of Coutances Man at arms None 2 50s 
Wraxall Bishop of C outances In hand None 0 10s 
Winford Bishop of Coutances Roger, Fulcran, Colswein 1 mill which pays 40d 19 £9 25s 
Winford Bishop of  Coutances Roger, Fulcran, Colswein None 2 25s 
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Foxcote Bishop of Coutances Wiliam of Monceaux 1 mill which pays 10s 4 £4 
Stratton on Fosse Bishop of Coutances William of Monceaux 1 mill which pays 5s 3.5 £4 
Pitcote Bishop of Coutances William Hussey 1 mill which pays 40d 0.5 20s 
Englishcombe Bishop of Coutances Nigel of Gournai 2 mills which pay 11s 7d 9 £10 
Twerton Bishop of Coutances Nigel of Gournai 2 mills which pay 30s 6 £10 
Twerton Bishop of Coutances Geoffrey Malregard 2 mills which pay 30s 2.5 60s 
Radstock Bishop of Coutances Roger 1 mill which pays 13s 7 £7 
Hardington Bishop of Coutances Ralph Rufus None 5 £4 
Babington Bishop of Coutances Azelin 1 mill which pays 40d 5 60s 
Middlecote Bishop of Coutances Azelin 1 mill which pays 6s 6d 6.5 £4 
Lullington Bishop of Coutances In hand 1 mill which pays 20s 6 100s 
Orchardleigh Bishop of Coutances In hand 1 mill which pays 12s 6d 5 £4 
Tellisford Bishop of Coutances Moses 0.5 mill which pays 7s 6d 3.5 30s 
Tellisford Bishop of Coutances Roger 0.5 mill which pays 9s 3 40s 
Rode Bishop of Coutances Robert etc From mills come 27s* 11.5 £8 5s 
Keyford Bishop of Coutances Nigel 1 mill which pays 30d 1 15s 
Stony Littleton Bishop of Coutances Osmund 1 mill which pays 10s 2 40s 
Newton St Loe Bishop of Coutances In hand 1 mill which pays 7s 6d 4 100s 
Newton St Loe Bishop of Coutances In hand None 6 £10 
Farrington Gurney Bishop of Coutances Azelin None 7 £4 
Ston Easton Bishop of Coutances Azelin 1 mill which pays 30d 7 70s 
West Harptree Bishop of Coutances Azelin 1 mill which pays 5s 3.5 40s 
Emborough Bishop of Coutances Robert None 7 70s 
Cameley Bishop of Coutances In hand 1 mill which pays 5s 7 £10 
Cameley Bishop of Coutances Humphrey None 2 20s 
Kingston Seymour Bishop of Coutances William of Monceaux None 14 £6 
Kingston Seymour Bishop of Coutances Fulcran None 0 4s 
Kingston Seymour Bishop of Coutances William of Monceaux None 6.5 60s 
Hallatrow Bishop of Coutances Roger None 3.5 60s 
High Littleton Bishop of Coutances Ralph Rufus 1 mill which pays 50d 5 60s 
Upton Noble Bishop of Coutances Ralph Rufus None 4 60s 
Midgell Bishop of Coutances Leofwin None 2 20s 
Weathergrove Bishop of Coutances Ralph  1 mill which pays 3s 1.5 30s 
Stowell Bishop of Coutances Azelin None 4 60s 
Wells Bishop of Wells In hand 4 mills which pay 30s 21 £30 
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In Wells Bishop of Wells Canons St Andrews Ch 2 mills which pay 50d 14 £12 
In Wells Bishop of Wells Fastrad, Richard, Erneis 2 mills which pay 10s 17 £13 
In Wells Bishop of Wells Fastrad, Ralph 1 mill which pays 7s 6d 3 70s 
In Wells Bishop of Wells Alfward Croc & Edric None 0 30s 
Combe St Nicholas Bishop of Wells In hand None 15 £18 
Kingsbury Episcopi Bishop of Wells In hand 2 mills which pay 30s 13 £12 
In Kingsbury Episcopi Bishop of Wells 3 men at arms 1 clerk None 0 £8 
Chard Bishop of Wells In hand 1 mill which pays 30d 16 £16 
In Chard Bishop of Wells A Thane None 0 In Chard 
Litnes Bishop of Wells In hand None 4 40s 
Wiveliscombe Bishop of Wells In hand 1 mill which pays 50d 11 £10 
In Wiveliscombe Bishop of Wells 3 men at arms None 16 £15 
Wellington Bishop of Wells In hand 2 mills which pay 15s 29 £25 
In Wellington Bishop of Wells John the Usher None 0 In Wellington 
Wellington Bishop of Wells In hand None 3 30s 
Bishops Lydeard Bishop of Wells In hand 1 mill which pays 31d 8 £13 
in Bishops Lydeard Bishop of Wells 2 men at arms None 3 In B. Lydeard 
Banwell Bishop of Wells In hand None 21 £15 
In Banwell Bishop of Wells Serlo of Burcy  None 22.5 £15 for the 6 manors 
In Banwell Bishop of Wells Ralph Crooked Hands None In above In above 
In Banwell Bishop of Wells Roghard 2 mills which pay 10s In above In above 
In Banwell Bishop of Wells Fastrad None In above In above 
In Banwell Bishop of Wells Bofa None In above In above 
In Banwell Bishop of Wells Alfwy son of Banna None In above In above 
In Banwell Bishop of Wells Roghard 1 mill which pays 40d In above In above 
Evercreech Bishop of Wells In hand 1 mill which pays 7s 6d 5 £10 
In Evercreech 
 
Bishop of Wells 
 
Erneis, Maghere, 
Hildebert 
None 
 
6 
 
100s 
 
In Evercreech Bishop of Wells A priest & 2 Englishmen None 0 £4 
Westbury-sub-Mendip Bishop of Wells In hand None 7 £8 
Winsham Bishop of Wells Osmund 2 mills which pay 20s 12 £10 
Chew Magna Bishop of Wells In hand 3 mills which pay 20s 30 £30 
In Chew Magna Bishop of Wells Richard & 4 others 2 mills which pay 10s 17 £13 
Yatton Bishop of Wells In hand None 8 £6 
In Yatton Bishop of Wells Fastrad & Hildebert None 15 £9 
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In Yatton Bishop of Wells Benzelin the Archdeacon None 0 20s 
Wedmore Bishop of Wells In hand None 13 £17 
Wanstrow Bishop of Wells Canons St Andrews Ch None 5 £3 
Litton Bishop of Wells Canons St Andrews Ch 3 mills which pay 10s 6 100s 
One manor Nigel the Doctor, king's clergy St Marys Ch. Montebourg 1 mill which pays 30d 4 £4 
St Andrews Ch. Ilchester Bishop Maurice, king's clergy In hand 1 mill which pays 20s 3 100s 
Frome church Reinbald, king's Clergy In hand 1 mill which pays 5s 8.5 £6 
Stogumber church 
 
Richere of Les Andelys, king's 
clergy 
In hand 
 
None 
 
2 
 
£3 & 4 cows 
 
Cannington church 
 
Erchenger the priest, king's 
clergy 
In hand 
 
None 
 
0.5 
 
30s 
 
Milverton church 
 
Stephen the Chaplain, king's 
clergy 
In hand 
 
None 
 
0 
 
40s 
 
South Petherton Alfgeat the priest, king's clergy In hand None 1 20s 
Curry Rivel Church Curry Rivel Church, king's clergy In hand None 1 12s 
South Petherton Alfgeat the priest, king's clergy In hand None 1 20s 
Carhampton  Carhampton church, king's clergy In hand None 3 30s 
North Petherton  
 
North Petherton church,king's 
clergy 
In hand 
 
None 
 
1 
 
20s 
 
Beere Leofa, king's clergy In hand 1 mill which pays 6d 1 10s 
Abbots Leigh Thurstan, king's clergy In hand None 0 10s 
Holnicote Two nuns, king's clergy In hand None 1 10s 
Ridgehill Godwin, king's clergy In hand None 0 3s 
Land Edith, a Nun, king's clergy In hand None 0 5s 
Abbas Combe St Edwards Church In hand None 4 £6 
In Mells Bishop of Coutances In hand None 0 25s 
In Winscombe Bishop of Coutances In hand None 0 20s 
Puriton Church of Rome In hand None 8 £12 
Totals:     91.5 mills 
975.5 plough 
teams   
      
* This entry has been counted as 2 
mills      
      
Total value of mills: (excludes those not valued                                                                            £35 17s 2½d     
or paying renders only in kind - 0 in total)     
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Average mill value:                               7s 10d      
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 0 in total)    
        
Average number of plough teams per mill:                                                                                      10.66 plough teams     
        
Average number of mills per 10 plough teams:                                                                                0.94 mills     
        
Average mill value per 10 plough teams:                                                                                          7s 4d     
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 0 in total,     
and plough teams, or a proportion of plough teams, on those manors - 0 in total)    
        
Mills held as percentage of Somerset mills:                                                                                     24.24% 
     
Value of mills as percentage of Somerset mills:                                                                              28.82% 
     
Plough teams as percentage of Somerset plough teams:                                                              24.81% 
     
  
 
    
  
Mills value: 
 
Mill numbers 
 
Percentage of total mills 
    
  
Under 5s 36 39.34%      
5s but less than 10s 32.5 35.52%      
10s but less than 20s 17 18.58%      
20s and over 6 6.56%      
No value given 0 0.00%      
Renders only in kind 0 0.00%      
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                  Appendix Four cont'd 
      
          Domesday Somerset - Monastic Land   
      
Manor Landholder 1086 Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086 
Bath Abbey of St Peter Bath In hand 1 mill which pays 20s 0 40s 
Priston Abbey of St Peter Bath In hand 1 mill which pays 7s 6d 7 £6 
Stanton Prior Abbey of St Peter Bath In hand None 3 £3 
Wilmington Abbey of St Peter Bath Walter Hussey 1 mill which pays 5s 3 60s 
Weston Abbey of St Peter Bath In hand 1 mill which pays 10s 8 £10 
Bathford Abbey of St Peter Bath In hand 1 mill which pays 10s 8 £10 
Monkton Combe Abbey of St Peter Bath In hand 2 mills which pay 13s 6d 8 £8 
Charlcombe Abbey of St Peter Bath William Hussey None 4 £6 
Lyncombe Abbey of St Peter Bath In hand 2 mills which pay 10s 6 £8 
Batheaston Abbey of St Peter Bath Walter Hussey 2 mills which pay 6s 8d 2 40s 
Bathampton 
 
Abbey of St Peter Bath 
 
Hugh the Interpreter & 
Colgrim 
None 
 
6 
 
110s 
 
Woodwick Abbey of St Peter Bath Ranulf Flambard 0.5 mill which pays 5s 0 20s 
Corston Abbey of St Peter Bath In hand 1 mill which pays 30d 5 £8 
Eversy Abbey of St Peter Bath In hand None 1 20s 
Ashwick Abbey of St Peter Bath In hand None 0 42d 
Glastonbury Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury In hand None 10 £20 
Meare island Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury In hand None 1 20s 
Panborough island Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury In hand None 0 4s 
Andersey island Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Godwin None 1 15s 
Winscombe Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury In hand 1 mill which pays 5s 11 £8 
In Winscombe Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury 3 men  None 5 55s 
Podimore Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury In hand None 6 £6 
East Lydford Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Roger of Courseulles 1 mill which pays 10s 3.5 £4 
Shapwick Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury In hand None 16 £12 
4 manors in Shapwick Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Roger of Courseulles None 17.5 £19 
Woolavington in Shapwick Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Alfred of 'Spain' None 8 £7 
In Shapwick Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Warmund None 1 10s 
Middlezoy Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury In hand None 16 £24 
Cossington Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Walter of Douai None 6 £6 
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Manor Landholder 1086 Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086 
Durborough Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Roger of Courseulles None 2.5 30s 
Blackford Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Alwaker None 7 100s 
Stawell Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Godescal None 2 40s 
Walton Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury In hand None 22 £15 
Compton Dundon in Walton Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Roger of Courseulles None 11 £8 with below 
Ashcott & Pedwell in Walton 
 
Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury 
 
Walter of Douai 
 
None 
 
11 with C 
Dundon 
£8 with C Dundon 
 
Butleigh Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Roger of Courseulles None 1.5 10s 
Dundon Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Roger of Courseulles None 5 100s 
Ashcott Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Roger of Courseulles None 2 40s 
Greinton Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Gerard Ditcher None 2 50s 
Overleigh Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury In hand None 9 £8 
Ham Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury In hand None 11 £10 
In Ham Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury 3 men None 4 110s 
Butleigh Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury In hand None 11 £10 
In Butleigh Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Thurstan, Roger None 7 £7 
In Butleigh Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Alstan None 1 10s 
Lattiford 
 
Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury 
 
Humphrey the 
Chamberlain 
None 
 
0 
 
20s 
 
Pilton Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury In hand 2 mills which pay 10s 20 £24 
Shepton Mallet & Croscombe 
in Pilton 
Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury 
 
Roger of Courseulles 
 
2 mills which pay 6s 3d 
 
9 
 
£9 
 
N Wootton, Pylle, Pilton in P'n Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Edred, Serlo, Ralph 2 mills which pay 4s 6d 7.5 £7 10s 
Pennard Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury In hand None 11 £12 
In Pennard Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Serlo of Burcy None 2 30s 
Baltonsborough Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury In hand 1 mill which pays 5s 4 £6 
Doulting Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury In hand None 8 £14 
In Doulting Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Roger of Courseulles 1 mill which pays 9d 3 100s 
Batcombe Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury In hand 1 mill which pays 5s 5 £7 
In Batcombe Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Roger of Courseulles None 1 20s 
Westcombe in Batcombe Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Azelin 2 mills which pay 5s 4.5 £4 10s 
Mells Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury In hand 1 mill which pays 5s 5 £10 
In Mells Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Godiva None 0 78d 
Whatley Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Walter Hussey 1 mill which pays 5s 4 70s 
In Whatley Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury John the Usher None 1 15s 
Wrington Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury In hand 3 mills which pay 14s 2d 26 £30 
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Manor Landholder 1086 Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086 
In Wrington Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Roger of Courseulles None 3 30s 
In Wrington Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Saewulf None 2.5 30s 
West Monkton Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury In hand None 10 £7 
In W Monkton Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Roger & Serlo None 6.5 £4 10s 
Marksbury Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury In hand None 5 £10 
In Marksbury Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury A Thane None 0 20s 
Ditcheat Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury In hand 1 mill which pays 7s 5d 10.5 £12 
In Ditcheat Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Serlo, Ralph, Nigel 3 mills which pay 13s 4d 19 £14 10s 
in Ditcheat Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Aelfric & Evrard None 0 20s 
Camerton Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury In hand 2 mills which pay 5s 4 £7 
In Camerton Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Roger None 1 10s 
Cranmore Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Harding 1 mill which pays 30d 4 £4 
Brent Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury In hand None 24 £50 
In Brent 
 
Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury 
 
Roger, Ralph, Aelfric, 
Godwin 
None 
 
7 
 
£4 10s 
 
Edingworth Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Walter of Douai None 6 40s 
Downhead Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Erneis None 3 40s 
Dinnington Abbey of St Mary Glastonbury Siward None 0 13s 2d 
Muchelney Abbey of St Peter Muchelney In hand None 4 £3 
Chipstable Abbey of St Peter Muchelney In hand None 6 50s 
Ilminster Abbey of St Peter Muchelney In hand 3 mills which pay 22s 6d 23 £20 
Isle Abbotts Abbey of St Peter Muchelney In hand 1 mill which pays 15s 4 £4 
Isle Abbotts Abbey of St Peter Muchelney In hand None 0 16s 
Drayton Abbey of St Peter Muchelney In hand None 15 £10 
In Drayton Abbey of St Peter Muchelney Ceolric & Wulfward None 0 In Drayton 
West Camel Abbey of St Peter Muchelney In hand 1 mill which pays 10s 10 £10 10s  
In West Camel Abbey of St Peter Muchelney Dodman None 2 In above 
Cathanger Abbey of St Peter Muchelney In hand None 1 27s 
Ilton Abbey of St Peter Athelney In hand 1 mill which pays 7s 6d 7 100s 
Ilton Abbey of St Peter Athelney Count of Mortain None 0 30s 
Long Sutton Abbey of St Peter Athelney In hand None 8 £8 
In Long Sutton Abbey of St Peter Athelney Roger the Breton None 1 Not given 
In Long Sutton Abbey of St Peter Athelney Roger of Courseulles None 2 50s 
Seavington Abbey of St Peter Athelney In hand None 2 30s 
Hamp Abbey of St Peter Athelney In hand None 2 30s 
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Manor Landholder 1086 Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086 
Lyng Abbey of St Peter Athelney In hand None 4 40s 
Crewkerne Abbey of St Stephens Caen In hand None 7 £7 
In Crewkerne Abbey of St Stephens Caen Man at arms 1 mill which pays 5s 6 £4 
One manor (? Nunney) Abbey of St Mary Montebourg In hand 1 mill which pays 30d 4 £4 
Totals: 
     
45.5 mills 
 
585.5 plough 
teams   
 
      
Total value of mills:   
 
£12 16s 7d   
  
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 0 in total) 
 
Average mill value: 
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind – 0 in total)                                      5s 7d    
 
Average number of plough teams per mill:                                                                                    12.87 plough teams     
        
Average number of mills per 10 plough teams:                                                                              0.78 mills     
        
Average mill value per 10 plough teams:                                                                                        4s 5d     
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 0 in total,    
and plough teams, or a proportion of plough teams, on those manors - 0 in total)    
        
Mills held as percentage of Somerset mills:                                                                                   12.05% 
     
Value of mills as percentage of Somerset mills:                                                                            10.31% 
     
Plough teams as percentage of Somerset plough teams:                                                             14.89%     
 
      
  
Mills value: 
 
Mill numbers 
 
Percentage of total mills 
    
  
Under 5s 20 43.96%      
5s but less than 10s 19.5 42.86%      
10s but less than 20s 5 10.99%      
20s and over 1 2.20%      
No value given 0 0.00%      
Renders only in kind 0 0.00%      
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              Appendix Four cont'd 
      
    Domesday Somerset - Land of Lay Tenants-in-Chief   
      
Manor Landholder 1086 Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086 
Newton Count Eustace Alfred of Marlborough 1 mill which pays 15d 4 £4 
Combwich Count Eustace Alfred of Marlborough None 3 40s 
Lexworthy Count Eustace Evrard 2 mills pay 2 blooms of iron 3.5 30s 
Loxton Count Eustace In hand 1 mill which pays 6d 5 100s 
Chelwood Count Eustace Alfred None 2 60s 
Belluton Count Eustace Alfred 1 mill which pays 15s 3.5 £4 
Kingweston 
 
Count Eustace 
 
Countess Ida of 
Boulogne 
None 
 
7 
 
£6 
 
Compton Durville Count Eustace Matilda 1 mill which pays 64d 5 100s 
Tetton Earl Hugh William None 3 40s 
Sampford Brett Earl Hugh William 1 mill 2 £3 
Aller Earl Hugh William None 0 15s 
Henstridge Earl Hugh Abbey of St Severus None 3 £4 10s 
Cricket St Thomas Count of Mortain Thurstan 1 mill which pays 12s 6 100s 
Seavington Count of Mortain Mauger 1 mill which pays 5s 6 100s 
Compton Durville Count of Mortain Mauger None 2 60s 
Whitestaunton Count of Mortain Ansger the Breton 1 mill without dues 5 60s 
Shepton Beauchamp Count of Mortain In hand None 1.5 £4 
Lopen Count of Mortain Gerard None 0 20s 
Crowcombe Count of Mortain Robert the Constable None 13 £8 
Isle Brewers Count of Mortain Ansger the Breton 1 mill which pays 14s 4 100s 
Tintinhull Count of Mortain In hand 1 mill which pays 30d 10 £16 
Kingstone Count of Mortain Hubert of St Clair None 7 £9 
Stoke sub Handon Count of Mortain Mauger 1 mill which pays 40d 2 40s 
Draycott Count of Mortain William of Courseulles 1 mill which pays 15s 3 40s 
Stoke sub Handon Count of Mortain Robert son of Ivo 2 mills which pay 9s 5 £7 
Stoke sub Handon Count of Mortain Robert son of Ivo None 0 40s 
Swell Count of Mortain Bretel None 3 60s 
Brushford Count of Mortain Mauger 1 mill which pays 12s 6d 3 £4 
Bradon Count of Mortain Mauger None 0 10s 
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Manor Landholder 1086 Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086 
Ashill Count of Mortain Mauger None 4 60s 
Broadway Count of Mortain Mauger None 0.5 10s 
Ashbrittle Count of Mortain Bretel 2 mills which pay 15s 6 100s 
Greenham Count of Mortain Bretel 1 mill which pays 5s 1.5 15s 
Appley Count of Mortain Bretel None 1 10s 
Bradon Count of Mortain Drogo None 1 15s 
Donyatt Count of Mortain Drogo 1 mill without dues 3 100s 
Bradon Count of Mortain Drogo 1 mill which pays 12s 6d 2 40s 
Staple Fitzpaine Count of Mortain In hand 1 mill which pays 30d 9 £12 
Bickenhall Count of Mortain William of Lestre None 5 70s 
Beercrocombe Count of Mortain Reginald of Vautores None 3 60s 
Hatch Beauchamp Count of Mortain Robert the Constable None 5 £4 
Thurlbear Count of Mortain Drogo None 9 £6 
Thornfalcon Count of Mortain Ansger None 4 £3 
Merriott Count of Mortain Dodman 3 mills which pay 30s 6 £7 
Easthams Count of Mortain Thurstan 1 mill which pays 12s 2 50s 
Cricket Malherbie Count of Mortain Drogo None 1.5 30s 
Preston Count of Mortain Robert son of Ivo 1 mill which pays 12d 2.5 30s 
Ashbrittle Count of Mortain Ansger None 1 10s 
East Harptree Count of Mortain Rober son of Walter 1 mill which pays 5s 4 40s 
Steart Count of Mortain 2 porters None 4 50s 
Bradford on Tone Count of Mortain Alfred the Butler 1 mill which pays 10s 8 £11 
Hele Count of Mortain Alfred 1 mill which pays 10s 2 £4 
Norton Fitzwarren Count of Mortain Alfred 2 mills which pay 11s 3d 11 £15 
Ford Count of Mortain Alfred None 1 30s 
Charlton Adam Count of Mortain Reginald of Vautores None 4.5 £6 
Chinnock Count of Mortain In hand 1 mill which pays 15d 7 £12 
North Perrott Count of Mortain Bretel 2 mills which pay 14s 2d 4 £7 
Odcombe Count of Mortain Ansger the Breton 1 mill which pays 7s 6d 5 100s 
Chiselborough Count of Mortain Alfred 1 mill which pays 15s 5 100s 
Chinnock Count of Mortain Mauger None 2 £3 
Chinnock Count of Mortain Alfred 1 mill which pays 10s 4 £3 
Norton sub Hamdon 
 
Count of Mortain 
 
Church of St Mary 
Grestain 
2 mills which pay 20s 
 
4 
 
100s 
 
Pendomer Count of Mortain Alfred None 7 60s 
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Manor Landholder 1086 Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086 
Closworth Count of Mortain In hand 1 mill which pays 15s 6 £7 
Cloford Count of Mortain Alfred 1 mill which pays 3s 10 £10 
Yarlington Count of Mortain In hand 1 mill which pays 7s 3 100s 
Woolston Count of Mortain Drogo 1 mill which pays 30d 2 40s 
Sutton Montis Count of Mortain Drogo 1 mill without dues 4 100s 
Shepton Montague 
 
Count of Mortain 
 
Drogo 
 
2 mills, 1 without dues, 1 at 7s 
6d 
5 
 
100s 
 
Stoney Stoke Count of Mortain Drogo None 3 £3 
Redlynch Count of Mortain Bretel None 2 40s 
Keinton Mandeville Count of Mortain Mauger None 4.5 £4 
Carlingcott Count of Mortain Richard 1 mill which pays 5s 2 50s 
Eckweek Count of Mortain Alfred None 0 10s 
Barrow Count of Mortain Bretel None 5 £4 
Stoke Trister Count of Mortain Bretel 1 mill which pays 10d 3 60s 
Cucklington Count of Mortain Bretel None 3 100s 
Alford Count of Mortain Ansger 1 mill which pays 7s 3 £4 
Babcary Count of Mortain Robert son of Ivo None 3 60s 
Foddington Count of Mortain Hugh of Vautortes None 2 20s 
Clapton  Count of Mortain Mauger of Carteret None 1 30s 
Weston Bampfylde Count of Mortain Alfred 0.5 mill which pays 30d 1 30s 
Goathill Count of Mortain Humphrey 1 mill which pays 10s 2 30s 
Milborne Port Count of Mortain Warmund 1 mill which pays 16d 1 20s 
Marston Magna Count of Mortain In hand None 4 £10 
Marston Magna Count of Mortain Robert None 2 60s 
Adber Count of Mortain Drogo None 0.5 10s 
Trent Count of Mortain Ansger None 5 £8 
Poyntington Count of Mortain William 1 mill which pays 32d 3 40s 
Thorne Count of Mortain Drogo None 1 20s 
Thorne Count of Mortain Ralph the priest None 2 32s 
Chilthorne Count of Mortain Alfred None 4 0s 
Chilthorne Count of Mortain Alfred the Butler None 4 40s 
Houndstone Count of Mortain Ansger None 1.5 20s 
Lufton Count of Mortain Ansger None 1 20s 
Yeovil Count of Mortain In hand None 0 3s 
Yeovil Count of Mortain Amund 1 mill which pays 5s 1 20s 
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Manor Landholder 1086 Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086 
Sock Dennis Count of Mortain Robert son of Ivo None 4 65s 
Bishopstone Count of Mortain In hand 1 mill which pays 50d 9 £9 9s 
In Ditcheat Count of Mortain In hand None 0 100s 
Hemington Baldwin the Sheriff In hand None 16 £19 
Appley Baldwin the Sheriff Drogo None 2 15s 
Porlock Baldwin the Sheriff Drogo None 0 25s 
Mudford Baldwin the Sheriff Dodman 1 mill which pays 20s 3 £4 
Curry Mallet Roger of Courseulles In hand None 5.5 100s 
Curry Mallet Roger of Courseulles In hand None 4.5 100s 
Newton Roger of Courseulles Robert None 1 20s 
Hadworthy Roger of Courseulles Robert None 1.5 20s 
Perry Roger of Courseulles Geoffrey of Vautortes None 2 30s 
Waldron Roger of Courseulles William None 2 22s 
Perry Roger of Courseulles William None 2 20s 
Clayhill Roger of Courseulles Ansketel None 3 20s 
Shearston Roger of Courseulles Robert Herecom None 2 15s 
Rime Roger of Courseulles Ansketel None 0 30d 
Chilton Trinity Roger of Courseulles Ansketel None 0 20s 
Rexworthy Roger of Courseulles Robert None 0 4s 
Charlinch Roger of Courseulles In hand 1 mill which pays 6d 4 40s 
Currypool Roger of Courseulles In hand None 3.5 40s 
Pightley Roger of Courseulles Geoffrey of Vautortes None 4 40s 
Gothelney Roger of Courseulles Geoffrey 0.5 mill which pays 10d 2 20s 
Colgrims Land Roger of Courseulles Geoffrey None 0 4s 
Otterhampton Roger of Courseulles Robert None 1.5 18s 
Woolston Roger of Courseulles Robert None 0 15s 
Holcombe Roger of Courseulles Alfward 1 mill which pays 6d 1.5 10s 
Dodisham Roger of Courseulles Ansketel None 2 20s 
Petherham Roger of Courseulles Ansketel None 1 10s 
Alwins Land Roger of Courseulles Ansketel 1 mill which pays 12d 1 10s 
Chilton Trivett Roger of Courseulles Ansketel None 3 40s 
Chilton Trivett Roger of Courseulles Ansketel 0.5 mill which pays 20s 2 40s 
Pillocks Orchard Roger of Courseulles Ansketel None 1 6s 
Stockland Roger of Courseulles Ansketel None 3 65s 
Idson Roger of Courseulles Ansketel None 5 100s 
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Manor Landholder 1086 Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086 
Radlet Roger of Courseulles Robert 1 mill which pays 6d 0 15s 
Swang Roger of Courseulles Ranulf 1 mill which pays 3d 1 20s 
Theodorics Land Roger of Courseulles Herbert None 0 10s 
Aisholt Roger of Courseulles Robert None 0 10s 
Edstock Roger of Courseulles John None 0.5 12s 
Withiel Roger of Courseulles William 1 mill which pays 6d 1.5 15s 
Stringston Roger of Courseulles William None 0.5 8s 
Blackmore Roger of Courseulles Ansketel None 0 8s 
Worth Roger of Courseulles William of Daumeray None 2.5 60s 
Knowle St Giles Roger of Courseulles William of Daumeray None 1.5 25s 
Eleigh Roger of Courseulles William of Daumeray None 1 15s 
Lopen Roger of Courseulles Gerard Ditcher None 1 20s 
Monksilver Roger of Courseulles Aldred None 1 20s 
Monksilver Roger of Courseulles Alric None 1 20s 
Halsway Roger of Courseulles Alric None 3 20s 
Coleford Roger of Courseulles Alric None 1 4s 
Huish Roger of Courseulles Bertram None 2 20s 
Vexford Roger of Courseulles Alric None 1 10s 
Vexford Roger of Courseulles Robert None 2 17s 
Embelle Roger of Courseulles Alric None 0.5 5s 
Kilve Roger of Courseulles In hand 1 mill which pays 6s 4 £4 
Hill Roger of Courseulles In hand 1 mill which pays 12d 0.5 30s 
Pardlestone Roger of Courseulles Norman None 1.5 10s 
Weacombe Roger of Courseulles Geoffrey & William None 0 32s 
Westowe Roger of Courseulles William None 1.5 40s 
Ashway Roger of Courseulles Hugh None 3 25s 
Broford Roger of Courseulles William None 2 7s 
Broford Roger of Courseulles William None 0 26d 
Pixton Roger of Courseulles In hand None 0 30d 
Puckington Roger of Courseulles William None 1.5 60s both 
Puckington Roger of Courseulles William None 0.5 60s both 
Moortown Roger of Courseulles Ogis None 1 20s 
Almsworthy Roger of Courseulles In hand None 4 25s 
Downscombe Roger of Courseulles Aeleva None 0.5 2s 
Exford Roger of Courseulles In hand None 0.5 3s 
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Manor Landholder 1086 Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086 
Exford Roger of Courseulles Ednoth None 0.5 30d 
Stoke Pero Roger of Courseulles In hand None 1 5s 
Bagley Roger of Courseulles Kafli None 1.5 40d 
Combe Roger of Courseulles In hand None 0.5 5s 
Aller Roger of Courseulles Ogis None 1.5 8s 
Gilcott Roger of Courseulles Alric None 1 10s 
Holnicote Roger of Courseulles William None 2 22s 
Doverhay Roger of Courseulles William None 0 8s 
Holne Roger of Courseulles William None 1.5 6s 
Exford Roger of Courseulles William None 0.5 30d 
Stone Roger of Courseulles In hand None 0 Waste 
Fivehead Roger of Courseulles Bertram None 1 40s 
Earnshill Roger of Courseulles Wulfward None 1 12s 
Sampford Arundel Roger of Courseulles Ogis 1 mill which pays 8d 5 50s 
Thorne St Margaret Roger of Courseulles Alric 1 mill which pays 10s 4 40s 
Enmore Roger of Courseulles Geoffrey None 4 40s 
Lexworthy 
 
Roger of Courseulles 
 
Geoffrey 
 
1 mill which pays 2 blooms of 
iron 1 15s 
Lexworthy 
 
Roger of Courseulles 
 
Geoffrey 
 
1 mill which pays 2 blooms of 
iron 2 40s 
Blaxhold Roger of Courseulles Geoffrey None 2 30s 
Cheddar Roger of Courseulles Robert None 2 30s 
Shipham Roger of Courseulles Robert None 3 30s 
Ponteside Roger of Courseulles In hand None 0.5 10s 
Oake Roger of Courseulles Geoffrey of Vautortes 1 mill which pays 4s 5.5 £4 
Tolland Roger of Courseulles William son of Robert None 6 50s 
Holford Roger of Courseulles William None 0 18s 
Holford Roger of Courseulles Alric None 0.5 3s 
Littleton Roger of Courseulles Norman None 3 40s 
Standerwick Roger of Courseulles Robert None 1 20s 
Fairoak Roger of Courseulles Aelmer None 3 40s 
Farleigh Hungerford Roger of Courseulles Aelmer None 1 10s 
White Ox Mead Roger of Courseulles Robert Gernon None 2 £3 
Witham Friary Roger of Courseulles William None 3 30s 
Bruton Roger of Courseulles Erneis 1 mill which pays 30d 1 30s 
Barton St David Roger of Courseulles William 1 mill which pays 5s 2 30s 
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Manor Landholder 1086 Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086 
Limington Roger of Courseulles In hand 1 mill which pays 20s 4 £7 
Ashington Roger of Courseulles Vitalis None 2 40s 
Mudford Sock Roger of Courseulles Vitalis None 1 15s 
Brympton Roger of Courseulles Herbert None 4 60s 
Long Sutton Roger of Courseulles Dodman & Warmund None 4 50s 
Halse Roger Arundel In hand 1 mill which pays 10s 5.5 £6 
Huish Champflower Roger Arundel In hand 1 mill which pays 12d 8 £7 
Whitelackington Roger Arundel In hand 1 mill which pays 15s 8 £9 
Durston Roger Arundel Richard None 4 40s 
Sandford Roger Arundel Ralph None 2 30s 
Perry Roger Arundel Ralph None 1 10s 
Newton Roger Arundel Ralph None 0 5s 
Fiddington Roger Arundel Hugh 2 mills which pay 2s 5 £4 
Tuxwell Roger Arundel Hugh None 1 12s 6d 
Cudworth Roger Arundel Odo None 1.5 30s 
Skilgate Roger Arundel Robert of Gatemore 1 mill which pays 10d 2.5 30s 
Milton Roger Arundel Robert of Gatemore None 2 20s 
Raddington Roger Arundel Robert 1 mill which grinds for the hall 6 30s 
Timberscombe Roger Arundel Drogo None 2 40s 
In Timberscombe Roger Arundel Drogo None 0.5 5s 
Kittisford Roger Arundel William 1 mill which pays 7s 5.5 60s 
Sydenham Roger Arundel William None 0 15d 
Halswell Roger Arundel Guy None 2 25s 
Cary Fitzpaine Roger Arundel Robert None 1 20s 
Chalrton Mackrell Roger Arundel In hand None 4 100s 
Ash Priors Roger Arundel In hand None 3 20s 
Ash Priors Roger Arundel In hand None 3.5 30s 
Upper Cheddon Roger Arundel In hand None 4 60s 
In Upper Cheddon Roger Arundel Robert 1 mill which pays 3s 2 20s 
Cheddon Fitzpaine Roger Arundel In hand None 4 60s 
Sutton Bingham Roger Arundel Roger Bushell 1 mill which pays 16s 0 30s 
Beckington Roger Arundel In hand 1 mill which pays 20s 8 £6 
Berkley Roger Arundel Robert 1 mill which pays 12s 6d 3 40s 
Marston Bigot Roger Arundel In hand 1 mill which pays 6s 6 £7 
Penselwood Roger Arundel William Gerald 1 mill which pays 40d 2.5 £3 
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Lyde Roger Arundel Azelin None 2 40s 
Yarnfield Walter Giffard William None 3 30s 
Worle Walter of Douai In hand None 13 £7 
Stretcholt Walter of Douai Rainward None 1.5 50s 
Stretcholt Walter of Douai Rainward None 3.5 20s 
Walpole Walter of Douai Rademar None 1.5 20s 
Dunwear Walter of Douai In hand None 0 12d 
Crook Walter of Douai Rademar None 1 10s 
Bower Walter of Douai Rademar None 3 40s 
Weare Walter of Douai In hand 2 mills which pay 42s 4 100s 
Badgeworth Walter of Douai Fulcwin None 2 20s 
Allerton Walter of Douai Ralph of Conteville None 7 100s 
Tarnock Walter of Douai Ludo None 2.5 20s 
Tarnock Walter of Douai Richard None 4 25s 
Alston Sutton Walter of Douai Hubert  None 5 60s 
Bratton Seymour Walter of Douai Gerard None 6 £4 
Milton Walter of Douai Richard  None 1 25s 
Wincanton Walter of Douai Rainward None 8 70s 
Wincanton Walter of Douai Rainward 1 mill which pays 30d 4 40s 
Castle Cary Walter of Douai In hand 3 mills which pay 34s 23 £15 
Sparkford Walter of Douai Fulcwin 1 mill which pays 7½s 6.5 100s 
Ansford Walter of Douai Wulfric 1 mill which pays 7½s 7 £3 
Barrow Walter of Douai Ralph None 5 60s 
Bridgwater Walter of Douai In hand 1 mill which pays 5s 11 £7 
Wembdon Walter of Douai Ludo None 6 £4 
Bawdrip Walter of Douai Rainward None 6 60s 
Bradney Walter of Douai Rainward None 2.5 20s 
Horsey Walter of Douai Rademar None 7 £4 
Pawlett Walter of Douai Rademar None 1 10s 
Burnham on Sea Walter of Douai In hand None 6 £4 
in Burnham Walter of Douai Rademar None 6 £4 
Huntspill Walter of Douai In hand None 13 £8 
Brean Walter of Douai In hand None 6.5 100s 
Chilcompton Walter of Douai Ralph 1 mill which pays 6d 2.5 50s 
Chilcompton Walter of Douai Ralph None 0.5 10s 
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West Harptree Walter of Douai Ralph 1 mill which pays 5s 3 40s 
Eckweek Walter of Douai Ralph None 1 10s 
Alstone Walter of Douai Rademar None 2 20s 
Huntspill Walter of Douai In hand None 2 20s 
Huish Walter of Douai Raimer the clerk None 1 10s 
Huish Walter of Douai Ralph of Conteville None 1 10s 
Adber Walter of Douai Ralph of Conteville None 1 15s 
Stockland William of Mohun In hand 1 mill which pays 10d 3.5 £4 10s 
Seaberton William of Mohun In hand None 1 10s 
Dunster William of Mohun In hand 2 mills which pay 10s 0 15s 
Adsborough William of Mohun Hugh None 4.5 40s 
Aley William of Mohun Warmund None 2 20s 
Leigh William of Mohun Robert None 1 20s 
Street William of Mohun Roger  None 1 15s 
Brompton Ralph William of Mohun Thorgils 1 mill which pays 30d 10 £4 
Clatworthy William of Mohun Ogis 1 mill which pays 6d 7 40s 
Cutcombe William of Mohun In hand 1 mill which pays 5s 9 £6 
In Cutcombe William of Mohun 3 men at arms None 3 35s 6d 
Minehead William of Mohun In hand 1 mill which pays 3s 13 £6 
Alcombe William of Mohun In hand None 3 20s 
Brown William of Mohun Durand None 6.5 40s 
Langham William of Mohun 3 men at arms 1 mill which pays 3s 6.5 30s 
Quarme William of Mohun Manfred None 1 15s 
Bickham William of Mohun Richard None 1.5 15s 
Broadwood William of Mohun In hand None 2 15s 
Avill William of Mohun Ralph 1 mill which pays 20d 1.5 10s 
Staunton William of Mohun In hand None 1 15s 
In Staunton William of Mohun In hand None 0 3s 
Exford William of Mohun In hand None 0 15d 
Exford William of Mohun In hand None 0 12d 
Old Stowey William of Mohun Durand None 1 10s 
Oaktrow William of Mohun Durand None 1 6s 
Allercott William of Mohun Durand None 1 6s 
Myne William of Mohun Geoffrey None 2 15s 
Bratton William of Mohun Roger None 4 30s 
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Knowle William of Mohun Roger None 2.5 25s 
Luxborough William of Mohun Ranulf None 4 20s 
Luxborough William of Mohun Nigel None 2 15s 
West Quantoxhead William of Mohun In hand None 9 £4 
Kilton William of Mohun In hand None 9 £7 
In Kilton William of Mohun Ralph None 2 20s 
Newton William of Mohun In hand 1 mill which pays 40d 7 100s 
Woolston William of Mohun In hand None 2 20s 
Elworthy William of Mohun Dodman 1 mill which pays 4s 5 40s 
Willett William of Mohun Dodman 1 mill without dues 4 20s 
Coleford William of Mohun Dodman None 1 6s 
Watchet William of Mohun Dodman 1 mill which pays 10s 1 15s 
Torweston William of Mohun Hugh 1 mill without dues 4 50s 
Holford St Mary William of Mohun Hugh 1 mill which pays 10d 3 20s 
Hartrow William of Mohun Roger 1 mill which pays 6d 2 20s 
Chubworthy William of Mohun Manfred & Robert None 1.5 12s 
Combe Sydenham William of Mohun Thorgils 1 mill without dues 1.5 20s 
Shortmansford William of Mohun Brictric None 0.5 6s 
Bathealton William of Mohun Nigel 1 mill which pays 7s 6d 5 50s 
Manworthy William of Mohun Ranulf None 1.5 20s 
Runnington William of Mohun Dodman 1 mill which pays 5s 2 50s 
Poleshill William of Mohun Dodman None 0 10s 
Poleshill William of Mohun Dodman None 0 30d 
Leigh William of Mohun Manfred None 1.5 12s 
Stocklinch William of Mohun Roger None 2 30s 
Broomfield William of Mohun In hand None 5 60s 
East Lydeard William of Mohun In hand 1 mill which pays 8s 2 £7 
Bagborough William of Mohun In hand None 7 100s 
Stoke St Mary William of Mohun In hand None 2 30s 
Heathfield William of Mohun Ralph 1 mill which pays 30d 2 £4 
Nunney William of Mohun Thorgils 0.5 mill which pays 30d 2 60s 
Brewham William of Mohun In hand 2 mills which pay 9s 2d 17 £14 12s 
In Brewham William of Mohun In hand None 0 5s 
Cheriton William of Mohun Warmund None 2 40s 
Whatley William of Eu In hand None 0 10s 
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Hinton St George Willliam of Eu In hand 2 mills pay 7s 6d 14 £15 
Yeovilton William of Eu Ralph Blewitt 2 mills which pay 30s 8 £9 
Yeovilton William of Eu Ralph Blewitt None 0 30s 
Laverton William of Eu Herbert None 7 £8 
Hinton Blewitt William of Eu Ralph Blewitt 1 mill which pays 4s 5.5 100s 
In Hinton Blewitt William of Eu Hugh Matravers None 0 3s 
Yeovil William of Eu Hugh 1 mill which pays 10s 7 £8 
Yeovil William of Eu Hugh None 0 12s 
Chilton William of Eu Warner None 0 10s 
Tickenham William of Eu In hand None 9 £6 
Stogursey William of Falaise In hand 1 mill which pays 16d 14 £20 
Stugursey William of Falaise In hand None 1 10s 
Wootton Courtenay William of Falaise In hand 1 mill which pays 10d 6 100s 
Woodspring William of Falaise In hand None 6 100s 
Woodspring William of Falaise In hand None 6 £4 
Horsington William son of Guy In hand 1 mill which pays 42d 8.5 £8 15s 
In Horsington William son of Guy Ralph None 1.5 25s 
Cheriton William son of Guy Bernard None 5 £6 
Walton in Gordano Ralph of Mortimer Richard of Barre None 4 70s 
Stowey Ralph of Pomeroy Beatrix his sister None 2 20s 
Oare Ralph of Pomeroy In hand None 6 30s 
Stockland Ralph Pagnell Ralph of Reuilly None 5 100s 
East Quantoxhead Ralph Pagnell Ralph of Reuilly 1 mill which pays 7s 6d 9 £8 
Huish Ralph Pagnell Ralph of Reuilly 1 mill which pays 3s 5 £3 
Bagborough Ralph Pagnell Ralph of Reuilly None 3 50s 
Newhall Ralph Pagnell Robert son of Rozelin None 0 10s 
Combwich Ralph of Limesey Walter Bowman None 3 40s 
Luccombe Ralph of Limesey In hand None 7 £4 
Selworthy Ralph of Limesey In hand 1 mill which pays 20d 5 25s 
Allerford Ralph of Limesey In hand 1 mill which pays 15d 3 20s 
Rossington Ralph of Limesey In hand None 2 20s 
Treborough Ralph of Limesey In hand None 1 7s 
Rapps Ralph of Limesey In hand None 0 3s 
Aller Ralph of Limesey In hand None 4 £6 
Charlton Robert son of Gerald Jocelyn 1 mill which pays 5s 11 £6 
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Manor Robert son of Gerald In hand None 8 100 cheeses, 10 pigs 
Chelwood Alfred of Marlborough Nicholas None 2 100s 
Woolmersdon Alfred of 'Spain' Walter None 2 30s 
Bower Alfred of 'Spain' In hand None 0 100s 
Huntworth Alfred of 'Spain' Richard of Merri None 2 20s 
Stringston Alfred of 'Spain' Ranulf None 3 50s 
Stringston Alfred of 'Spain' Ranulf None 0.5 5s 
Spaxton Alfred of 'Spain' In hand None 2 50s 
Spaxton Alfred of 'Spain' Man at arms None 4 £3 
Otterhampton Alfred of 'Spain' Herbert None 4.5 40s 
Radlet Alfred of 'Spain' Herbert None 1 15s 
Plainsfield Alfred of 'Spain' Hugh None 0 10s 
Marsh Mills Alfred of 'Spain' Hugh None 0 15s 
Monksilver Alfred of 'Spain' Richard 1 mill which pays 3s 9 £4 
Nether Stowey Alfred of 'Spain' In hand 1 mill which pays 4d 3 £10 
Nether Stowey Alfred of 'Spain' Osward & Alfward None 2.5 20s 
Alfoxton & Dyche Alfred of 'Spain' Ranulf None 3 20s 
Leigh Alfred of 'Spain' Hugh None 0 17s 
Rodhuish Alfred of 'Spain' Hugh None 1 6s 
Stawley Alfred of 'Spain' Robert & Herbert None 2 60s 
Isle Brewers Alfred of 'Spain' Richard of Merri 1 mill which pays 20d 2 40s 
Preston Alfred of 'Spain' Hugh 1 mill which pays 20d 2 60s 
Goathurst Alfred of 'Spain' Walter & Ansger None 6 70s 
Merridge Alfred of 'Spain' Ranulf 1 mill which pays 6d 2.5 20s 
Quantock Alfred of 'Spain' Robert None 1.5 25s 
Hillfarrannce Alfred of 'Spain' Walter 1 mill which pays 30d 2 £4 
Luckington Alfred of 'Spain' In hand 1 mill which pays 10s 3 £3 
Oakley Alfred of 'Spain' In hand None 0 50s 
Pitcombe Thurstan son of Rolf In hand 2 mills which pay 15s 5 £7 
Witham Friary Thurstan son of Rolf Botolph None 2 20s 
Wltune Thurstan son of Rolf Botolph None 1 10s 
Eastrip Thurstan son of Rolf Ripe None 1 20s 
Syndercombe Thurstan son of Rolf Hugh None 4 20s 
North Cadbury Thurstan son of Rolf In hand 2 mills which pay 22s 11 £12 
Weston Bampfylde Thurstan son of Rolf Richard 0.5 mill which pays 45d 2.5 40s 
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Weston Bampfylde Thurstan son of Rolf Alwin None 1 10s 
South Cadbury Thurstan son of Rolf Bernard None 0 £3 
Woolston Thurstan son of Rolf Loefgeat None 0 10s 
Clapton  Thurstan son of Rolf Ralph Trenchard None 1 20s 
Blackford Thurstan son of Rolf Alfward None 1 15s 
Compton Pauncefoot Thurstan son of Rolf Geoffrey 1 mill which pays 8s 5.5 100s 
Maperton Thurstan son of Rolf Geoffrey 2 mills which pay 5s 5d 5 £6 
Wanstrow Thurstan son of Rolf Norman None 3 £6 
Keyford Thurstan son of Rolf Norman None 0.5 7s 
Dunkerton Thurstan son of Rolf Bernard Pancevolt 1 mill which pays 7s 6d 8 36 
Dunkerton Thurstan son of Rolf Bernard Pancevolt None 0 5s 
Cheriton Thurstan son of Rolf Robert None 1 30s 
Blagdon Serlo of Burcy In hand 2 mills which pay 5s 7 £7 
In Blagdon Serlo of Burcy Lambert None 2 20s 
Uphill Serlo of Burcy 4 men at arms None 7 £6 
Chew Stoke Serlo of Burcy In hand None 1 10s 
Chillyhill Serlo of Burcy In hand None 2 15s 
Chew Stoke Serlo of Burcy In hand None 1 10s 
Aldwick Serlo of Burcy Walter 1 mill which pays 3s 1 40s 
Ridgehill Serlo of Burcy Guntard None 1 20s 
Ridgehill Serlo of Burcy Walter None 1 30s 
Lovington Serlo of Burcy In hand 1 mill which pays 10s 8 100s 
In Lovington Serlo of Burcy Lambert None 10 20s 
Wheathill Serlo of Burcy In hand None 1 40s 
In Wheathill Serlo of Burcy Geoffrey None 0 10s 
Compton Martin Serlo of Burcy In hand None 6 £4 
In Compton Martin Serlo of Burcy Richard None 1 15s 
Moreton Serlo of Burcy Godric & Alric 1 mill which pays 5s 4 £3 
In Moreton Serlo of Burcy Richard & Humphrey None 1.5 15s 
Mudford Serlo of Burcy Reginald  None 3.5 10s 
Stone Serlo of Burcy Reginald  None 0.5 10s 
Luccombe Odo son of Gamelin Vitalis None 3.5 40s 
Knowle Osbern Giffard In hand None 3 40s 
Elm Osbern Giffard In hand 2 mills which pay 100d 4 £4 
Woodborough Osbern Giffard In hand None 1 30s 
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Hinton Charterhouse Edward of Salisbury In hand 2 mills which pay 34s 9 £12 
Norton St Philip Edward of Salisbury In hand 1 mill which pays 5s 6 £7 
Weston  Arnulf of Hesdin In hand 1 mill which pays 20s 5 £8 
Tickenham Arnulf of Hesdin Engelhere None 0 40s 
Rodden Arnulf of Hesdin Ingelrann 2 mills which pay 15s 3 £4 
Kewstoke Gilbert son of Thorold Osbern None 2 30s 
Ubley Gilbert son of Thorold Walter 1 mill which pays 30d 4 100s 
Ston Easton Gilbert son of Thorold Walter None 1 30s 
Quarme Godbold In hand None 1 10s 
Clevedon Matthew of Mortagne Hildebert None 6 £4 
Chelvey Matthew of Mortagne Rumold None 3 40s 
Milton Clevedon Matthew of Mortagne Hildebert 1 mill which pays 5s 5 £6 
Lytes Cary Humphrey the Chanberlain Brictric None 1 40s 
Lytes Cary Humphrey the Chamberlain Brictric None 3 40s 
Wearne Robert of Auberville In hand None 0 15s 
Dulverton Robert of Auberville In hand None 0 10s 
Withypool Robert of Auberville In hand None 0 Not given 
Wellisford Robert of Auberville In hand None 2 15s 
Melcombe Robert of Auberville In hand 1 mill which pays 12d 1.5 15s 
Pignes John the Usher In hand None 2 30s 
Perry John the Usher Robert None 1 15s 
Newton John the Usher Stable None 1 15s 
Cannington  John the Usher Robert 1 mill which pays 5s 1 20s 
Wigborough John the Usher In hand None 1.5 30s 
Huntstile John the Usher In hand None 2 20s 
Chilton Trinity Ansger Fower In hand None 1 15s 
St Michael Church Ansger Fower In hand None 0 5s 
Shovel Ansger Fower In hand None 0 4s 
Durleigh Ansger Fower In hand None 3 20s 
Lilstock Ansger Cook In hand None 3 100s 
Newton Ansketel Parker In hand None 3 30s 
Honibere Ansketel Parker In hand None 0 5s 
Milton Ansketel Parker Alfward None 1 15s 
Earnshill Gerard In hand None 0 30s 
Barton St David Edmund son of Payne In hand 1 mill which pays 10s 1 £3 
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Pitcote Edmund son of Payne In hand 1 mill which pays 50d 4 £4 
Walton Edmund son of Payne In hand None 2.5 40s 
Hay Street Manasseh Cook's wife In hand None 0 15s 
Ston Easton Manasseh Cook's wife In hand None 2 20s 
In Wells Manasseh Cook's wife In hand None 0 20s 
Buckland St Mary Brictric & Wulfward In hand None 2 20s 
Seavington Siward In hand None 1 £3 
Lopen Harding son of Alnoth In hand None 1 40s 
Bradon Harding son of Alnoth Ceolric None 1 10s 
Capland Harding son of Alnoth In hand None 1 20s 
in Capland Harding son of Alnoth In hand None 0 5s 
Merriott Harding son of Alnoth In hand 1 mill which pays 5s 4 £4 
Buckland St Mary Harding son of Alnoth Godwin None 0 10s 
Discove Harding son of Alnoth In hand None 2.5 40s 
Tuxwell Brictric In hand None 0.5 12s 6d 
Dinnington Siward Falconer In hand 1 mill which pays 8d 3 40s 
Adber Siward Guntram In hand None 1.5 20s 
Dodington Doda In hand 1 mill without dues 1 20s 
Hawkwell Ulf In hand None 3 25s 
Stocklinch Alfward In hand None 2.5 50s 
Draycott Godwin In hand None 0 2s 
Chew Stoke Aldwin In hand 1 mill which pays 6s 8d 1 25s 
Haselbury Brictmer In hand 1 mill which pays 5s 6 £8 
Swainswick Alfred In hand 1 mill which pays 5s 3 40s 
Buckland Dinham Dunn In hand 1 mill which pays 7s 5 100s 
Combe Agelric In hand 1 mill which pays 50d 5 £4 
West Lydford Aelfric In hand 1 mill which pays 15s 7 £8 
Scepeworde Aelfric In hand None 0 5s 
Writhlington Brictward In hand None 5 £4 
Eastrip Guard In hand None 0.5 40d 
Otterhampton Osmer In hand None 0 Not given 
Babcary Humphrey the Chamberlain In hand None 2 50s 
Holton Humphrey the Chamberlain Aelfric None 1.5 30s  
Sandford Orcas Humphrey theChamberlain In hand None 6 £9 
Timsbury Odo of Flanders In hand 1 mill which pays 40d 2 £3 
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Tadwick William Hussey In hand None 1 30s 
Tadwick Ralph of Berkeley In hand None 1 15s 
Warleigh Hugolin the Interpreter In hand None 3 50s 
Batheaston Hugolin the Interpreter In hand 1 mill which pays 5s 3 60s 
Claverton Hugolin the Interpreter In hand A mill which pays 7s 6d 6 £7 
Knowle Park Drogo of Montacute In hand None 3 £4 
Knowle Park Thurstan son of Rolf An Englishman None 0 20s 
Foddington Hugh of Vautortes In hand None 3 40s 
Rode Richard the Interpreter In hand None 0 10s 
Foddington Azelin In hand None 2 20s 
Brockley Aldred In hand None 4 30s 
Crandon Aldred In hand 1 mill which pays 30d 0.5 5s 
Preston Plucknett Ansger of Montacute In hand None 1 40s 
Totals: 
     
183.5 mills 
 
1583 plough 
teams   
      
Total value of mills: (excludes                                                                                         £54 1s 7d     
those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 4 in total)    
        
Average mill value:   6s 0½d     
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 4 in total)    
        
Average number of plough teams per mill:                                                                     8.63 plough teams     
        
Average number of mills per 10 plough teams:                                                             1.16 mills     
        
Average mill value per 10 plough teams:                                                                        1.14 mills x 6s 0½d = 6s 11d     
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 4 in total,    
and plough teams, or a proportion of plough teams, on those manors - 6.5 in total)    
        
Mills held as percentage of Somerset mills:                                                                   48.61% 
     
Value of mills as percentage of Somerset mills:                                                             43.46% 
     
Plough teams as percentage of Somerset plough teams:                                             40.26%    
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Mills value: 
 
Mill numbers 
 
Percentage of total mills 
    
  
Under 5s 86 46.87%      
5s but less than 10s 49 26.70%      
10s but less than 20s 38 20.71%      
20s and over 6.5 3.54%      
No value given 0 0.00%      
Renders only in kind 4 2.18%      
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            Appendix Five 
     
 Oxfordshire Domesday - Land of the King  
      
Manor Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086  
Benson In hand 2 mills at 40s 32 £80 and 100s  
Headington In hand 2 mills at 50s 20 £60  
Kirtlington In hand 2 mills at 35s 41 £52  
Wootton In hand 2 mills at 10s 4d 10 £18  
Shipton under Wychwood In hand 6 mills at 55s 53 £72  
Bampton In hand 4 mills at 25s 22 £50 and 40s  
Bloxham & Adderbury In hand 6 mills at 56s 4d 13* £28 10s  
Ledwell in Bloxham & Add. In hand None - 20s  
Langford In hand 2 mills at 20s 10 £18  
Shipton under Wychwood Alfsi of Faringdon None 9 £9  
Shotover & 4 other manors In hand None  3.5 £10  
Verneveld In hand None - Waste  
Totals 
   
26 mills 
 
213.5 plough 
teams   
 
      
* Smallholders' plough teams not entered so this manor is under-recorded   
        
Total value of mills: (excludes   £14 11s 7d     
those not valued or only paying renders in kind – 0 in total)    
        
Average mill value:   11s 2½d     
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 0 in total)   
        
Average number of plough teams per mill:                                                                       8.21 plough teams    
        
Average number of mills per 10 plough teams:                                                                1.22 mills    
        
Average mill value per 10 plough teams:                                                                           13s 8d    
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 0 in total,    
and plough teams, or a proportion of plough teams, on those manors - 0 in total)   
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Mills held as percentage of Oxfordshire mills:                                                                   13.40% 
    
Value of mills as percentage of Oxfordshire mills:                                                            14.46% 
    
Plough teams as percentage of Oxfordshire plough teams:                                             8.66%    
        
        
Mills value: 
 
Mill numbers 
 
Percentage of total mills 
   
   
Under 5s 0 0.00%      
5s but less than 10s 18 69.23%      
10s but less than 20s 4 15.38%      
20s and over 4 15.38%      
No value given 0 0.00%      
Renders only in kind 0 0.00%      
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           Appendix Five cont'd 
      
 Oxfordshire Domesday - Episcopal Land   
      
Manor Landholder 1086 Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086 
Newington 
 
Archbishop of 
Canterbury 
In hand 
 
None 
 
19 
 
£15 
 
Witney Bishop of Winchester In hand 2 mills at 32s 6d 25 £25 
Adderbury Bishop of Winchester In hand 2 mills at 30s 23 £20 
Dunsden Bishop of Salisbury In hand None 22 £15 
Bampton Bishop of Exeter Bishop Robert None 5 £6 
Dorchester Bishop of Lincoln In hand 1 mill at 20s 18 £18 
Dorchester Bishop of Lincoln Bricteva 4 mills at 38s 24 £20 
South Stoke Bishop of Lincoln In hand None 10 £12 & 12 sticks of eels 
Thame Bishop of Lincoln In hand 1 mill at 20s 24 £30 
Great Milton Bishop of Lincoln In hand 1 mill at 15s 24 £30 
Banbury Bishop of Lincoln In hand 3 mills at 45s 40 £30 
Cropredy Bishop of Lincoln In hand 2 mills at 28s 40 £30 
Eynsham Bishop of Lincoln Columban 1 mill at 12s & 450 eels 18 £20 
Shifford Bishop of Lincoln Columban None 6 100s 
Little Rollright Bishop of Lincoln Columban None 8 100s 
Dorchester Bishop of Lincoln 6 English freemen None 27 £27 
Thame Bishop of Lincoln 4 men None 20 £20 
Great Milton Bishop of Lincoln Aelfric & William 1 mill at 8s 6 £6 
Banbury Bishop of Lincoln 5 men 1 man holds a mill at 5s 4d 12 £14 
Cropredy Bishop of Lincoln 8 men 3 mills at 35s 4d 31 £30 10s 
Yarnton Bishop of Lincoln Roger of Ivry None 9 £14 
Wykham Bishop of Lincoln Robert 1 mill at 30s 3.5 100s 
Waterstock Bishop of Lincoln Saewold 1 mill 9s 5d 2 50s 
Little Baldon Bishop of Lincoln Isward & Bricteva None 6 £7 
Combe Bishop of Bayeux In hand 1 mill at 3s 5 £10 
Deddington Bishop of Bayeux In hand 3 mills at 41s & 100 eels 30 £60 
Stanton Harcourt Bishop of Bayeux In hand 3 mills at 40s 22 £50 
Great Tew Bishop of Bayeux In hand None 22 £40 
Tythrop Bishop of Bayeux Ilbert of Lacy None 2 40s 
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Tythrop Bishop of Bayeux Wadard None 2 40s 
Little Haseley Bishop of Bayeux Hervey None 8 £6 
Brightwell Baldwin Bishop of Bayeux Hervey 1 mill at 20d 4 70s 
Cowley Bishop of Bayeux Roger  None 2 40s 
Somerton Bishop of Bayeux Reginald Wadard 1 mill at 20s & 400 eels 9 £12 
Fritwell Bishop of Bayeux Reginald Wadard None 2.5 £3 
Sexintone Bishop of Bayeux Adam None 3 60s 
Sexintone Bishop of Bayeux Alfred None 3.5 30s 
Fringford Bishop of Bayeux Wadard 2 mills at 10s 8 £8 
Fringford Bishop of Bayeux Wadard None 1 40s 
Finmere Bishop of Bayeux Robert None 1 40s 
Forest Hill Bishop of Bayeux Roger None 2 20s 
Woodperry Bishop of Bayeux Roger None 3 40s 
Toot Baldon Bishop of Bayeux Robert d'Oilly None - 10s 
Stanton St John Bishop of Bayeux Ilbert  None 8 £10 
Wilcote Bishop of Bayeux Wadard None 1 40s 
Bladon Bishop of Bayeux Adam 2 mills at 14s and 125 eels 5 £6 
Hensington Bishop of Bayeux Ansger None - 12s 
Pereio Bishop of Bayeux Wadard None 1 30s 
Whitehill Bishop of Bayeux Roger None 1 25s 
Shipton on Cherwell Bishop of Bayeux Ilbert None 2 £4 
Cogges Bishop of Bayeux Wadard From 1 mill, 10s 2 £10 
Toot Baldon Bishop of Bayeux Roger None - 12s 
Brighthampton Bishop of Bayeux Wadard None 1 40s 
Stanton St John Bishop of Bayeux Ilbert None 1 10s 
Thomley Bishop of Bayeux Hervey None 4 40s 
Cassington 
 
Bishop of Bayeux 
 
Wadard 
 
From 1 mill & a fishery 15s 6d & 175 
eels* 
3 
 
100s 
 
Bampton Bishop of Bayeux Ilbert None 1.5 60s 
Yarnton Bishop of Bayeux Roger None 1 20s 
Nethercott Bishop of Bayeux Hugh None 1 20s 
Burford Bishop of Bayeux Earl Aubrey 2 mills at 25s 16 £13 
Cassington 
 
Bishop of Bayeux 
 
Wadard 
 
From 1 mill & a fishery 15s 6d & 175 
eels* 
3 
 
100s 
 
Little Tew Bishop of Bayeux Wadard None - 12s 
South Newington Bishop of Bayeux Adam 0.5 mill at 16d 1 30s 
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South Newington Bishop of Bayeux Adam 0.5 mill at 25d 3 50s 
South Newington Bishop of Bayeux Wadard 0.5 mill at 16d 1.5 60s 
South Newington Bishop of Bayeux Wadard None - 20s - waste 
Duns Tew Bishop of Bayeux Wadard None 3 £3 
Little Tew Bishop of Bayeux Humphrey None 2 50s 
Barton Ede Bishop of Bayeux Wadard 1 mill at 2s 4 60s 
Barton Ede Bishop of Bayeux Adam 2 mills at 10s 18 £20 
Ludwell Bishop of Bayeux Wadard None 1 23s 
Barford St John Bishop of Bayeux Robert d'Oilly None 2.5 50s 
Alkerton Bishop of Bayeux Ralph None 2 60s 
Showell Bishop of Bayeux 3 men None 4 100s 
Nether Worton Bishop of Bayeux Adam 2 mills at 6s 8d 4.5 60s 
Sandford St Martin Bishop of Bayeux Adam 1 mill at 30d 16 £20 
Chastleton Bishop of Bayeux Urso None - 6s 
Chastleton Bishop of Bayeux Ilbert None - Waste 
Chastleton Bishop of Bayeux Ralph None 1 20s 
Chastleton Bishop of Bayeux Ilbert None 1 10s 
Chastleton Bishop of Bayeux Ansketel 1 mill at 50d 6.5 £6 
Lyneham Bishop of Bayeux Ilbert 1 mill at 7s 6d 15 £10 
Warpsgrove Bishop of Bayeux Hervey None 2 £4 
Ascot Earl Bishop of Bayeux Ilbert None 4 £4 
Little Tew Bishop of Bayeux Ilbert None 2 40s 
Stanton St John Bishop of Bayeux Ilbert None 1 10s 
Cassington Bishop of Bayeux Ilbert None 6 110s 
Balscott Bishop of Bayeux Wadard None 3 £6 
Little Tew Bishop of Liseiux Roctroc None 1 30s 
Duns Tew Bishop of Liseiux In hand None 2 60s 
Dunthrop Bishop of Liseiux In hand None 2 £3 
Westcot Barton Bishop of Liseiux Roctroc None 8 £7 
Kirtlington Osmund the Priest In hand None 1 20s 
Cadwall Brown the Priest In hand None 1 30s 
Near Oxford 
 
Canons of St 
Frideswide's 
In hand 
 
None 
 
5 
 
40s 
 
Cutteslowe 
 
Canons of St 
Frideswide's 
Siward 
 
None 
 
2 
 
40s 
 
1/2 hide Edward In hand None 1 6s 
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Manor Landholder 1086 Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086 
Milton under Wychwood Ranulf Flambard In hand None 2 £3 
Totals     51.5 mill 
743 plough 
teams   
      
* Mill and fishery valued together - total value included     
        
Total value of mills: (excludes those                                                                            £28 1s 10d     
not valued or only paying renders in kind - 0 in total)     
        
Average mill value:   10s 11d     
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 0 in total)    
        
Average number of plough teams per mill:                                                                  14.43 plough teams     
        
Average number of mills per 10 plough teams:                                                           0.69 mills     
        
Average mill value per 10 plough teams:                                                                     7s 6d     
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 0 in total,    
and plough teams, or a proportion of plough teams, on those manors - 0 in total)    
        
Mills held as percentage of Oxfordshire mills:                                                             26.55% 
     
Value of mills as percentage of Oxfordshire mills:                                                      27.86% 
     
Plough teams as percentage of Oxfordshire plough teams:                                      30.14% 
    
        
Mills value:  
 
Mill numbers 
 Percentage of total mills    
  
Under 5s 8.5 16.50%      
5s but less than 10s 12 23.30%      
10s but less than 20s 27 52.45%      
20s and over 4 7.77%      
No value given 0 0.00%      
Renders in kind 0 0.00%      
Renders in kind in addition 
to monetary value 
9 (not included in totals) 
 
- 
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                      Appendix Five cont'd    
      
             Oxfordshire Domesday - Monastic Land   
      
Manor Landholder 1086 Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086 
Lewknor Abbey of St Mary Abingdon In hand 1 mill at 20d 26 £20 
Cuddesdon Abbey of St Mary Abingdon In hand 1 mill & 2 fisheries, 12s* 22 £12 
Sandford Abbey of St Mary Abingdon Wenric None 5.5 60s 
Sandford Abbey of St Mary Abingdon Robert & Roger None 1 20s 
Sandford Abbey of St Mary Abingdon Wenric None 1 40s 
Barford St Michael Abbey of St Mary Abingdon Wadard's son from Roger 1 mill at 9s 5 £6 
Garsington Abbey of St Mary Abingdon Gilbert None 5 100s 
Garsington Abbey of St Mary Abingdon Sweeting None 1 40s 
Tadmarton Abbey of St Mary Abingdon In hand 1 mill at 4s 8 £12 
Tadmarton Abbey of St Mary Abingdon A man-at-arms 1 mill at 5s 4 £6 
Arncott Abbey of St Mary Abingdon Robert d'Oilly & Roger of Ivry None 1 30s 
Preston Crowmarsh Battle Abbey In hand None 4 £8 
Enstone Abbey of St Mary Winchcombe In hand 4 mills at 19s 21 £18 
Enstone Abbey of St Mary Winchcombe Urso None 2 In Enstone  
Chastleton Abbey of St Mary Winchcombe In hand None - £18 
Watlington Abbey of St Peter Preaux In hand None 3 100s 
Taynton Abbey of St Denis Paris In hand 2 mills at 32s 6d & 62s 6d for eels 21 £15 
Totals: 
     
11 mills 
 
130.5 plough 
teams   
      
* Mill and fisheries valued together - total value included    
        
Total value of mills: (excludes those                                                                                         £4 3s 2½d     
not valued or only paying renders in kind-  0 in total)     
        
Average mill value:   7s 7d     
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 0 in total)    
        
Average number of plough teams per mill:                                                                               11.86 plough teams     
        
Average number of mills per 10 plough teams:                                                                         0.84 mills     
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Average mill value per 10 plough teams:                                                                                  6s 4d     
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 0 in total,    
and plough teams, or a proportion of plough teams, on those manors - 0 in total)    
        
Mills held as percentage of Oxfordshire mills:                                                                         5.67% 
     
Value of mills as percentage of Oxfordshire mills:                                                                  4.13% 
     
Plough teams as percentage of Oxfordshire plough teams:                                                  5.29%    
   
 
   
  
Mills value: 
 
Mill numbers 
 
Percentage of total mills 
    
  
Under 5s 6 54.55%      
5s but less than 10s 2 18.18%      
10s but less than 20s 3 27.27%      
20s and over 0 0.00%      
No value given 0 0.00%      
Renders only in kind 0 0.00%      
Renders in kind in addition 
to monetary value 
2 (not included in totals) 
 
- 
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            Appendix Five cont’d 
      
   Oxfordshire Domesday - Land of Lay Tenants-in-Chief  
       
Manor Landholder 1086 Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086  
South Weston Earl Hugh Robert 1 mill at 4s 8.5 £7  
Pyrton Earl Hugh William 1 mill, 5s 26 £30  
Tackley Earl Hugh Robert 1 mill, 10s 10 £17  
Churchill Earl Hugh Walter 2 mills, 20s 12 £10  
Ardley Earl Hugh Drogo from Robert None 10 £6  
Horley Count of Mortain Ralph From part of 1 mill, 16d* 5 100s  
1 hide Count of Mortain Monks of St Peter None 1 20s  
Chippinghurst Count of Evreux In hand None 4 40s  
Toot Baldon Count of Evreux In hand None 3 30s  
Grafton Count of Evreux In hand None 3 40s  
Dunthrop Count of Evreux In hand None 4 100s  
Milcombe Count of Evreux In hand From part of 1 mill, 2s* 1 30s  
Bodicote Count of Evreux In hand None 1 30s  
Mollington Count of Evreux In hand None 1 20s  
Showell Count of Evreux In hand None 1.5 20s  
Iffley Earl Aubrey In hand None 5 £4  
Minster Lovell Earl Aubrey In hand 2 mills at 20s 13 £7  
Cowley Count Eustace Roger From 1 mill & 1 virgate 35s**** 5 40s  
Caversham Walter Giffard In hand 1 mill at 20s 17 £20  
Lashbrook Walter Giffard Hugh 1 mill site pays 10s 3 30s  
Crowmarsh Gifford Walter Giffard Hugh 2 mills at 40s 7 £20  
Hempton Walter Giffard Ralph 1 mill, 12s 9.5 £6  
Stoke Lyne Walter Giffard Hugh None 17 £12  
Lew Walter Giffard Hugh None 1 20s  
Bodicote Walter Giffard Hugh None 1 40s  
Bix Walter Giffard Hugh None 4 £3  
Ewelme Walter Giffard Hugh None 4.5 100s  
Stoke Lyne & Tusmore Walter Giffard Thorold None 1 20s  
Hunesworde William son of Ansculf Walter 1 mill at 8s 3.5 £4  
Mapledurham William of Warenne In hand 1 mill at 20s 12 £12  
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Manor Landholder 1086 Held by Mills Plough teams Value of manor 1086  
Gatehampton William of Warenne Brian None 1.5 40s  
Crowell William Peverel In hand None 9 £7  
Emmington William Peverel In hand None 7 £7  
Badgemore Henry of Ferrers In hand None 5 £4  
Chalford Henry of Ferrers Robert 1 mill at 3s 4d 3 30s  
Sibford Ferris Henry of Ferrers Rolf None 6 £7  
Fifield Henry of Ferrers In hand None 7 100s  
Dean & Chalford Henry of Ferrers Robert 2 mills, 5s 13 £9  
Ash Henry of Ferrers In hand None 0 £4  
Rycote Hugh of Bolbec In hand None 0 Nothing  
Ambrosden Hugh of Ivry In hand None 16 £10  
Horley Robert of Stafford Richard 1 mill at 5s 3 40s  
Great Rollright Robert of Stafford Richard None 6 100s  
Bromscott & Pemscott Robert of Stafford Gosbert None 2.5 50s  
Stonesfield Robert of Stafford Aelfric None 2 30s  
Duns Tew Robert of Stafford Everwin None 0.5 50s  
Adderbury Robert of Stafford Robert None 1 30s  
Ilbury Robert of Stafford Gadio None 2 40s  
Northbrook Robert of Stafford Reginald None 2 25s  
Middle Aston Robert of Stafford Gosbert None 0 20s  
Middle Aston Robert of Stafford Gilbert None 4 £3  
Watlington Robert d'Oilly In hand 2 mills at 10s 8d 13 £10  
Goring Robert d'Oilly In hand 1 mill at 20s 13 £15  
Bicester Robert d'Oilly In hand 2 mills at 40s 22 £16  
Kidlington Robert d'Oilly In hand 1 mill at 30s 7 £14  
Water Eaton Robert d'Oilly In hand 1 mill at 15s 9 100s  
Hook Norton Robert d'Oilly In hand 2 mills at 20s 35 £30  
Drayton Robert d'Oilly In hand 1 mill at 10s 10 £7  
Oxford Robert d'Oilly In hand 1 mill, 10s 0 £3  
Shirburn Robert d'Oilly Drogo None 6.5 £6  
Wheatfield Robert d'Oilly Peter None 1.5 20s  
Lewknor Robert d'Oilly Peter None 1.5 20s  
Heyford Robert d'Oilly Roger 1 mill at 12s 9 £12  
Bucknell Robert d'Oilly Gilbert None 7 £7  
Fulwell Robert d'Oilly Gilbert 1 mill, 10s 2 £3  
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Elsfield Robert d'Oilly Thurstan None 8 100s  
Hardwick Robert d'Oilly Drogo None 4.5 100s  
Stratton Audley Robert d'Oilly Alfward None 3 60s  
Weston on the Green Robert d'Oilly Gilbert 2 mills, 4s 12 £12  
Bletchingdon Robert d'Oilly Gilbert None 6 100s  
Ducklington Robert d'Oilly Roger 1 mill, 12s 5 £6  
Bampton Robert d'Oilly Roger None 4.5 £4  
Waterferry Robert d'Oilly Robert None 11 £8  
Rousham Robert d'Oilly Reginald From part of 2 mills 11s 6d*** 6 £4  
Ludwell Robert d'Oilly Reginald None 0 5s  
Ascot d'Oyley Robert d'Oilly Roger 1 mill, 5s 6 £8  
Kencot Robert d'Oilly Roger None 10 £6  
Kirtlington Robert d'Oilly Herbert None 0 30s  
Holywell Robert d'Oilly St Peter's Church Oxford None 1.5 40s  
Duns Tew Robert d'Oilly Everwin None 4 £9  
Mixbury Roger of Ivry In hand 2 mills at 9s 4d 7 £15  
Beckley Roger of Ivry In hand None 7 £8  
Asthall Roger of Ivry In hand 2 mills at 22s 13 £12  
Brize Norton Roger of Ivry Fulk None 5 £13  
Fulbrook Roger of Ivry In hand 1 mill at 10s 17 £16  
Shirburn Roger of Ivry Ralph None 7 £7  
Wood Eaton Roger of Ivry Fulk None 4 60s  
Holton Roger of Ivry Godfrey None 6 £4  
Northbrook Roger of Ivry Reginald None 1.5 20s  
North Leigh Roger of Ivry Godfrey 1 mill at 12s 8d 14 £10  
Chilworth Roger of Ivry Hugh None 5 £3  
Horspath Roger of Ivry Gilbert None 5.5 100s  
Brookhampton Roger of Ivry Reginald None 3 60s  
Hensington Roger of Ivry William None 2.5 40s  
Whitehill Roger of Ivry Godfrey 1 mill, 8s 2 60s  
Thrupp Roger of Ivry Widard's son 1 mill at 6s & 125 eels 2 £6  
Cutteslowe Roger of Ivry Alfred the Clerk None 2 £4  
Clanfield Roger of Ivry Payne None 11 £7  
Rousham & Steeple 
Barton Roger of Ivry William None 6 100s 
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Northbrook Roger of Ivry Reginald None 1 30s  
Stoke Lyne Roger of Ivry Hugh None 6.5 £10  
Walton Roger of Ivry In hand None 1 60s  
Wolvercot Roger of Ivry Godfrey None 5 100s  
Idbury Ralph of Mortimer Odelard None 11 £12  
Ewelme Ranulf Peverell In hand None 2 80s  
Nuneham Courtenay Richard of Courcy In hand 1 mill at 20s 17 £13  
Sarsden Richard of Courcy In hand 3 mills at 12s 28 £26  
Foscot Richard of Courcy In hand None 0 10s  
Middleton Stoney Richard Poynant In hand None 16 £10  
Godington Richard Poynant William 1 mill at 3s 8.5 100s  
Broughton Berengard of Tosny Robert, Reginald & Gilbert 2 mills at 16s 10 £20  
Horley Berengard of Tosny Ralph From part of 1 mill, 16d* 7 £7  
Bodicote Berengard of Tosny Robert his father None 1 30s  
Gatehampton Miles Crispin In hand 1 mill at 11s 4 £4  
Great Haseley Miles Crispin In hand None 18 £15  
Aston Rowant Miles Crispin In hand None 33 £20  
Kingston Blount Miles Crispin In hand None 4 £7  
Nethercote Miles Crispin In hand 1 mill, 2s 2 40s  
Chalgrove Miles Crispin In hand 5 mills at 60s 13 £12  
Rotherfield Peppard Miles Crispin In hand 1 mill at 20s 5 £10  
Mapledurham Miles Crispin In hand None 5 £7  
Whitchurch Miles Crispin In hand 1 mill at 20s 15 £20  
North Stoke Miles Crispin In hand 2 mills at 20s 18 £15  
Newnham Murren Miles Crispin In hand None 9 £17  
Wainhill Miles Crispin Reginald None 1 £10  
Cowley Miles Crispin Toli None 1 20s  
Somerton Miles Crispin Reginald None 0 20s  
Thomley Miles Crispin Roger None 0 5s  
Draycott Miles Crispin Richard None 2 30s  
Marsh Baldon Miles Crispin Goeffrey None 7 100s  
Chesterton Miles Crispin William 1 mill at 10s 12 £10  
Heyford Miles Crispin Ralph 1 mill at 10s 5 £6  
Henton Miles Crispin William None 4 100s  
Adwell Miles Crispin William 1 mill at 6s 4 £6  
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Britwell Salome Miles Crispin Amalric None 2 £3  
Britwell Salome Miles Crispin William None 0 10s  
Berrick Salome Miles Crispin Ordgar None 5 £4  
Gangsdown Miles Crispin Ordgar None 2 20s  
Harpsden Miles Crispin Alfred None 6 100s  
Kingston Blount Miles Crispin Humphrey None 5 100s  
Nethercote Miles Crispin Tovi None 3 £3  
Garsington Miles Crispin Toli None 1 20s  
Watcombe Miles Crispin Geoffrey None 1 20s  
Cuxham Miles Crispin Alfred 3 mills at 18s 5 £6  
Alkerton Miles Crispin Richard None 4 £4  
Swyncombe Miles Crispin Monks of Bec None 0 60s  
Somerton Miles Crispin Reginald None 1 20s  
Wroxton Guy of Raimbeaucourt His son Ingelrann 1 mill at 8s 11 £16  
Bainton Giles brother of Ansculf Erchenbald None 2 40s  
Handborough Gilbert of Ghent Robert 1 mill at 10s 12 £10  
Ewelme Gilbert of Ghent Robert None 8 £6  
Kingham Geoffrey de Mandeville In hand 1 mill at 44d 16 £15  
Rycote Geoffrey de Mandeville Saswalo None 1 5s  
Wendlebury Geoffrey de Mandeville Saswalo None 5 100s  
Black Bourton Arnulf of Hesdin Wimund 1 mill, 4s 6 £4  
Ludwell Arnulf of Hesdin Osmund None 0 40s  
Chipping Norton Arnulf of Hesdin In hand 3 mills at 62d 21 £22  
North Aston Edward of Salisbury Ansketel 1 mill with fishery pays 30s**** 8 £12  
Hempton Edward of Salisbury In hand None 1 20s  
Toot Baldon Swein the Sheroff Hugh None 2 60s  
Little Stoke Alfred nephew of Wigot In hand 1 mill, 20s 3 £3  
Checkendon Alfred nephew of Wigot In hand None 3 £3  
Wigginton Guy d'Oilly In hand 1 mill, 8s 8 100s  
Yelford Walter son of Poyntz In hand None 2.5 50s  
Westwell Walter son of Poyntz In hand None 7 £7  
Alwoldesberrie Walter son of Poyntz In hand None 4 £4  
Unidentified land William Leofric Godfrey From part of 1 mill 40d** 0 30s  
Arncott William son of Manni In hand None 5 40s  
Barford St Michael Ilbod In hand None 4 £4  
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Boycott Reinbald In hand None 1 20s  
Broughton Poggs Robert son of Murdoch In hand 2 mills at 12s 6d 9 £7  
Bispesdone Osbern Giffard In hand None 4 50s  
Lillingstone Lovell Benzelin In hand None 2 40s  
Merton Countess Judith In hand None 7 £8  
Piddington Countess Judith In hand None 8 £4  
Broadwell 
 
Christina 
 
In hand 
 
2 mills with fishery & meadows 
pay 20s  
30 
 
£31 
 
 
Islip Roger of Ivry's wife In hand 1 mill at 20s 6 £10  
Chilworth Hascoit Musard In hand None 2 20s  
2.5 hides waste Hascoit Musard In hand None 0 Not given  
Heythrop Hascoit Musard In hand 1 mill, 5s 4 £4  
Kiddington Hascoit Musard Mainou 1 mill, 5s 4.5 £4  
Oddington Roger of Ivry's wife In hand None 4 60s  
Drayton Thorkell In hand 1 mill at 4s 6 £8  
Lillingstone Lovell Richard the Artificier In hand None 2 60s  
Ipsden Reginald the Archer In hand None 4 50s  
Chadlington Reginald the Archer In hand None 2 40s  
Great Rollright Robert son of Thurstan In hand None 4.5 100s  
Ludwell Thurstan Thurstan's son None 1 40s  
Ludwell Ranulf In hand None 0 10s  
Brightwell Baldwin Roger In hand None 5 100s  
Ewelme Robert son of Ralph In hand None 3 100s  
Easington Robert son of Ralph In hand None 2 40s  
Great Rollright William In hand None 4 £3  
Ibstone Hervey In hand None 0 20s  
Bix Hervey In hand None 6 £3  
Benson William In hand None 0 12s 6d  
Ibstone Hervey In hand None 0 10s  
Swinbrook & Shipton u.W. Geoffrey In hand None 2 40s  
Hampton Gernio In hand 1 mill at 15s 6 10  
Brize Norton Theodoric the Goldsmith In hand None 1 20s  
Weald Theodoric the Goldsmith In hand None 3 40s  
Benson Theodoric the Goldsmith In hand None 0 20s  
Lew Aretius In hand None 2 35s  
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Alvescot Saeric In hand None 3.5 50s  
Middle Aston Saeric In hand None 2 40s  
Chadlington Siward Hunter In hand None 2 40s  
Chinnor Leofwin In hand None 10 £10  
Cowley Leofwin In hand 1 mill at 40s 9 100s  
Brize Norton Godwin In hand None 1 10s  
Bletchingdon Alfwy the Sheriff In hand 1 mill at 7s 6d 1.5 40s  
Rycote Alfsi In hand None 2 £4  
Shipton under Wychwood Alfsi In hand None 2 40s  
Hanwell Leofwin In hand None 10 £7  
Rofford Saewold In hand None 5 60s  
Tiddington Saewold In hand None 2 40s  
Little Minster Saewold In hand 1 mill, 10s 1 £3  
Near the wall Saewold In hand 2 mills value 40s 0 40s  
Milcombe Aelfric In hand From part of 1 mill 2s* 2 30s  
Chastleton Aelfric In hand None 6 60s  
Nether Worton Alfwy  In hand None 2 40s  
Adlach Ordgar In hand None 2.5 40s  
Bolney Earl William Gilbert of Bretteville None 6 £8  
Sydenham Earl William Gilbert of Bretteville None 9 £16  
Watlington Earl William Gilbert of Bretteville None 3 100s  
Watcombe Earl William Gilbert of Bretteville None 1 10s  
Rotherfield Greys Earl William Ansketel None 7 100s  
Ducklington Earl William Robert None 7 £7  
Noke Earl William Robert & Roger None 0 Waste  
Kirtlington Earl William Robert None 1 15s  
Hensington Earl William Robert 1 mill, 5s 1 25s  
Astrop Earl William Roger None 2 30s  
Begbroke Earl William Ralph from Roger of Lacy None 4 £4  
Black Bourton Earl William Payne from Roger of Ivry None 12 £4  
Black Bourton Earl William Ansketel of Graye 1 mill, 3s 2 40s  
Radford Earl William Ansketel of Graye 1 mill at 20d 5 £4  
Kiddington Earl William Ralph from Roger of Lacy From part of 1 mill 20d** 2 40s  
Wainhill Earl William Reginald None 1 40s  
Fritwell Earl William Reginald None 6 £6  
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Noke Earl William Reginald None 2 40s  
South Newington Earl William Ansketel 1 mill at 25d 2 50s  
Swerford Earl William Robert 1 mill at 6s 9 100s  
Milton under Wychwood Earl William Roger None 1 £7  
Albury Earl William Reginald None 3 £3  
Mongewell Earl William Roger of Lacy 2 mills at 45s 9 £14  
Woodleys Earl William Ansketel of Graye None 2 50s  
Brighthampton Earl William Ansketel of Graye 1 mill at 11s 9 £6  
Cornwell Earl William Ansketel of Graye 1 mill at 2s 1 30s  
Salford Earl William Roger of Lacy From part of 1 mill 12d** 2.5 £3  
Ingham Earl William Robert None 1 50s  
Worton Earl William Robert from Roger None 5 £6  
Totals: 
     
105.5 mills 
 
1378 plough 
teams   
 
       
* 2 'part of a mill' at each of Horley and at Milcombe counted as one mill on each manor   
**  Parts at these manors couunted as half a mill on each manor although the location of the other halves are not clear   
*** Parts of two mills on two manors counted as one mill in total at Rousham    
**** Mill valued along with other assets - total value included    
        
Total value of mills: (excludes those not                                                                        £53 19s 9½d     
valued or only paying renders in kind - 0 in total)     
        
Average mill value:   10s 3d     
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 0 in total)    
        
Average number of plough teams per mill:                                                                     13.06 plough teams     
        
Average number of mills per 10 plough teams:                                                               0.77 mills     
        
Average mill value per 10 plough teams:                                                                         7s 11d     
(excludes those not valued or only paying renders in kind - 0 in total,    
and plough teams, or a proportion of plough teams, on those manors - 0 in total)    
        
Mills held as percentage of Oxfordshire mills:                                                                54.38%     
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Value of mills as percentage of Oxfordshire mills:                                                         53.55%     
 
 
Plough teams as percentage of Oxfordshire plough teams:                                         55.90%    
  
 
    
  
Mills value: 
 
Mill numbers 
 
Percentage of total mills 
    
  
Under 5s 26.5 25.12%      
5s but less than 10s 23 21.80%      
10s but less than 20s 36 34.12%      
20s and over 20 18.96%      
No value given 0 0.00%      
Renders in kind 0 0.00%      
Renders in kind in  
addition to monetary value  
1 (not included in total) 
 
- 
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Appendix Six 
 
 
Possible Major Early Medieval Estate Centres 
in Gloucestershire 
 
 
Awre 
 
In 1086, Awre was held by the king and had previously been held by King 
Edward (D.B. Gloucs., 1:13).  It was by 1086 assessed at only five hides, 
although there were fifteen plough teams, and the hidage is therefore likely to 
have been under-recorded.  It is also said to have paid half a night’s revenue 
both before 1066 and at 1086, indicating that it was ancient royal demesne.  
There were three members outside the manor at 1086 which it was claimed 
should have been in it, at Purton, Etloe and Bledisloe (ibid), a further seven 
hides which would increase the recorded hidage to twelve hides.  These 
manors were taken away by Earl William and given to Lydney (ibid, 1:55).  It 
may also have included half a hide held by Walter the Gunner in Bledisloe 
Hundred (ibid, 58:3), possibly at Blakeney, a later tithing of Awre.  A mill valued 
at just 30d was recorded at Awre (ibid, 1:11). 
 
The place-name of Awre may derive from the Old English alor, meaning ‘alder 
tree’ (Smith 1964c, 250), a simplex topographical place-name first recorded in 
Domesday Book.  It was in Bledisloe Hundred in 1086, and Thorn (1988, 46-47) 
believes that it was the head manor of the hundred, with Bledisloe itself being 
part of Awre before 1066.  The area north and west of the Severn was part of 
Herefordshire until 1020 and the early administration of these areas appears to 
have been based on small royal manors which had not yet been grouped 
together to form hundreds (Thorn 1988, 46).  It may not therefore be possible to 
identify early hundreds and their centres here, unlike the remainder of 
Gloucestershire, but the hundred was sometimes known as Awre Hundred in 
the early 13th century (Currie and Herbert 1996, 1) indicating that it was the 
most important manor in the hundred. 
 
A church with a small endowment of one virgate of land is recorded in Awre in 
1086 (D.B. Gloucs., 11).  There is no record of a minster church here, but the 
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ancient parish was large, at 4,520 acres (1,892 ha.) (Currie and Herbert 1996, 
14) and there was a chapel at Blakeney in the late medieval period (ibid, 43), 
although there is no mention of this in Youngs (1980, 163).  It is therefore 
possible that there was a minster church here. 
 
Barrington 
 
Barrington was divided into four manors at Domesday.  Two of these, in what 
was later Great Barrington, belonged to the king, at a total of eight hides (D.B. 
Gloucs., 1:66-67).  Of the remaining two manors, one at Great Barrington was 
held by Walter son of Roger (ibid, 56:1) and one at Little Barrington by William 
Goizenboded (ibid, 34:11).  The total hidage of the four manors in 1086 was 
eighteen hides, with a total of 26 plough teams.  There were four mills at 
Barrington; one on each of the king’s manors, worth 5s each, one at 10s on 
Walter’s manor and one at 40d at Little Barrington. 
 
There was a Barrington Hundred at Domesday, named from the manor and 
which, as well as the manors at Great and Little Barrington, contained only a 
further five manors and was assessed at just 25½ hides in total.  It was by the 
1220s combined with the much larger Salmonsbury Hundred to form Slaughter 
Hundred (Elrington 1965, 1-7). 
 
There was a priest on Walter son of Roger’s manor at Great Barrington at 
Domesday (ibid, 56:1), recorded as having no land but, along with two 
smallholders, having nine plough teams.  Both the present churches of St Mary 
in Great Barrington and St Peter in Little Barrington are late 12th century in 
origin (Verey and Brooks 1999, 389 a4nd 448) and there is no documentary 
evidence for a minster church at Barrington but, in 1159, dependent chapels 
were recorded at Little Barrington and Windrush (Youngs 1980, 163) and 
Barrington retained a large parish into the post-medieval period, at over 4,200 
acres (1,700 ha.) (Elrington 1965, 16). 
Barrington’s place-name, first recorded as Berniton in 1086, means ‘farmstead 
associated with Beorna’ (Smith 1964a, 192).  This habitative place-name does 
not identify Barrington as an early estate centre, but rather an area of 
secondary settlement. 
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Barton Regis (in Bristol) 
 
Barton Regis, at Bristol, was a royal manor in 1086 (D.B. Gloucs., 1:21).  Only 
six hides were recorded, although there were 42 plough teams, indicating a 
substantial manor, with a member at Mangotsfield at a further four hides.  Two 
mills were recorded in Barton Regis itself in 1086, valued at 27s.   
 
Barton Regis was in Swinehead Hundred in 1086 and, as its name suggests, 
was an arable area which was the demesne farm for Bristol Castle (Smith 
1964c, 94).  Bristol itself does not appear in the Domesday record, an example 
of the poor recording of urban areas (Darby 1977, 289 and 299), although one 
of the Evesham manuscripts records that there were six hides at Bristou or 
Bertone, not differentiating between the two (ibid, EvK:7).  Houses in Bristol are 
recorded for Westbury-on-Trym and Clifton, with the reeve of Bristol being 
mentioned in the entry for Clifton (D.B. Gloucs., 75:1).  Bristol was an important 
port at this time and there was a mint there in the 11th century (Darby 1977, 
299; Heighway 1987, 149).  Barton Regis Hundred is later in date, being formed 
in the 13th century from the members of the Domesday manor of Barton (Smith 
1964c, 83), and Barton itself was some time ago absorbed into Bristol. 
  
Any early church at Barton Regis does not appear to have been important and 
no chapels are recorded here by Youngs (1980, 163).  The Church of St Peter 
in Bristol was also said to have three hides in Mangotsfield at Domesday, a 
large holding indicating a minster church; the church here was granted to 
Tewkesbury Abbey before 1107 (D.B. Gloucs., 1:21 notes).  Barton Regis itself 
does not therefore appear to have been an early centre but part of the poorly-
recorded settlement at Bristol. 
 
Berkeley (discussed in more detail in Chapter Six) 
 
 
By Domesday, the king had five hides in demesne in the Severn Vale at 
Berkeley, which had previously belonged to King Edward, although there were 
23 plough teams on the demesne (D.B. Gloucs., 1:15-19).   This indicates that 
the hidage was under-recorded, an example of royal land not being subject to 
hidage.  At the time of Domesday the large manor of Berkeley also had 
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numerous named sub-manors, giving a total hidage of just over 123 hides.  In 
addition to the two mills at Berkeley itself, relatively valuable at 12s, there were 
eight mills recorded on these outliers, worth 57s 6d in total, although their 
locations are not specified.  Other lands totalling a further 26 hides also 
belonged to the manor, giving a total hidage at Domesday of approximately 149 
hides.    There was also a mill on the two hides on these lands at Slimbridge, 
Clingre and Newington, valued at 5s (ibid, 1:17). 
 
There was a market at Berkeley by 1086, in which seventeen men lived and 
paid dues to the revenue.  There was also a short-lived mint here in the reign of 
Edward the Confessor, with three pennies of this date being found, although it 
appears to have begun and ceased striking coins in his reign (Dolley 1961, 80-
89).  It was also the capital manor of Berkeley Hundred in 1086 and continued 
to be a royal centre into the medieval period, with the king spending Easter here 
in 1121 (Garmonsway 1953, 250). There was a minster at Berkeley, the earliest 
written record of which is in A.D. 778, when the Abbot of Berkeley was recorded 
as being appointed Bishop of Worcester, with a later Abbot, Aethelhun, also 
becoming Bishop in A.D. 915 (Heighway 1987, 110-111).  In A.D. 883 
Aethelred, ealdorman of Mercia, with the consent of King Alfred and the 
Mercian witan, granted privileges to Berkeley Abbey in exchange for twelve 
hides at Stoke Bishop and 30 gold mancuses (S218) a mancus being worth 30 
silver pennies (Graham-Campbell and Williams 2007, 58).  Of the privileges 
obtained in this charter, Hooke (1985, 91) comments that the Abbey was 
relieved of the considerable food-rent for which it was still liable.  This was 
therefore a wealthy and influential minster, although it is not clear when it 
ceased to exist.  There is no further reference to the minster at Berkeley until 
Domesday, when the abbey there is mentioned under the entry for 
Woodchester (D.B. Gloucs., 1:63), suggesting it had been destroyed in the time 
of Earl Harold’s mother, although the exact circumstances of its demise are not 
known.  Bernard the Priest had held five hides in Berkeley before 1086, the land 
being identified by Morris (ibid, notes 1:18) as being at Hinton and Hinworthy, 
both place-names deriving from OE hiwan or religious community, and he 
suggests that Bernard may have been the last chaplain there.   
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Little evidence of the early church remains.  Stones with Anglo-Saxon carvings 
have been found here, next to the site of Berkeley Castle, including an 8th 
century hood-moulding (Heighway 1987, 112), although there is no reference to 
the church in Taylor and Taylor’s Anglo-Saxon Architecture (1965).  In the late 
medieval period, there were chapels to Berkeley at Beadstone, Ham and Stone, 
Alkington, Hamfallow and Hinton (Youngs 1980, 164).  Berkeley’s parish in 
1838 was very large, at 15,740 acres (6,270 h.a) (Kain and Oliver 1995, 198).  
Excavations by the University of Bristol from 2005 (Prior 2006) have located 
sections of the minster’s boundary ditch, which contained late Saxon pottery, 
part of an early medieval millstone, and 10th century Saxon coins.  The 
millstone appears to have been a stray find (Prior pers. comm.), although 
excavations are continuing. 
Berkeley is situated on a rise in what would have been a marshy area in the 
early medieval period.  Its place-name is first recorded in A.D. 804 as Berclinga, 
referring to the ‘men of Berkeley’, said by Smith (1964b, 213) to refer to the 
monks there, but by A.D. 824 is Berclea, meaning ‘woodland clearing by birch 
trees’ (ibid).   
 
Bibury (discussed in more detail in Chapter Seven) 
 
At the time of Domesday, Bibury was not royal land but was in the hands of the 
Church of Worcester.  It may have been an important centre even before the 
early medieval period as there was an Iron Age fort at Rawbarrow, to the west 
of Bibury itself, and a Roman villa just south of the village and close to the river 
(R.C.H.M.E. 1976, 13-14).  The Domesday hidage of Bibury was 21 hides, with 
23 plough teams (D.B. Gloucs., 3:4), and the manor included unnamed lands at 
Ablington, Eycot and the later rectory manor of Bibury and Aldsworth.  There 
were two valuable mills on the manor worth 17s. 
 
Bibury was the head manor of the Hundred of Bibury at Domesday.  Lands at 
Ablington, Eycot, Barnsley, Aldsworth and Wall were all in the Hundred (ibid, 
3:4; 78:11), as was the manor at Arlington: this was not part of the lands of 
Bibury itself but was a royal manor of five hides with ten plough teams, 
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previously held by a thegn of King Edward (ibid, 1:58), with two mills valued at 
10s. 
 
The ‘Bibury Charter’ of A.D. 718 x 745 (S1254) records the lease of five hides 
by the River Coln to Leppa and his daughter Beage, by Wilfred, Bishop of the 
Hwicce, land identified by Grundy (1935-6, 40-44) as being in Ablington.  It is 
not specified that this land is connected to the founding of a minster, although 
Dyer (2007, 63) believes that it may have been.  A priest was also recorded in 
Bibury at 1086, with a large holding of three hides (D.B. Gloucs., 3:4), 
suggesting there was still an important church here by that date.  There was a 
chapel dependent on Bibury as early as A.D. 899, when a priest was granted 
land at Ablington by the Bishop of Worcester (S1279) and required to pay 
church-scot and soul-scot to Bibury, evidence that this was a minster church.  
Other dependent chapels are recorded in 1151 at Winson, Aldsworth and 
Barnsley (Herbert 1981, 38; Youngs 1980, 164); Winson was part of 
neighbouring Bradley Hundred in 1086.  There were also dependent churches 
at Ablington and Arlington in the post-medieval period; in the 1540s land in 
Ablington was given for a lamp in the church and in the 18th century, 
churchwardens were allotted lands in Ablington and Arlington (ibid).   Bibury’s 
parish remained large in the 20th century at 6,414 acres (2,596 ha) (Herbert 
1981, 21). 
 
The church of St Mary at Bibury retains large sections of a substantial building 
of 10th or 11th century, including part of the original wall of the Saxon nave 
(Taylor and Taylor 1965, 63-66).  Heighway (1987, 113) describes its ‘external 
pilaster strips, double-splayed circular windows and a stone crucifixion or Rood 
over the chancel’ and notes the four Anglo-Saxon grave slabs at the site. The 
evidence therefore points to an early and important minster church at Bibury. 
 
It is the Beage of the 8th century charter who appears to have given her name 
to Bibury, from Beaga’s byrig (Smith 1964a, 22).  Blair (1992, 234-235) and 
Sims-Williams (1990, 92) propose that byrig with a feminine personal name 
refers to an early minster.  Although Gelling (1978, 181-183) does not favour 
this view she does, however, believe that 10th to early 12th century place-names 
with a personal name + -ton or -byrig refer to the granting of a viable estate by a 
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king, nobleman or bishop to a person of the status above peasant farmer.  This 
charter refers to the River Coln as Cunuglae, the name which Dyer (2007) 
proposes for the early river-based estate of which he identifies Bibury as the 
centre.  This river name may also have been the earlier name for Bibury before 
its association with Beage.  Gelling and Cole (2000, 1) comment that the use of 
the name of a major river or lake for a settlement indicates that it is ‘probably 
the most important of a number which benefited from the resources and 
communication facilities of the river or lake’. 
 
Bishops Cleeve 
 
By the time of Domesday, Bishops Cleeve belonged to the Church of Worcester 
(D.B. Gloucs., 3:7).  The manor was assessed in 1086 at 30 hides, with 23 
plough teams, and lands also belonged to it at Southam, Sapperton (a lost 
settlement in Bishops Cleeve), Wontley, Gotherington and Stoke Orchard, with 
a further 21 plough teams but only one mill at just 12d on these lands (ibid).   
 
In 1086 Bishops Cleeve was in Tibblestone Hundred, which comprised a 
discrete block of lands around Bishops Cleeve itself, including Gotherington, 
Sapperton, Southam and Stoke Orchard, but also scattered manors at Hinton 
on the Green, Ashton under Hill, Didcot and Beckford in Worcestershire.  
Cleeve was named as a separate hundred in 1327 (Elrington 1968, 1), 
containing the Gloucestershire manors above, whilst the remaining manors 
continued to be in Tibblestone Hundred until their transfer to Worcestershire in 
1931 (ibid, 243).  These Worcestershire manors appear to have been part of a 
separate estate belonging to the Church of Worcester and centred on Beckford, 
with a minster being established at Beckford in the late 8th century (ibid, 250-
262). 
 
By a charter of A.D. 777 x 779 (S141), thought to be genuine, King Offa granted 
15 hides at Timbingctun, under Wendlesclif and north of the Tyrl Brook, to the 
minster of St Michael at Bishops Cleeve (Clife), possibly an early estate being 
granted intact. The minster was therefore already established at this date and 
was probably a small collegiate church which served the surrounding area 
(Elrington 1968, 3).  The boundaries described in the grant excluded the north-
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west part of Stoke Orchard, a hamlet which was later partly in Tewkesbury 
hundred but wholly within Bishop's Cleeve parish, and may have included part 
of Charlton Abbots.   
 
There was a priest on the manor of Cleeve at Domesday, with a large 
endowment of one hide of land (D.B. Gloucs., 3:7) and by the medieval period 
there were chapels at Gotherington, Southam, Brockhampton and Stoke 
Orchard (Youngs 1980, 169).  In the mid-19th century, the parish of Bishops 
Cleeve was one of the largest in Gloucestershire at 6,819 acres (2,756 ha.) 
(Kain and Oliver 1995, 198) and also included settlements at Brockhampton, 
Southam and Woodmancote (ibid) and the Hundred of Cleeve comprised all the 
lands belonging to the parish.  Bassett (1998) is of the view that the estate was 
the same size before 1066 and that it had once been even larger.  In an 
authentic document of A.D. 889, Bishop Waerferth of Worcester, with the 
permission of his familia, leased to himself five hides at Elmstone Hardwicke 
which were said to have formerly belonged to the minster at Bishop's Cleeve 
(S1415), the lease stating that church-scot should be paid to Bishop’s Cleeve.  
Elmstone appears to have been placed under Deerhurst by 1086 (D.B. Gloucs., 
19:2) but it had clearly originally belonged to Bishops Cleeve and not been 
returned to it at the end of this lease (Bassett 1998, 7).  Taylor and Taylor 
(1965) do not record any Anglo-Saxon fabric in the present church at Bishops 
Cleeve. 
 
There was a mill at Bishops Cleeve before Domesday, as an undated boundary 
clause of lands at Cleeve (S1549) contains a reference to a myln wylla or mill 
spring (LangScape L1549.0.00).  Grundy (1935, 75-76) believes that a mill is 
also referred to in a boundary clause of a late 8th century charter of lands under 
Wendlesclif at Timbingctun (S141 and LangScape L141.0.00).  This contains a 
landmark of ða ealdan dic, which he interprets as a mill race, located just to the 
south of the present village of Stoke Orchard and where a corn mill stood in the 
20th century. The name of Timbingctun, which Smith (1964b, 87) thought may 
derive from the personal name Tymba, has disappeared and the parish became 
known by the late 8th century as Cleeve, from Clife (ibid, 86), referring to its 
position beneath the steep Cotswold escarpment to the east, a simplex 
topographical place-name.   
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Bisley 
 
Bisley was held at 1086 by Robert, from Earl Hugh (D.B. Gloucs., 28:1), Earl of 
Chester and the nephew of King William.  It was assessed at only eight hides, 
although there were 34 plough teams on the manor, suggesting under-recording 
of hides, and there were also eleven burgesses in Gloucester who paid 66d, 
and five mills at 16s.  The manor included unnamed settlements at Bisley, 
Stroud (with the exception of Througham, which was also held by Earl Hugh 
and had previously been held by King Edward) and probably Tunley (Herbert 
and Pugh 1976, 11).   
 
Bisley was the head manor for Bisley Hundred, with eight other manors in the 
hundred.  There were two priests at Bisley in 1086 who, along with eight riding 
men, had ten ploughs (D.B .Gloucs., 28:1).  Although no endowment is 
recorded, the presence of two priests suggests a superior church and Heighway 
(1987, 114-115) proposes that there was a minster here.  The hundred meeting 
place is close to the village of Bisley and Heighway (ibid, 98) believes that 
Bisley is at the centre of a compact hundred that represents the minster parish.  
The curvilinear enclosure of the minster is noted by Blair (1992, 229), and 
Heighway (ibid, 98) reports on a number of Anglo-Saxon remains in the church, 
even though none is recorded in Taylor and Taylor (1965); these include carved 
stones, a grave stone and fragments of friezes.  The parish remained large in 
the early 20th century, at 7,980 acres (3,229 ha.) (Herbert and Pugh 1976, 4) 
including Stroud and Chalford (Youngs 1980, 164), suggestive of a minster 
church.  The church at Stroud remained a chapel to Bisley until the 18th century 
and there were also chapels at Througham, Chalford, Bussgae, Oakridge and 
France Lynch (ibid, 32-34). 
 
Smith (1964a, 117) gives the origin of the place-name of Bisley (Bislege) as 
‘Bisa’s glade or clearing’, first recorded in A.D. 936.  Leah place-names cannot 
always be considered to be of early date, as has been noted for Berkeley 
(above) and this place-name may not therefore be significant. 
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Bitton 
 
Domesday records that Bitton was a royal manor at 1086 paying one night’s 
revenue both in 1086 and before 1066 (D.B. Gloucs., 1:9), indicating ancient 
royal demesne.  Thirty six hides were recorded before 1066 in Bitton and its two 
members at Wapley and Winterbourne.  There were 50 plough teams on the 
manor and a mill with no value given (ibid).  Two further hides at Bitton, later 
Bitton Prebend, were held by Dunn (ibid, 78:13).  Bitton and its members were 
in Swinehead Hundred, in the south of Gloucestershire, in 1086, along with 
eleven other manors.  Bitton is not centrally located, being right on the southern 
edge of the Hundred but, as the only royal manor in the Hundred and given its 
large size, is likely to have been the head manor. 
 
Heighway (1987, 136) records that there are the remains of a large Anglo-
Saxon church at Bitton dedicated to St Mary.  Taylor and Taylor (1965, 73-76) 
describe a long, aisleless Anglo-Saxon nave, with the feet of a large rood over 
the chancel arch, which they date to the period A.D. 950-1100.  Roman coins 
and fragments of Roman mosaics have also been found in the churchyard 
(ibid).  Before 1086, one of Dunn’s two hides at Bitton was held by the Church 
(D.B. Gloucs., 78:13), a large endowment suggesting there was a minster 
church here.  The parish in the late 19th century was large, at over 7,000 acres 
(2,833 ha.) (Kain and Oliver 1995, 199), with hamlets at Kingswood, Hanham 
and Oldland Common and chapels at Hanham and Oldland (Youngs 1980, 
164). 
 
Bitton’s place-name appears for the first time in Domesday, as Betune, said by 
Smith (1964c, 75) to mean ‘farm on the River Boyd’, and it appears in some 
later records as Boyton.  This appears to be comparable with the ‘river-name + -
ton’ place-names of counties to the south-west such as Somerset and Devon 
which often indicate an early estate centre (see Rippon 2012, 153).   
 
Blockley 
 
Blockley was held by the Bishop of Worcester in 1086 (D.B. Worcs., 2:38) and 
is recorded in the Worcestershire folios, although it is now in Gloucestershire.  
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In 1086, it was a large manor, assessed at 38 hides, and included land at 
Ditchford, Church Icomb, Daylesford and Evenlode, and unnamed land possibly 
at Dorn (ibid, 2:38 notes).  The 58 plough teams on the manor suggest that 
there may have been more hides than are recorded.  There were also twelve 
mills at 52s, although there is no record of where on the manor these were 
located. 
 
In a genuine charter of A.D. 727 x 736 (S101 and LangScape L101.0.00), King 
Aethelbald of Mercia granted the Bishop of Worcester nine hides at Batsford, 
which included all the parish of Batsford and the eastern half of Blockley 
(Finberg 1957, 1-16).  Before the late 10th century reorganisation of hundreds in 
Worcestershire, Blockley had been in the early Hundred of Winburgetrowe 
(Hooke 1985, 88) which, along with the hundreds of Wulfereslawe and 
Cuthburgelawe, were combined in King Edgar’s charter of A.D. 964 (S731) 
(doubtful but probably based on authentic material) to form the triple Hundred of 
Oswaldslow, comprising the estates of the Church of Worcester. Since 
Winburgetrowe Hundred appears to have contained some of the dispersed 
estates of the Church of Worcester, it is unlikely to reflect earlier territorial 
relationships.  In this charter, King Edgar also granted privileges for land in 
Northwick in Blockley, Evenlode, Daylesford, Dorn in Batsford, Blockley and 
Icomb.   
 
There was a priest with one hide at Blockley in 1086 (D.B. Worcs., 2:38), a 
large endowment suggesting a superior church, and there was a priest at 
Daylesford (ibid, 2:42), where there also appears to have been an early minster.  
In a charter of A.D. 718 (for 727) (S84), which may be doubtful, Aethelbald, 
King of Mercia, had granted to Baegia six hides at Daylesford for the founding 
of a minster (S84).  In a later genuine charter of A.D. 841 (S194) Berhtwulf, king 
of Mercia, also granted Bishop Heahberht privileges for six hides at Daylesford 
in return for three pounds of silver.  The minster at Blockley is mentioned in a 
charter of A.D. 855 (S207), also genuine, Burgred, King of Mercia, made a grant 
of privileges to the Bishop of Worcester for the minster here in return for 300 
silver shillings. Blockley’s later parish remained extremely large, at 7,896 acres 
in the early 20th century (3,195 ha.) (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 265) and it 
included the hamlets of Aston Magna, Ditchford, Dorn, Draycott, Northwick and 
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Paxford (ibid, 265).  There was a chapel at Stretton-on-the Fosse by the 14th 
century (Youngs 1991, 473) and Blockley had burial rights for Bourton on the 
Hill, Moreton-in-Marsh and Batsford, these parishes still paying mortuaries there 
in the 18th century (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 271).  
 
Blockley’s place-name, first recorded in A.D. 855 as Blocaanleah, means 
‘Blocca’s clearing’ (Mawer and Stenton 1927, 98), which Hooke (1998, 14-15) 
identifies as an early wood name and which is not significant in identifying 
Blockley as an early estate centre.  As noted for Berkeley in Gloucestershire, 
Hooke (1985, 35) also comments that leah place-names are often of early date 
(c.A.D. 400-700) although it is difficult to date place-names with this element 
without other evidence.   
 
Cheltenham 
 
Cheltenham was the first named in the list of royal manors in Gloucestershire 
Domesday (D.B. Gloucs., 1:1) and had also been held by King Edward.  It paid 
food renders before 1066 and at 1086, at twenty cows, twenty pigs and 16s for 
bread, although the 3000 loaves for dogs had been commuted by 1086 into a 
payment of 16s for bread.  Two relatively valuable mills were recorded on the 
manor, at 11s 8d, with the reeve adding two more with no value given.  The 
manor was only assessed at a total of ten hides, eight and a half belonging to 
the king and one and a half to the church, although the 24 plough teams 
recorded suggest the hidage was greater than indicated.  Land at Brawn, Upton 
St Leonards and Murrells End was also part of the manor, but there do not 
appear to be other unnamed manors that are part of Cheltenham at that date.  
At the time of Domesday, it was the head manor of Cheltenham Hundred, a 
small and discrete hundred comprising Cheltenham, Leckhampton, Prestbury, 
Broadwell (in Leckhampton) and Swindon.  The 30 hides of this hundred 
suggest a pre-existing territory and Williams (1988, 14) is of the view that, as 
Cheltenham was a royal vill and a minster site, this indicates an older unit of 
administration. 
 
The minster at Cheltenham was first recorded in A.D. 803 when an agreement 
(S1431), believed to be authentic, was signed by the Bishops of Worcester and 
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Hereford regarding their claims to the minster, but the date of its foundation is 
not known and it disappears from the record after this date.  Domesday Book 
(D.B. Gloucs., 1:1) records that the priests at 1086 (plural but number 
unspecified) had two ploughs, indicating that there was probably a superior 
church here at that date.  Morris (ibid, notes) records that the land belonging to 
the church at Domesday was the glebe land of St Mary’s Church.  Youngs 
(1980, 169) only records a chapel at Charlton Kings, although Bassett (1998, 9) 
describes its parochia as including Charlton Kings, Leckhampton and probably 
Prestbury, Badgeworth, Shurdington, Up Hatherley and Great Witcombe, with 
several other parishes that he believes may also have been included at one 
time, including Swindon and Brockworth.  This would include all the settlements 
in Cheltenham Hundred by 1086 and Heighway (1987, 98) believes that the 
compact hundred probably represented the minster parish. The parish remained 
large in the 19th century, at over 3,000 acres (1,214 ha.) (Kain and Oliver 1995, 
199). 
 
The origin of the place-name of Cheltenham, first recorded in A.D. 803 as 
Celtanhomme, is not clear.  Smith (1964b, 101-3) suggests it may mean 
‘Chelta’s water meadow’, although Gelling and Cole (2000, 54) believe that the 
first element may be a hill-name, celte, and that the -hamm element here 
means ‘wet land hemmed in by higher ground’ (ibid, 50).  This would be more 
applicable to the location of the settlement.  It is not named from the Chelt 
Brook, which runs through the parish; this is a back-formation, with the river 
originally being known as the Arle Brook (ibid).  
 
Cirencester 
 
Cirencester was termed a villa regalis in a charter of King Aethelred of A.D. 999 
(S896).  At Domesday, it was recorded as having belonged to King Edward 
(D.B. Gloucs., 1:7) and was therefore still royal land.  It had paid food renders, 
in common with many royal manors, before 1066, of ‘3½ measures of wheat, 3 
measures of malt, 6½ sesters of honey and 3000 loaves for dogs’; by 1086, 
these renders were ‘£20 5s, 20 cows, 20 pigs and 16s for bread’ (ibid).  A new 
market was mentioned, of which the Church of St Mary (of Cirencester) had ‘the 
third penny’.  Only five hides are recorded at Cirencester in 1086, centred on 
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Barton Farm (ibid, notes 1:7), although there were seventeen plough teams and 
a recorded population of 43, indicating unhidated land.  Three valuable mills 
were recorded on the manor, worth 30s.  Other lands in Cirencester totalling 
four hides are recorded at Perry Moor and Chesterton (ibid, 1:8 notes and 32:1 
notes); two hides were held by ‘a free man’ (ibid, 1:8), identified as being at 
Perry Moor, and two further hides held by William son of Baderon (ibid, 32:1).   
 
Cirencester had been the tribal capital of the Dobunni before Roman rule and 
had developed into a wealthy urban centre under the Romans, at the centre of a 
fertile agricultural area in the Cotswolds containing many villa estates (Hooke 
1985, 75).  It may not have been entirely abandoned after the Roman period, as 
there is some evidence it remained occupied in the late 4th and early 5th 
centuries (Heighway 1987, 8), and it continued to be a regional centre into the 
6th century, with a British ruler; the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (Garmonsway 1953, 
18-19) records that, in A.D. 577, the kings of Gloucester, Cirencester and Bath 
were killed by the Saxons at the Battle of Dyrham. 
 
Cirencester was the head manor of the Hundred of Cirencester at Domesday, 
which also contained a further 22 manors.  When the county of Gloucestershire 
was created in the late 10th or early 11th century, it was head of one of the four 
ferdings or divisions of the county, along with Gloucester, Winchcombe and 
Bath (Hooke 1985, 75-78) and was the head of seven hundreds.  In the 10th and 
11th centuries it was the location for many council meetings and assemblies 
(Heighway 1987, 149) and the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle tells of a ‘great council’ 
that was held here in 1020 (Garmonsway 1953, 154). 
 
In 1086, the Church of Cirencester held two hides, the glebe of the parish 
church of St John (D.B. Gloucs., 25:1), a college of secular canons which was 
in existence during the reign of King Edward the Confessor (Page 1907, 79).  
Leland recorded that the Dean of Cirencester before the Conquest was 
Regenbald, King Edward’s powerful chancellor, who held sixteen churches, 
along with lands in five counties (DB Gloucs., 1:25 notes).  There is a tradition 
that the minster at Cirencester was founded by Alwyn, a Saxon thane, in the 
reign of King Egbert (Page 1907, 79), although no charter survives and 
Heighway (1987, 103) comments that the charters relating to the minster are all 
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forgeries.  Excavations at the ruined Abbey Church of St Mary in Cirencester in 
1965 (ibid, 103) revealed what was described as an Anglo-Saxon church 179ft. 
(55m.) long and 52 ft. (16m.) wide, built from re-used Roman stone, its size 
suggesting that this was a minster church which Verey and Brooks (1999, 257) 
believe may be early to mid-9th century in date.  No chapels are recorded as 
belonging to it by Youngs (1980, 169).   
 
The Roman name for Cirencester was Corinium and Gelling (1978, 55) 
comments that it is not clear how this place-name developed.  Smith (1964a, 
60-62) follows Ekwall in suggesting that the name of Corinium derives from the 
Cornovii tribe, with British korn meaning ‘horn of land’, as in Cornwall, and this 
place-name may also be connected with the River Churn.  This would indicate 
an early important settlement centre here. 
 
Deerhurst 
 
Deerhust is identified by Thorn (1988, 43) as an ancient royal centre, which he 
believes may have been a centre of administration for a large area of Mercia.  
By the time of Domesday, much of the early estate of Deerhurst had been 
granted by Edward the Confessor to the Abbey of St Peter at Westminster 
(S1143), in a charter thought to be genuine.  By 1086, the Abbey of 
Westminster held 59 hides in Deerhurst itself, with five hides in demesne and 
thirteen plough teams (D.B. Gloucs., 19:1).  A further 25 hides were in outliers 
at Hardwicke, Bourton-on-the-Hill, Todenham and Sutton-under-Brailes, with 34 
plough teams and four mills worth 20s (ibid, 19:2), and approximately 29 hides 
in lands held by sub-tenants (ibid).  The whole manor was by that date valued at 
£40, although it had previously paid £41 and eight sesters of honey, a remnant 
of food renders.  Edward also gave the church at Deerhurst and its remaining 
lands to the Abbey of St Denis at Paris; by 1086 these comprised 60 hides in 
total worth £30, with four mills valued at 40s, and with 30 burgesses in 
Gloucester and two in Winchcombe (ibid, 20).  The early estate would therefore 
have been in the region of 175 hides and perhaps larger, allowing for some 
under-recording. 
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In 1086, Deerhurst was the head of the Hundred of Deerhurst, which contained 
fifteen other manors in Gloucestershire and one in Worcestershire.  This 
hundred saw many changes in the medieval period, with the lands of St Peter’s 
Westminster being removed in the early 14th century to form the Hundred of 
Westminster, and with Prestbury being transferred to it from Cheltenham 
Hundred (Elrington 1968, 26).  Thorn (1988, 44) also suggests that Deerhurst 
Hundred may originally have formed one unit with Tibblestone and Tewkesbury 
Hundreds, a total of 300 hides.  Deerhurst’s estate was based on the River 
Severn and its topographical place-name, first recorded in A.D. 804 (Smith 
1964b, 78-79) derives from deor hyrst or ‘wooded hill frequented by deer’ 
(Gelling and Cole 2000, 234-235).   
 
The first reference to a monastic foundation at Deerhurst is in a will dated A.D. 
804, of which Bassett (1998) says ‘Because it calls Deerhurst a locus, “religious 
house”, and because it had the right of burial and was in receipt of landed 
endowments … we can be sure that the church in question was an “old 
minster”’.  The first church here was even earlier, with the first basic church 
dating to around the 7th-8th centuries A.D. (Rahtz and Watts 1997, 190), with 
many later alterations and additions throughout the early medieval period 
although the church retains much of its pre-Conquest fabric today.  The early 
architecture of Deerhurst Church, much of which survives today, has been 
studied and described in some detail by many scholars.  Taylor and Taylor 
(1965, 193-209) devote many pages to it and the publication of excavations by 
Rahtz and Watts (1997) identifies a sequence of six Anglo-Saxon periods.  The 
first of these indicates that there was ‘a religious or at least mortuary focus in 
the church area in Roman times’ (ibid, 154), with finds in the Deerhust area 
suggesting a late-Roman villa complex here. 
 
Youngs (1980, 171) records chapels to Deerhurst at Elmstone Hardwicke, 
Tirley, Staverton, Leigh, Apperley and Woolstone, with other records into the 
late medieval period (Elrington 1968, 34-49) show that those in Tirley, 
Staverton, Boddington, Elmstone Hardwicke, Leigh and probably Woolstone 
remained dependent on Deerhurst Priory until the Priory and its lands (with the 
exception of around 84 acres or 34 ha.) were transferred first to Eton College in 
1448 and then to Tewkesbury Abbey in 1470.  
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Dymock 
 
At Domesday, Dymock belonged to the king, and had previously belonged to 
King Edward (D.B. Gloucs., 1:53).  The hidage at 1086 was twenty hides, 
although the 47 plough teams indicate that the manor was considerably larger 
than the recorded hidage and perhaps denoting unhidated ancient royal 
demesne.  Before 1066, it was said that the sheriff paid what he wished from 
this manor, indicating a payment to the revenue.  No mill is recorded on the 
manor, despite its location on the River Leadon, and this is possibly an 
omission. 
 
Dymock was in Botloe Hundred, the hundred also containing sixteen other 
manors including a second royal manor at Newent just to its south.  It is not 
clear where the head manor of the hundred was located but it is likely to have 
been at one of these two royal manors.  Thorn (1988, 46) suggests that it was 
more likely to be have been Newent, as the hundred meeting-place of Botloes 
Green is located in the royal manor there.  As noted for Awre (above), the area 
of Botloe Hundred was part of Herefordshire until 1020 and the early 
administration of these areas north of the Severn appears to have been based 
on small royal manors which had not yet been grouped together to form 
hundreds (ibid).  It may not therefore be possible to identify early hundreds and 
their centres here, unlike the remainder of Gloucestershire. 
 
Evidence for early minsters in Gloucestershire west of the Severn is sparse.  
Although the earliest parts of present church of St Mary appear to be Norman, 
Taylor and Taylor (1965, 221-222) believe that it incorporates Anglo-Saxon 
fabric in the lower part of the walls and that it appears to have had a central 
tower at one time, giving a cruciform plan.  A priest was recorded at Dymock in 
1086, with twelve acres of land, perhaps not a large enough endowment to 
suggest a superior church here by that date.  The parish remained large, at 
6,875 acres (2,782 ha.) (Kain and Oliver 1995, 200) but there are no dependent 
chapels recorded (Youngs 1980, 172). 
The origins of the British place-name of Dymock, first recorded in Domesday, 
are not clear but it may derive from the British ty moch, meaning ‘swine hut’ or 
‘pig sty’, although Smith (1964c, 168) suggests the alternative first element 
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could be din or ‘fort’.  Either interpretation is of a habitative rather than 
topographical place-name. 
  
Fairford 
 
The king held Fairford at 1086, and it had been in the hands of Brictric son of 
Algar, an important Saxon thane, before 1066 and later belonged to Queen 
Matilda (D.B. Gloucs., 1:50).  Before 1066, it was assessed at 21 hides, with 30 
plough teams on the manor and three valuable mills worth 32s 6d.  A further 
nine ploughs were recorded on other unnamed holdings identified as being in 
Eastleach Turville (ibid, notes 1:50-51) and lands here still owed suit of court to 
Fairford in the 13th century (ibid). 
 
In 1086, Fairford was in Brightwells Barrow Hundred, a compact hundred 
containing 103 hides, and in which Fairford was the only royal manor.  The 
hundred meeting-place in Brightwells Barrow was also in Fairford, close to the 
boundary with Hatherop.  It is likely therefore that this was the central place for 
the hundred. 
 
There was a priest on the manor at Fairford at Domesday, who held one virgate 
of land (ibid, 1:50), suggesting that there may have been a church there at that 
date, although this is unlikely to have been a superior church with such a small 
endowment of land.  There is no other evidence for a minster church here, with 
the first reference to a church being in 1254, although a fair was granted to it in 
1210 on St Lawrence’s day, then the patron saint of the church (Herbert 1981, 
118).  The present church of St Mary dates from the late 15th century with no 
Anglo-Saxon fabric recorded by Taylor and Taylor (1965).  No chapels are 
recorded (Youngs 1980, 173) although the parish in 1840 remained relatively 
large, at 3,879 acres (1,570 ha.) (Kain and Oliver 1995, 200). 
 
Fairford’s place-name derives from ‘clear or fair ford’ (Smith 1964a, 34-35), 
denoting the crossing-place here on the River Coln, a topographical place-
name.  The first record of this is in A.D. 862, as Fagranforda (ibid), referring to a 
local rather than a major river crossing here. 
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Gloucester 
 
Gloucester had been an important Roman town on the crossing of the River 
Severn and, although largely deserted after the end of Roman rule, it continued, 
like Cirencester, to retain its status as a regional centre in the 5th and 6th 
centuries (Heighway 1987, 16).  Its place-name derives from its Roman name of 
Glevum, although it is not clear how the first element became altered to form its 
later name (Smith 1964b, 123-125). 
 
There was a mint at Gloucester by the early 10th century and the town was also 
fortified by Aethelflaed, King Alfred’s daughter and wife of Aethelred, King of 
Mercia, during this period (Herbert 1988, 6).  A charter of King Edgar of A.D. 
964 (S731) was signed here, referring to it as a regia urbe, or royal ‘town’.  At 
Kingsholm, to the north of the present city, there was a royal palace by the 11th 
century, mentioned in Domesday Book, which was also the centre of a royal 
manor; a great timber hall was found here during excavations, dating to the 10th 
and 11th centuries (Hurst et al 1975).  Edward the Confessor held many 
councils here (ibid) and by the time the shire of Gloucestershire was created in 
the 10th or 11th century, Gloucester was of sufficient importance to be chosen as 
the county town, being one of the four ferdings in the county, and it was at 
Gloucester that King William ordered the compilation of Domesday Book in 
1085. 
 
By the time of Domesday, Gloucester was a royal burh with around 500 
burgesses, around 300 of whom held their land from the Crown (Herbert 1988, 
13), and was the centre of a large agricultural estate.  It lay within Dudstone 
Hundred, a large hundred containing 27 other manors, of which it was the head 
manor.  Before 1066 it was said to have paid £36 at face value, 12 sesters of 
honey, 36 dickers of iron, 100 drawn iron rods for nails for the king’s ships and 
‘certain other petty customary dues in the hall and the king’s chamber’ (D.B. 
Gloucs., G).  Its status as an important port receives no mention in Domesday, 
a further example of the poor recording of boroughs (Darby 1977, 289 & 299).  
No mills are recorded for Gloucester, which is likely to be an omission (ibid). 
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In around A.D. 679 Osric, ruler of the Hwicce, established a minster at 
Gloucester dedicated to St Peter; a doubtful charter of this date (S70) records 
that Aethelred, King of Mercia, gave him 300 hides for this purpose.  The old 
minster for Gloucester, however, was at St Mary de Lode, which retained burial 
rights over many of the churches in Gloucester until the medieval period.  It 
stands on the site of an early post-Roman cemetery, and an early timber-
framed building on the site appears to have been a pre-Saxon church (Bassett 
1992, 26-29).  A further minster, St Oswald’s, was founded by Aethelflaed in 
around A.D. 909 (Heighway 1987, 115-119).  This church also had burials from 
the time of its founding, with Aehelflaed herself choosing to be buried here 
rather than at the traditional Mercian burial place of Tamworth.  None of the 
churches in Gloucester appears in Taylor and Taylor’s (1965) record of Anglo-
Saxon architecture, although many of the churches may have had their origins 
in this period, including St Mary de Crypt, St Michael’s and St Aldate’s (Herbert 
1988, 5-12).  
 
Guiting 
 
The manor of Guiting (Guiting Power) had been held by King Edward and 
leased to Alwin the Sheriff, but had by 1086 passed to William Goizenboded 
(D.B. Gloucs., 34:8).  There were ten hides here, with nine plough-teams 
recorded, and there were five salt-houses and two burgesses in Winchcombe, 
along with two mills at 14s.  This was not therefore a particularly large manor, 
but there were a further two manors in the later Temple Guiting.  One had been 
held by Brictric, a thane of King Edward’s, and had passed to Roger of Lacy by 
1086.  There were ten hides on this manor besides the demesne land, which 
did not pay tax (ibid, 39:6), with 23 plough teams, a salt-house at 20s and 
twelve packloads of salt, three burgesses in Winchcombe, two burgesses in 
Gloucester and three mills at 24s.  The second manor in Temple Guiting was of 
four hides, held by three thanes before 1066 and held at 1086 by the wife of 
Gerwy of Loges with a further one and a half plough teams (ibid, 76:1).   
 
All three manors appear in Domesday as Getinge, taking their name from the 
river which formed the upper part of the River Windrush, a topographical place-
name.  Guiting was first recorded in A.D. 780 as Gytingbroc (Smith 1964b, 12), 
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with gyte itself being an OE word for a stream.  The use of the name of a major 
river for the settlement suggests that it was an important early centre, which 
would therefore originally have been one large royal manor of around 24 hides.  
In 1086, the manors were in Holford Hundred, a small hundred to the east of 
Winchcombe containing Didbrook, the Guitings, Hawling, Pinnock (part of which 
was later in Didbrook parish and part in Guiting Power), Roel and Snowshill, 
with Guiting Power being the head manor, as ancient demesne land.  The 
hundred was later amalgamated with Greston and the Borough of Winchcombe, 
to form Kiftsgate Lower Hundred. 
 
There was a priest in 1086 at Guiting Power and one on Roger of Lacy’s manor 
at Temple Guiting, but they did not have any land and there is no mention of a 
church on either manor.  There was a chapel at Farmcote in Guiting Power and 
Youngs (1980, 174) records a chapel to Temple Guiting at Cutsdean.  There is 
no other evidence of a minster church on either manor and no Anglo-Saxon 
fabric recorded in the churches (Taylor and Taylor 1965), which is late Norman 
in origin (Verey and Brooks 1999, 394).  Excavation in the 1990s at Guiting 
Power, however (Marshall 2004), uncovered a manorial enclosure of 9th to 10th 
century date, and a small 11th century church. The proximity of Guiting to 
Winchcombe would presumably mean that it was in its minster parochia, and 
there is therefore unlikely to have been an early minster church here.   
 
Hawkesbury 
 
By 1086, the manor at Hawkesbury was held by the Church of St Mary at 
Pershore and assessed at seventeen hides, with 20 plough teams and three 
relatively valuable mills worth 19s 2d (D.B. Gloucs.,14:2).  In a charter of A.D. 
972 (S786), of rather doubtful authenticity, King Edgar confirmed the grant of 
privileges and restoration of land to Pershore Abbey over a huge area including 
40 hides at South Stoke, identified by Sawyer (S786 notes) as an earlier name 
for Hawkesbury; this included land at Stoke, Hawkesbury Upton, Little 
Badminton, Hillesley, Kilcott, Tresham, Oldbury on the Hill and Didmarton, all 
identified as belonging to South Stoke as the centre of the estate.   
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Hawkesbury was in Grumbald’s Ash Hundred in 1086, which contained eleven 
other manors including two detached manors at Hinton (suggesting a religious 
site) and Dyrham to the south.  Oldbury on the Hill and Didmarton were no 
longer part of the manor but were in the hundred, along with the hamlets at 
Hillesley, Badminton, Boxwell, Horton and Little Sodbury.  Hawkesbury lay 
geographically at the centre of this hundred and the hundred meeting-place was 
here (Heighway 1987, 112-113). 
 
No priest or church is recorded in Hawkesbury in Domesday, but the large size 
of the 19th century parish at 9,771 acres (3,954 ha.) (Kain and Oliver 1995, 201) 
indicates that there may have been a minster church here and Heighway (1987, 
112-113) notes that fragments of an Anglo-Saxon cross-shaft are built into the 
church, although Taylor and Taylor (1965) make no mention of this.  Wulfstan, 
Bishop of Worcester, served here as a priest in the early 11th century and, by 
the 13th century, the rural deanery which included the parish was also named 
Hawkesbury (ibid).  In the mid-19th century, there was a chapel at Tresham 
(Verey and Brooks 1999, 700) and also one at an earlier date at Hillesley 
(Youngs 1980, 176), now demolished, and one at Badminton.   In 1799 Rudder 
(1799, 483) reported that the vicar of Hawkesbury also continued to receive 
mortuaries from Alderley, which also repaired part of the churchyard wall at 
Hawkesbury.  Hare (2005, 151-166) believes that the evidence shows that 
Hawkesbury was an early minster with a large parochia. 
 
The place-name of Hawkesbury was originally recorded in Domesday as 
Havochesberie, which Smith (1964c, 29) interprets as ‘Hafoc’s fortified place’.  
Hafoc also means ‘hawk’ and it is not clear which is the correct definition of the 
first element of the place-name.  Hare (ibid, 164) suggests that ‘burh’ here may 
denote a minster, as at Bibury and Westbury, although there is an absence of a 
feminine prefix and this interpretation is therefore not conclusive. 
 
Kempsford 
 
Kempsford was not a royal manor in 1086, being held by Arnulf of Hesdin, but it 
had belonged to Earl Harold before 1066 and had paid food renders including 
120 weys of cheese from the sheepfold, and had seven burgesses in 
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Gloucester (D.B. Gloucs., 60:1).  In 1086, it was a large manor assessed at 21 
hides, with 24 plough teams.  Four valuable mills were recorded, worth 40s.  
Kempsford was in Brightwells Barrow Hundred in 1086, along with nine other 
manors, including the large royal manor of Fairford.  It is not clear where the 
head manor of the hundred lay but the meeting place was in Fairford parish and 
it is perhaps here that the head manor lay.   
 
No priest was recorded on the manor in Domesday and there is no evidence of 
Anglo-Saxon architecture at the present church (Taylor and Taylor 1965), and 
no chapels are recorded here (Youngs 1980, 178).   There must have been a 
church here in the late 11th century, however, as Arnulf of Hesdin granted it to 
Gloucester Abbey at that time (Herbert 1981, 103).  It also had a large parish in 
the 20th century at 4,963 acres (2,009 ha) (ibid, 96) although there are no early 
chapels recorded (that at Whelford appears to have originated in the 19th 
century).   There does not therefore appear to have been an early minster here.  
Kempsford was first recorded in around A.D. 800 as aet Cynemeres forda, 
referring to the stream crossing here (Smith 1964a, 38-39).   
 
Lydney 
 
In A.D. 852 x 874 Burgred, King of Mercia, was said to have granted an estate 
at Lydney to Ethelred (S1702), and by A.D. 972 six mansae at Lydney were 
among the lands said to have been granted to Pershore Abbey by King Edgar 
(S786).  By 1086 Lydney was a royal manor but Domesday states that: ‘Earl 
William [of Hereford] made a manor from four lands which he received from 
their lords’ (D.B. Gloucs.,1:55).  The six hides said to be from the supplies of the 
monks of Pershore was presumably this six mansae of the A.D. 972 charter.  
Lands at Purton, Etloe and Bledisloe were said to have been taken from Awre 
by Earl William to join with Lydney, to make the manor seen at 1086 (ibid, 1:11).  
The Domesday manor was therefore not ancient royal demesne.  The total 
hidage for Lydney was twelve and a half hides and there were only seven 
plough teams, indicating that that this was unlikely to be a large manor.  The 
later parish was extensive, however, including settlements at Newerne and 
Aylburton, and farmsteads at Nash, Purton and Alaston (Currie and Herbert 
1996, 46).  One mill is recorded on the manor in 1086, valued at 40d. 
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Lydney was the head manor for Lydney Hundred in 1086, with other manors at 
Little Lydney, Alverston, Hewelsfield and Wyegate.  As noted for Dymock 
(above) this area was part of Herefordshire until 1020 and the early 
administration appears to have been based on small royal manors which had 
not yet been grouped together to form hundreds (Thorn 1988, 46).  It may not 
therefore be possible to identify early hundreds and their centres here, unlike 
the remainder of Gloucestershire. 
 
No priest is recorded on the manor at Domesday.  However, Lydney had a large 
parish by the 19th century, at 6,724 acres (2,721 ha.) (Kain and Oliver 1995, 
202), serving a wide area in the south of the Forest of Dean, with chapels at 
Hewelsfield, St Briavels and Aylburton (Youngs 1980, 180).  The church was 
first recorded in the mid-12th century (Currie and Herbert 1996, 78) and was 
presumably founded to serve the increasingly populated south Forest of Dean.  
 
Lydney, recorded first in around A.D. 853 as Lideneg, is said by Smith (1964c, 
257-258) to mean ‘the sailor’s island or water-meadow’.  The name of the River 
Lydd here is a back-formation from the place-name.  Of the -eg element, Gelling 
and Cole (2000, 39) comment that ‘As with settlement-names in dun, the sites 
of villages with eg names are often the best which a region has to offer, and it 
might be worth the archaeologist’s while to look for continuity of settlement from 
pre-English times’.  It does not, however, appear to suggest Lydney as an early 
estate centre. 
 
Newent 
 
The manor at Newent had been held by King Edward but, by 1086, had been 
given to the Abbey of St Mary at Cormeilles by Roger, Earl of Hereford (D.B. 
Gloucs., 16:1).  It was recorded that, in the time of King Edward, Newent was 
assessed at six hides, which did not pay tax (ibid), indicating ancient royal 
demesne.  One unnamed hide of this land was held by Durand, Sheriff of 
Gloucester, thought to be at Boulsdon.  The total of 23 plough teams, however, 
indicates that this was a substantial manor.  Three mills were recorded on the 
manor, one worth 20d and two worth 6s 8d. 
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Newent was in Botloe Hundred at 1086 and it is not clear whether the head 
manor was at Newent or at the second royal manor in the hundred at Dymock, 
although the hundred meeting-place at Botloes Green was in Newent.  As noted 
for Dymock (above) this area was part of Herefordshire until 1020 and the early 
administration appears to have been based on small royal manors which had 
not yet been grouped together to form hundreds (Thorn 1988, 46).  It may not 
therefore be possible to identify early hundreds and their centres here, unlike 
the remainder of Gloucestershire.  Williams (1988, 15) proposes that Botloe and 
Langebrige hundreds were originally one unit, of which Newent would remain 
the most likely centre. 
 
There are no documentary records of a minster church at Newent, or elsewhere 
in Botloe Hundred, and no priest is recorded in Newent at Domesday (D.B. 
Gloucs., 16:1), although the fact of its having being given to the Church of St 
Mary at Cormeilles by 1086 means it is likely that there would have been a 
church here by that time.  There is, however, other evidence of a church 
at Newent in the early medieval period, with a cross-shaft being found on the 
site, thought to be of 9th century date, along with an 11th century funerary tablet 
(Zarnecki 1953).  The cross may have been a preaching cross (Heighway 1987, 
133), erected at the site to mark a preaching place before there was a church 
here, and the tablet indicates that there was a cemetery at Newent by the 11th 
century and therefore a church by this date.  The ancient parish remained large, 
at 7,804 acres (3,158 ha.) (Kain and Oliver 1995, 202), with six tythings: 
Newent, Compton (including the manor of Carswall), Malswick, Cugley, 
Boulsdon and Kilcot (Jurica 2010, 7-8) and there was a chapel at Pauntley by 
the high medieval period (Page 1907, 105), not recorded by Youngs (1980, 
181), where the present church is Norman in date. 
 
Newent’s place-name (Noent at its first recording in 1086) appears to be British 
in origin, meaning ‘new place’ (Smith 1964c, 173-174).  This suggests an early 
pre-English naming, although Gelling (1978, 87-90) comments that the pre-
English status of many such places is difficult to determine.   
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Northleach 
 
By 1086, Northleach with the rural area of Eastington was held by Thomas, 
Archbishop of York, although it had previously been held by the Abbey of St 
Peter at Gloucester (D.B. Gloucs., 2:8).  A charter of A.D. 780, recording that 
Ethelmund, son of Ingeld, gave 35 hides at Northleach to Gloucester Abbey, is 
not thought to be genuine (Finberg 1961, 40) although a substantial amount of 
land here had clearly come into their possession at some time before 
Domesday.  Twenty four hides were recorded on the manor in 1086, which 
included an unnamed manor at Eastington along with lands at Stowell, Upper 
Coberley and Farmington (D.B. Gloucs., 2:8), with a total of 37 hides altogether 
and 55 plough teams, indicating a large manor.  There were two mills in 
Northleach, worth 7s 4d, and a mill at 40d in Stowell.  A borough was founded 
here by Gloucester Abbey in the early 13th century and a market established at 
around the same date.  Northleach lay in Bradley Hundred in 1086, where it 
was the largest manor.  The hundred meeting-place was on the boundary of 
Northleach, at the crossroads of the two ancient routeways of the Fosse Way 
and the Salt Way, a location which Heighway (1987, 60) describes as a classic 
site for a hundred meeting-place, being ‘neutral territory, equidistant for the 
people coming from the various settlements’.  It was therefore likely to have 
been the head manor for the hundred. 
 
There are no records of a minster at Northleach and there is no priest recorded 
on the manor in 1086.  The church is not recorded until the 11th century but is 
said by Herbert (2001, 141) to have been founded before 1066, although the 
evidence for this is not made clear, and Taylor and Taylor (1965) do not record 
any Anglo-Saxon architecture in the present church.  In the 14th century 
Northleach church had burial rights in Farmington and Stowell (Herbert 2001, 
ibid) although Youngs (1980, 182) does not record any chapels.  The rural 
parish was large, at 3,995 acres (1,617 ha.) (Herbert 2001, 106) but there is no 
conclusive evidence for a minster church here.  
 
Northleach was one of four manors called Lecce at Domesday, named after the 
River Leach (Smith 1964a) which, as for Guiting, is likely to indicate an early 
settlement centre.  The other manors also named Lecce were Southrop, 
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Eastleach Martin and Eastleach Turville, which all lay in Brightwells Barrow 
Hundred to the south-east and also on the River Leach.  The later name 
changes were to distinguish the places from each other by their geographical 
positions and may reflect their earlier links as part of a larger estate broken up 
by Domesday into smaller manors, although the location centre of this estate is 
not clear. 
 
Pucklechurch 
The manor of Pucklechurch was held in 1086 by the Abbey of St Mary at 
Glastonbury, and assessed at twenty hides, with 24 plough teams (D.B. 
Gloucs., 8:1), and included unnamed manors at Westerleigh, Wick and Abson 
(ibid, notes).  Six men paid a render of 100 lumps of iron, less ten (ibid, 8:1), an 
unknown quantity which indicated that it was an iron-working centre, and there 
was also one burgess in Gloucester.  Two mills were recorded on the manor, at 
100d.  Pucklechurch had been a royal manor in the 10th century, with the Anglo-
Saxon Chronicle (Garmonsway 1953, 112) recording that King Edmund was 
killed there on a visit in A.D. 946, indicating that there was either a royal palace 
or hunting-lodge here at that date, close to the royal forest of Kingswood.  In a 
charter of A.D. 950 (S553), the authenticity of which is questioned by some, 
King Eadred (Edmund’s brother) confirmed to Glastonbury Abbey a grant said 
to have been made by King Edmund of fifteen hides there. 
In 1086, Pucklechurch was the head manor for Pucklechurch Hundred, a small 
compact hundred in the south of Gloucestershire with the only other manors 
being Wapley Rectory, Cold Aston, Codrington, Doynton and Siston.  There is 
no mention of a priest at Pucklechurch in Domesday and no documentary 
evidence of a minster church there.  The fact there was a royal residence here, 
and that King Edmund was visiting there on the Feast of St Augustine at the 
time of his death, does suggest that there may have been a church there at the 
time but the present church, unusually dedicated to St Thomas Becket, is 
Norman in origin and no Anglo-Saxon remains are recorded there (Taylor and 
Taylor 1965).  The place-name of Pucklechurch, however, recorded in c.1016 
as aet Pulcancyrcan and in Domesday Book as Pulcrecerce, means ‘church 
belonging to Pucela’ (Smith 1964c, 64-64) and therefore indicates an early 
church here although it is not clear whether this was a minster church.  The 
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mid-19th century parish was not particularly large, at 2,428 acres (983 ha.) (Kain 
and Oliver 1995, 203) but there was a chapel at Abson and also at Westerleigh 
(Youngs 1980, 183). 
Slaughter 
There were two manors in Slaughter at Domesday.  Lower Slaughter was a 
royal manor held in demesne, which had also been held by King Edward (D.B. 
Gloucs., 1:10).  Seven hides and thirteen plough teams were recorded there, 
one of these paying 10s and also 5s for dogs, indicating a commuted payment 
of loaves for dogs (ibid, notes).  The entry also notes that the sheriff had paid 
what he wished from the manor before 1066 ‘therefore they do not know what it 
is assessed at’.  The manor appears therefore to have been ancient royal 
demesne.  Two mills were recorded on the manor, worth one mark of silver (13s 
4d). Upper Slaughter was a three hide manor held by Roger of Lacy and his 
mother (ibid, 39:20), with four plough teams and a valuable mill worth 12s.  Of 
interest is the recent stray find of a millstone at Lower Slaughter, thought to be 
of early medieval date (Roe 2006). 
Slaughter may have been linked to Bourton-on-the-Water as Youngs (1980, 
185) records that, by the 12th century, the church at Lower Slaughter was a 
chapelry of the church at Bourton-on-the-Water, which belonged to Evesham 
Abbey.  In 1086, Bourton-on-the-Water, including Clapton, was a manor of ten 
hides in Salmonsbury Hundred held by the Abbey of St Mary at Evesham (ibid, 
12:3).  Jones (1994, 27-31) proposes that Bourton and Slaughter were once 
part of a large, river-based estate, suggested by later links.  Slaughter and the 
small manor of Eyford were linked in administrative records till the 18th century 
and Bourton controlled quarries in Eyford in 1542 (ibid).  Jones proposes that 
the estate comprised Bourton, Slaughter, Clapton, Aston Blank, Notgrove, 
Aylworth and Upper Harford.  Whilst this is possible, there appears to be little 
evidence to confirm this.  The Church of St Mary at Evesham claimed to have 
been granted extensive lands, including Bourton, in the early 8th century by 
Coenred of Mercia (S1250) although no charter survives to confirm this grant 
and this may be a later record of the Church’s lands in the 11th century. 
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The place-name evidence shows that the two manors at Slaughter were 
originally part of one estate.  Sawyer (1983, 296) identifies Slaughter as a royal 
vill, with an assembly being held there in A.D. 975 x 983, and it seems to have 
retained its importance into the medieval period, as the view of frankpledge was 
sometimes held here up to the early 15th century (Elrington 1965, 128).  
Excavations at Lower Slaughter in 1999 by Cotswold Archaeology (Kenyon and 
Watts 2006) identified an early medieval enclosure which the excavators 
suggest was the site of a manorial hall on the royal estate and perhaps the site 
of the 10th century assembly.  They also propose that a villa regalis may have 
been established at Slaughter as early as the late 7th century.  
 
The two Domesday hundreds of Salmonsbury and Barrington were combined, 
probably by the 12th century, to form Slaughter Hundred (ibid, 1-2).  Williams 
(1988, 13) suggests that Salmonsbury and Barrington hundreds, at slightly over 
200 hides in Domesday, were originally one older territorial unit, a double 
hundred, which she proposes was assigned to the royal church there.  This later 
hundred took its name from Slaughter and it is likely that Lower Slaughter, as 
the manor retained by the king, was the centre and the head manor for the 
hundred. 
 
No priest or church is recorded on either of the manors at Slaughter at 
Domesday.  The present church of St Mary at Lower Slaughter is a 19th century 
re-build (Verey and Brooks 1999, 461), with no remains earlier than the 13th 
century.   Upper Slaughter church contains some Norman remains in the tower 
rib-vault (ibid, 707) but nothing of earlier date.  The parish of Upper Slaughter 
was 1,851 acres (749 ha.) in the mid-19th century, and that of Lower Slaughter 
was 1,126 acres (456 ha.), a combined parish size of 2,977 acres (1,205 ha.) 
(Elrington 1965, 128 & 134) and therefore not particularly large.  There is no 
evidence to suggest a minster church on the proposed early estate, although 
Blair’s map of minsters in the region (1994, 57) shows a noticeable gap in this 
area.  It may be, therefore, that there is evidence yet to come to light or, if the 
claims of the Church of St Mary at Evesham Abbey for its early endowment are 
correct, that it may have been the minster for the estate here from an early date.  
The place-name of Slaughter is recorded as Scholstre in Domesday.  Gelling 
and Cole (2000, 62) propose that slohtre here does not mean ‘muddy place’ but 
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rather ‘ditch, ravine or deep channel’, which they comment is appropriate for the 
stream valley in the area of the Slaughters.  Smith (1964a, 207) suggests that 
Slaughter may be the old name for the stream running through the village to join 
the River Dikler, which would provide a naming from a river, as at Guiting 
(above), and suggest an important early centre here. 
Tetbury 
In 1086, Tetbury belonged to Roger of Ivry and had previously been held by 
Siward (D.B. Gloucs., 41:2).  It was assessed at 23 hides with 22 plough teams 
and with the associated manor of Tetbury Upton, held by Aelfric from King 
Edward before 1066, being assessed at two hides and one virgate with a further 
five plough teams (ibid, 41:2-3).  A mill was recorded at Tetbury, valued at just 
15d.  The one and a half hides at Culkerton may also have belonged to the 
manor, as it was later absorbed into Tetbury (ibid, 41:3 notes).  Lands at 
Charlton and Doughton were probably also part of the manor (Herbert and Pugh 
1976, 264). 
 
Tetbury and its associated manors were in Longtree Hundred in 1086 and it 
was the head manor for the hundred and the most important settlement in the 
area from an early date, situated on the main route from Bristol to Oxford.  The 
lord of Tetbury retained significant liberties including, by 1287, ‘view of 
frankpledge, infangthief, and waif by ancient right’ (ibid, 152-155).    
 
A minster may have been founded at Tetbury by A.D. 681 (S71) when 
Aethelred, King of Mercia, was said to have granted fifteen hides near Tetbury 
to Aldhelm, Abbot of Malmesbury, possibly an early estate granted intact.  This 
charter is considered likely to be genuine (S71 notes).  There is no further 
mention of the minster in records but later, in a doubtful charter of A.D. 777, 
Offa of Mercia was said to have granted land at Doughton in Tetbury to the 
Church of Worcester (S145) and a record of A.D. 903 (S1446), thought to be 
genuine, shows that an annual rent for this land was to be paid to the bishop ‘at 
Tetbury’.  There was a priest without land on the manor of Tetbury at Domesday 
(D.B. Gloucs., 41:2), suggesting that there may have been a church here at that 
date, although it is not clear whether it remained of superior status by this date 
without an endowment of land.  The present church of St Mary and the site of 
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the early manor house are enclosed by a curvilinear earthwork which may be 
the bank of the original minster enclosure (Blair 1992, 229), although Taylor and 
Taylor (1965) make no mention of it in their Anglo-Saxon Architecture volumes.  
In 1838, the parish was large, at 4,582 acres (1,854 ha.) (Kain and Oliver 1995, 
204) and included Upton, Doughton, Elmestree and Charlton, although there is 
no mention of any chapels in Youngs (1980, 187).  
 
Tetbury first appears in A.D. 872-915 as Tettan byrg and is said by Smith 
(1964a, 109-110) to be named from Tetta, an OE feminine name, thought most 
probably to be the sister of King Ine of Wessex, who founded Wimborne Abbey.  
If this is the case, the -byrig element here is likely to indicate an early minster 
site (Blair 1992, 234 and 2005, 250), as at Bibury. 
 
Tewkesbury 
 
Tewkesbury belonged to the king in 1086 and had been held before 1066 by 
Brictric, son of Algar, a powerful Anglo-Saxon thane (D.B. Gloucs., 1:24-39).  
The 95 hides at Tewkesbury were said to be exempt and free from all tax and 
royal service (ibid, 2:38).  Domesday records that, before 1066, there were 95 
hides in Tewkesbury, with 45 in demesne although there were only twelve 
plough teams on the demesne, along with two mills at 20s (ibid, 1:24-25).  The 
manor included land at Southwick, Tredington, Fiddington, Walton Cardiff, 
Aston on Carrant and Oxenton.  Land of Tewkesbury Church is listed in 
Stanway, Taddington, Lower Lemington, Great Washbourne, Fiddington, 
Pamington, Natton and Stanley Pontlarge although, perhaps surprisingly, no 
mills are recorded on these manors.  Other lands belonging to Tewkesbury 
were recorded at Hanley Castle, Forthampton, Shenington and Clifford 
Chambers, including a mill at 16d at Hanley Castle, one at 3s at Shenington 
and one of greater value at 12s at Clifford Chambers.  There were in 
Tewkesbury itself thirteen burgesses and a market said to have been set up by 
Queen Matilda, King William’s wife.   
 
Although Morris (D.B. Gloucs., 1:24) translates the heading for the entry for 
Tewkesbury in Domesday as Tewkesbury Hundred, there is in fact no reference 
to its being a hundred at that date.  Whybra (1990, 25-27) believes in fact that 
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Upper Tewkesbury belonged to Teoboldestan Hundred and Lower Tewkesbury 
to Deerhurst Hundred in the late 10th century.  Tewkesbury certainly was an 
important manor, however, with nine other royal manors being listed after the 
Domesday entry for Tewkesbury.  These were Ashton under Hill, Kemerton, 
Boddington, Wincot, Alderton, Dixton, Hentage, Mythe (in Twyning), and 
Downing, with the holders before 1066 said to have ‘put themselves and their 
lands in Brictric’s power’ (D.B. Gloucs., 1:40-46).  These appear therefore to 
have been regarded as part of Tewkesbury. 
 
Bassett (1998, 11-12) comments that there is no mention of Tewkesbury or its 
church in any pre-Conquest source and, although the church was a minster, it 
does not appear to have been founded in the 7th or 8th centuries.  Tewkesbury’s 
foundation story in its chronicle is, according to Bassett, a fabrication and he 
believes it was founded in the early 11th century, a view supported by Elrington 
(1968, 154).  Bassett also believes that it was endowed with lands previously 
belonging to Deerhurst, and had previously been subservient to the minster 
there.  The abbey church of St Mary is of 12th century origin, cruciform in plan, 
but with no evidence of an earlier Anglo-Saxon church on the site.  Chapels are 
recorded by Youngs (1980, 187) at Tredington, Lower Lemington, Walton 
Cardiff and Oxenton but, by the mid-19th century, the parish of Tewkesbury itself 
was not particularly large, at 2,333 acres (944 ha.) (Kain and Oliver 1995, 204). 
 
The place-name of Tewkesbury is said by Smith (1964b, 61-62) to mean 
‘Teodec’s fortified place’, first appearing in Domesday Book, as 
Teodechesberie.  This habitative place-name, along with the late date of 
Tewkesbury’s appearance in records, suggests that it was not an early estate 
centre, despite its later importance. 
 
Thornbury 
 
At the time of Domesday Thornbury was held by the king and had previously 
been held by Brictric, a powerful Saxon thane, before King William seized it and 
granted it to his wife, Queen Matilda (D.B. Gloucs, 1:47).  Although only 11 
hides were recorded before 1066, there were a total of 25 plough teams 
indicating a substantial manor.  There was a market at 20s, probably 
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established by Matilda, with 40 sesters of salt at Droitwich and a fishery in 
Gloucester. 
 
By the 13th century the manor included Oldbury, Kington, Morton, Falfield, 
Milbury Heath and other hamlets (La Trobe-Bateman 1996, 2).  Although 
Thornbury gave its name to a hundred, this was not formed until the 13th 
century.  At the time of Domesday Thornbury was in Langley Hundred, which 
contained other royal manors at Alveston and Tockington, and it is not clear 
which was the head manor for the early hundred.  Thornbury became 
established as a borough in the 13th century (ibid, 3) and it may be that, like 
Northleach, it owed its importance to the fact that it was a borough and a local 
market centre during the high medieval period. 
 
The present church at Thornbury has no Anglo-Saxon features and is not 
mentioned in Taylor and Taylor (1965), although there were later chapels to 
Thornbury at Oldbury-upon-Severn, Falfield and Rangeworthy (La Trobe-
Bateman 1996, 3).  The parish remained large in the 19th century at 10,509 
acres (4,253 ha.)  (Kain and Oliver 2005, 204). 
 
Thornbury appears in Domesday Book as Tvrneberie, said by Smith (1965c, 14) 
to mean ‘fortified place amongst or overgrown by thorns’, although ‘thorn’ could 
also mean ‘thorn tree’ such as a hawthorn.   
 
Tidenham 
 
Tidenham, on the border of Gloucestershire with Wales, was a royal manor in 
the 10th century, with 30 hides here, including lands at Lancaut and perhaps at 
Beachley, being granted by King Eadwig in A.D. 956 to the Abbey of St Peter at 
Bath (S610), in a charter believed to be genuine.  By 1086 the manor of 
Tidenham was recorded as belonging to the king, although it was said to have 
belonged to the Abbot of Bath before this date (D.B. Gloucs., 1:56).  It appears 
to have been granted by the Abbot to William FitzOsbern, Earl of Hereford in 
1070 but was forfeited to the Crown in 1075 on the rebellion of his son 
(Elrington et al 1972, 62).  In Domesday, it was said to have paid no dues 
before 1066 except for the monks’ supplies, suggesting that the ancient food-
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renders due to the king had been taken over by the monastery at the time the 
lands were granted to them.  Tidenham was assessed at 30 hides at 1086, of 
which ten were on the king’s demesne.  Thirty eight plough teams were 
recorded on the manor, although its main revenue appears to have come from 
fisheries in the River Severn, where eleven were in lordship and 42 belonged to 
the villagers, and in the River Wye, where there were a total of five and a half 
fisheries by 1086 (D.B. Gloucs., 1:56).  Only one mill was recorded, worth 40d, 
the text implying that this was a new mill since 1066. 
 
There were many later tithings in the parish, including Churchend, Sedbury, 
Beachley, Wibdon, Stroat, Bishton and Lancaut (Elrington et al 1972, 50-62), 
suggesting that other unnamed manors were part of the large manor in the 11th 
century.  A survey of Tidenham of late 10th or early 11th century date (S155) 
recorded the 30 hides as comprising 12 hides at Stroat, 5 at Milton, 6 at 
Kingston, 3 at Bishton, and 3 at Lancaut, with a further hide at Beachley.  
Tidenham was the only manor in Tidenham Hundred, although Williams (1988, 
15) believes that Tidenham and Wyvern were originally one unit, to include 
Madgett, Stroat and Woolaston. 
 
The church at Tidenham is thought to have been that of Istrat Hafren, a Welsh 
clas church or mother-church recorded in charters of Llandaff of c.A.D. 700 and 
c.AD 880 (Elrington et al 1972, 73), although the authenticity of these charters 
is in doubt.  Tidenham still had a church at 1086, as this was granted to the 
Abbey of St Mary at Lyre in 1070 by William FitzOsbern, along with half a hide 
of land (ibid).  As well as the church at Lancaut there were by the medieval 
period two chapels in Tidenham at Beachley and a further chapel near the 
Chepstow Bridge (ibid), although these are not recorded by Youngs (1980, 
188).  The present church of St Mary at Tidenham has no Anglo-Saxon remains 
(Taylor and Taylor 1965) although the font is of early Norman date.  The parish 
remained large, at 9,527 acres (3,855 ha.) in 1851 (Kain and Oliver 1995, 204).   
 
The place-name of Tidenham is first recorded in A.D. 956 as aet 
Dyddanhamme, meaning ‘Dydda’s water-meadow’ (Smith 1964c, 264-265).  
This is an English rather than British place-name, and any possible earlier, 
British name is not known but, given the name of the British church here, it may 
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have been Hafren, from the Welsh name for the River Severn (Afon Hafren).  
Gelling and Cole (2000, 52) also suggest this possibility.  If so, this would 
indicate an important early settlement site here. 
 
Westbury-on-Severn 
 
Before 1066, King Edward had 30 hides in demesne at Westbury-on-Severn, 
which was said to have paid one night’s revenue (D.B. Gloucs., 1:11), indicating 
that this was an ancient royal manor.  Thirty three plough teams were recorded 
on the manor, denoting a substantial area of arable land.  Other settlements in 
Westbury by 1086 are not named, but there were also two large manors at 
Rodley and Walmore, and by the 13th century there were twelve tithings with 
settlements in the manor (Elrington et al 1972, 85-93).  Much of Westbury’s 
estate before 1086 was scattered rather than compact, with outlying estates at 
some distance in Kyre and Clifton on Teme in Worcestershire, Newent to its 
north in Gloucestershire, and also at Edvin Loach and Kingstone in 
Herefordshire, a further 25 hides in total, before these were taken away from it 
(D.B. Gloucs., 1:11).   
 
Westbury-on-Severn was the head manor of Westbury Hundred at 1086, with 
thirteen other manors in the hundred, including those in its ecclesiastical parish 
at Churcham, Minsterworth and Newnham.  As noted for other manors in this 
area, this was part of Herefordshire until 1020 and the early administration 
appears to have been based on small royal manors which had not yet been 
grouped together to form hundreds (Thorn 1988, 46).  It may not therefore be 
possible to identify early hundreds and their centres here, although the manor at 
Westbury was the largest and most important in 1086. 
 
There is no documentary evidence that the church at Westbury-on-Severn was 
an early minster church, with the first records being from A.D. 1000 (Elrington et 
al 1972, 98) and the earliest fabric of the church dating from the 13th century.  
There is also no mention of a church or priest in 1086.  Bassett (1998, 10) 
believes that there was a minster here, serving the area west of the Severn and 
south of the Leadon.  As well as the large size of its later parish, at 8,695 acres 
(3,519 ha.) (Kain and Oliver 1995, 205), there were chapels at Churcham (also 
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serving Bulley and Highnam), at Minsterworth and Newnham, and possibly at 
Lassington, although Youngs (1980, 189) only records those at Newnham and 
Minsterworth.  It was also very valuable at the time of the Taxatio Ecclesiastica 
in 1291, being valued at £60 (Bassett 1998, 10).  It therefore exhibits many of 
the characteristics of an early minster. 
 
Westbury itself appears for the first time in c.1053 as West byrig and in 
Domesday as Westberie, which Smith (1964c, 144) translates as ‘the westerly 
stronghold’, referring either to its position west of Gloucester, close to the Welsh 
border, or to its place as the most westerly of the residences of the early estate.  
In discussion of the place-name at Westbury-on-Trym, Orme and Cannon 
(2010, 7-10) discuss alternatives for the origins of the ‘Westbury’ elements.  
They suggest that ‘bury’ may mean an early monastery, as at Bibury, with the 
‘west’ element then meaning ‘the westerly minster’ (as at Westminster in 
London).  As they suggest for Westbury-on-Trym, any minster to the east would 
need to be sufficiently large and important to merit a directional reference such 
as this.  It is possible in the case of Westbury-on-Severn that this could refer to 
the important minster at Gloucester to the east.   
 
Westbury-on-Trym 
 
The Church of Worcester held Westbury-on-Trym in Brentry Hundred in 1086 
(D.B. Gloucs., 3:1).   It was assessed at 50 hides at Domesday, with ten plough 
teams, and with outliers at Henbury, Redwick, Stoke Bishop and Yate.  Also as 
part of the manor, Thurstan son of Rolf held 5 hides at Aust, Gilbert son of 
Thorold 3½ hides at Compton Greenfield, Constantine 5 hides at Itchington and 
Osbern Giffard 5 hides at Stoke Gifford.  Six riding men held 8 hides, at 
Charlton, Henbury and Redland (ibid, notes 3:1).  The original hidage is said by 
Morris to have been 76½ hides, although the land is here only assessed at 50 
hides (ibid) but with 70 plough teams in total, suggesting an under-recording of 
the hidage.  No mill is recorded in Westbury itself but there was a mill worth just 
20d in its outliers.  Heighway (1987, 62) records that in A.D. 793 the Church of 
Worcester paid renders to Offa of Mercia for lands at Westbury and Henbury, 
including ‘2 tuns full of pure ale and a coomb full of mild ale and a coomb full of 
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Welsh ale, and 7 oxen, 6 wethers and 40 cheeses and 6 long þeru and 30 
ambers of unground corn and four ambers of meal’.  
 
Westbury-on-Trym was in Brentry Hundred in 1086, a scattered hundred which 
included all the manors belonging to Westbury at that date.  The 50-hide unit 
such as this is said by Hooke (1985, 88) to be one of the earliest recognised 
land units and this may therefore represent an early estate granted intact. 
 
There was an early minster at Westbury-on-Trym, thought to have been 
founded around A.D. 717 (Page 1907, 106-108; Hooke 1985, 111) but for which 
the first mention is in a document of A.D. 804 (S1187), probably genuine, where 
Aethelric declares his intention to bequeath land at Westbury and Stoke Bishop 
to his mother, with reversion to the Church of Worcester (Orme and Cannon 
2010, 4-7).  The minster here was reformed by Oswald, Bishop of Worcester, in 
the late 10th century (ibid) but it seems to have fallen into decline by the 11th 
century and there is no mention of it in Domesday, although it was later revived 
as a college of canons (Page 1907, 106-108).  The earliest parts of the present 
church at Westbury are medieval in date, although the crypt, discovered in the 
late 19th century, is thought to be pre-Conquest in date, as is a broken cross-
inscribed tombstone used in the roof of the stairway to the tower (Orme and 
Cannon, 2010).  Excavations in 1968-1970 on the lower part of the site found 
what is believed to be the site of the ancient minster, with graves, burials and 
timber structures being discovered and Orme and Cannon (ibid, 8-9) suggest 
that the second church on the upper site probably replaced this early church, 
with the possibility that there were two churches on the site by the 13th century.  
The only chapel to Westbury-on-Trym recorded in the medieval period was at 
Redland (Youngs 1980, 189) but the parish remained large, at 3,800 acres 
(1,538 ha.) in 1842 (Kain and Oliver 1995, 205). 
 
Westbury appears for the first time in the late 8th century as aet Westbyrig and 
in Domesday as Huesberie, the westerly burh, which may mean ‘the westerly 
stronghold’, as discussed for Westbury-on-Severn above.  Orme and Cannon 
(2010, 7-10) suggest that this interpretation would refer either to its position in 
the far west of the estate of Aethelric, or west of the Roman road from 
Gloucester to Bristol, or perhaps even to its proximity to the ‘western sea’.  It 
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has been noted for Westbury-on-Severn (above) that they also suggest that the 
‘bury’ element may mean an early monastery, with the west- element then 
denoting it as ‘the westerly minster’, with the most likely minster to the east 
being that at Bath.  This interpretation is favoured by Blair (2005, 250) and, 
since Westbury appears in Aethelric’s charter of A.D. 804 (S1187) as West 
mynster, this latter explanation would appear to be more likely.   
 
Winchcombe 
 
Winchcombe Borough was recorded in Domesday as having been in King 
Edward’s lordship (D.B. Gloucs., EvK B1).  It was a place for royal burials from 
an early period, indicating its importance (Hooke 1985, 76-77), with Coenwulf, 
King of Mercia, and his son St Kenelm both said to be buried here.  The 
Mercian royal archives were also kept at Winchcombe in A.D. 825, and there 
was a mint here during the pre-Conquest period (ibid).  Excavations have also 
shown that Winchcombe was fortified with a bank and ditch, probably in the 10th 
century, with a stone rampart being added in the late 10th or early 11th century 
(Heighway 1987, 153).   
 
Winchcombe was therefore clearly a major royal centre for the north Cotswolds 
in the early medieval period.  Unlike the other important centres at Gloucester, 
Cirencester and Bath, there is little evidence that it was important during the 
Roman period and it seems to have come to prominence as a religious rather 
than an administrative centre. The Borough of Winchcombe itself was recorded 
in King Edward’s time as having 60 burgesses who paid 41s of tribute a year, 
with the Abbot also having 40 burgesses there (D.B. Gloucs., EvK116).  Three 
mills were recorded in total although no values are given for them.   
 
There was originally a shire based on Winchcombe but, by 1086, it had become 
part of Gloucestershire and it became the centre of one of the four ferdings of 
the county.  Winchcombeshire had ceased to be an autonomous adminstrative 
territory by 1016-1017 (Whybra 1990, 5-6), being eclipsed in importance by 
Gloucester.   The Domesday record for Winchcombe records that: ‘Later, it paid 
£20, with the whole Hundred of this town’ (D.B. Gloucs., B1).  The name of this 
hundred is not made clear but Morris (ibid, notes B1) believes that it may have 
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been co-extensive with the shire of Winchcombe, a large area encompassing 
most of the north-east of Gloucestershire and thought by Whybra (ibid) to 
contain up to 1,200 hides. 
 
The Annals of Winchcombe record that the minster at Winchcombe was 
founded in A.D. 787 (Bassett 1998, 9), although Bassett thinks it had already 
been founded long before this date.  In a charter of A.D. 811 (S167) Coenwulf, 
King of Mercia, was said to have founded it; this may well be a forgery but it is 
thought by some to have an authentic basis.  Page (1907, 66) records that 
Dugdale described its dedication in A.D. 811 by Wulfred, archbishop of 
Canterbury, in the presence of the Kings of East Anglia and Kent, along with 
thirteen bishops.  The extent of the original grant by Coenwulf is not clear, but 
Whybra (1990, 10) indicates that it included land at Snowshill, Stanton, 
Twyning, Cow Honeybourne and Charlton Abbots.  There were by the late 12th 
century chapels to Winchcombe at Alderton, Dixton, Prescott, Charlton Abbots, 
Sudeley and Hailes, with the church also having the rights of burial for Stanley 
Pontlarge and Lower Naunton (ibid).  There are now no remains of the two 
Anglo-Saxon churches which are known to have existed at Winchcombe, 
although excavations have revealed their sites, one on the site of the present 
parish church and the second to the east, near the medieval abbey remains 
(Heighway 1987, 106). 
 
The topographical place-name of Winchcombe derives from wincel cumb, a 
‘crooked coomb’, which Hooke (1998, 6) describes as a great coomb occupied 
by the headwaters of the River Isbourne.  The earliest date of its recording is 
late 8th or early 9th century (Smith 1964b, 29).  Gelling and Cole (2000, 103-4) 
comment that it was unusual for cumb settlements to develop into major 
administrative centres, due to the restrictions which their locations normally 
placed on expansion and communications, although Winchcombe appears to 
have been the exception due to its location in what they call an ‘atypically large 
valley’. 
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Withington 
 
In 1086, the Bishop of Worcester held the large manor of Withington in 
demesne (D.B. Gloucs., 3:5).  The manor was assessed at 30 hides, including 
land at the named sub-manor of Cassey Compton.  Other named sub-manors 
at Foxcote, Little Colesbourne with Hilcot, Dowdeswell with Pegglesworth, 
Notgrove, and Aston Blank were held by sub-tenants.  A total of 58 plough 
teams were recorded on the manors (ibid).  There was a mill at Cassey 
Compton, worth 5s, and on the remaining manors there were three mills at 13s 
4d although their location is not specified. 
 
Withington was in Wacrescumbe Hundred, which included the manors of 
Withington along with the four manors at Shipton, the two at Hampen and those 
of Upcote and Whittington (ibid).  By 1221, all these manors were in Bradley 
Hundred, but the earlier importance of Withington as a centre was retained in 
the medieval period; Herbert (2001, 260) comments that in the 13th century 
these manors formed a separate frankpledge jurisdiction of 'the liberty of 
Withington', called a 'free hundred' in 1299 and 'a hundred and liberty' in 1498.  
Thorn (1988, 44) comments that Wacrescumbe was a hundred of the Bishop of 
Worcester, with Withington as its ancient centre.  The Waecel’s combe which 
gives the hundred its name is mentioned in a late Anglo-Saxon perambulation 
of the Withington estate (S1556). 
 
There was a minster church at Withington, probably in existence by the late 7th 
century; a decision of a synod in A.D. 736 (S1429), considered trustworthy, 
recorded the grant in A.D. 674-704 of twenty hides of land in Withington to 
Dunne and her daughter Bucge for the monastery founded there by Aethelred, 
King of Mercia (Sims-Williams 1990, 130-133).  The synod determined that this 
land should revert to the Bishop of Worcester after the death of Dunne’s 
granddaughter, Hrothwaru.   The last record of the minster is in A.D. 774 when 
Milred, Bishop of Worcester, gave it to Abbess Aethelburg for life, with reversion 
to his church after her death (S1255), in a charter considered to be genuine.  
There was a priest recorded at Withington in Domesday, with half a hide of land 
(D.B. Gloucs., 2:5), and therefore probably a church.  Taylor and Taylor (1965) 
do not identify any Anglo-Saxon period fabric at Withington Church, the earliest 
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parts of which are Norman in date, but it retained a large parish, at 5,830 acres 
(2,359 ha.) (Herbert 2001, 248).  In 1290, the church had chapels at Little 
Colesbourne and Owdeswell and also at Dowdeswell, where the later parish 
church did not have burial rights until the 14th century (ibid, 270), although 
Youngs (1980, 191) does not contain any record of chapels dependent on 
Withington. 
 
Withington was already named at the time of the charter of A.D. 674-704, when 
it appears as wudia’s dun.  It was therefore not a -ton place-name, but means 
‘Wudia’s hill’ (Smith 1964a, 186), a topographical place-name with the -dun 
element frequently meaning a low hill in open country and which Gelling and 
Cole (2000, 165) suggest often indicates earlier settlements renamed in the 
Anglo-Saxon period.  It is possible that all the manors in Wacrescumbe 
Hundred in 1086 were once part of an original larger estate, based on the upper 
part of the River Coln (then called the Tilnoth), which included Withington as its 
centre, perhaps named after the river as Tilnoth or Tillath (as with Guiting, 
above), and therefore an indicator of an important early settlement.  Finberg 
(1955) has traced the early estate at Withington, which he believes included all 
the modern parish with the exception of the land east of the Coln and west of 
the Hilcot Brook (ibid, 23), and suggesting continuity in both the occupation and 
the economy of the area from the Roman through to the early medieval period. 
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Appendix Seven 
 
Possible Major Early Medieval Estate Centres  
in Worcestershire 
 
Alvechurch 
 
In A.D. 780, in a charter which may be authentic but of a later date (S117 and 
notes), King Offa of Mercia was said to have granted to the Church of St Peter 
at Bredon, for the use of the Bishop of Worcester, a 20 hide estate, comprising 
10 hides at Wast Hills in Alvechurch, 5 hides at Cofton Hackett and 5 hides at 
Rednal in King’s Norton.  There were also two further unidentified estates in the 
charter at Waersetfelda and Wihtlafesfeld.  In a genuine lease of A.D. 849 
(S1272), however, the estate was in the hands of the Church of Worcester 
when Ealhun, Bishop of Worcester leased it back to King Berhtwulf, with 
reversion to the Church of Worcester.   
 
By 1086 Alvechurch and its four outliers at Cofton Hackett, Wast Hills, Tonge 
and Ovretone were still in the hands of the Church of Worcester, assessed at a 
total of thirteen hides and with sixteen plough teams (D.B. Worcs., 2:84).  The 
estate appears to have been much reduced by this date; Hooke (1985, 139 & 
174) identifies the early Coftune estate, of which Alvechurch became the centre, 
as a large estate which would have included Waersetfelda, Cofton, Rednal, 
Whitlafesfeld, Wast Hills and Hopwood, to which lands at Tonge, Ovretone and 
Osmerley had been added by the time of the record in Domesday.  Hooke 
(1990b, 142) also records numerous other small and scattered settlements in 
Alvechurch from medieval documents, some of these such as Penton becoming 
deserted. 
 
Alvechurch was in Came Hundred in 1086, part of which contained lands now in 
Warwickshire.  Hooke (1985, 98) notes that the hundred divisions in north-west 
Worcestershire, although less fragmented than in the rest of the county, still 
appear to be late in origin and may not indicate earlier territorial relationships.  
Alvechurch is centrally located within the hundred but this may not therefore be 
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significant, particularly since the royal manor of Bromsgrove (below) was in the 
same hundred and, by that date, appears to be more significant as a centre. 
 
There was a priest on the manor at Domesday (D.B. Worcs., 2: 82) and 
therefore possibly a church, and its place-name suggests an early church here.  
Mawer and Stenton (1927, 332) give the meaning of Alvechurch as ‘the church 
of Aelfgyth’, an OE feminine name, commenting that it is unusual for a church to 
be in the possession of a woman in the 11th century when the name is first 
recorded, and indicating that a church had been founded here by that date.  It 
is, however, possible that this was a monastic foundation with Aelfgyth at its 
head.  Any earlier place-name is not known.  The parish remained large in the 
post-medieval period, at 6,747 acres (2,730 ha.) (Kain and Oliver 1995, 566), 
but there do not appear to have been any dependent chapels in the late or post-
medieval periods (Youngs 1991, 471).  The present church of St Lawrence 
offers no clues, as it is a later rebuild of the 19th century (Brooks and Pevsner 
2007, 105).  The parish did, however, remain important later in the medieval 
period, as the Bishops of Worcester had a palace here by the 12th or 13th 
century (ibid). 
 
Beckford 
 
Beckford, now in Worcestershire, was recorded in the Gloucestershire folio.  
This was a royal manor, held before 1086 by a guard of King Edward’s (D.B. 
Gloucs., 1:59).  Eleven hides were recorded, although there were 33 plough 
teams altogether, suggesting an area of unhidated ancient royal demesne. 
There is no record of mills on the manor.  The Evesham Manuscript, a survey of 
c.1126, records that there were sixteen hides in Beckford and that it had paid 
£30 of revenue before 1066 (ibid, EvL 1:59-60). Earl William gave 3 of these 
hides, at Didcot, to Ansfrid of Cormeilles, where there were a further 5 plough 
teams, and Morris (ibid, 1:59 notes) comments that the remaining 8 hides 
formed the later manor of Beckford, which included unnamed land at Bengrove 
and Grafton. The manor of Ashton-under-Hill, previously held by Earl Harold, 
was amalgamated with Beckford, and it was assessed at 8 hides with 10 plough 
teams (ibid, 1:60).   
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Bassett (1998, 21-24) traces the origins of the minster at Beckford, first 
mentioned in an agreement of A.D. 803 (S1431), which indicate that it was 
already a well-established minster before this date.  Although both Beckford and 
Ashton-under-Hill had come back into royal hands by 1066, it is not known how 
this came about.  Bassett suggests (ibid, 22) that the original minster parish of 
Beckford was probably quite large, including Ashton, Didcot, Great 
Washbourne, and possibly Overbury, Little Washbourne, Alstone and 
Teddington.  A later parochial division between Beckford and Overbury arose 
when Beckford was lost to the king sometime before 1066 and Overbury 
passed to the monks at Worcester.  No priest was recorded at Beckford in 
1086, although there was a priest with half a hide in Overbury (D.B. Gloucs., 
2:62).  The entry for Beckford and Ashton does, however, state that Earl William 
‘gave the tithes and churches with the 2 villagers and 3 virgates of land to the 
Abbey of Cormeilles’, indicating that at least two churches existed here in the 
period before 1086.  The Evesham Manuscript of c.1126, records in Beckford ‘2 
churches which have 3½ virgates’ (ibid, EvL 1:59-60) and the church is said 
here to have been a minster. 
 
Beckford’s place-name derives from Beccanford (Hooke 1990b, 92), meaning 
‘Becca’s ford’.  Both Beckford and Ashton were in Tibblestone Hundred in 
Gloucestershire at 1086.  At the time of Domesday, this comprised a discrete 
block of lands around Bishops Cleeve, including Gotherington, Sapperton, 
Southam and Stoke Orchard, but also scattered manors at Hinton on the Green, 
Ashton under Hill, Didcot and Beckford in Worcestershire (D.B. Gloucs.).  
Cleeve was named as a separate hundred in 1327 (Elrington 1968, 1), 
containing the Gloucestershire manors above, whilst the remaining manors 
remained in Tibblestone Hundred until their transfer to Worcestershire in 1931 
(ibid, 243).  Beckford was transferred to Worcestershire in 1986 (ibid, 250).  The 
ancient parish was, according to Elrington, 2,778 acres in size (1,124 ha.), 
although this does not include Ashton, which was a further 1,664 acres (673 
ha.) (ibid, 245). 
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Bredon 
 
The Bishop of Worcester held the large manor of Bredon in 1086, which was 
assessed at 35 hides and with 23 plough teams (D.B. Worcs., 2:22-30). One of 
the members of the manor, at Bushley, was held by the king.  Other lands in 
Bredon included Teddington, Mitton, Cutsdean, Redmarley, Pendock, Little 
Washbourne, Westmancote, Bredons Norton and Bushley.  Welland may also 
have been part of the manor (Hooke 1985, 83).  Renders in honey are still due 
at this date (D.B. Worcs., 2:22), a remnant of food rents, indicating its earlier 
status as a royal manor at some period.  There was relatively valuable mills at 
Bredon worth 6s 8d, and at Redmarley, worth 5s 8d. 
 
In 1086, Bredon was in Oswaldslow Hundred.  Before the creation of this 
hundred in the 10th century it was in the Hundred of Winburgetrowe (Hooke 
1985, 98), which was combined with the hundreds of Wulfereslawe and 
Cuthburgelawe in King Edgar’s charter of A.D. 964 (S731) (considered doubtful 
but probably based on authentic material), to form the triple Hundred of 
Oswaldslow, comprising the estates of the Church of Worcester.  Since this 
hundred appears to have contained some of the dispersed estates of the 
Church of Worcester, it is unlikely to reflect earlier territorial relationships. 
A minster at Bredon was said to have been founded by Eanulf, grandfather of 
King Offa of Mercia, in A.D. 716 x 717, on land granted to King Aethelbald of 
Mercia, although the charter does not survive (Finberg 1961, 90).  The minster 
is mentioned in a further charter of Offa A.D. 772 x 777 (S109), probably 
genuine, concerning lands at Evenlode, and he made a further grant to it in A.D. 
780 (S116), in a charter also thought to be genuine, of 5 hides at Teddington, 
10 hides at Little Washbourne, 10 hides at Cutsdean and 10 hides at Bredons 
Norton, the minster being named as St Peter’s Minster.  A further grant in A.D. 
780 (S117), of less certain authenticity, was of 10 hides at Wast Hills in 
Alvechurch, 5 hides at Cofton Hackett and 5 hides at Rednal in Kings Norton.   
No priest or church is recorded in Bredon in 1086 (D.B. Worcs., 2:22) but there 
was a priest without land on its land at Cutsdean (ibid, 2:24).  Bredon’s large 
parish, at 5,853 acres (2,369 ha.) in the early 20th century, included Cutsdean 
and Bredon’s Norton (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 279).  In 1287, chapels are 
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recorded at Sutton (possibly to be identified as Mitton), Norton and 
Westmancote (ibid) and, later in the medieval period, at Welland and Cutsdean 
(Youngs 1991, 473).  No Anglo-Saxon architecture is recorded in the church by 
Taylor and Taylor (1965). 
Bredon’s place-name is said by Hooke (1985, 35-36) to be one of the earliest 
dun names in the region, first recorded in A.D. 772 (Mawer and Stenton 1927, 
101).  Its simple topographical place-name contains two elements both meaning 
‘hill’: -bre from the British and -dun from the Anglo-Saxon.  Gelling (2000, 41-42) 
notes the special significance of -dun in ancient settlement-names, indicating 
good land which may already have been occupied in the pre-English period and 
renamed with an English place-name.   Gelling and Cole (2000, 38) comment 
that the sites of settlements with dun in their name ‘are often the best which a 
region has to offer, and it might be worth the archaeologist’s while to look for 
continuity of settlement from pre-English times’. 
 
Broadway 
 
The Church of St Mary at Pershore held the large manor of Broadway in 1086, 
assessed at 30 hides with 25 plough teams (D.B. Worcs., 9:4).  It was said to 
have belonged to them by the 10th century, with twenty hides of land being said 
to have been confirmed by King Edgar in A.D. 972 (S786), a doubtful charter 
but probably a record of the lands held around the mid-11th century (S786 
notes).  Broadway lay in the Hundred of Pershore and Westminster which, like 
Oswaldslow Hundred, was a creation of the late 10th century and earlier 
territorial relationships in this part of the county are not clear.  There is no 
record of mills on the manor in 1086. 
 
A priest is recorded on the manor in 1086 (D.B. Worcs., 9:4) but no church is 
mentioned.  Although the medieval parish was large, at 4,990 acres (2,019 ha.) 
(Page and Willis-Bund 1924, 33) there is no record of a minster church, nor of 
any chapels (Youngs 1991, 474) and it is unlikely that there was a minster here, 
as the early church of St Eadburga (sister of King Oshere of the Hwicce in the 
late 7th or early 8th century) would have belonged to St Mary’s at Pershore and 
was presumably named from the monastic church there.  The place-name of 
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Broadway derives from Bradanuuege (ibid, 33), first recorded in c.A.D. 860 as 
Bradsaetna gemere, meaning simply ‘broad way’.  This cannot be regarded as 
indicative of an important early settlement site. 
 
Bromsgrove 
 
Bromsgrove was a royal manor at the time of Domesday and had previously 
been held by Earl Edwin, Earl of Mercia (D.B. Worcs., 1a).  With its eighteen 
outliers, it was assessed at 30 hides, all of which were in demesne, and there 
were 79 plough teams, suggesting that the manor was ancient royal demesne.  
These outliers, some of which have been lost in the southern suburbs of 
Birmingham, were at Moseley, Kings Norton, Lindsworth, Wythall, Wythwood, 
Houndsfield, Tessall, Rednal, Lea, Comble, Burcot, Ashborough, Tutnall, 
Tynsall, Rockbury, Shurvenhill, Woodcote Green and Timberhanger.  The 
manor also held thirteen salt houses in Droitwich, and three salt workers 
rendered 300 measures of salt from these (ibid, 1a), and there were three mills 
worth 13s 4d.  Other lands belonging to Bromsgrove included Suckley (5 hides), 
Grafton (3.5 hides), Cooksey (2.5 hides), Willingwick (one at 2 hides & 3 
virgates, and one at 3 virgates) and Chadwick (3 hides), a further 12 hides (ibid, 
1b-d).   
 
Bromsgrove was in Came Hundred in 1086, a large hundred, part of which 
contained lands now in Warwickshire.  As noted for Alvechurch (above) Hooke 
(1985, 98) comments that the hundred divisions in north-west Worcestershire, 
although less fragmented than in the rest of the county, still appear to be late in 
origin and may not indicate earlier territorial relationships.  Bromsgrove was the 
largest manor in the hundred at this date and, of the 37 manors in the hundred, 
20 belonged to Bromsgrove and, as ancient demesne, it was the centre for the 
hundred.  The Court Leet is still held at Bromsgrove, and tithingmen are 
appointed to report there at the View of Frankpledge, although it now has only a 
ceremonial function. 
 
In an authentic charter of A.D. 804 (S1187), Ethelric, son of Ethelmund, 
announced his intention of giving eleven manentes at Bromsgrove and 
Feckenham to Waerferth, Bishop of Worcester, for his life with reversion to the 
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church of Worcester.  There is no evidence that this gift ever took place (Page 
and Willis-Bund 1913, 21) and no record of a minster church there.  By A.D. 
822-823, Bromsgrove was the subject of an authentic grant by Wulfheard, son 
of Cussa, at the request of King Ceolwulf I of Mercia, to Eadberht, Bishop of 
Worcester in exchange for Inkberrow (S1432).  At some period before 1086 the 
land had come back into royal hands. 
 
There is no mention of a church on the manor at Domesday although there may 
possibly have been one since a priest (without land) was recorded.  The present 
parish church of St John the Baptist is 12th century in origin (Bridges 2005, 57-
58) and no Anglo-Saxon fabric is recorded by Taylor and Taylor (1965).  There 
were in the later medieval period five chapels dependent on the church of 
Bromsgrove, at Grafton and Kings Norton (Youngs 1991, 474) and at Chadwick, 
Moseley and Wythall (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 31-32).  This, together with 
the large size of the later parish at 10,968 acres (4,439 ha.) by the mid-19th 
century (Kain and Oliver 1995, 566), means that it is likely that there was a 
minster church here, perhaps established by the Church of Worcester when it 
received the land in the early 9th century.   
 
The topographical place name of Bromsgrove (Bremsgrave in Domesday), first 
recorded in A.D. 803, refers to an area of coppiced wood (Gelling and Cole 
2000, 227-8), which may have been extensive here.  Place-names of the 
several of the outliers and other manors belonging to Bromsgrove suggest 
subsidiary settlements, many of which were also in areas of woodland or 
woodland clearings, such as Moseley, Lea, Wythwood, Woodcote and 
Timberhanger, and at Suckley, Grafton and Cooksey. 
 
Clent 
 
In 1086, Clent was held by the king and had previously been held by King 
Edward (D.B. Worcs., 1:6), with nine hides being recorded on the manor along 
with eleven plough teams.  The kings of Mercia were said by tradition to have 
had a residence in Clent and it is here that the legend of St Kenelm places the 
murder of King Kenulf of Mercia’s son, Kenelm, in A.D. 819 (Page and Willis-
Bund 1913, 50).  The legend tells that this incident took place during a hunting 
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party and, if true, the residence here was therefore probably a royal hunting 
lodge.  The manor of Clent, along with Tardebigge and Kingswinford (now in 
Staffordshire), were said by Hemming to have been purchased from King 
Aethelred by Aethelsige, Dean of Worcester, although they were seized by the 
Sheriff of Staffordshire for the king in the early 11th century (ibid, 51).  The three 
manors were still linked in 1086, when the Sheriff was said to pay £15 from 
them (D.B. Worcs., 1:4).  The hidage at Tardebigge, 9 hides, and that at 
Kingswinford, 5 hides, which were linked with the manor at Clent, bring the total 
hideage at 1086 to 23 hides, suggesting a substantial early royal estate. 
 
The place-name of Clent is thought by Mawer and Stenton (1927, 279-280) to 
derive from a lost OE word meaning ‘rock’, and suggesting that it may be used 
as a name for a hill, providing an early simplex topographical place-name.   
Clent gave its name to Clent Hundred which, in 1086, covered a large area in 
the north of Worcestershire.  At some time in the 12th century the hundred was 
combined with those of Came, Cresslau and Esch to form the larger part of the 
Hundred of Halfshire (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 1).  The estate appears to 
have declined in importance by the time of Domesday, with the king retaining 
the manor of Clent only.  Hooke (1985, 95) believes that the royal manor here 
unusually represents the survival of the outland, rather than the centre, of the 
original estate, located in the wooded foothills of the north Worcestershire 
uplands.  The centre of this estate is not clear and it may have been at some 
distance, with Clent itself forming a woodland resource for the manor. 
 
No priest was recorded on the manor at Domesday (D.B. Worcs., 1:6) and the 
parish by the early 19th century was not particularly large, at 2,424 acres (981 
ha.) (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 50).  There was a chapel recorded at Rowley 
in the 13th century (Youngs 1991, 475) and the church at Broom was probably 
once also a chapelry of Clent before it was granted to Maurice de Ombersley in 
the 12th century (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 50).  There is however no Anglo-
Saxon architecture recorded in the present church (Taylor and Taylor 1965). 
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Cropthorne (discussed in more detail in Chapter Seven) 
 
In a charter said to be of A.D. 780 (S118), but probably dating to the 11th 
century, Offa, King of Mercia, granted a total of 50 hides at Cropthorne and its 
dependents at Netherton, Elmley Castle, Charlton, Hampton and Bengeworth to 
the Church of Worcester.  In this charter, Cropthorne was said to be a regalem 
vicum or royal centre (Hooke 1990b, 30).  Although this charter may be a later 
record (S118 notes), the 50 hide unit centred on Cropthorne is suggestive of an 
early estate (Hooke 1985, 220).  King Beorhtwulf issued a charter from 
Cropthorne in AD 841 (S196), indicating that it was a royal vill at that date, and 
it is still termed a villa regia in a charter of A.D. 999 (S896). 
 
In 1086 there were 50 hides at Cropthorne with Netherton, with seventeen 
plough teams on the manor and a mill at 10s (D.B. Worcs., 2:72).  The manor 
also contained 11 hides at Charlton and Elmley Castle, held by Robert the 
Bursar (ibid, 2:73), and a further 5 hides at Hampton along with 4 at 
Bengeworth, both held by the Abbot of Evesham (ibid, 2:74-75), who was in 
dispute with the Bishop of Worcester about these lands.  The early 50 hide 
hundred of Cuthburgelawe was centred on Cropthorne (Hooke 1985, 88), 
before the creation of the Church of Worcester’s Oswaldslow Hundred in the 
10th century.  This provides one of the few examples in Worcestershire of an 
early hundredal centre that can be identified with certainty. 
 
The date of the first church at Cropthorne is not known and the earliest parts of 
the present church date from the early 12th century, but the nave is long and 
narrow and possibly Saxon in origin (Brooks and Pevsner 2007, 248).  No 
Anglo-Saxon fabric is recorded in the church by Taylor and Taylor (1965) but a 
9th century cross-head has been found on the site, showing a ‘dragonesque 
creature’ (Hooke 1998, 34).  The presence of a priest with half a hide of land at 
Domesday (D.B. Worcs., 2:72) suggests an important church there at that date 
and there were by the 13th century chapels at Charlton and Netherton (Page 
and Willis-Bund 1913, 327; Youngs 1991, 475).  The parish by the early 20th 
century remained large, at 3,137 acres (1,270 ha.), excluding Netherton (Page 
and Willis-Bund 1913, 322-323).  The evidence therefore points towards there 
being an early minster church at Cropthorne. 
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Cropthorne’s rather unusual place-name means ‘Croppa’s Thorn’ (Hooke 1998, 
23), a topographical place-name which has an early first record in A.D. 780 
(Mawer and Stenton 1927, 119-120).  Place-name evidence also indicates 
dependent settlements at Netherton (the lower settlement) and Charlton (the 
settlement of the ceorls).  Bengeworth was ‘Beonna’s enclosure’ (Hooke 1998, 
56) and Hampton ‘the high farmstead or estate’ (ibid, 57), both signifying areas 
of secondary settlement.  Elmley denotes an area of woodland resource on the 
slopes of Bredon Hill, with the ‘castle’ element being a Norman addition when 
the castle was built here sometime after the Conquest. 
Droitwich 
There is evidence of the importance of Droitwich in the early medieval period, 
as a charter of A.D. 888 (S220), thought probably to be genuine, was signed at 
Droitwich.  It is also identified by Kemble as a place of the Witan's assembly 
during this period (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 72).  By the time of Domesday, 
its importance as a major salt-producing centre, due to its salt springs, is 
evident.  It was assessed at ten hides (D.B. Worcs., Appendix III) with a number 
of manors being part of the record including Witton, Salwarpe, Upwich, 
Middlewich and Netherwich.  The king did not hold the manor of Droitwich in 
1086 but had rights there, holding all the salt springs or pits in demesne (Page 
and Willis-Bund, 1913, 73).   It was a borough by 1086, with the record showing 
that it had over 100 burgesses, with the king himself having eleven houses 
there (D.B. Worcs., 1:3).  It was at this date in Clent Hundred, of which Clent 
was the head manor.   
There is no record of a church or priest in Droitwich at Domesday, and the 
advowson probably belonged to the Priory at Deerhurst by this time (Page and 
Willis-Bund 1913, 86).  No chapels are recorded by Youngs (1991, 477).  
Droitwich’s place-name contains the wic element, probably in the sense of a 
settlement rather than a farm, with the first element meaning ‘dirt’, possibly 
describing the low-lying area of the settlement (Mawer and Stenton 1927, 285).   
It was, however, known as Saltwic in the 8th and 9th centuries, indicating its 
importance as a salt-producing centre. 
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Evesham 
By 1086, the Church of Evesham held many lands in Worcestershire, and at 
Evesham itself the record in Domesday Book shows that ‘there are and always 
were three free hides’ (D.B. Worcs., 10:1).  Although Evesham itself is only 
recorded as containing these three free hides, indicating an area of ancient 
royal demesne, the Church held 65 hides in Fishborough (Fissesberg) Hundred, 
with other lands in Oswaldslow and Esch Hundreds.  It had 28 houses in 
Worcester (ibid, 10:17), and there was a valuable mill at Evesham itself worth 
30s (ibid) and a further nine mills on its other lands.   
Evesham’s estate comprised a central compact block of lands which Cox (1975) 
has shown to be the core of Fissesberg Hundred by the mid-10th century and 
assessed at 50 hides.  He proposes that an intact estate on the left bank of the 
River Avon was added by King Offa in the early 8th century (S112) to the 
existing lands of Evesham on the right bank to form this central core estate, to 
give Evesham an estate with some of the best agricultural land in the county.  
This charter is, however, generally regarded as spurious (S112 notes) and 
possibly of later date, demonstrating the problems in tracing the origins of the 
monastery at Evesham, as the majority of the charters professing to grant or 
confirm lands to the monastery are, at the least, suspicious.  However, the 
minster appears to have been established by the early 8th century (Hooke 1998, 
13) and a statement in A.D. 714 by Bishop Egwine (S1250), probably with an 
authentic basis, listed the extensive lands granted to the minster by that date.  
By A.D. 1291, Evesham was at the centre of the rural deanery of the Vale of 
Evesham, which Cox (1975, 35-36) also believes represented the extent of the 
church’s estates at that period.   The only later chapels to Evesham are 
identified by Youngs (1991, 478) as being at Evesham All Saints and Evesham 
St Lawrence.  
Evesham was first recorded in A.D. 706 as both Ethom, derived from aet ham, a 
simplex topographical name, and Cronuchomme, meaning the hamm of the 
cranes or herons (Mawer and Stenton 1927, 262-263).  The -hamm element 
refers to the large bend in the River Avon here which created the water-
meadow of the place-name (Hooke 1998, 13).  Gelling and Cole (2000, 53) 
comment that the -hamm element which prevailed despite differing first 
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elements indicates that the place-name was originally simplex, as Hamm, with 
the prefix differentiating it from other similar place-names. 
Feckenham 
 
The royal manor of Feckenham, now in Worcestershire but recorded in the 
Herefordshire Folio of Domesday Book, was assessed at ten hides in 1086, and 
had previously been held from Earl Edwin, Earl of Mercia, by five thanes (D.B. 
Herefs., 1:40).  The 25½ plough teams recorded indicate an area of royal 
demesne, with the manor being more substantial than is suggested by the 
hidage.  A miller and a smith are recorded on the manor and it also had four 
salt-houses in Droitwich, along with a mill worth 2s.  This was a well-wooded 
area, and the king’s Forest of Feckenham formed an extensive area in the 
centre of the county (Hooke 1985, 170).  Feckenham had belonged to William 
Fitz Osbern, Earl of Hereford, after the Conquest and his son Roger forfeited it 
to the King in 1074 (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 112).  It is linked in the 
Domesday record with Hollow Court, a manor of three hides which had 
previously been held by Siward, a thane of King Edward, which was important 
for its park and woodland, which had been put into the king’s Forest of 
Feckenham (ibid).  Feckenham and Hollow Court were in Esch Hundred, in 
Worcestershire, with Feckenham being the administrative centre for the Royal 
Forest and an important royal residence (Dyer 1991, 8) and therefore head 
manor for the hundred. 
In a genuine charter of A.D. 804 (S1187), Aethelric declared his intention to 
bequeath land, including at Feckenham, to Waerferth, Bishop of Worcester, but 
it is not clear whether this gift took place.  There was a church here by 1086 as 
the tithe of the manor and the church, with a priest and two virgates of land, had 
by the time of Domesday been given to the Abbey of St Mary at Lyre by Earl 
William, Earl of Hereford.  No Anglo-Saxon architecture is recorded in the 
present church by Taylor and Taylor (1965) and the earliest part is said by 
Bridges (2005, 101) to be 14th century in date.  The parish remained large at 
6,978 acres (2,824 ha.) (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 111) but no dependent 
chapels are recorded (Youngs 1991, 478).  The place-name, first recorded in 
the 9th century as Feccanhom, means ‘Fecca’s ham’ or meadow (Mawer and 
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Stenton 1927, 317), with Gelling and Cole (2000, 52) suggesting this is a river-
meadow name, since Feckenham is surrounded by streams. 
Fladbury 
 
At the time of Domesday, Fladbury was in the hands of the Church of Worcester 
(D.B. Worcs., 2:15-21).  It was assessed at 40 hides, with lands at Inkberrow, 
Ab Lench, Rous Lench, Wyre Piddle, Moor, Hill, Bradley Green and 
Bishampton, and a total of 63½ plough teams (ibid, 2:15-21).  Throckmorton 
was not named but was also part of the manor (Page & Willis-Bund 1913, 360).  
Rous Lench may have been a later acquisition, in around 1062 (ibid, 498).  
There was a valuable mill at 10s in Fladbury, along with other less valuable 
mills at Rous Lench and Bishampton.   Fladbury is situated in the valley of the 
River Avon, in an area of good agricultural land, and with valuable grazing and 
woodland resources in its manors to the north, at Hill, Moor, and Stock and 
Bradley, as their place-names suggest. 
 
Fladbury was in the Church of Worcester’s large ‘triple hundred’ of Oswaldslow 
by 1086.  Before the late 10th century reorganisation of hundreds in 
Worcestershire, Fladbury was in Wulfereslaw Hundred (Hooke 1985, 95-96), 
which included other estates at Kempsey, Northwick, Ripple and Wick Episcopi, 
although it is not clear where the centre of this hundred was located.   
 
A minster was established at Fladbury in the late 7th century, when King 
Aethelred of Mercia granted Bishop Oftfor of Worcester an estate of 44 hides 
there to re-establish monastic life (S76), in a charter generally thought to be 
authentic and indicating that the original foundation was of an even earlier date.  
The Evesham Chronicle recorded that an early estate here belonged to 
Osthryth, daughter of Oswiu of Northumbria and wife of King Aethelred of 
Mercia (Hooke 1985, 11).  Fladbury was important at an early date, with Roman 
finds and a possible Anglo-Saxon burial being discovered there along with 
structures that may be associated with the monastery (Hooke 1982, 228-230; 
Sims-Williams 1990, 374).  The minster is referred to again in A.D. 777 x 781 
(S62), when it was leased by Ealdred, sub-king of the Hwicce, to Aethelburh, 
his kinswoman, for life, with reversion to the Bishopric of Worcester, the 
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authenticity of this charter not being disputed.  In A.D. 798 x 821 the revenues 
of 30 hides at Fladbury were granted by Coenwulf, King of Mercia, to 
Deneberht, Bishop of Worcester, and his familia (S185), slightly less than the 40 
hides recorded in 1086.  Again, this charter is generally agreed to be authentic. 
 
A priest with half a hide of land was recorded at Fladbury in 1086 (D.B. Worcs., 
2:15).  Bishampton was once a chapelry of Fladbury and seven hides here are 
thought to have been given to the monastery at Worcester along with the lands 
at Fladbury (Page & Willis-Bund 1913, 261).  By the time of Domesday 
Bishampton had its own priest, again with half a hide of land.  The parish of 
Fladbury remained large, at 6,879 acres (2,784 ha.) in the early 20th century 
(ibid, 352), and there was a chapelry at Throckmorton, which was part of 
Fladbury until the 15th century, with chapelries also recorded at Wyre Piddle, Ab 
Lench, and Stock and Bradley (Youngs 1991, 479).  Half the mortuary fees from 
Bishampton were paid to Fladbury, along with an annual pension of 6s 8d from 
Rous Lench in 1535 (Blair 1988, 134).  
 
The place-name of Fladbury was first recorded in A.D. 691 as Fledanburg 
(Mawer and Stenton 1927, 126).  This may derive from Aelflaed, Osthryth’s 
sister, who was abbess at Streoneshalh at Whitby in A.D. 655, and the -byrig 
element, normally ‘stronghold’ or ‘fortified manor’, probably here meaning a 
minster site (Hooke 1985, 38; Sims-Williams 1990, 92) as at Bibury in 
Gloucestershire.   
 
Halesowen 
 
Halesowen belonged to Roger of Montgomery, Earl of Shrewsbury, in 1086 but 
its ownership before this date is not recorded.  The manor was assessed at ten 
hides, although there were a total of 51½ plough teams (D.B. Worcs., 14:1), 
indicating that this was ancient unhidated royal demesne, and it also included 
land at Romsley (ibid, 14:1 notes), Warley Salop (ibid., 23:6 notes) and Oldbury 
(Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 142).  No mills are recorded on the manor.  
Halesowen later rose to prominence as an industrial centre and was made a 
borough in the 13th century.  At the time of Domesday, it was in Clent Hundred, 
of which Clent was the head manor.  
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There were two priests and a church at Halesowen in 1086, indicating that this 
may have been a minster church.  It is possible that one of the priests served at 
the Chapel of St Kenelm in Romsley (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 148).  
Youngs (1991, 479) records chapels at Frankley, Cradley and St Kenelm’s in 
Romsley and there was also a chapel at Oldbury in the 15th century, with the 
church at Lutley also being dependent on Halesowen in the 16th century.  The 
later Abbey at Halesowen was a medieval foundation of Premonstratensian 
Canons.  There is no mention of the church here in Taylor and Taylor (196).  
Page and Willis-Bund (ibid, 136) record that Halesowen had a large parish in 
the mid-19th century, at over 11,000 acres (4,452 ha.), although many changes 
had been made to its boundaries in the preceding century.   
 
Halesowen was recorded in Domesday as Hala or Hales, from Old English 
healh, meaning a nook of land (Mawer and Stenton 1927, 293), a simplex 
topographical place-name, usually referring to land in a valley or hollow, often 
between streams (Gelling and Cole 2000, 123-128).  The suffix of ‘Owen’ was a 
later addition, referring to the Welsh prince who married Henry II’s sister. 
 
Hanbury 
 
In a charter of A.D. 657-674, recorded in the 17th century but now lost (Finberg 
1961, 86), King Wulfhere of Mercia was said to have granted 50 hides at 
Heanburg or Hanbury to Abbot Colman, a record which Dyer (1991, 19) 
believes to be genuine, although Hooke (1985, 111) thinks it is too early in date 
to be certain of this.  Dyer also believes that Wulfhere was granting intact an 
existing royal estate, which would have been larger than the existing parish and 
also larger than the Church of Worcester’s fourteen hide manor recorded in 
Domesday, although the 27 plough teams recorded in 1086 (D.B. Worcs., 2:79) 
suggest a larger manor than indicated by the hidage.  Other unidentified lands 
belonging to Hanbury were at Astwood and Temple Broughton (ibid 2:79 notes).  
Although in the hands of the Church of Worcester, Hanbury was not in 
Oswaldslow Hundred in 1086 but in Esch Hundred.  As has already been noted, 
the creation of this hundred tended to obscure earlier territorial relationships 
and the status of Hanbury before this period is not clear. 
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The early grant to the Irish-named Abbot Colman suggests that a minster 
church was founded here in the late 7th century.  Sims-Williams (1990, 96) 
comments that the site on high ground at Hanbury is a typical site for an early 
Irish monastery, giving further credence to this early grant.  By A.D. 836, a 
charter of Wiglaf of Mercia (S190), thought to be genuine, records a grant of 
privileges to the minster at Hanbury in return for the surrender to the king of 
certain lands elsewhere, a process which is said by Dyer (1991, 19-20) to show 
the fragmentation of the early estate.  This charter indicates that other lands on 
the estate by this date included Crowle, Beanhall in Feckenham and Iddeshall 
(Idsall in Himbleton).   
 
Before the foundation of the minster church, Church Hill was already a site of 
importance, with a hill fort here in the Iron Age, presumably giving Hanbury its 
name ‘the high fortification’ (Hooke 1998, 13).  The present church of St Mary is 
also on this site, in what Brooks and Pevsner (2007, 344) call ‘an isolated and 
elevated setting’.  No Anglo-Saxon fabric has been identified here by Taylor and 
Taylor (1965).  Hanbury’s parish remained extremely large, at 7,533 acres 
(3,049 ha.) in 1838 (Kain and Oliver 1995, 568) and, although Youngs (1991, 
479) does not record any chapels dependent on Hanbury, there was a chapelry 
at Shell (a hamlet in Himbleton) by the later medieval period which was 
dependent on Hanbury church, and other chapels possibly also at Phepson and 
Dunhampstead in the 13th century (Dyer 1991, 20).   
 
Hartlebury 
 
Hartlebury was said to have been granted to the Church of Worcester by King 
Burgred of Mercia in around A.D. 850 (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 383), 
although there is no record of this grant in the Worcester Cartulary.  It did 
belong to the Church of Worcester by A.D. 985 (S1351) when Bishop Oswald, 
in a genuine charter, granted half a hide there to his friend Leofwine.   
 
Hartlebury was still in the hands of the Church of Worcester in 1086 (D.B. 
Worcs., 2:82) and, along with its six unnamed outliers, was assessed at 20 
hides, with 24 plough teams, and two mills on the manor worth 4s and ten 
packloads of corn.  Three of these outliers were probably at Waresley, Upper 
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Mitton and Pepwell (ibid, notes).  Other settlements by the medieval period 
were at Wildon, Torton and Titton (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 380) but it is not 
clear whether these were settled at the time of Domesday.   Hooke (1990b, 
234) notes that ecclesiastical records in 1182 refer to further settlements at 
Charlton, Lincomb and Chadwick. 
  
Hartlebury’s place-name derives from Heortla’s burh, meaning ‘Heortla’s manor 
or fortification’ (Mawer and Stenton 1927, 242-243), a habitative place-name.  It 
was in Cresslau Hundred rather than in the Church of Worcester’s large 
Hundred of Oswaldslow.  This relatively small and compact hundred appears to 
have had its centre at Kidderminster, and Hartlebury would presumably 
therefore have been of lesser status. 
 
There is no church or priest recorded on the manor at Domesday, and there 
does not appear to be any documentary evidence that a minster church was 
founded at Hartlebury although it retained a large parish into the early 20th 
century, at 5,494 acres (2,223 ha.) in 1838 (Kain and Oliver 1995, 568).  
Dependent chapels are recorded at Elmley Lovett and Doverdale in the 15th and 
16th centuries (ibid, 386-387), but no other early chapels are recorded by 
Youngs (1991, 480).  The present church of St James offers little evidence, 
being almost completely re-built in the 19th century (Brooks and Pevsner 2007, 
360).  The later prominence of Hartlebury may result from Hartlebury Castle 
being the favoured residence of the bishops of Worcester by the 16th and 17th 
centuries. 
 
Kempsey 
 
Kempsey belonged to the Bishop of Worcester in 1086 (D.B. Worcs., 2:2).  It 
was assessed at 24 hides, five hides of which were waste, and there were 
outliers at Mucknell, Wolverton, Stoulton and Whittington, with a total of 33 
plough teams.  The only mill recorded was at Wolverton, worth 40d (ibid, 2:4).  
Kempsey, along with estates at Fladbury, Ripple and Wick Episcopi, was part of 
Wulfereslaw Hundred before the Hundred of Oswaldslow was created in the 
10th century (Hooke 1985, 95-96), but it is not clear which was the central 
manor for the hundred.  Kempsey was, however, favoured by the Bishops of 
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Worcester and they presumably had a manor house here, as this is where 
Bishop Leofric died in 1033 (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 431). 
 
A minster at Kempsey is mentioned in A.D. 799 (S154), when King Coenwulf 
granted 30 hides belonging to Kempsey minster to Abbot Balthun in exchange 
for 12 hides at Harvington, in a charter that is considered to be genuine.  There 
was a priest without land at Kempsey in 1086 (D.B. Worcs., 2:2), and there may 
therefore have been a church here at that date.  Page and Willis-Bund (1913, 
433-434) believe that the present church of St Mary the Virgin developed from 
an aisleless cruciform church of the 12th century and Brooks and Pevsner 
(2007, 390) suggest that it is on the site of an Anglo-Saxon minster church.  The 
parish of Kempsey in 1838 was 3,106 acres (1,257 ha.) (Kain and Oliver 1995, 
568) and Stoulton and Norton-juxta-Kempsey were formerly chapelries of the 
church of Kempsey (Youngs 1991, 481).   
 
The place-name of Kempsey was first recorded in A.D. 799 as Kemesie or 
‘Cemmi’s island’ (Mawer and Stenton 1927, 144), standing as it does on a 
gravel terrace between the Hatfield Brook and the River Severn.  Of the -eg 
element, Gelling and Cole (2000, 39) comment that this indicates an area of 
good land and probably of early settlement from ‘pre-English times’. 
 
Kidderminster 
 
Hooke (1982, 231-233) identifies Kidderminster as the centre of a pre-Conquest 
estate, with territorial links in the territory of the Husmaere in north 
Worcestershire, based on pre-Conquest charter evidence and later 
administrative boundaries.  This estate was based on the River Stour but had 
links to woodland resources in the Forest of Kinver, which was mentioned in a 
genuine charter of A.D. 736 (S89; LangScape L89.0.00), and to an area near 
Kings Norton where an usan mere is recorded.  In this charter, Aethelbald, King 
of Mercia, granted ten hides of land in the province of Usmere near the River 
Stour to his companion Cyneberht for the purpose of founding a monastery.  
Hooke (1985, 80) believes this estate was at Kidderminster, supported by 
place-name evidence, with the name Ismere applying to pools at Broadwaters 
on Kidderminster’s northern boundary (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 158-159), 
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and the fact that in A.D. 964 Usmere (now surviving as Ismere House) formed 
part of the boundary between Kidderminster and Cookley in Wolverley (Hooke 
1982, 233), both royal manors after A.D. 816.   
 
At the time of Domesday, Kidderminster (first recorded at this date, as 
Chideminstre) was a royal manor and the king retained 20 hides in demesne, 
with 16 outlying settlements at Wannerton, Trimpley, Hurcott, Bristitune, 
Habberley, Fastochesfeld, Wribbenhall, Sutton, Oldington, Mitton, Teulesberg 
and Sudwale, and 2 at each of Franche and Ribbesford (D.B. Worcs., 1:2).  
Wribbenhall may also have included the manor of Bewdley, not separately 
recorded (ibid, notes 1:2).  Three other small unnamed manors belonged to 
Kidderminster, along with a house in Droitwich and one in Worcester, two salt 
houses, and woodland which had been added by the king to his Forest of 
Feckenham.  There were two valuable mills worth 16s, and one worth 5 ora 
(100d), the locations of which are not specified.   
 
Kidderminster was in Cresslau Hundred, which included all the manors of 
Kidderminster at Domesday with the exception of Ribbesford, and also included 
Chaddesley Corbett, Doverdale, Duncient, Elmley Lovett, Habberley, 
Hartlebury, Rushock and Stone.  According to Hooke (1985, 80) it was by the 
time of Domesday the ‘central place’ of the Stour valley area.   
 
Nothing more is known of the monastery referred to in the charter of A.D. 736, 
although it is thought to have been part of the 13 hides at Stour-in-Usmere 
which Cyneberht’s son, Abbot Ceolfrith, later gave to the Bishop and Church of 
Worcester (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 158).  In A.D. 816 (S180), in a charter 
thought to be genuine, Deneberht, Bishop of Worcester, was granted certain 
privileges on lands of his see by Coenwulf, King of Mercia, in exchange for 
fourteen hides at Sture, indicating that these lands were still in the hands of the 
Church of Worcester at this date, although no mention is made of a minster.  No 
priest or church is mentioned in Kidderminster at Domesday, but it did retain an 
extensive parish, at around 11,000 acres (4,452 ha.) (Page and Willis-Bund 
1913, 158).  The parishes of St. George, Kidderminster, and St John the 
Baptist, Kidderminster, were chapelries of the Church of St Mary and All Saints 
until 1867, and there were also chapels at St James, Kidderminster and at 
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Franche, Lower Mitton, Trimpley and possibly Wribbenhall (ibid, 173-178) 
although, surprisingly, Youngs (1991, 481-482) makes no mention of these. 
 
The name of Kidderminster before it was Cydda’s minster is not known although 
Hooke (1998, 13) believes that it would have been named Ismere after the 
River Ismere, as in the 8th century charter (S89 above) and, as at places such 
as Guiting in Gloucestershire, indicating an important early settlement centre. 
 
Longdon 
 
The manor of Longdon was held in 1086 by the Church of St Peter at 
Westminster (D.B. Worcs., 8:9).  This was part of the land that had previously 
been held by the Church of St Mary at Pershore but had been given to St 
Peter’s by Edward the Confessor (S1143), in a charter thought to be genuine.  
Longdon and its dependent manors were assessed at 30 hides, eleven of these 
being in demesne at Longdon itself, with a total of 45 plough teams.  The 
unnamed manors were at Staunton (near Eldersfield), Chaceley, Birtsmorton, 
Eldersfield and land at Chambers Court and Pull Court in Longdon (D.B. 
Worcs., 8:9 notes).  Among those holding land here in 1086, the king is listed as 
holding five hides and three virgates of the manor, along with a mill worth 2s.  A 
mill is also listed at Staunton, worth 8s.  Hooke (1990b, 202) comments that the 
number of pre-Conquest landholders on the manor, recorded as nine free men, 
indicates numerous separate settlements on the manor, and adds Castlemorton 
to these, included in the lands of the Pershore charter (S786) of A.D. 972.  
Thirty hides in Longdon were among lands said to have been confirmed to the 
Abbey of St Mary at Pershore by this, the authenticity of which is debated.   
 
Longdon was in the large hundred of Pershore and Westminster in 1086, 
although it was detached from the main lands of the hundred and separated 
from them by lands in the Church of Worcester’s Oswaldslow Hundred.  
Pershore and Westminster Hundred was, like Oswaldslow Hundred, a creation 
of the 10th century, and earlier territorial relationships in this part of the county 
are not clear.   
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There was a priest without land on the manor at A.D. 1086, suggesting there 
may have been a church here.  The parish remained large, at nearly 4,000 
acres (1,619 ha.) (Kain and Oliver 1995, 568), and in 1333, chapels were 
recorded at Castlemorton and Chaceley (Page and Willis-Bund 1924, 117), and 
later at Eldersfield (Youngs 1991, 483).  The present church of St Mary the 
Virgin has no Anglo-Saxon architecture recorded (Taylor and Taylor 1965) and 
is thought by Brooks and Pevsner (2007, 436) to have its origins in the 14th 
century although it has been much re-built in the post-medieval period. 
 
The topographical place-name of Longdon, first recorded in A.D. 952 as Landan 
dune means ‘long hill’ (Mawer and Stenton 1927, 208), referring to the low ridge 
on which the present town is situated.  The importance of -dun place-names 
has already been noted for Bredon, above, indicating good land which may 
already have been occupied in the pre-English period. 
 
Martley 
 
Martley, in Worcestershire, was recorded in the Herefordshire Domesday 
Folios, and was held by the king in 1086 and by Queen Edith before 1066 (D.B. 
Herefs., 1:39).  It was assessed at ten hides and one virgate although 53 plough 
teams are recorded, indicating a very substantial manor with unhidated land.  
There was a mill on the manor valued at 8s.  There is also a reference to 
renders that have been commuted, stating that the villagers and smallholders 
pay 12s ‘in place of fish and timber.’ (ibid).  The manor probably included 
unnamed lands at Areley Kings and also probably at Witton, where the land of 
the church may have been located (D.B. Herefs., 1:39 notes). 
 
 Martley’s unusual place-name derives from Mertlega, meaning ‘weasel 
clearing’ (Mawer and Stenton 1927, 62) (or, more probably, ‘marten clearing’).  
It was in Doddingtree Hundred in 1086, a large hundred in the north-west of the 
county containing some lands then in Herefordshire.  Twenty hides of this 
hundred’s land lay in Fissesberge Hundred, being added to it to make it up to 
100 hides (Page and Willis-Bund 1924, 218).  As the only royal manor in the 
hundred, Martley was probably the central place at the time of Domesday. 
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There was a church here before 1086, as Earl William was said to have given: 
‘the church of the manor with the land belonging to it and its tithe, and 2 
villagers with 2 virgates of land’ to the Abbey of St Mary at Cormeilles (D.B. 
Herefs., 1:39).  The present church of St Peter is of Norman date, but a spring 
known as St Peter’s Well is close to the church (Bridges 2005, 161), which may 
suggest an earlier origin for the site.  The later parish was large, at 4,339 acres 
(1,756 ha.) (Kain and Oliver 1995, 569) and there was by the medieval period a 
chapel at Areley Kings (Youngs 1991, 484).  It seems unlikely, however, that 
there was an early minster here as the parish seems to have originally belonged 
to the large parochia of St Helen’s in Worcester (Bassett 1992, 20-26). 
 
Northwick 
 
The Bishop of Worcester held Northwick with Tibberton in 1086 (D.B. Worcs., 
2:48-61).  The manor also held 90 houses in Worcester, with the Bishop having 
45 of these in lordship, together with 3 houses in Droitwich.  Northwick and 
Tibberton were assessed at 25 hides with 22 plough teams and included land at 
Hindlip, Offerton, Warndon, White Ladies Aston, Cudley, Oddingley, 
Huddington, Whittington, Churchill, Bredicot and Perry, and with a total of 55 
plough teams, indicating that the hidage may have been under-recorded.  There 
were three mills worth 50s in Northwick and Tibberton itself, along with a mill 
paying three packloads of corn at Huddington and a mill valued at 4s in 
Churchill.   
 
Before the Hundred of Oswaldslow was created in the 10th century, Northwick 
appears to have been part of Wulfereslawe Hundred (Hooke 1985, 95-96), 
which included other estates at Kempsey, Fladbury, Ripple and Wick Episcopi.  
The central manor for the hundred is not known but it has already been 
suggested that Fladbury may be a more likely centre, by reason of its greater 
size. 
 
No priest is mentioned at Northwick in 1086, although there were priests without 
land at both Offerton and Churchill.  Northwick later became a suburb of 
Worcester and, since there is no record of an early church there, it was 
presumably in the parochia of one of the three early churches in Worcester, 
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either St Helen, St Alban or St Peter the Great, which Bridges (2005, 237) 
proposes appear to be of early Anglo-Saxon origin. 
 
Northwick is said by Mawer and Stenton (1927, 113) to mean ‘the north dairy 
farm’, so called because it is north of Worcester.  This would suggest that the 
original settlement was subsidiary to Worcester, despite its large size and 
composite nature by the time of Domesday.  The ‘wic’ element could, however, 
mean ‘trading place’, as at Droitwich, which would indicate it was of greater 
importance than Mawer and Stenton suggest. 
 
Pershore 
 
By the time of Domesday, Pershore was divided between the Church of St 
Peter at Westminster and the Church of St Mary at Pershore.  St Peter’s held 
two hides in Pershore itself, given to it by King Edward and said never to have 
paid tax before 1066 (D.B. Worcs., 8:1), denoting it as ancient royal demesne.  
It also held the bulk of the lands previously held by St Mary, said to be 200 
hides in total and including the manor of Longdon (above).  The Abbot of St 
Peter at Westminster was granted various rights by King Edward which allowed 
him to establish a borough in Pershore and by 1086, 28 burgesses were 
recorded here (Page and Willis-Bund 1924, 151-152).  Pershore Abbey held 26 
hides in Pershore (ibid, 9:1), its total lands being 100 hides.  There were on its 
lands 3 mills at 50s, 1 at 4s and ½ mill at Wyre Piddle at 10s and 20 sticks of 
eels. 
 
The lands of Westminster Abbey and Pershore Abbey lay in the large Pershore 
and Westminster Hundred in 1086, and it was the head manor for the hundred.  
This triple hundred is first visible in King Edgar’s charter of A.D. 972 (S786), 
although the Church’s lands of 300 hides were said to have been granted to the 
church at Pershore by King Aethelred of Mercia in A.D. 671 (S70), in a charter 
which may have had an authentic basis (Hooke 1990b, 19).  If so, this is an 
extensive grant which would have been of an early royal estate intact.  In a later 
charter of A.D. 972 (S786), King Edgar confirmed to the Pershore Abbey lands 
said to have been given to it by his predecessor, Coenwulf.  Although the 
authenticity of this charter is in some doubt, it is likely to be a record of the lands 
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held around the mid-11th century (S786 notes).  This represented a huge area 
of land, 338½ hides altogether, with the home estate on the fertile land of the 
southern plain of Worcester around the Rivers Severn and Avon. 
 
Although no priest is recorded at Domesday on either church’s manors at 
Pershore, there was on the Westminster manor at Pershore a church which 
paid 16s (D.B. Worcs., 8:1).  This was on the site of the present parish church 
of St Andrew, although the earliest parts of the present church are probably 12th 
century in date (Brooks and Pevsner 2007, 522), with no Anglo-Saxon 
architecture recorded there by Taylor and Taylor (1965).  The church had 
dependent chapels at Besford (Youngs 1991, 486), at Defford, Wick and 
Bricklehampton in the 12th century (Page and Willis-Bund 1924, 163) and a 
chapel at Pinvin, probably in the same period and certainly by the 14th century 
(ibid).  The origins of the Church of St Mary’s present church of The Holy Cross 
and St Eadburga are 11th century, with the new church here being built around 
1020 (Brooks and Pevsner 2007, 522).   
 
Pershore retained a large parish into the medieval period with that of St Andrew 
being 1,543 acres (624 ha.) (Page and Willis-Bund 1924, 163) and that of Holy 
Cross being 4,594 acres (1,859 ha.) (ibid, 161), with Holy Cross retaining an 
extensive right of sepulture for the surrounding parishes (ibid, 161).  There were 
also chapels to Holy Cross at Wadborough, Allesborough, Thorndon and Harley 
(ibid), and to St Andrew’s at Bricklehampton, Pinvin, Defford and Wick (ibid, 
163).  
 
Pershore’s unusual topographical place-name derives from ora, meaning a 
bank or osier-bank (Hooke 1998, 13), referring to its location above the River 
Avon.  Mawer and Stenton (1927, 217) show its first recording in A.D. 972 as 
Perscoran, first element deriving from persche, the local name for an osier. 
Gelling (1979, 118) proposes that such topographical names were ‘coined 
before the fashion for using -tun for settlements in open country had become 
prevalent’.  This would provide an early date therefore for Pershore’s naming. 
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Ripple 
 
In 1086 Ripple was in the hands of the Bishop of Worcester and included 
members at Upton-on-Severn and land at Ryhall, with 25 hides paying tax (D.B. 
Worcs., 2:31).  This included manors at Earl’s Croome, Hill Croome and 
Croome D’Abitot, Holdfast, Queenhill and Barley (ibid, 2:32-37).  The 42 plough 
teams recorded indicate a larger manor than suggested by the record of 25 
hides.  There was just one mill, at Ripple itself, with no value given. 
 
Before the Hundred of Oswaldslow was created in the 10th century, Ripple 
appears to have been part of Wulfereslawe Hundred (Hooke 1985, 95-96), 
which included other estates at Kempsey, Northwick, Fladbury and Wick 
Episcopi.  As already noted, it is not clear which was the head manor for the 
hundred. 
 
In A.D. 680 Oshere, King of the Hwicce, granted 30 hides of land at Ripple to 
Frithuwald, monk of Bishop Winfrith (or Wilfrid) (S52), a charter probably based 
on an early source.  Bassett (1998, 8) believes a minster was founded here and 
he also believes that references to a later minster in the 8th and 9th centuries at 
Tweonaeum (between the rivers) refer to Ripple, with its location between the 
Severn and Avon, although some have preferred to identify this with either 
Tywning, adjacent to Ripple, or with Tewkesbury, to the south.  There are no 
other records of a minster at Twyning itself and it is possible that the confusion 
may have arisen due to the location of Ripple close to the boundary with 
Twyning, with its location equally qualifying it for the Tweonaeum place-name.   
 
There were two priests at Ripple in 1086, with one and a half hides of land and 
two plough teams (D.B. Worcs., 2:31), which would indicate that there was a 
superior church here.  Along with Upton-on-Severn, the large parish of Ripple 
contained Croome D’Abitot, Earl’s Croome, Queenhill and Holdfast, with 
chapelries there by the medieval period (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 493-4), 
although only the chapel at Queenhill is recorded by Youngs (1991).  Bassett 
(1998, 8) believes, on boundary evidence, that Hill Croome and Severn Stoke 
were also part of the parish and that Severn Stoke belonged to Ripple before it 
was granted to Pershore in the early 9th century.  The parish remained large, at 
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3,847 acres (1,557 ha.) by the early 19th century (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 
486).  There is no mention of the present church of St Mary in Taylor and Taylor 
(1965), with the earliest parts of the church being 12th century in date, with a 
long chancel and early transepts of the same date (Brooks and Pevsner 2007, 
572-574). 
 
Ripple is first recorded in A.D. 780 as Rippell (Mawer and Stenton 1927, 158).  
The meaning of the place-name is not clear, but it may be either ‘coppice’ or, 
perhaps more likely given its location between the Severn and Avon, ‘strip’ or 
‘tongue of land’ (ibid), either of which provides a simplex topographical place-
name.  As noted for Pershore, above, such place-names appear to be early in 
date (Gelling 1979, 118). 
  
Tredington 
 
Tredington belonged to the Church of Worcester in 1086 and, with its member 
at Tidmington, was assessed at 23 hides (D.B. Worcs., 2:45), including 
unnamed lands at Talton, Newbold-on-Stour and probably Armscote (ibid, 
notes).  Other lands in the manor were at Blackwell, and at Longdon in 
Warwickshire (ibid, 2:46-47 notes).  Three valuable mills were recorded at 
Tredington and Tidmington, worth 32s 6d.   
 
Thirty hides at Tredington were granted to Bishop Milred and the Abbey of St 
Peter at Worcester, in a charter of A.D. 757 (S55), thought to be based on 
authentic material, by Eanberht, Uhtred and Ealdred, under-kings of the Hwicce.  
This land was said to have been previously held by one Tyrdda.  Hooke (1985, 
106-108) has mapped the area of this large early estate, based on the River 
Stour and now in Warwickshire.  Tredington was in Oswaldslow Hundred in 
1086 and had been in the Hundred of Winburgetrowe prior to the creation of 
Oswaldslow in the 10th century.  Winburgetrowe also included lands in Bredon 
and Blockley (ibid, 98) and, since it appears to have contained some of the 
dispersed estates of the Church of Worcester, it is unlikely to reflect earlier 
territorial relationships. 
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There was a priest at Tredington in 1086 with one hide of land, a substantial 
endowment.  Although there is no documentary record of a minster church at 
Tredington, it retained a large parish into the 19th century at 5,285 acres (2,139 
ha.) in 1838 (Kain and Oliver 1995, 570) with chapels at Shipston-on-Stour and 
Tidmington (Youngs 1991, 490), and further chapels recorded by Page and 
Willis-Bund (1913, 549) at Blackwell, Newbold, Armscote and Darlingscott.  
Tredington’s present church of St Gregory contains Anglo-Saxon fabric in the 
side walls of the nave, above the later arcades and is said by Taylor and Taylor 
(1965, 623-626) to have an Anglo-Saxon nave ‘of ample size’.  The evidence 
therefore suggests that there may have been an early minster here. 
 
The place-name of Tredington means ‘Tyrdda’s farm’ (Mawer and Stenton 
1927, 172), presumably the Tyrdda named in the charter of A.D. 757.  However, 
Hooke (1998, 14-15) proposes that, from charter evidence, an earlier name for 
Tredington would have been Sture, from the River Stour, which would provide a 
topographical place-name derived from a river-name, indicative of an important 
early centre as at Kidderminster (Ismere) above. 
 
Wick Episcopi 
 
Hooke (1985, 108-110) has identified an early estate at Wican near Worcester, 
with its centre at Wick Episcopi, that was granted entire to the Church of 
Worcester by Offa of Mercia in A.D. 757 x 774 (S142), the grant referring to  
‘the land with its boundaries which belongs to the vill which is called Wican’ 
(Hooke 1990b, 69).  Sawyer (S142 notes) provides only two comments on the 
authenticity of this charter, one in favour and one against.  Hooke also points 
out that, due to its irregular western boundary, the Wican estate appears itself 
to have been part of a larger territory at one time.  Some of its territory lay 
across the Severn, to take into an area of woodland, perhaps suggesting there 
had once been a larger territory from which Wican was detached at the time of 
the grant (ibid).  This territory appears to have been part of the weogorena 
leage or woodland clearing of the Weogoran people (Hooke 1982, 31), with 
place-names such as Grimley, Witley, Moseley and Bentley indicating woodland 
clearings.  Hooke has reconstructed the boundaries of this territory from an 11th 
century boundary clause added to the grant.  This was an estate of 
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considerable size, although no hidage is given in the grant, and included the 
later parishes of St John in Bedwardine, Cotheridge, Broadheath, Hallow, 
Kenswick, Grimley, Little Witley, Holt and the southern part of Wichenford (ibid, 
108).   
 
By the time of Domesday, Wick Episcopi with Holt still belonged to the Church 
of Worcester and was assessed at fifteen hides (D.B. Worcs., 2:6-7), although 
there were a total of 28 ploughs, indicating a substantial manor which also 
appears to have included Wichenford at that time (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 
562), as well as Little Witley, Kenswick, Clopton (in St John in Bedwardine), 
Laugherne, Greenhill and Cotheridge.  This indicates the early Wican estate of 
around 30 hides had been reduced by 1086 to around 15 hides (Hooke 1982, 
30).  There were 2 mills recorded in 1086 at Wick Episcopi worth 12s, 1 mill at 
Laugherne worth 5s and 1 at Cotheridge also worth 5s, and 3 fisheries.  Wick 
Episcopi was part of Wulfereslawe Hundred before the late 10th century when 
the Hundred of Oswaldslow was created (Hooke 1985, 95-96) and the central 
manor of the hundred is not clear. 
 
Unusually, no minster church appears to have been established within the 
Wican estate.  The majority of the churches in the estate were dependent on 
the Church of St Helen’s at Worcester, as was that at Wick Episcopi itself 
(Youngs 1991, 491), which had been founded by the date of the 8th century 
grant (Hooke 1995, 110).  The early centre at Wick Episcopi is now represented 
by the two hamlets of Upper and Lower Wick in the parish of St John in 
Bedwardine, and was presumably later eclipsed by Worcester, where its 
minster church lay.   
 
Wick Episcopi was recorded in A.D. 760 as wican (Mawer and Stenton 1927, 
95) and in Domesday as Wiche, meaning ‘dairy farm’.  Hooke (1985, 134) 
comments on the large number of wic place-names in this south-eastern part of 
Worcester, suggestive of dairy-farming on the fertile river valleys here, including 
that of Wick Episcopi itself.  Although Wick Episcopi does not fulfil the criteria 
for a major early medieval estate centre, as defined in this study, it has been 
included since it has been convincingly identified as such by Hooke (above). 
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Worcester 
 
Worcester appears as the first entry in Domesday Book in the Worcestershire 
Folios, with King Edward being described as having customary dues from it 
including from the mint there and a payment of £10, with Earl Edwin receiving 
£8 (D.B. Worcs., C).  By 1086, King William took both payments for himself, 
with: ‘the Sheriff paying £23 5s by weight from the city, and from the King’s 
lordship manors (Bromsgrove, Kidderminster and Droitwich) he pays £123 4s 
by weight’.  It does not record the number of burgesses or houses in Worcester 
at that date, but the Bishop of Worcester’s extensive holdings of 90 houses here 
are entered under details of his large manor of Northwick (ibid, 2:48-61). No 
mills are recorded at Worcester, in common with many other burhs, and this 
may well be an omission. 
 
Worcester had been a Roman centre and was later an important administrative 
centre for the Hwicce, and was chosen by them as the seat for their bishopric 
(Hooke 1985, 237-238).  Its place-name derives from Uueogorna or Weogorna 
ceastre, referring to the tribal name of the area ‘the city of the tribe called 
Wigoran or Weogoran’, first recorded in the 7th century (ibid, 80).  There was a 
burh by the late 9th century, referred to in an authentic charter of A.D. 884 x 901 
(S223, but not translated on LangScape), which specifies that the Church of St 
Peter should share with the Mercian rulers ‘land-rent, the fine for fighting, or 
theft, or dishonest trading…exactly as it has been laid down as regards the 
market-place and the streets’ (Hooke 1985, 118). 
 
It is possible that there was a Christian community at Worcester by the 4th 
century A.D., with the Church of St Helen being situated within the late Roman 
defences and having a dedication to the mother of the Roman emperor 
Constantine (Bridges 2005, 244-245).  St Helen’s had a large rural parish in the 
early medieval period, which included Knightwick, Doddenham, Martley, Little 
Witley, Holt, Wichenford, Kenswick, Claines, Warndon, Hindlip, Oddingley, 
Huddington, Whittington, Churchill and White Ladies Aston, as well as the 
parishes of St John and St Peter the Great (ibid), and was the early principal 
church of Worcester before the minster Church of St Peter was established by 
the late 7th century.  In a charter of A.D. 691 x 699 Aethelred, king of Mercia, 
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granted 30 hides at Henbury and Aust to Oftfor, Bishop of Worcester, and the 
Church of St Peter at Worcester (in Uueogorna civitate) (S77), which may be 
authentic (S77 notes).  The church became one of the major landholders in 
Worcestershire, with the triple hundred of Oswaldslow being created for their 
lands in the late 10th century. 
 
Wychbold 
 
A charter of King Coenwulf of Mercia in A.D. 815 (S178), thought to be genuine, 
was signed in Wychbold (in regio qui dicitur Uuicbold), as was S188 of Wiglaf, 
King of Mercia, where it is recorded as ‘regale villo que nominatur Wicbold’, 
identifying it as a royal vill.  This indicates that Wychbold was a Mercian royal 
centre in the 9th century.  Land at Wychbold was said to have been granted by 
King Aethelred to the priory of Worcester in A.D. 692 (S75), a charter 
considered spurious by many, and Morris (D.B. Worcs., 19:12 notes) also notes 
that the manor had been seized from the Church of Worcester by Edwin, 
brother of Earl Leofric, in the 11th century.  This latter version of events is 
unlikely, given its royal status in the 9th century. 
 
By the time of Domesday, Wychbold was held by Osbern, son of Richard, and 
had previously been held by Earl Godwin (father of King Harold and of Edith, 
wife of Edward the Confessor) (D.B. Worcs., 19:12), and included unnamed 
manors at Crutch and Dodderhill (ibid, 19:12 notes 1).  Eleven hides are 
recorded, of which four were exempt from tax.  There were 19 ploughs in total 
with a note that 2 more would be possible.  This therefore remained a 
substantial manor.  Salt houses paid £4 12s and there were 13 burgesses in 
Droitwich who reaped for two days in August and March, and who ‘serve the 
court’.  Five valuable mills are recorded at £4 8s.   
 
Blick (2001) proposes that its development as a major royal centre was part of a 
reorganisation of an estate in the area of Droitwich in the early medieval period.  
There is no evidence of a minster church at Wychbold although Bridges (2005, 
258) believes that its parish seems to have originally been part of that of 
Dodderhill.   Wychbold was in Clent Hundred in 1086, which was divided into a 
northern section, including Clent, and a southern section which included 
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Wychbold.  It seems therefore that Wychbold was the centre of a royal estate 
which included the salt-producing centres at nearby Droitwich, ‘Upwich’ and 
‘Middlewich’ with a minster church possibly at Dodderhill.  Brooks and Pevsner 
(2007, 254) comment on the cruciform church at Dodderhill on the site of a 
Roman fort, and believe that this may have been a Saxon minster.  There was a 
chapelry to Dodderhill in the 13th century at Elmbridge, and Dodderhill retained 
a large parish in the 19th century at 3,512 acres (1,421 ha.).  Hooke (1982, 232) 
agrees that there was an early territory based on Wychbold, including the salt-
producing centre at Droitwich, although she proposes that the minster was 
instead at Hanbury, about 4km. away from Wychbold. 
 
There is some debate about the origins of the place-name of Wychbold.  
Zaluckyj (2001, 117) suggests that it means ‘buildings by the wic’ (referring to 
nearby Droitwich), although the ‘bold’ element is thought more likely here to 
mean a ‘superior hall’, from OE bool or bold (Hooke 1985, 90), denoting this as 
the site of a royal palace.  Hooke (1990b, 21) also refers to the 7th century 
charter (S75) which names Wychbold as ‘the vicus which they call by the 
distinguished name Wychbold’.  Wychbold therefore appears to have a clear 
status as a Mercian royal centre for an extensive estate which has as yet not 
been clearly identified. 
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Appendix Eight 
 
Possible Major Early Medieval Estate Centres  
in Herefordshire 
 
Acton Beauchamp 
 
Acton Beauchamp was one of the early ‘family’ minsters of Herefordshire, 
founded in c.A.D. 727 by Aethelbald, King of Mercia (S85), who granted three 
hides of land to Buca ‘to be a perpetual dwelling for the servants of God’.   
Although the church here appears to have declined in importance at a later 
date, Blair (2001, 5-7) comments on the significance of its location, ‘on a low 
crest in the bend of a stream’, a common site for a minster church.  Anglo-
Saxon remains here include a fragment of a cross shaft re-used as a lintel in the 
present church doorway, featuring a bird and beast comparable with that on the 
cross-head found at Cropthorne in Worcestershire (see Appendix Seven) and 
considered to be of early Mercian style (Ray 2001, 134-135).  Perhaps 
surprisingly, no mention is made of these remains in Taylor and Taylor (1965). 
 
At Domesday, Acton Beauchamp was recorded in the Worcestershire folio and 
was held by Urso (d’Abitot, Sheriff of Gloucester) from the Bishop of Bayeux 
and said to have belonged to the Church of St Mary at Evesham before 1066 
(D.B. Herefs. 11:1).  There were six hides recorded although only three of these 
paid tax, perhaps those three hides given to Buca.  The manor was in 
Doddingtree Hundred, a large hundred in the west of the county, the head 
manor of which is not clear but may have been Martley, as a royal manor. 
 
Acton Beauchamp’s place-name (Actune in 1086) means ‘settlement by the 
oaks’ (Coplestone-Crow 2009, 30), the later suffix added by the Beauchamp 
family.  Cox (1975-6, 29-39) does not generally consider such -tun place-names 
to be early although Baker (2006, 223) suggests that actun could also, as 
Gelling (1992, 14) notes for ‘wood’ + -tun place-names, indicate settlement with 
a specific function related to woodland. 
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Bromyard 
 
 
By 1086, the large manor of 30 hides at Bromyard was in the hands of the 
Bishop of Hereford (D.B. Herefs., 2:49).  There were 75½ plough teams in total 
and the hidage appears therefore to have been under-recorded.  The manor 
also included Upper Sapey, Whitbourne, Stanford Bishop and probably 
Grendon Bishop (ibid, notes 2:49).  Other settlements not individually named 
included Norton, Linton, Winslow and Brockhampton (Williams 1987, 10-11).  
This was a large and valuable manor, valued both before 1066 and at 1086 at 
£45.10s. and among the tenants were three of the Bishop’s men-at-arms with 
nine hides, a rider with one hide and a reeve with one hide.  A valuable mill was 
recorded on the manor, worth 10s. 
 
Bromyard is known to have had a minster by the mid-9th century (Blair 2001, 3), 
through an authentic charter of Bishop Cuthwulf of A.D. 840 x 842 (S1270) in 
which he gives to Ealdorman Alfstan, with the permission of King Berhtwulf of 
Mercia, four hides by the River Frome, with reversion to the minster at 
Bromyard.  Taylor and Taylor (1965, 706) comment on the carving of St Peter 
above the door of the present church, and a cross above the south door, that 
these appear to be of the Anglo-Saxon period but are probably not in situ.  
Domesday records two priests with one hide and a chaplain with one hide and 
three virgates, indicating a superior church there at that date.   Youngs (1991, 
125) only records chapels at Stanford Bishop, Wacton, Brockhampton and 
Grendon but there is evidence in the 16th century of dependent churches who 
owed ‘ancient dues’ to Bromyard (Hillaby 2001, 64), located at Wolferlow, Stoke 
Lacy, Tedstone Delamere, Upper Sapey, Collington, Edwyn Ralph, Stoke Bliss 
and Stanford Bishop, and burial fees were due from Collington, Tedstone 
Wafre, Grendon Bishop, Grendon Warren, Stanford Bishop, Brockhampton and 
the hamlet of Wacton.  The parochia of the minster therefore appears to have 
included virtually all of the Domesday Hundred of Plegelgate.  Even after the 
break-up of the parochia into parishes, Bromyard retained a large parish at 
around 9,600 acres (3,885 ha.) (ibid, 62).  Bromyard’s place-name (Bromgerbe 
in Domesday) means ‘broom enclosure’ (Coplestone-Crow 2009, 59), a 
topographical place-name first recorded in c.A.D. 840, but it is not clear whether 
it is significant in terms of identifying Bromyard as an early estate centre. 
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Burghill 
 
Burghill was held by Alfred of Marlborough at 1086 but had been previously 
been held by Earl Harold (D.B. Herefs., 19:2).  There were eight hides which 
paid tax but the 29 plough teams recorded show that this was a much larger 
manor than the hidage indicates and probably ancient royal demesne.  There 
were also five burgesses in Hereford, and there was a valuable mill at 20s and 
25 sticks of eels.  The entry states that ‘Before 1066 the third penny of the two 
hundreds, Stretford and Cutsthorn, belonged to this manor’ (ibid), which refers 
to a third of the revenue from the pleas, to which Harold had been entitled (ibid, 
notes) as his share of fines in the hundred courts.  Burghill was in Cutsthorn 
Hundred in 1086, containing Hereford itself which would have been the head 
manor for the hundred.  Stretford Hundred, also referred to in the text, was 
adjacent to Cutsthorn to its west. 
 
A priest was recorded at Burghill in 1086, without land, and there is no mention 
of a church there.  It retained a large parish into the 19th century, at 3,704 acres 
(1,499 ha.) (Kain and Oliver 1995, 211), although no chapels are recorded 
(Youngs 1991, 235) and no Anglo-Saxon remains in the present church are 
noted by Taylor and Taylor (1965).  Burghill was first recorded in Domesday, as 
Burgelle, meaning ‘the hill of the fortification’.  Coplestone-Crow (2009, 60-61) 
suggests that this refers to the nearby hillfort of Credenhill and may perhaps 
identify it as an early settlement. The location of royal centres close to sites of 
earlier importance has been noted at a number of other sites in the region 
including Ledbury (below), where the hillfort of Wall Hills overlooks the town, 
and Marden (below), close to Sutton Walls hillfort. 
 
Cleeve  
 
The royal manor of Cleeve, with its outlier at Wilton, was assessed at fourteen 
and a half hides in 1086 and had previously been held by King Edward (D.B. 
Herefs., 1:8), and included other unnamed lands at Wilton, Ashe Ingen and 
Kings Caple (ibid, notes).  The total of 28 plough teams suggests the hidage 
may have been under-recorded.  A reeve is recorded on the manor and Morris 
(ibid, notes) states that Cleeve, along with Linton, supervised the Welsh district 
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of Archenfield, which had been under English control since the time of King 
Edward but was still subject to Welsh law and customs, and it was therefore a 
royal centre of administration.  On part of the forest created by King William, 
recorded in Herefordshire Domesday as Chingescaple (ibid, notes), now Kings 
Caple, Welshmen there paid renders of honey, and land in the forest paid 
renders in honey and sheep with lambs before 1066.  Two mills were recorded 
on the manor, worth 6s, along with a fishery which paid nothing. 
 
Cleeve was in Bromsash Hundred, a relatively small and compact hundred.  It is 
not clear where the hundredal centre lay; there was a second royal manor in the 
hundred at Linton and it is likely to have been at one of these two manors.  
Bromsash itself was in Linton and it is therefore probable that the centre was at 
Linton rather than at Cleeve. 
 
There was evidently a church at Cleeve by 1086 as the Abbey of St Mary at 
Cormeilles held the church, a priest and the tithe of the manor, with one villager 
(D.B. Herefs., 1:8).  Both Cleeve and Wilton are now part of Ross-on-Wye and 
there are no later records of churches here, so this earlier church appears to 
have been short-lived and may perhaps have been subsidiary to St Mary at 
Cormeilles.  No chapels are recorded in Youngs (1991, 126).  There are 
therefore no indications that there was a minster church here. 
  
Cleeve’s simplex topographical place-name (Clive in 1086) is said by 
Coplestone-Crow (2009, 192) to refer to its location on a low bank overlooking 
the flood-plain of the River Wye.  It survives in the name of Cleeve Farm, now in 
Ross-on-Wye parish. 
 
Eardisland 
 
Eardisland, meaning the Earl’s estate in Lene, was held by the king in 1086, 
having previously been held by Earl Morcar, and was assessed at fifteen hides 
(D.B. Herefs., 1:6), including unnamed manors at Burton, Hinton and Twyford, 
and with nineteen plough teams in total and two valuable mills at 25s.  A 
number of food renders had been paid before 1066, of wheat and barley and of 
sheep with lambs (ibid), indicating this had been royal demesne.  Eardisland 
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was in a hundred of its own, Lene Hundred, named from the ancient district of 
Lene, and was therefore a royal manor with the status of a hundred.    
 
The Domesday record states ‘Of these two manors St Mary’s of Cormeilles 
holds in arms from the King the churches, priests and tithes and 2 villagers’ 
(ibid), referring to the two manors of Eardisland and Kingsland, listed together in 
the Domesday entry.  This suggests that there was a church and priest in 
Eardisland at his time, but no other documentary record of this early church 
survives.  No number of churches or priests is specified, although two churches 
can be conjectured for the two manors, and it is possible that this comment may 
reflect earlier ties between Eardisland and Kingsland when there may have 
been one minster church and a subsidiary church that had split away by 1086.  
It is, however, also possible that both Eardisland and Monkland were originally 
in Leominster’s early parochia and that any churches here were subsidiary to 
Leominster and, later, to the Abbey of St Mary at Cormeilles.  The earliest parts 
of the present Church of St Mary are of 13th century date (Pevsner 1963, 119) 
and no mention is made of it in Taylor and Taylor (1965), and no chapels are  
recorded by Youngs (1991, 127).  The parish did, however, remain large, at 
4,455 acres (1,803 ha.) in the 19th century (Kain and Oliver 1995, 212).   
 
Eardisland’s place-name means ‘the Earl’s land’, referring to its tenure by Earl 
Morcar.  In Domesday, it is simply recorded as Lene, as was Kingsland (below), 
after the district of the same name.  The name of this ancient district, probably 
named from the British and meaning ‘district of the streams’, was thought by 
Coplestone-Crow (2009, 17-18) to refer the rivers of the Lugg and Arrow and 
the Pinsley Brook.   
 
Fownhope 
 
At 1086, Fownhope was held by Hugh ‘Donkey’ and had previously been held 
by Thorkell White (D.B. Herefs., 29:2).  It was a large manor, assessed at fifteen 
hides, ten of which paid tax although there were said to be 29 plough teams 
there, suggesting a substantial manor.  There were also a smith and a 
carpenter on the manor, a mill worth 5s and three fisheries.  One member of the 
manor, said to have been given to one of Hugh’s men-at-arms, may have been 
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at Snodhill (ibid, notes).  Skelton (2000, 260) believes that, on boundary 
evidence, How Caple and Fawley were also part of the same land unit, along 
with Strangford which, like Fownhope, also belonged to Hugh ‘Donkey’ and had 
been held by Thorkell White before 1066 (D.B. Herefs., 29:20).  Fawley is not 
mentioned separately in Domesday and may also have been included in the 
manor of Fownhope.   
 
The settlement grew up on an old Roman route from Gloucester to Hereford, at 
a crossing point of the River Wye, which would suggest it was of some 
importance locally.  By 1086, Fownhope was in the small hundred of Greytree, 
but it is not clear whether it was the head manor for the hundred, and its early 
status as a royal manor at any period before A.D. 1066 cannot be proved as 
there is no charter evidence for the pre-Conquest period in this area. 
 
It is recorded in Domesday that there were ‘2 priests with a church which has ½ 
hide of land’, suggesting that this was a superior church and which Blair (1985, 
108) and Ray (2001, 128-9) identify as a minster church.  Although no chapels 
are recorded there by Youngs (1991, 127), Skelton (2000, 260) identifies later 
chapelries at Fawley and Strangford.   There were detached parts of Fownhope 
at Strangford, across the River Wye in Archenfield, until the 1880s (D.B. 
Herefs., 29:20; Hurley 2008, 39) and at Fawley to its south, providing further 
evidence of these links.  No Anglo-Saxon architecture is recorded in the present 
church of St Mary by Taylor and Taylor (1965) but it is, however, one of the 
largest churches in the county, at 119 feet (36m.) in length.  Parsons (1995, 64) 
describes the church as cruciform, although Leonard (2000, 168-169) states 
that it is not in fact strictly cruciform, although it does have a central Norman 
tower.  Fownhope had a large parish in the post-medieval period, at 4,723 acres 
(1,911 ha.) (Kain and Oliver 1995, 212).   
 
Fownhope is first recorded in 1067-71 as Hopa and appears in Domesday as 
Hope, a topographical place-name meaning ‘valley’, which Coplestone-Crow 
(2009, 98) comments had a meaning of ‘remote place’ in Herefordshire and 
Shropshire for settlements in the types of valleys found here.  The later affix is 
said to mean ‘multi-coloured’ (Gelling and Cole 2000, 139) although it is not 
clear how this came to be applied to the settlement. 
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Hereford 
 
Hereford grew up as a border settlement on an important crossing of the River 
Wye.  The city is known to have been fortified by the ninth century, probably as 
a response to Welsh raids across the border (Hooke 1985, 200).  Excavations 
here (Shoesmith 1982) have revealed a gravel rampart, possibly of 8th century 
date, replaced by clay and turf rampart of late 9th to early 10th century date, and 
additionally fortified during the early 10th century by a stonework facing.  By A.D. 
914, Hereford is referred to in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle as a burh 
(Garmonsway 1953, 187).  There was also a mint here, set up by King 
Athelstan in the 10th century (Perry 2002, 82).  Again, no mills are recorded in 
Domesday for Hereford. 
Hereford is the first entry in the Domesday record for the county (D.B. Herefs., 
C), with it being named a civitate although, later in the record, it is described as 
a porta or market-town (ibid, 2:57).  The reference under the entry for Eaton 
Bishop also indicates the presence of a market in Hereford; the manor of Eaton 
Bishop was given to the Canons of Hereford by Earl William in return for land in 
Lydney and for land ‘in which the market is now’ (ibid, 2:8).  It is recorded that, 
before 1066, there were 103 men living inside and outside the wall, with six 
smiths and seven moneyers (one of them the Bishop’s moneyer).  The town 
was held in lordship by the king at 1086, with eighteen manors paying their 
revenues (firmas or ‘farm’) there, these manors being listed in the first part of 
Chapter One of the Domesday record.   
Hereford appears to have been an early ecclesiastical centre although there is a 
lack of records regarding its status.  Excavations at St Guthlac’s Church in 
Hereford in 1973 discovered an extensive graveyard with the earliest burials 
dating to the 7th century (Hillaby 2001, 134) along with the remains of a chapel.  
This was possibly re-built on the site of an earlier British church which may have 
belonged to the monastery of St Guthlac.  In addition, there was a cathedral 
church in Hereford, dedicated to St Ethelberht and founded in the late 8th or 
early 9th century (ibid, 10-11).  The first reference to a Bishop of Hereford is in 
A.D. 799 (ibid, 53).  The ecclesiastical centre at Leominster eclipsed that at 
Hereford before this period, and Hillaby suggests that Offa may have relocated 
the Magonsaetan see to Leominster in the late 8th century.  Whitehead (1995, 1-
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6) believes that the evidence points to there being two minster churches in 
Hereford: St Guthlac’s (originally dedicated to St Peter) and St Mary’s, the seat 
of the Bishop, with St Guthlac’s originally being a Welsh clas church and later 
becoming a collegiate church. 
 
The topographical place-name of Hereford means ‘army ford’ (Coplestone-Crow 
2009, 113), referring to the crossing-place here on the River Wye, although 
Coplestone-Crow also suggests that it had an earlier name in the 9th century of 
Fernlage, meaning ‘ferny clearing’ (no source for this is provided).  
 
Kingsland 
 
The immense size of the early territory of Leominster, along with the lack of 
source records for Herefordshire, makes it difficult to establish the status of 
some of the lands in this area that appear to have become separated from it.  
The political centre of Merewalh, ruler of the Magonsaete west of the Severn, in 
the district of Lene in the 7th century is thought by Hillaby (2006, 17) to have 
been at Kingsland, situated just a few miles west of Leominster between the 
River Lugg and the Pinsley Brook, and Kingsland itself seems to have been 
reserved for the king, as Leland says in the 16th century that Merewalh 
endowed Leominster with ‘all territories thereabout saving only the lordshipe 
now caulyd Kingsland’ (ibid), and records the legend that Merewalh had a 
palace here.   
 
At Domesday, Kingsland was recorded simply as Lene (see Eardisland above).  
Kingsland, the king’s estate in Lene, was a royal manor, assessed at fifteen 
hides (D.B. Herefs. 1983, 1:5) and had previously been held by King Edward.  It 
also contained land at Merestone, Hopleys Green, Street, Lawton and Alac 
(ibid).  There were 22 plough teams on the manor, with a further three possible, 
suggesting the manor was larger than the fifteen hides indicate.  Two valuable 
mills were recorded, worth 26s 4d and 500 eels.  Kingsland was located in 
Hazletree Hundred, a large and dispersed hundred in the north-west of the 
county, close to the Welsh border.  The centre of the hundred is not clear but it 
is likely that it was at Kingsland, as the most important royal manor in the 
hundred and the only one of ancient royal demesne. 
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 The Domesday record states ‘Of these two manors St Mary’s of Cormeilles 
holds in alms from the King the churches, priests and tithes and 2 villagers’ 
(ibid, 1:6).  This refers to the two manors of Eardisland and Kingsland, following 
each other in the Domesday entry.  As noted for Eardisland (above) the listing 
of the churches for the two manors together suggests ties at this period, and 
this may reflect earlier ties between Eardisland and Kingsland.  There is, 
however, no documentary evidence for a minster church on either manor.  The 
parish of Kingsland in the mid-19th century remained large, at 4,735 acres 
(1,916 ha.) (Kain and Oliver 1995, 214) but no chapels are recorded in the 
medieval period (Youngs 1991, 130).  The present church of St Michael is 
largely of late 13th and 14th century date (Pevsner 1963, 204-205), with no 
evidence of Anglo-Saxon fabric recorded in Taylor and Taylor (1965).   
 
Ledbury 
 
Ledbury itself was in the hands of the Church of Hereford in 1086, and does not 
appear to be a particularly large manor at Domesday, being assessed at five 
hides (D.B. Herefs., 2:26), although the total of 37 plough teams indicates it was 
larger and probably ancient royal demesne.  A mill at 32d is recorded on the 
manor, with a mill at 2s on the manor of Hazle.  The total hidage for Ledbury 
and its possessions at Domesday was 40 hides, and the compact territory 
suggests it was an early donation of an intact estate, and tradition, as recorded 
in the Registers of the Bishops of Hereford, is that the lands were gifted to the 
see by Mildfrith, ruler of the Magonsaete in the late 7th and early 8th centuries 
(Hillaby 2005, 2). As with many of the estate centres studied in the counties of 
Herefordshire, Gloucestershire and Worcestershire, the area was already 
important in an earlier period, with the major hillfort of Wall Hills overlooking the 
present town. 
 
There was a priest on the manor in 1086 with two and a half hides worth 50s, a 
large endowment indicating a superior church.  Ledbury’s parochia included all 
the Domesday Hundred of Wigmundstree, with the exception of the detached 
royal manor at Much Marcle, with the hundred meeting place being in Ledbury.  
Youngs (1991, 130-131) only records chapels at Aylton, Little Marcle and Pixley 
although Hillaby (2001, 69) states that, by the 13th century, the bishop held the 
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advowson of the churches at Cradley, Bosbury, Coddington, Colwall and 
Eastnor, with chapelries at Donnington, Little Marcle, Aylton, Pixley and Court-
y-Park, all in adjacent Radlow Hundred and at which Ledbury retained burial 
rights.  Munsley may also have been part of the early parochia, which would 
have been around 20,900 acres in the late Saxon period (Pinches 2010, 34-35).  
The later parish remained large, at 8,195 acres by the mid-19th century (3,316 
ha.) (Kain and Oliver 1995, 214). 
 
The Malvern Hills formed the eastern boundary of Ledbury’s parochia, as they 
did for the early Diocese of Hereford and, when the Mercian shires were 
created in the 11th century, for the County of Herefordshire.  Although the lack 
of surviving source documentation for Herefordshire, including early charters, 
means that little is known of this early period of its history, the evidence 
suggests that Ledbury was the administrative centre for an early estate based in 
the south-eastern corner of the county, which may also have formed the basis 
for the Hundred of Wigmundtree. 
 
The church at Ledbury does not retain any Anglo-Saxon remains and is not 
mentioned in Taylor and Taylor (1965) but there is evidence that the 11th 
century church was already very large.  Pevsner (1963, 214) refers to the 
present church, 187 feet (60m.) in length, as the premier parish church in 
Herefordshire.  There was a tradition that Ledbury was once the episcopal seat 
of Hereford, arising from a letter of Gilbert Foliot, formerly Bishop of Hereford, to 
the bishop-elect, Robert Foliot, in A.D. 1173 asking him to confirm the rights of 
the church of Lideburi because of ‘the episcopal seat which it held long since 
and out of reverence for the holy bishops whose bodies lie there’ (Pinches 
2010, 30).  It is a matter of debate whether he was referring to Ledbury, or to 
Lydbury in Shropshire (or even Lyde in Herefordshire), but it is possible that 
Ledbury, rather than Leominster, was the site of the early see in the 7th century 
before it moved to Hereford.   
 
The place-name of Ledbury (Liedeberga in 1086) means ‘settlement on the 
River Leadon’ (Coplestone-Crow 2009, 132), probably a rare example in 
Herefordshire of a place-name comparable with the ‘river-name + -ton’ place-
names of counties to the south-west such as Somerset and Devon which often 
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indicate an early estate centre (see Rippon 2012, 153).  Hillaby (2005, 3) 
suggests that the place-name is also comparable with those for Bibury and 
Fladbury, with the -bury element meaning ‘religious enclosure’ and, although 
this is not supported by other place-name scholars, it is a possibility to be 
considered and one which would provide further evidence that this was an 
important early centre. 
 
Leintwardine 
 
Leintwardine, now in Herefordshire, was in the Shropshire Domesday folios, 
when it belonged to Ralph of Mortimer, but it had been held by King Edward 
before 1066 (D.B. Shropshire., 6:11).  It was assessed at four hides and one 
virgate but there was said to be land for fourteen plough teams, suggesting 
unhidated ancient royal demesne.  Three virgates here were also held by Earl 
Roger (ibid, 4, 20:20).  One mill was recorded on the manor, valued at 6s 8d 
and six sticks of eels. 
 
One of the customs of Shropshire recorded in 1086 was that when the king left 
the city of Shrewsbury, the sheriff sent him 24 horses from Leintwardine, to take 
him as far as the first manor in Staffordshire (ibid, C10).  Leintwardine was 
situated in an important strategic position, which Morris (ibid, notes) comments 
was in a gap in the hills and at the confluence of the Teme and Clun rivers.  
This was presumably one of the reasons why King William granted the manor to 
Ralph of Mortimer, one of the great Marcher lords whose main stronghold in the 
area was at Wigmore Castle, on the unstable border with Wales.  Its strategic 
position on the road from Kenchester to Wroxeter had also made it an important 
Roman settlement.  Morris states that Leintwardine had been the head manor 
for the Hundred of Leintwardine (ibid 6:11 notes), which was broken up after 
1086 and the southern part of the lands transferred to Herefordshire. 
 
A church and a priest, both without land, were recorded at Leintwardine in 1086 
(ibid, 6:11).  The earliest parts of the present church of St Mary are Norman in 
date, and no Anglo-Saxon architecture here is noted by Taylor and Taylor 
(1965).  The church is, however, in an elevated position, with its chancel on the 
site of the eastern defences of the Roman fort (Rowley 2001, 48-50), a location 
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which may be suggestive of minster status (see Blair 1992, 235-246; Hall 2000, 
5).  It retained a very large parish which, in 1851 was 8,576 acres (3,471 ha.) 
(Kain and Oliver 1995, 214), although there were no chapels recorded in the 
medieval period (Youngs 1991, 131). 
 
Leintwardine’s place-name was recorded in Domsday as Lenteurde, meaning 
‘enclosure on the River Lent’ (Coplestone-Crow 2009, 135), with Lente possibly 
having been an earlier British name for the Lower Clun river.  This naming after 
a major river could therefore indicate an early settlement centre, as with Guiting 
in Gloucestershire.   
 
Leominster 
 
At Domesday, the entry for the royal manor of Leominster describes that it was 
held by Queen Edith before 1086, when the demesne with its sixteen members 
was assessed at 80 hides with 230 plough teams. These members were 
Luston, Yarpole, Aymestrey, Brimfield, Ashton, Stockton, Stoke Prior, Cholstrey, 
Leinthall, Edwyn Ralph and Farlow (D.B. Herefs., 1:10a-10c).  Amongst the 
tenants were 8 reeves, 8 beadles and 8 riding men, and the king had on his 
demesne 6 riders, 7 beadles and 7 reeves.  A total of eight valuable mills were 
recorded, at 108s and 100 sticks of eels.  A number of renders, including honey, 
fish and salt, had been commuted to money payments by 1086.  This was 
therefore clearly a manor of major importance.  Even more lands are recorded 
as having been part of Leominster before 1066, with a further 32 hides on 29 
manors (ibid, 1:11-38), and with two mills at 24s.  Leominster’s total holdings in 
the time of Edward the Confessor, including estates at Much Marcle and 
Stanford Regis, were around 150 hides (ibid, 1:10a notes), forming a scattered 
ecclesiastical hundred but with a compact central manor suggesting its early 
origins.  By 1086, a quarter of the demesne, particularly those lands close to the 
troubled Welsh border, had been granted out to powerful Norman lords.  
Leominster is generally accepted as a rare survival at Domesday of a multiple 
estate (as proposed by Glanville Jones, 1979), probably pre-English in origin 
(Gelling 1992, 200; Hillaby and Hillaby 2006, 500).  Gelling (ibid) states ‘It is a 
reasonable hypothesis that Leominster, on a slight rise in the centre of the plain 
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over which fifteen of its sixteen manors were scattered, was a pre-English 
settlement of more than average size and importance’.   
 
Leominster itself had been part of the land of Leominster Abbey, founded in 
around A.D. 660 by Merewalh, ruler of the Magonsaete; the story of its 
foundation is told in ‘The Life of St Mildburg’, who was the daughter of 
Merewalh (Finberg 1961, 197-216; Hillaby and Hillaby 2006, 1).  It is not clear 
how Leominster’s lands later came into royal hands and it is possible that the 
Abbey had been dissolved before the mid-11th century, by which time the manor 
belonged to Edward the Confessor’s queen, Edith (Hillaby and Hillaby ibid, 42-
43).  In 1086, the king had six priests on his demesne, and Leominster 
remained a site of religious importance, with the Abbey being re-founded by 
Henry I in 1123 as a priory to Reading Abbey; Leominster’s parochia as 
described in this foundation charter was still extensive and the lands were 
almost certainly an early royal endowment (Hillaby 2001, 41-45).  By 1848, the 
parish remained large, at 6,783 acres (2,745 ha.) (Kain and Oliver 1995, 214) 
and chapels are identified by Youngs (1991, 131) at Hatfield, Hope-under-
Dinmore, Stoke Prior and Docklow.  The monastery church was rebuilt in the 
12th century and, although Taylor and Taylor (1965) make no mention of Anglo-
Saxon architecture at Leominster, Hillaby (2001, 47-60) comments that the 
rectangular enclosure surrounding the early minster can still be traced today, 
linking the church to the Columban rather than to the Welsh church. 
 
Leominster is identified by Coplestone-Crow (2009, 17-18) as the centre of the 
ancient district of Lene, its place-name from British origins meaning ‘church in 
the district of the streams’ or, according to Hillaby and Hillaby (2006, 4-5) ‘the 
minster of the district of floods’, an island site and therefore typical of an early 
Irish monastic foundation.  This place-name would suggest an important early 
settlement here, named from the district itself. 
 
Linton 
 
Linton is the first manor in list of the king’s lands in Herefordshire Domesday.  It 
had belonged to King Edward before the Conquest, when it had paid the fourth 
part of one night’s revenue, and there had been five hides in demesne (D.B. 
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Herefs., 1:1).  Two hides at Aston Ingham, the eastern settlement, are identified 
by Morris (ibid, notes) as belonging to the manor, and it also included an 
unnamed settlement at Bromsash.  The record states ‘Now it is extremely 
reduced’.  The low hidage at Linton suggests ancient royal demesne, with the 
24 plough teams recorded meaning that it was still a manor of substantial size.  
One mill was recorded on the manor, worth just 8d.  The Welsh of Archenfield 
also paid their dues at Linton (ibid), including renders of honey and sheep, 
although the royal manor of Cleeve with Wilton was much nearer and had more 
of its lands lying in Archenfield.   Renders of honey and sheep with lambs were 
also paid and Morris (ibid, 1:1 notes) comments that renders of sheep with 
lambs were also common on many large, royal manors in Somerset.   
 
To the west of Linton is Weston-under-Penyard, the western settlement and the 
site of late-Iron Age and Roman Ariconium, an extensive and important iron-
producing area, which was also a Dobunnic tribal and market centre (Rowley 
2001, 54-55).  This location, close to an earlier site of significance, has 
similarities with a number of the other early estate centres in the study area, 
such as Ledbury and Marden.  At the time of Domesday, Linton was in 
Bromsash Hundred, with Bromsash now being a settlement in Linton parish.  
The hundred included Ross-on-Wye, which was later in coming to importance 
as a centre, and the royal manor of Cleeve with Wilton, and it also extended into 
present-day Gloucestershire.  Morris (ibid, 1:1 notes) identifies Linton as being 
a centre (along with Cleeve) for the supervision of the district of Archenfield and 
Coplestone-Crow (2009, 14-15) suggests that, since Linton included the site of 
Ariconum, this might perpetuate an older arrangement.  In A.D. 1016, Edmund 
Ironside gave lands at Ross-on-Wye, including Walford and Upton Bishop, to 
the Bishop of Hereford (Finberg 1961) and these were still held by him at 
Domesday (D.B. Herefs., 2:23-25).  Skelton (2000) has studied the boundaries 
of parishes in this area and believes that these lands at Ross, together with 
those at Linton and probably Lea, originally formed one large royal holding 
gradually broken up in the pre-Conquest period.  
 
At Domesday, the Abbey of St Mary at Cormeilles was said to hold ‘the church, 
a priest with his land, and the whole tithe, and 1 villager with 1 virgate of land’ 
(D.B. Herefs., 1:1) and Ray (2001, 128) suggests that the church here was a 
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minster church.  There are no Anglo-Saxon remains at the present church of St 
Mary, and no record of it appears in Taylor and Taylor (1965), with its earliest 
parts being Norman, but the raised site and curvilinear churchyard (as 
discussed in Blair 1992, 231-235) suggest an earlier, possibly British, church 
site here.  The large ancient yew in the churchyard, estimated to be at least 
1,500 years old (Zaluckyj and Zaluckyj 2006, 277-278) may also be an indicator 
of an early religious site.  Another settlement in the manor was Eccleswall, 
meaning ‘the spring at a Celtic Christian centre’ (Coplestone-Crow 2009, 144), 
suggesting there was a British religious centre in the area.  There was one 
chapel recorded in the medieval period, at Lea (Youngs 1991, 131), although 
the parish was not particularly large by the mid-19th century, at 2,775 acres 
(1,123 ha.) (Kain and Oliver 1995, 214). 
 
The place-name of Linton (Lintune in Domesday Book), an example of a -ton 
place-name, is thought by Coplestone-Crow (2009, 143) to mean ‘flax 
enclosure’.  It is not clear why he interprets the -ton element as ‘enclosure’ 
rather than ‘settlement’ or ‘estate’ as discussed by Gelling (1978, 124-126), and 
the latter interpretation would suggest a possible early settlement centre here. 
 
Lugwardine 
 
In 1086 Lugwardine was a royal manor which had previously been held by King 
Edward (D.B. Herefs. 1:2).  The hidage was low, at four hides, and the fifteen 
plough teams on the manor suggest it was more substantial than is recorded.  
The record shows that, before 1066 ‘It was not put in the revenue and therefore 
its value then is not known’, suggesting that it had not been hidated and may 
have been ancient royal demesne.  There were several mills on the manor; 1 at 
10s, 2 at 15s on the reeveland and 1 at 7s on Ralph of Berneray’s 50 acres.   
Lugwardine was in Greytree Hundred and, as the only royal manor in the 
hundred at that time and as possible ancient royal demesne, it may have been 
the head manor for the hundred.  In 1086 The Abbey of St Mary at Cormeilles 
had the tithe of the manor and one villager with one virgate of land.  No church 
or priest is recorded.  Pevsner (1963, 243) terms the present church ‘puzzling’, 
although the earliest fabric appears to be Norman in date. 
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Lugwardine’s place-name means ‘settlement by the River Lugg’.  Although the 
first record of the name is late (1067-71), this naming after a major river (as with 
Leintwardine, above) could indicate an early settlement centre.   
 
Lyde 
 
Lyde does not appear to be very significant in the Domesday record.  At that 
time, two hides there were held by the Bishop of Hereford (D.B. Herefs., 2:44), 
with Roger of Lacy holding three hides on two manors (ibid, 10:25-26) and 
Osbern, son of Richard, a further two hides (ibid, 24:11).  A total of fifteen 
plough teams are recorded for the four manors.  These last three manors are 
identified by Morris (ibid, notes) as being Lyde Mucegros, Lyde Arundel and 
Lyde Prior. Coplestone-Crow (2009, 19) identifies an ancient district in 
Herefordshire named Lyde, from where Merewalh, King of the Magonsaete, 
was said to have given 30 hides to Much Wenlock Abbey in Shropshire, and he 
believes that this formed the basis of the deanery of Hereford which, at 46½ 
hides, was close to a half-hundred or trefi and may have been a Welsh multiple 
estate.  In a charter of A.D. 675 x 690 (S1798), thought to be genuine, 
Aethelheah, Abbot of Icheanog (probably Iken in Suffolk), gave the nun 
Mildburg 144 manentes of land, including 30 manentes in the region called 
Lydas (Finberg 1961, 138).  Sims-Williams (1990, 99-100), however, identifies 
Lydas as Lydham in East Anglia, the district which had early links with the 
monastery at Wenlock, and Coplestone-Crow may therefore be incorrect in his 
proposal that this was Lyde.   
 
In 1086, Lyde was in Cutsthorn Hundred, which also contained Hereford, by 
that date the centre of the hundred.  Lyde was later amalgamated with the 
parish of Pipe, to form Pipe and Lyde.  There is no evidence of a minster church 
at Lyde, no record of churches or priests on any of the manors in Domesday 
Book and no chapels are recorded here by Youngs (1991, 132). The parish by 
the mid-19th century at 1,620 acres (656 ha.), was not large (Kain and Oliver 
1995, 216) and there is no church in Lyde today.  It has been noted at Ledbury 
(above) that a reference to Lideburi in 1173 as the ancient episcopal seat of 
Herefordshire could possibly refer to Lyde, but it appears from the evidence to 
be unlikely.  Lyde appears in Domesday as Leode, and is named from the Lyde 
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Brook, indicating that it was an early important settlement centre.   The 
evidence as a whole, however, does not identify Lyde as an early estate centre. 
 
Marden (discussed in more detail in Chapter Seven) 
 
King Edward had held Marden before the Conquest and, at the time of 
Domesday, it was still a royal manor.  It is not clear how many hides were there 
as the entry states ‘There were many hides but only two of them pay tax’ (D.B. 
Herefs., 1:4).  There were, however, a total of 31 plough teams on the manor, 
which was located in the fertile land of the Lugg valley, and a much greater area 
of land can be suggested, on comparison with the hidage and plough teams of 
adjacent valley manors.  In addition, all but two of these hides were exempt 
from tax which, along with the fact that the hidage does not appear to have 
been known, denotes this as ancient royal demesne.  Eight servants of the king 
lived on the manor, with seven plough teams between them, and there were 
three riding men on the dependent manor held by William son of Norman.  
There was a valuable mill worth 20s and 25 sticks of eels, along with a fishery, 
and salt houses in Droitwich added to its value, which was £16 at 1086.  The 
record of Herefordshire Customs in Domesday also shows that every dwelling 
within the city walls of Hereford was required to reap at Marden for three days in 
August (ibid, C3).   
 
There was a royal estate at Marden in the early medieval period, with Sutton at 
its centre, and Offa, King of Mercia, is said to have had a royal palace here in 
the 8th century, believed by Blair to have been in Sutton St Michael (Blair 2001, 
8-9).  The site of this royal palace has not been located.  It was at one time 
thought to be in the area of the major hillfort of Sutton Walls and, more recently, 
close to the river and near Freen’s Court in Sutton St Michael (H.S.M.R. 10414).  
Here, aerial photography in 1990 showed two large halls thought to be of the 
Saxon period.  Excavations revealed two large, non-domestic buildings, with no 
conclusive date of construction but thought to be of the 10th or early 11th 
centuries and believed to be part of a major administrative centre of this period 
(Ray and Horverd 2000; Bapty 2009). Two field-names of Heneage or ‘old 
enclosure’, close to the site, are shown on the Tithe Map of 1840 (H.R.L. Sheet 
31), with an earlier form of the field-name as Hendre Aghes or ‘old homestead 
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enclosure’ recorded in 1247, possibly indicating an important Saxon site 
(O’Donnell 1996, 446-447).  The estate would have been extensive and would 
have included land in Marden and Wellington, as well as Sutton (Sheppard 
1979, 30-32; Bapty 2009, 192), and Bapty (ibid, 195) believes that the area can 
be regarded as a Mercian royal complex in the mid-Saxon period. 
 
Although there is no clear evidence for a minster at Marden, Ray (2001, 128-
132) believes that the number of known early minsters in Herefordshire is too 
few for its size (only Leominster, Acton Beauchamp and Bromyard are known to 
have pre-A.D. 850 minsters) and proposes a number of additional sites, 
including Marden.  No priest is recorded on the Domesday manor and Taylor 
and Taylor (1965) do not record any Anglo-Saxon fabric in the church, but an 
ecclesiastical hand-bell found in a pond close to Marden church in the 19th 
century suggests an early minster there (ibid).  In addition, a cemetery has been 
discovered nearby, on a ridge overlooking the Lugg valley, which may be of 
early medieval date and which could be a dependent cemetery for the mother 
church at Marden, similar to the cemetery recorded by Blair at Bampton in 
Oxfordshire (ibid, 133).  There was a priest at the adjacent manor of Wellington 
at Domesday (D.B. Herefs., 29:11), but he is not recorded as holding any land.  
Marden retained a large parish in 1842, at 4,048 acres (1,638 ha.) (Kain and 
Oliver 1995, 215), with chapels at Amberley and Wisteston during the medieval 
period (Youngs 1991, 132).    
 
Coplestone-Crow (ibid, 159) gives the origin of the place-name of Marden, 
recorded in Domesday as Maurdine, as ‘enclosed settlement in the district 
called Maund’.  Like Lene, Maund was one of the early districts of 
Herefordshire, the extent of which is not clear.  The possible Celtic origins of the 
place-name have been discussed extensively by Gelling (1978, 105-107) and 
this naming from an ancient district would suggest that, as with Leominster and 
Leintwardine, this was an important early settlement centre. 
 
Marden and Sutton are overlooked by the major Iron Age hillfort of Sutton Walls 
and Herefordshire Archaeology (Bapty 2009, 192) comment ‘It remains 
plausible that the area of Marden, Sutton and a re-used Sutton Walls did have a 
particular administrative and royal significance in the later Early Medieval 
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Period’.  This appears to be a further example in Herefordshire, as at Linton, 
Ledbury and Leintwardine (and at Hanbury in Worcestershire), of a centre at 
this date which was close to an earlier site of importance.   
 
Much Marcle 
 
Much Marcle belonged to the king in 1086 and had previously been held by Earl 
Harold (D.B. Herefs., 1:7).  Seventeen hides were recorded, with a total of 49 
plough teams, indicating that the hidage was under-recorded and that this was 
a very substantial manor and presumably ancient royal demesne.  Half a hide 
was held by William son of Baderon (ibid, 15:4) and a further half a hide by The 
Abbey of St Mary’s at Lyre (ibid, 4:1), which appear to have been additional 
lands.  One hide was at Turlestane, possibly in the Forest of Dean, which had 
paid 50 lumps of iron and six salmon before 1066.  In addition, four burgesses 
in Hereford were said to pay eighteen ploughshares to the manor.  The mill on 
the manor paid nothing, except ‘sustenance for its keeper’.  There were also 
two manors in 1086 at Little Marcle, then in Radlow Hundred, which appear 
connected to Much Marcle by their place-name.  The first, of 5 hides, was held 
by Roger of Lacy (ibid, 10:32), with 12½ plough teams, and the second, of 3 
hides and 10 plough teams, was held by Thurstan son of Rolf.   
 
Winstree Hundred was a small hundred in 1086, which appears to have been 
based on Ledbury, and Much Marcle was detached from the remainder of the 
hundred, separated from it by lands in the north of Gloucestershire.  Domesday 
also states that, before 1066, Much Marcle belonged to Leominster (ibid, 1:10c), 
although it would have been detached from the main manor and could perhaps 
have been a centre for the area to the south-east of the county. 
 
In 1086, the Abbey of St Mary at Cormeilles had the tithe of the manor, the 
priest and the church, although no endowment of land for the church is 
mentioned.  The present church dates mainly from the 13th century, with no 
record of it appearing in Taylor and Taylor’s (1965) volumes.  Much Marcle 
retained a large parish in the 19th century; in 1832, this was 6,349 acres (2,569 
ha.) (Kain and Oliver 1995, 215), but the only dependent chapels appear to 
have been at Kynaston (Youngs 1991, 132) and Yatton (Skelton 2000, 270), 
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and Skelton thinks that Kempley may also have been part of its parochia.  The 
place-name of Marcle is first recorded in Domesday Book, as Merchelai, and is 
said by Coplestone Crow (2009, 157-8) to mean ‘boundary wood’, referring to 
the boundary between the kingdoms of the Hwicce and the Magonsaete, which 
would indicate an early settlement here. 
 
Woolhope 
 
The place-name of Woolhope derives from –hop, a valley, with the prefix 
Wulfgifu, an OE feminine name (Gelling and Cole 2000, 139); Wulfgifu and 
Godgifu were said in the Book of Fees to have given the fifteen hides at 
Wulveve Hope to the canons of Hereford Cathedral before the Conquest (D.B. 
Herefs., 2:13 Notes).  In Domesday, the canons still held the manor of 
Woolhope, with fifteen hides paying tax but with 41 plough teams (D.B. Herefs., 
2:13), indicating a very substantial manor.   
 
Two clerks (clerici) are recorded in 1086, with one hide and one virgate (ibid), 
suggesting a superior church here.  The earliest fabric of the present church of 
St George is Norman in date (Pevsner 1963, 324-325), with no Anglo-Saxon 
remains noted by Taylor and Taylor (1965).  The parish, however, remained 
large in the 19th century, at 4,129 acres, with a chapel at Buckenhill 
(Coplestone-Crow 2009, 233).  Skelton (2000, 269) proposes that there was a 
minster at Woolhope, with Brockhampton and possibly Putley and Sollers Hope 
also being in the early parochia.  Woolhope was in the small hundred of 
Greytree in 1086, and there is no evidence that it was the head manor for the 
hundred; this may instead have been at the royal manor of Lugwardine (above)  
Although Woolhope was therefore probably the location of an early minster 
church, it does not appear to have been an early estate centre. 
 
Yarkhill 
 
King (1995, 287-292) identifies Yarkhill as a Mercian royal estate centre.  In a 
genuine charter of A.D. 811 (S1264) Wulfred, Archbishop of Canterbury, 
exchanged lands with Christ Church for land at Yarkhill, which Wulfred had 
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obtained from Queen Cynethryth, wife of Offa of Mercia.  Finberg (1961, 141) 
specifies the amount of land at Yarkhill as being ten manentes.   
 
At 1086, Yarkhill belonged to Roger of Lacy, and was a small manor of two 
hides, previously held by a thane of Earl Harold (D.B. Herefs., 10:28), although 
there were nine plough teams there, along with a mill at 100d.  Coplestone-
Crow (2009, 235) claims that land in Monkhide was also part of the manor, 
although he does not provide a source for this claim, and also states that the 
manors at Westhide, Weston Beggard and Tarrington belonged to Yarkhill.  
Westhide had been held by Queen Edith, wife of Edward the Confessor, and 
was assessed in 1086 at 2 hides, with 7 plough teams (D.B. Herefs., 8:8).  
There were 6 hides at Weston Beggard, with 11 plough teams (ibid, 10:27) and 
3½ hides on the 2 manors at Tarrington (ibid, 10:36, 21:6).  Stoke Edith had 
also been held by Queen Edith and by 1086 was in the hands of Ralph of 
Tosny, with 2½ hides and 9 plough teams (ibid, 8:10).  Morris (ibid, 19:4, 29:15) 
also places in Westhide a further unnamed manor at 3 virgates, along with a 
manor at Lincumbe at 3 virgates.  If these manors were indeed all connected, 
the total hidage would therefore have been 20½ hides, although the number of 
plough teams suggests an even greater area. 
 
Leonard (2005, 5) identifies the church at Stoke Edith as a minster church, 
which King (1995, 287-292) proposes as the minster church of the Yarkhill 
estate.  There were two priests recorded here at Domesday who, along with six 
smallholders, had seven plough teams (D.B. Herefs., 8:10).  If there was a 
minster here, the extent of the early parochia is not clear, but there were 
chapels in the medieval period at Westhide (Youngs 1991, 134) and at Little 
Tarrington (King, ibid), which paid tithes and portions to Stoke Edith, and a 
chapel at Ashperton (King, ibid).  King believes that Stoke Edith’s parochia also 
included Yarkhill, Weston Beggard, Tarrington and Monkhide, and that this was 
also the extent of the early royal estate based on Yarkhill.  Yarkhill and its 
associated manors were in Radlow Hundred and it is therefore probable that it 
was the head manor of the hundred.  By the mid-19th century, the parish of 
Yarkhill was only 1,666 acres (674 ha.) but, if combined with that of Stoke Edith 
at 1,661 acres (672 ha.), the total acreage would have been 3,327 acres (1,346 
ha.) (Kain and Oliver 1995, 217 and 216), giving an indication of a substantial 
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early parochia.  The present church of St Mary at Stoke Edith was largely rebuilt 
in the 18th century (Pevsner 1963, 292), with little earlier work remaining. 
 
The earliest form of the place-name of Yarkhill is as Geardcylle in A.D. 811 
(S1264), meaning ‘kiln with an enclosure’, although Coplestone-Crow (2009, 
234-235) thinks that the OE cyll element was confused with hyll. It is also 
possible that the name derives from OE yarcle, meaning ‘slope of a hill’, a 
topographical place-name; a record of it in the 1243 Book of Fees as Iarculn 
(ibid) would support this.  Stoke Edith, Stoches in Domesday, refers to a 
dependent settlement (Coplestone-Crow 2009, 202), in this case appearing to 
refer to its relationship with Yarkhill. 
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Appendix Nine 
 
Mills which may have influenced Parish Boundaries in 
Stretford Hundred and the Lugg Valley in 
Herefordshire:  
Results of the Case Studies 
 
There were few sites of interest in Stretford Hundred in Herefordshire which 
merited more detailed examination.  Three sites were selected for further study 
at Buthouse in Kings Pyon, Arrow Mill in Kingsland and Court of Noke on the 
boundary of Pembridge with Staunton-on-Arrow.  The study area was also 
extended southwards to the Lugg Valley, to include the site at Kings Mills, 
Marden. 
 
Butthouse, Kings Pyon - SO441488 
 
H.S.M.R. records a possible mill site south of Butthouse or Buthouse (H.S.M.R. 
18759) on the evidence of field-names on the Tithe Map of c.1838 (H.R.L. 
Sheet 59), which shows two Mill Orchard fields in the vicinity (Figure 84 below).  
There appears to be a deviation in the parish boundary here which takes in the 
mill site, with the boundary leaving the watercourse (a tributary of the Wellington 
Brook, running east into the River Lugg) east of the site and running slightly 
south and then turning west to take in the surrounding field.  There does appear 
to be a pond at the site on the O.S. 1st Ed. 6” maps of 1890 (Herefs. Sheets 
XXVI NW and XXVI SW) (Figure 85 below) but there is no other evidence of a 
mill site there and there is no record of a miller in the late 19th century 
(Littlebury, 358-9).   
 
No mill was recorded on the manor of Kings Pyon at Domesday (D.B. Herefs., 
10:50) when the manor, previously held by King Edward, was held by Roger of 
Lacy.  There are records of a possible motte near Butthouse (H.S.M.R. 3204), 
marked ‘tumulus’ on Figure 85 below) and of a 17th century dovecot, gatehouse 
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and mews at the site (H.S.M.R., 3213), the remains of a mansion here, but 
nothing seems to be known of the mill that appears to have been at the site. 
 
Figure 84: Map based on an extract from the Kings Pyon Tithe Map, undated but with an 
apportionment dated 1838 (H.R.L. Sheet 59,. redrawn by G. Gwatkin, 1990).  Buthouse is 
shown on the southern boundary of the parish.  Fields 278 and 280 are both named Mill House 
Orchard. 
 
Closer examination of the O.S. 1st Ed. 6” map of 1890 (Herefs. Sheets XXVI 
NW and XXVI SW) (Figure 85 below) shows that the parish boundary does 
appear to turn south just upstream of the site, although it is clearer on these 
maps that the boundary here is following the main course of the river.  The 
watercourse that runs to the pond at the site does not have the appearance of a 
mill leat as it is rather irregular.  It is possible that the river course was at one 
time straightened in the vicinity of the site but there is little evidence now visible 
and no sign of a mill.  In view of the lack of documentary records for a mill other 
than the field names, any mill there may have been connected to the 17th 
century house here and therefore late in date. 
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Figure 85: Enlarged extract from the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” map (Herefs. Sheets XXVI SW and XXVI 
NW.  Butthouse is at the centre of the map. 
 
Arrow Mill, Kingsland – SO437587 
 
Kingsland remained royal land at Domesday, having been held by King Edward 
before 1066 (D.B. Herefs., 1:5). This was a fertile and valuable manor of fifteen 
hides, with subsidiary manors at Merestone (not located), Hopleys Green, 
Street (on the Roman road), Lawton and Alac, all small royal manors with no 
mills recorded on them.  At 1086, there were two mills on Kingsland manor 
itself, valued at 26s 4d and 500 eels; the record also shows that ‘from 
customary dues, mills, villagers and freedmen come 100s, less 5s, besides 
eels’ (ibid). 
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Figure 86: Map based on an enlarged extract from the O.S. 1
st 
Ed. 6” map (Herefs. Sheet XII 
SW).  The parish boundary in the south of Kingsland, in the vicinity of Arrow Mill (bottom left), 
can be seen to run some distance south of the present course of the River Arrow.  
 
By 1389-1390 there are records of three working mills in Kingsland; one was a 
fulling mill, making felt for hats, and the other two were ‘Oxenfordmulle’ and 
‘Lorkenmulle’ (Reeves 1980, 48).  The locations of these mills are not known.  
There are field-names of Ox Meadow and Ox Pasture on the Tithe Map of 1841 
(H.R.L. Sheet 43) (Figure 87 below), although these are not close to the river 
and therefore unlikely to be linked to an ‘oxenford’.  Another mill, undergoing 
repair, was in Okere (probably Oaker Wood) (Reeves 1980, 48), although there 
is no trace of this mill today.   
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Figure 87: Map based on an extract from the Kingsland Tithe Map of 1841 (H.R.L. Sheet 43 
redrawn by G. Gwatkin, 1998).  Arrow Mill is at the southern tip of the parish, in Lawton 
township.  
 
Arrow Mill, on the southern boundary of the parish, was in Lawton township at 
the time of the Tithe Map of 1841 (Figure 87 above) and it could perhaps be 
conjectured from the township name that this is the site of the ‘Lorkenmulle’ 
noted by Reeves (ibid), although there is no evidence to prove this.  There is a 
record of Arrow Mill in 1774 (ibid, 69) when it was attacked by rioters and 
wrecked.  There was a miller there in 1876-7 (Littlebury, 356-7) and the mill is 
shown as a corn mill on the O.S. 1st Ed. 6” map of 1888 (Herefs. Sheet XII SW).  
The River Arrow in this area is marked on the O.S. 1st Ed. 6” maps as ‘Liable to 
floods’ for most of its length and has many old channels and loops in its course 
(see Figure 86 above).  A survey of Arrow Mill Farm was carried out in 2003 by 
Herefordshire Archaeology as part of the Arrow Valley Project (White 2003a, 2), 
and the report notes that the area is prone to seasonal waterlogging and winter 
floods.    
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Figure 88: The weir and tail race at Arrow Mill, Kingsland in 2009.  The leat is raised well above 
the low-lying land around the mill (photograph by the author). 
 
The parish boundary runs along the river to the west of the site, but diverts from 
it to the south for some distance past the site before rejoining the river to the 
east.  The parish boundary here is following the narrow, winding course of the 
old river, with the newer, straighter course running further north.  The river has 
presumably been straightened here in the past to try and prevent flooding.  This 
straightened channel has been utilised for the mill leat and tail race (Figure 88 
above), with a loop to the south forming an older river course.  At the mill site 
itself (Figure 89 below), the boundary leaves the river to run south and then 
east for along two narrow, straight channels before it rejoins this old course of 
the river.  This old river course here is crossed by a ford close to Arrow Green, 
suggesting this was its course at an early date.   
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Figure 89: Arrow Mill, Kingsland, in 2009 (photograph by the author).  The present building is 
17
th
 century, with an 18
th
 century fourth storey (R.C.H.M.E. 1934, 85). 
 
On a field visit in 2009 the long, straight leat was seen at a raised level, coming 
off the river upstream of the mill, with a weir before the mill to take water down 
into the old river course.  An old channel runs behind the mill, and at the 
entrance to the mill site there is a depression on the road and an old blocked-up 
bridge.  A line of trees running to the road could be an old tail race but the road 
is slightly raised here on a causeway so this could be a channel for flood-relief.  
The straight sections of the parish boundary upstream of the mill are likely to be 
explained by a straightening of the channels here to take the water away more 
quickly and allow greater control of the water flow into the mill leat.  The Arrow 
here is wide and meandering and still liable to flood, a threat to the mill.  The 
Arrow has clearly had its course altered here on several occasions, but the mill 
itself does not appear to have influenced the parish boundary, which remains 
along the old river course to the south. 
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Staunton-on-Arrow – Proposed site SO374596, and Court of 
Noke, Pembridge – SO372595 
 
 
Figure 90: Map based on an enlarged extract from the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” map (Herefs. Sheet XI 
SW).  
 
There were three manors at Staunton-on-Arrow in 1086.  The first was Upper 
Staunton, held by Osbern son of Richard, a four hide manor that had been 
waste but was by that date worth 60s (D.B. Herefs., 24:8).  The second was 
Lower Staunton, held by Ralph of Mortimer, assessed at two hides, which had 
also been waste but was then worth 40s (ibid, 9:11).  Also in Staunton was the 
royal manor of Wapley, which had been in Leominster before 1066 and was at 
1086 held by Osbern, son of Richard (ibid, 1:12).  None of these manors had a 
mill recorded at Domesday, which is surprising since the River Arrow runs along 
the present southern parish boundary and, in medieval and post-medieval 
times, powered a number of mills along its route.  This may be a result of under-
recording or, more likely, because the manors had been waste before 1086 and 
any mills had not yet been rebuilt. 
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Figure 91: Plan by Beryl Lewis, showing Landmarks 1 and 2 of the boundary clause of the 
Staunton-on-Arrow Charter, A.D. 958 (from Lewis 2009, 16).  The ‘mill ford’ is at the south-
eastern edge of the parish, just north of Court of Noke. 
 
One of the few surviving charters for Herefordshire, outside those subject to 
Welsh laws, is that for lands at Staunton-on-Arrow, dated A.D. 958 (S677), 
believed to be authentic (S677 notes).  King Edgar of Mercia granted his ‘faithful 
minister’, Ealhstan, the estate of six manentes at Staunton and a messuage in 
Hereford for a payment of 40 mancuses of gold.  The boundaries of this estate 
(LangScape L677.0.00 translation) have been traced in detail by Lewis (2008) 
(Figure 91 above), who believes that its southern, eastern and western 
boundaries coincided with the present parish boundary, although the northern 
boundary ran further south, the estate therefore excluding Wapley.   
 
The southern boundary of Staunton runs along the River Arrow and the first 
point in the charter bounds is: ‘First from the mill ford (myle forda) along the 
Arrow until to Washford’.  ‘Washford’, possibly named after the use of the river 
here for a sheep wash, is preserved in the field-name of ‘Washcrafts’, directly 
across the river in Pembridge.  The mill ford would have been at the south-
eastern edge of the parish, just below the village, where there is now a bridge 
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but where the shallow waters would have allowed the river to be crossed at the 
ford.   This ford crossed the river at the minor Roman road which joined the 
Caerleon to Chester road near Mortimers Cross, which forms the eastern 
boundary of Staunton and still exists as a lane from Leintwardine to Wroxeter.  
This road was still referred to as a stræte in the charter, where the boundary 
runs ‘along the street until back to mill ford’. The course of the Arrow has 
changed here and the parish boundary follows the old course, which is now just 
a ditch.  There is no trace of a mill at this site today, and no later records of a 
mill here.   
 
In view of the topography of the area, it is more likely therefore that the mill 
referred to was in fact at Noke in Pembridge, on the higher ground, rather than 
in Staunton itself.  Previously held by Earl Harold, Pembridge was held by 
Alfred of Marlborough in 1086 and there was a mill here worth 10s (D.B. 
Herefs., 19: 8).  At this date, the Canons of St Guthlac’s in Hereford claimed 
that the manor belonged to them and that Earl Godwin and his son Harold had 
taken it from them.  Although it was then worth £10 10s it had been waste at 
some time between 1066 and 1086 (ibid), possibly in the Welsh raids of 1067.   
Accounts of Hugh de Tyrell, Lord of the Manor in 1336-1337, refer to two 
watermills and one demolished fulling mill in Pembridge (Stirling-Brown and 
Brown 2005, 18), although it is not clear to which mills these refer.   
 
The River Arrow forms part of the northern boundary of Pembridge parish with 
Staunton-on-Arrow, before the boundary turns north-east to take in Milton 
township (Figure 92 below).  The Arrow in this area has therefore been 
considerably altered and straightened in the past, with the parish boundary 
along much of its length preserving the older, winding course of the river.  The 
Arrow Valley Project (White 2003b) identified an elaborate water management 
system in this part of Pembridge, with extensive leats being constructed to feed 
water to farms along the valley and to flood the meadows (ibid, 81-82).  This 
was part of the system allowing the ‘floating’ of the meadows, whereby a 
system of sluices allowed water to flood the meadows from November to March 
each year, before draining them.  It was said that by March, the grass would be 
around five to six inches high and provided rich early grazing for sheep (Thirsk 
1967, 181).  Following this, in April, the meadows were briefly flooded again 
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before draining and leaving the grass to grow for hay, with the meadows then 
being grazed again till October.  This system therefore allowed the over-
wintering of more stock and also an early lambing.   
 
 
Figure 92: Map based on a reduced extract from the Staunton-on-Arrow Tithe Map of 1839 
(H.R.L. Sheet 52, redrawn by G. Gwatkin, 1999).     
 
Court of Noke is close to the ‘Mill Ford’ mentioned in the Staunton-on-Arrow 
charter and there is a disused mill here today, on the north-eastern boundary of 
Pembridge with Staunton-on-Arrow.  There are records of a mill here from 1580 
(Lewis 2008, 18) and a miller is recorded in 1876-7, although no mill is shown 
on Taylor’s map of 1754 (H.R.O. AP25/2).  There appears to have been 
settlement at Noke from an early date.  It is recorded in Domesday as part of 
Alac manor (Coplestone-Crow 2009, 174), then belonging to Kingsland, and 
there may have been settlement here even earlier, growing up around the ford 
on the Roman road, where a number of lanes converged to cross the river.    
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Figure 93: The disused mill at Court of Noke, in 2009.  The dilapidated wheel can be seen at the 
end of the channel (photograph by the author). 
 
The present mill at Court of Noke is a later farm mill, powered by a leat from the 
formal water gardens, part of the 18th century house and landscaping.  Field 
visits in 2009 showed that the water gardens are very complicated and there 
are several weirs and dried-up channels present.  Upstream of the gardens, 
there are two weirs, with a channel running off one of these at a sluice gate, 
probably to feed the lower water gardens, which are now partly silted up.  These 
water gardens took water from the River Arrow and the leat went on to power 
the mill, now in a ruinous state, which has an undershot or low breastshot wheel 
and is probably of 19th century date (Figure 93 above).  There are also belt 
drives running to farm machinery so turbines were probably used later in 
addition. 
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The Tithe Map for Pembridge of 1842 (Figure 94 below) shows the deviation in 
the boundary around Court of Noke, possibly due to the straightening of the 
river in the vicinity.  The water management arrangements for Court of Noke, 
and other farms along the route of the leats, have resulted in a number of 
changes to the river’s course along this boundary.  The old parish boundary 
certainly ran along this old channel of the river, to the ford on the Roman road, 
and it may even have been the leat for an early mill.  Since the mill site cannot 
be securely located, its relationship with that early boundary remains unclear. 
 
 
Figure 94: Map based on an enlarged extract from the Pembridge Tithe Map of 1842 (H.R.L. 
Sheet 56 redrawn by G. Gwatkin, 2000, showing the site of Court of Noke.   
 
King’s Mills, Marden – SO512462 
 
The early history of Marden and the site of King’s Mills have been discussed in 
some detail in Chapter Seven, with Marden being identified as the centre of a 
major early medieval estate.  The royal estate here was divided by King William 
in the late 11th century and parts granted to his supporters, including Hugh 
‘Donkey’ and Nigel the Doctor.  The manor of Marden itself was retained by the 
king and was said to have many hides, although only two paid tax, indicating 
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ancient royal demesne (D.B. Herefs., 1:4).  It was assessed at £16.00 and had 
a fishery, probably on the River Lugg, and a valuable mill at 20s and 25 sticks of 
eels.  
 
There are later records of several mills in Marden parish, a number of which 
were reported by Daniel Dennell in 1696, when he surveyed the rivers Wye and 
Lugg for the promoters of the Wye and Lugg Navigation Acts, who aimed to buy 
up mills along the Lower Wye and Lugg and remove their weirs to make them 
navigable (Brian 1996).  It has been noted (Chapter Eight) that the site of King’s 
Mills is believed by Sheppard (1979, 27) to have been that of the Domesday mill 
at Marden, although there is no evidence to prove this.  Dennell reported of it in 
1696:  
 
‘A little way above the bridge are the mills called Kings Mills.  Here are 
three mills, they belong to Mr Symonds, vintner in London, let with the 
land now at £40 per annum repaired by the landlord.  The land we value 
at £10 per annum and the mills at £30.  Here is no weir but floodgates.’ 
(Brian 1996, 64). 
 
In 1216, Henry III granted land and ‘the mill at Marwarthin’ (Marden) to 
Alexander le Seculer (Duncumb 1812, 123), although there is no record of the 
name or location of this mill.  A mill on the manor is recorded again in 1348, and 
by 1583 the list of lands in Marden included two water mills (ibid, 124-126).  
There is no mention of the mills in a survey of the manor of Marden in 1649 
(H.R.O. CB30/4).  In 1656, there is a record of the ‘three mills called Kings Mills’ 
being mortgaged by the owner of the Sutton Freen estate (Brian 1996, 65).  The 
mills are thought to have gone out of use by the early 18th century, as there is 
no mention of them in the records of the manor when it was bought by Lord 
Coningsbury in around 1720 (ibid, 65).  Brian’s plan of the mill site (Figure 95 
below) is drawn from the Coningsbury map of this date (ibid, 66).  She thought 
that the weir shown on the map had been built after the mill went out of use, 
possibly so that there could be a lock at the site.   
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Figure 95: Plan drawn by Brian (1996, 66) of the site of King’s Mills, Marden, after the 
Coningsbury Map of c.1720. 
 
The O.S. 1st Ed. 6” map (Herefs. Sheet XXVI SE) shows the parish boundary 
with Moreton-on-Lugg running down the River Lugg, but leaving the river just 
past the site of King’s Mills to run west of the river, along what appear to be field 
edges, before turning south in a straight line to Moreton Bridge and then along 
the road to rejoin the river (Figure 96 below).  Although this deviation in the 
parish boundary has the effect of keeping the mill site and the leat in Marden 
parish, it may not necessarily be related to the mill.  It is, however, unlikely to be 
connected to the later railway and station here, which are close to the site, as 
this boundary was in place at the time of the Tithe Map of 1840 (H.R.L. Sheet 
31) and before the railway was built, sometime between 1850 and 1853.   
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Figure 96: Map based on the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” map (Herefs. Sheet XXVI SE).   The site of King’s 
Mills is marked towards centre left of the map, on the River Lugg and just north of Moreton 
Bridge. 
 
The strong external boundaries of the large estate based on Marden have been 
discussed in Chapter Seven, the estate being based on the River Lugg, and the 
boundary between Marden and Sutton may therefore be of later date than 
these, presumably when the estate was broken up into the manors we see at 
Domesday, with the River Lugg being the natural boundary between these 
manors.  It can be proposed therefore that this formed the parish boundary from 
an early date. 
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Figure 97: The probable site of King’s Mills, Marden in 2009.  The site is on the higher ground to 
the right of the photograph, with the long tail race running to the front of the photograph and the 
River Lugg behind it (photograph by the author). 
 
The site is on the wide, flat floodplain of the River Lugg, adjacent to what were 
in the past part of the common Lammas Meadows of Marden (Her. Arch. 2008, 
132).  The river here has been considerably straightened in the past and across 
the river, now in Moreton parish, the old, winding course of the river can be 
seen running across the fields.  The old tail race is also visible, running to join 
the river just before Moreton Bridge.  Apart from this, the site shows little 
evidence of a mill, although there is a flat platform of land on the river bank, 
marked by a number of pollarded willows that also seem to delineate an old 
track running to the road into Marden (Figure 97 above).  Upstream of the mill 
site, the parish boundary leaves the river again and runs along a short, narrow 
channel before following the old, looping course of the river for a short stretch 
and then rejoining the river again.  Brian interprets this channel as a cut for a 
later lock, supported by the fact that the Coningsbury Map of c.1720 (H.R.O. 
J94/1) does not show this channel.    
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The Coningsbury Map shows that the estate boundary of Marden extends over 
the river, as it does today, to take in the adjacent field on the Moreton side, 
marked on the map as Moreton Meadow.  Other fields on this side of the river, 
beyond the bridge, also belonged to Marden at this date.  It may be that the 
boundary is following an earlier course of the river, artificially straightened here.  
The mill leat would, therefore, have run along the new stretch of the river in 
Marden parish, with the parish boundary continuing to run along the old course 
to the west in Moreton parish.  It does not appear, therefore, that the parish 
boundary here has been affected by the mill.    
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Appendix Ten 
 
Mills which may have influenced Parish Boundaries: 
Results of the Case Studies in  
Slaughter Hundred in Gloucestershire  
 
Following initial investigations eight sites in total in Slaughter Hundred were 
examined in more detail with two, at Donnington/Upper Swell and Windrush, 
being discussed in Chapter Eight.  The remaining six sites were at Great 
Barrington, Bledington, Little Aston, Lower Harford, Nethercot and Little 
Rissington.  
 
Barrington Mill, Great Barrington – SP210133 
 
The site of Barrington Mill is of interest as the River Windrush divides into two 
main channels about half a mile upstream of the mill, with the northern channel 
running to the mill.  A further division of the southern channel of the river, about 
a quarter of a mile upstream of the mill, carries the parish boundary between 
Great Barrington and Little Barrington in a channel on the valley floor, between 
the river courses and close to the mill (Figure 98 below).  The mill is now a 
private house but the mill leat and tail race are preserved, with the footpath from 
Little Barrington to Great Barrington across the valley still running through the 
grounds of the property.    
 
The valley of the River Windrush through Great Barrington is wide and flat.  The 
modern Ordnance Survey map marks it “liable to floods” (Explorer Sheet OL45, 
1:25,000) and this can clearly be seen in winter, with the wide floodplain under 
water in large pools in many places and with settlement on the rising ground to 
either side.  Field visits and examination of the O.S. 1st Ed. 6” map (Gloucs. 
Sheet XXXVII SW) and 1st Ed. 25” map (Gloucs. Sheet XXXVII 14) (Figures 98 
and 99 below) confirmed that the mill leat and tail race are situated on the 
northern section of the river and not connected with the boundary channel.  The 
floodplain is also crossed by many other channels and ditches, some of which 
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are abraded old river courses and some of which were probably artificial 
creations for drainage and other water management purposes.   
 
 
Figure 98: Enlarged extract from the O.S 1
st
 Ed. 6” map (Gloucs. Sheet XXXVII SW).  
Barrington Mill is centre right, on the northern channel of the River Windrush.  The channel 
forming the parish boundary with Little Barrington runs to the south of the mill.   
 
The northern channel of the river would appear to have been diverted to form 
the leat to power Barrington Mill.  A visitor to the area in 1946 (Macarthur 1946, 
102) stated that this channel of the Windrush was an artificial creation made for 
this purpose and that it has created its winding course over time ‘…so that it 
would be impossible to tell from appearance alone which is the natural course 
of the river and which the artificial one’.  It is not now possible to tell whether 
this diversion took place before or after the boundary was laid down, although it 
appears to have been constructed to run just north of the parish boundary, to 
place the mill in Great Barrington parish, and may therefore be of later date than 
the boundary.   
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Figure 99: Enlarged extract from the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 25” map (Gloucs. Sheet XXXVII 14), showing 
Barrington Mill centre right, marked ‘Corn Mill’. 
 
It is of interest that the parish boundary runs along this narrow channel, known 
locally as ‘The Backwater’, rather than along what appears to be the main 
course of the river to the south or along the mill leat (Figure 99 above).  The 
most likely explanation is that this is connected with the allocation of the 
important resource of meadow land.  The boundaries between the two parishes 
have been subject to much change in the past.  The Barringtons were originally 
one parish but were divided into two during the medieval period (Elrington 1965, 
16), although the boundaries before enclosure in 1759 still appear to have 
remained rather fluid.  The valley of the Windrush here contains valuable flood 
meadows for hay making and, later in the year, for grazing, a practice which 
continues today, and the choice of this channel as the boundary would divide 
this land between the two estates, but give Great Barrington a greater share of 
these meadows.   
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Bledington Mill, Bledington - SP253224 
 
 
Figure 100: Reduced extract from the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” map (Gloucs. Sheet XXIX NE).  The site of 
Bledington Mill is at the bottom right, on the boundary of Kington in Oxfordshire, with the long 
mill leat running west of the river.   
 
The River Evenlode at Bledington forms not only the eastern boundary of the 
parish but also the county boundary of Gloucestershire with Oxfordshire.  
Bledington Mill is situated south-east of the village on the road from Stow-on-
the-Wold to Chipping Norton, the present B4550.  The manor of Bledington 
belonged to Winchcombe Abbey until the Dissolution.  There was a mill on the 
manor worth 5s in 1086 (D.B. Gloucs., 11:2) and there are records of a mill in 
Bledington in the 14th and 15th century and at intervals up to 1843, with the mill 
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ceasing to be used by 1939 (Elrington 1965, 30).  The present mill building is of 
late-18th to mid-19th century date with later extensions (D. of E. 1987a, 22) and 
construction of the present mill leat and tail race are likely to be post-medieval 
in date. 
 
 
Figure 101: Enlarged extract from the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 25” map (Gloucs. Sheet XXIX 8).  The parish 
boundary can be seen diverting south-west along the road and south along field edges before 
joining the end of the tail race of the mill. 
 
It can be seen that the mill leat is a considerable feat of engineering (Figures 
100 and 101 above), starting over 1km. north of the mill, presumably to take 
advantage of the fall from the higher ground, and with a subsidiary stream 
running in along its length to add to the volume of water.  The leat runs along a 
ridge of higher ground above the valley floor; if it were not at a higher level it 
might appear from the map that this was the main course of the river, with the 
boundary running along a secondary course along the valley floor to the east.  A 
double-arched channel runs out beneath a road bridge at the mill site, into the 
tail race.   
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Unfortunately, no pre-Conquest charters exist for this area although the 
boundary today remains as shown in 1884.  The bridge across the Evenlode 
River on the road into Kingham, known as Longford Bridge, was said to have 
been built or rebuilt in 1421 (Elrington 1965, 27).  Its name suggests that this 
was an ancient crossing point, originally a ford before the bridge was built.  
Study of maps and field visits have as yet failed to account satisfactorily for this 
boundary deviation, apparently making use of part of the tail race of the mill.  It 
is possible that there was an earlier mill site closer to the bridge and between 
the confluence of the Evenlode and the Westcote Brook.  This could have been 
powered by a lost leat or a natural stream coming off the hill-slope, forming the 
lower section of what is now the mill’s tail race.  This would explain the 
projecting tongues of land into both Bledington and its neighbouring parish of 
Churchill in Oxfordshire.  No map survives showing 18th or 19th century field-
names but a map of c.1845 (Gloucs. Archives, PC1812/107) shows the 
boundary following the same course at this date, with the land here being 
shown as grassland and orchard. 
 
The most likely explanation, however, appears to be a combination of factors 
related to the management of water at the mill site, which are suggested by the 
evidence from aerial photographs.  It is clear that there has been much 
engineering work in the past to provide a supply of water to the mill.  The mill 
leat has been created by the straightening and embanking of the Evenlode and 
runs along a ledge some way above the valley bottom, to achieve a better fall of 
water at the mill.  The water supply to the leat is further augmented by the 
running of a channel off the secondary river channel before it runs down onto 
the valley floor.   
 
An aerial photograph of 1975 (Figure 102 below) shows this long leat running 
into the mill, with the water supply coming both from the Evenlode and also from 
the secondary channel.  The water discharged into the tail race is joined by the 
Westcote Brook before running back into the Evenlode past the mill site.  The 
photograph also shows that the river upstream of the mill has been 
straightened, as the old course can just be seen winding across the field.  The 
point at which it originally rejoined the river cannot be seen clearly but it may 
have been at the corner which is now part of the tail race.    
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Figure 102: 1975 Aerial Photograph of Bledington Mill, centre left and at the slight bend on the 
road from Kingham Station (centre) to Bledington Village (English Heritage N. M. R. Air 
Photograph Library No OS/7511/9781, 19 May 1975).  North is at the top of the photograph. 
 
There is a small section of the parish boundary that runs in a straight line along 
the road and it is of course possible that the course of the road has been 
changed and straightened, perhaps when the bridge was constructed.  The 
present straight road is raised above the valley floor on a causeway, to prevent 
flooding, but an original route to the ford would presumably have been at a 
lower level and may have been taken a more winding route, as it does in the 
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vicinity of the mill site.  The boundary here could therefore have followed an old 
river course, now moved, that has been replaced by this section of the road.   
 
It therefore seems that the original course of the Evenlode has been much 
altered, and may have run from what is now the start of the mill leat down to the 
valley bottom and taken a more winding route to cross what is now the road, to 
the section that now forms the tail race of the mill.  This would account for the 
boundary deviation at this point.  The short straight sections of boundary along 
the road and across the field may be no more than the result of the surveyor’s 
choice of the road as a feature to fix the boundary, which would have followed a 
less regular route here, and the subsequent need to return it to the river via the 
shortest route, in a straight line across the field.  The section of the river forming 
the boundary would therefore have been used as the tail race, rather than the 
tail race being used as a boundary.  
 
Little Aston Mill, Aston Blank – SP149213 
 
The modern O.S. Explorer map (Sheet OL45, 1:25,000) (Figure 103 below) 
shows the parish boundary between Aston Blank and Upper Slaughter turning 
away north from the River Windrush to the west of Little Aston Mill, and running 
along part of the mill leat, to the north of the mill site.  Field visits and 
examination of the O.S. 1st Ed. 25” map (Gloucs. Sheet XXVIII 12) (Figure 104 
below), however, show that the parish boundary originally ran along the River 
Windrush for the whole length of this section with the mill, mill leat and tail race 
being just to the north of the river and the parish boundary, in Upper Slaughter 
parish. 
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Figure 103: Extract from the O.S. Explorer Sheet OL45.  The parish boundary of Little Aston 
with Upper Slaughter (marked in red) runs along the straight mill leat for Little Aston Mill, to the 
north of the River Windrush, turning sharply south past the mill to join the river again. 
 
In the 17th century, the lords of Upper Slaughter manor rented this mill from 
Little Aston (Elrington 1965, 137) as there was no mill in Upper Slaughter itself.  
Records show that the parish boundary was altered in 1987 (Herbert 2001, 9), 
when lands were transferred to Aston Blank from Upper Slaughter and 
Notgrove, including Little Aston Mill and the lands surrounding it.  This site 
demonstrates the importance of establishing an early date for a parish boundary 
and of considering late boundary changes. 
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Figure 104: Map based on an enlarged extract from the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 25” map (Gloucs. Sheet 
XXXVIII 12). The parish boundary between Aston Blank and Upper Slaughter runs along the 
River Windrush at this date (1883), with the mill leat for Little Aston Mill running to its north. 
 
Lower Harford Mill, Lower Harford, Naunton –  
Proposed site approx. SP138213 
 
The site of Lower Harford Mill (Figure 105 below) is of interest as the mill is one 
of the few in the West Midlands mentioned in pre-Conquest charters (Hooke 
1985, 129).  The one hide manor of Harford was held in 1086 by Gilbert son of 
Thorold (D.B. Gloucs., 52: 7) and included a mill worth 5s.  The village of Lower 
Harford appears to have been the earliest settlement centre in Naunton parish 
but was largely deserted by 1341 (Elrington 1965, 77), when the ‘new 
settlement’ of Naunton presumably became the settlement focus for the parish.  
Only the early 18th century farmhouse of Lower Harford Farm now remains (D. 
of E. 1986, 138), possibly on the site of the house which Llanthony Priory had 
here in the 16th century (Elrington 1965, 77), although earthworks of other 
houses can be clearly seen nearby in the fields to the south of the River 
Windrush.   
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Figure 105: Enlarged extract of the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” map (Gloucs. Sheet XXVIII NE), showing 
Lower Harford.  The mill site was probably south-east of Harfordhill Barn, where the springs run 
down the hill slope to the ponds and then to the River Windrush, at the north-eastern tip of Fox 
Covert.  The mill marked top left is that at the eastern end of Naunton village. 
 
The boundaries of one hide at Heortforde, leased by Oswald, Bishop of 
Worcester, to his minister Aethelnoth, are given in a charter of A.D. 963 
(S1304), which is considered by Hooke (1985, 139) to be authentic.  These 
boundaries can still be traced on the ground, running up along the ridge, along 
to what is now Harfordhill Barn, east along the old road for and then turning 
south along the field boundary to the mill site on or close to the River Windrush, 
the bounds (LangScape L1304) reading: ‘On þa ea æt thære ealdan mylne’ (to 
the river at the old mill), before returning southwards to the river and then 
following it westwards to the ford where Harford Bridge now stands (Grundy 
1935, 172-175).  The River Windrush still forms the parish boundary between 
Cold Aston and Upper Slaughter at Harford, although it now turns south away 
from the river before Harford Bridge.  The zig-zag boundaries between 
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Naunton, Lower Harford and Upper Slaughter reflect the division of lands when 
the Bourton estate was broken up, a process which was already underway by 
the time of the A.D. 963 charter. 
 
The site of the mill is presumed by Grundy to be ‘about 5 furlongs in a direct line 
S.E. by E. of Harford Bridge’ (ibid, 175), noted by him at that time to be at the 
site of watercress beds.  The distances given by Grundy, and the boundaries 
shown on the O.S. 1st Ed. 6” map (Gloucs. Sheet XXVIII NE), suggest this is at 
the point where springs form a stream and small ponds, running down to the 
river, at the meeting points of the boundaries of Naunton, Upper Slaughter and 
Aston Blank (Figure 105 above).  The watercress beds have since disappeared 
and are not indicated on the above map of 1883, but the ponds are clearly 
indicated and the watercress beds were presumably at this site.  
 
 
Figure 106: The River Windrush in 2008, just below the possible site of Lower Harford Mill 
(photograph by the author). 
 
The River Windrush from Harford Bridge runs in a very narrow, winding and 
fast-flowing channel along a wide, flat valley floor until it reaches cliffs and 
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woodland on its south side at Fox Covert, where it becomes no more than a 
muddy stream in places (Figure 106 above).  Although the river would today be 
unsuitable for powering a vertical mill, it was probably wider and faster-flowing 
in the past and could perhaps have powered a horizontal mill, but it is more 
likely that the mill was situated on the hill- slope just to the north of the 
Windrush and powered by the springs rather than by the river itself, and 
discharging into the river.  Although field-names shown on the Tithe Map of 
1838 (Gloucs. Archives, PC1812/125) (Figure 107 below) do not suggest any 
lost mill sites in the vicinity, this small neck of land was pasture at the time and 
named Sevenwells, indicating several springs here, with Sevenwells Coppice 
adjacent to its north.   
 
An earlier charter of A.D. 743 (S99) gives a further hint of the presence of a mill 
in the vicinity some two centuries earlier than the A.D. 963 charter, as there is 
mention of a track called Milleway.  Hooke (1985, 128) considers this charter to 
be of doubtful authenticity, but Finberg (1961, 35) believes it has a genuine 
basis.  Grundy (1935, 179) identifies Milleway as a track running in a north-east 
direction across Naunton from the northern boundary of Notgrove ‘where it 
leaves the ridgeway about half a mile N.N.E. of Notgrove village’.  This is the 
route of the present lane from the A436 to the ford at Lower Harford Farm and 
Grundy presumes that this track ran to Harford Mill.  If so, the most likely route 
would be across the ford and along what is now the Naunton road, past 
Harfordhill Farm and down the footpath to the mill (Figure 107 below).  The 
mention of this track cannot, therefore, help locate Lower Harford Mill any 
further than the site of Lower Harford Farm.  It is not certain that Milleway led to 
Harford Mill, as it could have led to another lost mill, either at Lower Harford 
Farm itself or perhaps across the ford at Naunton to the east, where there was 
a mill at the east end of the village by medieval times and possibly earlier 
(Elrington 1965, 83).  The mill at Harford was, however, already known as the 
‘Old Mill’ by A.D. 963 and so may well have been in existence as early as A.D. 
743.   
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Figure 107: Enlarged extract from the Naunton Tithe Map of 1838 (Gloucs. Archives 
PC1812/125, redrawn by G. Gwatkin, 1995), showing Lower Harford.  ‘Milleway’ may be the 
track running from south-west to north-east across the lower centre of the map, running to the 
ford at Lower Harford.  
 
Aerial photographs of Lower Harford do not provide much clarification, although 
the series of 1973 (English Heritage N.M.R. Air Photograph Library) show that 
the ponds on the spring-line running down to the river had by then been filled in 
and the area largely covered by trees and vegetation (Figure 108 below). The 
boundary runs down the field edge to the spring-line adjoining Fox Covert and 
joins the river at its most northerly point, with the probable mill site somewhere 
along this stream.  The rectangular earthwork in the field to the east of the 
boundary on the hill slope above the river relates to an earlier boundary marking 
the edge of the coppice.  The area has been wooded since at least the 19th 
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century, making any earlier features difficult to locate from the air.  Any traces of 
an early mill would presumably have been lost long ago.   
 
 
Figure 108: 1973 Aerial Photograph of the probable mill site at Lower Harford (English Heritage 
N.M.R. Air Photograph Library, No. OS73206/308, 1 June 1973).   Harfordhill Barn is the 
westernmost of the two buildings on the road, with the site of Fox Covert at bottom centre, in the 
loop of the river.   
 
Today, the presumed mill site lies under a nature reserve, with the water board 
using the area around the springs themselves for a pumping station.  At this 
junction of two boundaries, the southern boundary with Cold Aston runs along 
the river while the eastern boundary with Upper Slaughter runs downhill along 
the field boundary and turns east for a short section, to run along a field 
boundary at the spring line, rather than taking the direct route south to the river.  
It is therefore possible that this boundary deviation is related to this earlier mill 
site.  If so, this would provide an example of a boundary deviation suggesting 
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the location of an early mill which is known from documentation but for which 
the site is now lost.  
 
Nethercot Mill, Bourton-on-the-Water –  
Proposed site approx. SP179188 
 
 
Figure 109: Enlarged extract from the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” map (Gloucs.  Sheets XXXIX SW and 
XXXVII NW).  Nethercote Farm can be seen at the top left. 
 
Nethercot Mill appears to have gone out of use at a relatively early date and no 
apparent trace survives in the landscape.  No mills are recorded for Bourton-on-
the-Water (which included Nethercot) at Domesday (D.B. Gloucs., 12:3), 
although this may be an omission since the River Windrush flows through 
Bourton and there were three mills on the Evesham Abbey estate here in the 
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12th century (Bond 1975, 40), when Nethercote was still a sub-manor.  Elrington 
(1965, 44) states that two of these three mills were Upper Mill and Lower Mill, 
both in the village of Bourton, and that the third mill, which went out of use 
before the 16th century, was probably Nethercot Mill.  Unfortunately, no mills are 
mentioned in the Abbey’s Chronicle after the 15th century (Bond ibid).  It is 
suggested that the mill was located somewhere in the south-east of the parish, 
between the rivers Windrush and Dikler, and in the vicinity of Nethercote 
Farmhouse (Elrington ibid) (Figure 109 above).  
 
A number of field-names shown on the 1773 Enclosure Map (Gloucs. Archives, 
PC1871) in the extreme south-east portion of the parish contain the word 
“Smithmill”, including Day’s Smithmill, Gladwin’s Smithmill, Bennetts Smithmill 
and a group of five fields surrounding a footpath simply called Smithmill (Figure 
110 below).  The distribution of these field-names suggests that the mill was 
more probably further south of Nethercote Farm where a footpath, perhaps 
originally to the mill, ran along the field edges almost to the southern parish 
boundary.  Smith (1964a, 197) also records a ‘Smiths Mill’ field-name in the 
parish in 1603 but does not give a location.  The cluster of ‘lake’ field-names 
also suggest a stream (Field 1993, 51), running through the area between 
Nethercote Farm, and the Smithmill area, which may be related to the mill.  This 
would place the site just below the confluence of the River Windrush and the 
River Dikler, which would provide a good flow of water to a mill, and there is a 
slight straightening of the Dikler at this point (see Figure 110 below), in the 
vicinity of several footbridges.   
 
The river and boundary in this area do not, however, show any evidence of 
having been altered, although this area of land projects into Clapton parish at 
this point, suggesting that the boundaries could have been laid down so as to 
include the mill in Bourton-on-the-Water parish rather than neighbouring 
Clapton to the south, which does not have any record of mills.  This would 
appear to be similar to the boundary pattern around Donnington and Upper 
Swell mills (Chapter Seven), although this cannot be proposed with any 
certainty while the actual site of the mill remains conjecture. 
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Figure 110: Extract from the 1773 Enclosure Map for Bourton-on-the-Water (Gloucs.  Archives, 
PC1871, redrawn by G. Gwatkin, 1995), showing the distribution of “mill” field-names in 
Nethercot, in the south-east of Bourton-on-the-Water parish.  
 
Rissington Mill, Little Rissington – SP182202 
 
Little Rissington manor was held in 1086 by Robert d’Oilly, where two mills were 
recorded on the manor valued at 20s (D.B. Gloucs., 48:1).  Two mills were 
recorded there again in 1133 and a mill appears in records almost continuously 
from the 13th century onwards (Elrington 1965, 111).  The present mill remains 
are situated on the River Dikler, which forms the western boundary of the parish 
with Sherborne, and now survive as Mill Farm.   
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Figure 111: Enlarged extract from the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” map (Gloucs. Sheet XX1X SW).  
Rissington Mill is centre right of the map. 
 
Examination of the O.S. 1st Ed. 6” map (Gloucs. Sheet XXIX SW) (Figure 111 
above) shows that the mill leat and tail race divert from the mill in the vicinity of 
the mill, to follow a straighter course along the edge of the meadows of Temple 
Ham.  Field-names on an estate map of 1886 (Gloucs. Archives, PC1866) 
(Figure 112 above), and the footpaths running to and through the site, would 
locate the site, even if its name had not been preserved in Mill Farm.   
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Figure 112: The Site of Little Rissington Mill, now Mill Farm, shown on an enlarged extract from 
the After-Sale Particulars of Little Rissington Manor 1886 (Gloucs. Archives PC1866, redrawn 
by G. Gwatkin, 1995).  The parish boundary diverts from the River Dikler at the site of the mill 
and runs along the western edge of Temple Ham. 
 
The name of Temple Ham its name suggests later ownership of the land by the 
Knights Templar, although there is no record of their holding land either here in 
Little Rissington or in Nethercot to the west.  The deviation of the parish 
boundary at the site of the mill does not, however, appear to be related to the 
mill and was presumably to provide Little Rissington with a share of the valuable 
meadow land on the ‘ham’. 
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Appendix Eleven 
 
Mills which may have influenced Parish Boundaries: 
Results of the Case Studies in Oswaldslow and 
Pershore Hundreds in Worcestershire  
 
A total of seven sites in the above study area were selected for more detailed 
study, with those at Beanhall in Inkberrow and at Churchill considered to have 
influenced parish boundaries in their vicinity and discussed in Chapter Eight.  
The remaining five sites are at Abberton, Crowle, Fladbury and Cropthorne, 
Kington and Upton Snodsbury. 
 
Abberton Mill, Pershore Hundred – SO991524 
 
 
Figure 113:  The site of Abberton Mill, as shown on an enlarged extract from the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” 
map (Worcs. Sheet XXXV SW).   
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At the time of Domesday, Abberton was an outlier of Pershore manor, which 
was held by the Abbey of St Mary, Pershore, and the lands and mills are not 
recorded separately from those of the head manor (D.B. Worcs., 9:1a).  There 
was a mill here valued at 4s, and a further mill worth 10s on the manor held 
from the Abbey by Urso, Sheriff of Worcester, but it is not clear whether either 
of these mills was in Abberton.  There was a mill in Abberton by 1291, held by 
Pershore Abbey, and two mills (possibly under one roof) were held with the 
manor in 1699 and 1720, and one mill in 1798 (Page and Willis-Bund 1924, 6).  
The present mill at Abberton is on the Whitsun Brook in the south-west corner 
of the parish, on the boundary with Bishampton (Figure 113 above).   
 
 
Figure 114: Aston’s 1969 plan of the earthworks around the site of Abberton Mill (W.H.E.R. 
WSM 03034).  The long holding ponds can be seen to the south of the mill. 
 
The parish boundary here runs along the river and there is an unusually long 
leat running to the west, almost parallel with the river, with the water being 
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collected in two long and narrow holding ponds from which water powered the 
mill, and with a short tail race discharging the water back into the river.  A 
footpath runs directly to the mill site, suggesting that the site has been in use for 
some time, and there is a footbridge here which perhaps replaced an earlier 
ford.  The Whitsun Brook does not appear to be as wide or fast-flowing as 
others in the vicinity, such as the Bow or Piddle Brooks, and the land in the 
surrounding area is mainly flat.  As a result, the water supply to the mill was 
presumably lacking in power, necessitating a long leat to obtain a suitable 
gradual fall of water which would then be held in the pond and released when 
required to power the mill (See Figure 114 above).   
 
 
Figure 115: The site of Abberton Mill, on an extract from the O.S. 2
nd
 Ed. 25” map (Worcs. 
Sheet XXXV 9). 
 
The leat is now very silted up and narrow but seems to have been wider at the 
time of the O.S. 2nd Ed. 25” map in 1904 (Worcs. Sheet XXXV 9) (Figures 115 
above and 116 below) and was probably also faster-flowing at that time.  The 
channel for the external overshot wheel can still be seen, although the mill is 
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now disused.  The small diameter wheel was still present in 1969 and recorded 
by Aston (W.H.E.R. WSM 03034) but has now been removed (Figure 117 
below).  
 
The Whitsun Brook may also have been the source of water for the mill in 
Naunton Beauchamp, adjacent to the west of Abberton, and said in 1297 to be 
only able to grind at flood time (Page and Willis-Bund 1924, 146), a further 
suggestion that its water supply was not very reliable.  It is tempting to see its 
properties reflected in its name, which might be conjectured to mean that it only 
worked until Whitsun (i.e. a winter bourne).  Both Hooke (1990b, 193) and 
Gelling and Cole (2000, 8), however, believe that the name derives from a tribal 
name Wixena, suggesting that Anglo-Saxon incomers had settled here.   
 
 
Figure 116: Abberton Mill leat in 2008, at the point where it runs into the long, narrow mill ponds 
(photograph by the author). 
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Figure 117: The remains of the wheel channel at Abberton Mill in 2008 (photograph by the 
author).  In 1969, a small overshot wheel was recorded here (W.H.E.R. WSM 03034).   
 
Charter bounds for the south and east of Abberton are given in the Pershore 
Charter of A.D. 972 (S786), in which King Edgar is said to have granted a 
significant estate to the Abbey at Pershore; the authenticity of this charter has 
been much debated but is believed by many to be genuine (S786 notes).  The 
Whitsun Brook formed the southern boundary of the estate at that time, as it 
does now for the parish, running west to join the Piddle Brook at the south-
western corner in Naunton.  A fen is also mentioned in the charter, in the vicinity 
of the east of Abberton, which Hooke believes covered a wide area around the 
headwaters of the Whitsun Brook (Hooke 1990b, 192).  This is a further 
indication of the low-lying nature of the land in this part of Worcestershire.  This 
southern boundary appears to be ancient, dating as it does from the 10th 
century.  Closer examination of the site, however, shows no evidence that the 
mill site has affected the parish boundary, with the river running to the south of 
the site. 
 
The 1842 Tithe Map for Abberton (W.H.E.R. WRO BA1572 r760/2) shows the 
boundary running along the same course as today, marking the area of the mill 
as ‘The Naight’ (Figure 118 below).  ‘The Naights’ also appears at an island site 
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at Crowle (see below) and at several sites in Gloucestershire, including a site at 
Deerhurst, although this latter is no longer an island (Harris 1992, 11-12; 
Rowbotham 1993, 4-6).   
 
 
Figure 118: Extract from the Tithe Map for Abberton 1842 (W.H.E.R. WRO BA1572 r760/2, 
redrawn by D. Guyatt 2002), showing the southern part of the parish, with the mill site centre 
left.  Field names indicate the marshy nature of the land, with names such as Little Moors, 
Rushy Moors and Hen Moor Meadow.  A fen is also mentioned in this part of the parish in a 
charter of A.D. 972 (Hooke 1990b, 192). 
 
In connection with fish-weirs, Rowbotham (ibid, 6) suggests that ‘naights’ (or 
‘neights’) in Gloucestershire were naturally-formed islands on tidal rivers, 
referring to examples at Deerhurst, Gloucester, Minsterworth and Oldbury.  It 
does not appear in any of the instances in Gloucestershire specifically to 
indicate a mill site, but rather a small artificial island or semi-island such as 
could be created by a mill leat and tail race surrounding a mill, and was 
probably a corruption of atten ait to ‘atte neit’, after OE ait, an island (Smith 
1964b, 79).  A connection at the Abberton site with waterfowl cannot be ruled 
out, as there are field-names in the vicinity that appear to refer to waterfowl, 
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including Duck Pen and Near and Far Hen Moor Meadows.  It is therefore 
possible that these were artificial islands used for the purpose of breeding 
waterfowl but this does not preclude these being originally (or additionally) 
watermill sites. ‘Naights’ marked on tithe and enclosure maps are therefore 
worthy of further investigation as an indicator of an artificial island and possibly 
indicating lost mill sites. 
 
A Possible Mill Site at Crowle, Oswaldslow Hundred – 
SO936562 
 
 
Figure 119: The possible site of the mill at Crowle, marked on an enlarged extract from the O.S. 
1
st
 Ed. 6” map (Worcs. Sheet XXXIV NW) of 1885.   The island formed by the two watercourses, 
just to the east of the Manor House (Crowle House) in the centre of the map, can be seen to be 
well-wooded even by this date. 
 
There were two manors at Crowle at the time of Domesday.  One was at Crowle 
Hackett, now represented by Froxmere Court in the east of the parish, and one 
at Crowle, which had a mill worth 2s (D.B. Worcs., 2:78, 19:14).  There is a 
record in 1220 of a watermill in Crowle (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 333), 
although there are no later records and no mill now survives in the parish.  The 
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Bow Brook runs through the centre of the parish today, from north to south, and 
there is a possible watermill site on the river near to Crowle House and just 
north of Froxmere Court, where there is a small island (Figure 119 above).  In 
1934, it was recorded that masonry in good condition remained at the site 
(Berkeley 1934, 17), although the four acre pond was said to have been filled in 
around 1808, as the water was prevented from draining away due to the 
location of Huddington Mill a mile downstream. 
 
 
Figure 120: The possible site of Crowle Mill, shown on an extract from the 1808 Enclosure Map 
for Crowle (W.H.E.R. WRO BA1497 1 & 2 redrawn by M. Jenkins 2001).  Millfield Private Road 
can be seen to the west of the site although ‘Mill Field’ itself does not appear on this map.  This 
is either a lost name, relating to the mill when it was in use, or it may relate to a possible mill site 
at Upton Snodsbury to the east (see below). 
 
This would appear to be confirmed by the 1808 Enclosure Map (W.H.E.R. WRO 
BA1497 1 & 2) (Figure 120 above), showing the site as being bounded by the 
Bow Brook on the west and a small watercourse on the east, and marked as 
‘The Naights’ (as at Abberton, above), suggesting an island here.  Berkeley 
(1934, 17) also reported that ‘A new brook was cut close by for about a quarter 
of a mile to let off the water.’   At the time of the O.S. 1st Ed. 6” map of 1885 
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(Worcs. Sheet XXXIV NW) (Figure 119 above) and O.S. 2nd Ed. 25” map of 
1904 (Worcs. Sheet XXXIV 3) (Figure 121 below) there is no mill shown and no 
indication of a mill site, although what appears to be the straightened channel 
noted by Berkeley can be seen running to the west of the wooded area.   
 
 
Figure 121: Enlarged extract from the O.S. 2
nd
 Ed. 25” map (Worcs. Sheet XXXIV 3), showing 
the marshy area at the pond site in Crowle but with no mill recorded.   
 
In 1969, a pool and weir were recorded by Aston (W.H.E.R. WSM 02157) in the 
field called The Naights on the 1808 Enclosure Map (W.H.E.R. WRO BA1497 1 
& 2) (see Figure 120 above and 122 below), together with possible sluice 
channels, and his view was that the island was probably used for breeding 
waterfowl (as proposed at Abberton, above).  This does, however, not preclude 
the presence of a mill site here at some period, close to the manor house, 
perhaps being re-used for waterfowl when the mill went out of use.  It is also 
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possible that this artificial channel, which has the appearance of a mill leat, is 
the new brook mentioned by Berkeley and that any mill site is now buried under 
the trees and other vegetation that cover the site today.   
 
 
Figure 122: Aston’s plan of the site at Crowle in 1969 (W.H.E.R. WSM 02157). 
 
A field visit to the site in 2008 found the pond area very overgrown, but the 
stonework for the weir at the south end of the site was still visible, as was the 
island site to the west of the pond.  Although this site is today some distance 
from the parish boundary, the earlier estate boundary of Crowle with Crowle 
Hackett to its east (now Froxmere Court) would have run in the vicinity of the 
mill and possibly made use of the Bow Brook.  An unattached boundary clause 
of the 10th century (S1591 and LangScape L1591.0.00), although very general, 
suggests that the boundaries of Crowle by that date were close to those of the 
present parish boundary, taking in the eastern section round Froxmere Court 
(Hooke 1990b, 384-388).  There is, however, no other indication of where any 
earlier estate boundary may have run and the nature of this site therefore 
remains inconclusive. 
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Cropthorne and Fladbury Mills, Oswaldslow Hundred – 
SO460995 and SO461997 
 
 
Figure 123: Map of the area on the vicinity of Fladbury and Cropthorne Mills, based on an 
enlarged extract from the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” map (Worcs. Sheet XLII SW). 
 
The O.S. 1st Ed. 6” map (Worcs. Sheet XLII SW) (Figure 123 above) shows 
Fladbury Mill and Cropthorne Mill in close proximity on the River Avon, near to 
Fladbury village, with the parish boundary between the two running down the 
Avon.  The river here is very wide here and has been considerably altered, 
presumably to power the mills, with Cropthorne Mill on the river and a long, 
wide leat running from the river to Fladbury Mill, with a wide weir between the 
two taking water back to the river via a large pond.   
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Figure 124: Fladbury and Cropthorne mills, based on an extract from the O.S. 2
nd
 Ed. 25” map 
(Worcs. Sheet XLII 10).  The boundary can be clearly seen running down the River Avon and 
across the weir, just past Cropthorne Mill. 
 
The parish boundary and weir can be more clearly seen on the O.S. 2nd Ed. 25” 
map (Worcs. Sheet XLII 10) (Figure 124 above), with the parish boundary to the 
north of the mills running down the eastern side of the Avon, putting Cropthorne 
Mill in Cropthorne parish.  The boundary then cuts across the weir and runs 
down the centre of the river so that Fladbury Mill stands in Fladbury parish.  By 
the time of this map (1904) Cropthorne Mill was disused, although Fladbury Mill 
was still operating and was also providing electricity for the village; it ceased 
working in around 1925, although the turbine was still visible in 1977 (W.H.E.R. 
WSM 12469).   
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Figure 125: Cropthorne Mill in 2008.  The wide, shallow sloping weir can be seen, with the leat 
continuing behind to Fladbury Mill (photograph by the author). 
 
Figure 126: Fladbury Mill in 2008, viewed from downstream (photograph by the author). 
 
Cropthorne Mill (Figure 125 above) is the first along the leat, standing on the 
parish boundary; this is a building of late 18th or early 19th century date 
(W.H.E.R. WSM 04555), now converted to a private dwelling.  The weir takes 
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water back to the Avon just past the site of Cropthorne Mill.  Fladbury Mill 
(Figure 126 above) is further along the leat, a post-medieval building now 
converted to a house.  It appears to have had two wheels, with the channel from 
both running underneath the building and out into the tail race.   
 
Cropthorne has been proposed as the centre of a major early medieval estate, 
discussed in further detail in Chapters Six and Seven.  In 1086 it was in the 
hands of the Church of Worcester, with a mill worth 10s and 20 sticks of eels 
(D.B. Worcs., 2:72).  The Prior of Worcester had a mill here in 1240 (Page and 
Willis-Bund 1913, 323), two mills were recorded here again in 1261 and a mill 
was mentioned in the late 16th century (ibid).  At the time of Domesday, the 
large manor of Fladbury (with the later parishes of Abbots Lench (or Ab Lench), 
Hill and Moor, Stock and Bradley, and Throckmorton) was held by the Bishop of 
Worcester (D.B. Worcs., 2:15).  There was a mill on Fladbury manor, worth 10s 
and 20 sticks of eels (ibid) and later records show two mills in Fladbury in the 
14th century (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 344), perhaps under one roof.  Both 
Fladbury and Cropthorne were very large and wealthy manors, of 40 hides and 
50 hides respectively, on the fertile low-lying lands of the Avon valley.   
 
Fladbury was also the location for an early monastery; 44 cassati of land here 
was given to Bishop Oftfor by King Aethelred in A.D. 697 x 699 (S76), in a 
charter thought to be authentic ‘…so that monastic life may be re-established 
there’, indicating that there had been a monastery here even before that date.  
Fladbury remained in the hands of the Bishop of Worcester until the Civil War, 
when it was seized by parliament (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 354).  
Cropthorne was a royal estate in A.D. 841, when King Beorhtwulf issued from 
there a genuine charter (S196), and it is still termed a villa regia in a charter of 
A.D. 999 (S896), also believed to be authentic.  The Church of Worcester’s 
claim to have held the manor from an early date (S118 of A.D. 780, generally 
agreed to be an 11th century forgery) may therefore have been untrue, but they 
did hold it from at least 1066 to the Dissolution.  It has been noted in Chapter 
Five that this division of the lands of the Church of Worcester between those 
which continued to support the monks and those which now became the 
Bishop’s lands took place in A.D. 847.   
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Although the evidence suggests that Cropthorne may not have been held by the 
monastery of St Mary at Worcester from as early a date as they claimed, the 
manors were in different ownership from at least the mid-11th century and 
possibly earlier, with Fladbury being in the hands of the Bishop and Cropthorne 
belonging to the monastery of St Mary, making the clear division of land and 
water-management arrangements necessary.  The northern boundary of the 
major early medieval estate centred on Cropthorne was formed by the River 
Avon, separating the estate from that at Fladbury to the north of the river.  This 
boundary, making use of a major river, is likely to be of an early date.   
 
It is difficult now to form any idea of what the early mills would have been like or 
what the water-management arrangements were, as the river has been much 
altered and widened here in recent centuries.  The boundary has clearly been 
altered in the vicinity of the mills to ensure that they are placed in their 
respective parishes.  The present, elaborate scheme is likely to be of post-
medieval date, as are the current buildings but it is possible that this division 
predates this scheme.  Any slight variation in the boundary here cannot be 
dated with certainty; an early date can be suggested but this cannot be proved 
on current evidence. 
 
Kington Mill, Halfshire Hundred – SO9845691 
 
Kington Mill is situated on the Piddle Brook on Kington’s north-western 
boundary with Dormston.  Kington’s original name seems to have been Pidwell 
or Piddle (as for the Piddle Brook), as Hooke (1990b, 158-162) has traced the 
bounds of a charter of the estate of Pidwell in A.D. 930 (S404) as being those of 
Kington (Figure 127 below).  In this charter, King Athelstan granted to Abbot 
Cynath of Evesham land including woodland at Fleferth, identified by Hooke 
(ibid) as being in Kington.  The charter is problematic and may be of later date, 
perhaps 11th century (S404 notes).   
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Figure 127: Map of the boundary clause of Pidwell in the charter S404 dated A.D. 930 (from 
Hooke 1990b, 161). 
 
By 1086, the estate was known as Cyngtun, which Hooke (1990b, 161) believes 
indicates that it had been a royal manor, although no longer held by the Crown.  
At the time of Domesday, Kington was in Esch Hundred and was held by Roger 
of Lacy (D.B. Worcs., 18:4).  No mill is recorded on the manor at that time and 
there are no later records shown in the Victoria History of the County of 
Worcester (Page and Willis-Bund 1913, 191-193), by which time Kington was a 
detached parish of Halfshire Hundred.   
 
The boundaries of this part of the parish (LangScape L404.2.00) appear to 
remain unchanged since this 10th century charter (Hooke 1990b, 160-161), 
where mention is made of the point close to the present mill site where the 
bounds run along the ‘other winterbourn’, which can be identified with the 
stream that runs into the Piddle Brook here just before the mill, at the junction of 
the boundaries of Kington and Dormston, presumably used to add to the water 
supply to the mill (Figure 128 below).   
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Figure 128: The location of Kington Mill, based on an enlarged extract from the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” 
map (Worcs. Sheet XXXV NW).  The mill is at the centre, to the west of the village centre on the 
Piddle Brook.    
 
The old mill building at Kington has now been demolished and replaced by a 
new private house.  The grounds of the property have also been much altered 
in recent years and it is now difficult to see the arrangements for the mill.  There 
does remain some stonework on the external wall at the rear of the building 
where perhaps the wheel-pit was once located, and the water still runs swiftly 
past here, down a shallow weir into the tail race and back into the river.   
 
The boundaries shown on the 1838 Tithe Map (W.H.E.R. WRO BA1572, 
redrawn by D. Guyatt 2006, with additions from BA7335 x705/7) are unclear in 
the area of the mill, but the O.S. 2nd Ed. 25” map (Worcestershire Sheet XXXV 
1) (Figure 129 below) shows the water management arrangements in greater 
detail, with a long, narrow mill pond just before the mill, made by a widened and 
straightened stretch of the river.  Although this has all been swept away in the 
rebuild, a narrow and silted-up mill leat can still be seen here.   
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Figure 129: Kington Mill, shown on an extract from the O.S. 2
nd
 Ed. 25” map (Worcs. Sheet 
XXXV 1).  This map shows the elongated mill pond, with the boundary running along what 
appears to be the original river course to the north of the leat.   
 
If the stream joining the Piddle here was a winter stream, as its name in the 
charter indicates (winter burna), then it would be unlikely to be a sufficiently 
reliable water supply to power the mill all year but could have added to the 
volume of water in the holding pond and so boost the supply from the Piddle 
Brook.  The parish boundary deviates from the Piddle Brook at the start of this 
stretch of water and runs slightly north of the present river course to join the 
stream (the winter bourne of the charter) which feeds in from a northerly 
direction.  It seems likely that the boundary is following the original river course, 
which has been diverted south here to form a straight leat to the mill (Figure 130 
above) with the stream from the north feeding in additional water to the leat.  
The present leat would therefore appear to be later in date than the boundary. 
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Figure 130: The leat at Kington Mill in 2008, now very narrow and overgrown (photograph by 
the author). 
 
A Possible Mill Site at Upton Snodsbury, Pershore Hundred – 
SO935552 
 
There is a possible mill site on the Bow Brook on the western boundary of 
Upton Snodsbury with Crowle, close to the point where the boundary meets that 
of Broughton Hackett.  The present parish boundary runs along the Bow Brook, 
and a leat appears to run off the river on the Upton Snodsbury side here on the 
O.S 1st Ed. 6” map (Worcs. Sheet XXXIV NE) (Figure 131 below).   
 
There was no mill recorded in Snodsbury at Domesday (D.B. Worcs., 8:11), 
when the manor was held by the Abbey of St Peter at Westminster, part of the 
lands of Pershore Abbey granted to St Peter’s by Edward the Confessor in the 
mid-11th century.  A mill was recorded on the manor in 1258 and also in 1448 
(Page and Willis-Bund 1924, 209) and a piece of land called le Milnenete was 
also mentioned in 1590 (ibid), but no mill is mentioned at that date and there is 
no mill in the parish today.    
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Figure 131: The possible mill site on the Bow Brook at Upton Snodsbury, marked on an 
enlarged extract from the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” map (Worcs. Sheet XXX1V NE).   
 
 
Early boundaries in this part of the parish were shown in an unattached 
boundary clause for Crowle, probably of 10th century date (S1591).  The clause 
is not very detailed (LangScape L1591.0.00) and there is no mention of a mill, 
but the boundary ran along the Bow Brook and past the site, as it does today.  
The Tithe Map of 1838 for Upton Snodsbury (W.H.E.R. WRO BA1572 
s760/570) (Figure 132 below) shows the area clearly, with the straightened 
stretch of the river and what appears to be a bridge across it to the island.  
There is, however, no clear indication on the map that this was a mill site, and 
no surviving field names suggesting this in the vicinity.   
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Figure 132: Enlarged extract from the 1838 Tithe Map for Upton Snodsbury (W.H.E.R. WRO 
BA1572 s760/570 redrawn by D. Guyatt 2002). 
 
Examination of the area on the ground, however, shows a long, straight section 
of water to the east of the river, forming an island in the river, and what appear 
to be the stone supports for a bridge still visible (Figure 133 below).  A long, 
straight road which runs north to south in Crowle, to the west of this site, is 
named Millfield Private Road on the 1808 Enclosure Map for Crowle (W.H.E.R. 
WRO BA1497 1 & 2).  The road forms the eastern boundary of the field here 
with Upton Snodsbury, and it is possible that one of the fields in the vicinity was 
once named Mill Field, although the name has not survived.  
 
Records show that in 1220 the lord of Upton Snodsbury, Peter de Wick, who 
also owned lands in Crowle, built a mill in Crowle said to have been ‘to the hurt 
of Hugh de Crowle…’ since ‘…when there was a spate of water or when the mill 
was shut and the water overflowed Hugh’s land was flooded’ (Stenton 1934, 
474).  De Wick’s mill may perhaps have been on this section of the Bow Brook, 
on the boundary with Crowle, although there do not appear to be any later 
records of the mill.  If a mill was on this site, it does not appear to have affected 
the parish boundary, as this follows the natural watercourse rather than the mill 
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leat.  The cartographic evidence does, however, show the value of examining 
deviations in river courses to detect possible mill leats, and following these up 
with field visits which may provide further evidence of a mill site. 
 
 
Figure 133: The straightened channel of the Bow Brook in 2008 at the possible mill site in Upton 
Snodsbury, along with the stone supports which may have been for a bridge (photograph by the 
author). 
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Appendix Twelve 
 
Mills which may have influenced Parish Boundaries  
in Bradley, Rapsgate and Brightwells Barrow Hundreds 
in Gloucestershire 
 
Nine sites in the three hundreds above were selected for study, based on initial 
examination of the Ordnance Survey First Edition 6” maps.  Five of these are in 
Bradley Hundred, at Dowdeswell, Shipton Solers, Syreford in Whittington, 
Stowell, and Fossbridge in Coln St Dennis.  Three sites are in Brightwells 
Barrow Hundred, at Southrop, Lechlade, and Winson.  An additional site was 
examined at Harnhill, near Cirencester, in Crowthorne Hundred to the south.  
Unfortunately, the evidence for none of these sites was sufficiently conclusive to 
suggest that the mill sites influenced the parish boundary in their vicinity. 
 
Dowdeswell Mill, Dowdeswell, Bradley Hundred - SO196986 
 
At Domesday, Dowdeswell and Pegglesworth were part of the Church of 
Worcester’s large manor of Withington, along with land at Cassey Compton, 
Foxcote, Little Colesbourne, Hilcot, Notgrove and Aston Blank (D.B. Gloucs., 3: 
5).  Three mills are recorded in Withington in 1086 and it is not clear to which 
manors these mills belonged.  The first documentary record of a mill in 
Dowdeswell was in the late 16th century, when two mills were recorded, and the 
mills appear again in records of the 17th century, with only one mill recorded by 
1751 (Herbert 2001, 62).  The site of Dowdeswell Mill is of interest as the O.S. 
1st Ed. 6” map (Gloucs. Sheet XXVII SW) shows the mill on the River Chelt 
close to the western boundary of Dowdeswell with Charlton Kings (Figure 134 
below).   Although the exact location of the site is not clear on this map, its 
proximity to the parish boundary, together with a surviving pre-Conquest charter 
boundary clause, made the site of interest for further study. 
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Figure 134: Dowdeswell Mill as shown on the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” map (Gloucs. Sheet XXVII SW), 
marked towards the centre of the map, at the south-western corner of Dowdeswell Wood. 
 
There are two charters that are of interest for the parishes of Withington, 
Dowdeswell, Andoversford and Whittington.  The first (S56), thought to be 
genuine, dates from A.D. 759, when three under-kings of the Hwicce, with the 
permission of Offa, king of Mercia, granted ten hides to Headda, Abbot of 
Worcester, at Onnanforda or Andoversford.  The bounds of this charter are very 
general, with only four points being mentioned, but they show that the grant also 
includes at least part of Dowdeswell (Grundy 1935, 114-115).  A later survey of 
the boundaries of the Bishop of Worcester’s Withington estate of around A.D. 
1000 (S1556) is more detailed.  Dowdeswell is part of the estate, with its 
western boundary following the same course as today, running along the 
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boundary brook to the boundary ford, which would be close to the site of the mill 
on the River Chelt (LangScape L1556.0.00).  This is therefore an ancient 
boundary.   
 
 
Figure 135: The site of Dowdeswell Mill as marked on the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 25” map (Gloucs. Sheet 
XXVII 13). 
 
Although the mill apparently remained in use until the late 19th century, the site 
and the area surrounding it were lost when the Dowdeswell Reservoir was built 
here on the River Chelt in the 1880s (Herbert 2001, 62).  When The 
Gloucestershire Society for Industrial Archaeology visited the site in 1967 
(Davies 1967, 6-7), the mill was identified as one of the farm buildings just 
below the dam, then used as a cow house and owned by the Cheltenham 
Corporation, who also owned the reservoir.  The river itself has now been much 
altered in the vicinity and a field visit in 2010 failed to locate any evidence of the 
water management arrangements, which have now disappeared under the 19th 
century reservoir.   
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The Tithe Map of 1838 (Gloucs. Archives PC1812/49) shows that the parish 
boundary makes a short diversion east, close to the site, running along the 
River Chelt before turning north again.  Although two field names in the vicinity 
indicate the mill site, the mill itself is not shown on the map.  The location of the 
site can however be identified on the O.S. 1st Ed. 25” map of 1884 (Gloucs. 
Sheet XXVII 13), as shown on Figure 135 above.  The mill is shown just north of 
the road, with the leat running off the River Chelt, which here forms the parish 
boundary.  The boundary runs north across the road to join the River Chelt and 
then turns north again after following the river for a short distance.  This more 
detailed map therefore shows that, although the boundary runs slightly south of 
the river in the vicinity of the mill site, the mill leat runs south-east off the Chelt 
and the mill site does not therefore appear to have influenced the parish 
boundary. 
 
Fossbridge Mill, Coln St Dennis, Deerhurst Hundred – 
SP082111 
 
Fossbridge Mill is on the River Coln in the parish of Coln St Dennis.  The bridge 
at Fossbridge, on the Fosse Way, marks the meeting point of four parishes: 
Stowell to the north-east, Coln St Dennis to the east, Coln Rogers to the south-
west and Chedworth to the west.  The parish boundary between Stowell and 
Chedworth, north of Foss Bridge, runs along the River Coln, leaving the river 
approximately 0.8 km. before the bridge to run along a watercourse to the north-
east (see Figure 136 below).  The O.S. 1st Ed. 6” map (Gloucs. Sheet XLIV 
NW), unusually, marks this section of the watercourse as ‘Mill Race’.  The leat 
then runs under the road and south of the bridge to the mill, with the parish 
boundary of Coln St Dennis and Coln Rogers returning here to the River Coln, 
which takes a more winding course to the south-west of the leat, past the mill 
site. 
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Figure 136: Map based on an enlarged extract from the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” map (Gloucs. Sheet 
XLIV NW.  The Fosse Way runs south-west to north-east across the map, forming the boundary 
between a number of parishes on its route in this part of the Cotswolds, including Stowell and 
Coln St Dennis above the bridge, and between Chedworth and Coln Rogers below the bridge. 
 
The history of Coln St Dennis has been considered at some length in the 
discussion of the Bibury Estate (Chapter Seven).  At Domesday, the manor of 
Coln St Dennis and Calcot was in Deerhurst Hundred, being one of several 
manors held by The Abbey of St Denis of Paris, with four mills in total on its 
manors (D.B. Gloucs., 20; 1), although it is not clear to which of the manors 
these mills belonged.  The manor had been part of the Deerhurst estate until 
sometime around 1060, when King Edward divided its lands between St Denis 
and Westminster Abbey (Elrington 1968, 35).   
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The river north of Foss Bridge is today enclosed by privately-owned woodland 
and is difficult to access.  The River Coln has been ponded above the bridge to 
form an amenity lake for the Fossbridge Inn, and a weir constructed to take the 
water from the river under the bridge. The mill leat, although now quite 
overgrown in places, continues to run to the mill and, north of the bridge, can be 
seen to run along higher ground than the river itself (Figure 137 below).  
Examination of the modern O.S. 1:25,000 Explorer map shows that the leat 
begins around 0.5km. north of the bridge, where a section of the river has been 
diverted east to a point where it meets the 125km. contour line, and then runs 
south-east along this contour line under the bridge to provide a fall for the water.  
This would not therefore have been a natural course for the river and must have 
been artificially constructed to take the water to the mill. 
 
The parish boundary above the Foss Bridge, between Stowell and Chedworth, 
has clearly moved from the river in the area of the mill to run along the artificially 
constructed mill leat.  The parish boundary south of the bridge, between Coln 
Rogers and Coln St Dennis, ran along the River Coln, until the two parishes 
were united in 1935 (Herbert 2001, 21).  It has been proposed in Chapter Seven 
that Coln Rogers and Coln St Dennis were originally part of the Cunuglae estate 
and this boundary may date from the time the estate broke up in the pre-
Conquest period.   
 
At Domesday, Stowell manor was part of the Archbishop of York’s large 
Northleach estate (D.B. Gloucs., 2: 8) whilst, from the 8th to the 11th century, 
Chedworth belonged to the Abbey of Gloucester but came in the hands of the 
king after the Conquest (ibid, 1:57).   Stowell appears to have been depopulated 
at some time after the 14th century, and by the early 18th century it was part of 
the Chedworth manor estate (Herbert 2001, 215).   
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Figure 137: Map based on an extract from the O.S. 2
nd
 Ed. 25” map (Gloucs. Sheet LXIV 1).  
The old winding course of the River Coln can be seen south of the bridge, with the parish 
boundary between Coln St Dennis and Coln Rogers rejoining the river after the mill site.  
 
If the present mill site is post-medieval then the moving of the boundary 
between two land units in the same ownership, that of Chedworth manor, to run 
along the mill leat, could be a late alteration, to provide a better fall of water to 
the mill.  The mill site that benefits from this arrangement, however, is not in 
either of these parishes but in that of Coln St Dennis, which does not appear to 
have a history of land ties with either Stowell or Chedworth.  It is possible that 
the mill itself was at some time in the ownership of one of the landowners of 
either Stowell or Chedworth, although there is no record of this.   
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Figure 138: Map based on an extract from the Tithe Map for Stowell of 1842 (Gloucs. Archives 
PC1812/61, redrawn by G. Gwatkin, 1994).   
 
The Victoria History of the County of Gloucester does not provide any 
documentary references for the mill prior to 1798; a mill mentioned in manor 
records of 1621 appears to have been Calcot Mill, to the north (ibid, 31).  
Interestingly, Fossbridge Mill does not seem to be shown on Isaac Taylor’s map 
of 1777 (B.G.A.S. 1961) and is not marked on the estate maps of 1853-1872 
(Gloucs. Archives PC1873), where there appears to be only a farm at the site 
although the leat is in place and an adjacent field is called Mill Corner, indicating 
the mill had gone out of use. The present mill buildings are said by the Victoria 
History of the County of Gloucester to be mainly of 18th century date and have 
now been converted into a private house (Elrington 1968, 31).  
Examination of the mid-19th century estate map for Chedworth (Gloucs. 
Archives PC1812/50) and Tithe Map for Stowell (Gloucs. Archives PC1812/61) 
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(Figure 138 above) shows that there does not seem to be a mill leat above the 
bridge at this time, with the boundary running along the river and a strip of 
coppice running parallel along the high ground on the Stowell side, with the river 
having been straightened only just upstream of the bridge.  It would appear that 
any mill leat for Coln St Dennis mill did not begin as far north of Foss Bridge as 
it now runs until later in the 19th century, presumably when the relatively low-
lying land in the vicinity meant that a greater volume of water was needed to 
power the mill.  This would therefore mean a recent date for this boundary 
change above the bridge, although the reason for the change remains unclear. 
 
Frog Mill, Shipton Solers, Bradley Hundred – SP027183 
 
Frog Mill is on the River Coln in Shipton, on the western boundary with 
Withington.  In 1871, the two parishes of Shipton Oliffe and Shipton Solers 
became one parish of Shipton (Herbert 2001, 187), with the mill site being in 
what was previously Shipton Solers.  The O.S. 1st Ed. 6” map (Gloucs. Sheets 
XXVII SE and XXXV NE) shows the parish boundary of Shipton with Withington 
running down the River Coln, but leaving the river north of the mill site and 
following a straight watercourse to the west, with the mill leat appearing to be 
along the original river course to the east (Figure 139 below).   
 
The boundaries of the Bishop of Worcester’s lands at Withington, described in a 
document of pre-Conquest date (S1556 and L1556.0.00), indicate that the 
estate boundary at this date ran south from Andoversford along the River Coln, 
this section of the river then being called the Tilnoth, and past the present mill 
site before turning east and then picking up the Dean Brook to Cassey 
Compton, where it reached the Coln again (Grundy 1935, 262-263; Finberg 
1955, 8).  Withington has been identified (Chapter Six and Appendix Six) as 
being the centre of a major early medieval estate and the River Coln formed an 
early boundary along much of the eastern edge of the estate at this date and 
has remained a stable boundary between parishes to the present date.   
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Figure 139: Enlarged extract from the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” map (Gloucs. Sheets XXVII SE and XXXV 
NW). The site of Frog Mill is by this date (1883) marked by Frogmill Inn. 
 
At Domesday, there were five manors in Shipton: Shipton Solers, Shipton 
Chamfleurs, Shipton Pelye and two manors at Shipton Oliffe (D.B. Gloucs., 2:6, 
31: 9, 38: 4, 53: 9, 63: 2, 68: 6, 73: 1-3).  There was a mill recorded on only one 
of these manors, in Shipton Chamfleurs, worth 10s (ibid, 63: 2); by the mid-13th 
century this manor became known as Shipton Tyrel (after its holder, Richard 
Tyrel) and, by the 14th century, as Shipton Solers (Herbert 2001, 187).  Their 
names suggest that these manors were all part of a large early estate, 
bordering (or perhaps part of) the Withington estate to the west, which was 
broken up some time in the early medieval period.  Jones (1994, 31-33) 
believes that the early estate at Shipton had links with the Withington minster 
estate.  This is based on evidence that Shipton manor’s boundary by the mid-
18th century differed from its parish boundary, with some of the manor’s lands 
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being in Dowdeswell, Withington and Sevenhampton.  This would suggest that 
an even larger and more ancient estate had been divided by this land grant to 
Withington in the pre-Conquest period.   
 
 
Figure 140: Map based on an extract from the Enclosure Map for Shipton Solers and Shipton 
Oliffe of 1793 (Gloucs. Archives PC1931, redrawn by G. Gwatkin, 1996).  The winding course of 
the Coln south of the mill site can be clearly seen. 
 
By the time of the 1793 Enclosure Map (Gloucs. Archives PC1931) (Figure 140 
above), the river in the vicinity of the mill shows the straightened watercourse 
carrying the parish boundary and the mill site on what appears to be the original 
narrow river course, to the west of the Frogmill Inn.  By the late 16th century, the 
road past the mill was an important route and the Frogmill Inn was in existence 
here by the 17th century (Herbert 2001, 192).   
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Close to the mill site, to the west of the present village of Shipton Solers, are 
earthworks indicating the site of a deserted village near the river, in a field 
named on the Enclosure Map as Frogmore Meadow (Gloucs. Archives 
PC1931).  This settlement was possibly Frogmersh, which appears to have 
been abandoned some time after the late 13th century (Herbert 2001, 192).  The 
earliest documentary record of Frog Mill is 1553, and it is recorded again in 
1600, as Frogmarsh Mill, and in 1669 (ibid).  The mill was still in use in 1777 
and is shown on the Enclosure Map but not on the O.S. 1st Ed. 6” map of 1883 
(Gloucs. Sheet XXVII SE), when only Frogmill Inn is shown.   
 
There is nothing now to see of the mill, as the adjacent Frogmill Inn and 
Restaurant was considerably altered and extended in the 1960s (Verey and 
Brooks 1999, 609).  The watercourse that formed the mill leat now runs into the 
grounds of the inn and a car park has been constructed over the southern 
section.  The old road runs past what was the front of the early inn, up to the 
railway bridge, with a new road now running at right angles to it.  Near the 
railway bridge and close to the site is a depression in the field and an old 
pollard, marking the line of the tail race (Figure 141 below).  The old river 
channel upstream of the site across the fields has now been filled in, but the 
parish boundary on the modern O.S. Explorer map (Gloucs. Sheet OL45) still 
runs along its line and it can still be traced across the fields. 
 
It is not clear why the mill site was on what appears to have been the original 
river course instead of on the straightened section to the west.  One possibility 
is that the site of the mill was moved, with the original mill being situated further 
west, to place it on the straight watercourse, and that this site is now lost.  This 
would seem unlikely, as a faster flow of water in this relatively flat area would 
presumably have been provided by the straighter of the two channels and there 
would appear to be no reason to move the mill to its present site.  A second 
possibility relates to the topography of the area.  The land is quite flat in the 
vicinity of the mill site, as indicated by the old name of Frogmersh for the area.  
The river may therefore have been diverted to a straighter course across the 
fields and away from the buildings, to avoid the risk of floods, with the narrower 
original course being retained (and presumably straightened) as the mill leat.  
The original winding course of the river can still be seen running downstream of 
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the site.  Although this is the more likely explanation, it cannot be shown on 
present evidence which of the two channels was the original river course, or 
whether the river always ran in two channels in this section.  The siting of the 
mill appears to be the most likely reason for the straightening of this channel, 
but the date is unclear and it cannot be proved that this influenced the location 
of the parish boundary.   
 
 
Figure 141: The depression in the field and the old pollard which mark the line of the old tail 
race at Frog Mill (photograph by the author). 
 
 
Priory Mill and Giles’s Mill, Lechlade, Brightwells Barrow 
Hundred – SU225991 and SU229996 
 
The sites of Priory Mill and Giles’s Mill are not situated on the parish boundary 
of Lechlade, but are of interest as they stand on a watercourse that runs 
through the parish from north-east, from the River Leach, to south-west to join 
the River Thames.  Lechlade is covered by four different Ordnance Survey 
sheets and its 19th century parish outline is best seen on the 1839 Tithe Map 
(Figure 142 below).   
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Figure 142: The parish of Lechlade, shown on the Tithe Map of 1839 (from Kain and Oliver 
2001). The River Leach forms part of the north-eastern boundary and the River Coln and the 
Thames form the southern boundary of the parish.  
 
At Domesday, the large and valuable manor of Lechlade was held by Henry of 
Ferrers, worth £20.00 and with three mills at 30s and a fishery (D.B. Gloucs., 
59: 1).  The crossing of the River Thames where it meets the Leach at St John’s 
Bridge, just west of Priory Mill, was clearly important in the past.  The main road 
to London crossed the bridge, and the Hospital of St John was founded nearby 
in the early 13th century (Herbert 1981, 106).  Priory Mill, or Lade Mill, was 
granted to the Hospital of St John by 1246 and appears in further manorial 
records in the 17th and 18th centuries, ceasing to work in the early 20th century 
(ibid, 115).  Giles’s Mill, or Lechlade Mill, was still part of the manor in the mid-
18th century, but there are no earlier records of it in The Victoria History of the 
County of Gloucester (ibid); the present mill house here is post-medieval, said 
to be partly of 17th century date with 18th century additions (D. of E. 1987b, 124).   
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These mills and the channel running through the parish are most clearly seen 
on the Tithe Map of 1839 (Gloucs. Archives PC1812/113) (see Figure 143 
below).  In considering the origins of the place-name of Lechlade, Smith (1964b, 
40-41) is of the view that, its earliest form being shown in Domesday as 
Lecelade, means ‘watercourse of the River Leach’ and suggests this refers to 
an alternative channel of the Leach, such as a mill stream.  He proposes this to 
be this watercourse through the parish and, if his view is correct, this channel 
would have been in existence when the place was named, at some date prior to 
1086.  This channel of the Leach appears to be artificial, presumably being a 
section of the river that was diverted to run across the parish to feed water to 
the mills.   
 
 
Figure 143: Map based on an enlarged extract from the Tithe Map of 1839 for Lechlade 
(Gloucs. Archives PC1812/113, redrawn by G. Gwatkin, 1996).  Giles’s Mill can be seen near 
the northern end of the river channel running through Lechlade from the River Leach in the 
north to the River Thames in the south.  Priory Mill is close to the southern end of the channel 
and to the east of St John’s Bridge. 
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If Smith’s suggestion is correct, this watercourse would be of an early date for it 
to name the town.  Although it is likely that the purpose of the channel was to 
feed one or both of the mills, it cannot be proved on present evidence that the 
mill sites are similarly early.  Priory Mill in particular may have been on or close 
to its present site since at least the 13th century but there is no evidence to 
prove conclusively that any earlier mill was powered from this channel. 
 
Southrop Mill, Southrop, Brightwells Barrow Hundred – 
SP202035 
 
Southrop Mill is located to the east of the village on the River Leach and is 
surrounded by a complicated system of leats and channels, some of which 
relate to the drainage of the area, with many sluices showing on the O.S. 1st Ed. 
6” map (Gloucs. Sheet LIII NW) and with the area shown as being liable to 
floods (see Figure 144 below).  The present northern parish boundary with 
Eastleach Martin appears not to have been fixed until the enclosure of Southrop 
in 1621 and it previously ran further north, although the eastern boundary ran 
along the Leach at that time, as it does in the vicinity of the village today 
(Herbert 1981, 129).   
 
The eastern boundary of the parish leaves the Leach just north of the village 
and runs along a straight, narrow channel to the east, to the site of the mill.  
Further channels run to the east of the river, and the parish boundary runs 
along the outer of these channels before rejoining the river in a very winding 
course running to the south of the village.  A channel also leaves the river to the 
north of the mill site, close to Fyfield, and runs south to join the leat before the 
mill, with an area of land being enclosed called The Naits (indicating a small 
artificial island or semi-island, as at Crowle and Abberton in the Worcestershire 
study area, such as could be created by a mill leat and tail race surrounding a 
mill).   
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Figure 144: The site of Southrop Mill, based on an extract from the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” map (Gloucs. 
Sheet LIII NW).   The meandering course of the River Leach to the south of Southrop village 
can be seen.  
 
At Domesday, the manor of Southrop was one of several manors known as 
Lece, after the River Leach, along with Northleach, Eastleach Martin and 
Eastleach Turville.  It had previously been held by Earl Tostig and was, in 1086, 
held by Walter son of Poyntz, with a mill on the manor worth 10s (D.B. Gloucs., 
55: 1).  The mill appears in manorial records as a corn mill in the 13th and 14th 
century, with a malt house being attached to it by 1684 (Herbert 1981, 134).  It 
ceased operating around 1912, although the wheel was used to pump water to 
the manor house opposite in 1926.  The 17th century building was converted to 
a private house in the 1960s (D. of E. 1987b, 134), but this burned down soon 
after it was recorded and a field visit in 2010 revealed that a new house has 
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now been built on the site, making any earlier arrangements difficult to 
determine. 
 
 
Figure 145: Map of the area around Southrop Mill, based on an enlarged extract from the Tithe 
Map of 1843 (Gloucs. Archives PC1812/167, redrawn by G. Gawtkin, 1996).   
 
Although the eastern boundary of Southrop runs along the Leach, the boundary 
of its neighbouring parishes to the north, Eastleach Martin and Eastleach 
Turville, ran down the river for only a short length.  The south of Eastleach 
Martin extended to the east of the river for a considerable area until the two 
Eastleaches were merged in 1935 (Herbert 1981, 61).  Most of the land in 
Southrop is low-lying and it contained good meadow land, recorded at 
Domesday at 20 acres (D.B. Gloucs., 55: 1).  This had presumably been 
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common meadow but was evidently divided up into separate fields by the time 
of the Tithe Map of 1843 (Gloucs. Archives PC1812/167), with a number of 
sluices and channels running through them (Figure 145 above).  This area was 
called The Moors, and an access lane called Moor Lane ran to the west, past 
the manor house, although this lane is no longer in existence today.  There is 
no reference in the entry for Southrop in the Victoria History of the County of 
Gloucester (Herbert 1981) to a system of ‘floating’ the meadows, such as that 
which operated in Pembridge in Herefordshire (discussed in Appendix Nine).  
The regular pattern of fields with ‘moor’ field-names, indicative of drained land, 
and the system of sluices and channels shown on the Tithe Map, however, 
suggest that such a system operated here in the post-medieval period, 
providing valuable early grazing land and improved hay crops.   
 
Isaac Taylor’s 1777 Map of Gloucestershire (B.G.A.S. 1961) shows the winding 
course of the Leach to the west of the village, with a channel clearly running to 
the mill, although the mill itself is not marked on the map.  There is no sign on 
his map of the straight channel running southwards from the village across The 
Moors and he may have drawn his map before these arrangements had been 
put in place.  It seems likely that this straight inner channel above the village 
was put in place to feed the mill and that the more irregular outer channel is the 
original river course.  It is not clear therefore why the parish boundary here runs 
down a narrow artificial channel.   
 
The complicated arrangements in the area of Southrop village are more clearly 
shown on the O.S. 1st Ed. 25” map of 1886 (Gloucs. Sheet LIII, 12) (Figure 146 
below).  A straight channel, shown on the map as the River Leach, runs through 
the village to the mill.  If this is the original channel of the river, it has been 
straightened here.  The boundary with Eastleach Martin, however, follows a 
different course above the mill.  It runs along a narrow, straight channel, joining 
a further channel of the river to the east of the village and continuing 
southwards down the Leach.  The wide, straight channel bypassing the mill 
continues past the manor house and across The Moors.  The ponds shown at 
the manor house have now also disappeared. 
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Figure 146: Extract from the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 25” map (Gloucs. Sheet LIII 12), showing Southrop Mill 
(marked ‘Corn Mill’) and its leat, along with the many channels in the vicinity, including the 
narrow, straight channel that carries the parish boundary for a short stretch north of the mill.  
 
The boundaries of the 19th century parishes of Southrop, Eastleach Martin and 
Eastleach Turville follow a very irregular pattern (see Figure 147 below) and are 
clearly late in date.  It has been noted that these manors, along with Northleach, 
were all known as Lece at Domesday and, along with Hatherop to the west, 
appear to have been linked at an earlier date.  Place-names in the area provide 
further evidence of former links.  Eastleach Martin was also known as Botherop 
and this place-name, along with those of Southrop, Williamstrip, Hatherop and 
Netherton (formerly Netherup) indicates that these were all originally farmsteads 
dependent on an older settlement (Smith 1964a; Herbert 1981, 3).  Complicated 
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land ties in the east of Brightwells Barrow Hundred generally make it difficult to 
reconstruct early estates, but these parish boundaries appear to be late in date.   
In addition, the River Leach in this area has been much altered and its original 
course is difficult to determine.  It is possible that the narrow straight channel 
carrying the parish boundary was the original course of the river, the boundary 
continuing to follow it after this stretch was straightened, with channels being 
constructed for drainage and to supply the mill.  The date of construction of this 
channel cannot, however, be determined with certainty and, since the 
boundaries in this area of Southrop may well be post-medieval in date, an early 
date cannot be proposed for the mill site on this evidence.   
 
 
Figure 147: Brightwells Barrow Hundred in 1845 (from Herbert 1981, 1).   The eastern boundary 
of Eastleach Turville runs along the River Leach in its northern section but then turns west 
across field edges.  The eastern boundary of Eastleach Martin runs some distance east of the 
River Leach.  The irregular pattern of boundaries in these eastern parishes suggests a late date 
for their creation. 
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Stowell Mill, Stowell, Bradley Hundred – SP082129 
 
Stowell Mill stands on the River Coln, on the south-western boundary of Stowell 
in Bradley Hundred with Chedworth in Rapsgate Hundred.  Although the parish 
boundary continues along the river here, with a short leat to the north in Stowell 
parish, the mill buildings are shown in Chedworth parish (O.S. 1st Ed. 6” map 
Gloucs. Sheet XXXVI SW) (see Figure 148 below).  Stowell Mill is one of two 
mills examined in this study area which has at least part of its buildings in 
another parish, the other being Winson Mill in neighbouring Winson parish (see 
below).   
 
 
Figure 148: Extract from the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” map (Gloucs. Sheet XXXVI SW).  Stowell Mill can 
be seen at the centre, on the River Coln just south-west of Stowell Park and on the parish 
boundary with Chedworth. 
 
Stowell Mill was also known as Burfords Mill in the 19th century and an adjacent 
area of woodland in Chedworth parish is called Burfords Grove at 1883.  No 
charters survive for Stowell or Chedworth but charter evidence for neighbouring 
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parishes, such as Withington (S1556), shows that the Coln formed the eastern 
boundary of the Withington estate with the Shiptons and Compton Abdale to the 
north during the pre-Conquest period and it may have continued southwards as 
a similarly ancient boundary between Stowell and Chedworth.  No boundary 
changes here are recorded in The Victoria History volumes (Elrington 1968 and 
Herbert 2001) and the Tithe Map for Stowell of 1842 (PC1812/61) shows the 
parish boundary running along the river at this date although the mill itself does 
not appear to be marked, the only building here being  marked as ‘Stable’ 
(Figure 149 below).  
 
 
Figure 149: Map based on an extract from the 1842 Tithe Map for Stowell (Gloucs. Archives 
PC1812/61, redrawn by G. Gwatkin 1996).  The site of Stowell Mill, centre top, is marked only 
as ‘Stable’, suggesting it may have been out of use at this date. 
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At Domesday, Stowell manor was part of the Archbishop of York’s large 
Northleach estate, with a mill at 40d (D.B. Gloucs., 2: 8).  Stowell appears to 
have been depopulated at some time after the 14th century, and by the early 
18th century it was part of the Chedworth manor estate (Herbert 2001, 215).  
From the 8th to the 11th century, Chedworth belonged to the Abbey of 
Gloucester (ibid), but belonged to the king after the Conquest (D.B. Gloucs., 
1:57) and three mills are recorded on the manor worth 14s 2d.   
 
There is, however, evidence of later ties between Stowell and Chedworth, 
dating from at least the 16th century, when a lease shows that the Lord of 
Stowell was then the owner of Gothurst Mill in Chedworth (Herbert 2001, 215).  
These ties may go back even further in date.  Footnotes for the entry for Stowell 
in The Victoria History of the County of Gloucester (ibid, 217) suggest that a mill 
recorded in Chedworth in 1279, called Gothurst Mill, may in fact have been 
Stowell Mill.  This mill was granted by Miles of Stowell to Llanthony Priory in 
1279, and this grant also included land in Stowell.  The entry for Chedworth in 
The Victoria History of the County of Gloucester, however, suggests that the 
two mills were separate, with records of Stowell Mill from the 19th century until 
its closure some time before 1978 (Herbert 1981, 171).  Since the last record of 
Gothurst Mill is 1539, it is possible that these two were the same mill and that 
Stowell Mill has therefore had a long association with Chedworth.  The deserted 
hamlet of Gothurst in Chedworth appears to have been situated somewhere in 
the present wooded area in the north of the parish, some distance from the mill 
site, making its identification as Stowell Mill unlikely.  Whether the two mills 
recorded were one and the same, the fact that the lord of Stowell owned a mill 
in Chedworth in 1279 indicates land ties between the two parishes at this date. 
 
The mill is now a private house but The Gloucestershire Society for Industrial 
Archaeology visited in 1990 (Mills 1990, 43-48) and found much of the internal 
machinery intact, and Mills believes that it continued to operate up to the 
Second World War.  Verey and Brooks (1999, 637) date the present buildings to 
the late 18th century, by which time Stowell was part of the Chedworth manor 
estate and this could therefore be the reason for the mill buildings being in 
Chedworth parish.  It has been seen, however, that land ties appear to go back 
further, to at least the 13th century.  The date for this arrangement cannot 
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therefore be determined with certainty.  No practical reasons for the placing of 
the buildings in Chedworth parish were suggested by a field visit in 2010.  The 
mill buildings have not affected the parish boundary, but they do not respect it 
and this may simply be a case of the mill name reflecting that of its owner rather 
than its geographical location.     
 
Syreford Mill, Whittington, Bradley Hundred – SP027204 
 
Although not close to the parish boundary today, Syreford Mill is of interest as 
the bounds of the Withington estate (S1556) in the pre-Conquest period 
mention a mill pool.  In an earlier charter of A.D. 781 x 800 (S1413), for which 
the bounds do not survive, Abbot Headda granted to the monastery of 
Worcester lands at Dowdeswell, Tyreltune and Onnandune (Hannington near 
Dowdeswell).  In this later charter of c.A.D. 1000 (S1556), for which only the 
survey survives, he re-grants these lands at Withington to the monastery.  One 
of the points on the northern or north-eastern boundary of this survey reads 
‘And so to the Mill Pool’ (LangScape L1556.0.00).  Both Grundy (1935) and 
Finberg (1955) have attempted to trace the bounds of this charter and, although 
the majority can still be traced today, this section of the northern boundary as 
proposed by both remains unsatisfactory.  
 
The manor of Whittington was held by William Leofric in 1086, and included a 
mill worth 10s (D.B. Gloucs., 38: 3), with two mills being recorded there in 1205 
(Herbert 2001, 242).  It is not clear whether Syreford was part of the manor at 
either of these dates although it was by 1361, when the mill here was the 
manorial mill for Whittington (ibid).  There are further records of the mill through 
from the 15th century to the early 20th century, when it ceased to operate.  The 
earliest reference to the hamlet at Syreford was in the early 13th century (ibid) 
although there was settlement in the vicinity from an early date.  The field 
adjacent to the site, named Wycombe or Wickham, contains the site of a 
Romano-British settlement, close to the River Coln and to numerous strong 
springs (R.C.H.M.E. 1976, 124-126).  It is these springs that feed the mill pond 
today (Figure 150 below).   
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Figure 150: Map based on an enlarged extract from the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” map (Gloucs. Sheets 
XXVII NE & XXVII SE).  Syreford Mill can be seen centre right, with Whalley Farm in the top left 
of the map. 
   
There is now a large complex of buildings on the mill site, which can be best 
seen on the O.S. 2nd Ed. 25” map (Gloucs. Sheet XXVII 11) (see Figure 151 
below).  The present mill building is of early 17th century date, with later 
buildings having been added including the mill house, stable and hay loft and 
bakehouse (D. of E. 1987b, 89).  The large spring-fed mill pond also survives 
and a field visit in 2010 found evidence, in the form of earthworks, of other 
smaller ponds downstream of the mill; these were apparently created for a trout 
farm by 1920 but abandoned around 1940 (Herbert 2001, 242).  
 
Grundy (1935, 262-271) was unable to identify the Tyreltune of the charter of 
A.D. 781 x 800 (S1413) and appears to have ignored it, presumably assuming 
that this estate was elsewhere and not included in the bounds.  He may also 
have missed or misinterpreted several points in the landscape in his placing of 
the boundary here, suggesting that his conclusions may not be very reliable.  
For this northern section, he proposed that the boundary followed the present 
northern boundary of Dowdeswell before turning south-west to run through the 
grounds of the later Dowdeswell Court.  This area has been much altered in 
post-medieval landscaping and he suggested that the mill pool, now lost, was to 
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the west of the court.  His interpretation therefore excluded the eastern part of 
Dowdeswell, and the whole of Whittington, to the north, from the grant. 
 
 
Figure 151: Extract from the O.S. 2
nd
 Ed. 25” map (Gloucs. Sheet XXVII 11), showing the site of 
Syreford Mill.  The springs that feed the mill pond are at the top left of the map.  The railway 
from Cheltenham to Andoversford cuts across the south of the site. 
 
Finberg (1955, 7-9) believed that Tyreltune referred to Whittington and that this 
northern section of boundary took in most of the later parish of Whittington.  He 
suggests that Grundy failed to locate the ‘alder springs’ mentioned in the 
bounds, which Finberg places to the east of the present Arle Grove, taking the 
boundary further north than Grundy suggested and including at least part of 
Whittington parish.  Finberg placed the mill pool at Syreford in the south-east of 
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the parish, where the mill and mill pool still exist.  If he is correct, the reference 
to the mill pool at Syreford would date the site to at least the 11th century.  
Finberg’s interpretation, however, is itself not without difficulty.  There is no 
documentary reference to Whittington as Tyreltune. The earliest recorded form 
of the place name is Witetune in Domesday Book, said to be ‘farmstead 
associated with Hwita’ (Smith 1964b, 184), although this does not take account 
of any earlier name that may have been given either to the manor or to part of it.  
Tyreltune appears to have the same root as the name of a local river, the Tirle 
Brook, which rises just to the north of Bishops Cleeve, to the north of 
Whittington, and runs west through Tewkesbury to join the Avon, and does not 
pass through Whittington.  The Tyrl Brook is mentioned at an early date, in a 
charter of A.D. 777 x 779 relating to lands at Bishops Cleeve (S141) and the 
name of Tyreltune would perhaps more aptly fit lands to the north-west of 
Whittington, in Oxenton, Teddington or Ashchurch.  Alternatively, by the 13th 
century there was a landowner named Roger Tyrel in Shipton Solers to the east 
of Whittington, and it is also possible that Tyreltune was named for the person 
who held the lands at the time of the charter in the 8th or 9th century. 
 
Unfortunately, neither Grundy nor Finberg provides a sketch-map to illustrate 
their proposed routes and Finberg is rather vague about the line of the 
boundary in this section, with an unsatisfactory ‘bunching’ of earlier boundary 
points followed by a long stretch between the points preceding the mill pool.  
The ‘Arle Springs’ of the charter may not necessarily have been those identified 
by Finberg in the vicinity of Arle Grove.  Arle Brook appears to have been an 
earlier name for the River Chelt; the pre-Conquest boundary of the estate of 
Deerhurst Abbey here is described in one section as running andlang alre or 
‘along the Arle’ (S1551).  The River Chelt rises at a cluster of springs in the hills 
above Dowdeswell Reservoir, but there are a number of springs here which 
feed the river and it is not certain which would have been known as Arle Springs 
at that time.  It is possible therefore that Grundy may have been correct, with 
the springs being near the head of the river where it runs close to Dowdeswell 
Court (Grundy 1935, 270).  It is, however, equally possible that Finberg 
correctly interpreted the first section of the bounds in the north of Whittington 
but that the later section in fact took the bounds to a lost mill pool to the south of 
the present village and in the vicinity of the deserted medieval settlement, close 
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to the manor house and church.  Perhaps because of the difficulties identified, 
The Victoria History of the County of Gloucester (Herbert 2001, 242) instead 
suggests that the mill pool of the bounds may in fact have been somewhere to 
the north-west of the modern village of Whittington.  This would, however, 
present further problems when attempting to place the final points of the bounds 
in the vicinity of Andoversford.   
 
The above discussion serves to illustrate some of the difficulties faced in trying 
to identify the location of mill sites from pre-Conquest charter boundary clauses.  
Particularly where charter boundaries do not coincide with modern parish 
boundaries, landmarks have frequently disappeared or changed in such a way 
that their route on the ground today is open to interpretation.  On the evidence 
of this charter boundary therefore, it cannot be stated with certainty that the mill 
site at Syreford is of 11th century date unless the boundary here can be more 
securely traced (see Appendix Thirteen for an alternative proposal for the 
bounds).  
 
Winson Mill, Winson, Brightwells Barrow Hundred – SP122064 
 
The site at Winson Mill on the River Coln, is of interest as the buildings are 
partly in Winson parish and partly in neighbouring Coln St Dennis parish.  The 
O.S. 1st Ed. 6” map (Gloucs. Sheet XLIV SW) shows that the River Coln forms 
the boundary between the parishes, but that most of the mill buildings are 
across the boundary in Coln St Dennis, as are the short leat from the river and 
the tail race (Figures 152 and 153 below).   
 
No enclosure or tithe maps survive for Coln St Dennis but estate maps of 1853-
72 (Gloucs. Archives PC1873) show the mill buildings across the parish 
boundary in Coln St Dennis to the east.  The mill is mentioned in records of 
1221 and again in 1527 (Herbert 1981, 36) and it was working as a corn mill in 
1836 but was abandoned around 1912 (ibid).  In a field visit in 2010, the very 
short leat could still be seen, being sent off the river at right angles just before 
the mill.  The leat then runs underneath the end of the mill building and the tail 
race rejoins the river some way past the mill.  The present mill building is 
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thought to be of 17th century date but with the mill house probably of 19th 
century date (ibid).    
 
 
Figure 152: Map based on an enlarged extract from the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” map (Gloucs. Sheet 
XLIV SW).  Winson Mill is at the centre of the map, between Coln Rogers village to the north 
and Winson Village to the south. 
 
In the 8th century, Winson was part of the Bishop of Worcester’s large fifteen 
hide estate of Bibury (Dyer 2007, 64), discussed in detail in Chapters Six and 
Seven.  The estate was named Cunuglae, after the River Coln, the name 
surviving in the parishes of Coln Rogers, Coln St Dennis and Coln St Aldwyns.  
By 1086, Bibury formed a separate hundred, comprising the central lands of this 
estate, although most of the estate had by this date been granted away from the 
Bishop.  Winson itself was not part of Bibury Hundred in 1086 but was part of 
neighbouring Bradley Hundred, and was a five hide manor held by Ansfrid of 
Cormeilles, with a mill at 7s 6d (D.B. Gloucs., 68: 7).  Its links with Bibury, 
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however, continued into the medieval period, and there was a chapel at Winson 
dependent on Bibury in 1276 (Herbert 1981, 38). 
 
 
Figure 153: Enlarged extract of the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” map (Gloucs. Sheet XLIV SW).  Winson Mill 
can be seen to straddle the boundary between Winson, to the south, and Coln St Dennis to the 
north. 
 
At Domesday, the manor of Coln St Dennis with Calcot was in Deerhurst 
Hundred, and was one of several manors held by The Abbey of St Denis of 
Paris, with four mills in total on its manors (D.B. Gloucs., 20: 1) but not located.  
It had been part of the Deerhurst estate until sometime around 1060, when King 
Edward divided the estate between St Denis and Westminster Abbey (Elrington 
1968, 35).  It has been proposed in Chapter Seven that Winson and Coln St 
Dennis were both part of the early Cunuglae estate, based on Bibury, which 
began to break up in the pre-Conquest period.  This estate was based on the 
River Coln but when it broke up into smaller units, the Coln instead became a 
boundary between these units.  The boundary between Coln St Dennis and 
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Winson, running along the Coln, is therefore an ancient boundary, dating from 
at least the pre-Conquest period.   
 
Isaac Taylor shows the mill (marked ‘Winston Mill’) on his map of 1777 
(B.G.A.S. 1961) and also shows an area of land named Winston Field on the 
eastern side of the Coln, in what is now Coln St Dennis parish.  Land in the two 
parishes of Winson and Coln St Dennis was in the same ownership in the early 
19th century, when William Howse owned unidentified land in both parishes 
(Herbert 1981, 31).  A map of the Lordships of Coln St Dennis and Calcot of 
1853-1872 (Gloucs. Archives PC1873) does not include these fields, and it may 
be that Winson had rights here as late as the 18th and 19th centuries.  The mill 
site at Winson may possibly be of early date, but later land tenure arrangements 
are the most likely reason for the siting of the majority of its mill buildings across 
the parish boundary in Coln St Dennis.  
 
Harnhill Mill, Harnhill – SP071017 
 
Although just outside the study area to the south, Harnhill Mill is of interest as 
the boundaries of Harnhill with both Ampney Crucis and Ampney St Mary 
deviate round the site of the mill, which stands on the Ampney Brook (Figure 
154 below).  With regard to their earlier history, Harnhill, Ampney Crucis and 
Ampney St Mary are not as yet covered by the volumes of The Victoria History.  
Harnhill was a separate parish until 1935, when it became part of Driffield parish 
(Gloucs. Archives P120).   
 
Harnhill Mill is shown on Isaac Taylor’s map of 1777 (B.G.A.S. 1961) and on the 
Tithe Map of 1839 (Figure 155 below).  The present mill building is a large, 
post-medieval building, most of which is dated by Verey and Brooks to the late 
18th or early 19th century (1999, 141), and the mill was working as a corn mill 
until as late as 1977.  The house attached to the mill is Grade II listed, with the 
interior reported in the 1980s as mainly inaccessible although said to contain 
much mill machinery in situ (English Heritage National Heritage List, No. 
1089269).  A long, low building with a loft, to the east of the mill building, was 
originally a barn of the same date, now converted to houses (ibid).  A field visit 
in 2010 found the water management arrangements for the mill largely intact.   
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Figure 154: Extract from the O.S. 1
st
 Ed. 6” map (Gloucs. Sheets LI SE & LII SW).  Harnhill Mill 
is in the centre of the map, on the Ampney Brook.  The parish of Ampney Crucis is to the north 
of the site and that of Ampney St Mary to the east, with the deserted village site in the vicinity of 
St Mary’s Church to the south-east of the mill site.   
 
At the time of Domesday, Harnhill was held by Ralph of Tosny, but there is no 
mention of a mill (D.B. Gloucs., 45: 4).  Ralph also held a manor at ‘Ampney’ 
and South Cerney (Cerney Wick), with a mill at 5s (ibid 45: 5); the ‘Ampney’ part 
of this manor is said to have been in Driffield and the agricultural information for 
this manor is said by Morris (ibid, Notes 45: 5) to have possibly referred to 
Harnhill as well as to Driffield and Cerney Wick.  It is possible therefore that the 
mill which appeared in the record of Ralph’s manor at ‘Ampney’ was at Harnhill.  
There were three other manors at Ampney at Domesday.  One at seven hides 
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was held from the king by Thurstan son of Rolf and had been held by King 
Edward before 1066, but there is no mill recorded on the manor (ibid, 66: 1).  A 
second manor at one hide was held by Humphrey the Chamberlain, with a mill 
at 5s, and was partly in Ampney Crucis and partly in Ampney St Mary (ibid, 69: 
2 and Notes).  The third was a small manor of three virgates held by Baldwin 
from the king, with no mill mentioned (ibid, 77: 1).  Reinbald the Priest held 
neighbouring Ampney St Mary from the king, with two mills at 10s (ibid, 26: 2).   
 
 
Figure 155: Map based on a reduced extract from the Tithe Map of 1839 (Gloucs. Archives 
PC1912/49, redrawn by G.Gwatkin, 1996).   The series of deviations in the parish boundaries 
around the site can be clearly seen, with a marked projection of the Harnhill parish boundary 
into Ampney Crucis parish.  The mill is also shown as containing a malt-house at this date.   
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The parish boundary of Harnhill with Ampney Crucis runs along the Ampney 
Brook, a tributary of the Thames, just before the mill, with the short leat running 
off the brook close to the mill while the parish boundary continues along a 
straightened stretch of the river to its north.  The river then passes under a 
small bridge over the lane, with the parish boundary continuing along the river 
before turning north and then running east along the road.  The parish boundary 
with Ampney St Mary keeps south-west along the road at the bridge, turning 
south at the mill site to run along the field edge (Figure 155 above).   
 
The 11th century boundaries between the manors in Harnhill, Driffield, Ampney 
Crucis and Ampney St Mary appear therefore to differ considerably from the 
later parish boundaries and the links between the numerous manors suggest 
they were all once part of a larger estate.  This would be supported by the fact 
that the parish boundaries between Harnhill, Ampney Crucis to its north and 
Ampney St Mary to its south zig-zag through the fields rather than following a 
sinuous line through the landscape.  The complicated land ties between the 
manors in the vicinity at Domesday also suggest earlier links between lands that 
were once part of the same estate.  It is not clear when the parish boundaries 
seen in the 19th century were laid down and it is possible that many of them are 
later than the Domesday record. 
 
A further factor to consider is that in the 18th century the main route from 
Cirencester to Lechlade and Oxford, which originally passed through the now-
deserted village site of Ampney St Mary, was turnpiked and diverted north to 
the route shown on the O.S. 2nd Ed. 25” maps of 1902 and 1903 (Gloucs. 
Sheets LI 12 and LII 9) (Croxford 2009, 8-12).  This road can be seen on Figure 
157 below, running past the mill site and carrying for two short stretches the 
parish boundary of Harnhill with Ampney St Mary.  The route of the old road 
may be preserved in the track running east-west across the site from Can Court 
(as shown in Figure 156 below).  
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Figure 156: Recorded archaeological sites in the area of evaluation in Ampney Crucis 
(Croxford, for Cotswold Archaeology, 2009).  The area shaded green, to the west of Can Court, 
is the approximate extent of the site of the deserted village of Ampney St Mary.  The church is 
marked ‘1’ on the map and the mill buildings ‘24’ and ‘25’.   
 
The turnpike road itself was again altered in the vicinity of the mill in the early 
20th century, to run along a straighter course just to the south, leaving the parish 
boundary below the mill following what is now a minor lane.  It has to be 
considered whether the parish boundaries here were also moved in the 18th 
century to follow the course of this new main route, or whether they had always 
run along or close to this route.  Some turnpike roads were newly constructed, 
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or had sections re-routed or improved (Taylor 1994, 155-160), but many 
continued along the same route, being repaired and widened or having sections 
straightened.  There would already have been a route close to the mill, suitable 
for wheeled traffic, and it can be seen from Figure 156 (above) that several 
footpaths and the lane from Ford Farm converge near the mill site.  It is likely, 
therefore, that this was an existing route that was chosen to be turnpiked at the 
expense of the route further south through Ampney St Mary.   
 
 
Figure 157: Extract from the O.S. 2
nd
 Ed. 25” map (Gloucs. Sheets LI 12 & LII 9).   The mill is at 
this date marked as a corn mill.   
 
The earliest detailed map available is that of the parishes of Ampney Crucis, 
Ampney St Peter and Ampney St Mary of 1771 (Gloucs. Archives D1388/Box 
105), which shows the new course of the road but does not mark parish 
boundaries.  The road does not appear to have been altered in the vicinity of 
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the mill site, as a bend just past the site is visible this map and still remains in 
place today.  The probability therefore is that the pattern of parish boundaries 
was unaffected by the turnpiking of this road.   Although the parish boundaries 
can therefore be said to have deviated around Harnhill Mill as a result of the mill 
site, present evidence is not sufficient to allow an early date for this deviation to 
be proposed with certainty. 
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Appendix Thirteen 
 
Finberg’s Interpretation of Landmarks in the  
Boundary Clause of c.A.D. 1000 (S1556)  
in the Vicinity of Whittington, 
and Alternative Suggestions 
 
The landmarks in the boundary clause of the above charter in the vicinity of 
Whittington are given as follows (LangScape L1556.0.00): 
 
28. andlang broc to mearaforda (along the brook to boundary ford) 
29. þanon to sceapan ecg (thence to sharp/steep edge) 
30. and swa an se grene weg (and so to the green way) 
31. andlang weg to weall leah weg (along the way to wall leah way) 
32. þanon staniht weg to alor wylla (thence to stony way to alder spring) 
33. þanon to eald dic (thence to old ditch) 
34. andlang dic ofer hunig  burna in se oþer eald dic (along the ditch to 
honey bourn to the other old ditch) 
35. and swa on se myln pol (and so to the mill pool) 
36. of se pol to se port stræt (from the pool to the town/market street) 
37. andlang stræte to se thorn on annadun (along the street to the thorn on 
Anna’s down/hill) 
38. of se dun into anna crundel (from the down into Anna’s quarry/gully) 
39. and saw æfter stræte in annanford (and so along the street to Anna’s 
ford) 
 
The starting and finishing points of the boundary clause are at ‘Anna’s ford’, or 
Andoversford, to the south-east of Syreford (Point 39).  The preceding points 
take the route along the made road, the port stræt of point 36, to the thorn tree 
to Anna’s down (point 37), then from the hill to Anna’s Quarry (point 38) and 
then along the made road to Anna’s Ford (point 39).  The port stræt is 
presumed by Finberg, it would seem correctly, to be the road from Gloucester to 
Stow-on-the-Wold.  There was a ‘market way’ running from Syreford north to 
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Winchcombe in the 17th century, known by 1638 as ‘the port way’ (Herbert 
2001, 233) but it is unlikely that this was the road referred to as this runs away 
from Andoversford.  Among many road and lane closures of the 18th and 19th 
centuries noted by Herbert (ibid), one was the lane from Syreford that joined the 
Gloucester to Stow-on-the-Wold road east of Andoversford and was closed in 
1793.  This could be the route from the mill pool to the market street.  The 
modern eastern boundary of Andoversford has been altered, but the Tithe Map 
for Whittington of 1838 (Gloucs. Archives PC1812/197) shows the boundary of 
Whittington running south-east from Syreford to cross the road before turning 
west to the Anna’s down or hill of the bounds, Onnandunum or Hannington, 
before returning to Andoversford.  The charter bounds here would therefore, in 
this interpretation, appear to have run close to the mid-19th century parish 
boundary.   
 
The preceding points 28-35 are, however, less clear.  Finberg (1955, 8) 
identifies the ‘green way’ as running up the western boundary of Whittington, 
crossing the road leading to Whalley Farm (weall leah weg), turning east along 
the road running to the north of Arle Grove.  Springs to the east here are 
identified as the alder springs of the charter.  The boundary then turns south 
along the old dyke by the road leading to Whalley Farm, crosses the 
Honeybourne at some indeterminate point to the other old dyke, said by Finberg 
to be ‘probably by the roadside on the way to Syreford.’   His interpretation of 
the section between these last two points, 34-35, is particularly vague, with a 
considerable distance being covered in one point, a convention at odds with the 
remainder of the boundary clause.  The stream which Finberg identifies as the 
Honeybourne, the upper reaches of the Whittington Brook, has been culverted 
where it descends into Whittington village, and its original course here is not 
entirely clear as modern houses have been built along the length.  As it leaves 
the village, it has been diverted south to the moat at Whittington Court, but its 
original line can still be clearly seen running south-east across the field, close to 
the Court, in the direction of Andoversford (see Figure 158 below). 
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There can be little doubt that Finberg is correct in identifying the ‘sharp or steep 
edge’ of the boundary clause as being at the top of the slope on the southern 
side of Ham Hill, where the northern boundary of Withington with Whittington 
runs.  The footpath here from Charlton Kings used to be the route across the 
hill, until the road was built a little further north sometime after the 18th century 
(Herbert 2001, 233).  The ‘green way’ would be the track continuing north, now 
part of the Cotswold Way, and the present western boundary of Whittington.   
 
The bounds could, however, equally well run along or close to the present 
northern boundary of the parish.  The earlier hamlet of Whalley appears from 
field name evidence on the Tithe Map (Gloucs. Archives PC1812/197) to have 
extended north of the present Whalley Farm, with ‘Walley Meadow’ just to the 
north of the present northern boundary, and a further Whalley Meadow and 
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Whalley Grove to the south, adjoining Whalley Farm.  The ‘wall leah way’ could 
therefore have run on or close to the present northern boundary here, joining 
the present road from Puckham Farm to Whalley Farm.  According to the 
Victoria History of the County of Gloucester (Herbert 2001, 233), the road past 
Puckham Farm was a ‘highway’ in the early 17th century, running south into the 
west of Whittington.  The ‘stony way to Alder Spring’ would then be the route 
eastwards, through the quarries and along the high ground, to the springs on 
the present northern boundary.  This area of high ground has been much 
quarried in the past and the ground is still very stony today, perhaps giving rise 
to the name ‘the stony way’, although the track has now been lost.   
 
 
 
 
There are many springs in the high ground to the north of Whittington, the 
majority of which feed the River Chelt (or Arle) and the location of the alre wylla 
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is therefore not certain.  ‘The old ditch/dyke’ would then be where the present 
lane past Whitehall Farm runs south to join the Syreford road.  Springs here to 
the east of the lane give rise to a stream which runs down the side of the lane to 
be culverted at the Syreford Road, providing further water for the mill pool there.  
It is possible that ‘the Honeybourne’ could be an old name for this stream.  The 
‘other old ditch/dyke’ would then be along the road to Syreford, to the mill pool.  
The bounds would then run to the market street along the old road from 
Syreford, which was closed in the 18th century (see Figure 159 above).  There is 
no mention of the ‘tumulus’ shown on the O.S. 1st. Ed. 6” map (Gloucs. Sheet 
XXVII SE), at which point the modern northern boundary turns south-east to join 
the road, which might be expected if the bounds had extended this far north and 
east in this area. 
 
Other interpretations of the boundary clause in this area could also be offered, 
including Grundy’s proposed route (1935, 262-271) (discussed in Appendix 
Twelve) through the park of Dowdeswell Court to a lost mill site, or a route 
running to a mill pool north of the modern village of Whittington (as proposed in 
the Victoria County History (Herbert 2001, 242), or to a mill pool near the 
deserted medieval village and close to Whittington Court.  It is therefore not 
possible to securely identify the mill pond at Syreford as that of the charter 
bounds, on present evidence. 
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